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THE RELIGION OF THE MOHEXJO DAKO PEOPLE
ACCORDING TO THE INSCRIPTIONS

INTRODUCTION

Sir John Marshall in his work on Ufohenfo Daro and On
Indus Civilisation devotee ono full chapter lo the Religion of that

early nation which he describee after interpreting some images,

»:nls, earrings and eigna discovered In the cities of Mohenjo Daro

and Harappe. Nevertheless. ho could not bare any certainty about

his statements. Everything waa goes? work, for no written

document was deciphered aa yet, which would reveal the religious

boliofs of those ancient people.

New after havine deciphered shove one thousand and

eight hundred inscriptions of themo discovered xt Mohenjo Darn,

Harappa nnd other sites in Sind and even in Mesopotamia, we are

able to outline the main tenets of their faith with great certainty

and sometimes with a richness of details which cculd never be

expected from these short epigraphs.

To oomnuniente this to the sobolarly world, anxious to know

the oontente of chose inscriptions, is the purpose of this paper.* •

1. In an article on I.igU -n Aa Ufaionfo Kan Kiddle, contributed to tin

A'iw Aiiei, July, lUSe, pp. 1-19, I idv*nredscn« interesting points

in connoaion with the dcdphtrartoit of thtoe inceptions, x work In

which I *m engaged since EepUmlcr, 1935. It to not my pcrpxc to

dioclMt the philological basis of my decipherment at priscnk This

will be done « length in my work on Tie Pr*o-Indian S:rijl a*i

0t«Huttoa, which I hope to publish xhorily.
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I

THE SUPREME BEING

In the course o1 my decipherment I found several inscrip-

tions with the sign which is evidently a man. Ac-

cordingly it was read of which is the word for man in Dravidian

languages. Yet as the work was going on a few inscriptions were

found in which Of, “ man", was apparently not the proper value

of that sign. This disappointment led me to examine the corre-

sponding signs more carefully and minutely, and this study

revealed to me a slight but clear differenca between 'two kinds of

signs, which wero all vnluod at in my Qm attempt- This

difference consists in the fact that while one sign Ijos the arms

and legs boldly separated from the trunk as if the perron were

*in an exultant mood, thus A ;
‘he other sign has Its limbs

falling limply along the body, giving the impression of a lifeless

body, thns:

^
. If the former is compared with tho rococo

sculptures of the 18th oentury, the latter maybe compared with

the Gothic statues of tho 12th and 13th centuries. Then carefully

revising the contents of the inscriptions themselves, I finally came

to the conclusion that means " man”. while

for a being superior to mac, vis., god. But since in these in-

scriptions there is already a sign for sod, vh. birfavuj (with

it

stands

four arms) which seems to be a generic mime, it follows that our

sign ^ must signify the supreme god. What would be the

proper phonetic value of this Eignthon? That was a difficult
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point, for the Dravidians at present do not seem to remember any

ancient name given to the supremo God.

First of all, it ia to be noticed that among the signs of the

Mokenjo Daro script there are families of signs, within which

families, as all the sign* have a similar appearance, so also their

phonetic value varies very little by the introduction or suppression

or Change of one consonant or vowel sound.
1 Now these

two k- i
,
being so similar as to be easily

confused as explained above, must belong to the same family

and therefore one reading <21, the other must also read In a

similar way.

Tills being presupposed I studied the main characteristics or

attributes* of this supremeGod according to the inscriptions in order

to find a word which would ho both full of meaning and descriptive.

From a number of inscriptions in which this sign was found

I picked up two, one of which apparently gives the essential des-

cription of God, while the other shows his position in relation with

the other beings of the Univcnt. The former wag the following

:

Squirt
Thl3 inscription reads as follows: Iruvan-aJu hm mtnanir, t-f.

"the horn playing Mmaa of ono who exists".' Now once the

horn playora in religions festivals are, oven today, servants of tbs

temple, “ one who exists” must bo an idea that is only referable to

God. Iruvan must have been a name of God and indeed God is

the only being who really exist*, for u the metaphysicians explain

he exists by himself, while all the other beings exist by another

who is God, vis., they have not in themselves the reason of their

existence.
8

1. Cf. H.TM, Writ M iht MfAnjt Dm> RWU, op. til., p. IS.

s. Marshall, M. D., No. flO.

3. Thus when htcou uiod (Sod, after the latter lied 'lit him to

Egypt to uve hi*, biotiirai
:
“If they ihould any to me : what Is bis

name t What shall I say to them f“, God replied to him : “You will

tell them: I am who am." <Exed., Ill, 13-14) Even tbs phrase

W4saw-an ef the dutndcw* Vpoiatad, which Is now interpreted in a

pantheistic wear, b-vl apparently no other meaning in the beginning

than the moinias o? cor irmitpeJou, that rerarie the high idea of

Gcc that the people of Mofatnjo Daro bac. Cf. Johanna. 7ht ZepU e/

tU JTiiit, 1 023. February, p. 3.
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The other Inscription referred to abovu is as follows

:

*U)*)K
which reads thus; Koit ella katfaivl-adti ... (the dots at. tho ocd of

the inscription murk tho word corresponding to the sign which we
lire now studying}, ». «.

" The supremo God of nil the Gods of tho

temple ",1 This cpigmph show* that in reality this sign refers to

a Being which is superior to ull the other coda and consequently

above the whole Universe.

Tho name, therefore, of this Supreme God must be one

revealing these two ideas : tuptricrily and telj-iulsittanct. In

all the Dinvidian dictionorioa there is only one word that would

embody thorn, and this word is op, which might be properly

translated "Supreme Being”. This word, besides, complies with

the other requirements spoken of above, via., to be similar to &}

:

and at the same time on being the male termination of liouna,

suggests the umle shape whloh ia given to God in llie images and

in the imwiplions.*

Now the Supreme Being above everything Is the Lord of the

whole Universe, and, therefore, everything may he referred to him

with a relation o£ pc®realon. Thus the IcacriptlonH toll os

:

1. "The Supreme Being of all th6 gods of tho fields that

makes peace.*

2. “ The Supreme Being of thesuccessful dark growing moon1'.4

3. "The Supreme Being of tho rain cloud3 of the Fish”.*

4. “The Supremo Being of the clouds of man".’

5. “ The Supremo Being of tho Mlnsa’.'

6. " The Supreme Boing of the Minas who have tho sun on

high ".9

1. Photo, M. D-, 1M9-2S. No. 4741.

B. The prewnt writer it of opinion tbit lh«« Proto-Indian jeopl*,

migpi'daB vertwarde in a Inter period, nettled in Southern Mesopotamia

tod became the Sumerion «. a omLmticm which will he proved at length

iu the work mentioned abort-. Now the Supreme God of the Sumcriniu

In tbo pre-halo ri: times ie A(L

3. Manhall, M. D, No. 79.

4. Photo, M. D, 192S-29, No. 4671.

5. Marshall, M I), No. SM.

«. Ihui, M. D.. PI. OXYf, No. 7.

7. ItoL. 11.. No. 234.

8. '4vL, M_ D. No. 109. It appear* that the Mlnaa—in Samalijta literature

celled Mateyi!—formed the main bulk of the people o! Mohenjo

D*ro city.
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II

THE ATTRIBUTES OF THE SUPREME BEING

Tbe attribute* of tho Supreme Being, which will communicate

to us o clearer nnaejutandine of it* easance, may he divided into

two groups

:

A. QCIKSCBST ATTRtBBTRB

1. LiftI : Go«l being the only wlf-subeistent is the source of

life and activity. Thue in au inscription he la called : “The
Supreme Being of Life”.

1

The word v&l, may mean life and

happiness, perhaps because originally life and happiness were

synonymous, which is Kill true in the case of God.

2. Outrun .- He does not communicBlo his superiority to

any one. He is the only One. Thus an inscription run* a*

follows
: Orvan tlrj>u llrptt irkra ifln iiapdil ufavan, ue.

“
Mtna, the fanner of the Curb, about whom the one has decreed."’

Aa we shall «e later "the farmer of the Crab ’’ is a royal title.

Therefore no other but the Supremo Being, the one, could decree

anything about him.

3. Greatnaa . This attribute means that in God there

is no limit. Thus we read in an inscription :
“ Of the very

great ono”.
9

B. OPERATIVB ATTRIBUTES

4. Omnitdence: Two inscriptions speak of the God of the

city of NAlQr under tho name of VitfukapS Now thi* name
properly ineon* “ open eye “ and refere to a person who has alwaya

the eyes open, who sees and knows everything. This very ancient

idea agrees with the modern common belief of Hinduism that the

gods have no eye-lids. Thus unable to close their eyes, they see

everything.
9

5. Benevolence .- According to this attribute. the Supreme

Being helps men in their needs. Avery important inscription

I. Marshall, 1L D, No. 347.

S. TAii, M. D„ No. 180.

a. mi, H., No. ai.

4. ML, U. No. 320 i H., No. 329.5

8. Though the* two imcriptlou refer to the Individual god cJ one place,

NSlflr, (lie nature cf the name U*lf ihutrs that it reveals an attribute

of tho Supreme Being.
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reveals to us the belief the Mohenjo Daro people had regarding this

point. The inscription runs thus:

(III,

*us n w
Which reads : udavu ir Mln-adu An, i.e. “ the Supreme Being

of Mica being help." 1 The figure carved on the seal that bears this

inscription enhances the value of this epigraph. It represents the

akin of n unicorn spread in four directions. Now the unicorn is

the totem of ono of tho ancient tribes : It is the most common totem

among the to/eme shown on the Mohenjo Daro inscriptions Tot

skinning this animal supposes Its being killed and the repreeen:atcon

of its skin as a trophy discloses the fact that tho trite whose totem

it was. was defeated by Mina, but the latter in tho inscription

attributes the victory to ip.

6. Poiar of Drttrvction and QeneraSton

:

Another seal, that

Ins boon very often reproduced, represents a nude, three faced

gad, seated in a sort of • yOya pee) wearing a trident-like headgear.

Round this figure several animals arc placed. It has been said that

this is a figure or PaAujiati.* The corvor of this seal had not tho

intention of carving the rrpmwutation of Siva as Pasupati. He
wanted to represent the Supremo Being surrounded by the

utemt of the different tribee that inhabited Mohenjo Daro.’ The
inscription which appears on the upper portion of the seal refers

to two very characteristic functions of the same Supremo Being

:

UfttfboCJ
This epigraph reads as follows : ip nap4 valkei kutfa rninadu

That means :
“ The Supreme Being enfeebling and strengthening

is of the (months of the) Jnr and the Fish.”* These months were

the two months of autumn during which the whole of nature

seems to weaken and die : leaves fall from tho trees, mountains

and Gelds disappear under a coat of snow, cold stiffens tho limb* of

1. Photo, M. D, 10*8-80, No. 7507.

2. Madly, TU Iniu OMlittiia,, p. 70.

S. We readily idat: that perhaps thl» and rimilur repicwntntinr,* gate
riw to -.ho idea of the PaaupatL

I. Marshall, M. D„ No. 361.

5. The Proto-Indiana, at tbs Mohenjo Darn laoiripticn* mtal, had right

cunMeilotions in their Zodiac. Kaeh month via of 45 day*
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the body. But how useful is this for restoring strength end health

to both vegetables and animals. From that sort of lethargic

Bicep nature rises again more rigorous than ever. This enfeebling

anil strengthening was directly attribute*! by the Proto-Indians to

the Supreme Being. Ee Is elsewhere often called “the God of

the chariot and of the cultivated fields,"' two symbols of destruc-

tion and fertility, which finally reveal /iji as the fOre-ninner of

the modern Siva.

Ill

HIS FORMS

JT[i is suppos'd to l»e the highest God, the god of heaven, in

fact he is, as we shall see later on, identified with the Sun. Now
the son In the course of the year travels through the constellations

of the Zodiac, which wore called houses. Accordingly each month

the sun being In a different house was supposed to take a different

form, and since the constellations of the Proto-Indiana, as said

above, were, only eight, the forms of the Sun, t* the Supreme

Being, were eight. One of tho inscriptions keejie a record of

this number in a sort of a riddle-likc mathematical equation

:

The inscription rcadfl as follows : Enmai irkra Ml it vSl ilfirkra

ir win, i.«. “ Bninai is to die fish and to tho acacia what eight

is to two."

1

This equation may be mathematically expressed thus

:

st _ 8

ii8h + acacia ~2

from which we realize that x representing JBpmot, must he also B.

And indeed Efimai 1b till now b modern nnme of giro meaning

"right-bodied or formed”. There cannot be any doubt that in

those early days this name was only attributed to tho Supreme

Being.

Another inscription simply tell* us that He is eight: "The

two Fishes (constellation) of that which la eight and who has the

sun on high."
8

Accordingly the eight forms of the Supremo Being were the

eight oonstellations which were the following :

1. Month nil, M. D., No. 37.

2. Ibid-, M. D., No. 12.

3. Marshall, M. !>., No. 114.
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The Earn, the Harp, the Crab the Mother, the Scale, the Arrow,

the Jar and tho Fish or the two Fisheg.
1

Images of UiiE Supremo Being under tb«o forme were

worshipped in different parts of the country. Thug on inscription

says :
“Of the god of one aide (form) who is in tho country.*'

The moat popular of all these forma of God seems to have

toon tho Fish. Several inscriptions refer to this

:

*))uat®u
Which roads : Adu fall pfr mill ortda effu kafjavul, i.e., “That (Is)

tho eight (formed) god, whose one side (form) la the sprinkled great

Pish”.* Another inscription «ys : “The Supreme Being of the

Fish God (la) In front.”
4 Yet another : “The two fishes who are in

tho house (temple) of the very great Earn are (forms) of god who is

outsido (beyond) the country".*

Occasionally, two forms of the Snprome Being were combined

in tho same Image. Thus an inscription reads: “Of the great who
ia two in one who has tho sun on high.”" We have a particular caao

of combination in tho God of Najjdcr.
7 The inscription that referes

to it rnna as follows

:

*UeJt8C*
0]

It reads :

"
Nila tfaiudtir u(Ju min adu An tal, which moans:

"The Supreme Being of the Ram and tho Fish of Na^Or that

has lauds i* happy."* Accordingly the God of Napdor was n

combination of the Ram and the Fish. This combination is

represented in the sea! Itself : an enormous ram, much larger than

L Sam* ia»:riptiour refer to one Fish in the wnatellation, others,
nmnlielea. refer to two.

?. Marshall, H., ho. 87.

3. ML, M. D„ ho. 418.

4. ML, XL D., No. 814.

B. Phcto, M. D., 1 9*8.28, No 8380.

6. Pick, M. n., 1089-28, No. 6792.

7. Narajilr in all probability war the name of She ancient city which we
know by the name Molwojo Daw, at present.

8. A. SI. Hipori, 1928-28, PI. XXVIU, No. g.
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the human figure* represented in it, having tho head of a fish and

bearing the horn* over the fish's head. Yet the eeal itself terms

to show that this 1* only a firm of god—a symbol. a represent-

ation—for on the other side of the sail tho figure of god is

represented standing in the middle of a tree, with the trident on

hia head, after the fashion of the other seal. Before him a devotee

half-squattlng on the ground offers his prayers to the deity.

IV

THE SUPREME BEING IS THREE-EYED

This is the Idea about, Siva in modem Hinduism, which wo
find dearly express*! with reference to God in tho inscriptions of

tho Proto-Indians
i
and the idea was bo well known that the only

mention of “his three eyes
1 ' 1

,
as we find in two inscriptions,

revealed to those people the Idea of the Supreme Being. These

three eyes were being worshipped. "The worshipped three eyes

on which tho four stars rise."
8 Accordingly god is called the

thrw-cycd one. Thus tho following inscription:

1 111 in as ii A4
Which reads: Parcunt niln Jr mlnaniramna mOn leap, i.e. “The
throe-eyed, he cf the Minas who are moon Paravaa" • In another

inscription it is said that " the twelve stare of tho Spring Fish

that have the Snn on high (are) tho throe-eyed one.*

In this inscription seme connection between tho “ three-eyed

one" and the constellation of the Fish Ib being disclosed
;
but in

the other inscriptions it is dearly stated that the Fish is also the
" three-eyed one Thus

:

L “ The three-eyos of the Great Fish ”.*

2.

“ The three-eyes of ho of the Spring

1. Marshall, IT., No. 359.

S. Pbcco, M.D., 1929-29, No VTOa

3. Marrhall. M.D.. No, 6

4. Ibid., M.D, Ka 111

3. IbiL, KU, No. 68.

8. Photo, M.D., 1929-29, No. 6831. “ He of the Spring ” is tho Pith who
it oft.n called " Spring Fidi ”

( Marshall M.D., No. Ill
;
Photo, M.D.,

1929-aO, No. S2S2
; Marshall, M.D.. No. «01 ; /4»i, H., No. ») u the

tymtol of the futility of God, which Is specially ewe in Sprit®.

2
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Yet another inscription event that “ in tho hooso die Great

Fish meditates on the throe-eyed one

The Bubjocc is even oxprotwed in two verses carved on two

plane* of a prism. Those vnrsas run thus :

UKTQIII

\\\&\%\\\\
Which reads : MOn min ptr htflavul adu mun

Jfun dr kafavul ar karumuoti mQn

This mean*

:

“ The three stare are the three (eyes) of the groat God "

“ The three streams of tho stiaun-God arc the three rain

clouds”
0

Two inscriptions refer to ono eyo only

:

that iB : orJcan, “ one eye Such inscriptions evidently

refer to tho third eye which grow at a later period, according
to late Saivite tradition when the ged realised that two eyes
were not enough to see everything. Accordingly one inscription

speaks “ of the growth of tho eye and consistent with the
Idea that tho fish is three eyed, another inscription refers to the
" #yo in the Fish vie. the third eye.

V

THR SUPREME BEING IS FISH-EYED

This quality which U considered as a beauty note to Indian
aesthetic, is aha attribnted to tho Supreme Being to the

1- Marshall, U.D
,
No. 9i.

B. IMi. M.D, H. OXV. No. 16.

3. Ibid., H., No. MTS.

*- Ibid., H., No. 20a
6. INd., H., No. 63.
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Mohonjo Dnro inscriptions: This inscription which

reads : Min kan, i.t. “ Bah-eye” or "fish-eyed"', is often met with.

Occasionally in order-to avoid any doubt the inscription nniB:

Pirmln kaji. l.t. "the great fish-oyoj And naturally, since

this fish-eyed is tho same three-eyed spoken of before, an in-

scription combines l»th qualities when frying : m&n min ion,

"three fish eyes”."

VI

THE NAME-8 OF THE SUPREME BEING

We have accidentally noted above that Iruwn "tho one who
is”, seems to be one of the name* given to God in those, early day*.

Another name which has also been mentioned before is

E;mm, a name which is still given to fliva among the Dravidian

nations of South India- Similarly, in^uino. also referred to

above, is used now-s-days in the South.

A new name of God is contained in the following brief

Which reads P.VdperndM/f. if. “four

bouses (or "a number of houses ") of the*# belonging to PC-Hip"-
4

These seem to bo tho temple aerrants whore Pwflp was worshipped.

PfiSp or PcrumBl is a very common name of Siva in Southern

India. Accordingly another insniption calls cod "PcrOp of the

chariot and of the cultivated fields."*

A fifth name of Ood is contained in this brief epigraph

:

This read* : Ttpfavan ir nttl ma*atr.. U.

" The TRpijavan '* in 'he four trees", i-t- in the forest.* T5pdavail

is the name of the dancing Sint This shows that tho idea of Gcd

dancing as the source of all the movement of the universe is a very

old one.

1. Ilti

,

It. IX, No. 861 I 1M, M.D., No. SW, cW.

S. IUd., H., No. S57.

3. raid., M.D., No. 365.

4. Phrt^ j[D. No. 6378.

5. Miritull, M.D., No. 37.

C. ml, No. 448.

inscriptionIf
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VII

THE SDN

We h»vc pointed out above than the Supreme Being was

Identified with the Son. he being the God of heaven. Yet the

Sun was actually wor3hippod in the temples af> is clearly scon

In a small oblong object in which the inscription is accompanied

by a carring that represents a temple of tbo son.

In front of the temple there is a throne over which there is the

disc of the sun a3 if he were a ting, for the tfcrono is a symbol of

royalty. To the right an inscription reminds ns that tho temple

"is of the high snn”. uyard uyarel adu.* the word 'high

sun ' being repeated twice token of respect and veneration.

In front of the temple there Is aleo tho sign of Ap to show that

he is the same as the aan. This identification Is espreated in a

number of epigraphs, for instance in the following :

1. “ Pfrltj of the chariot and the cultivated

fields is tho Son on high."
*

2. " Of the Grtnl God who is tho Sun on high ".

Due to this identification, since god is vitfukm omniscient,

tho fun is also supp&nd to see everything. On the obverse of

n small coin-like object there Is an emblem which is often found

in the punch marked coins of a much later period. This emblem

is shown thus : Tho central circle represent 3 the snn.

All round the aun there are arrows which road iap, “eye", lids

eign therefore may bo read: el oils *•«•. “the sun sees

everything " ‘

Since llie gun was seen rising from the East and after describ-

ing an arc over the sky setting in the Went, they imagined that

tho sun wm driving a vehicle which once is called a wagon, and

other times a chariot. Thus wo read in some inscriptions

:

L “ Of the wagon of him who is the high sun".
8

I. A.S.I. ;?-*>*, 19S9-30, PI. XXVIII. No ’1466 (B). Of. tfanfcall,

M.D., No 490.

7. Marshall, ItD., No. 37.

8. Ibti-. M.D., No. 318.

A A. & L Retort, 1828-29, PL XXXII, No. la sod B.

B. J.R A. &. 1912, pp. 089-TOj.
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2. " That stone-chariot of the urea: God".1

3. “ Whatsoever is of the stone chariot i

3

of tho very great

one' 1.*

It is Interesting to note that they imagined that tho chariot

of the eon was of stone, not of any precious metal.

VIII

THE LINGA

That the phallus was worshipped in Mohenjo Darn is proved

clearly by a number of such stones discovered there and at

HarapjB- Yet while going through the inscriptions one realizes

that Its cult was not spread regularly amongst all classes of people.

It Is true tha-. the Hnga is also identified wkh the high Sun nil in

this inscription: "Tho lustrous litiga is tho high sun”.’ But it

is not leas true that the Mima—afterwards colled tho Matayaa—

who Mem to form the main bulk of the Mohenjo Daro

inhabitants, disliked the liuga worship. One of the inscriptions

rnnsas follows:

iSiQ" iDTO
This Inscription rends: Ur nalam fug cmipi irhra min mlnanir

i. e. "Tho prosperity of the land is of the ifmas of the Fish who
have the dorptoed h'npa”-

4 Another inscription informs ns

who were especially those who despised tho lifiga, “the caonl

(which is) in front of the...houses of the land of the linga (which

is) despised by the thinkers of the land According to the in-

formation supplied by this inscription, the high dantes of the

country, the inUUigmtia of the land, despised this cult. Only

poor and ignorant people adhered to it Yet it seems that

the introduction of this cult among the lllnas was the work

of one of their kings. Tho following inscription speaks of him

:

¥9
which read* : Otfpfu acre IttUablfva ar.d means: “ The imprisoned

1. Vamhall, BID.. PL OXVI. No. 30.

2. Ibid., M.D., Ntv i3t

3. Ibid., tt. No. 43. CL Ibid., II.D.. Pi. XV L, No. 337:ML H.No. 93. etc.

4. Marshall, H., No. «t.

6. Ibid., M. D., No. 399.
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illustrious ruler of the Irilpa".
1 Another inscription gives more

details about this ruler

:

UOTfOSii©
This inscription reads w follows : S*re bon CupfU A/in papal tfu

ko$i leniidu, i "Tho imprisoned king Cuppi Mina, the tiny

when the Ram begins in tho country of the South."* It seems

therefore that thi* kina'* devotion to the Hup:, was no much as tn

inspire him to take the name of the linya aa hi» own name. In

fact another inscription, undoubtedly referring to the anno person,

tolls nB that, "his linya is the high sun *.•

Tho Jllnns apparently oould not tolerate this new colt

und the kina wms to lia»e been depiwed and imprisoned

by » popular rising. 80 an Inscription says : "(Tho object of)

tho hostility of the Mmas Is the imprisonod illustrious ruler

(who is) a priest.”* To the same deposition of this king must refer

another short inscription that annonnos :
“ The end of the power

of Mina How this king died is not clear in the Mohcnjo Daro
epigraphs. One s»ys only :

“ Of the death of Minn Bet an

inscription carved after his death seems to commemorate the bitter

feelings of the Minas towards their old king in a sarcastic way.
The inscription runs aa follows :

TmvmWO
The inscription reads : Vffil xtkra Utvi eftirkra alia kafavul*
adu kaval kulkalakQr maram. and means, “The tree of the

canalized united countries of the Kovals of (dedicated to) all the

gods, whom Mma who ww in the house has readied The
inscription primarily speaks of the Kara! countries which were
dedicated to all their gotla. This Idem seems to have brought to

the memory of the composer of the inscription the recollection of

king Cuoyi Mma who was fond at least of one of the gods of

J. M. D. No. 138.

3. /Wt, M. 1>.
P
No. 49.

. IUd.. M. D , No 468.

A ntudratei Ivr&n Km, 4-10-84.

5. Marshall. H. No 153.

. Tbid, H., No. 187.

7. rrid, M.D, No. U.
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Kavals, the linga, a? we shall see later. In a moment o£ aaixtstic

wit, ho declared that the unfortunate king had already reached

those gods who were despised by him and his nation.

What was therefore the origin of this cult ? While studying

these inscriptions wo And the Unfa cult established as at home
among tho two tribee. the Bilavas and the Kavals. (The Bilavas arc

the Bhfils ; tho Kavals arc the robber caste of the North and the

South). About the Bilavas tho inscriptions say :

1. "In tho dark growing half of the moon, when the sun

was on high, the Bilarn pulled down the four houses

of tho Unfa. 1

(According to thin inscription the liriga among the

Bilaraa had houses tho rent, of which was used for

fostering ltd call.)

2. “The linga of the eight villages of the Vejvcd Bilavas (is)

the high son of the harvest (Velvfl Bilavaa were a

section of the Ililavas)

About the Kavals wc And :

“ The old linga of tho Kavals ”. a

From these premises wo may perhaps deduce the consequence

that, theae two tribes wore Koterian and that they brought this cult

from the far-off EaAern Inlands.

IX

A DIVINE TRIAD

Among the Mohenjo Daro inscriptions there is one of extra-

ordinary importance, on account of its unexpected revelations in

the field of the history of comparative religions and oven in the

general field of ancient civilisation. The inscription runs as follows:

X \
Io reads*: itfa mun ptr Ua</atml-adu kalak air; that means,

"The joined life of tho united three great gods".*

1. Mi, M.D, No. 408.

fi. Munhatl, H, No. 09.

3. Rii, E., No. 118.

4. Tlie sowed lino of the lustrlpUca always r»ids from left to right.

0. Monhill, M.D., No. SCO.
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First of all we most determine who were these three great

Coda Were they i<i, the Sun and the Litiga? They could not

be so
:
first because Lhe Itiiga was not generally accepted by the

Minas and even perhaps we may odd by *11 the so-called Drevidiam.

Besides Ap and the Son are not two gods, but one, for they are

identified not in a pawing way, but e^antially. These three gods

msv therefore ho Ap and two more.

A similar triad of gods is also found in Sumerian Inscriptions

ond the three eods of Sumer in pre-hietoric times were Atk, Atna

and Kntil. An was Hie father, .-fma ires the mother and Until

was the son, who afterwards in historic Sumerian times became the

father.

1

I suspect that the Proio-Druvidian triad must be similar

lo this. In fact A$. the father of Sumer, is the aune Ap. the

Supreme Being of India.
1 The mother is called Ana in Sumerian.

Now Amma is the common word for mother in Dravidian

languages and a goof number of clay slatuettcs of tho mother

goddess have been found in Mohenjo Daro and in Hnrappa. In the

inscription* the mother goddess is found among the constellations

of tho Zodiac (She afterwards was called the Virgin). Her

representation is tlma: It should b6 read amma, i. e. "the

mother- .
‘ If we compare this pictograph with some of tho images

of Mohenjo Daro. we shall find complete reeemblanoe between

the two headgears,* Such an idea of the mother goddess must
be tho first foundation of the £akta sect of India. I must add

here that this mother received a name which is the female deno-

mination corresponding to the denomination mlnkap attributed to

Sj). In an inscription she is called IftnAappi.* This in fact had

to be the original name of tho goddess of Madura, Mm&fegi. whose

name now is partly Dravidian-Mmn-end panlv SnmskrU-akei.

The counterpart of the son. Enlil, is not found in the inscrip-

tions as yet. Perhaps he will tie found among tho 800 more

inscriptions which are still awaiting interpretation.

1. R*d»n, Svntrwn Btrmtn and Prapon lo Snf -Vlrc-tJ, pp. 4-7,

2. Tkf KoOkapi ap-aking people call their father 7p and Amma, their

nother.

3. Maraliali, M.D.. No. 182.

«. Cf Mackey, TU fefau Ctrtlaairn, PI. I, l.

». Marshall, M.I>, No. 336.
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What Jim been found Is the combination of Ai/ and Ammo.

Tho inscription is as follows

:

It reads:

uyartl Ur or Amman : that is, "ono Amman (not two but

one) of the chariot of the sun”.* This deity half-man ( proper left),

and half woman (proper right), which is also found in Sumer with

the name of Amaa-a' seems to be the original idea of the Jlindn

image of ardhanUrtiuaro, which Is only found in Baivism and

which has the two pans put in the same relative position.

X
OTHER GODS

While studying these inscriptions wo come arrow numerous

references to a number of minor gods who in the course of time

were supposed to preside over different places, elements or

functions. Thus for instance, while speaking at An vre have found

a reference to "all she gods of the Helds”, from which phrase we
may rightly conclude that the gods presiding over the Gelds

were morn than one or two. One of these gods of the Gelds

was Tery likely that mentioned in the following inscription:

UX>?®
This inscription reads: wjartl ir nilaxm kafavui-adu; that

means :
" Of tho God of the living Nilavan who haa die sun on

high”.* This god of ATMwm very likely presided over the lands.

Another god of the Gelds was undoubtedly the god

of rain which is so beneficial to agriculture. This god is often

spoken of in the inscriptions, for instance :

ux4®'i"0
Which reads : aril irkra mCn kalahiir MrmugU kafavul- adu,

i. e. “The three united countries which are in the country

are of the god of tho rain clouds".* nr. rainB fall upon those

1. Marshall, M.D., No. SOP.

8. Radio, ejt fit, p. 7.

3. Marshall, M.D., No t05.

4. Photo. M.D., 1088-88, No 7137.

3
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throe united countries. This aod o£ the ruin clouds or of the rains

iE often mentioned In the inscriptions.'
4

Also the god of thunder is being referred to, bat in a

descriptive way :
“ The rory great god shaking the height of the

clon-ls who is in the'house
*'

* To slislce the height of the clouds

seems to mean “ shaking the high clouds

The god of death is refereed to in connection with one

of the human sacrifices, of which we shall speak later

:

r ii twin 8
It reads : Min ff aOvu kafavulkanlrmaram, i-r. “the two troea

under which the seven Mines saw the god of death/’* The phrase

is equivalent to dying : yet the mention of the god of death is not

without interest.

Another brief inscription mentions the god of the netherworld:

mv
It reads

:
kil kafavuladu. it.,

"
of the god of below

Beside*, local and pargjrad godB are often rtferred to
; fer

inslar.ee,

L “ Of the groat god of tho oavc reached by tho growing

half of the mccn

2. “ Of the god of Mina who is in the country

Yet it Is evident that when referring to oil these geds on
many occasions tho Supreme Bring ip is finally in their

minds. Thus, besidta tho god of the main clouds. At)

itself ia also oonnooted with them.

U4T*T
That reads : nanna Aii nanna Icdrmugil^du, U., “ Tho
friendly Supremo Being of tho approachicg rainy clouds”.’ Or,

1. Mrtlul), M-D., rr» M ; Ibid., XLD., XL l&i, etc

. IWL, M.D.. PL CXVriT, No. 3 (Hr. 4337).

3. ML, UD.So.40*.

*. Md

,

n., No i.

0. Ibid., M.D., No. 438.

. Ibid., M.D., No. 137.

7. Photo, M D., 1928-29, No. 71W.
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Another one that spo&ks of the “ shining god of the two ilshes that

have the sun on hieh”, who cannot bo but 5y.

Sometimes the trees were specially dedicated to one cod or

another or to any form of god. Thu* the following inscription

:

Tllll'flUJO
It leads : K7ji velv&se Min opad maram, i. e. "the nine trees

of (dedicated to) the Fish (are) the vdvdffU of the houses ”.1 The

inscription only informs M of what kind those trees were vis.

vtlvtig/s, otherwise called white liris, which were also used for

building houses.

It whs a common custom for «ach dty or village to have one

of these holy trees which were called ‘‘the village tree". Thus

:

1. "Of tbo village tree in the Spring when the snn is high.”*

Very likely it refers to a festival.

2. "Of the tree of the village of the Minas". 8

On one occasion the sun and a tree arc identified: "One (are)

the snn and the tree".*

XII

MINOR DEITIES

Tho ayau/ir* or protective deities of the cities or villages are

very common in Southern India. They bavo their shrines by the

road side at the entrance to the villages, it ia interesting that the

only Inscription that mentions these ayonors calls them "rcod

ayanti's*'. Thus : “The road ayantirs of the two citira in the

faring with the Scale This epigraph refers to a festival In

honour of the ayan&rs, of those cities. The festival was celebrated

at the special time when the spring ends with the scale. For this

coustellation was the first constellation of summer.

Similarly spirits or devils, belief in whom is also much spread

through the South, are mentioned In our epigraphs. For Instance,

an inscription refers to the “three houses of the devil of the

villagers”.
8

1. A. & W83.S4, PL XIX, No. S < M. D. >.

5. Marshal. M. D., No. 430.

3. Ibid, JL D., No. 40.

4. Ibid., M. D., No. 55.

6. Ibid., H., No. 35.

8. Ibid., H., Non £4?, 252.
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XIII

EMBLEMS OF GOD

Tlvt most commonly mentioned emblem of god i« the trident.

And ihat thin is a symbol of God is definitely settled in an inscrip.

tion which mentions “the trident in which there is one”1
a phrase

that evidently refers to Ap on whceo head a trident is always sr-n.

Many villages seem to have had a trident, perhaps 'Instead of

an image. In the local temple. Unlaw the image itself, haring a

trident on iU head was perhaps denominated trident. Thus

:

1. “ Three house* of the Tillage trident

2. " The trident of the village of Mina in the year vilonril

{trident of tridenta)”.'

3. "Of the trident of two villages attaining lustre

Moreover tridenta existed In the fields and in boundaries of

properties, very likely in small shrines, u Is still customary r.ow-

a-days. A few specimens :

1.
" The trident of the cultivated fields that are in the

country

2. “ Tho tridont of the field of the Kavals **.*

3.
“ Two tribes ol the Minas who have boundary tridents ”.T

Tridents in fact were a very common object in the house and
everywhere. Somo inscription* only mention a number of trider.ts

without informing us where they were, or what use was being

made of them. Thus :

1.
14
Three tridenta

2.

3.

4 .

4

Three tridents which nro in the house
“ Four tridentswhich are iri the country”,c

(saveral tridents).

“ Six tridents".
11

1. »«, M. D., No. 7 .

2. Mi, H., No. 60.

. r<*t, h., No. 7*.

4. Ibii, E, No. 3t.

0. Mi, M. D., No. 131.

. Mi,\L D„No.30L
7. Mi, M. D., No S3.

& Ibii, M. IX, No 270; ML, M.D., No. 2*0
9. Md, B-.No.3ia
10. Ibii, M. D., Na 143.

11. Ibii, XL D., Nca S«, 249.
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Another emblem of God only once referred to is the makt.
The snake is one of the mor. common symbols of Siva in modern
Hinduism. Thus an inscription informs us that “Mina meditates

on the snake of the three-eyed one ",l

Similarly, another inscription mentions the axe which is also

often seen in the hands of Siva: “Whatever is of the aae of the

Fish i9 of the village trident ”.a

XIV

MODES OF WORSHIP

Josn as now-n-daya. to see an object worthy of veneration was

for these ancient people to worship that object. “Men ace the

holy tree runs an inscription. In the same way thinking or

meditating on a sacred beiug was equivalent to an act of worship.

A few specimens of such worship are given brlow

:

1. “ Of the great god who is meditated on in the village.”
4

2. “ One meditates on tho throe eyes.” *

4.

“ Toe Imprisoned Mmaa tnoJHate on the three eyea”.
4

4. “ When the Fish ouches the Crab meditates on the

throe ejn*.”
T (Worship by a constellation.)

5.
'* When the sun reachee tho top. the Mmas think on the

three eyee."
'

6. “The Mraa of (devoted to) tho Fi*h. who Is in the

country, worships the three eyed one.''*

In the same way sprinkling a sacred object with water, milk

or any other object was also considered an at', of worship. Thus

an epigraph styB: “This yaw the sprinkled great Fish (is) one

side of the eight (formed) God." 10

Another inscription refers to throe vows or solemn promises

taken by a man :
" Mma who took three vows to God is a friend

of tho united countries of tho Minas ".,l

L fW, M. D.. No. »1.

t. ML, M.U. No. 76.

3.

Mi, M.D., Nos. 410, 449.

a Mi, M.D..NO. 310.

3. ML, M.D.. No. 1«B

«. IM, M.D.. No. 147.

7. ML, MJ>., No 170.

8. I6M, M.D. No. 3*6-

0. ML, K.D.. Na 320. Of /hi, MD, No. 470.

10. JW., M.D., Na 419.

11. ML, M.D., No. 431.
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XV

HUMAN SACRIFICES

These very words are never found In the inscriptions. Ye*

when one observes lliat the number of deceased persona are always

the same or a; least repeated In certain proportion, one at onos

realises that the Inscription* apeak of real human sacrifices, about

which besides some other details are giver, in the inscriptions.

The number of persons sacrificed are seven or twentyono, a

multiple of eeven. For instance,

L “Of the seven of the united countries who dial in the

country.”
1

2. “ Of the death of seven of the Minas who were in the

country of Aj> (who Is) the Sun." 6

3. “ The two trees under which the seven Minas saw the

god of death.”'

i. “ Of the death of twentyono counted persons who ware

in the country.'”

5. “Of the death of twentyono counted Minus of ontttide

the country who were in the house."
6

6. “ Of the death of the twentyone counted prisoners in

the (month of the) Fiah when the growing half of

the moon was over the lands.”
6

Only on one occasion the victims sacrlfioed were not seven not

twentyone, but twelve.
7 Another inscription sounds like a

sentence of death

:

It reads: uyard il

the sun is on high."
6

for the sacrifice of seven persons

:

u n v,
1

.

1 m
1. HU. MD., No. 146.

2. JM£, MD.. No. 653.

. na, m.d., pi. oxviii, no. 3 (Hr. <337).

4. /Aii, H. No. ISO; Wi, H. No. IS.

A Ibid., M.D., No. BB7.

. lb«£. H., No. 61.

7. Photo, M.D., 19SB-29, No. 6367.

A Marsha!!, M.l>_ No. 344.
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Too inscription rends : Hdnmakor ~l ir adu, i. «>. “ tho existence

of the seven persons of Mnnmale". 1 Thuse persons who worn going

to be sacrificed were kept in prison for Mine time and
were snppo3ed to be temple prisoners*, and a: least on one
occasion they were kept inn palm grovci.

8 Tho sacrifice w»
performed under the sacred trees

4
,
though the actual way of

performing it is not described. Two bandit took tho corpses from
the place of the sacrifice to the burning grounds. 1’

XVI

THE TKMPLE8

Tho temple of the nun carved next to the inscription referred

to above* seems to be wnall and square, only containing the shrine

of tho sun. The roofing Is flat but in the four comets four spiko-

liko linisls break the flat line of the edifloa. In front of the temple

there was an open porch in front of which a double awning

protected the worshippers from the sun and from the rain. At the

T-ry end of the porch roof just over the awning, there is another

finial of the same type. The carver nf tfaii design has placed the

object at worship ic the temple in the porch, so that it could be

fully seen. It Is the disc of tho gnn here placed over a throne as if

meuning il>at the eun was tho Supreme Haler of the Universe.

Other temples were perhaps larger. They were generally

bail*, in the centre of tho town towards which nil the main streets

converged, as the pictogruph of a temple representing the usual

plan shows

:

X
The temple* hail servant*’, amongst whom there were tho

tempto guards."

1. Ibid., U.D, No. 113.

8. Ibid,, M.D., PI. OX VI, No. 6.

3. Photo, JLD, 1888-88, No. 6328.

4. Mark'd, M.l>
,

PI. CXVIIf, No. 3 (Hr. 4337).

6. Hoi, H, No. II.

& A. S. I. Blptrt, 1949-30, PI. XXVIII, No. 11 163 (6).

7. Photo, M.U., 1928-29, Na 7136

8. Photo, M.D., 1988 29, No. 6389.
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The temples enjoyed properties lor the maintenance of the

colt. Thtse properties generally were houses or land, end are

spoken of as belonging lo the gods themselves. For instance,

1.
“ Four houses of the fish eyed one."

*

2. “In the dark growing half of the moon when the sun

is on high, the liilara* pulled down the four houses

of the liiiw."
*

3. “Of the palm groyc of tho Hnga“.'

i. ’“Tho Supreme Being of the Ram and the Fish of

NondOr that has lands is happy". 4

5.

" Of tho one palm grove of the Greet Fish, outside the

country of tho prisoner."
‘

Taxes, and tributee were also fixed for the benefit of the

temples. For instance,

1. " The Mina of the tax on fisli of the high sun-finpa.'”

2- “ One share of the Supreme Being (who is) the high

sun ia :lax."
?

Some private houses were apparently having small shrines

attached to thorn. An inscription runs thus :
“ In right houses

(there arc) six tridont templee."*

XVII

THEOCRATTOAL GOVERNMENT AND PRIESTHOOD

Tlio Government of Mohcnjo Daro was theocratic*!. God was
supposed to be the king of the country. The king was only an
administrator on behalf of God and he received tho title of "the
farmer", and since Mohenjo Duro was called “ NandOr". “ the dty
of the Crob", the complete title of the king wua Nap if ufavan or

Nap<fi7 u/awm, ia the Farmer of the Crab.

1. " Mma, farmer of the Crab, who ia in tho house.’"
1

2. " The shining farmer of the Crab who is in the country."10

1. A. 8 I’ajorf, 1929-lffl, P). XXXJT, No* la »nd h
i. Marshall, M.D., No. 408.

3.

Ikii. M.D, No. 488.

«• A. S. L Jtspon, lBae-29, PL XXVIII, No. a.

6. Photo. M.D.. 18/9-30, Mo 80*4.

«. MsrshHll.lL, No 33.

7. Photo, M.D, 1928-38, No. 6380.

8. MsTshslI, M.D, No. 287.

9. Ibid., M.D., No. 1S8.

10.

IHi, H. No. 67.
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3. "Tho Mina outside the oountiy (1?) the farmin’ of tho

Crab, the Mtna of the two united countries."*

Another inscription removes nil doohts na regards the Crab,

which is the constellation : “The farmer cf tho Crab in which the

ann is".
9 Finally another one clearly establishes who is the Lord

of the former while adding :
“ The former of the Crab of So-"

5

The king having this sacred authority as a minister of God is

also naturally entrusted with the office of priest, a dual dignity

which a stated in the following inscription :

¥©AUU0f
The inscription reads : Afbianir nuru rubt am/an it./ tallaWfia

«*,“{ the object of) the hostility of thoMrnasis the Imprisoned

illustrious ruler (who is a) priest

XVIII

EEL1G10D8 FESTIVALS

There are a number of leasts which apparently have no religi-

ons significance, for inatanoe the Kati^fal, at present colled Poiif/aF,

which seems to be a: least originally of a purely social character.

Other feasts are only briefly enunciated in a way which would
lie quite clear for all of them, tut which is somewhat inruling to

the epigraphlat who tries to unravel the mysteries of tho inscrip-

tions seventy oentaries after. Their system is similar to ours if we
would speak of the feast of Gansu celebrated after the monsoon
saying, “ On full moon day. Gangs of the abundant waters”. Tims
run some of the inscription :

1. “ When the growing half of the moon reached the (new)

year, the three Fish ey«.”•

2. “The Supreme Beirg of the Fish and death on full

moon day."'

1. im, M.D., PL XVIII, No. 8 (H. 1051). Cf. /Ait, M.D., Not. 4i7, 340,

sap, sen, na. h., No*. 3R i«.

2. MarduU, M.IL, No. 440.

3. Photo, M D., 19S5-9, Na 687fl.

i. Wudraltd LniM A'ms, 4-10-24.

0. The word //aerial is wed cow only in ojnnistion with boiled rice eaten

daring the P/noa! foist. The Mohenjo Diro imcripilcns ([.cak of the

Vandal only, as if they were oilling the fowl by tail uiu
«. Mer.hal), M D., No. 41

7. J. R, A. S, 1912, pp. 699-700.
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Other inscriptions are b litUe more explicit.

1. “ The rain clouds of the approaching thunder founding

Scale are the great god, who is (celebrated) durum the

twelve hues in the high days every eight year outside

the country of OrOr."*

2. " That trident of the country this year is the trident of

tho village.”*

According to this inscription it appears that a trident, or

perhaps an image having a trident on its head, was transferred from

village to village in the country and remained in each village for a

year. The stay of the image or trident in the village was

undoubtedly marked with special festivals.

XIX

DEATH AND JUDGMENT

For the Mohonjo Daro people to die was the beginning of a new
existence. All tho phraws used in tho inscription* clearly show that

tho soul continued living after the body wna committed to tho earth

or cremated—for these wore the two ways of disposing of oho dead."

Some specimens arc given herewith :

L “Five houses of two poisons reaching the Sun.”*

2. “The groat king four yrars (ago)...has reached the

win."*

3. “Of the seven houses of the head man who is gone to

the sky."*

i. “Mina is in the very great god."
7

5. “Tho farmer of the Carb reaching the Crab

As was customary in Sumer, in Mohonjo Daro also kinga

1. Marshall, H.D., PI. CXYL No. S3.

2. Photo, M.D., IMS-19, No. 69*4.

3. Manful!, 1L, No. U ;
JbuL, M.D.. No. 89.

A iKf, H., No. 210.

6. IM-, U. D, So. STS.

6. fitf, U. Dn No. 118.

1, ItruL, M. D, 561* Tbe sign tiu*. BAnda for Mina in this inicnption

A n*vsr wad meaning the ccAtelkiioa of the huh. U ii the proper

aama of r. man.

A Photo, 1980-30, M.J., No. 8333.
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when dying ware being deified. Thus runs an inscription

:

UXttU® SU

<§>

It reads: ATo kalakCr &wlu tatm ha<lavul*adu kalian. That
means :

14

Tomb of tho dead god of the year, the lord of the

united countries/'

1

All this phraseology cannot be explained on the supposition

of the ideas of the transmigration ol souls or of rebirths. Yet cne

inscription bints at this l&tccr idea. The facL that it is one only

shows that th^ idea was not much spread, and on thte acaaunt tho

inscription is of extra-ordinary importance :

U K A a 'll!

It reads : Ef savu <tf eifufay-adu. ml "Of rbo eight dressre of tho

man who died seven timeB”.’ It seems therefore) that the maximom
of rebirths 3 man could expect was eight a number considered

wered on aorount of the eight forma of Sp. According to thin

the man whose death is recorded in the inscription might have

another birth only, for he was supposed to have died seven

times.

The belief of Judgment afier death seem* to* have existed

among the people of Mohenjo Xtoo os the following two inscrip-

tions show :

1.
" Tho very great Fish is the Justice of all men.”'

2. "The Supremo Being of the chariot and the cultivated

fields is the judge.”*

I. Marshall, M.D, No. 90. Prrhapi the impreoioa of this teal van

pot ca the wali cf this king's tomb.

8. JKi, M. D., he. 303.

3.

Ibid, M. D., No, 117.

i. Phcto, M. D., 3 929-30, No. 7903.
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A third inscription that refers to the same

that according to those people the judgment
of Qod lasted for a long time, very

likely during the whole life timo of every

man. and the judgment vu oompletcd in

the day of death, which is called the “ day

of God." In some way their idea is quite

correct : for God to see is to judge and this

judgment is finished with death. This

inscription, shown alongside, reads
1

:

if?nan tap An-adu Urpt* kaiavuf
paocil tirlu. «.

"
the lodgment of the

Supreme Being seen by Mina is completed in

the day of God.”
/ox

xx
VIRTUOUS LIFE, HEAVEN AND PUNISHMENT

If there was a jodgmont of God there most hsvo been a

inond law by which the dooda of man were judged. The inscrip-

tions themselves meal the fact chat only those that, reach a definite

perfection may obtain heavenly happiness. Thus the following

inscription
: ED t Q l

N
/<§>

Which nads

:

t«7n tfr

or min tap idl, i. e. "Reaching the sky ono who b fish-eyed is

happy”.* There is stiL another similar inscription which runs
as follows :

*' The fish-eyed one reaching the sky is happy

Now these inscriptions do not speak of Ap who is the
Supreme fish-eyed, for ip cannot reach the sky or heaven, as ho
is always there. Therefore the inscriptions refer to persons who
liavn become fish-eyed, and apparently only such persons may
reach the sky. The limit of perfection in ordor to enter heaven is

therefore to bo flah-eyed, and since this is a perfection of So, to bo
fish-oyod seems to to equivalent to the imitation of Ap. That to
be fish-eyed was a possibility for men. n number of inscriptions
speaking of persons who were fish-eyed clearly show, for instance :

1.
** Foot houses of the six fish-eyed once.'"

I. Second line from left, third line froot right.

J. Marshall, M. D., PL OXVI, No. S6
3. ZWf., M. D., No. 387.

*. Ihid

,

M.D, No. 387.

6. PM, H., No. 339.
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2. “ Five houses of the fish-eyed prisoner.”
1

3- “ The flah-eyed, one who Is in the country."*

4. “ One fish-eyed, of whom the horn-man is afraid

(trembling).”*

The reward of a virtuous life was heaven. The phrase
" reaching the sky ” seems to be synonymous of " reaching htaven”.

Fi'om this expression it is seen how old is the idea, that heaven is

somewhere above. The phrases “ reaching the son ”
identified

with Xp, or “ reaching the Crab ” which is ono of the forms of A

o

show that heaven is drat of ail the dwelling of God, and conse-

quently to reach the sky would menn to dwell in company

with 5p.

Where did all those who do not reach the sky go is not char

in the inscriptions. It is tnm that one of them speaks of " the

rustling of the garment of the Supreme Being when he rises

to punish but it is not clear whether this punishment i* after ur

before death. This inscription may woll refer to an earthquake or

bo any other earthly calamity.

H. Ezras, SJ.

P. S.—After deciphering all the Mohenjo Daro—Hsrappa inscrirv

Rons dow available, I may add some information to the

final statement of p. 16. The son in the Proto-Indian

Triad in named A flt!. Tho corresponding sign occurs in

several inscriptions.

L
3 .

3.

4 .

JMi, M.D., No. 171

Iiii, n. No. 3SS.

M, M.D, Na 397.

Seal in tke Louvre Marcum, Paria



THE GREAT TEMPLE AT ELKPIIAN'TA

Elephama iaatwut six miles from Bombay anil about four from

the mainland of Konkaa. As the launch drew near, the Island was

awn rising gracefully out of the encircling blue ol the sea which

breaks in a fine line of white foam ognii^ itfl grooiclad sides. A

paved aawnt constructed In 1R5344 by Karamsi Knnmal. a Lohana

merchant of Bombay, leads up from the short to the front of the

grea: Gave. The view around is one of exceeding beauty ;
the fine

bay between Elephants, Tramboy and tho mainland ;
thn narrow

south-eastern valley on the island anil Karanda and Parxdri bushes

intempenwd with' the palmyrn and mango treei There was a

strange stillness whose eflect was heightened by the swelling upward

in soft undulations of the forest on tho two hills. Bomlmy -ny

ah(*d, like a huge python. Tu tall chimney* threw out curling

smoke. Looking at it from the front of the Great Cave on? could

not help asking, "Is not all this but a drapttry of delusion "?

There is nothing to indicate that one is in touch with antiquity.

No crumbling wall or Mai-ruined pillar- caste a shadow from the

past. But Gharapnri was no mean a city in ancient times. It was

a political centre of this side of Western Indls for a few centuries

before and roughly a thousand yearn after the Christian era. It bore

tho proud title of the "Goddr* of the Fortunes ofthe Western Sea."

Some branch of the Maurya Dynasty governed with fluctuating

fortunes the area around Gharapuri with that city as the head

Quarter*. In the Periplus it is oalled Ter (Thgaraj. The

Aihole inscription (A.D. 631) of the groat Chalukya Pobketin II

records how ho reduced Puri "niter attacking it with hundreds of

ships ". But tho island was charming even then as it is now and

the conqueror remarked on the beauty of the sky, ." dark blue as a

young lotus and covered with tier* of massive clouds ",

A few significant details about Elephants should be noted.

(I) Here stayed tho rulers of an Important ship of Western

India. (2) In n very real mue Gharapuri (Grihapuri) was their

headquarter*. Itoe island has a circumference of aliout four and o

half miles only and must not have contained any ventral population.

(3) Not only ysm this political centre a port in itself but it was

very near Sopara. one of the greatest scnpjrts in those lima in the

whole of India and an important Budbist town ns well.

I wish to stress two things by way of inference, the first, that

rock-cut temple on this island formed x private place of worship of
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lhaso kings. Tliat accounts for the art of Elephanta. Intelligence

must be patronixed to be fruitful. Art requires finance; especially

when it consists of boring into hard trap rock. The -weend
suggestion is that in the construction of this temple one can expect

rr.U’ual Influences to enter a* a result of contact with foreigner?

duo to trade. The Egyptian influence discerned in the dvarajuls

of the Lings Shrino and the fludhistio influence seen in the other

parts of the cave can be explained satisfactorily only on this

particular hypothesis.

I ran into the enves. Nowhere el* ccrald the truth of the lines—
“ Every prospect pleases

And only man is vUe“\

he more Strikingly learnt. Figure after figure in the cave was

wantonly mutilated. A thought ran into my mind s should the

sUilues be restored? Definitely not For this reason—the introduc-

tion of new stone into old statues has several dbedvimluges ; (a) lees

of the original work is preserved
;

(d) the removal of the old stone

to make way for the new may loosen or damage these adjoining

;

(c) Hie new stone makes an unpleasant patch s (d) stone ig no: a

plastic material and cannot conveniently Ik* modelled to oanfonn

to the irregularities of the surface on either hand ; (a) a new
stone cannot be very tightly *« in the wall and it may throw

on tbo adjoining stonai a greater pKWUi* than they can bear

without fracture.

The art of Elephanta Is now cnon under two disadvantages.

In the Aral plaoe, the sculptured figures are not whole but l<roken

everywhere la all sorts of ways. If the rock-cut temple came into

existence In all its glory because Elephanta was an Island,

its partial damage also was duo to the same geographical fact. It

was left to the Pcringi from tbo far West to begin and to continue

its destruction. Particularly, one way the injury was done should

be noticed : as a pastime, the Portuguese Fidalgoes fired field guns

into the caves in order to appreciate the echoes “ which are here

most admirable ”
: Nothing isa more tempting large! than a pensile

object. Linsehoteo visited the place in 1579 and wrote :
“ thorn

Paeo/ku are now wholly left overgrown, and spoiled, Knee the

Portingab had it nnder their subjection." When Went met
East :

Doubtless, again, the caves were painted. Those colours are

gone ; only traces of the point remain. This is the second dis-

advantage. An observer in 1603 rays ;
“ the entire body

inside, the columns, the statues and everything else was formerly

covered with a thin coating of lime mixed with a sort of bitumen
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and other preparation*, which made temple altogether 30 bright

that it was a beautiful object and well worth seeing
1 and not only

did It main the fleam very pretty, tut enabled one In perceive very

distinctly thefeatures cf the countenance and the delicacy of the

workmanship : so that neither in silver nor in wax could they bo

made or engraven with more nicety, elegance or perfection ”

—

(De Contn). De Conto here mentions the work of tho painter

(now entirely obliterated, thanks to the Portuguese plasters) os a

powerful auxiliary to that of a sculptor. But It must have had an

independent value in itself. For I feel pure that the splendid

scenery around tho island rnurt have been represented in the

paintings.

The art of the Elephanta is nameless. When the Portuguese

took Ba**?in and iU dependencies, “they went to this Pagoda and

removed a famous stone over the entrance, that had an inscrip-

tion of large end well written characters, which was sent to the

King D. Joao ill, after the Governor of India had in vain endeavour-

ed «o find out any Hindu or Moor in the Enal who could decipher

them.’’ And now there is no trooo of It

:

It hna boon hold among the Scholars of ancient Indian history

that the caves were excavated during the fifth or sixth century, when

the Indian artiBt s« on the ertsfc of the wave of national renaissance

under the Imperial Guptas. As has boon suggested above, a

Maury® king, (or kings) of 'V. India financed the construction.

It is equally clear that not one sculptor could have, executed the

work. For he would have been dead with sheer muscle fatigue.

But whatever be the number of i*tron* of the enterprise or cl

those who used tho hammer, chisel and mallei thero existed at the

back of all, I venture to submit, a grew genious in art. It w» he,

using the resources placed r.t his command, who was responsible

for the?s things 0? beauty on this enchanting island. One can say a

few things by way of speculation about this genius among sculptors.

He was traditional in his tiionght to the extent his own heritage and

the raiuirements of his masters directed him. Hence the resem-

blance of this rock-cut temple to these at Ellora and elsewhere- Too

ranch is made by three who write the word art with a capital A, of

originality In artistic endeavour. The ravings of a maniac though

original, genuine and Intense are not art creations. The second

thing that can he said about our artist is that he was very fond of

grouping things In threes. The grout Traimcrti and the represent-

ation of three gods in each piece of sculpture is sufficient indication

nf this An objection may be raised that the emphasis on the

number three is a very old characteristic of Indian thought. A
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seal from Mohenjo Daru depicts a deity with three been sitting

cros^legged in the attitude of runol meditation between Winona

wild animals—in feet, a not far removed ancestor of Shiva if not

Shiva himBelf. But this objection ib not valid. Afar-mukha (one-

farad) Shiva wae common in the** days. (See Plato XXIV in

R. D. Bfcnerji's "The Age of :h* Imperial Guptas") No. Too idea

of representing a bust. with three* heads was peculiarly used by this

sculptural gonitis. In the ooDpartment to the west of Trimurti is

another example. From Shiva's crown rises a sort of cap or shell

in which is n singular tliree-headed female figure.

Another charaoteristlc of this artist was the fondness to

represent animal forms. The very name of the island “ Elephantn ”

was due to a latj-e stone ahe-elephant that stood near the old tending

place on the south side of the island. (There was a smaller one on

its back) The elephant was ‘ restored ’ from the shapeless mass o?

etonra and shifted, with a duo wise of irony, to the Bombay Zoo.

To the South-east of tbo gr-at care stood the statue of n hors?.

Orlngton (in 1669) speaks of it as being “ so lively with such a

colour and carriage, and the shape finish with that exartix*** that

many have rather fancied it. at a diaance, a living animal, than

only n bare Representation.” It had disappeared by 1750. A
foreign observer. John LinBchotcn wrote :

11

round abont the walla

are cut out and formed, the Shapes of E>phnnta, Lions, Tigers, and

a thousand other such wild and. cruel brows.” In tho buck wall of

the Chapel in the east, wing of the Groat Templo are found a 9wnn,

a Peacock and other animals introdurad as ensigns to the ten

principal figures. The KundaJas of the front face of tho Trimuni

have tiger and crooodile shapes.

This wlfas then had these two ‘fads ’
: triads aud animals. The

facts exist
:
you may not sum them up this way.

There are two ways of making a statute, if yon know how,

wrote C. E. Montagu*. You may plump it from within or you

may pare down to it from without. The problem before our artist

rets of tho second variety. To solve ie successfully meant the

paastesion of a strong tense of releasing a pre-existing beauty from

a bind cl limbo. IIo did it with such perfection that one feels

natural gems were disengaged from their matrix.

It is difficult to speculate with auy approach to accuracy on the

sequence in which were excavated the various compartments in the

great rock-cut temple. These carvings are undoubtedly a marvel

Of deliberate human effort. One a net sure whether the most

important piece (the Trimuni), was alio tho first to to sculptured.

Again, tho order in which the statues are described in the guides

fi
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to Elephant* (ay. Burge® 1

or Hiranand Sastri’B) may txrhap-i

no*, tally with the order oi excavation. Very likely, neither

religions nor artistic but technical considerations determined, the

progress of excavation.

Let that bo whatever it wag— I will throw away any

chronology, t hard Job however, for a historian in the larval stage.

It is time to take gtock of the more important aspects of

the carvings.

Indian art, considered ns a whole, is religions, symbolical and

decorative. Artistic achievement, essentially n projection on matter

of the constructive spirit of Man, is regarded both as an act of

homage and a reflection of the Divine origin of the universe.

Hence there is no separation between the representative, religions

and aesthetic contents in the work of the Indian artist The

sculptures a: Elephants illustrate these main features of Indian art

and represent the hall-mark of Its perfection. They arc a typical

example of one more generalisation about Indian art : it had to

wait long to crces the turnstile cf fame.

The life and doingB of tho Ood Shiva supply the bouis of

artistic representation at Elephanta. Shiva is a 100 per cent. Indian

God, being worshipped even before the Aryans came into India. For

more than fonr thousand years Indian intellect and emotion have

had free pby wound this God, lifting him from the stage of being

a savugo hunter in tho forest to being a bundle of extremely subtle

and abstract philceophica! concepts. In an Intermediary stage m it

were, he was domesticated through his marriage with

Parrat i and made to do a lot of useful work for the Gods whenever
they found themselves in a tight corner. A very wide range of

ideas is therefore found associated with him.

Our artist, then, had plenty of material from which to choose,

relating both to tho philosophy and mythology concerning Shiva.

His selection was brilliantly made. I have no doubt that a rough

sketch exist©! in hi3 mind of the dimensions and ananeemont of

the figures on the walls before tlmy were hewn out. First came
Trimurtl (marked A la Fig. I) the culmination of tho progress of

thought about tho dotty. Then Shiva as a yogi in profound

contemplation (shown as B); and opposite lo and in contrast with

this, Shiva dancing (C). Next on the l«]l of Trimurti, Shiva and

Parvati as forming ono entity (D); and on tho right Shiva and

Parvatl as a pair—a duality from which sprang all the vast universe

(E). A rectangle was thus completely fillod in, representing more
or lea the abstract and philosophical aspects of Sbivn. Another
rectangle was drawn whoso comers were to contain representations
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of tho god living life approximating to that of human beings-

Shlw* &« wild hunter (F) wa* set n*rain<t, Shiva as bride-groom,

shown opposite to It (G). A. panel (H) showed just a minor matter

in tho day-to-day life of married persons— wife angry with

husband. Opposite to it II on the diagram) a very unusual event

in the life of Shiva and Farvati—an enrt h-qnake caused by Ravnna

who wanted silver Irom Meant Kailas and therefore tilted it for

carrying it to Lanka. Not a domestic but a territorial disturbance !

Further, considerations affecting light and shade combinations

governed the location of the statues, as was not unusual in Indian

sculpture. This is amply Ixrrae out by figure I ;
especially note the

direction arrows and the foot that the am'ptnres are inside a cliff

facing west with gap3 for light in all the walls except the eastern.

There can be bat one oorchision from all this. If I can mul
the contract between the ntefcract and tho concrete, tho still and the

moving, and unity and duality, the gentle ami the tieror, the normal

and the out of tho way, and light and shadow— in these curving*,

if teas #> intended omecioasly by the artist whom therefore, I call

great. I wonder how many visitors to Elepbnnta have ever thought

that to adeijuately appreciate a piece of sculpture there, it is

noce&nry to turn round and have a look at the one opposite to it.

Tbo great mind purposefully arranged this balance of notions.

It is not by accident that an idea is repeated six times with

such faithfulness.

Only tho main piece, Triinurti, is self-contained. Heuce his

three hrada. Otherwise the ' thesis' would have had to stare at tho

‘anti-thesis ’ in order to shajie the contrast. Therefore is the middle

head that of the Promt

r

maintaining the newwarv balance

between the Destroyer and the Creator.

I am not one of those who are oomudUed to admire the works

of Indian art either because such admiration ia indicative of

patriotism or because the works belong to a hoary past. What
appeals to me ia not so much the crowding of ornamental detail as

the sheer intellectual basl3 of its symbolism. Territory and

antiquity are subsidiary
:
their attraction is via such a symbolism,

which forms the art of communication par excellence.

SBRIDEAG V. SOHONl



DEMOCRACY AND CAPITALISM

I

ISTHODCOTOBY

The setback that democratic institutions have latterly Buffered

in many lands has given birth to eevernl critical trends an to the

foundation* and prospects of political liberty. As political retro-

gression lias coincided with a period of economic disaster it is

only natural that in several mind* the two should be causally

connected. The view that democratic inititntions are essentially

incompatible with the capitalistic organisation of society Is being

expressed by an increasing nomber of writers. By making this

view the central thesis of his new book on ‘the State in Theory and

Practice’, Prof. H. J. Laski of London University hw, in a way,

aaumed the intellectual leadership of this school of thought. At
an important doctrine of contemporary political philosophy and

a* the most characteristic contribution of a distinguished Professor

of Politics, this alleged contradiction between the implications of

democracy and capitalism deserves careful oirsidrration at the

hands of all students of politics.

Prof. Laski nttackB with vigour and precision the Eo-calltd

Idealist Theory of the State, which yet dominates almost all

political acadent ios outside Soviet Russia. Having demolished,
at any rate to his own satisfaction, the citadel of classical political

theory, Laski proceeds to place in it* stead the Marxian doctrine of

a Materialist state. The main criticism against the Idealist theory

is that it ignore* the direct dependence of political power upon the

possession of the means of production, and it is suggested that

unless os a result of collectivisation, the ownership of the instru-

ments of production is vested In the community as a whole, the

real implications of an Idealist theory of the State and of the

free working of a democratic constitution will not bo realised in

practioe. It is farther argued that in a capitalist state peaceful

change from a political democracy to an economic democracy
Is wellnlgh impossible. If economic reformers noqnieroe in

existing political arrangements. It 1b only* under protest and at

the earliest possible opportunity, created either by a disastrous

foreign war or by a devastating internal crlslB, tho Socialistic forces

should rnthlcssly exert themselves to take possession of powtT
and to establish their own regime.
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Such an account of tho present working and the future pros-

pect of civilised polity is depressing enough. Bat outlined by tho

ioasterliand of Laski with all tho exquisite and plausible skill of a

literary artist the logic of the underlying argument appeal's to be

almost compelling. Tho wholo thesis is presented as an inevitable

product of historical causation and is argued with the most

consistent objectivity. The good sense and complacence of many
students of politics are bound to bo disturbed by thi3 * bomb-shell ’

thrown in their midst by Loski, and they are bonnd to search

hard to discover where exactly Ihe truth liee.

On a careful perusal of Prof. Iraki's work above referred to

and of a greater portion of tho rest of his publications, the present

writer has come to feel that though there la much, indued very

much, to be said In favour of LosU'a thought ass useful criticism

of prevailing social institutions, ns a challenging presentment of

the other side of tho case, still essentially tho Idealist theory, *s

presented by its more sober exponents like T. H. Green, is right,

both historically and analytically. Inipite or the eloquent

advocacy of Laaki the present writer sees no reason to replace the

evolutionary and idealist conception of the State by the materialist

interpretation of the State a* an instrument of cla-a exploitation.

Leet such a judgment might inadvertantly be based on an incomp-

lete understanding of I.nski’s argument it Is necessary to present

in a nutshell the central thmia of ala new work. As this doctrine

i3 almoat tho kernel of all the characteristic political philosophy of

Inaki, a reasoned statement of his case will servo as a useful pre-

liminary to the detailed examination that it is the purpose of this

article to offer.

II

LASKI OK DEMOCRACY AND CAPITALISM

The Stale, according to Laski, is the supreme national associ-

ation, legally equipped to make its will effective by reBort to

force, if necessary. The Idealist theory of the State finds the

historical origin and the philosophical justification of state authori-

ty in its objective and character. The objective of state action

is slated to be the promotion of the communal goed. and its

character is described as the representative of the real will of the

citizens. Such an explanation of the nature of state authority, as

we actually Bee it in operation, appears to Prof. Luski as in-

adequate and unsatisfactory. In his opinion evolution of states is

vitally correlated to the growth of the economic structure of the

oommnnity and especially to the property relations that obtain
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between claw-w. Whatever may bo the form of government, that

social clow which is in possession of the means of production

effectively manages to make staU action pliant to its own special

interests. Tho functioning of tho feudal regime and its ovcntusl

supersession by Liberal dcmocraoy. in which the now class of

industrial capitalists governed with tho support of the middle

class, are hold to provo the truth of this analysis. Those who arc

excluded from the possession of economic power are etloeuvoly

debarred from the enjoyment of real political power as well. In

comparatively unessential matteis the dominant class may com-

promise with the excluded classes, may make concessions and thus

purchase their tacit or open acquiescence In their own exploita-

tion. A facade of equality and liberty In unessential things

only serves to cover the inherent exclusiveness of Liberal

democracy.

Lanin feels, however, that the essential condition for

the successful adoption of such a policy of teroporisation is that the

ooonomio system of exclusion woriine behind the fortifications

of an equnliturian state authority, must bo in an expanding stage

of evolution. The prising material demands of the economically

excluded daises can be met only out of the expanding surplus

created for the propertied classes under capitalism. If, however,

the economic structure is shaken by a great crisis or is suffering

from internal decay such a temporising policy cannot bo followed

by tho dominant claaa. Its repre*mtatives, with little effort,

throw the customary political forms of ©quality and freedom

to the winds. Indeed they do not hesitate to organise extrn-

constitutionally in support of their sectional interest*, which they

desira to protect with the aid of coercive power. The moment it

is found that the possessing class can no longer offer a peaceful share

in tho oernmon product to the excluded ciMses. the inherent

antagonism between classes develops to the point of civil war.

Liberal democracy itself, in its origin, was a challenge of the new
industrial middle claw to the feudal regime which, having fallen

into decay, could no longer fulfil its social Implications. In its

turn individualist capitalism has come to a stage where it connot

fulfil the economic implications of Liberal democracy, vis. the

right of each individual lo share in tho proceeds and control of

communal industry.

8d long oa Capitalism was in an expanding stage it wob pceslble

to conoeol from the non-pcesesBing classes the essentially exclusive

character of a democracy In t Capitalist stole. But now that the

world Crisis and the Great Depression have paralysed the pro-
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duotlve forces of Capitalism, the propertied dashes are orgsnisiEfi,

in several cues unconstitutionally, in snpport of their sectional

intercede agaiiurt tie just clainu of the diseoutented worker*. The
rise of Fascism in Italy and of Nazism in Germany is to be inter-

preted as a manifestation of the class exclusiveness inherent in

Capitalism. In tbo last resort It Is only by the sacrifice of demo-

cratic professions and practices that the special interests of the

proportiod classes can be preserved. This, the latest phase of

capitalistic structure, is by 'no means final or even enduring. In

their turn Fascism and Nazism are bound to provoke reaction on

tho pari of tho politically and economically excluded sections of

the community. Fascism aad Nazism are ill-digested, unstable

philosophies. Under them constitutional action on the part of

citizens is impossible and hence all counter currents tend neces-

sarily to run an anti-constitutional course.

A grim conflict of class interests conducted even outside the

constitution appears to bo inevitable to Prof. Laskl. The injustices

and shortcomings of private ownership of capital can be ended

only by * revolutionary * means. Revolution thes appears to

Laalri, as it dors to all Marxists, as the unavoidable midwife of

social change. Only when tho collectivisation of the means of

production is achieved, renl democracy is possible. In a classlaa

society the coercive power of the stale will 1>« used only in the

interests of the community as a whole, os is postulated in the Idealist

theory. The path of social peace Hu through economic democracy.

Some form of revolution and some dictatorial interlude appear to be

inevitable, as In the oouras of history possessor; of exclusive social

advantages have rarely parted with them except under duress. At

any rate the prospects of peaoeful abdication in a contracting stage

of Capitalism aro almost nil.

On the other hand, in well organised modern states, with the

coercive power and means of propaganda at the disposal of state

authorities, revolutions are by no means easy of accomplishment.

Only in the event of a disastrous foreign war or a devastating

internal calamity can the forces of revolution hope to master the

defensive organisation of capitalist society. Economic reformers

must, in the meanwhile, exhaust all possibilities of constitutional

action. But the nlmosl that capitalistic democracy hay to offer to

the propertyleaa aluM* falls short of their just chums, and the

limitations placed by the Idealist theory on the lights of justifiable

disobedience of established laws by the citizens are not compatible

with the essential exclusiveness of Capitalism.
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III

IMPORTANCE OF LA8Kl'8 CRITICISM

The present writer is only too conscious of the fact that he

has not been able to do anything like duo justice to the trenchant

and eloquent manner in wkioh Laski himself has prceontod his

challenge to democracy In a capitalist slate. The last section,

howerer, contains the substance of Laski's argument in support of

hia case. If in any material particular the present writer has

misunderstood Laski’s meaning he U open to correction. But in

his latest book Laskl has been bo frank and ho hns, like a tried

popular author that he is, resorted so often to the repetition of

his main argument that iL ia not very prolwbie that there can have

been any material misunderstanding of hot meaning. On the basis,

therefore, of thi» outline of Lubi’s case against the Idealist theory

of tho State, and against Iho claims of a Liberal democracy, it ia

proper to ontcr into an examination of its validity.

As a contribution to political theory Laski’s criticism of the

Idealist or Philosophical theory of tho State has distinct merit.

That a Kate, like any other social organisation must be judged

not only according to its professed aims and principles, bat accord-

ing to its actual achievements along the doclnred lines, is a truth

that needed to be boldly ro-JUKertad in those days of grave and

pressing sixiial ills. Even granting that in their very nature ideals

are unattainable ia rrficUco and that actual achievements are

bound to fall short of declared exportations, we must be satisfied

on the vital question, viz. whether it is inherently impoaible for a

given social structure practically to achieve what It professes to aim

at. Prof. I«aski has concluded that it is inherently impossible for

n Capitalist society to achivo the real purposes of democracy. Not

every student of political philosophy will concur in this Judgement,

but all will nave to agree that we must pay greater attention to

actual achievements than to professed aims, and that at any rate we
must satisfy ourselves that there ia no inherent incompatibility

between Iho two.

The relationship between the Slate as an nlmlracL yrf real

concept and the Government as its concretised form of operation

is philosophically well-grounded. But when a Theory of tha

Sate, such as the Philosophical or tho Idealist Theory, seeks to

justify relations between subjects and their governments by
reference to the theoretical attributes of the State the relationship

sometimes becomes worse than meaningless. It serves as a

dangerous argument aeainM the Just liberties of the individual

citizens. So long u thero ia no inviolable association between the
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theoretical attributes of the State and the actual conduct of govern-

ments it is illogical ond unfair to judge the conduct cl citizens

towards their governments only In the light at the philosophical

concept of an Ideal state. As Prof. La>kl pertinently observe*. no

theory of tho State is adequate which does not make governmental

acta the centre of its study. A transcendental approach to locial

authority is no more justifiable than the purely empirical one.

Following Hobhouso, last! insists that man’s personality mnat

be viewed and Judged as a whole. Taking actual and not idea!

citizens reason, unreason and impulse, all combine to form their

intellectual and moral personality. To talk of the will of such

people aa real only when it conforms to established lawa and in-

citations, and to deny to it the attribute of reality the moment It

departs from establishof usage ia an unjustifiable act of illogicality.

The claim that the established laws and customs are crystalisod

forms of historical reason, of the better judgement of generations

of citizens, is no more than a presumption. If it were used w an

axiom, not in need of verification in each particular cose, the

rocongnition of tho independent existence of individual will, will

oome to an end. No change whatsoever would be constitutionally

possible and thus the very postulate of n historical reason would

be belled.

It i3 good historical truth and good common sense to assert

that the traditional institutions and tho established laws of u nation

am presumed to have th6 support of experience and continued

loyalty on their side. An individual in challenging an established

law must bear this in mind, but need not, ia fact must not, abjure

on that account his own right ami duty to interpret and Judge in

his own way tho inherent claim* of that law to his obedience.

Individual Judgment in each aase U, however, liable to be influenced

as much by rea*on as by passion, by knowledge as by prejudice,

by a sonso of public duty as by aelf-intereol. Both tbeso types of

judgements, as also the mental and purposive processes lying behind

them, are real. No air.ounl of sophistical reasoning on tho part of

Flegelian philosophers will ever prove to the satiafaoUon of tho

world of non-phlloMphical students and of the common body of

citizen*, that when a convicted thief is being marched to the

prison cells his
1

real ’ will is mote truthfully interpreted by the

judge who awards the sentence than by the counsel for defence.

Las lei is well justified In asserting that the Identification of the so

called rational or historical will—whatever these phrases may
actually mean, with the established laws of a state is wrong, in ss-

mnch as this line of argument denies the undoubted reality of all

individual will, whether in conformity with established law or not.
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A theory of the Stale has to answer the fundamental question

about the moral justification of the obedience of state laws on the

part of citizens. Actual experience shows that In many cases

dtizons do obey out of fear, subservience or greed. But sa none

of these mental attitudes is based on any rational balanoe of judge-

ment with regard to the laws in question they cannot serve as an

answer to the question, ' why should men obey the laws of their

governments Why most men do actually obey is a positive

inquiry, bnt why men should or ought to obey is » philosophical

peculation which forms the central thread of all discussions about

the nature of Uio State.

All those who have appreaehod this latter question from the

standpoint of the moral peisonaliiy of human beings and of

human societies have found only one answer for It, The convio-

tion of the individual citizen that hig own will is in Some real way

translated into slate laws Is the only moral justification for his

obodicnoo of the some. With the growing political owalceninu

araone all classes of citizen* the possibility of a rational and moral

effort on the part of dtizons is appreciably increasing. Though
under tho stress of immediate administrative needs governments

can depend npon tho coercive machinery at their disposal, in the

long run and fundamentally it la truer today than it ever was to

say with Laaki, that the judgement of the individual citizen is the

basis in which laws must find their title to consort.

Tho recognition of this truth which, by the way, was wide-

spread in democratic states till tho recent rise of restrictive politics,

entails as an ultimate and possible contingency the right of a dis-

sentient minority to rebel. The constitutional machinery for tho

ascertaining of citizens’ Judgements and the formulation of state

laws is so unsatisfactory that individuals and groups may
occasionally find tholr judgements in sharp contrast to tho contents

of the statute hook. Hven if on ideal constitutional machinery for

the formulation of the general will, by a procera of integration of

Individual wills, were to 1* si* up. in the extremely complicated

societies of modern times some Judgments are ever likely to he

excluded from the final shape that the law taker. When
Individuals or groups thus find themselves tranblo to accept the

moral, rational, or intrinsic validity of a law, it is theoretically

open for them to disobey that law. Coses of such conscientious

disobedience praoti#xl on a large scale constitute many, though not

most, of the rebellions of history. As the constituted guardians of

the established law are by duty and inclination bound to enforce

their authority n disobedience of Iowa soon tnkca the form of a

violent conflict. While the conElct is going on the conduct of
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the rebellious minority ia clearly unconstitutional. bnt subject

to the right of the stole and other citizens to take up anas in

defence of the law aa it stands the moral right of minorities

to rebel is implicit in all Idealist justification of state authority.

At a time when in moat countries intolerant, Ironhoeied dictator-

ships are enthroned in power Lasld baa done well in emphasising

tho moral and political claim* of the minorities.

In all this advocacy of the Importance of individual Judge-

ment to iroy system of laws Laakl is breaking little new ground,

though he is ploughing in it a little deeper than the best of English

Idealists. The characteristic contribution of LaSki to political

philosophy has its origin in his acceptance of the Marxian Inter-

pretation of social history. Like the more circumspect Marxists

Prof. Lasti guards himself against a flat donial of other causal

factors in historical evolution. Conceding that there are several

influences of a material and subjective character which combine

to produce a historical result, he yet Insists that the principal

factor in historical causation ia economic. Against opinion so

guard&lly stated It is difficult to raise any fundamental objection.

Even the contemporary events in the social and political life of moet

countries will suffice to prove the substantial truth of tho view that

most social eventa have an economic toms. 1'or the understanding

of tho working of social institutions, and of the state among others,

tho reactions on tho economic sido must be fundamentally

considered.

But this is only the first step In Laski’s economic interpretation

of the state. As the economic aspect is the meet dominant feature

of social change, a> also ia the functioning of state authority very

closely correlated to the functioning of tho prevailing system of

production. Control of the productive machine gives to its

owners an effective influence over the functioning of tho entire

social life, including tho operations of tho State. It is only

natural that the dominant economic class should utilise its

economic and political power to its own advantage. In all indi-

vidualist societies there is an unmistakable tendency towards a tacit

but effective alliance between those who hold the purse rtrirgs

and those who swing the big staff. Laws In such a society have

a tendency to support the claims of the * haves’ against those of

tho ‘have nots’. and state action, even though it may bo within

tho limits of an equalitarian legal system, tends to lie partial

towaids the possessing classes. A* Prof. Laaki makes clear such a

judgement on state action does not involvo an Imputation of a

deliberately factions motive to the State or its agent*. By tho very

law of its naturo individualist democracy in a capitalist state
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serves B3 a bulwark for the claims of tho capitalists against those

of the other chases. The behaviour of almost all states in periods

of strikes and lock-outs will supply enough proof for the large

element of obvioas justice in Laski’s observation.

A plausible reply to a position such as thU often Like* the

form of a glorification of the oqualitarian opportunities afforded by
an economic and political Liberalism. There is, of court®, some

troth in this view. The opportunities for tho betterment of one’s

position arc freely available to all in at l®b,t tho mom enlightened

democracies A? all individuals are free to make full use of their

inherent capacities for betiering their economic position. It cannot

be a perpetual partisanship of one group against another that a

democratic sate can maintain. The propondoront influence

wielded by numerical majorities in a democratic state gives further

strength to this view, lint ns against this speculative optimism is

to bo set the hard fact of experience on which Laskl plaocs special

emphasis. Hereditary, traditional and social advantages play each

an important rolo in the effective use that one can make of one’s

legally securei opportunities that in a broad sense the social

strntificaticn in capitalist society may be declare! to be ex-

ceptionally rigid, excepting in periods of rapid change. lacking the

hope of moving up into tlio potsasaing class 3nd knowing full well

that the State tends to put its weight on the side of maintaining

the economic flatus gw. it is no matter for surprise that the

propertyle*! classes and their champions take an oxtreraely gloomy
view of the prwpecta of social justioo being peacefully secured

even in democratic slates. The prcepcct in fact may not bo ns

desperate a$ It appears to Prof. Luski, bnt that economic inequality

and rigidity of ctaes-formation constitute an almost effective barrier

in tho path of the realisation of the best aims of democratic

civilisation cannot be gainsaid. A very much greater approxi-

mation to equality of eoonomic possesions and opportunities than is

either operative cr in prospect at proem-, is beyond doubt an

indispensable condition of the securing of greater individual

liberty ana social peace.

If proofs were wanting for th«o critical views of Laski they

are supplied in abundance by tho contemporary rise of dictatorships.

l*roL Loaki does not argue that the rise of Fascism in Italy and of

Nazism in Germany Is exclusively duo to tho unwillingness of

tho capitalists in the two nations to iaoe the inevitable consequences

of political democracy aa applied lo an unequal roonomic syaem.
Lasltl. however, feels that this is tho most significant explanation

of the riso of these and similar dictatorships. Particularly in a

disorgamsed and decadent state of the economic system, which
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baa set In since the end of tho lost World War. the conflict, that

Aristotle lcng ago foresaw, between the poorer many and the

richer few has oome Vo a head. Even thcoe who do no: agree with

the view that Fascism oomrtibttea o flat denial on the part of tho

propertied classes to observe tbo rules of the democratic game
when it is seen that nnder these rule* they arc bound to lose to the

propertylea clais'-s, will liavo to concede tho groat importance of the

economic debaolo in giving rise to these definitely unconstitutional

and undemocratic aynlein*. Tho failure of Italy and Germany to

providetimely and effective remedies fortheirpressing economic ills,

particularly for the prevailing distress among tho labouring classes

daring the post-war period, gave rise to unstable social condition*

out of which Fascia:o and Kazion look birth. Economic in-

equality, and moro *o economlo instability, affecting a large part of

the population il a very annullable condition for the functioning

of democracy.

IV

THE IDEALIST TI1SORT ROT APIBOTKT

Prof. Laski ban secure! a respostable academic place for

the long provalont materialistic or economic interpretation of

social ebaneo and of the working of social institutions. HI*

observations in support of his views constitute a strong challenge

to both the rtudent* "f politic* and the director* of aUte policy.

A greater readiness to secure economic equality and security, in

preference to mere quantitative accumulation, is already visible in

slate® which have learnt by long experience of democratic move-

ments tho wisdom of timely adjustment to inevitable social

changes. In inducing such a welcome attitude, both In England

and the United States, Laaki ha* ahoady rendered distinguished

services it» much to the science of politics as to the greater eauas of

human justice and liberty. If then tho present writer feels impelled

to offer a few critical observation* on certain other aspects of

Prof. Lac-ki'B presentment of the ate against democracy UDder

Capitalism It is not bocau*o he yields to any one ol*e jn hia profound

appreciation of the great eminence and the f»rreacaing influence

of tho political philosophy of the London Professor. Bat it doas

appear to tho present writer that in several important reap*eta a

more convincing case will have to be made out before we consent

to scrap the Idealist theory or to give up all hope* of a Liberal

democracy working within the essential attributes of a free

economic system.
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The ground for Laski’* criticism of the Hegelian version of

tho Idealist theory is easily understandable. but his distent from

Groon does not appear to be cnnvinciog. Prof. Laski Bay*

that ‘ the State mast aim at satisfying the desire* of all it* citizens,

and satisfying them in equal measure, unlew it can demonstrate by

rational argument that the good of those who aro excluded from

equal treatment is involved in their exclusion ’

: and farther that

'oxcoptions to this rule cm he Justified only when it can bo

rationally shown that the exceptions themselves ore a necessary

part of the equality aimed at, a logical condition of its fulfilment.'

(P. 35). Is is not clear what Laakt exactly haB in view when he

speaks of tho ' desires of all it* citizens ’. Does deeire connote wish,

or want, or is it simply the equivalent of will ? Desires are mostly

the outcome of subjective impulses, and for the State to aim at the

satisfaction of these is an impossible proposition, even if it were

morally desirable. There is reason to believe that Laski has not

this direct moaning of desire in view whilo prceorlbing the aims

of a state.

In a later place (P. 104) he is more emphatic. " The

claim of tho State to obedience. 1 have argued, rests upon its

will and ability to secure to Its citizens the maximum satis-

faction of thoir wants." It is clear then that La*lii would

uphold th9 State's claim to obedience of its citizens if it

were shown that tho State intends to satisfy the wants of its

citizens as much as possible and that it is capable of doing so.

If it were not for the unmistakable ring of objectivity in

Laski 's use of the word ' wants’, most idealists would support this

statement of the grounds of political obedience. From Hegel to

Bcoanquot, do not all Idealists claim that the promotion of the

maximum good of the society ns o wholo must bo tho objective of

state action ? That even Laski docs not conoeive of tho possibility

of the several wants of all citizens proving to be identical with the

wants of the community as a wholo is implied in his acquiescence

in discrimination and exclusion of one type.

If the maintenance of the machinery for the realisation of the

wants of all the citizens Itself necessitates discrimination of treat-

ment among citizens, or the exclusion of some amongst them from

the enjoyment of privilogoa created by the State, Laski would not

object to the situation. In this ettitudo of his ho docs not

materially differ from many of the Idealists themselves. Tho

exclusion of tho slaves in Ancient Greece from the free and

equalitarian system of laws applicable to Greek citizens was based

on a theory of differing wants for slaves and freemen. It has not

been claimed in later timos thut tho wants of different classes are
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essentially different and an attempt at eking out the living of tho

power section of the community by compensatory state action is

visible in all progressive countries. But where a theory of

differing wants for .the seven,! daises is not held, and yet tho

actual satisfaction of "ants of a large class of people leave; much
to he desired as comfared •with standards obtaining in the more
favoured clauses, the defence put forward on behalf of the current

social structure is exactly the one that Lade: has allowed for. The
reasoned defence of Oapitalism and of representative domocracy is

none other than that the maximum possible prospect of individual

and collective enjoyment of prosperity and liberty is realised

under them.

Pwf. laalri appears to he conscious of this obvious limita-

tion on the justice of his criticism of democracy and capitalism.

" But it Is Important." he observe*. (P. 30) "to note hero tho need

for tho state, when It maintains such a differentiation, to convince

those directly excluded from it of its validity. It is not n

sufficient defence of slavery, that the slaveowners think it for the

ultimate beneGt of the slavet It Is not a sufficient defence of the

system of private property in tho instruments of production that

their owners think it a system which works to the ultimate beneGt

of tho»o who do not Bo own.” Apart from one’s own judgement

about tho institutions of slavery and private property, it must bo

said that Lesbi, in asking for tho satisfaction of the excluded

about th<‘ justice of exclusion. Is neither consistent nor

logical. Laalri. being a KallBt, should bo tho las', pereon to

attribute rationality to all tho mental processes of citizens,

and yet conviction of the excluded entails a rational effort on

their part which oil of them may not be competent to undertake

successfully. It is well-known, on the other hand, that reason

itself appears In a perverted form to those who are the sufferers

of unreason. Many Athenian slaves probably believed in the

justice of Aristotle’s categories of born slaves and free men.

Many members of the lower classes oven now believe that they are

inherently different from and inferior to the superior classes.

Tho doctrines of sin and predestination plsy an important part In

tho psychological make up of humanity. It is on record that

Bcvoral Nogroea took up cudgels on behalf of their own enslave-

ment in tho American Civil War. Not only is It often inherently

impossible to convince people of the justioe or injustice of Stoto

acts, but it may be argued logically that such a course Is unsound.

It is difficult to prove to a drunkard that ho is drunk, to a poor

man that his poverty is due to some shortcoming of his own, and

to a defeated candidate that hie election manifesto is all wrong.
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That all oxdtuion from collective benefits should bo rationally

Justified as being eisenlial for iho maintenance of the social system

which makes the benefits possible and thus 09 being ultimately in

the
]
interest of Ixilh the excluded and the non-exclnded is a

proposition that most of the later Idealists will subscribe to. But

to claim that Justice of exclusion should be rationally brought

home to the excluded is neither feasible nor valid.

This conclusion may appear dangerously near the Hegelian

extreme of clothing the actually existing Institutions with all the

attributes of an Ideal sta;e and refusing to citizens the right to

disobey lawful authority under nil circumstances. Lnskl has really

this impairs In view in the unfolding of Lis whole case. If tbo

institutions of majority-rule operating in o capitalist society are to

be held not only legally, but even morally, inriolnble on the part

of the excluded classes, ns of course on the part of all class** of

citizens, the hope of an early establishment of a socialist state by
‘ respectable ’ means recedes into the background. To socialists and

their friends this is naturally an unwelcome prospect, but it does

not supply to the thesis ol convincing the excluded of the Justice

of their exclusion the locicallty and consistency that it inherently

lacks.

Thl* problem of the right of minorities and, in an extreme

case, of individuals to revolt against tho established order is of

fundamental imporlanoe in politico! philosophy. Hegel appears

to have denied such a right under all circumstances. It is not,

however, correct to figure him as an opponent of all change. To
Hegel the State and Its laws wore the crystalised products of

historical reason. This view implied a belief In tho process of

historical change which is affected by the views of minorities

and of individuals even though they may not be effective In

Immediate constitutional channels. Even the process of ‘ Tories

running away with the clothes of Whigs while tho latter were

bathing.’ and 'Conservatives ilealiug tho thunder of Socialists’

haa an Important bearing on the whole queotion of the influence

of minorities on slate action. It is, however, clear that Hegel

did not concede the moral right of rebellion agalnK laws, which

to him were the embodiment of nil morality. But very few of

tbo present day supporters of the Idealist school follow Hegel in

his entire rejection of the right to rebel.

Any useful criticism of the Idealist theory must aim at

answering tho position that Green takes up on tho central issue.

Green denies, as all students of political institutions do, the

existence of a legal right of rebellion But he favours under
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certain circumstances not only the political right but tho political

doty of rebellion. If, as Rousseau long ego observed. Lhe will of

nil !a not necessarily the General Will, much leas Is the will of tho

majority always the same as the General Will. The view point

and the personality of tho observer am more Important to the

formulation of a generalised will titan thonnmber of observers.

Even if a single individual citl/.en endowed not only with ail the

intellectual equipment necessary to form a responsible judgement
on Etate policy, but also with tho moral capacity of viewing tho

matter from a non-personal colloctivo angle of vision comes to a

decision contrary to tho ono favoured by tho constituted instrn-

roente of public action thon, according to Green, it becomes not

only the right bu; tho duty of such a man to resist, irrespective of

consequences, the pscudo-oollcctivr will os reflected in the consti-

tutionally declared laws. To those whose belief ir. tho liberty of

the individual and tho need for social progress is not merely the

result of some pre-conceived assumption*, but ia based on a

dispassionate observation of human conduct and of the working of

social institutions such a position as that assumed by Green ought

to appear satisfactory and justifiable- It reconciles the need of

authority and liberty, of stability and progress, as effectively bs ia

rationally necessary und humanly poBibla.

But to give up this position in favour of tho more extreme ono

whero every individual und group, irrespective of it* intellectual

and moral equipment, is hold to be free to rebel against society

whenever it feela aggrieved & Incompletely to understand the

moral and material utility of law and order in human life. An

a priori belief in historical materialism may serve as a convenient

debating weapon. Socialists may arguo that, the inferior Intel-

lectual and morai equipment of members of the excluded c'as&es is

duo to their having been lhe sufferers cf economic inequality.

To a certain extent this i* undoubtedly true, but an admission of

the influence of materiel possessions on tho intellectual and moral

calibre of the possessors doca not naturally lead to the admission

that a right to revolt should be extended to all Irrespective of their

capacity to understand all the material and moral implications of

-.heir action. The trend of Lsski’s view* appears to bo definitely

to condone, if not actually to sanction, the right of political

rebellion on the ground of economic inequality.

Language of this sort In the mouth of an English professor

may sound strange to those who have what Laski wonld probably

call fond hope* about democracy. In a democracy where almost

all adult citizens have on opportunity to select their own repre-

sentatives for the sovereign legislature, there » a real and definite
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contribution mad" by even minorities and individuals in shaping

state policy. If it is argued that every citizen, irrespective of h!s

own intellectual and moral stain* and of the magnitude of LI*

grievance, has a right to disobey law* of which ho does not

approve all civil society will name to a standstill, and anarchy will

constitute a worse evil than Ac limited shortcomings of democracy

ia a capitalist state. But if it is intoniod that freo scope should be

given to individuals and groups to influence slate action by per-

suasion that intention can be, and Is to a considerable extent already,

translated into the political practices of advanced democracies, e.g.

England. The 'ear that the propertied ciaisw and services will

resort to unconstitutional action In keeping out workers’ repre-

sentatives from the enjoyment of effective power, even if they man
governmental offices, :s at worst a bad guess and is at best only a

gen ernliratior. toaed on particular examples.

Lasht’s interpretation of the rise of Fascism in Italy and of

Nazism in Germany as the revolt of Capitalism In decoy cannot

be accepted as an adequate or even as the moet significant explan-

ation of the two events. It must bo admitted that both In Italy

and Germany in tho creation of the unsettled and tense atmosphere

in which the new dictatorship* had thoir rise, economic disintegra-

tion played an important role. But it. is not quite convincing to

argue that economic disintegration having rendered capitalism too

weak la thaw lauds to resist tho constitutional demands of the

proletariat, tho capitalists had recourse to unconstitutional reaia-

encs. At any rate in Italy tho nnconstitutionality started with

the non-propertied Bection of tho population. Both In Germany
and Italy purely political factors, such as tho inherent unsuitability

of the parliamentary form of democracy to the particular social,

economic and cultural peculiarities of the two nations, and tho

emergen ci<3 created by the War and by tho Post-war settlements,

hud even more to answer for in the process of tho rise of dictator-

ships than the alleged Inability of tho capitalist* ‘ to lose as good

sportsmen’. Lakal Indeed admits that the economic factor is not

the only factor which explains tho rise of Fascism and Nazism,

but he clearly states that in his opinion chat factor io the moet

important of all. This view of his Is as yet too narrow and shaky

a foundation on which to bum the whole superstructure of the

doctrine of essential incompatibility of democracy with capitalism,

and of economic reform with constitutionality.

Another ground on which Laksi bases his view that even *

majority government if composed of Socialists will not be allowed

to put into execution farreaching socsilisdc schemes is. If anything,

more untenable. Any farreaching reform, whether socialistic or
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other, in a democratic state will have to be definitely referred to

the electorate at a general election. If a Socialist Government

comes Into power after a successful general election, in which it

haa presented its scheme of reform to the olcctorotc, there is little

doubt that the constitutional machinery will be as much serviceable

to its reforming activity as to that of other political parties In

office. Professor Inski fears that the Labour Party In power will

not be allowed ' to turn the esonotnio system of the nation upside

down’. The fear is well founded, but it does not constitute a

special handicap on the Labour Party. The Conservative Govern-

ment was not allowed to introduoe Protection before tho issue

had been presented to the electorate on several occasions and even

now that Government Is apprehensive of electoral wrath on

account of excessive protection. Constant propaganda and pro-

longed agitation are essential and useful preliminaries to all

farrrachiDg reforms in any direction. There is no reason why tho

Socialists should bo treated with special favour or disfavour in

this respect.

When Prof. Laslti allows himself to doubt the consti-

tutional loyalty and the political good senso of the House of Lords,

the Services, and even tho King, tiw-i>i» a powerful Socialistic

Government tent on bringing about radical economic reform, it

must be aid that there is*as yet no valid ground for his appre-

hensions. The experience of Mr. De Valera should pnt heart into

all would—be radical reformers within tho framework of the

British constitution. Given a sufficiently long and extensive

propaganda, given the inherent worth of the programme of reform,

which l33t must be judged in the light of the appeal that it makes

to the electorate, there is no reason to universaiise a conclusion

that constituted political authorities in a capitalist democracy will

not allow the normal functioning of state policy under a Socialist

Government The apprehensions about the loyalty of the services

and the Independence of the King do not appear to bo well

founded. There la bound to be personal bias in all ranks of the

state service, bnt if propaganda and agitation are sufficiently pro-

longed and Intensive, they imperceptibly yet effectively intincnee

tho minds of all citizens, in or out of office. If it is an economic

and political coup by a Socialist Government that Luksi has in

view, then certainly neither the King nor the services are bound

to co-operas with tho Government in office. But this reservation

is common to all governments of all parties.

Professor Inski hu allowed himself to be unnecessarily

depresod by the gloomy prespeot opened op by tho Economic
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Crisis and tho Great Depression. II is lo be feared that the alleged

breakdown of Capitalism has been taken too wrioieily by Laaki and

lhaL ho has not careJ sufficiently to inquire into the real oau*»

anil extent of the economic disaster. Few people take Mr. Lloyd

George's authority on any public question as decisive in these

days. Least of all is ho considered a high authority on emnomic
issues. Still it is a characteristically sweeping and snappy
statement of Mr. Lloyd George that Laski quotes in support of

lua view thnt capitalism is heading for a breakdown. “ There

must bo something fundamentally wrong with onr economic
system, because abundance produces scarcity.” Capitalism to-day

is like a rich man fallen on evil days, so that even these who
once basked in its favour can atTord to throw stones at it. It

is indeed undisputed that tho economic structure of modern
society requires to be repaired in several important respects e.g.

monetary reconstruction and regulation of industry. But to

condemn the ontlro capitalist structure to doom on the basis of

Its recent misfortunes shows as little historical perspective as

scientific acumen.

Laski takes the extreme Marxian viow about historical

materialism, nod the more panicky views about tho future of

Capitalism at their face value. To a pessimist frame of mind so

created ho adds bis peculiar distrust about the constitutional bona
Edes of the British polhical iuatiiutions, and concludes that it is

inherently impossible that democracy will over work well under
(hpiialism. 1 he antagonism between clasies is for him too power-
ful and universal an impediment to the free working of democracy.
This conclusion leads up lo several avenues of prospective

reorganisation which are as interesting as the process by whiah the
condemnation of Liberal democracy is attained. Prof. Laski
refers to the find of modern Idealists, Rousseau, as having justified

thesurrender of power on the part of tho individual to the collective

authority on the ground of achieving equality thereby, and from
this assumption about tho view of Rousseau. Lsaki deduces the
conclusion that aa under Capitalism equality is not obtainable tho
surrender of authority on the part of individuals may practically

bo held to be withdrawn. This course of reasoning is rather
unfortunate as in Roussean’s chapter on tho Social Pact it is made
clear that In the judgement of tho great political philosopher
individual liberty is held to have been sacrificed for certainty and
security, and not for equality as such. The equality that Bouiasu
speaks of is political equality which is oapablo of being assured
under a democratic constitution whether in a Capitalist or a
Collectivist society.
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Collectivisation of lie means of production is Iho haven into

which Laalcl would 3teor tha ship of State, in the fond hope that

thereby a classless society would be crested end no single class

would be left to utilise the machinery of the state to dominate

over the rest. Granting for the sake of argument that collectivisa-

tion of the means of production is a desirable social end, Laskt'a

optimism about the prospects of democracy under that system

appears to be illfounded. It is not quite certain that even in

Collectivist society Inequality of economic possesions will not be

tolerated. Moreover, economic possessions are only one of the

several hoses on which classes may be formed. In the Soviet

Russia of today, as also among iho froo Athenians, control of the

means of production did no; constitute n primary tfliis for class

division. Natural affinities such ns immediate interest, intellectual

oonvicticn. racial and religions sympathy, these and similar non-

economic factor* consulate an equally serviceable basis of ‘ class
’

formation, which may have famuching reactions on state policy.

Prof. Laski. like most of the Socialist theorists. Is in one sense

otbq a greater idealist than Hrgcl, Green nnd Bosanquet. He is

almcet a ‘ Utopian ’• Uc appears to believe that once the oollectl-

vist state is established democracy would have smooth passage.

Unfortunately such does not appear to to the case. Economic

oh*taclos arc not the only important obstacles in the way of de-

mocracy, and in eo far as they are economic, not- all of them arise

out of the special features of Capitalism. Homan nature, differing

capacities, and differing scales of moral and material values are

bonnd to produce serious political and economic inequality between

man and man, whether the order of society is capitalist or socialist.

It la meet unfortunate that such an eminent leader of political

thought as Prof. Laaki should have preached a Gospel of despair to

all thoao who hope for peaceful constitutional change for the

better in the economic and political Bpheres. It is further unfortu-

nate that he has based his principal accusation again;; democracy

under capitalism on the very partial connection between economic

and political inequality, and between economic equality and

political liberty. Meat regrettable of all Is bis prognosis of the

future. Possessors of special advantages have never in history

surrendered the inn claims of the excluded, except under pressure

of revolution, hence the path of revolution, is the only one which

will enable economic reform to be achieved. This in substance is

Iraki’s final conclusion. If itwero well baaed in history and scien-

tific analysis it would boss dlshmrteningwinexhorablc. Fortu-

nately there is reason to believe that for once Last! has allowed

his enthusiasm for raform and freedom to get the better of his
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scicntiSc rigour and fairness. The growing social consciousness

and politics! experience of all classes of the people, including the

capitalists, cannot bo so lightly brushed aside as Prof. Isaki has

persuaded himself to do. Nor is the doom of Capitalism anymore
irrevokablo than tho uncertainties of a Collactlvisit society.

The conviction of the present writer Is that the central

problem of the relation between the individual and the State is

not vitally affected by the economic system. Even if all tho world

were to go Collectivist in a day the problem would not be materially

altered. Is a Russian farmer who does not seo tho justice of the

Soviet plan of collectivisation of farms justified in disobedience of

state orders ? What are the limits of disobedience in a Soviet

state ? Arc things in these respects any better in Collectivist

Russia, than what th“y are in democratic England or Fascist Italy ?

Economic inequality does have significance in narrowing ihe

chances of actual enjoyment of the fruits of political liberty on tho

part of citizens and fconoe all policies which are aimed at removing
tho root causes of economic Inequality deserve our best support.

But all that social and economic reform might ochievo will not do
away with inequality altogether, because inequality arising out of

the special attributes of Individuals is natural and even helpful to

the fullest growth of personality. And oven if complete economic
equality wore uchiovod the central problem of political philosophy
would still remain to be solved. No bettor anEwer to those

questions—why should a citizen obey tho laws of bis government
and when Is he justified in disobeying thorn—haa yet been given
than is contained in tho views of T. H. Green referred to above.

D. G. Karvb.



THE NEW ECONOMIC ROLE Of THE STATE

For ot.t half a century we have witnessed the rapid growth

of tho demand for the extension of the Economic functions of the

state. The origins of that demand can be traced indeed to the time

s century age when Stale intervention was called for in the Shape

of Factory Legislation to remove the hardship felt by labour from

tho system of free contract between ihe Capitalist and the

Employer. But in our limes the demand for conscious control of

the Koonomio system has been increasing rapidly pftri piwu with

the identification of the Stale with the Economic process. State

intervention is now asked for on various weighty grounds : in the

name of Secretary and stability of the Economic system— that

contention being strongly reinforced by the present depresion : in

the name of Economic progress and rationalisation, ami also to

secure greater welfare through Equality nr distrilmtlon.

An important factor in tho change of the attitude of eco-

nomiste towar;ls State intervention was tho shifting of emphasis

from the notion of wealth to that of Economic Welfare. Here a

•very important place must he given to " Marshall's proof that

lai.'seifain breaks down in certain conditions throrelically and

not merely pracNcoBy ” (Keynes). To n certain exteut he in-

dicated the practical consequences of bis doctrine, and in the

preface to hie work on Industry and Trade he noted " the limited

tendencies of self-interest to dirert each individuals action on thoso

lines in which it will be most beneficial to others In America

these thoughts found on echo in the wr:tins3 of Professor Felter

and many other Economists who championed the claims of
‘ Welfare Eoooomlc3 " as against these of “ Price Economics ”•

But tho idesa were most thoroughly worked ont by Professor Pigou.

He emphasised tho existence of various hindrances which prevent-

ed the distribution of economic resources in such a way as to

raise tho national dividend to n maximum position, and Indicated

various devices and ways for eliminating these obstacles and for

“ directing self interest into -oeial channels ” He would Lave the

State Intervene, among other thlngB to encourage investment, to

control monopolies and Industrial combinations, to raise unfairly

low wages, to secure insurance against unemployment and indus-

trial accidents, diseases, and to advance the cans? of agriculture.

It is noteworthy that Professor Pigou’s line of treatment was used

l. lkocoiaics of Welfare pp. 110
;

1 27 ;
30.
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as a ground work by a distinguished Fascist economist like

Gaetano Napolitano In order to construe! the theory of the State's

function of controlling not only national industry but the entire

economic lifo of Ihe country.

The tendecy of economic thought in the direction of accepting

an extension of State’s ceonomio functions was promoted by the

theoretical trend towards Institutional Economics. Professor Com-
mons has urged that " collective action, as well os individual action

has awayB been there
;
but from Adam Smith to the twentieth

century it has been excludod or ignored except as attacks on Trade

Unions or postscripts on Ethics or jrMic yoKcy. The problem now
Is not to create n different kind of eoonomics dlvoroed from pre-

ceding schools* but how to eive collective action, in all its varieties

its duo place throughout eoonomic theory”. While Professor

Commons is a representative of American thought. Professor

Cannan had also been urging that the free play of self-interest ia

" conflood to certain directions by our general social institutions,

especially the Family, Property, and the territorial state. It is

for human institutions like the state, to “ ©onpel aolf-inlerest

to work in directions in which it will bo bone6cont”.

Passing from the consideration of theoretical speculative

factors to the realistic aspects of the matter and acutul causative

elements, the main singlo cause leading to an increase in the

economic) activity of the sUd* consists of the highly dynamic
character of our present day economy. The progress of invention

and of application of science to industrial purposes is such that, as

has been well observed, we have now an Industrial Revolution in

nsch decade. Wo have mechanisation both in the manufacturing
sphere astii in grain production irrespectively of elasticity of
demand. In fac! there is maladjustment of supply and demand
in this respect as a result of progress. The adjustment both of

wages and profits to the changing economic environment has
become a most difljcnlt problem. Here wo have groat trouble
with “ the speed and the machaniffln and ‘die adjustment of the
machine which provides employment”—to use an expreiaion cf

Sir Joaiah Stamp. In Ihe face of abrupt and immense changes the
economic system has lost its balance and its power of adjustment;
nor iB there any chance of

11
Science taking a twenty years* holiday

from invention" ns hns bsen ingeniously Eaggeated. No wonder
that men look to tho State as the only authority big enough to

redress the misdirection of oconomic activity.

Other Economic considerations also lead directly to tho in-
erea93 of the eoonomic power and functions of the State. The
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multifarious struggles and clash of interests of economic classes

necessitate the arbitrament of (lie State—if general clast warfare

1b not going to he the order of the day. Tito conflicting interests

of Labour and Capital would alone require the strengthening of

the economic power of the State In great m&sure. Bat tboro are

other conflicts—conflicts between monopolistic producers and con-

sumers and clashes of interest between Industries. To these confict*

of present and existing interests aro to be added a Urge and
growing number o' oonSicts looming large on the position.

Thus Mr. J. A. Hobson has recently advanced the view that the

State is the Iran organ of Rationalization of industries and has

Shown that iu the absence of guidance by the State, tho rational-

isation of particular Industries might easily injure other industries

n* well as labourers and consumers. In the ab©*nce of State

guidance he foresets a fresh crop of internecine conflicts among
rationalised trades and industries. espcciaJly ns some traders are leaa

susceptible to rationalisation thin other. Moreover tho normal
tendency of trale rationalisation is towards monopoly, and only

the action of tho Slate can guard against this undesirable

development

But there are other than purely economic factors which make
men rest their hopes more and more on the Stale. Professor Jaspers

of Berlin has well pointed out, that, as tbe mult of the domination

of tho Technical mass-orders and tho consequent " dominion of

the apparatus and tho machine," "man is deracinated, reduced to

the level of a thing and has lost tho essence of humanity”. Hi«

only desire i* to occupy the best obtainable place in the apparatus.

The desire to shoulder responsibility and the capacity to choose

true leaders have both been weakened. The trouble of thinking

out One's lino of action in the midst of the highly complicated

surroundings is too great for most men and it is coder to leave

decision to the will of tho State. This U a lew complimentary

aspect of the constitution of tho authoritarian state—bnt one which

has to he noticed in tho interest of truth.

What then aro tho actual proposals which hire been advanced

as regards the proper lines of extension of the Economic role of

the State ?

1

Here we should he leea than fair if we did not first give their

duo to the conservative element among the economists and to these

who arc most reluctant to extend the scope of State intervention.

That element is naturally represented most in great Britain—*

country with a comparatively conservative mentality. Here we
a
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meet with eminent economists like Professors Beveridge, Robbins

and Clay. This Group iB of opinion that the State can achieve its

taxi of remedying the dislocation of industry and commerce by
proper action within the promt tphtre tf its activities Thus

Professor Clay looks for recovery ";o cho diffused initiative of the

more intelligent and enterprising traders, financiers anil Engineer*

engaged in this and other countries'
1
. He would have Govern-

meets "reverse their post-war piactio? of protecting and subeldix-

ing industries that cannot face world competition. Our own

Govenunont will have use its new tariff as an Instrument for

breaking down, rather than adding to. trade barriert”. In the

same spirit Protestor Sir William Beveridge sacks a way out of the

world's crisis within the framework of the capitalistic system, by
suppressing through international co-operation, tho anarchy of

purchasing power but keeping and increasing tho liberty of pro-

duction and exchange. In his view no middlo course is possible

since “ control and freedom do not mix properly. Wo have to

decide either to lot production bo guided by the free play of prices

or to plan it sooiolisticaUy from beginning to end ”. Professor

Robbins is evon bolder and has argued that “ there is nothing in

tho market and competitive production as such, which should lead

us to expect n periodic tendency to slump and wide-spread

depi«ision ”. It U Interventionism and monetary uncertainty that

are responsible for the slump. It is farther insisted on that our

present trouble* are not a criaas of plenty but only a disease of the

Bystcro' of exchange and of prices, and hence they may be

remedied by merely administering the proper tonics to the

competitive system.

But It can be contended, that la tho very reasoning of this

group of distinguished teachers one can find truces of doubt

regarding tho possibility of getting tack to " the automatic working

of a self-adjusting syBtem ''. There are hints about the growing

rigidity of the system of prices and wage* as the retmlt in great

measure of tho spread or dominanoe of the monopolistic element.

How can shat movement he reversed ? and without such reversal

what chance is there for self-adjustment within anything like n

reasonable period of time ? We have no power* under the former

system to regulate or control the consumer's choice, and that

demand is becoming more and more capricious. While Sir W.
Beveridge speaks of abolishing the anarchy of purchasing power

he is fully aware of the difficulties in the way of scouring

stable money and of tho cIoeo interrelation* between monetary

policy and other elements in economic policy. Misdirection of
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production is indeed closely connected with anarchy of purchasing

power. It has also been contended, and on good crouudB too

that “the proces of intervention has already gone so far in tho

world is a whole that no single nation can afford to get out

of step ”.

1

II

At the other extreme stands a group of economists who
advocate planning on a thorough-going comprehensive scale through

the instrumentality of the State. These Economists can point to

the fact that cycles and depressions aro tho inevitable accompa-

niments of the system of private enterprise, and that though a

groat deal has bocn made of the potentialities of credit control,

there is no certainty whatever that snch control will rid us

of the trade cycle. Tho old system of automatic adjustment

depend on mobility of both capital and luboui—a mobility

which has passed away with the rise of combinations,

monopolies and trade unions. Other considerations too point

In the same direction
j the Profit motive appears to be

losing Its former power and offootiveaess ; for tlio capitalist

refuses to take the full risks of business which was his special

task.
5 We have proceeded so far along the paths of inter-

ventionism that. we could not go lack even If we would and th«ro

are unimportant considerations and factors which must push us

forward. Thus the rising tide of Economic Nationalism all over

the world is bound to make the progress of Interventionism

inevitable. Indeed. It is argued that wo must get out of the

present half ond half stage as soon as we can. For already not

only Labour but Capital is on the dole. The profit motive has lcat

its effectiveness and Capital keeps pasftng on its risks and burdens

to the State by securing favours like protectionist tariffs, ourrenoy

depreciation, subsidies to industry and a huge capital expenditure

by the State. The only way out of such troubles is to resort to

comprehensive planning and control by the State. As Sir Bowl

Blackett put it in his Halley stowart Incturu, we must beware of

noting and thinking piecemeal and should adopt the Hegelian

motto i
• The Altogethernes of everything ", Wo should look a

generation ahead a*, lout, and from that point of viow bh«s the

value and tho relative priority of particular measures. Mrs. Btr-

Inra Woottoa—the distinguished advocato of planning—also

insists upon the element of comprehensiveness in planning. She

has observed that “in the Soviet Onion *.ho whole is planned and

1. Tke Bmden t/ Ffse'Vi p. Ii7.

2. Picfeawr Fhher, “The club of Progcws end Sorority p. 250.
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every detail is cLooe. whereat in the rest or the world every detail

is planned and Uie whole Is chooa.” We must now "plan

intelligently, both for the whole and for the details

But there are grave objections to such thorough-going and

comprehensive planning. In the fir3t placw i; has been well

pointed out that “ planning is hot a meant to an End- Until we

can agree npon the end*, discussions of the means are only castles,

in Iho air”. Planning is obviously not merely a matter of tech-

nique and apparatus but of ideals
;
and not many of us arc agreed

regarding the revision of whole of our Social structure. Even a

partial planning, and on national scale only, implies a vast process

of Btudy and oo-operative pooling of resonree and intelligence.

Most of U3 will agree that It would be desirable to set up central

planuing bodies to think ont “ compensatory and defensive devices"

both for normal Mines and emergencies. Wc cannot, with any

advantage, hand over to any political or economic autocracy

absolute control whore such multitudinous and complex 'uriably

are conoeraed. But in the socond pboe planning on such lines

would destroy all liberty whether that of the producer or iho

consumer. The state which has to adopt all rcsouroas to the needs

and requirements of the public must have tho say as regards I he

details both of production and of consumption. It will allocate

production resources in every sphere and at every Kage and it

musb ration the total product according to its own light. While

the results of such rationing will improve the economic condition

of those who nre unemployed at. present, it will certainly reduce

the inoDmes of all other claaws. That is why even auoh a stalwart

advocate of Economic Planning as Sir Basil, Blackett hesitates and
proposes to “steer a wise course between tyrannous compulsion

and anarchic individualism ?

1

But the fear of installing a very falliblo autocracy is not the

ouly factor in tho way of adopting tho polioy of comprehensive

planning on the national scale. The economic solidarity of nations

at the present time is auoh that national planning cannot hopo to

bo effective unless it is supplemented by international planning.

To use tho words of a very wise economist and Statesman.

( M. Albert. Thomas ) : “National planning, if carried out country
by oounlry and without international co-ordination, may well prove
extremely dangerous in that competition between such planning
units can lead to economic and political strife.”

8 Planning ia

I
.
Udky SWvart I/-(Aura, 1831, p. 99.

S. Aan»l« of lie American Asaduny, July, 1834
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bound to lie a failure unions it takes account of the changing

conditions of production, consumption and population in the world

na a whole.

Ill

For these reasons, anions other, wo might well leave such

comprehensive and detailed Planning as a task to be accomplished

by future generations, and content ourselves with a compromise,

and a good beginning, in our own day. Wo might well accept

such a growth of state functions as will amount in the phraseology

of Mr. Keynes—to " purpoaivo direction The state will supple-

ment the guiding influence of bonking policy on the rato of

interest by “a somewhat comprehensive socialisation of Invest-

ment". It will also “ exercise a guiding influence on the

propensity to consume partly through its scheme of taxation

partly by fixing the rate of interest and partly perhaps in other

ways. Bnt for the rest individual initiative is left unaffected”. 1

Capitalism is to be disburdened of its unfavourable aspects, and it

is to be assisted to get over its transitional rentier stage by

cheapening the cost of capital and securing a reduction in the rata

of interest. Through its control of the rate of interest the State

can secure full employment by solving the problem of the hitch

between siring and real investment. With the same object the

state is to control the supply of money. But in malting these

proposal* Mr. Ki-yne* show* characteristic caution. For ho adds

that only experience oan show liow far etate policy can be directed

safely * to Increasing and supplementing the inducement to invest,

and how far it issafe to stimulate the average propensityto consume.”

Obviously Mr. Keynes has suggested the policy required to remedy

the weak point of the Capitalist systom and to lavo to it ade-

quate scope. It has been objected to Mr. Keynes's programme that

with a falling volume of international trade and with calling a halt

to foreign investment his prescription may not bo effectual.
1

It

might be replied that dio proposals of Mr. Keynes le3vo room

for “ international loading in appropriate conditions" Further so

far as international trade ceases to bo "a desperate expedient to

maintain employment at home by forcing sties on foreign markets

and restricting, purchase*'' its scope and importance are bound

to increase.

The fundamental importance of the function of the stale with

regard to investment is reiwgnised by most economists in our day.

*. Keynes, “Genera! theory of unemployment. Interest and Money,"

pp. 373.382.

2. Burden of Plenty, p. 30.
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Thus Profes*>r Allan 0. B. Fisher has contended that the reluctance

of entrepreneurs and business men "to make the appropriate

respond to variations in relative prices and relative profits " and

to take the risks of innovation of capita! for industries which have

to he promoted. Bnt ho would have tho state proceed on these

lines provided the experiments being conducted on the lines of

Institutions like the Credit for Industries Ltd. fur facilitating

finance for approved industrial prove inadequate.* 9o also Mr. A.

T. K. Grant ha* anrgnd that "so far ns ri*k—bearing is concerned,

individual enterprise has no faVoro." Since onr present efforts al

equalising distribution must reduce the entrepreneur’s expeotaliou

of profils, and since it is neccamrv lo avoid slump* and to maintain

progWM “there is no alternative but for society to concern itself

diroctly with the investment prow® in order to maintain nod even

out the flow of new investment".* If Capitalism is to be

rehabilitated and Is to perform adequately its task of carrying on
" an even and balanced and regulated flow of new tlevelopmemt"

it has to bo assisted and supplemented by the assumption of this

now function by the State with regard to investment

Manwhile the State and othor public authorities can do much
to keep up employment by a proper policy of public works. And
apart from it* direct effect upon employment «uch n policy will

accustom the Slate to the practice of long range planning, to form

programmes of constructive work.and to forecast the fluctuations of

the demand for labour in the interests of stabilization of employ,
menu Those are introductory exercises for tin* task of Economic
planning in goncral.

The proposal* put forwardby Sir Arthur Salter the enlargement

of the economic functions of the State do not differ materially

from the suggestions of Mr. Keyuat Avowedly Sir Arthur
advocates "a compromise between the two alternatives of State

planning and price adjustment " and “selective compromise
designed to unit* th* best of both methods". His is “the policy

of increasing socialization not proceeding so far as complete
Socialism." He proposes the formation of a National Investment
Control Board to regulate the male flow of investment feu* proper

distribution of capita! ss between the different demands for it. Ho
would go farther and extend opublio pmtion of industries" in

all case* where competition offers less advantage than monopoly
management” But he agrees with Mr. Keynes “ that private

>• Pwfaiaor A. 0. B. Fiaker, “The Clou of Program nad Security."
pp. so9 s?e.

S. A T. K. Gout, "Sookty aud Kntcrpriie " pp. ISO-201.
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enterprise and the automatic system should still be left with n

substantial part in our whole economy.”

Three proposals of a compromise character meet the argument

advanced by Mr. G. D. II. Colo (in his " Economic Planning”) that,

genuine planning is not possible under capitalism in a parlia-

mentary regime. His argument is that Capita! would not allow

the government to organise a controlling system over industry

for fear thal the Socialists might capture the mechanism for their

own objects. The measure of economic control proposed to be set

up by Mr. Keynes, Sir A. Salter and their followers is not. how-
ever, of such a character or extent os to provoke such efforts and

manoeuvre* on tho port of the Socialists.

However, it hns been objected to this modest lino of tho

expansion of Slate functions that it wants the community “ to live

under Socialism for sour goods and services, and under free

private capitalism for others ". The answer is that this is to soma

extent the State of tilings already in advanced countries, which

are using the proceeds of high taxation for the benefit at once of

needy industries and the proper classes. But it is interesting that

one ooantry—Sweden—has shown in recent years huw much
economic welfare can be advanoed and how far recovery can be

effected by means of a policy of happy compromise between

collectivism and free individual enterprise. This is set forth

with a wealth of facte in a book juot published by the Yale

University Fres—Mr. Marquis Childs’ “Sweden—the Middle

way". Sweden hns shown how to combine the component

elements—State control. State enterprise, co-operation both pro-

ductive and consumers—to the best advantage in different economic

spheres. It shows that the notion that "control and freedom

cannot mix properly” is a mere dogmatic assertion. The State

and co-operative societies compete and work side by side in Sweden

a great many aspects of national economics. They have worked

together in various directions to break down monopoly and to

beat down unreasonably high profits and, os a result, to secure for

their country a measure of unexpected prosperity.

This might help to teach us the lesson that in our advance

towards collectivism or collective control of business we must not

let ourselves ba hindered by unduo regard for clear-out formulae

and dogmas. The road leading to the adoption of meet advisable

form of compromise betwocn collectivism and Individualism—to

the determination of the most advisable extension of tho functions

of the State Lx a long one and includes many experimental stages.

In the matter of the procedure of such extension of State fractions
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even the mess progressive countries would de well to follow the

im media indicated by men like Mr. Keynes and Sir A. Salter.

We should hasten slowly in such an important sphere where the

factors of the situation are so various and complicated. It will be

a great advance and a great achievement if we set up adequnte

flow of currency and credit in tho right channels, “ bring Baring

and Investment Into proper alignment, and extend public operation

only to some industries where It is essentially necessary. It U far

more profitable to work out in detail the actual problems of

empirical collectivism than to attach undue importance and give

much thought to the labels and shibboleths of theoretical

collectivism. For “ experience quickly reveals behind the maak

of comprehensive schemes like Socialism, Communism and

Bolshevism, the specific problems of functions, industries and

Interests each one of which demands its particular attack

JAHAHGIR 0. OOYAJI.

1. Protawr Walter H. Hamilton in the Bncjriapocnla of Social Sclinra,

Vo), n. P. 036.



THE DOUGLAS CUEDIT SCHEME

It may ho said that the modern industrial world has solved the
problem of production. It has evolved methods by which goods

of all kinds can to turned out Sa unprecedented quantities. If

•hare be deficiency and want in any quarters, it is not because the
economic system is incajable of producing enough to feed and
clothe and provide all with conveniences and comforta. Why
then does the economic problem still exist ? It is bemuse though

the goods arc there, or at any rate potentially there, the purchasing

power that would enable consumer* to buy them ia lacking. On
the one hand there Is “plenty" and on the other hand there is

''poverty", and the reason for the co-existence of these two opposites

if “lack of purchasing-power".

AlajorC- H- Douglas has put forward a diagnosis of this

modern economic disease and has propounded a remedy. His

diagnosis ia contained in hia celebrated "A and B Theorem”, and

hia remedy is the issue of purchasing-power to the purchasing

public in the shape of fresh supplies of credit. The remedy is

very attractive In its apparent simplicity and its avoidance of any

ooial upheaval. We fear however that Major Dougina' scheme muat

to pronounced fallacious— that his dioenonis is incorrect and that

his remedy is Infeasible.

Take first tho diagnosis as given in tho ”A and B Theorem”.

Major Douglas puts the matter thus at page 21 of hia “Credit

Power and Democracy''.—“A factory or other productive organ-

ization has. besidee its economic function as a producer of goods,

a purely financial aspect—it may be regarded on the one hand

11.1 a device for the distribution of purchaaing-powcr to indi-

viduals through the media of wages, salaries and dividends; and

on the other hand as a manufactory of prices—financial values.

Prom this standpoint ita payments may to divided into two groups:

Group A: All payments made to individuals (wages, aalarit* and

dividends). Group B: All payments made to other organizations

(raw materials. t»nk charges, and other external costs). Now
the rate of flow of purchasing-power to individuate is represented

by A, but since all payments go Into prices, the rate of Sow of

prices cannot be less than A plus B. Tho product of any factory

may bo considered os something which the public ought to to able

to buy, although in many ensee It Is an intermediate product of

no use to individuals but only to a subsequent mnnufcctare ; but

9
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since A will not purchase A plus B, a proportion of the product nt

least equivalent to B must bo distributed by a form of purchasing-

power which is not comprised in the il&Krlptions grouped

under A."

In its essence then tho economic malaise, as Major Douglas

secs it, is due to tho fact that, tho economic system does not dis-

tribute sufficient purchasing-power to the public to buy the goods

that are bolng produced. It distributee wages, salaries and profits.

Tbeen three are a part but only a par! of the total axt of thegoods.

The co3t Includes also such factory charges as the expenditure that

tho producer has to moke on raw materials, power, lighting and

depreciation of buildings and plant. Major Douglas asserts that

thoto factory charges do not become purchasing, power ir. respect

of the oommoditiw of whose coat they form part. They have

either been distributed at an earlier period On the form of wages,

mlnriee and dividends) and used by consumer to buy other goods;

or if they have not been expended In that way they will exist in

tho present in the form of bank credit. These factory charges or B
coate are payments that are made to the banking system and not to

the oonsmning public. Therefore the goods that are represented

by tlie B payments ran be purchased oniy by meanB of bank credit.

This means that the home public can consume the production

represented by the B costs, only if the banks sot free freeh

purchasing-power by granting credits for new capital production.

That new capital production will involve the distribution of new A
oosta, and If these are sufficiently large the previously nnpurehasable

product represented by the B coats of the earlier production will be

absorbed by consumption. In this kind of way the eoonomic system

staggers along from crisis to crisas, with 3 periodic scrapping of

capita! necessitated by the fact that from time to time tho gap

between production and purchasing-power becomes unbridgeable.

To remedy this state of affairs Major Douglas proposes a achomo

whereby the deficiency of purchasing-power would be msde
good by the issue of consumers’ credits. The consumers have

purchasing-power only sufficient to buy the amount of goods

represented by tho A costs. Therefore to enable the consumers to

buy tho whole of the production the total product must he sold as

much below cost as Is represented by the amount of the B costs.

In examining this scheme, the first question we must ask 13

whether Major Douglss i3 right in asserting that there is under

tho present system of production and distribution an inevitable

gap between total prices and total purch&sing-power. It seem3

that he is mistaken in this—as can be seen when one realises
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what is Involved In the fact that his B coSs all l-esolve themselves

ultimately into A coats. Suppose you buy a writing desk. Tho
price yon jay contains a proportionate share of the maker’s profit

and of all his costs. Some of these cwts are B cost* which the

maker expends in tho form of payments to other organisations

or entrepreneur for the row materials or semi-manufactured

thitigs that he has need of in his industry. Thus the desk*

manufacturer pays money to other organisations for supplying

him with wood, varnish, oil-cloth, metal fittings, etc. ThcHO

would be B costs. Bat the entrepreneurs who receive theso

payments ns» part of tho money to supply more wood. Tarnish,

oil-cloth, metal fittings, etc. In that process they distribute A
costs in the form of workers' wages, managers' salaries; and from

tho payments received from the firms that have bought thoir

products they also pay themselves thoir profits. The rest of what

they receive will be paid by them to preceding organisations. To

take one as an example of all. the supplier of tho metal fittings

vrill make payments to tho organization that supplies him with

the metal sheets from which he manufactures his products. The

supplier of the motnl sheets in turn will expend par- of what he

receives in the form of A costB and part in B coats going, e.g.. to

(he organization that supplies him with tho motal ore. Thus as you

go lack along lha line of production, you find that while the B

element is there it is continually decreasing, chiefly because It is a

repayment of labour costs to a preceding organization—a repay-

ment which involves the re-employment of an equivalent amount

of labour. Tho conclusion is that ultimately the whole amount

that you pay for tho writing-desk fe distributed to individual

consumers as wage*. salaries, profits. Interest, and rent.

This conclusion wonld appear to demolish the idea that there

il an inevitable gap between total prices and total purchasing-

power. But Major Douglas is not ready to abandon the field on

account of this argument. Ho admits that B payments are at

some point made to individuals, and that eo at some point they

have become purchasing-power, but he nevertheless continues io

assert the exifltonoe of tho gap on the ground that tho rate of the

liow of purchasing- power from individuals into the credit system

ia leas than tho rate of tho outflow of purchasing-power from the

credit system to individual*. HU point of view is given in the

following quotation:—‘Let not the patient reader allow himself to

become confused by tho fact that B has nt some previous time

boon represented by payments of wages, salaries and dividends.

While this is of couthc true, It is quite irrelevant—it is the rate of
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flow which is vital. The whole economic system is in ceaseless

motion—purchasing-power is constantly flowing Lock from in-

dividuals into the credit system from whence it came, and If the

outflow is leas than tho inflow, lomeono has to lose purebasing-

power,” (Credit Power and Democracy
:
p. 34)

Major Donglaa seems to forget that “ tho whole cconomio

system la in ceaseless motion", when he naes the A and B Theorem

to prove the gap between total prices and total purchasing-power.

Goods ore sold today at prices which are oompoBed of the A and B
costs. These coots have in tho more or loss distant port taken the

form of wages, salaries, profits, interest or rent, and consequently

have been purchasing-power for goods produced in a previous

period. While production beeps flowing on, the payments made
by the producers to obtain the materials and services that they

require provide tho porchasing-power for buying the goods and

services that are arriving on the market about that time. In the

onto way tor tho goods tliat are being produced by the entre-

preneurs now (by moans of tho expenditure of ooeta which provide

the purchasing-power for the goods at present for sale) the

purchasing-power will bo supplied by the expenditure of Crete

that entrepreneurs will be making in the process of production

about the time that lhe3e goods come on the market. Dif-

ferent industries differ with regard to the interval that elapses

between the expenditure of costs and the realisation of price.

But tho procure is going on continuously, and therefore tho dis-

tribution of purchasing-powor in respect of future goods is a

continuous flow more or less equal to the amount represented by

tho oosts of the goods and services that are at the rame time flowing

into the market. We my “ more or less equal ”, because of course

there is always the possibility of disturbance of equilibrium from

the sides both of supply and of demand. But there seems no

proof of an inevitable and essential difference of rate of flow, for

which Major Douglas contends and which would make total

purchasing-power continually fall short of total prices.

Turning now to the remedy which Major Douglas has pro-

pounded, the main criticism that has to be brought against it is

that it oould Dot do what he claims that it could do—via., sub-

sidise consumers without raising prices. In the ovldence that

Major Douglas gave before tho Macmillan Committee on Finance

and Industry in May. 1930. he clearly fails to prove the possibility

of filling the assumed gap between production and purchasing-

power by a subsidy to consumers that would enable them to buy
all that was pruduood and that yet would not cause a rise in prices.
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On that occasion he put forward tbn following example to indicate

how the desired end might be attained. " Suppcemg that you sold

a motor-car for £100—wo will make it an easy figure to keep it In

mind—the customer would pay £1C0 as at the present time and

recoivo an account for It : ho would bo given a receipt for the

£109. Ho might conceivably turn that receipt into his bonk,

which woold credit his account with, let us say. £25. The bank

might collect the whole of thot^ amsnmers* credits at any suitable

period and turn them over to some Government department like

the Treasury, which would credit the bank with the amount that

It had credited the ODnsnmer. That woold finish the transition

so far a8 the mechanism was concerned, and the result of that

wonia be that yon would have credited to the consumer a pro-

portion of the general credit of the country which by hypothesis is

his already, bnL not credited to him. The result of that would be

a lowering of the price of the motor-car by 25 per oent. and

there would be an increased sale of motor-cant, or. let ua my, on

Increased sale of all geode, because he would have £25 more to

spend on other goods.
1 ’ 1

The matter really feems to turn upon the question whether it

ia possible—aa Major Donglas cuc-oris—to " lower the prico level by

the application to the prico level of a creation of credit." Credit

is to bo created in order to subsidise the consumer. The manu-

facturer is to get the full £100 for his motor-car, but the consumer

ia really only to pay £75 for it. since on producing the reoeipt for

the £100 ho is to get £25 paid Into bis honk ocooant, and the £25

credited to the consumer is to be debited to the Treasury. Major

Douglas eeems to think that the £25 of money so created and put.

into tho money-stream can somehow be removed from the mou'*y-

stream whenever it bus performed this function of enabling the

consumer to get the £100 car for £75. But ones the subsidy or

rebate or whatever it is to be called has been credited to the

consumer in tho books of the bank, it belongs to the consumer and

will be used by him as purchasing-power. If the money comes

back to tho bank,- it will come in the form of deposits, and it Sh not

posable for banks to cancel deposits.

It is difficult therefore to avoid tho conclusion that tho

consumers’ credits would In effect be an inflation of currency and

would consequently causa a rise In prices. It is true that inflation

1. Tha quotation is from W. R. Hfekett
r
8 book, On&Uor fforwKr**,

in which Major Douglas’ evidence before thit Committee is given in full

and subjected to a very thorough exsroiaaWon. The present writer

wolid acknowledge his Indebtedness to Mr. IlUkeU’s desr cxp-.«tion.
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may, under certain eirou instances, give a fillip to Industry and

tho increased production of goods may counter-balance the increase

In purchasing- power. Bui the Douglas scheme Is intended to bo

much more than an occasional stimulant, and It has in view the

continual replacement of tho supposedly non-available B costs.

Prices <an be reduced through a diminution in tho quantity of

money or through a diminution in the remuneration received by

the produeer. The consumers’ credits, putting increased

purchasing-power into the hands of consumers while leaving other

things as before, would surely result in the consumers buyiEg

the tame quantities of gocxU ns before at an Increased price. The
total prices of products mast equal the total purchasing-power

distributed In the process of producing these products. If any

supplementary purchasing-power is introduced Into the system, It

musi raise prices. Existing prices are always In correlation with

the claims upon goeds constituted by the existing purchasing-

power. The creation of consumers’ credits means in effect an

increase in the number of claims on the same amount of goods,

and that is bound to raise the price of these goods.

We cannot accept either the diagnosis or the remedy that

Major Douglas puts forward for tho problem with which he ig

concerned. Yet he has done a groat thing by concentrating

attention upon this insistent question of our times—Why ig It that

while mankind is capable of producing enough to supply the full

needs of all, the inability to distribute that potentially ample
product koepa a great proportion of mankind in poverty or insnf-

fidency ? We may no; be able to approvo his actual proposals, but
w<*. ran appreciate his impelling conviction and guiding intuition

of which, In conclusion, the following two examples, quoted from
his evidence before tho Macmillan Committee, may le given

:

" Penary proposition is. that the financial system has no
Iocuj stand* at all outside the industrial and distributive systems,
and that yon am make any changes that you like with perfect case

in the financial system so long as those changes serve tho necessities

of the industrial and social system ”5 and “ It is inconceivable that

you cannot get a mechanism which will enable you to equate
purchaslng-ixiwer to the capacity to deliver.'’

James Krllook.



THR FINANCING OF PRIMARY EDUCATION
IN BOMBAY CITY

The -working of any department depend* for it* efficiency on
sound financial condition. And this !s particularly the case -with

education which by the nature of things Is a spending department,

the receipt* being nominal. The history of Primary Education in

Bombay City can be divided into two bxood periods (since 1889

onwards) at the year 1909, which Is a year of landmark as in that

yoar the Municipality became responsible for the primary education

in thin City. The period after 1909 under tlir Schools Committee

proper falls under two sub-divisions as from 1939 to 1918, and

from 1919 to present times, as since 1919 theGovernment who had

cleaned their bands off as regards any monetary responsibility

about primary education in 1909, now began to contribute a certain

proportion of the extra expenditure, in view of adopting the policy

of expansion of education on a voluntary system for ten years,

with the object of introducing compulsion throughout the city at

the end of the tenth year. shall briefly discuss the main

features of financial state during these periods.

FINANCIAL STATB DCPIKQ TUB DAY3 OF THE

JOINT SCHOOLS COMMITTEE

Coming to the period under the Joint Schools Committee from

1S89 to 1909, at the outset ills necessary for us to tear in mind
that this was the time when primary education by the Municipality

was in its infant Stage, and that the Aided and Cnroccgniscd

schools were more in number and educated a far greater number of

children than that in Municipal schools. During this period

under tho Joint School* Committee as the Government was partly

responsible for primary education, the amount of Government

grant wsb fixed and definite, and the Government increased thiB

grant in proportion to tho increasing expenditure on primary

education. The Government grant was ordinarily fixed at one-

third of the total expenditure. The following table shows how
the contribution of the Municipality from tho General Fund
towards the cost of primary education, as well as the Government

grant went on increasing from year to year :

—
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Amount of Municipal Amount of Govein-
1 m Contribulvm mini {/rant

Ra. Ha.

1891-92 51,300 28,000

189S-97 59.135 39,660

1900-01 80,000 42.666

1903-01 80,000 47,833

1905-06 1,14.616 72.768

1907-08 155.036 72.768

Figures for a few sslcct years only have been given, in order

to give an idea ss to how expenditure on primary education both

by the Municipality and the Government went on increasing from

year to year, and (specially after the year 1903. The increase In

expenditure wm obviously due to the increased number of schools.

Larger number of pnpils under instruction, rising expenditure on

rent, better school cauipmoot, revision of touchers’ salariai

increasing number of trained touchers, separate Urdu department

from abont the year 1893-94, and lastly the increasing amount of

grant givon to Aided school*. An all-round increasing expenditure

in this way Indicates slow but steady and lure progress of primary

education in tho city during this period, end it is at the same time

a proof of growing efficiency in the working of the system. For

our purpose It is gratifying for us to note that the increasing

burden of expenditure from year to year was very willingly borne

both by the Municipality and tho Government.

The following table shows how the total expenditure on

primary education went on increasing during this period .

—

Year

1891-92

Amount of total

expenditure

Ra.

... 97,133

1896-97 157.731

1900-01 1,11581

1903-01 ... 1.62,400

1905-06 149,803

1907-08 2,33,134

The total annual expenditure increased from Ks 97 thousand

in 1892 to Rs. 233 thousand in 1908. or by 2 '4 times. But the

number of schools increased from 63 in 1892 to abont 102 in 1908.

that is by 1*6 times, and the number of children under instruction

incressed by little more than 1-5 times (from 6512 in 1892 to
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9,466 in 1903). Thus lie comparative greater rise in expenditure1

by 1903. that is a ri9e by eight-tenth of tie expenditure, or a rise

of about Rs. 77,600 was due to the expenditure incurred in order

to attain greater efficiency in tho administrative machinery a*

already oxplainod.

IffCOMB PROM FBBS

VTe havo already elated that the department of primary

education ran have only nominal rcceipte. The following table

gives the figure* of income from fee* during the days of the

Joint Sehooli Commit!**

Ytnr Amount of incomefrom fees

Rs.

1893-94 • • • • • • • •• 20.911

1896-97 ••• ••• • •• 17,111

1900-01 ••• ••• • •• 15.756

1903-04 ••• • •• 18,294

1905-06 ••• ••• ••• 19,700

1907-08 • •• ••• • •• 20,593

The income goes down in the years 1896-97 and 1900*01 duo

to the adverse effects of the plague of 1896. In the year 1907-08.

tho income is only Rb- £0 thousand, almost the same as tha: in the

yrar 1893-94, which is due to the fact chat though the number

of children attending Municipal schools had increased by 1-5

times, yet chore was a oaniiderable reduction In the rate of fees

during the first decade of the present century.

The amount spent on grants-in-aid to Aided Schools which

was Rs. 20,000 h, 1892-93. rose to Ra. 27,920 by the year 1906-07.

EXPBSPITCRR OX BEST

The amount of expenditure on rent also increased during this

period as is clear from tho following table r—
Tair Expenditure on

Rs.

1896-97 • •• ... 25.934

1900-01 •H • •• ... 30.767

1903-0* •M ••• 35.659

1905-06 • •• • • • 42,482

1907-03 ••• • •• 51,978

1. Thu ligure is arrived at in this «iy. The rim in achcoli and children

wu nspeetlnij pfl times and Pa tire** by 1938 as compared to the

figures for 1892. The rise in expenditure-Baa by l * limes. This

rise of ( 2 -i mines 1 -8 equal to 0-8 or )
eight-tenth ci the expenditure

of 1892 is equal to Ra 77,6CO.
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AVERAGE OOST PRR CHILD

The following table showing the average annual cort pec child

duriDg tko days of the Joint Schools Committee is instructive -

Year Annual Average Cort per Child

Kb.

1893-94 13-6

1896-97 17-0

1900-01 21-9

1903-04 19-5

1905-06 17-8

1S07-0S 21-5

The figure for 1896-97 U due Li the adverse effect of the

plague. The normal condition was not restored for about five or

six years after the plague of 1896, and hence also we have an

average high expenditure per child in the year 1900-01. The rise

in average co*t per child by 1905 aa compared to tho coat in

1893-31, ia due to the Increased all-round expenditure and

efficiency to which a reference has already been made before.

We analyse below the figures of average ccet per child for

thro? select years in order to give a dearer idea of how
expenditure on Teachers' salaries, rent, and miscellaneous items is

rising from year to year :

—

Head of expenditure 1892-91 lBOO-Ol 1907-08

Rs. Ra. Rs.

Teachers’ salaries • •• 9-2 14-3 13-6

Rent • •• 3-4 5-6 5-5

Miscellaneous ... • •• 10 2*0 2-4

Total average cost

child

per

• •• 13-6 21-9 21-5

This tabic dearly shows how expenditure on Teacher*' salaries,

rent, and miscellaneous items went on increasing from year to yew.

This short review of the financing of Primary Education in

tho days of the Joint Schools Committee, indicates that the

financial position wa* wund during this period, the Municipality

and the Government willingly bore the rising expenditure, tho

system of administrative machinery was gaining in efficiency, and

there was an all-round progress.

FINANCING UKDHR THJ1 SCHOOLS OONMITTEB : 1909 TO 1918

We now briefly discufs tho main features of the financial

position since the formation of the Schools Committee in the - year
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1909 to the year 1918. During this period tho Government did

not contribute anything to meet the cost of Primary Education as

per the content* of the Police Charges Act of 1907. The following

table shows how the Municipal Contribution went on increasing

from year to yrar during this period :

—

Year
Amount ofMunicipal

Contribution

Rs.

1909-10 ••• •4* 2.15.276

1912-13 • •• • •• ... 337.257

1915-16 • • • ... 4.62,009

1917-18 • •• 6,44.000

This clearly shows how tho Municipal grant increased by

throe times during the nine years preceding the year 1917-18. Ao
no Government grant was revived during this period, the actual

expenditure on primary education also iDOrOMOd almost in the

same proportion, the actual annual expenditure for 1909-10, and

1917-18 being Rb. 238,202 and Rs. 6,95,243 respectively. Thus

tho actual rise In expondituro during them nine years was nearly

by 2-5 times. The number of Municipal schools rosa by a little

more Ilian 2 times during this period, and the number of children

learning in the Municipal Schools by 2’7 times (from 10,314 in

1909 to 28,377 in 1918). Thus the progress daring tho fire; nino

years of the regime of the Schools Committee as measured by the

tlgurea of expenditure and the number of children attending

schools was almost tho same, the respective rise in each caw leing

by 2’ 5 times and 2-7 tirnee.

The rise iD expenditure being just the same a* the rise in the

number of children horning in Municipal schools. and being

nearly the some as the rite in tho number of Wunidpal mhools

we con guess that oorapnnitively little was done during these nine

years to add to the general efficiency of tho oduattional or

administrative machinery. In other words, there was no revision

of teachers’ salaries, the proportion of trained teachers was not

considerably increased, no innovation was introduced in order to

make education morn popular or attractive. The reader will

remember that the period under the Joint Schools Committee

compares favourably with this period in this respect as about

Ra. 77,€00 were spent In order to add to the efficiency of the

department. Tho progress since 1909 was mainly due to the

changing conditions and the natural expansion of schoolB and

school-going children.
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DtODMK FROM PRBS

How the income from foes grew along with the increasing

number o£ school-going children can be seen from tho following

table:—

Year Income from Fees

Ra.

1910 ... ... ... 21,372

1913 ... ... ... 29.163

1916 ... ~ ... 37.631

1918 ... ... ... 43386

HXI’BSDXTXTBB O.V REST

The following figure* show how the expenditure on rent

increased from year to year

Year

1911 ...

1913 ...

1916 ...

1918 ...

Expenditure on font
R s-

62,207

86.002

1^0,L92

1,63.197

A VHRACR ANNUAL 0O8T PER CHILD

The preceding throe table* indicate how expenditure and

number of children rcee almost in the same proportion daring tho

first nice years under the regime of the Schools Committee. Tho

same tendency is further corroborated by the implications of the

following table showing the average annual expenditure per child

learning in Municipal Schools from year to year

Fair

1910

1913

1916

1913

Annual average
cost per child

Bs.

21-

9

19-

9

20-

5

22

-

0

These figures of average cost show little variation, they are

almost steady. The figures necessarily indicate that in spite of

increasing total yearly expenditure, and in spite of Increase in tho

number of school-going children, tho actual expenditure per child

on teachers' salaries, on rent per child, and on other miscellaneous

items, almost remained steady. Little was done during those

nine years to add to the efficiency of the department by spending
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more money in wise channels. This was possibly one to the fact

that these wore the only cine years during which period, the

Municipality alone was responsible for financing primary education

under the control ofthe Schools Committee. The actual Municipal

contribution by 1918 increased by a big sum like 3s. 4,46,196. In

one waywo say thut tho actual expenditure during these Dine years

roso by 2-5 limes, but from tho point of Municipal grant wo haTCto

say that the grant which was Rs. 1,97,804 in 1909, rose by an amount
of Rs. 4,46,196 or by nearly an addition of 225 per cent, with no
special feature except the credit for expanding primary education

in this city. 'Hint is perhaps mainly the reason why the period

from 1809 to 1918 is marked by expansion of primary schools and

school-going children but nothing novel was done to add to the

efficiency of the system. The financial position was boworor

satisfactory a9 tho increasing expenditure of tho Schools Committee

was met by the Municipality without any grade*.

OTHASCIS3 DBB1XO TUB YEARS 1919 TO 1935

We dow outer into tho but stage from 1919 onwards opto the

most rroent limes. This period Sb marked by the scheme of

voluntary expansion of primary education for tan y«n with the

objoct of making it compulsory by the end of ter. year’s period,

and hence by the financial connection again established with the

Government since 1919. The Government agreed to contribute

additional half of the expenditure for voluntary expansion of

primary education over the net budgetted expenditure for the year

1917-18 (that is over Rb. 6.95.243X The Government's willing-

ness to share this responsibility however subsequently led to much

unploammneis. The Act XV of 1920 was passed in order to

introduce Compulsory Education in the city of Bombay and by

1935 Compulsory Education was introduced in “F" and “G” wards.

The general policy of expenditure underwent great changes in

various respects. As a result of all these things, we find the

financial administration of the Schools Committee being over-

3hedowod by watchful economy and retrenchment ovon at tho

sacrifice of ctBeienoy in order to make tho two ends meet, during

tho last three or lour years. We shall now discuss the main

features of this period as far as they relate to financial condition.

THU FKRIOD FROM 1919 TO 1925

Compulsory primary education was Introduced in “F” and

"G” Wards in November 1925. So it will be convenient for us

to consider the main feavurers of financial pceiticn from 1919

to 1925. How the amount of Municipal contribution wen: on
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increasing from year to year is visible from tho figures given In

the table below:—

Year

1919

1920

1921

1922

1923

1924

1925

•••

••• ••• •

••• •*» •

• •• ••• •

••• ••• •

••• •

Am:wnt rtf Municipal

contribution

R*

8,36.600

1236,920

15,90,800

18.79,340

21,09,260

23,91,400

21,26.090

During tho seven years the amount of Municipal grant

Increased by three times. This was duo to tho policy of expansion

on voluntary basis which was followed since the year 1919.

Under the able direction of Rao Bahadur Padhyo, the then

Secreary of tho Schools Committee, a vigorous planned-out' policy

of expanding education, of making it univoreai, popular and

nsefnl, was followed during this period. At the same lime, tho

aim was to secure the highest possible efficiency by making the

cli89 cf teachers efficient and interested in their work. With

this object, teacher*’ salaries wore revised from time to time ami

liberal wale was given to them in nrdor to keep them contented.

Efforts were also made to secure administrative efficiency in tho

working of tho department during this time. As tho aim of tho

voluntary expansion was to make education popular and attractive,

money was spent In furnishing schools with necessary equipment.

>"ew schorls were opened at various places, attention was paid to

the sanitary condition of school buildings, and no opportunity was

lost to remove a school to a bettor building. In this way efforts

were dono in order to Improve the condition of schools and the

lot of tenobri*.

During this period the number of schools increased by 1-45

times (from 233 in 1919 to 337 in 1925), while the number of

children nndcr instruction increased by 1-4 times (from 28,832 in

1919 to 37,816 in 1925). But the total Municipal expenditure

on primary education which was Be. 8,53.437 in 1919 rose to

Rs. 23,46350 by 1925, that is by 2*7 timw. Comparing the rise in

expenditure which is by 2*7 times with the rise in the number of

schools or in the number of school-going children which is abont
1-4 times each, we are able to conclude that about 1-3 times of

the expenditure of 1919, that ia about Rs. 11,37300 were absorbed

for increasing the efficiency of primary education and making it
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more popular. Thus lo sped]; in round figures, snore than 11

lakhs of Ru£«o* woro spent for expansion of education on voluntary

basis and for attaining efficiency. However, these remarks should

be understood by snaking due allowance for the fact shat prices of

things increased by leap* and bounds after the World-War. Owing
to this rewon rents of buildings in the City of Bombay rose

enormously, and the Municipality had to spend double the amount

on rent. The rise of expenditure in ease of teachers’ Hilaries was

due to the revision of grades, which was rendered nooMSary owing

to p<Bt-war conditions in the years 1919, 1920 and 1924. The rise

of expenditure on rent and miscellaneous Item (books, furniture,

contingoneUs etc.) was dno to the increased price-level. However,

making due allowance for the inevitable rise due to the increased

prioe-level, we are confident to uncertain that a considerable part

of the additional 11 lakhs of Rupees wU ahwrbcd by the efforts

to secure increased all-round efficiency.

Tho following tablo shows how the income from fees rose

during this period :

—

Year Incomefrom fees

R&
1919 43,870

1922 50,561

1925 60,988

AVERAGH AHHCAL HSPBXDTTDRR PER CHILD

The following figures oi the average annual expenditure per

child for various years are significant :

—

Year Annual Average cost per child

Ra.

1919 28-6

1920 42-4

1921 46-

3

1922 51-9

1925 57-8

It Is quite obvious how the average cost per child rose by
more than two times during this interval of seven years.

The period from 1919 to 1925 was marked by increased

expenditure on primary education. The wholo policy was shaped

by the expansion on vohmstry basis so as to make education

popular. Tho Government since tho formation of the Schools

Committee in 1909 contributed for the first time a snm of

Rs. 1,17,411 as their half share of the extra cost incurred in the

year 1918-19. This was the first year of the ten years' programme
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of voluntary expansion with the Idea of introducing compulsion

by the end of the tenth year. The Government contribution for

tho next two years was 3a 2,47X06 and Rh. 4.41,232, respectively.

Hut when the question for contribution for 1923 arose, there wore

difference* of opinion on tho port of the Government with the

result that actually a smaller amount was paid by them than was

claimed by the Muniojpolity. The actual amount paid by Govern-

ment was Rs. 4,41,833. During the next two years also, in 1924 and

1925, differences of opinion continued, and the amount, actually

paid by the Government for these two years was respectively

Its. 4,41,000 and Re. 4,45.833. These amount were far Ices than

what Government had agreed to contribute willingly in 1919.

However, tho financial position was on the whole sound

daring this interval, and it was only in the last year (1924-25)

that attention of the Schools Committee was turned to effect

economy with the result that tho total expenditure of tho year

went down by about, Rs. 93,030 as compared to tho preceding year.

nxAsnut. position during thb period 1926 to 1935

During this period the amount of Municipal contribution

went on rising from year to year as is evident from die following

tablo :

—

Year Amount of Municipal
contribution

Re.

1926 • •• • •• tee 26.56X00

1923 • •• • •• 29X2.750

1930 ••• ••• • • • 31.12.660

1932 • • • • •• • • • 30,00,000

1934 • •• •M • •• 3L.22.976

1935 • •• ... • •• 31.16X10

Though there is a general rise by 2 • 2 times during this period

yet the last two figures clearly show that there is a tendency to

effect retrenchment. The Municipality wants to ent the grant.

The following figures of actual expenditure of the Schools

Committee also tell the same story :

—

Year Actual expenditure

Re.

1926 25,44,099

1930 22,68,291

1934 32X1.190
1935 • •• • •• • •• 31,40.769
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The last two figures indicate that there is a distinct tendency

to ent down the actual expenditure every year.

During this period the number of schools almost remained

the mme, but the number of school-going children rose by more
than 1-6 times (being *3,013 in 1926 and 70.181 in March 1935).

But the expenditure rc«e only by 1-2 times. Thin clearly

shows that almost the same number of schools oould accommodate

l'S times of the children, and hence a considerable economy was

secured In expenditure. No expenditure was poesible during

this period in order to add to the efficiency of the department

ns was the case during the periods from 1890 to 1908, and 1919

to 1925.

The following table shoves how the average cost per child

went down during this period :

—

Year

1927 • ••

Average cost per

Rs.

59-9

1929 • •• ••• eit 56-9

1931 • •• e e • • •• 50-9

1933 • •• •** ••• 46-6

1934 • • • •«» ••• 45 1

1933 ••• ••• ••• 42*4

Though the average oo«t per child is falling during the tea

years, yet it is falling very rapidly sinoe 1933. In other words

thore is considerable retrenchment and economy even at tho cost of

eftici&nay, in the ndminlftratiou of tho dfeparlmfiat tor tho

three years. The lowering down of -he cost waa rendered possible

because of the same number of schools accommodating a larger

number of students, and an average rise of nlxrot >1 thousand

annually in the number of school-going children. This renders

possible maximum work at minimum cost.

Since the introduction of compulsion, as education is made

free, the income from fees ha* gone down as is obvious from ilia

following table

Year Income from fees

Kb.

1926 • • • ••• 49,417

1923 • •• • •• 5.751

1931 • ee • •a 13,570

L933 • • • • • • 11.838

1935 •
•
• * aa 18,191
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The rise in the income from fees after 1931 is dne to tho

amount of fee which is charged in Control schools and in Upper

Primary schools.

Expenditure on rent b almost stationary during this period as

ia obvious from tho following figures :

—

Fair Expenditure on Kent

Rs.

1927 • • • ••• ... 4,94.216

1930 IIS 4,54,323

1933 ... 4.43.846

1935 • • • • •• 4,45,046

The expenditure on rent has eono down by about Its. 45

thousand since 1927. because in order to effect economy in

expenditure special attempts woro rnado by tho Schools Committee

from time to time by submitting appeals to land-lords to get

reduction of rents of school buildlogs.

THE QUESTION or THB QOVKKSMBST GRANT
THB SUIT AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT

Wo hare already seen how in 1919, the Government under-

took to share half of the additional expenditure every year over the

budgeted expenditure for the year 1917-18 (Rs. 6,58,000). Tho
Government actually paid the amount for the three years

1918-19, 1919-20 and 1920-21. But when the Corporation claimod

the grant on tho expenditure for 1921-22, the Government raised

certain objection. The Government pointed out that under lira

scheme the yearly increase over the expenditure of 1917-18 was to

be only li lakhs, and ia tho year of introduction of compulsion an

addition of 54 lakhs. Thu* under the scheme tho highest amount

for which the Government were liable, if tho scheme was

completely carried out, was only Rs. 9 lakhs. Hence with regard

to the payment of grant for the year 1922-23. it wa3 pointed out

by the Government that the liability of the Government aa

originally estimated by the Corporation was only 24 lakhs. While

the sum now demanded by the Corporation had reached a very

high figure of more than Gj laklu. Undoubtedly, the amount

claimed by the Corporation had raigen by 24 times (estimated

24 lakhs, but actually claimed being 6i lakhs). That there should

be such on enormous variation between the estimate and the

actual when the scheme was submitted only five years ago,

was really a delicate position for either party. The reader will

remember tfa&t during the years 1919 to 1925, a liberal poiioy of
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expenditure was followed in order to mate primary education

useful, attractive, popular and efficient, under the scheme of

voluntary expansion. To add to the increasing expenditure came
the post-war high level of prices. Henco owing to inevitable

circumstances there was such a wide gulf between the estimated

and the actual expenditure. The expenditure by 1923 had

enormously increased owing to increased number of teachers and

tho revision of their salaries with retrospective effects, increased

rente of buildings, liberal policy of grant-in-aid to Aided Schools,

and the rise of expend i
turn in other miscellaneous matters. Thus

by 1923 a delicate situation arose over tho agreement of 1919, when
on the one hand the Government maintained that they were liable

for Ihe figures estimated in the ten years’ scheme and no mom.
while the Corporation maintained that undor tho agreement

Government were bound to pay exactly half of the excess

expenditure actually incurred over the budget estimates of1917-18.

Both perhaps seemed to be right in one way. Tho Government
maintained that the essential basis of the agreement was tho

estimate of the scheme submitted in 1918. They complained for

the first lime that tho original estimates were largely exceeded,and

that tho total cost at the end of the ten years’ period was likely to

rise to Re. 55 lakhs. The Government farther pointed out that

while the expenditure had grown the promised extension was

not realised.

Negotiations went od between tho two parties in order to arrive

at an understanding. But no understanding was reached. The

Government pointed out the adequacy of the Audit and other

Account# checks over tho ooxunts of tho Schools Committee.

Various items were pointed out os coming under " Inadmissible

expenditure". The Corporation in 1924 requested the Municipal

Commissioner to institute legal proceedings to enforce tho Govern-

ment to pey the Corporation’s claims for grant on primary

education. The suit for claims of about Rs. 12 lakhs was filed in

the High Court of Bombay in 1927, which came for hearing in

1932 when the Corporation's claim was dismissed with costs.

In his judgment, tho Lcamod Judge admitted the moral justifi-

cation of the Corporation's claim, but decided the suit against the

Corporation by maintaining that the agreement of 191 9 did not

amount to a legal contract enforceable by law.

A hzief history of the famous suit is given as It has a great

bearing on tho financial pc«ition of the Schools Committee during

thiB period. Had the Government shared actually half of the excess

expenditure ovec the budget estimates of 1917-18, the Schools
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Committee would have continued with the liberal policy of expendi-

ture a was carried on between 1919 to 1924. The departora from

the eatimiUni of 1918 was duo to inevitable post- war circa instance*.

Ae too Government have not shand half of the additional cost of

the actual expenditure, the Schools Committee has to follow for

the last five years a vigorous Bchemo of retrenchment, even at the

sacrifice of efficiency and actual needs of the City. Not only thin

but the actual progress of compulrory education has been hindered

owing to these unpleasant relation* with the Government. As a

consequence of these legal proceedings. Use very out-look of

Government towards tho oxterasion of primary eduaation in this

City is not sympathetic. This attitude of the Government has

caused a serious effect on the Standing Committee and the Corpo-

ration which is at times refected in the discussions of tho budget

estimates of the Schools Committee in recent times. A? far ae

finances are concerned tho attitude of sympathy and co-operation,

on the par. of the Corporation and tho Standing Committee, and

the Government is no longer there.

However, Government have remained truo to the wording or

estimates of 1918. aud they have contributed their share towards

expansion under voluntarybasis and towards extension of compul-

sion in “ F " and “ G” Wards as is clear from the grants for various

years given bolow i—

Year

1925 • • •

Amount of Government
Contribution

... 4,45,833

192G • • • • •• ... 5.86.088

1927 • • • • •• 8,84.731

1930 • •• • •• ... 8,10,418

1932 • •• Ml ... 7.94A84

1933 •M Ms 608.501

1934 • •• • •• ... 6.94.732

1935 • •• • • • 7,39.000

Thus the. Government nt praam: givtva grant.of about

Rs- 7 lakhs towards the expenses of primary education.

SOURCES Of nXPHNDmiRB OS. PRIMARY SDCCATIOX

As the Government gives the grant of Rs. 7 lakhs, tho

Corporation has to spend about Rs. 24 lakhs every year on Primary

education. It is very important.to note this fact.became while

criticising the budget estimates of the.Schools Committee, the

Members of the Standing Committee and of the Corporation make
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much of the huge expenditure on primary education being like

Rupee* 31 lakhs or thereabout every year. This criticism is

somewhat misleading, as about 7 lakhs are contributed by tho

Government. A layman or an ordinary reader of newB-papore ia

misled by criticism which take® ptaes in the Corporation over the

expenditure on primary education. He i9 scarcely aware of the

fact that actually the Corporation has to bear a harden of about

Rupee® 24 lakB only. This funny position occurs because of the

technical nature of tho question. Sinoe the inception of the

Schools Committee in 1909. the Schools Committee alone is respon-
sible for primary education. Nothing was contributed by Govern-

ment from 19C9 to 1919. 1 -. was from 1920 or.ward3, under the

circumstances already noted, that the Government began to contri-

bute their share to tho cost of primary education in this city. As
the Schools Committee is technically responsible for primary

education a yearly grant is mode by the Corporation alono to meet
the necessary expenditure. The Government contribution to

primary education is considered as a sourco of revenue or

income to the Corporation. In the Official Annual Reports of the

Schools Committee in appendix "A" showing the statement of

Income and expenditure of the Schools Fund, no mention is ramie

of the Government contribution. Therefore in understanding the

figures cf the annual grant to primary education l>r the Corporation

sinoe 1920 onwards, it should be borne in mind that the figures for

.raccasnTe 7ears as a matter of fact include the respective Govern-

ment grants for Ihoeo years. In the day* of the Joint Schools

Committee (1899 to 1908), as the Municipality and tho Government

wece Jointly responsible for the cost of primary education, in tie

accounts ami reports, grants were shown to be met by the Munici-

pality as well as by the Government.

cp.mciav ox the prbskst rower -touncial stringency

AND RETRENCHMENT

Tho foregoing discussion has shown how retrenchment and

economy In expenditure were rendered necessary since the year

1924-25. The financial difficulties of tiie Schools Committee In-

tensified in coarse of time due to the failure of the Boil against

the Government. During the retrenchment enquiry under

Sir Yissesvaiaya in 1925, a preliminary examination of the finances

of the Schoob Committee was undertaken, when the high average

cost per child under instruction in Municipal Schools was criticised

3nd suggestion* were made a* to how the retrenchment axe could

be applied. A* a result, by May 1926, 30 schools were amalgamated

or closed and 56 teacher* were discharged. It was reported by the
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School? Committee that the reoommendfttian of the introduction of

Ihe Shin System was unworkable in Bombay. A Retrenchment

Officer was again appointed in 1928, who from different tests pointed

out that there was an cseete of expenditure from about lj ltkhe

to 24 lakhs of Rupees every year in the annual expenditure on

primary education. He made some recommendations for reducing

expenditure which were considered by tho Schools Committee.

The obvious outcome of the*e recommendation? was the reduction

of teachers’ salaries in the year 1930 for now recraits only, the

adoption of tho standard of 30 pupils per teacher, the introduction

of tho Shift System ns an experimental measure since 1931, ami

dividing die school year into two toms and restricting tho now

admissions to the first month of each year . By carrying onl into

practice thane recommendations gradually after 1931. a considerable

economy was secured in the aveiage annual expenditure per child

and the total comparative ceat of primary education. That i3 why
the average ocert per child came down from Ha. 5U-'J in 1931 to

Re. 45 '1 In 1934, and to 3a. 42*4 iu 1933. It Is very instructive for

u$ to note how the average cost per child was roducod by Rs. 2-7

during the year 1934-35, in spite of an increase of 3,280 in the

number of school-going children. The measures adopted for

economy were—(1) Continuation of the Shift System without

payment of allowances to tcachcrB or peons, (2) Dispensing with

the services of about 185 non-permanent teachers from August 1934,

(3) Stopping supply of furniture and necessary equipment to

schools, (4) Cutting down expenditure on grant a-in-aid to Aided

Schools, (5) Preventing further increase in the expenditure on rent

by deriding not to engage any now premises.

These ways of securing economy indicate how ir. all

respects economy was awnsred at tho cost cl efficiency. Tho

•lory is still worse when we como to the actual expenditure of

the year 1935-36. The estimated average cost per child is likely to

bo Ra. 41. that is a reduction of Rupee 1-4 over the yiw 1934-35.

Tho lowering down of the expenditure In the current year is due to

the unfortunate position that whereas tho Schools Committee

demanded a grant of Rs. 33 lakhs for the year 1935-36, the Corpora-

tion sanctioned a grant ofRs. 30,69,520 only. This meant that the

Committee had to meet a large deficit of Rs. 1,83,000 by adjusting

tho expenditure in any way they deemed lit. Hence since April

1935 the Schools Committee had to take drastic steps like tho follow-

ing to adjust the actual expenditure during tho year :-(l) Services

of about 150 tonebers were dispensed with during the year. >’o

substitutes were employed to fill up leave vacancies or other
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vacancies caused by retirements or deaths of teachers. (2) All

provisions for about 4,(XX) children who were expected to join

during Ac laker part of the year was not to he taken into account.

(3) Schools were strictly informed that new admissions ehould be

made only if the students could bo admitted without incurring any

additional expenditure on teachers, rent and furniture etc.

In spit? of economy in these ways the Schools Committee were

not in a position to 3djo* their actuals for the last year, and when

in October 1935 a giant of Ra. 35,000 was requested to be sanctioned,

the Corporation instead of sanctioning It referred the matter to

the Standing Committee. No comment is necessary on this

attitude of the Corporation towards the expenditure on primary

education or on the subservient position of the Schools Committc

in financial matters.

CONCLUSION

This brief history of :ho financing of Primary Education since

1889, shows that the matters were quite simple upto the year 1918

or 1919. The Joint Schools Committee upto 190R or the Schools

Committor after that date were never fared with any monetary

troubles. There wns n rapid progress sine* 1919 to 1925, as a policy

of extension nf primary education on voluntary basis wsb followed.

The Government promised to offer liberal help. But by 1324

qwing to inevitable departures from the animates in tho Schools

Committee'* expenditure, the Government began to change their

policy. The Corporation took a legal step against tho Government,

to enforce arrears of claims of grant duo from Government, but with

no sucre*. The difficulties of tho Corporation and of tho Schools

Committee were Indirectly intensified due to this. Since 1925, the

administration of the Schools Committee is marked by planned-oua

schemes to secure economy of expenditure. But the position haa

become very Bcrious since 1934 as drastic step* are being taken to

economise a*, the cost of efficiency, even when the average annual

expenditure per child under instruction in Municipal Schools is

lowered down by Rs. 15/- during the last ten years.

B. M. Kale.



A NOTE ON OROSS-COUSIN MARRIAGE AND
DUAL ORGANIZATION IN KATHIAWAR.

Prevalence of the interesting custom of cross-cousin marriage

bu been fully reported, from South India obtaining among most

of the peopled I'd well aa from North-east India ami is known to be

sporadic among the lower castes of the United Province* 1
. Sir

James Fraser concludes his survey of this custom in India with

the remark that it i« favoured among “all races except the

Aryan’". Dr. J. H. Hutton 80'* further and opines that not only

is it found among non-Indo-Arynn peoples of India bnt“ is dearly

a survival of a matrilineel system Mr. S. V. Karandlkar*

baaing his argument on a passage In the Rigveda which refer* to

the paternal aunt’s or matornal unolc's daughter being one’s share

and also on a statement in the Satapfitha Brihmana comes to the

conclusion that the Icdo- Aryan* allowed and practised marriage

with their cognates in the thud or tho fourth generation. Simi-

larly Dr. 8. C. fchrkar holds that in pro-Buddhistic India Indians

could marry their flirt oousina through mother’s brother or father's

sister*. Evidence of the existence of this custom among* peoples,

who are supposedly of Ir.do-Aryan stooks and who during historic

period are no*, known to have been bring in close proximity to or

to have been culturally intluencod by the Dravidiao-spcaking

peoples of tho South is important to a 6iudent of Indian cultural

history. During my tour in Kathiawar last November, I dis-

covered in my oonvemticn with tho people that the Grasia Raj puts
married their maternal unclo'a daughter. On further inquiry I

was told by a Rajput officer of high education and official position

that the Rajputs of Rajpntann also have the oustom. I have failed

to trace say documentary authority for his statement about the

Kajpute of Bajputana. As a matter of fact in ono of tho census

reports on Rajputaaa and Ajmcr-Mcrwara it is categorically stated

that ’* no trace of cousin marriage " is for.nd among the castes

inhabiting three areas.*

1. W. H. 1L Rivera : J. R- A 8. 1807
; Q. 8. Ghurye: J. R. A I.

1923; T. C. Hodajn: “Man in Indis”, 1&2B
; J. K. Bote:

Journal cf the Dei.uunc.nt of Letter., Calcutta Unirmrity, Vol.XXV.
2. Folklore in the old TeKimmt. VoL II, p. 134.
3. Cenrar of ladle, 1831, P-cpstt, Vol. I, p. 468.
4. Hindu Exogamy, py. lt-lg.

6. Scene Aipecti of the Ketliee: Social lli*tory of India, p. 101.
C. Census of India, 1911, R«poit, p. 184.
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Discovery of the oorurrence of marriage with maternal ancle's

daughter—marriage with, father's Bister's daughter is not counten-

anced—aroused my curiosity which was duly rewarded. The

Katliis, whose Inroad Into and rule over this part of the country

gave it Its name In place of lie Sanakritlcname Saumhtra, prefer to

marry their maternal uncle’B daughters. No other caste in Kathiawar

So known to allow this kind of marriage, excepting those sections

of some castes. Uke Soni ( goldsmith ) and Hajam ( barber ) who
habitually render their services to the KathiB. One Baroat (bard )

at Kuudla in Ehavnsgar State further informed me in the presenco

of a number ot Influential members of the cade that there are two

divisions among the Kathis. There arc 132 surname? among the

Kathis which ore arranged in two divisions, ono division being

called SakbBy&t and the other Aoratiya. Families belonging to the

SakhByat division must not marry unoug thrmselves but mu*L

seek a bride torn or give a daughter to the members of the

other division.

The hard who was my informant oould furnish me with the

following 30 surnames though ho mentioned that there are 132 in

use among the Kathis. None of tho cwbe-people who had gathered

oauld odd to them. They are : Bfuria, Bhuwa, Bisriya, Boghra,

Bench a, Chabhada. Ohondu, Chandsur, Chavda, Dhadhal. Hcdal,

Jabalia. Khachar, Khadnk. KhuraAH, Lain. Lucosor. hlaln, Naitru.

Makwana. Motlyar, Patgir, Sangad, Sodhia, Totala. Tramgadia,

Vila, Vankha, Vlkma and Vinubia. Of these the families bearing

the names of Ebuman. Khachar. Vais. Lucsar, Cbnndu. Chandsur,

Mctiyar. Hudal and Vikma form one division and marry and give

in marriage to ponces from the families bearing any of the

remaining names. Thus it is olearly a coeo of dual organisation.

ltepeated inquiries to elicit information about a similar

organisation among tho Grasis Rajputs convinced mo of its absence

among them.

Well-informed persons of both the caste* are aware of the

uniciueneea of thoir custom of marrying one's maternal uncle’s

daughter among the peoples of Kothiawar. They point to the

prevalence of similar practice among the Yfidavas and the

Pamjavas, so famed in Hindu mythology and represented there as

having had intimate relations with ancient Baurashira.

Of all the famous families in ancient Hindu history that of the

Pindavas and to some patent that of Kp&boa>ti>c famous preacher,

diplomat and friend of tho Pinjaras, on the one hand and that

of the Slkyaa1
.
Buddha's family, from Magadha on the other arc

1. Karaodlkw, p. 81
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the stocks represented in traditional history as having habitually

married their maternal uncle's daughters.

SnbhadrS, the sister of Krisbpn and the wife of the PtUnjara

hero. Arjuna, is known to have been the daughter of Arjnua'g

maternal ancle. Later Erahmanic writers, like Knmarlla, are at

groat pains, to explain away this marriage 89 not being between

cross-cousins, such marriages having been by that time repugnant

to the Brahmanic tradition
1

. One of Krishna’s sons, Prodyumna,

married his matorual ancle's daughter by name Rukmavatt and

Pradynmna's bod Aniroddha. married his maternal uncle’s daughter,

daughter of RukmavaU'a brother, by name Rochana. Parikshit,

the son of Abhlmanyu, who was the son of Ariona and Subhadra,

married the daughter of his mother's brother Utiara, the son of

Abhimanyu himself is represented as having secured

Vataril, the daughter of his maternal uncle Balartma, the brother

of Eflshoa, as one of his two wives'.

Among the older writers Bandhayana mentioned the custom

of croE-oousin marriage as one of tho peenliariti« of the people

of the South ;
bat neither he nor any other law-giver refers Co

Saur&shtm in this oonnection. Only a late commentator, Hari-

awamin, whilo commenting on tho passage from tho Satapatha

Brihmapa, referred to above, mentions tho people of SaurSshlra.

Bnc aooording to him the KRgns (followers of a particular- Vedio

wbool) allow marriage in the third generation and the Saurtsb^ras

intermarry in the fourth, and thus, do not marry their

cross-cousin*
4

.

A'. B.—The following account appears in the Bombay
Gaxetteer, Till, p. 330 :

“ Esch tribe of Kothis condsta mainly of

two separate ebaes, Shfikhdyats who do not intermarry either
with ckuemcn of their own tribe or with Sb&kh&yats of oilier

tribes ;
and AvartU’s who intermarry with Shakhflyata and with

whom Shakhayati intermarry, but who do not intermarry amongst
themaelves. The Pkakhayats include five tribes the

Avartias Include over 10D tribe*. Tnere is also a connoting link

between Kathls and Ahire, namely the Bftbrlis or Borbars who
marry with Shakhayu Ksthis and also with Shirr."

R**iv*d; SOlft March, 1336. G. S. GBCRTE.

1 . Karandikar, Ibcd.

8. Sm under rwperfive nsrnn in Siddheirero Sutci Chirar’o “Dictionary
of Ancient Indian Biography" (in Marathi).

3. V. a Aptf, Sanakric—Engiiah IXtuoniry. "Abhimanya’; aho P.. B.
Godbole's "Ancient Indian Historical Dictionary" (i» Marathil

4. Karandikar. p. 19.



RACIAL CHANGE AND SOCIAL CHANGE'

INTRODUCTORY

An exhaustive discussion of the present problem will have to

take into amount factors of varying magnitude and important*

—

ranging from the paroly biological to the more or lew mythical

aspects of the Issues involved. We shall then Gnd that its adentitio

biological treatment will be unable to enunciate clear-cut principles

for practical guidance, m the factor* involvod in human and social

evolution cannot be reduced—at least in tho prceont stato of

Genetics—to the Imre constitution of the genetio structure- At the

most it will help us to take a sceptical attitude towards the exlraw-

gant theories of race and heredity. The mischief which such

theories are able to create by their appeal to innate pugnacity

and crudo self-preserving instincts has been demonstrated again and

again by hiswy. The real irony of the situation, however, lira in

tho fact that Biology is illceitimatoly adduced to support tho

contention* of them- attempts Such illegitimate use is again cot

only oonflned to erode beliefs in racial superiority ( often based on

mythical notions of blood purity and cohesion ) but iE also seen in

tendentious inquiries into racial differences.

A foil consideration of these important aspects of the problem

is further complicated by difficulties duo to tho alsenoe of a proper

terminology. Race, for example, is so elusive a word as to bo

practically made* for scientific purposes. Its a# to signify external

characteristics (and in a few ate* internal characteristics where the

nnit factors can be abstracted) may be legitimate. But ench a

restriction of the term will lead us nowhere, as it ignores the

influence of geographical and cultural settings. Then, again, there

arc other difficult;!* which by their nature must remain insoluble.

Does, for example, the germinal constitution change in the courea

of time t The fact that the theory of inheritance of acquired

characters Is not now countenanced by Biology would lend support

to the contrary view. But we cannot say anything definite on this

point na we know nothing about the germinal constitution of our

ancantora. We are again unable to determine tho respective rjlcs

In social evolution played by the individual in society and the

1. In writing this psjwr my thanks are dne to 1’icfeseuc Morris Glus-

bsrg for suggwdng tbs subject and to Profeanr Lancet<* Hoglea from

whose reseaichc* I hivs derived my main Inspiration.
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nggregsl/* of individuate who oondltute sooiety. lastly, there is

tho persistent difficulty of experimentation in this field. Our

oonclnrions, therefore, will have to be constantly modified by
these considerations.

I

The concept of race in a genetical Benae involves two sets of

variables. One consi&a of physical diilerencea (such as texture of

the hair, and shape of die nose), which depend upon hereditary

transmission. The other in composed of factors like geographical

propinquity “tending to stabilise the purity of combinations of

particular caBrecUristiiB".' As regards th6 first, it h» locn

ascertained that the colour of akin and shape of skull are not

important as racial determinants. Generally, therefore, on these

consideration)!, we can determine three bread types of human
grouping;—the Negroids, the Mongoloids, and the Caucasians. A
complato investication of their respective peculiarities will have to

take a larger number of factors into consideration, especially when
attempts are made to correlate physical differences and intellectual

ability. At presort. however, investigation of geographically

localised differences has bron restricted to the blood group;. But a

clarification based solely on a characteristic such as this cannot be

of any great practical help. A satisfactory explanation can only

oome when we are able to show how particular clraractore have

arisen in widely separated groups, whether this can be attributed to

inter-creasing in pre-hisroric time; between the must widely

separated groups, or whether the same characters have appeared

again and again as sports in different parte of the world, establishing

themselves independently in different stock*. It seems that the

most we can do U present is to distinguish groups by «ime single

ascertained character or by a small group of such characters.

Beyond this we cannot go and assume a close approximation lo

genetic purity when wo define a group of human beings by a large

and heterogeneous assemblage of physical traits.

The concept of race become; more nebulous still when wc pva
the narrower and more obvious distinction; bared on physical
chamciars. It is hero that the real bottle i; waged in a hopeless
confusion of attacks and couutw-nttncks. Without the least

experimental foundation races aro classified as “primitive”
or " advanced " by reference to quite arbitrary critciia, sub-
stantiated hy the cultural history of a fow hundred years of

1. Hogbw). L : OMfc JWi'fo in Medicine and Social Bctmn, Lmdon
18*1, p. 123.
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the “ advanced " races. For scientific purposes we have lo admit

the difficulty ol determining which of the living races of the

ethnologist is more " primitive Moreover, there is nothing either

in genetic prindpls or ethnological data which can give credence to

the view that culturally [intuitive rarea are backward becauae of

their inborn limitations. As Professor Hogben admirably develops

this argument : “The development of early civilisations by the

coloured races, when the Nordic peoples were still barbarians, does

not compel us to believe in the inferiority of the Nordic people.

Conversely, the achievements of more backward peoples in the

present era do not cornel us to assume that they are lncai*ble of

our own type of social organisation. Tire dissemination of culture

is a slow process. The significant factors in cultural evolution are

still ohKure. If we adopt the view that Important omtribu-ionB

ore made by comparatively few members of any race, averages have

lf«3 significance than 13 foretimes aammed, and the only means of

determining the inherent backwardness of the less favoured races is

to extend to them the opportunities which we have enjoyed during

n ooraparativoly short period in tfco history of the human race. The

demand for equality of racial opportunity for further social develop-

ment h33 largely bcon justified in the past by mystical beliefs

oonoerning the brotherhood of man. In contradistinction to mystic-

al egalitarianism tho exponents of racial supremacy and racial

exploitation have affected the sanction uf biological realism. A
more reasonable position for the biologist to adopt would bo an

attitude of experimental scepticism. Experiment, and experiment

alone can decide the limits of development imposed by what-

ever genetic differences distinguish one racial group considered

as a fictitious whole from another racial group considered as a

fictitious whole."1

II

The evidenoe for racial differences has not been confined to the

observation of physical differences. Attempts bare also been made

to investigate the mental equipment of various races primarily by
means of intelligence tests. The procedure has its merits, and if

the tests and material is carefully chosen may yield definite results.

Thus it has been found that Intelligence tests “yield very constant

results for the mice Individual examined on successive- occasions

with a short intervening period, and very constant route for tho

order within a group tesod successively over a period of ycare.”*

1. Mi, pp. 132-33.

S. Hcgbso, r„ : A'oteni and Nwten, London 1033, pjx 27 -SA
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It is possible last what ape regarded as inborn differences and inborn

similarities (as in tho cue of twins) may hare much to do with

environmental factor*. The Freudian school has already familiarised

ns with tho importance of aicial environment when the basic patterns

of conditioned behaviour are bolng ceabikhod. Professor liogten

observes, “In tho light of the new evidence derived from :ho study

of twins, no conclusions about inborn di (Terence* Insed on compari-

sons of occupational and racial group* have any scientific validity." 1

Heviewing twine of >nch test-finding* in 1930, Brigham observe® that

“oominiative studies of the various national and rectal croupe may
not be made with existing tests", and that in particular “one of tho

most pretentious of these comparative racial studies”—Brigham's

own, in connection with the American Army Tests—was without

foundation.'

The value of such inquiries, again, often becomes doubtful

owing to the tendentious approach of tho investigators. Apart from

the primary difficulty of conducting then in an atmostphere of

afceolulo confidence, they are often vitiated by an imprapor selection

of the material. Tho Investigations earned on by Davenport and
Stfiggenla in Jamaica, where the social environment of the in-

habiting races is more uniform than in the U. S. A., promised
fruitful results. The authors, altar examining 105 Blacks. ICO
White®, and 165 Browns, came to the conclusion that with the Blacks

and tho Browns generally “excellence in parly life was found to be

correlated negatively with excellence In adult life”.
8 This con-

clusion was no doubt gratifying, especially as tho research was
advertised tohave boon carried out with up-to-date scientific methods.
If we examine the material, however, wo find—to take a glaring

insance of abuse thas 17 of tho Blacks and 14 of the Browns were
prison-inmates. No prisonera were included in the ’White group.

Again, when it was found that the Browns and th8 Blacks scored

highly in mental arithmetic, the ability to manipulate figures was
certified as characteristic of lower mental growth. The claims of a
test based on criteria so arbitrarily pliable may well ba questioned.

All this does not exclude, however, the possibility of further
research detecting end measuring racial differences duo to differences

of genetic constitution. “Tho difficulty of treating group differences

of this kind in a genuinely scientific temper will bo less when
Psychology ran equip biological research with sufficient variety of

1. 7Uiv.ua.
2. Hoctet, L. : Omffc /Vi^(nW™o otrf &M Lradcc,

IBS!, p. 136.

3. Itid., plJ7.
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similar methods for the prods# description of other aspect of

serial behaviour."

1

Ill

Where we have to deal only with social group", the techniquo

of correlation can be U3e<l to draw attention to the existence of

genetic differences. or differences due to environment, provided

the selection of data :b appropriate to the diffcrenoca we wish to

detect. Experiments, Each as those on monozygotic and dizygotic

twins, show that the intellectual resemblance between Individuals

who aro known to bo genetically alike is greater than that

betworn individnals who may be presumed to be genetically

different. This observed correlation, however, does not furnish

ue with a measure of the influent* of nurture. We cannot

abstract gene characters from characters duo to environment,

owing to their cliwe relationship on account of familial influence

among viviparous animal"—influence which is stronger in human
societies where the environment of different families differs.

Consequently, in so far a" we recognise this interdependence

between nature and nurture we are not entitled to set limits to

social changes which might be introduced by regulating tho

environment

Environment, therefore, plays an important, rdle in develop-

ment In “ lower " organisms (l.e. those which are cold-blooded),

it has been proved that striking modification" cun be effected by
purely environmental Influences. Some flowering plants are aluo

peculiarly susceptible to there influences. TLIb high susceptibility,

however, is not found in warm-blooded ” higher ” organisms which

differ from the lower organisms in “ the perfection of s oolf-

regulaUng arrangement which tendB to protect tho t»su« from

variations in the external environment'’.* Thus while violent

environmental variations are counteracted, the organism is at the

same time endowed with greater adaptability to surroundings.

This is especially true in human societies. Here the conditions

and consequences of group life create for man a type of environ-

ment from which he finds it difficult completely to disengage

himself. Indeed, snch independence of development is not

possible for him without renouncing his claims to the benefits of

social life. This much for social life wo have to concede, though

we may not subscribe to all tho tenets of tho Sociologistic eckool of

Durkheim and his followers who regard all social patterns and

1. Hogban, L. : JfoCitra and Uarture, London 1933, p. 29.

2. Hogfaoa, I. : OtiHtit PniKipiti, p. 62.
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social evolution aa Uio direct reeult of a group consciousness In

which the individual occupies quite a minor place. Man ia a

social being in the sense that a proper development of his facoltlea

depends on sooiol interoouwe. Or. as Fichte puta it, “ It iB only

among men that man becomes man On the other hand, the

Individual in society, while being io£uenced by the aicial frame-

work of institutions, technique, ideas, all along exerts an influence

on Mciety which, when tho sum total of all these Interactions iB

considered, tends to giro its peculiar stamp to both the individual

qud individual and tho collective entity which we call society.

Thus regarded social change Is a dynamic process. Essentially

it is cumulative over long leriode, though particular poihle in this

trend may exhibit a variety of elwnenls. Here them may be

stagnant pools of useless and overturdonod tradition, there an urge

for reform. Often it seems that in tho interplay of thceo forces

social change prcosed? inevitably. But tho extreme complexity of

the factors involved makes any such clear-cot explanation liy its

nature incomplete. The problem becomes more intricate still when

wo ooraider two or more different societies or raoa. and the causes

of variability which make them what they are. For. biologically,

unit characters as auch cannot be classified a-* wholly hereditary or

wholly environmental. We oau olasrify thorn ns dnti-nnined

predominantly by the one or the other agency if, and only if,

the conditions of development arc specified.

IV

If we follow this rigorous attitude m the domain of Eugenics,

the noocssity hero too of a cautions approach to tho problem become*

increasingly evident. The claims of Eugenics have often teen

vaunted with tho onthuaaam of a new revelation- On the other

hand. they have been ridiculed, by others with equal vohemenre.

It is yet, however, an open question how far selective agencies

influence factors operating over comparatively short periods of

human history, and how far they can be used for moulding the

future of the human race. A satisfactory answer to these questions

can only be given when we are able to dofinc the mode of trans-

mission of die geaetio differences with which we arc concerned.

At present wo know vary little about the nature and frequency

of mutations as they occur In nature. And without an exact

knowloigo of these we cannot determine tho direction in whioh
selection operates. Moreover, an inordinate stress on the purely

genetic bepert of the problem is likely to blind ub to the environ-

mental and cultural agencies, tho direction of which can bo

controlled with greater certainty. It U possible that “ Increasing
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complexity of cultural achievementmay proceed inhuman societies

independently of any change in man's inborn equipment".*

The problem, it will bo oteervod. is not one of Genetics

only but of Sociology and Sotiai Philosophy as well. In the

absence of sufficient historical and sociological data, it is

therefore futile to maintain that “ selection ia the sole effective

process known to science by which a mco can continuously

progress".* This attitude of the orthodox eugenista, based aB

It fa on the Darwinian theory of natural selection, does not

get much support from contemporary biologists like J. B. S.

Haldano, Sowall Wright, R. A. Fisher, and Lanoelot Hogben.

According to the Darwinian theory of natural selection evolution

is considered as a continuous process, thus making selection a

creative agency and inseparably linking the two, On tho other

hand, present-day Biology views selection as a discontinuous

process and thus a destructive sgoncy in social evolution. We
ahall bo able to appreciate this fundamental difference between

these two points of view if we consider their attitude towards the

process of artificial selection- Darwin and his followers considered

artificial selection m terms of a "blending" Inheritance. It was

supposed that the male and the female of the species contributed

to their offspring a sort of an "average" of the qualities pcesessed

by them. It has been, however, experimentally proved that there

Is no such mode of transmission in life. What wo get is “Parti-

culate” inheritance, for genetic inheritance is primarily deter-

mined by the Mendellan doctrine of dominance and recatslvity.'

Nor is the value of war and conquest u selective agencies

proved by the researches of economic and social historians. For

a conducive proof we need to know, finsly, whether the'^aperior"

stock in course of time leads to the extermination of the conquered

pooplc, and, secondly, whether inborn gifts arc definitely

correlated with acquired technique and training. The evidence

for the first is scanty, and from wbat we know of recent

history ie preponderently in the reverse direction. As for the

Becond point, no comprehensive research haa yet hero made in

thfa direction. Moreover, war affects indiscriminately both the

fit and the unfit and is thus predominantly a dysgonio agency.

1. itui, p. IflD.

9. Pwracm, E : Groundwork of Eugsnica, p. 20.

3. ft ia rot oeseury here to go into the practical aspect* of rt* claims of

Euffcnlcs, i their main concern today i« with the fadnrtrimlitsd

couatrira of the Wait.
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In any case, biological arguments ought not to be adduced to

explain social changes, without exhausting historical and socio.

logical material. As Professor Ginsberg observes, "When the

facts of social life are studied directly it becomes clear that the

factors bringing about change differ Mo ckIo from those which

are supposed to operate in the Bold of biological evolution. 'Jut

human quality docs not differ profoundly from period to period,

and that progress is in the main independent of changes in genetic

structure, but depends upon changes in tradition and on methods

of adaptation and organization increasingly independent of specific

race qualities". 1

V
Before concluding this paper I Intend to examine briefly some

of the important contributions mode to tho problem by the present

German Chancellor. In his book Jfstn Kartipf Hitler is through-

out inspired by the rile of the so-called Aryans as the "culture-

sustaining” race. For this be finds illustrations throughout

history—I? by history we understand tho comparatively short span

of the last few oratories. Thus in North America the Gormanio

element, as he calls it. because it kept its racial purity intact, has

been able to develop a progressive civilization. What a contrast

we find in South America where tho races have freely mixed I

"The loss of racial purity ruins the fortrees of a rucc for

ever, it continues to sink lower and lower In mankind, and its

eonaequonow con never be expelled again from body and mind,"
It is difficult, indc6d. to do full justice to such an Impassioned

faith. Bui anyone who knows anything about, history will Lave

to admit the utter hollowness of its claims to voracity. It is not
race-mixture as such that haa been responsible for the fall of

ancient civilizations like these of Egypt, Greece, and Rome, but

tho docay of a cultural tradition due to adverse tircumtfaucra such

to wars and epidemics and desiccation. The violence that these

can do to the coltnral life of a people can hardly bo exaggerated.

It hw been aaid. for example, that a new world war will wipe out

modem civilization in a few months. If and when that happen*
the calamity can hardly bo ascribed to race-mixture or to the
faulty genetic constitution of the participants. Apart from all

this, if Hitler’s explanation of race-mixture is taken at its face

vahie. his thosis of a pure race falls to the ground. Even if wc
conflne oureelvea to the existing territories of the Third Reich it

cannot be proved that the Aryans, if ever they came to settle in

'• Gin,hct*' : States « .Worv, Loudon 1932. p. 16*.
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this region, found la an empty paradise wherein no man had sol

his foot before them. Whatever superiority wo may attach to the

blood of this particular specie* of the Aryans there is nothing in

genetic principles to sustain the view that St was immune from the

tarnishing effects of such a race-mixture. Further on we are told

that " Every croaang of races leads sooner or later to the decay of

the hybrid product, so long as the higher portion of the cros3

survives united in racial purity. It is only when the last vestige

of the higher meal unit heroine lastardizod that the hybrid

product ceases to be in dan gw of extinction. But a foundation

must be laid of a natural, if slow, prooew of regeneration, which

shall gradually wipe out the racial poison, that is, given that a

foundation stock still crisis, and the process of bastardisation is

arrested ”. All tliig assumes that there is a definite Inheritance of

characters, that we have unmistakable criteria of determining

racial purity, and that by artiflcsl selection—necessarily difficult

in human societies, even under Nazi auspice*—we can control and

arrest " bastardization How far we can uocede to th«e assump-

tions must be loft to individual consciences, for in matters of this

kind wo bavo to trust rnoro In a chance revelation than in an

objective scientific proof I But the theory of race which Hitler

propounds does not atop at this. He Is equally at pains lo establish

the supremacy of the German Aryans in all age-'. The people

whom Tacitus met and observed were not
'* barbarians ” but

heroes fighting with their innate superior equipment against

adverse physical conditions. If they had been a little south of

their habitat they would have vied with the 7Mler.ru in develop-

ing a civilization of apial grandeur. This does not explain, how-

ever, why they did not move to the south where conditions were

more propitious. Apparently even in those hard times the spirit

of this man chose to fight and make a fatherland rather than

retreat before the force* of nature. Thus in the end the argument

betrays itaelf, and Hitler is constrained to admit thnt the latent

qualities of even the superior races ran flower only under favour-

able conditions.

SUMMARY

L Race is an elusive concept, and unless we know more

about unit characters aDd their mode of inheritauce it iB extremely

hatardous to dogmatize on the innate superiority or Inferiority of

a group of people who ore regarded as composing a race.

2. The main factors of social change are social and not racial,
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3. A consideration of genetic differences involved In

different group* of people cannot be abstracted from environmental

and cnltnral influences.

4. These latter influences in ro far as they can be controlled

by human agency have the first claim on social reform.

5. Without sonnd experimental evidenoe as to the influence

of genetic constitution on social behaviour we arc- not Justified In

drawing conclusions which relate these two as cause and effect.

P. 8. Reck.
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Tho Life of Sir Charles Napier, by Colonel Sir William F. Bcller

(Macmillan 4 Co. Ltd*. London).

Till8 ia a welcome addition to the literature on the conqueror
of Sind, especially, at a time when Sind has been reconstituted

into b separate province. The boob has been written specially for

Indian Students and its simple style should be of special appeal

to them. The first seven chapter* deal with the early life of tho
conqueror, and bring into prominence the salient factors that went
to the making of the hero—especially his training during the

Napoleonic Wars in the Spanish Peninsula. It Sb of special signifi-

cance In this connection to note that throughout atress is laid on
those qualities of broad and humanistic outlooks on life tbal must

invariably distinguish the marc conqueror from the administrator.

Sir Charles Napier posstesod human sympathies in more than the
average measure—and that fact, no doubt Is the causa of his success

as an administrator in Sind. One quotation of Napier’s or. what con-

stitutes the true prosperity of a nation will be enough to show
that Napier possessed that insight into things which iaan essential

characteristic of a great man. " Men are restiese and discontented

with poverty in manufacturing places. They have all its sufferings

and have not those pleasures which make people content under It.

that Is health, enjoyment of country life, fresh air and interest In

tho seasons and In the various products of Nature. The exhausted,

unhealthy manufacturer has no such enjoyment : he has no re-

sources but gin. gambling and all binds of debauchery. The
countryman worships God, the manufacturer worships cold, and

thus the practice of sin united to mammon worship mafew the

radian. Yet Buch is the system which your political economists

call tho prosperity of the nation. Hell may be paved with good-
intentions, but it is assuredly hung with Manchester Cotton-"

It is not surprising that In that age of Materialism and Zco-

nomlc Liberalism, Napier was throughout hig period of service in

England out of his elements, and received seant recognition.

But we never know our own destiny till the hour of death ; and
Napier’s chanoc came with the appointment iu India in 1841.

Chapter* 8, 9, 10 and 11 are concerned with Napier’s life and work
In India, ar.d are therefore of chief interest to the Indian student.

And it cannot be denied that the author has dealt with the

flubjec* in a spirit of Impartiality rare to find In such work*. In
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Chapter 8 "'The War in-Rind"—It is made absolutely clear, that

the war wm forced upon the Mlrs on account of the nocoaitice of

Rritiah Imperialism—in much the game way as Italy has recently

carried out hor schemes ogainst Abyssinia. In the author’s words

” Prtawd by an army on the middle Indus by the Sikhs from the

Punjab and by a flotilla on the Coast, they were to be squeezed

into, compliance with our demands, which included cession of

territory, faretnses and «*-porta, payments of treasures to Shah

Shuja, annual subsidies to Ooraelvei and rights of passage for

troops and supplies 1’. That Imperialism must ever find fresh

victims is not surprising
;
what iB surprising is that Napier, with

his homania'Jc sympathies, should hare willingly and deliberately

allowed himself to become Qie instrument of an unjuBt and un-

provoked aggression. The justification e''*" hy the author “Napier

knew nil this nefarious history when he went to Sind, but he

knew too the utter impossibility of getting again into deep water

by n recurrence to an absolutely just policy with the Rulers of

bind. In India to go forward Las often been to go wrong, but to

go bock In that country has always been to admit the truth of an

argument which if prolonged to its fullest consequences must lead

us to the sea coast ” may have been indeed, sufficient in case of

ordinary politicians—but Napier was always more than that.

The fact, of course, is that Napier’s morality then—as of Europe

even to-day—had tribal limits, and did not extend beyond the Suez

Canal on the Eastern side. It is not surprising
.
therefore, that

having decided that the destruction of the Mirs was a necessity,

Napier should have adopted every possible tactic to force the Mira

to declare hostility to British. “ I almost wish ’ he writes, on

December 5th, “ that they (Mire) proudly doflod ns and fought, for

they are so weak, so humble, that punishing them goes against

the grain/' Like Mussolini to-day, Napier salves Ms conscience

with thoughts of civilising the Heathen. “ Peace and civilisation

will then ( after British conquest ) replace war and barbarism. My
conscience will be light, for I seo no wrong in so regulating a set of

tyrants who are themselves invaders, and have in 60 years nearly

destroyed the country. The people Late them. I may be wrong,

but I can not see it and my conscience will cot be troubled/’ It is

true the removal of injustice is a knightly duty but only if self

interest is entirely absent. The Englishman's good fortune is tliat

self interest and altruism have been so often combined.

Napier forced war upon the Mire—and the tattle of Means®

was the scone of action. The details of the battle have teen given

so often that the author can throw no r.ew light on it. The
victory of the English was a foregone conclusion, and. Napier's
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military genius <an hardly be placed on more slender foundations

if it is so rest on this victory.

Thi3 victory ia no greater proof of hi3 military genius than the

conquest, of Abyssinia by Italian might. The real greatness of

Napier’s work in Sind lira in his administration of 3ind, of which

he was the first Governor from 1843 to 1847. Essentially, a man
of peace—oven ho forced war upon the Mir*—Napier now found

an opportunity for hi* humanism in converting the Unhappy Valley

into a Happy Valley. “ Working at his plans for justice, repression

of outrage, irrigation, roads, bridges, moles, harbours and em-

bwrkinenU*-" 0:>e single seatence of his gives an insight into his

greatness, and the ooutiast with modern times. “ My formula is

(his: Punish the Government servant flrei, and inquire about the

right and wrcing when there Is time.” No wonder hi* name is

still honoured amongst the poor. It was this sens* of justice that

provided moral justification for British conquest of Sind. In ISIS.

Napier went hack to England, and though in 1819-50 he was tack

again as Commander-In-Chief, his life’s mission bad been done.

Napier's dreams for the progress of Bind remained in suspense

on its union with Bombay. Now that Sind is a separate province

again, it is possible they may find fulfilment.
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WORDS—THEIR SIGNIFICANCE AND ROMANCE

If the greatness of man lie in hii capacity to think, the power
and precision of his thoughts depend con'derably on the happy selec-

tkm ol his word3. which are the symbols of ideas and but for mastery

over which man would never rise high in the scale of civilization.

Ideas are inseparable from words as diamonds are from their lustre

or milk from its whiteness. Great and vitalizing thoughts must imply

adequacy and efficiency ol exprw&n. for ideas arc almost incom-

municable without words, and words bur empty sounds without the

ideas tha: impregnate them with saw. The cultural progress ol man-
ia religion, literature, art, science, law, politics, philosophy, etc.—is

enshrined in his history, but some rare and valuable side-light is in-

directly thrown on historical matters by the derivations of words,

which sometimes by themselves summarize a thought, custom, inci-

dent or the characteristic of a distinguished person. The biographies

of Mine words are as Interesting as the descriptions of events : they

reveal relations between count ties, show the progress of or decline in

moral standards, manifest a nation's love for art or disclose the

secrets of a long-forgotten but historically important institution.

Thus, as Emeison says, language is fcrwil poetry, and words, which

must be recognised as the lielpmates of history, often carry us back

to a dim, distant past, and serve to determine the features of nncent

customs and usages, which may be said to survive only in these fosuk.

awarting the investigating pm of the etymologist to reveal their inner

secrets.

There is, for instance, a blood-curdling historical memory be-

neath the word assa&in. which is derived from the Persian “ hashish ",
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the maddening juioe of the hemp. This taxes us back to the terrible

Hasan Sabbfih, called Sheikh al Jafcel of the Old Man of the Moun-

tain, and hi* gang of daperadoes. who during the Crusades wcretly

munlirrd bc«h Muslim and Christian after giving their victims due

information about then; impending fate. The fanatic*, who had im-

plicit faith in their master, were intoxicated by hemp-drink, and they

carried their murderous fury into action in the hope of securing im-

mediate admission into paradise. Here indeed we have history in a

nutshell. The word petunia iy, which comes from the Latin preu

meaning cattle, reminds us that before metal was coined property con-

sisted of herds of cow's. For instance, we read in Indian epics of oews

being awarded to the Brahmins by Hindu kings on auspicious occa-

sions. This word must therefore be considered of great economic in-

terest. The word idiot, derived from the Greek idiotes, meaning a pri-

vate person, reveals to us the educational and political system of the

ancient Greeks, among whom the ideal of man was to be a good citi-

zen, poracipolng in public life. He who voluntarily or by natural in-

eptitude shirked the responsibilities of the State was therefore called an

idiotes or private person, which woid subsequently came to mean one

destitute of ordinary intellectual capacity. Here we find the very irit-

gtist compressed within the brief compass of a word. Ostracism is an-

c<her interesting word pointing to the system of political banishment

first introduced into Athens about B.c. 487 by the reformer Cleisthaie*.

Or, a fixed day each citizen wrote upcci an ostiacon. meaning tile or

oyster-shell (whence the wrrd ostracism), the name of the person

whom he wished to set banished. If the votes against any or* person

numbered 6COO, ho was asked to exile himsdf from the city with-

out any accusation or trial for ten years, subsequently reduced to

five. This was supposed to be a polite method of getting rid of

treublesm* leaders.

The word calculus is derived item the Latin calx nxaning a

pebble, which serves to remind us that the ancients used pebbles in

reckoning on the abacus or counting-board as well as in vecing. In

the trial-scene of Oresto, in " The Eumenidw " of /Eschylus the votes

are found to be equally divided
;
Athene (Minerva) therefore gives

her casting vote to Orestes, thereby establishing the Athenian prin-

ciple that when votes were equal the verdict mu -it invariably lie in

favour of acquittal. Tbe casdng-vott ha3 thenceforth been known
as the "Calculus Minerva: " or "Minerva’s Pebble". Important

light i3 shed ca the social life of Grate by the derivation of tho ordi-

nary word school which come* from the Greek sekale meaning leisure,

which to our notions ill agree* with and is perhaps hostile to Its

modem significance. But one must remember that the slaves In
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Greece completely outnumbered the free population, which formed

the aristccrecy ol the country. The servile work being entirely taken

up by the slaves, the Greek freemen had abundant leisure, which was
largely devoted to the. pursiit of art and literature. Hence to the

Greeks leisure and learning canr to be synonymous. The word para

site comet fiom the Greek para, beside, and sites, food, and refere to

that class of diners cut and hangers-on who arc a common and un-

avoidable feature in all countries, though they were a regular pest

to Greek and [iarticularly to Roman aristocratic weiety. as evidenced

in the comedies of Plautus and Terence and the satires of Juvenal

and Lucian.

It would b? difficult for the ordinary man to realize that the word

academy come* from the name of a historical person, Acr.de.mus. th;

friend of Plato, who permitted the philosopher to teach his disripies

in his gardens, known to fame at a later date as Plato’s Academy.

So too the word Stoic haik from the Stoa Poikile or the painted por-

tico of Athens where Zeno, the founder of the school of the " txidge

doctors of the Stoic fur ", instructed his pupils. The word sycophant

cc-mes from the Creek sukon. a fig, and phaino, 1 show. The irepot

tance of this word lira only in the novelty of the custom it perpe-

tuates. The Athenians rad forbidden the exportation of figs, but

there were persons who surreptitiously carried on a smuggling busi-

ness in these fruits. Such law-breakers were arrested and hauled up
before th* authorities by “sycophants", who sought to curry favour

with the Government at others expense. The wind gradually came
to signify a m-ian toady.

Language may be compared to a faded palimpsest, which re-

quires patient and indefatigable study before it can disclose its

secrets A word sometimes reminds us of an old friend, whom we
remember as an acquaintance bit arc unsblo to recognize. Wc have

era that the word idi« points to a Greek political ideal ; but dunce

on the contrary undeservedly immortalises a great Schoolman and

philosopher of the Middle Agra, J. Duns Scotus, who fell a victim

to the fury of his fanatical adversaries. The followers of Thomas
Aquinas, called Thomias, regarded with contempt thaw of Duns

Scotus. called Scttistx, and Inter on branded them as “Dunces*’ nr

fools The crime of simony or the buying or selling of church livings

carries u* to Simon Magus who is referred to in Acts VIII, 18 a>

having offered money to purchase the gift of the Holy Ghost. Our

pantaloons, strange to say, are of saintly origin, and come down from

St. Pantaleone, the patron saint of the Venetians, among wham Pants

leone is a very common Christian name. From them the word was

applied to the garment particularly common among then. Panta-
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loon as the buffoon in Italian drama was so used by the other Ita-

lians as a nickname lot a Venetian. Tawdry is another wad which

goes to show how a holy name is sometimes degraded and tortured

out of its original significance. The word, which means gaudy,

comes from St Ethcireda. whidt name was later on shortened into

Sc. Audrey. It refers to the annual fair of St Audrey in the inle

of Ely, where showy bat useless article* were placed for sale.

Dr. E. A Abbot in hi* Shakespearian Grammar observes with

truth that implied metaphor is the has* of language, because we

can cully describe invisible relatkro by visible ones. We know that

fire burrs and so we say—" he was inflamed with passion ". Htnce

we hare such expressions as “ consumed with anxiety ", " blind to

lads ", " radiant with happiness ", “ bidding orator ", “ sleeping

partner ”, “ floating capital ",
“ sinking fund ”, etc. Word* are often

replete with pcrtty, which itself largely consists of metaphor* : after

a time the charm of poetry or the novelty of metaphor fades away

from the words, which, like kings in the guise of ordinary men, remain

undiscovered in their original glory by all save philologists. The

daisy, which is a veritable poetic flower anvr«ig words, is in fact

day's eye, which means the «n This nan*; hie been transferred

to this " wee. modest crimson tippit flower," because it spreads out

its petals to the sunlight in the morning and close* them at sunset.

The dandelien comes from the French "dent de lion”, the lion’s

tooth, from its tooth-like jagged leaves. Tribulation is derived from

the Latin tribuhim. a threshing instrument which separates the hoik

from the com. Every thinking human beir$ will agree that tribula-

tion and «now are divine agencies to distinguish all that is trivial

and slight in us front all that is noble, exalted and beautiful The

derivation of caprice » thoroughly significant for it comes from Latin

taper a goat, an animal remarkable for its sudden skips and freaks :

while cynic it appropriately derived from the Greek kunos a dog,

known for its snappish and snarling habits. There « a touch of

pcetiy in the derivation of the word squirrel which come* from the

Greek stia. a shadow, and aura, a tail, since the little animal usually

sit3 and munches under the shadow of its tail. The word itself thus

preserves the prominent characteristic of our shy little garden friend.

The wealth or paucity of words in a language is indicative of the

(Cage of culture reached by a nation. Excellence in literature, |x>li

tics, philosophy, and even in the more practical departments of civi-

lization must seek its inevitable medium in language. We arc told

of certain uncivilized societies in whose speech the words for “ love
"

or ‘'gratitude" did not exist, and hence Christian missionaries were

put to great trouble in explaining those virtues which were never
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dreamt of m savage philax*>hy. though the barbarians naturally had

several word* to signify knife, flesh, hunting and scalping. Thr lang-

uage of a country abounding in certain animals also abound* in word*

signifying the names of those animals, while the very name of the

creature unknown to that country is absent from its lexicon. An
animal is known to be popular in a country when numerous names are

being assigned to it in the language. That India ia the home of

cows, elephants and 3nakes ccuki be judged even from the Sanskrit

language which is rich in the names of those cieatuies. Adojitirig

the same method we find tliat the horse is the favourite animal in

Persia as is the camel in Arabia. Mr. Lowell Thomas says in his " With

Lmwtnee in Arabia ” that in the Arabic language there are 822 words

for " camel " and 103? words for " sword," which mu3t be considered

thoroughly significant of the habits and characteristics of thaL pre-

dominantly nomadic nation of bom warriors. The horse was once

a favourite animal in the West, and cavalier, cavalry, and cavalcade

are all derived from the Latin cobaUus a horse, once regarded as

indispensable in war. From the same source originates that beauti-

ful word chivalry, which has now been driven out of vogue by modem,
scientific, "civilized “ methods of warfare as well as by the emanci-

pated New Woman who claims equality with man in every walk of

life. The ab&»ce of a certain word in the lexicon of a nation may
strongly argue the popular ignorance of the idea or object conveyed

by die word. Mr L Pearsall Smith ohrerves in his Eng/is* Lrn-

guagi that tliough all tiie Aryan languages contain the meanings of

"door” and "house," ul!l they never refer to “windows." If this

rather bold statement is really unexceptionable, it would enable the

anthropologist to prove, as Mr. Smith actually does, that the early

Aryans never knew the use of windows.

If language h* taken as a moral bmomrter, we shall have to admit

that our lexicons are richer in tans of abuse than in words of grace.

Nay, it is strange as it is true that in many languages that which

once signified good latterly came to mean foolish, and what once

denoted cleverness subsequently ended in indicating deceit The
words silly and simple cncc meant blessed and sincere, but both now

imply folly, while ‘ innocent ’ ia often used even now in the sinister

sense of ignorant. Old English classics will serve to remind us that

inning, dy and crafty once meant dexterous, but they now’ invari-

ably signify deceit. It should seem front this that excess of goodness

is usually taken for stupidity by a scif-centred society, while people

wlx> scon shine by their dever but often very shady transactions are

appreciated as smart and ingenious. The world has always kowtowed

to the rich and invariably come down with unjust severity on the
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poor. This stalematt cannot be disputed for it is borr.c ait by

semantics. The words kind, fax and gentle arc made to signify

nobte birth, while churl, beer, villain and blackguard, which core

meant countryman, tiller, farm-servant and ncullioi respectively, now

appear in our dicticoaries to mean either unmannerly fellows or

n»*si&. Thus do our texicois hold the mirror up to ourselves and

unoxudoiHly reveal u* In our true colours

Our languages are to a very large client moulded by the ideas

we entertain and the leelirgs we cherish, and a close study of word?

would enable us to grasp tl« very genius of a language. The Sanskrit

language Is Mid to be pre-eminently suited to philosophical study :

the French shines in convenedk*i, the English in oratory : the Italian

iB characterised by music, the Pusian by a melting mellifluence.

Urdu » magnificently adapted to military pursuits, while Gujarati,

the language of a province that has invariably bowed its head to

foreign masters since 1237 a. d. suitably abounds in terms of tender

apology and modest unprBcntiousness.

Religion has l*wi given to man lhat he may know himself

and be at peace with his brethren. It is only tco true that this

divine decree has been more honoured tn the breach than in the obser-

vance. with the result that religion, degraded into fanaticism, has

enabled man to spread red ruin far and wide in the lam name ol

God and His prophets. This again may be noticed in the history of

certain words perverted by the bigoted fury of people from their

original significance. The prophet Muhammad had a hearty dislike of

idol-worship, and yet the word mammet. named after the prophet,

means an idol and mammetiy ia idolatry. So cco Baphomct, a cor-

rupted of Muhammad, conveys the significance of idol, as if to an-

noy and spite the iconoclastic followers of the Arabian prophet. Mr.

John Fiske in his Myths and Mythnutkars derives the word bogey

from the well known Assyrian god Bagh of the cuneiform inscriptions.

Such ie the fate of a fallen deity, who becomes the devil or bogey of

a triumphant creed. Readers of Paradise Lost will remember how
Milton has consigned the gods ot ancient religions to hdl and enlisted

them among his fallen angels under the leadership of Satan. .Another

victim of fanatic fury s the unforiunate word termagant, once wrong-

ly supposed to be " Tir c MogSn ", the angel Tir of the Magi. The
Crusaders are laid to have mlreduced th« word in Europe as meaning

a Saracen god or idol, the co-partner of Muhammad, tliough of course

the Saracens abominated idolatry and reprobated polytheism. Then

termagant appeared in the Medieval Moialities at a violent, bluster-

ing character and is referred to in this capacity by Hamlet when he

warm the players against “ o'erdotng Termagant ” or “ out-hood-
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In? Hood " Later on by a strange freak of popular caprice the word

was applied, as it is to-day. to a brawling and turbulent woman.

The undent patan belief in polytheism and mythology has en-

riched the language with many significant words. Echo and Nar-

cissus have been bodily taken up in the English language. The open,

four-wheeled carriage, phaeton, reminds us of the youthful god of that

name, who obtained reluctar* permission of his father Phcefaia. the

sun-god, to dnvc his chaiiot and ultimately came to grief. Hercu-

lean, volcanic and dsrdalian take us to the gods of strength and fire

and the canning mythical master of the engineering are ' Protean

'

reminds us of the deity who continually changed his form, and Mel-

ania! of the swift-footed, caducous-bearing messenger of the gods. The

words Jovial, derived from Jove, martial from Mare, venereal from

Venus, and saturnine from Saturn embedy the characteristics of these

deities
;
while sunny and moony or lunatic reveal the influence of the

heavenly bodies on human nature. But. the most interesting word

bequeathed us by a Greek god is ' panic which takes us as far back

as H. c. 490, Lit year of Marathon, the lint hattlc in which the

Greeks, in fact only the Athenians, had defeated the Persians. So

profound was the importance of this hattlc that it became, the subject

of numerous legends. It was said that Pan lent his invisible might

to the victors, and such were his fearful shrieks that they caused a
' panic ’ an»ng the Persians and shuck terror and dismay in their

broken ranks, thus helping to complete their disastrous rout.

We shall now discuss certain words which commemorate note-

worthy incidents, customs or personal characteristics. Even though

the historical records regarding the incident may disappear, the word

embodying it will fox ever continue 10 reveal the forgotten importance

of the event and thus serve the purpose of history. The word shib-

boleth meant the watchword of a party, but thereby hangs the old

Jewish tale recorded in Judge XII. It so happened that the Gilea-

dites under Jephthah defeated the Ephraimites and took many pri-

soner At the pas^e of the Jordan the Gilwidites hit upon the word

shibboleth, literally meaning a stream, as a criterion to discover which

of their piiKoers were Ephraimites, who could only pronounce the

word as sibboleth, and who were thereupon immediately recognized

and put to death. 1 The expression Hip, Hip, Hurrah has an interest-

ing but unhappily net an authentic historical background, which takes

u3 to the fanatic times of the Middle Ages, when the German knights

1 This would at once remind us of the unsuccessful siege of Syracuse

in B. c. 413 by NCiss and Demosthene*, and the plight of the Athe-

nians oho w«c dragged into slavery, but many of wham were allowed to

escape if they could rente passages Irocn the dramas of Euripides.
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went out on a Jew-hunt shouting 'Hep, Hep’. This expression ts

composed of the initial letters ol " Hieicsolynia eat perdita” (Jcru-

salem is destroyed). Hurrah is derived from the Sclavonic ‘hu-

raj '
{to paradise) ; hence the whole exptrwitm would signify “ Jeru-

salem is lost to the infidel, while we arc on the read to paradise.”

But tlierr is mote of fancy than fact in this ingenious attempt at

etymology. A rather reliable tfccugh not perfectly authentic expla-

nation wxxild associate this expression with the great monk Peter

the Hermit, who stirred all Christendom to the First Crusade against

the Saracens by raising the stout “ Hienwtfyma est perdita ", mfcee-

quer.tly contracted, as mentioned above, into ' Hep, Hep to which

the crowds at his heels enthusiastically responded with “ Hurrah ",

The words have now completely lost their religious fervour and have

sunk into the common and perhaps fomtal expression of joy or

applause.

The word stipulation « derived from the Latin stipule, a straw,

and that introduces us to an old custom according to which when two

Romans entered into a contract they broke a straw between them.

Test is from the Latin tetfum. a crucible used by alchemists to exa-

mine their things The Romans used to prepare tablets covered with

wax on which they wrote with a tine-painted instrument called stylus,

which has given us our word style- Paper comes from papyros, the

Egyptian plant from which thin flexible sheets of paper were pre-

pared in olden days. In the West the polished bark of trees and in

the East their broad leaves were extensively used for writing pur-

xees. This is evident from the derivations of the words—took,
library, Bible and schedule—all of which can be traced through

different languages to one and the same, meaning, signifying the hark

of trees. Our expression—' leaves ’ of a took—is further corrobora-

tive of the fact that in early times writing waB intimately a<wy:*te<1

with trees and their products. The word mauaoteom is neither Persian
nor Arabic but refers to the great sepulchral monument, regarded as
one of the seven wonders of the world, rained in Halicarnassus lo the

memory of the Carian King Mausolus (whence the name) by his
quan Artemisia. The word mithridale, which means an electuary,
serving either as a remedy or a preservative against venom, comes from
Mthridates, King of Pontu* who could swallow and digest the most
virulent poison The word frank can be traced to the Franks sup-
pa-ol to be a brave and straightforward people, while the word
slave is derived from the Sclara, for the earliest people to be enslaved

by the Teutons were the Sclavonic tribes. Lumber has a peculiar

derivation coming as it decs from the Lombards who were the first

pawn -brokets, lumber-room bang in fact Lombard-room where the
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pawn-broker stored his pledge* Thus while engaged in conversa-

tion, wo through the use of our words unconsciously indulge in meta-

phor, soar in poetry and talk history without knowing it like the

cver-monorablc M Jourdain.

Literature is a series of rchow, and writers cannot do without

cnnoxxis or unconscious borrowing from other rates, as merchants

are unable to transact business without importing or exporting

goods. The same rule applies to foreign words which are being

freely admitted and absorbed into the language as soon as they are

fouDd to be too current or congenial to the spirit of the mother-

tcogue. The British away the destinies of a vast empire : this pre-

sents an unparalleled opportunity to the English language to develop

by foreign admixture, and one great reason of the tidiness in syno-

nyms and the facility in tl«e expression of even the subtlest ideas lies

in the composite character of the English language, in which, as Prof.

Wceklcy says in his Romance of Words, lor meat ideas we have

two and sometime three terns from English, Utin and Greek. Thus

we may use other kindred or family, cither lucky or fortunate, either

fellow-feeling, compassion or sympathy. Again kleas and inventions

in philosophy, science and ait are multiplying and disseminating

so rapidly that they remain not the monopoly of one but the univer-

sal heritage of all nations.

There are, however, those who uphold the purity of a language

and set their lace against all indiscriminate borrowing. They are ge-

nerally natxxialists like the modem Germans, but what they gam in

purity will be lost in power, vitality and richness of their language.

Besides when different nations come together through conquest or com-

merce. it becomes impossible to check the flow of words from one lan-

guage into another Thr English language, which contain* thirty per

cent. Latin words, game;! ccfnidurably by two national calamities—the

Danish invasion and the Norman conquest, which naturally flooded

Anglo-Saxon with Danish and French words. The French neatly

threatened to swamp thr native English, till it was redeemed by Lang-

toad, Wycliffe and especially by Chaucer. As observed by Arch-

bishop R. C. Trench, the first great English writer to think of

semantics, the Nomuras being the rulers, words of warfare, govern-

ment, law. court-etiquette, etc
,
were all of French origin, e.g.. homage,

duke, prince, sovereign, areptre. jury, larceny, lease, embezzle, etc.,

but anmnonpkce words of everyday life and social relations, e.g..

house, iciof, lather, oxxhcx, hearth, home, ox, cow. etc., are Anglo-

Saxon. Words of ornament. luxury and the chase are again Norman.
Philosophical and scientific terms will be found to be of cither Greek

or Latin origin, for Greece was the "university of Europe." while
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Rome excelled in law and administration. Instead of citing instan-

ces we may aay that there is hardly a single term oi science 01 philo-

Sophy in the dictionary the origin of which is not to be traced to

Greek or Latin sources, except when such terms are named after

their inventors or the places of their birth. Christianity was res-

ponsible for the introduction into English of a host of words. large-

ly through Latin, e g., temple, apostle, hymn, altar, stole, martyr,

candle, cowi, etc.

But the real teachers of Europe, who carried the torch of learn-

ing anti enlightenment during the darkness of the Medueval Ages

were the Arab*, who revived in the West a Jove of Aristotle and the

other Greek classic*. Their colleges at Cordova, Toledo. Seville, etc.,

were the rendezvous of scholars iiom all Europe, and it is, therefore,

net astonishing to find several scientific terms in the English lang-

uage, popularized during the Crusades and traceable to Arab origins.

According to Mr. R. C. Dutt in his History oj Chiliialion in An-

cient India the Arabs learnt algebra front the Hindus but carried

the science in their tide of conquest into Europe. Tlte full Arabic

title of algebra is
"
‘ilm a) Jabr wa al muqSbikh “ or the science of re-

uniting and equalizing. ' jabr ’ in that language meaning to bind

togrtlier. The interest evinced by the Arabs in mathematics has

left us another word, zero or cypher, bcch derived from their word

*sifr\ The Arab6 carried on experiments with the philc&tphcr'a

stone with a view to discover the secret science of convening base

mccals into gold. They failed, but their labours ended in the dis-

covery of chemistry which is derived from the Arabic ’ al kimya

while their endeavours after alchemy has left us one Interesting word

—elixir (of a*si>). Their attempt* to distil liquids in their labora-

tories have given us the familiar word alembic (rJanbiq). Thrir

experiments with highly rectified spirits have yielded ua another very

common word, akohoi, derived from the Arabic al-kukl or antimcr.y

reduced to a fine powder, that is. anything brought to extreme

tenuity. Their chemical pursuits in minerals are responsible for

ara*h« English word talc derived from the Arabic lalq. Thrir inte-

rest in light and colour may be judged from at least two words

derived from Arabic—azure or lapis-laxuli {Icjuard) and scarlet

{iaqltl). The Arabs were also skilled in calligraphy and the fine

arts, and the very word arabesque is significant of their interest in

this direction. The word damascene, derived from Damishq

or Damascus the capital of Syria, refers to the art of decorating

with rich and rov'd designs in a way peculiar to the Arabs of the

place. We also owe the names of two of our musical instruments

to the Arabs—lute (af-W) and rebeck (rubSh).
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The Arabs were the boldest sailors of the Middle Ages till thrir

maritime supremacy passed over into the hands of the Christian powers

towards the end of the fifteenth century. It was the Arabs who save to

Europe the mariner's compass the use of which they had learnt from

China. They discovered the Azotes, and as Saiyyad Amir ‘Ali ob-

serves in his Short History oj tha Smarms, they went nearly as

far as America. The Arabian charts proved useful to European

navigators when they in their turn, inspired by Arab example,

began to transform the map of the world. There are many English

words pertaining to navigation which are traceable to Arab sources ;

we may mentun only three Admiral i* from oimr ai bakr, lord of

the sea ; arsenal a from ddr us send 'at, home of industry' ; maga-

zine is from makktan, treasure-house The Arabs could not have

been great navigators without beina at the same time expert geogra-

phers, and their proficiency in geography is reflected in the deriva-

tions of the following words azimuth (as-saml or the path),

zenith (sewf ar-ras or direction of the head), nadir inazir as-zaml

or print opposite the zenith), moococn (mvunm. a season.). Navi-

gation and trade usually go hand in hand, and Arabian industry in

commerce is evident from the following weeds saffron (i ' afatari].

camplxtr (id/ui), amber (enbar), cotton (qual), candy (qond).

tamarind (thomua r Hind or fruit of India), tariff (f 'arif). But

there is or* commodity grown and collected in Arabia itself. Few

people indulging in tlvelr morning cup of coffee realize that the frag-

rant seed and consequently the word for it come from an Arabian

source qakicak or decoction of berries. The Arabian ccoqucst of

Spain and the magnificent Moorish civilization to which it gave birth

prove that these people were great organizers and administrators

Their Judicial and military institutions in Spam have left us several

words alcalde (alqddi, a magistrate), alcaid (al-fldid, a commander

of a castle), alguazil [el uasii, a minister).

A few mare misrellaneous words derived from Arab* may be

mentxmed alcove (al-qubbr.k. a dome, a relic of the renowned

Sararenic architecture), jupon (jubbak), chemise (probably from

Qamis), s>fa (juffon. a bench), mattrot (maltah, a place where

anything is thrown, what is thrown under something), baudekin

(from Baghdad where it was "made), tabby (from 'Alti-

biyth, the name of a quarter in Baghdad where the silk was made),

macabre (probably from qabr, the grave), team (from raimat, a

bundle of dolhes), giraffe (rarrdf) and talisman (tilism). But in

spite of the unquestioned greatness of Arabian civilization during

their unparalleled match of conquest and conversion, the word

Arab itself remains in the English lexicon as meaning a homclea
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vagabond o.i the street*—a regrettable but truthful testimony to the

nomadic life Hill led by the majority of these wonderful people.

There are several words which owe their parentage to Persian

sources. Union is tinuon. orange ts uncn;, sugar is skekar. SaOi

is from shall, t. sacred girdle worn by Zarathushtrians and Hindu*.

Taffeta is from liflrh meaning twisted . dragoman originates from

Unjumdn a transistor
;
barbacan is derived from Mb khdntk a gat*

bcuee ; hazard haiit from A«dr, a term employed in tlie game of

backgammon m which the moves of the pieces arc determined by

throws of the dice
;
tabcur is from lanboot a drum or lute. The

game of cUss was introduced from India into the Cam of the

great Persian King Naushirwin. where it was considerably developed.

Hence Chen is derived from the Persian word shift a king, the prin

apal figure m the game, while checkmate is from tlie Persian shahmal

which means 'the king is conquered.' R<xik is also derived from

the Persian n.** meaning castle, a pierce placed <xi tlm corner squares

of the chess-board Turban is frorn the Persian ioolbcnd, and,

strange to say, the tulip Sower is also derived from the same word

from its fancied resemblance to this sort of headgear. We may
dose tills list with a venerable word, paradise, which is derived from

the Greek patadeisos, a park, mid is pfiilologically allied to the Per-

sian word firdaus meaning a garden. But the tap rocc lies deeper

still and may be traced to the Avestan pairidaeia, pzr-i meaning

around ar.d /!:: to throw up. According to Luke XX III, 43, J«ut

on the Cnsa leplied to one of the malefactors near him “ Verily

1 say unto thee, to day shall thou be with me in paradise." Dr. L
H. Mills in hs ZoroasUr mid the Bible is, therefore, justified in

his remark that one of the last words uttered by Christ cn the Cross

was m the Persian tongue.

Travellers and explorers have not only added to our stock ol

knowledge but have actually drawn the far-flung countries of the

world into intimate cultural contact. Numerous wo-ds have been

introduced into English from German by T. Carlyle, from the

Icelandic by W. Morris, from Arabic by Sir Richard Burton, from

Spanish by G. Borrow, and from the African dialects by David

Livingstone. The Bible has inspired missionaries to carry the gospel

of love and peace to the remotest comers of the world. Tlie love of

money has lured the merchant to brave the mighty deep, and he

returns home burdened not cnly with the gold he coveted but with a

few remarkable words he was unable to forget. Even the ferocious,

unlettered pirates have rendered an urocnscioiH service as agents :n

the popularization of words between countries. It was the famous
explorer Caikain Ccok who familiarized us with the Tahitian word
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tattoo, the Australian animal kangaroo, and the Polynesian term

tabu, mi commonly met with in works on the origin o( religion.

Columbus introduced the word cannibal, which means a Carib, the

Caribbces being anthropophagous in their habits. Thu* chocolate,

cocoa and tomato are Mexican, bamboo and cockatoo are Malayan,

while potato and tobacco ait Haytian terms
i
tobacco being named

after the island of Tobago in the West Indies).

There is a Jong list of objects stamped more o« less dearly with

the names of the countries whence they arc derived. Thu* indigo

comes from India
:
silk from Seres, the Greek name for the Chinese

;

copper from Cyprus : calico from Calicut in India
:
lawn from Laon,

a town near Rheims ; damask from Damascus : magnet from Magne-

sia. a town in Asia Minor, now known as Manisaa ; cordwain from

Cordova . gauze from the Philistine city of Gaza o! Samsonian fame ;

fustian from Fustii, a suburb of Cairo ; muslin from Mosul in

Turkey ; bayonet from Bayonne in France ; ermine probably from

Armenia. Cashmir, worsted and anas reveal at a glance the place of

their manufacture. Worshippers of Bacchus would fc* interested to

know that port comes from Oporto in Portugal, and sherry from

Xeres in Spain where they are prepared ; while terms like maddra
and burgundy present no difficulties since they are identical with the

names of place* where tliey are distilled.

There are several words which prwerve the distinguishing cha-

lacteristics of certain nauona. though seme of them arc uncompli-

mentary and may b- due to sheer revenge or hostility. Gaxor.ading

is derived from Gascony, a province of France, the inhabitants of

which are said to t* tongue-doughty. Laconic is derived from Laco-

nia. a division of Peloponnesus. conquered and inhabited by the

Spartans, who were people ot very reticent habits as distinguished

from the lively Athenians. Soteasm is derived from Soli, a town in

Asia Minor, the inhabitants of which having been transplanted from

Attica had lost the natural purity of their language and used a mixed

dialect. Sardonic is from Sardis in Asia Minor, where a herb is

supposed to grow. 90 exceedingly bitter to the taste that the face

becomes tortured, as if presenting a sarcastic grin. It is surely un-

fair to refer to a Bohemian in the dictionary sense of the term as a

persca of unconventional. care-free, fast life But the word i3 derived

from the French Bohemian, meaning an idle stroller or gipsy, the*

people having migrated into Frente freen their native country of

Bohemia. Tartar is another unsavoury dish this time served by

Europe to an Asiatic ration. The word was originally Tatar, but

so overwhelmingly destructive were the irruptions of their barbarian

hordes into the Western countries in the thirteenth century, that the
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Christians were reminded cf the opening of the " bcitomlf** pit
”

referred to in tl>e Sth chapter of the Revelation. They, therefore,

knew their persecutors ever since not aa Tatare but as Tartars, as if

they had proceeded from Tartarus cm hell to work havoc on mankind.

There arc some words that, magnet-wise, attract and incorporate

to themselves the last letter of the article by which they are preced-

ed : thus from the Arabic " d-anbtq ’’ we have ” limbec "
; from " an

ewt " wc have " a newt “. But sometimes the article itself plays the

magnet and attracts to it the initial letter of the word that follows :

e.g., from “ a nadder " wc have “ an adder ”
; from “ a napron *' we

have “an apron " ;
from 'a nSran; ” (Persian word) we have "an

orange". Changes in the form of words arc easy to account for,

but it is difficult to ascertain the gradual variation in the significance

of words, and after some centuries it is hard to make out how a cer-

tain word comes to acquire the meaning it has. Some words change

continually like Proteus
;
some suffer revolutionary transformations

;

while most of them gently slide ostr from one meaning to another

only a shade different. Every great author is responsible for the

meaning he reads into some of his words ; sometime he uses a word

in the derivative xesc
;
sometimes be attributes to it a grave, satiri-

cal. slang or perfectly modem interpretation. Words are like ooins

and semantics would remind us of numismatic* ; many words like

old, diicardcd coins haw fallen out of use and new ones are minted

in their place : others have only an antiquarian or poetic interest

attached to them. A rare word like a raie coin helps the historian

to determine a certain incident or ascertain the features of a parti-

cular custom or shed light on the exploit* of some king or hero.

Many words in counc of time undergo a change for the worse,

while a few are on the contrary elevated in their significance. Let

us take a few of the roost important among the degraded words.

Hasthen and pagan originally meant a person living cm a heath or

in a village, though the present meaning of the word* i* a worshipper

of fake gods. Gossip at one time meant one related in the sen-ice

of God—a godfather or godmother, but it now means idle tattle,

pethaps too common among such people ! Wit was once used for

knowledge, not as at present for the capacity to say bright and

amusing things. Imp originally meant a scion
;

it now stands for a

mischievous brat or even for a malignant spirit. Courtesan in the

derivative sense meant a courtier or a woman connected with the

court : its modem significance scarcely reflects credit on courts and

women associated therewith. Bombast which now signifies high-

sounding, pompous language, originally meant cotton-padding. That

very convenient word interesting caire into existence in the eighteenth
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century and (hen meant important
;
now Ihe word a made to cover

a multitude of sen»s and is almost indispensable in the language.

Kdypdy has rolled through such a variety ot meanings that it n
difficult to say whether it is degraded or elevated

;
it once signified

a rascal, then a game played with a ball, thm a dance, a pudding

pasted in cylindrical allape. and lastly a plump, chubby child. Legend

meant at first the aimual commemoration ol saints tested in their tri-

bulation. bat. as usually happens, the eulogy was magnified out of

all proportion by well-meanifg but uncritical devotees, so that legend

has now come to mean an unauthentic fable Scavenger aas ori-

ginally scavager. tile term for an officer of customs ; bat this un-

lucky word fell on evil days andw signifies a sweeper of streets.

Among elevated words we may mention admiration, once used

in its derivative sense of wonder. Worship was formerly used In

the sense of honour, as in the expression “ your worship ",

still addrea»l to magistrates. Bate once meant a doll, but the

word became endowed with life and sound in the course of cen-

turies. Bonfire was once bonefire. referring to the custom of

burning the dead after a victory : it now means a large

fire lighted in the open air to express public exultation Talent

once meant a precious coin as in the parable of the talents in Matthew

XXV

;

now it means skill, which though unfortunately not always

successful in acquiring coin must certainly be regarded as superior to

it. Intoxicate is derived from Latin lexicum poison, from the Greek

loser, arrows, the latter being frequently dipped in poison. The

change from poison to wine, however, does not quite amount to a

substantial elevation. Gazette is probably derived from an Italian

word meaning a magpie, the Italian gazrttore signifying chattering

like a magpie or writing tittle-car.k ; the word has undergone a radi-

cal change in significance and now nxians an official journal con-

taining state notifications.

There are certain words that have greatly changed in meaning,

or are relics of interesting customs of the past. Coxcomb is cock's

comb or eret
;

it was once worn by ancient licensed jesters in their

caps. The expression now means a vain person, while crestfallen,

applied at present to humiliated kings and defeated general', is a

term which comes from cock fighting, the crest of the beaten bird

appearing to droop while that of its victorious rival Is firm and rigid.

Coward has a thoroughly significant derivation from tire Latin cauda

a tail, and conveys the notion of an animal with the tail between its

hind legs. The word palace has a whole history behind it. It comes

from the Latin paiclmm. a building on Mors Palati.nus. one of the

seven hills of Rome. This building was used by the Roman empe-
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rors, and hence palace became a generic term for the rransioa of a

ruler. Palalmus itself cornea from Pales, the Roman geddeas of

flocks, and is connected with petti a father, or nouriBher. Enthu-

siasm comes from the Greek «i, into, and '.hens. God : it is thieved

that the animal sacrificed or the food dedicated to God bwoma In-

fused with the divine spirit, which 16 transferred to the devotee who

partakes of it and who is thus possessed of the divinity and become*

' enthusiastic Dramas of all countries haw almost invariably a

religious origin. In ancient Greece tragedy arose from the serious

choral song sung at the worship of Dionysus, in whose honour a

goat, called in Greek iragos, was sacrificed. The carlieK meaning of

tragedy was thus a ' tiatodia

'

or goat-song. During autumn, how-

ever. the Greeks in a frolicsome mood thanked the gods for their

bounty and indulged in an orgy of sarcastic remarks or lewd buffoo-

nery. thus giving rise to satire and comedy, the latter being derived

from the Greek konai a revel. It is Impossible to study Greek tra-

gedy or ceenedy without bearing in maid the serious origin of the

one and the frivolous nature of the other, and the sauces of both

these forms of literature appear to 1* significantly enshrined in their

very names.

Sincere is raid cn doubtful evidence to have been derived from

the Latin me, without, and cere, was, and allude* to the Roman prac-

tice of concealing flaws in their statues or pottery with wax. Hence

sincere would nraui unadulterated a genuine. Supercilious is derived

from the Latin super, above, and (ilium, an eyebrow, and refers to

the attitude of a haughty person who raises and purses his eyebrows.

Nepotism is appropriately derived fretr. the Latin r.epos a nephew,

near relations of a person in authority being often found to be tire

objects of his favour. Alphabet :* alto significant, being a combina-

tion of alpha and bita the firet and second Greek letters. Urchin Is

derived from the Greek ch*r a hedgehog, since the word once meant

a mischievous elf supposed to take the form of that animal : it has

now come to mean a troublesome, roguish child, who is probably as

hard to handle as the hedgehog tt Quintessence is a philosophic

term meaning the fifth essence, the four others lieing fire, air. water,

earth. The fifth essence is ether whxh is more subtile than the

others. Hence <piii'.re*®*ce means the most subtile extract of a body

or the innermost essence of a subject. Temper derivatively means tn

mix and refers to the ombinalion of the four humours, on the rela-

tive proportions of which the health was supposed to depend. It

was once believed that barbarian came from the Latin barbe n beard :

this however is entirely false, the word only signifying a babbler, for

all language* exce** ore's own often sound meaningless and repulsive.
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The word news is suppnfcd to have been formed from the initial

letters of North, Eas, Wot, South, as bringing information from

all the four comers of the world
;
but the real derivation is from the

French iwuveila meaning news. Harlot A a word of obscure origin,

but crce version damns to everlasting fame Harlolta, U>e motlier of

William the Conqueror.

Pedantic woroai are called blue stocking* from a society of ladies

and gentlemen formed at Venice about U00 and distinguished by

the colour ol their stockings. The society made it* appearance in

France and towards the ck»e ol the eighteenth century in England also

with ti>e same distinctive feature. Draughts was called the game of

dames or in French " jeu des dames.” and strangely enough even tn

our Indian vernaculars we still know it as " dSm.” Disaster comes

from Greek aslron a star, and points to the belief that the move
menta of heaveniy bodies have something to do with the lucky or

unlucky happenings in human life. S. Bar-ng Gould in his Curi-

ous Myths oj the Middle Ages traces the origin ol the forget-me-

not to the blue Luck-flower, which, as German aupaatiticn would

haw it, can rear rocks and rip up hidden treasures before our gasu

If while coming out of the mountain-cave we omk to take the flower,

the rocks dose upon uo and we are burled alive. Hence the flower

is appropriately named * forget-me-not’ Thus we firxi that there h
often as much romance and poetry in a word as Wordsworth raw In

an object of Nature.

There are a lew Biblical words, now used 33 generic terms with-

out any reference to the occasion that brought them into existence.

Jubilee is a Hebrew word and the year of jubilee was every fiftieth

year of rejoidng. when, as described in the Leviticus, all debts were
cancelled, land which had changed bands revetted under certain con-
ditions to the family to which it had belonged at the original retile-

meni, and all s^vis of Israelituh birth were discharged. The word
ia derived from jobil a ram’s horn, because the year was announced
by tmmjwt-blasts of ram's hums. The term scapegoat draws our
attention to a peculiar Jewish custom, also narrated in the Leviticus,

according to which two goats were ret apart, one for the lard and the

other for Aaasel or “ the spirit which dwelt in the wildernos ". Thr
one meer-t for the Lord was sacrificed, but the ether was burdened
by tlie high priest with the sins of the people and wns let off into the

desert. The word is now used, sometimes humorously, lor a per-

son who is made to bear thr blame of others. Armageddon is the

hill of Mcgiddo and the some of the defeat of thr. anti-Christian

powers as referred to in the 16th chapter of the Revelation of St.

c
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John. Now the win! applies to a particularly bloody and disast-

rous battle.

There is a whole her. ol words derived from the names of per-

%ut3, but we can only afford to pick out the nxwt noteworthy. The

Homeric poems have exerted unparalleled influence over the litera-

tures of Groce and of Europe in general, and the names of many of

the character* are freely used to signify their distinguishing qualities,

39 Nestor stands for a venerable person. Siren for a bewitching

woman, Ulysses for an ingenious but crafty man and Cassandra for

a true proplretess who would never be believed. The word stento-

rian comes from Stcntor. who, according to Homer, was the Scudcst-

voiced man in the Greek army that went to besiege Troy. The word

hector is surely degraded since It means a bully—something entirely

different from the brave and noble Trojan prince wc read about in

Homer’s pages. Another Homeric character « Pandsrus, familiar

also to readers of Chaucer and Shakespeare, who tried to bring about

the union between Troilus and Crcssida The word has been

thoroughly debated in it? modem significance. The sincerely re-

pentant and tearful Mary Magdalene of the New Testament ha9

strangely bequeathed us the word maudlin, in which sincerity is

replaced by sickly sentimentalism. Huriy-burly wen» to be an ono-

matapik word derived from Latin uluitrre to yell, while burly is a

riming addition
;

but Prof. Weddey in his Romaice of Words

observes that the word wai so called because two neighbouring fami-

lies named Ilurltigh and Burleigh always filled die. country with

their brawls Chesterfield is a kind of overcoat or couch, *> called from

art Earl of that name belonging to the nineteenth century. Sandwiches

were invented in the eighteenth century by the Earl of Sandwich,

an inveterate gambler, so that his lordship may have his dinner in a

handy form wrthout interrupting hi* play. Two oilier peers to leave

their memory in the language are lord Brougham and Earl Spencer,

whose names arc associated with a ooc-horee close carriage and an

outer coat without skirts respectively. Wellington and Bluchcr exist

In the realm of words only as meaning particular kind of bcot3, while

their great adversary Napoleon’s memory survives in the form of a

gold com.

Gu>' it a term of contempt for a person of queer looks or dress,

supposed to resemble the grotesque effigy of Guy Fawkes, annually

burnt in England on Novemb« 5th Gerrymander it a modem
word meaning to distribute to private advantage, and is derived from

Elbrkfge Gerry, Governor of Massachusetts, who arranged electoral

districts for the benefit of his own political party : the suffix ’ man-

dcr' con*s from salamander, from the alleged resemblance noticed
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by Yankee humorists to that creature of one of the districts in

Massachusetts, formed when Gerry was Governor. Lynch is after

a Virginian planter Charles Lynch of the eighteenth century who made

short work of his enemies by taking the law in his own hands with-

out wailing for the stow judicial procedure. To burke is to murder

by placing a gag on the mouth of the victim to prevent his giving

alarm. It perpetuates the evil memory of an Irish scoundrel, Wiliam

Burke, hanged in 1829, for suffocating his men with the sole pur-

pose of selling their corpses to surgeons for dissection. The word is

also used now in the seme of doing away with a thing secretly and

quietly. Bobby is a very common term for a policeman and is

derived from Sir Robert Peel who reorganized the police force first

in Ireland and then in England in 1829. The policeman is also

known as Peeler front the same statesman, though, ironically enough,

the same word was ured for a robber in the sixteenth century,

both words being of course of quite distinct origin. Draconian is

B3 old as Draco, the proverbially severe Athenian lawgiver who
flourished about B.C. 620, and whose law3 are said to have been

written in bleed. Boycott is a word familiar to Indian ears, but it

is worth knowing that it is derived from Captain C. C. Boycott the

tyrannical and highly unpopular land-agent of the Earl of Erne,

with whom all aacial intercourse was cut off in 1880 by order of Mr.

C. S. Parnell's famous '‘Land League," which kept Ireland under

a brief but memorable reign of tmor. Boycott is, however, a form

of social ostracism practised occasionally in all parts of the world.

Chauvinism is aggressive and insular patriotism and ia derived

from Chauvin, a character represented as a blindly enthusiastic ido-

later of the great Napoleon. Martinet means a severe disciplinarian

and the word comes from the Marquis of Martinet, a general of the

times of Louis XIV. noted for his strictness. It was one Dr. Guillo-

tin who during the French Revolution invented and gave his name

to the instrument foe belfcviding persons a! one stroke. So too the

Scavenger’s Daughter was an instrument of torture which received its

name from Sir William Skivingtcn. Lieutenant of lhr Tower in the

reign of Henry VIII. Derrick was the name of a London hangman of

the seventeenth century, but after him the word was applied first to the

gallows and *ul*rquently to a contrivance resembling it for hoisting

heavy weights. Shrapnel was invented by a general of that name.

Ladies will be interested to Iearn ihat georgette owes its name and

its existence to Madame Georgette, a French mediate. Dahlia is

named after Dahl, a Swedish botanist, who introduced the flower

into Europe Nicotine is baptised after Nicoc. who introduced to-

bacco into France in 1560 Zeppelin, mackintosh and hansom are
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a!w named after their makers. Macadamize owes its origin to J. L.

McAdam. who introduced a very efficient system of road-making, and

the centenary of whose death will be celebrated by the engineering

world in November of the current year. There can be no civd to the

enumeration of sciences formed after their Inventors, t.g. Mesmerism,

Mandelisn, Galvanism. Voltaism, and the various other -isms whose

name is legion.

Coming nearer home, we find that the British conquest of India

has added a long list ot words to the English language, and eo vast

is tlie stcck of material which is continually growing, that this Anglo-

Indian " argcC” is known to us by the special name of " Hobson-

Jcbwn." The Britishers in dealing with the natives had often to

use the vernaculars, and it was perfectly natural that such Indian

words as oauld be easily pronounced with English intonations or

harmonized with the genius of the English tongue slxxild gradually

insinuate thrmwlves and finally lie absorbed into die language. Such

words as particularly appealed to the British for one reason or the

other arc e.g, bundobast (arrangement), khatpat {intnguc), bunga-

low, verandah, eta Wc need not trouble ourselves about the origins

of these wards. The 3ritish " nabobs ” who returned to their country

tegan freely to use Indian terms which were also popularized by

English writers of fiction, like Kipling, who was bora in Bombay and

who located many of the scenes in his stones tn India. Meadowr
Taylor in his Indian novels made such a liberal uie of Anglo-Indian

terms as to necessitate the inclusion of a glossary in his works. The

Christian missionaries by their devoted endeavours towards the dis-

semination of their religion and their frequent intercourse with the

natives also helped to swell the Hoteor.-Joteor. lexicon. This strange

Anglinred word ” Hobson-Jobson " has bwn formed from the crier

of the Muslims—” Yfi Husain. Yi Husain” on the lOQi day of the

month of Muharram, as they lead the " tfibcots " in procession to the

riverside for immersion.

Some Indian words, thoroughly popularized by the Anglo-Indians

in the English language, are curry, pillau, toddy, chrrcwt. loot,

teapoy, raja, rani, nabob, diwan, pir.dif, bazar, qazi, hama!-, sepoy,

cooty. cowrie, chowry, batta, pukka, bflboo, mahout, howdah, nautch,

shawl, brinjal, kincob and very many more. There are several In-

dian words that entered English through a Portuguese medium, t.g.,

gram, caste, peon, padre, ayah, cobra, pomfret, mango, mosquito,

copra, benzoin, palanquin, etc. Several Malayan words haw also

crept into English, sometimes threwgh the Portuguese ; e.g., amuck,

bambeo, paddy, godown. junk, eta Thee are a tew words taken up

in English from China and Japan, but they may not have arrived
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through i

I

k* Indian vernaculars but through direct intercourse bet-

ween England and those countries. For instance jinrikisha and Han-

lon arc Japanese, while chow-chow, kow-tow. tea. drop and mandarin

arc Chinese. Typhoon means a violent storm occurring on the

Chinese seas like the simoom in Arabian deserts, but the word is

sometimes derived from the Greek lupkm. a whirlwind caused by
Typhon. a giant strock with Lightning by Jupiter and buried under

Mount (Etna. Pagoda, which means a Buddhist shrine in China or

Burma, seems to be derived from the Persian ' butkadeh.' an idol-

tcmpie, though the late Prof. A. X. Soares in the Bombay Univer-

sity Journal. Vol I, Part 111, traces the woid to tie Sanskrit ‘ Bhaga-

vatl ' neaping the Umdu goddess Kill. But though foreign words

nay lw welcomed to a certain extent, the English language must be

guided by that very sensible Latin maxim—ne quid rami*—not too

much of anytlung
;
and the purity of tlie languap: must be guarded

against reckless, extravagant and indiscriminate admiiikrs ol Indian

words. Instead o' yielding free access to such terms as pudero

(catch), dumrow (threaten), samjao fpetsuade). etc., into the King's

English, *1 h*$ naturally been considered more advisable to establish

the separate Anglo-Indian Hnhron-Johron dialect for the convenience

of only these Britishers who settle in India curing their tenure of

cflice.

Many words are almost unconsciously added by conversation :

if they catch the beaters’ tare, they go on circulating till they are

absorbed into the language. Most words thus owe their parentage

to slang soirees, though learned and ink-horn terms must come
through books alone Great authors from Chaucer downwards have

rendered remarkable services to the language by preserving words

from oblivion, popularizing words hitherto not generally used, or

boldly coining words to suit their own necessities. Shakespeare, who
by a happy coincidence flourished when language was still in an

experimental stage, tuck the most presumptuous liberties with gram-

mar and philology, and is said to haw enriched the language with

more new words than all the English poets put together. He gave

us peculiar forma of comirxxi words : e.g., fathered (having a father),

husbanded (having a husband): he contributed numerous words to

the English language, which only then began to be conscious of its

literary greatness. Some of his wend* are foison, exsufllirate, mul-

titudinous. Incarnadine (the last two in reie line). Incorpsed, ireplo-

rator, etc. Milton gave us Satanic, pandemonium, Imparadse. Some
Latinised pedantic terms come appropriately enough from Sir T.

Browne and Dr. S. Johnson. We arc indebted to Ixird Chesterfield

lor picnic, persiflage, and etiquette, and to Byron for bored and
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Waat We owe centrifugal and centripetal to Sir 1. Newton, bio-

graphy to Drydm, and agnostic to Huxley. Sartt gave us raid

and foray, Bentham was the first to use international, Macaulay to

think of constituency while Burke is rrsjx*»;ble for diplomacy,

municipality, electioneering and colonial. Keats bestowed on us
4

lavcndrnd ' and ' deep damasked ' while Cariylc. the boldest coiner

of words, tbe forger of tongue-twisting compounds and perpetrator of

contemptuous nicknames, fired off terms like : gigmsnity, Baithamce.

amusee. dandiacal, Bedlamism, etc. It will be noticed that many

of these terms are peculiarly appropriate to tbe character or life-work

of their inventors.

But there is a striking instance of a word, invented in sheer fun,

tut which had the adhesive property of sticking on to the English

language like a bur. It is recorded by Dr. E. C. Brewer that Mr.

Daly, manager of tbe Dublin Theatre, once kid a wager that he

would add a word within twenty-four hours to the language. He

then arranged to get a meaning!*** word, named quiz, inwibed during

ore night on the walls of bouses and all prominent places m the city.

Next day every Dubliner was intrigued at the mysterious and ubi-

quitous appearance of the word, and inquired of all and sundry as

to what it meant. In short the people were ".quizzed”, the wager

was won, and this strange word remains current in the language as

the mrxlest contribution not of a scholar but of a wag.

Words arc like shells that strew the sands of time, meaningless

to the indifferent passer-by who scarcely bestows a glum* upon them ;

but he who. inspired by a love of knowledge, is willing to soil his

hands in the mud and mire of centuries will one day find his labours

rewarded when same little trifle of a shell will yirid him a pearl of

purest ray serene, that would be valued highly in the inteltertual

marts of the world. We have ot seen how language is the index

of n natacre’s culture, flourishing cs declining according to the rise or

fall in her material prosperity, teeming with words ot religion during

ffMTK spiritual movement and with [tolihcal terms during some na-

tional upheaval. We have traced the effect of mythology, philoso-

phy and scRT.cc on words, and realized how some terms originate

from pieces and others from perron* It ha* been discussed how

words enshrine some interesting customs or occurrences and are there-

fore incidentally helpful to the historian and antiquarian. From

language wc immediately come to know in which department of life

or in which branch of culture a certain nation is most prominent

Language* may preserve their own peculiar genius and individuality

and yet open their doors to healthy foreign Influences, which are
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bound lo ]k«ii in when countries come into intimate contact either

through war oc through pracr.

Languages ocntinually interchange their goods : this promotes

friendship and unity between nations, which arc also secured by the

more powerful mediums of literature and art. Languages have many
vocabularies though semantics can boast of only one. Men arose;

from a common stock, speaking a common language, though they are

so curst with short memories that they miss the universal in the

particular and are blind to the goal of unity owing to the complex

and individualistic nature of modem civilization. We may say

—

God proposes but man disposes. God intends to bring the world

dcae through various scientific devices which well-rugh annihilate

space and time : but selfish man in the intoxication and delusion oi

his vanity ever lends to drift apart. If he only realizes the value of

the various cultural forces aiming to restore universal peace, even

against his own will, be will notice among them a force of modest

pretentions-the study and interpretation of words—which nay wdl

be calculated in its own way to promote fellow-feeling and friendly

relationship between nations, and bring Uian willin measurable dis-

tance of the goal of world-bTc<hertioal. to which the whole creation

with all too faltering steps endeavours to move.

Firott. C. Davae.



THE DOCTRINAIRE DRAMA1

(KilyaidU'a of Bhaala.)

(A) The Text

From the eariy day* to the Micchakatpka of Sudraka we have

traversed a Iccig way and a* we look hack wo find in astonishment

ho-* such a ample. commonplace, semi-religicus function like

recitation evolved ultimately into an artistic method of re-

presentation. The changes in the process must, naturally enough,

have been so slow and so gradual as to be imperceptible for a kog

time. But a time dors come in all such processes of evolution when

an inquisitive mind takes the first chance of detecting ard roxwding

those changes. It need not be added that success alone stimulates

and forms the Subject-matter of such a study. With BUsa. Kflli-

dasa and SOdraka drama grew in success and popularity. Naturally

men turned to undostand. analytically if pcesibk*. this new art whkh

was recognised a* art quite newly. Thus we find about the fifth or

«xth century' A. D. an attempt, for the first time, to systematise and

codify the results of this study. It is no: that drama was not studied

earlier but thc«e earlier studies could not be expected to be systematic

for two reasons
: (1) drama as such look late to develop into a dis-

tinctively reccgnised literary art, and (2) no standard plays of an

artistic type could be expired till later still to justify such a study.

Kalidasa and Sudraka mainly contributed in removing both these

difficulties and soon aftei we have the firs* treatise on dramaturgy,

the NS(y»43stia known as that of Bharata.

At the very outset a grave objection might be raised. Ho* could

it be shown that Bharata'a fox* belongs to the 5th or 6th century

A. D. ? It ha* not ban and it osuld rot be shown Besides, the

Ni|yaiastia attributed to Bhaiata and traditionally handed down in

36 chapter* (containing about 5556 wises) may not be the work of

Bharata. In that case, the date of Bharata Hoes rad affect the date

of NSlyaBstra. Secondly, scene original treatise on the art of recita-

tion or on rata at compared by a Bharata might have been amplified

1 The foDowing is a chapter from the author's took (in preparation)

entitied ' Drama in Sanskrit Literature The reference* to NStyadSitra ran

U found ir. the edition of that ho* in the KS*i Sanskrit Series No. 6ft

Roman figures refer to the chapters sod the Arabic onns to vases
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with reference to late: development* Or, lastly, original short studies

on various topics concerned with recitation, representation, voice

-

cultivation, physical culture, etc., might have bc-en edited in an ency-

clopedic form. Surmises like these are proposed not with the inten-

tion of going round a difficulty to avoid it but on the actual, textual

evidence. The r.4(ya«stra in its available form i3 bewildering by

its construction and chaos. To first observation its construction stems

so compact and so comprehensive
;
at the same time there is so rruch

that seems senseless and superfluous -as the following analysis would

show.

Chapter 1 is in the usual vein, singing the glories of the book.

It proses Rs divine origin and establishes the sanction of antiquity

by dedaring that Nfl;ya is (i) the creation of God Brahma ar.d (ii)

the fifth veda open to all castes. This fifth veda was created from out

of the four vedas (verse 17). “Here", wid Brahma to the Gods,

"here have I produced an kikota" (19). But the Gods were unable

to perform it. so sage Bharata was approached. Bharata had an en-

viable advantage in his hundred sons (26-39). However, he found

out that in the fifth Veda sons alone had not the monopoly, as in

other four Vedas, o' taking their father to Svarga and success and

salvation So he had to request BrahmS to create Apsaras damsels

to play female rd(«s. With these initial preparations a nan& and an

anukrti j probably a (panto-) mimic showl of the fight between Gads

and demons were represented <59 ) on the festive cecasion of iDdra's

victory (56. Mchmdra-vi}cyotin€). The demons naturally resent-

ed this public display of their'dr .'cat and raided the performance. A
n5|yagrha (play-house) had thus to be created as a protective mea-
sure In the meanwhile BrahmS pacifies the demons by tinging a

lyrical panegyric of natya (which » shown to have too noble an aim

lo vilify or libel the demons). The play-house is constructed and on

BrahmS's order Bharata performs the isAga-pCjo (worshipping the

stage)*.

Chapter 1 1 describes in great details the various ways of building

play-housts as well as the various models of play houses. The whole
description a introduced edgeways At the end cl the last chapter

Bharata was asked to perform the rahga-pujfi and immediately after

is described not the ranga-piija but the construction of the natya-

gjha (which has been constructed already in I 80-63). Even at that

Bharata docs not describe the house that has been actually built but

1 The word raAga V rani—tenghl mean 1

red colour ' or ‘ paint '

:

rang*—as n noun meaning ' the painted place ’ where originally we can
imagine one painted curtain as the background.

D
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engages in a lengthy and general description of thro: kirafe of play-

houses—the pi*TJ.'a (H. 34-6, the calurasra (80 ff) and the tiymra

(102). The viiCfSU 9cems, as ill root-meaning (viz. : 'long drawn

out’) suggest*. to have been an oblong hall with the audience facing

the stage at oic end The caluresra was different ante the audierxe

here could be sratrd nn four sides of the stage either in a ardc or

perpendicular to the stage—in the centre. The Irytaia is a sort of

modification of the last mentioned—the audience being or three sidts

(right left and front) of the stage. The stage il-elf was a kind of

platfcem raised co woodei pillars. The place below the platform was

the ntpatkya-grho—the entrance to the platform being by a passage

on the side away from the audience. The raised part (the platform)

was known as the icnga-Htfo. Ceitain characters had to effect ac

entrance not cm the platform but in-between the audience and the

platform. This space was known as the raAgapUha. Such an en-

trance was made by removing the piece of cloth hanging on .the fremt

side of the platform to screen the green-room below. Probably the

rariga-puja was performed in the green-room beneath the platform.

Chapter III continues the description of the raAgapujS mentioned

in Chapter I- thus showing the contextual irrelevance of chapter 11.

In IV the raixgapujc is over and a 'samavakora’ (by name Amrta-

Mar.thana) is reprinted. This representation nw» haw been a

fort of pantomimic show since it is said (IV-4) that the audience

was pleased with the Kcrmablidva-anudarfana as contrasted with the

/Ccrrma bhSvSnukirtana (1V-11) of a ’ dime ’ later performed in the

presence of God Siva. Anuki'/ana probably refers to ud/alion and

cnurdmfer.a to mere (i-e. mute) revkesentation .
Bharata is

then advised by Ssva to introduce dancing in the purra*

rariga (ovenure) and T5i>du was deputed ( 18 ) to teach the taodava

daiKe (258o) The sigwt to whom Bharata is supposed to narrate

his tistra ask him (253/>-260a) why dancing which is connected

neither with the music of the fnirvo-ratiga nor with the sense of the

play proper should be included in tha show. Bharata replies, to the

dismay of some modem critics (or better, fanatics ). that dancing,

though not essential to, or in, a play, adds to the beauty of the show

and the amusement cf the audience. Verses 19-25 describe the

various gestures (haranc). postures (mgohara) and "Movements”

frecaka) of dancing. For the present we are inclined to susper. these

verses since they » violently separate the name oi TiodQ (16) fro®

his derivative ‘ tiodava
'

(25&r) Chapter V describes anew the

purta’onga irwdified in the light of Siva’s instructions.

Chapters VI and VII deal with the rarc-s and the bkava-

>

This subject is net introduced as in any way arising naturally cut
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of the previous dixussion. After the purpartaiga one fail* lo set:

Hie necessity of explaining in great details the various rasas tic.

What does il mailer il the sages choree lo ask (not one bull five

irrelevant questions : (i) what » a rasa ? (ii) what is a ohdva ?

what is meant by (iii) a sanfoha, (nr) a karika and fv) nirukla ’

(VI 1-3!. Apart from the tc*> inqunilire Mgr-s tho variety of both

matter and style :n the body of the text itself raises difficulties. In

the first place, besides the usual slokas there are vow* in aryi metre

side by side with price passages- This prose is written in the Style

usual to a commentator employing tbc first person plural (for the

author) while D Irarata, from the very beginning, as consistently

refers fo himself in the firet person singular. Secondly the rata-t

are mentioned now as four, now as eight and again as four original

and four derived. Thirdly, the ’ origiral ' four viz., the irngera, the

roud’o, the v'na and the bibkatsa arc explained mostly in iioio- s.

while tbc other four are explained cither m arya metre or in prcec.

Similarly chapter VII opens with an explanatory passage m prose

and thrcuglxKit ihr chapter we find materials of piuhably three

different text*, as (a) Sakai, lb) iiuka•* quoted under the heading

bhaf’rti calra \lokah (*to this effect rum a «oka ')' and (c) *r>v!-s

all of which are quoted as bkaioh cilra oryd etc. This is not the

place to suggest any dcai cut theory about the book but one reason-

able explanation seems to be that Bhaiata. traditionally or truly re-

puted to be the author of a work or. drama, must have aho wiitter.

a alioit treatise on tlie theory of Rasa and that some scholar later

on became responsible for handing down the two together. It is

further interesting to note that the topics in chapter VIII are directly

connected with the general dmisskm in the fust five chapters and are

in direct continuation of chapter V. In the latter, the remodelled

puu.auatfa lias been described. After that should come die play

itself. As said in I. 1041 18 and XXf. 123-5 a play " is an imitational

representation, so to say. of the various modes and moods and move-

r-rant of the people in die matter-of-fact world.” This representa-

tion, says Bhaiata. is called ebhbtoja (VIII-7) and thus opens

chapter VIII describing the four different ways. Le. abhinnyas of re-

production and representation. Those four ways are

(i) ditgika, gesture-acting (VII-XIV)

(ii) tdeika, Hxrech-iWiveo- (XV-XXII)

(iii) akdrya. make-up etc. (XXIII)

I Cf- VII, 6-15. 26, 28, 54. «c
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and (iv) UUtrika'. emotion-display (XXIV)

(I) GESTURE-ACTING

Under this headire are described the various gesuiies : (a) ol

head, eyes, brows. lips, and neck (VIII).: (b) of hands (IX) ; (c)

of cheat, waist and hips (X) ; (d) of feet (XI and XII) ; (c) of

silent acting called gali (XIII)
.
and (I) of movement* on the stage

like exit, entrance etc. (XIV).

(U) VACIKABHINAYA, speech-ddivery (XV-XXII)

Under this heading are described

Phonetic* (XV 10-33)

Various metre* (XV 41-119 and the whole of XVI)

Figures of speech r.nd Pa-tics (XVII 44-118)

Sanskrit and Prakit dialect* with their distribution (XVI 11

and XIX)
Ten kinds of dramatic represenialicn (XX)

Treatment of dramatic incident*, ilajtla (XXI)

and. Ihe form of literary and artistic development ojtti (XXII).

No amount of patience or patriotism, much lrs* of reason, would

induce any cme to believe that all these passages have a legitimate

place in a took on drama. To question their genuineness in the cor.

text is not to question their intrinsic value. Besides, the text itself

is here so clumsy of arrangement. If we want a continuity of thought

we shall haw to artange the ten as follows XV 1-9 and 34-40

;

XVIII 23, 29-35, 44a ami 48b
;
XIX 37 3, etc. Thus it will be seen

that in addition to a number of verses two entire chapters XVI and

XVII ecuId be safely omitted. A* a matter of fact the last verse

of XVI shows that that chapter concerns a KSvya-bandha. poetical

work more than natya literature.

In the passage a* reconatiucled above we have the description

and the explanation of t^diabhmaya after which we are led to the

ten varieties of drama. It is strange however to find that the matter

in XX-XXII is INCUMB m vaciknbkinaya (since the open-

ing vase of XXIII Bays that now ikaryc abhinaya i* to be described

etc.)
.

The information in these three chapters is more for the drama-

tist titan for the actor and yet it i* called ' abhinaya It was for

this reason that we interpreted the word ‘ abhi-naya ' as ‘way or

1 Note that In VIII-10 the author says that sAlvika is already dfKiib

ed in VII. It is a mistake. Tbc tftviU in VII g described as a Main and

not a. ' ahhiaaya Besides the sStvika referred to as an abhinaya i«

actually described in XXIV-1. ' Setve kiryab prayatnas tu.‘ one should

attempt to show feelings end emotions.
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method.’ Thus the three chapters describing the different methods of

the dramatists seem to form the earliest nucleus of a treatise on

dramaturgy. The various definitions and metrical explanations in

these chapters are repeated almost word to word in the Dasirflpaka

of Dhanaftj.iya and the Slhitya Darpajja of VishwanStha (both

works on dramaturgy). Bharata first enumerates all nr? details

(sarigraha), defines all of them one by one (kiiriica) and then ex-

plains them in the same order (nlrukta). This samgraha-k4rika-

nirukta style of Bharata makes the book difficult to follow in compa-
rison to the style of Danafijaya who mentions, defines and explains

mr detail before he goes to the next. In an introductory passage to

his work the latter says aa much

:

Vvydiriff mor.da-buddki’uln: jaycle mati-vibhramab

TASYA-a»f*ar TAH*adaIR tva samkjipya kripali'ntfuS-

“ As the text is diffused the ignorant are liable to be confuted
;

M I am abridging the original in the very words of the original
"

(D.R.I. 5). It is dear that the text referred to here is some n£(yS-

ifolra which, however, has been identified with a uaa-idslia by the

commentator who says : vyiXbnt vikgipU vi&lhne ca raia-fiilre

manda-buddkmam pumsdm mafimoko bhavati. tena tasya nStya-

vedasya ailhat latpadmr tva samk<ipyo Tiuvrltyd kriyie iti.
‘

As the

treatise on rasa is Kattcrcd, ill-arranged and exhaustive the ignorant

are likely to be confused
;

therefore the information of the ndlya-

t eda is presented herr. abridged in the original words and arranged

systematically." From the uae ol the words ‘ natya-veda ‘ and * rasa-

tesaa ’ it is dear that Bharata'* nktya-SSstra. as available to-day, is

being referred to. It is equally dear that neither Dhamriijaya nor

his commentator Dhanrka kkes the introduebon of Rasas in a book

on dramaturgy.

(Iii) AHARYABHINAY (XXIII)

and (iv) S A TV I K A or SAMAN Y A B H I NAY A (XXIV)
In XXIII the dhiryabhinaya h described. That phrase seems

to include the " make-up " of the characters as wdl as the stage-setting

(XXIII-1). In the next chapttT the last Le.. the s&tvika obhuiaya

is described The following throe charters—XXV, XXVI and

XXVI 1—describe miscellaneous things like the characteristics ol the

various characters, the cilrdbhinaya (a more or less insipid repeti-

tion of and minor additions to the chapters on afsfikabhinaya) and

sundry details like directions to or description of the audience etc. In

the next six chapters the various musical instruments, tunes, etc. are

described. The only thing to be noted here is the opening o( XXVIII

in the style of » commentator and in prose, aa
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SUdymidhim idiibn vyakhyaiyomah tail yatha

• new we shall explain ihe ruks on musical instruments ‘ el; Once

again the different character! (types or standardised ones) with their

various functions are described in XXXIV and XXXV. In the

last chapter XXXVI—the names of the sage who arc asking ques-

tions to Bharnta are tnunfcrated (a bok] and brilliant afteitlioughl !).

The pwvcumza is ceue again described and finally the gloiy of

drama, of Bharata and his tons and descendants and heirs and suc-

cessors is sung. The curtain drops, as il wearily, after a verse in the

Songest-sraMAc'd-mctrc and in the fashion of later Bbarata-vkkya

In writing such a long and dragging work perhaps Bharata had im-

proved hh poetic capacity rixxjgh to write a single verse in the

longest metre 1

(B) QtmciSM or rut information in the N. S.

From the summary above ore thing is clear that the present

niityaiastra, far from being an carhcsg is quite a later composition.

The accurate analysts the copious information and the critical vein

(though concealed; presume the earlier existence of numerous p!ay9

and numerous attempts to understand them. It is evident that at

the time the <ia:yai/H'ra assumed it* present form Drama had eta

Wished itself as a popular and a regular feature in social life. What
das it matter whether Bharata wrote it or was merely responsible

for it as king as the book holds up Drama to the admiration of tbc

readers and as the only enUttai-mcnt common to all, irrespective of

caste and culture ? No wonder then that regular and wd(constructed

play-haises existed at this time. The bock reveals a historical seise

in describing the different types of play-houtw. In tbc early days,

such allows might have taken place in tie open But. says Bharata,

the dcroois took it into their heads to creale disturbances. So it was
considered adviv.ble to construct Atll-guarded places (I. 55-79, 11.

1-27). On certain occasions, if the Manager or the Patron w decided,

plays were represented in the open (XiV-64). The time of the day,

too. was prescribed for performances.- Generally -.-peaking midnight,
nooi time, twilight and meal-times were prohibited (which shows
that Bharata had an eye cm the business side of Drama). The actual

times were fixed as under :
*

(1) A play which K pleasant to the cars and bawd on tradi-
tion-’ is to be represented during the earlier part of the day
(Pi’vdnha) ;

1 XXVI 1 ©93.
2 Cf. W*a» may* a luttfu myx/iaiSm (1-19).

The very fust product.™ Is oiled ililtoo (= tradition!.
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(ii) A play wbrnin Ihr Salve quality (in acting and in repre-

sentation) predominate; and where there is plenty of inHtrumental

music—i9 to be staged in the latter part ot the day ( eOarduha

)

;

(iii) A play in the Kaiiikl style dealing with Spigara rasa and

with plenty of music and singing is to be staged early at night, (i.e.,

immediately after sumo)
;
and

(iv) A play of high sentirotrua. treating mostly the Kanioa
rasa is to be staged in the rooming.

Attempts have been made to show that this time-alJotment is

more or lets based on scientific and hygienic and psychological con-

siderations. In spite of their ingenuity, the* attempts presume too

much to convince As a matter of fact, it appears that the four-

fold division above relates to the fair different types or styles or

vrtd-s of drama The play referred to in (I) is obviously the

bhardi type
;
that in (ii) ia Silver,

.

more or less ; the third is cer-

tainly Kdiibi ; and the last, if not firabhafi. is one that is different

from the first three. We have shown in an earlier place that the

traditional and continuous stages in the evolution of Sanskrit drama
were bkarai, sOlvatl, kdiiki and irabh*ti Further we are told in

I. 17 what each of the four Vedas contributed to the making up of

Drama Let us place all this information side by side :

Moos FOVM or
Presentation Source Fork ot

PR3SBNTATION TrME

2

BSX-ar,
1

Skirto '

RaSutiai ' Re**da

Rcciution vrlthlsamaveda

genrta

FHxkia

ChsntiDB

FSriSOpa

Aparthn,

a mat i
Iraperscnation Yajurvcds Abbbayt Early night

4 Arebbif, Repr*3*»r.utlon Athaivanavrda F4irly morning

It will be seen from the above that style has more to do with the

time of performance. Where there is mere recitation, the earlier

part of the day is more suitable both from the reciter's as well as the

listener's point of view. Early morning, fresh and energetic, is as

suited for emotional acting. Where gestures play an important part

the light of the advanced day (aparahpa) is more convenient. Simi-

larly. for imperBcnatton to be successful (especially with the con-

veniences o: those days) night-time is the best Bharata. however,

prescribes only early night for two reasons
:

(i) ladies take part in

plays of Ka iraki style and. (ii) the type of the play-house was not

suited for night performances. Nowlvere in the text do we read of

a roofed play-house. Under tlase circumstances night-performances
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etc not possible—unles a play was staged for the dike within

the four walls of a wcil-lit palace or mansion. Bharata, howeveT, men-

t>«» with a touch of humour (conscious or unconscious) that he is

oiiposcd to night-representations on principle ! Drama, he say*,

wnuld be the destroyer of sleep (nS-.yam nidra-vinSimare,

XXVII-92) . Let us only hope that the sage is too sincere to in-

sinuate.

Open or closed, the problems of the play house did not seriously

affect the staging. A dramatic representation was as desirable as

any other ritual and a* much, if noc more, entertaining. Not only

was the drama a divine inspiration drawing from the four holy

Voda* but the incidents (vitta) and the treatment (vrtti) in it

were equally divine in origin and conception. The very first pro-

duction, viz., the saryuivahdra called "the churning of nectar” dealt

with the doings of the gals <IV-4). The second show—a dima

variety—dealt with tire burning of the Three Walls by God Siva

(IV. 11). Further, in the very early stager Siva himself undertook

the task of introducing music and dance in the performance. Simi-

larly the various v?tri-8, i.t., the trades of treatment originated

Iran the fight of Divine I/wd Acyuta with the denrais Madhu and

Kai;abha (XXII. 2 fl). It is i» wonder that drama, under such

auH>:i*3. should soon develop into ten varieties, though it is a won-

der Uiat no new varieties were introduced by the dramatists or recog-

nised by the critics ever since. Perhaps the later dramatists were

less original or the later critic* less ubseivant or the saiwity attached

to Bharata
1
* name was ten solemn (o allow any departures. A* for

Bharata hlmadf, he enumerates and classifies and defines and ex-

plains the ten varieties. Incidentally he has pointed out some gene

ral feature* <XXI). Thus any play, in general, has five main ways

of knitting {sandhi) its incidents To open with, the stoiy of the

play is narrated in outlines (muklta); the particular incident or in-

cidents that give i tie to a dramatic situation should then be intro-

duced (jwori-mufrAfl)
;
afterwards should be described the situation

that heightens the dramatic sense by coming in conflict with or con-

trast to the preceding incident (goriia); a dramatic way should

be suggested to steer through this conflict (avimeria or vimaria);

and finally the desired md should develop (nirvakatu). Wc do

admire Bharata for his pewer of observation and understanding. It

will appear, however, that here Bharata has done nothing gieat except

coining some technical words. The five stages of development men-

tioned above arc just the five members of a syllogism in Indian

Lope. In a logical syllogism there is first the pralijnd, a

statement or a sort of enunciation of the thing to be proved. A
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Mu oi a logical reason Is then slated. Thirdly, there is a di>!anla

or analogy which is applied (iiigcmaj in the fouith statement to

the thing to be proved with the result that the thins ia proved

{uAdhanla). Likewise, according to Bharata. the dramatist first

summarises the developments in hit play (mu**a), then cites an

incident which would bear out such a development (pralimukha),

gives examples similar or dis-sirrular (larbha); equates the example

to the problem in hand (avim<nsa) and thus arrives at the promised

development (nirvakana). Thu logically strict analysis as will be

shown later, was responsible lor a scries oi stereotyped plays. Per-

hapa Bharata did nol realise that ait was net h*k but magic, that

it was not fixed but fresh in form and power.

(C) PKB-BllARArA Dramas.

It cannot be supposed that Bharata produced this analysis without

any models before him
;
nor should it be held that from the very

beginning play* were written in Samkrit wilh such an artatic treat

merit We haw already suggested tlw pftihaM* stage* of the deve-

lopment ol early Sanskrit Drama. A closer study of Bharata's ten

varieties of representations sujiforti that suggestion of ours to a

great extent. Of the ten varieties four are of the simplest tyre

;

not thai they ate mere short sketches but the mode of treatment in

these four—the toika, the {nahtuonc, the bh&na and the mlki—a
elementary. Each of these four has only two of the five semdhi-s

or ways of development viz., die first and the last. That means

that none of these is in any way different from mere recitation Blia-

rata himself adds explicitly that the aiika should have the bUrotl

or the recitatkxial style (XX-100). The other three also are pro-

bably in the bkarai style.' As an artiste improvement on these

four we have the pyAyoga and the TiiAmiga. These have no garbha

and amtnmio eamdhis. A story is told, an incident represented

and the play aids. The Ih&mro deals with heavenly men and

women (XX-82) and the ty&ycga with a wdl-known hero and a

few female characters (XX-94). Battles are to be represented in

both (and probably these battles are described in songs). The samo-

vakdta and the dimo are a further improvement. Tney lack only

one samadki, viz., the ovimaria. We have already seen that Bharata

mentions these two (IV-4, 11) as the "first" dramatic represen-

taliens. By "first" it is not meant that they are the earliest of

the ten varieties. Before these, there was no “ impersxunion

and so probably Bharata docs not include them among reprc&cnta-

1 CL D. R 111-50.
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Uonai performances. Lastly, we have the nataba and the Ptaiarano.

These two haw all the five Mmdfa'-s. A truc-to-life rcprewnlation

(i.c, an attempt for it) might be believed in a: this stage. Let

us, now, arrange the ten varieties at under :

—

SooncB Mode Vapiutibs Stace

R. V, BJOrta ania, bVir-a.

ittkd, frekalma
1 1

S. V. sittaa 2

y.v. #ma 3

A. V. Xrobkaf i&atj, fraftirana 4

How does tile above arrangement hep us to find out the drama-

tist predecessor o' Bhaiata ? The answer to this Question will,

under the present circumaance. be more a reasonable guess than

a dogmatic decision. With later works cr. dramaturgy like the D. R.

and the S. D. no difficulty ariw* -cnee their authors or commentators

explain their observations with reference to particular plays. No
mch satisfaction on be had in the N.S, Nevertheless there are situa-

tions which arc provoking or tempting in this respect. For example,

in XIII are described the various gestures to represent certain move-

ments. In XIII-88 we are told how a char vat-rider and a charioteer

arc to be represented aa moving on their ride. In XIII-SO the

author tells U5 how a ride in the sky or atmosphere is to be shown

by bodily gestures. In Sanskrit play: we arc not certain that a

chariot passes through the atmosphere anywhere except in Act VII

of Kalidasa's Abhijflina-S&kuntalam. Similarly in XIX Bhaiata is

giving ajKcesticns for the nam« of certain characters in piaya. With
reference to the name of a courtesan be suggests

datla ml'a ca send ili vciy&namani karayet.

" The nan* of a courtesan (should end) in -datta, -mitrd or

•sold". iXIX-33).

Though the first two types of name, are commen in Sanskrit

plays both for courtesans as well as Court-ladies, the las:

oxurs only in the Mjcchakatika ol Sudraka where the courtesan-

heroine is named Vasant-SENA*. Again if Bharata says that

•In tile play CJruditta ascribed to Bhisa this character is caUd
amply •nayiki' <baoine>.
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death should not he represented on the stage there * stronger reason

to believe that he must have known, and felt what it is to see,

death on the stage in a play like the Cmbhanga ascribed to Bhi&a.

Whatever that be. we hasten to repeat that this is not strong evi-

dence. (perhaps no evidence) to arrive at a conclusion. At the same

time, it is undeniable that Bharata did have some ‘ standard
'
plays

before formulating his rules. We know of no ether earlier ’ stan-

dard ’ plays than those of Bhiaa. Kalidasa and Sudiaka. If. how-

ever, the author of the NS is deliberately concealing such references

that his book be claimed (and acclaimed) most antiquarian wc

refuse In he critical and to spoil the humour of the situation. Wc
will beat in our mind, but we shall not mention it aloud, that the

author of the available version of the N.S. does know the plays of

Blusa. of Kalidasa and of fiudraka.

R. V. JAGIRDAI,

m.a.. (London.)

The fallowing abbreviations are u*d in this article :

—

N. S.—Nitya.viu.-j

D. R.—DiAnrupakn
S. D.—SAhityadarpipa

R. V—Bgwda

S. V—Samavcda
Y. V.—Yajurvedi

A. V.—Atharvapaveda



VIMUTTIMAGGA
AND

THE SCHOOL OF ABIIAYAGIRIVIHARA

IN CEYLON

Bunyiu Nanjio'l Catalogue of the QimWf. Translation of the

Buddhiit Tripitaka mentions under No. 1293 a Hinyfinist work c*i

Buddhist philosophy of the Abhidhamma. It is called ‘Cie-t'o

-taoJun' which lie lenders in Sanskrit as * Vimok*ainaroaSstra.‘

Prof. Kasai rendere i: into Pall ‘Vimuttimagga’ (See J. P. T. S.

1917-19, pp. B9-80) and draw? attention of al! Buddhist scholar?

to the similarity of the took with the Vrsuddhimagga of Buddha

ghosa who went to Ceylon early in the fifth century A. D. The

write of the press* paper has al® written on this subject and has

expressed his own views on the problem of ttr inter-relation of the

Vimuttimagga and the Visuddhimagga1 . Here the writer proposes

to refer to another aspect of the problem suggested by the com-Qia-

tive study of both the works.

It is well-known that Buridhagbo-i often refers, in his Visud-

dhimagga, to the views of other philosophical systems or schools

within or without the pale of Buddhism, though he may not men-

txw them by name. He often uses words like ‘eke, 6am, keci,

anile, apart’ or ' yo vfi pana evath aha ' etc.. leaving it to the readers

to find out to whom the cap fits. DhammapSla, the Commentator

on Buddhagho&i’s Visuddliimagga. often comes to our rescue and

tells us whose view* Buddhaghosa refers to. Sometimes, however,

when he is not sure, he also cannot give us any more information

than saying that the reference is to the views of some teachers (alto?

acarrya). In several places, he dcra tell us the names of several

theorists, arch as KaoHda. Vasudhamma, etc.
;
or the names of

Buddhist followers in sore country, arch as * Tambapancidipavdsi-
narh abhilitpo' (such is the statement of the pensile w)u> live in

Ceylon) ; or the adherents of certain schools such a* Abhayagiri-

vasi, ttc.
;
or sometimes to a specific week of some specific teacher

such as ' Upatissattheiarii sandhSya aha ; terra hi Vimuttimaegc tathii

1. My article in Hortari StudUi in Ctaitir«J PhMotj. XLIIL 1932,

pp 168-76. For other problems, alto Indian Culluri. vol. 1.3 (pp. 455-

68), Anns!) of ihi Bbaxdaikat O'itntel Rtstatk Inttiluit, Poona. Vol XV
(1S04), Part* iii-ir.
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vuttaih’. In the Vrsuddhimagga there ere several passages where

there arc views expressed of other theorists* which DhainmapSla as-

cribes to the adherents of Abhayagiri school. Of such passages. I could

discover net less than four in the Chinese translation of the Vimutri-

nagga. made by a Ruddhist monk nanxd &ng-d£-po-)o early in the

sixth century A. D. As the orpnal Vimnttimagga is irretrievably lost,

we have no ether text to rely upon except this Chinee translation

and a fragment in Tibetan of one of the chapters of the Vimutti-

magga.' Abhayagirivihara was. it appears, a very leading school of

Buddhism in Ceylon and to understand the imjxiitancr of the refer-

ence. by Biidrthagbcsa, to the views of the Abhayagiri school we
should rather go over the history of the Abhayngirivihara.

On the spot where the Abhayagiri monastery Stood there was
in very early times a Tittharflma, a place of residence for holy men
wiio bekinged to other religion s.' The Abhayagiri monastery was
established in Ceylon 218 years after the foundation of the older

MaMvihfira monastery fto which Buddhaghcsa belonged). This

was ao called because it was established (about 88 B.C.) by King
Abbaya {VattagantaoD and in a place where, a Nigaotha by name Giri

was living. It was given over to MahBtlsq, who subsequently was
expelled from the Sangha of the MahSvihira or a charge of having
too much of worldly contact One of his dimples, being enraged at

the expulsion of his teacher left the MahSvihara and established a new
sect which subsequently came to he called by the narro of the Abha-
yagirivadlns. These people branched off from the Theravada of the

Mali&vihara. A seccad split later on toot place when the Abhavn-
girivfidins broke the community of marks at DakkiutavihBia.

This Abhayagiri school which owed Its origin purely to a dis-

ciplinary measure against an individual generally came to be a centre

of Buddhist mtxiks who did not agree with the community at the
Maltavih3ta on doctrinal points. Many monk3 from Pallar(? 1)-

irama m India came to Ceylon. Thry belonged to the Vajjiputta-

nikAya, daemried from those who refused to recognise Mogiaiiputta-
Tissa’s Council. Their teacher was Acariya Dhammaruci. He, find-

ing rxr favair with the MahSvihSta community-, joined the Abhaya-
giri fraternity, which came to be thencc-forward known as the Dhanr-
maruci nikaya. This schorl continued to disturb the peace of Ceylon
for nearly twelve centuries and the monks belonging to this 9ect no

1 ray article in the ProcecSrus Vol (pp 131-36) of the Seventh
Sesico of the All-Intfe Orimtal Conference held at Boredn (1933).

2 The whole of this aerount le tae*d on the Mah&vaihsa and Mala-
lasekhara'a Pah literature c4 Ceylon
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doubt produced literary works’ setting forth their own points of

view. Unfortunately, however, religious intolerance led to the per-

secution of the monks of the Abhayagiri sect and many of thar bocks

were burnt

The AbhayagirivSdins afro were on the awert or descent aa the

central political power in Ceylon supported them or persecuted them.

The History of Ceylon tells us that King Gothflbhaya banished (about

25* A. D.) sixty monks from the Abhayagiri, who were called Vctul-

yavSdins and who were suppo^d to be great 'thorns' (kattaka) in

the religion of the Buddha. At another time we re3d that during

the rdgn of King Mah&sena (275-302 A. D.>, MahfivihSra was left

by mate as they were being persecuted by the King. Ruins of Loha-

pssSda were taken to Abhayagiri and Abhayagiri prospered.

At the time when Btiddhaghnsa came to Ceylon, King Maha-

ntoa (about 410-432 A. D.) was ruling MahSnama, before he be-

came the king, was a member of the order. He became infatuated

with the wife of his brother Upatuai, who was subsequently killed

by her. MahUnima left the Order, seized the throne, and married

his brother's wife. The MahiviMra community did not look with

favour at the treachery of Mahlnanw. So Matdn&ma and his wife

were supporting the Abhayagiri schooL

We have another testirrwny to prove that the Abhayagiri wet was

in a prc6pcrous coodition when Buddiiaghosa visited Ceylon. Fa-hiai.

the Great Chinese traveller, visited Ceylon. stayed there for two years

and returned from Ccyicc about the year 413 A D. He tells us

that at his lime there were five thousand monks in the Abhayagiri

-

vihSra. He describes the great ceremmy of Tooth-worship and

Rwaks of the Troth bang taken to the Abhayagiri. He further tells

us that there were only three thousand monks in the MaMvihira

establishment. (‘The Travels of Fa-hier, ' translated by Legge.

pp. 102. 1(B, 106.|

Thus it will be seen that Abhayagiri was prosperous when Bud

dhaghosa came to Ceylon Abhayagirivihara being a very important

ard leading schwl could n« be leaf sight of by Boddhaghosa. As

a rival school, he thought it necevary to mention the views of that

school and combat than He often refutes them and maintains his

own point-of-view.

Now let us see the passages which refer to the views that are

ascribed to the Ahhuyaglrivadins.

(0 In lire second chapter of the Viuiddhimagga (towards the

1 MrialwekhaiB (p. 43) telte ua that even now seme works of this

sect exist : also a« pp. 128-29 of his book referred to in note No. 2 on

page 37,
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tndj Buddhaghoui ruleis to a view ol tome who hold that there is

an • akusda dhutanga.' a demeritorious practice of purifying oneielf.

Me also refers to others who think dial the dhutanga is
' kusalattika-

vinhnmuttartJ, i.e.. it cannot be called koala, nkusala or abyakata.

Now in the Virruttirragga- (2.8. 9-10), »e find a statement which

exactly corresponds to this view. Dhammapak), while commenting

on this passage which begins with ’ Yesaiti
1

say’s that by this word.

Buddhaghosa refers to thoee who lived in the Abhayagiri (monas-

tery), ‘ AbhayagirivSsike sandhSya flha
;

to lii dhutangarh peflftatti

ti vadanti *.

(u) In the Visuddhiaiagga fourth chapter, Buddhagbo&a say3

in one place :
" Patipadi-visuddki ndma tosambhiaiko upac&o,

upekkdnubrukanA ndnta appano, santpekantsand >uima pacca-

vekihayd ti evemtke vannaymli". "There are scene who interpret

the purity of the course as the neighbourhood-trance together with

its accompanying things, the cultivation of equanimity as the raptured

state of trance, and gladdening as reflection." Buddhaghosa reject*

this interpretation on the authority of a passage front the Fatisam-

hhida and gives his own interpretation Mow it b interesting to Uriel

that this very interpretation which b rejected by Buddhaghosa

is accepted by Upatissa (417.10 4.17a. 1) and the whole passage

as given by him is identical in winds with the passage quota! above

freen Buddhaghosa Here again Dhammapala given ua the valuable

information when he comment* upon ‘ eke * as
1 Abhayaginvassno »,

* those who lived in Abhiyagiri \

(lii) In the detailed enumeration of rQpas. Buddhaghosa gives

in the XlVth chapter, twenty-eight r3pa*. He mentions several other

ripas which t*xne others would like to include, but he rejects them

all giving his own reason*. Among these nlpas, he mention jStirupa

and middharupa. Regarding the last he says ’ Ekaccanaiii materia

middharupam ’. DhunmapSUt commenting upon ‘ ckaccanam ‘ says

• Abhayagirivaslnam ’. Now Upatissa also dees mention these two

rflpas and thus according to him there are thirty rupas, which Buddha

ghosa is at great pains to refute.

(it) In the twenty-third chapter o! the Visuddhlmagga. Bud-

dhaghesa refers to the views of three who believed that the Sotfl-

panna, starting fwnrtrative insight with the intention of the attain-

ment of the Fruit (phnlaramipatti), becomes SakadSgimi. the

SakadSghml becomes AnSgSmi. Upatbsa's position is exactly the

1 References arc given to the buck, pace and column ol the handy

and popular edition of this id. printed and published at Bi-ling in the

province o{ Kiang-3U in ISIS.
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same ( 12.7.5). Here again DhammapSla is helpful to us in supply-

ing the information that the statement of Buddhagosa is made with

reference to the ‘ Abhayagmv&dma’

Thu* it will be seen that when we consider the passage* in the

Vimuttirragga setting forth exactly the views referred to by Buririha-

ghosa and ascribed by DhammapSia to Attayagirividins. “’c arc

forced to the conclusion that the VimuttimagRa muBt have been ac-

cepted by the Abhayagiri school as a woik representing its views.

We nave already seen above that there was an influx of a large

number of mendicants coming from India and it sa-ms to be very

likely that it was brought from India.* by some of these monks, to

Abhayagiri.

The fact that Buddhaghosa does not mention the name ol the

AbhayagirivS.dina m3y be explained in this way. It is because of

his supreme contempt for his opponents, or because they were at

that time in great favour of the political power in Ceylon, and so he

dared rot mention them

P. V. Bapat.

I For the Indian origin o! the book, we my snick referred

footnotes an pp. 36, 37 rapru



APABHRAXtSA METRES II

(N.B.—The first snide on this subject appeared in the B. U. J.

Alti and Law, November. 1933. AM refers to this article. Fox a sum-

mary Ol the important topics discussed in this and the last a r tides, see the

last t»0 paraicraphs ci this snide. The paras, arc numbered in continua-

tion ol the i»t article. J

34. In my UK article. I described 55 Apabhraihia metres of

common occurrence, depending principally upon the PiSkita-paingala

and the ChandabkoSa. la the course of explaining the atrophic

metre, I also defined two more popular metres, i.e. the MStrfi and the

Madanavatara (am. 28 ). The former was probably usd only in

the strophe called RaddS. and though this strophe, like other strophes.

usually used for the sake of variety, there are examples where it

is used lor a continued narrative as in Haribhadra'9 SanariaimAra-

carita, edited by H. Jacobi, Munchcn. 1921.

35. There arc, however, many more Apabhraffila metres, defined

and illustrated by Hcmacandra in his ChandonuiSsana and Svayam-

bhu in his Svayambhu-chandas. The latter is older than the format

as is shown by me in the introduction to SvayanibhQ-chandas

I-III, published in the JBBRAS 1935, yet the former does noc seem

to have based hfe treatment upon the latter. There existed some

ether treatises similar to the Svayambhu-chandas. which seem to

have been followed by Hcmacandra in defining and naming the vari-

ous Apabhramsa metres The existence of such works cannot be

doubted, though Hemacmdra does not mention any by name. He
indeed quotes several stanzas, introducing them in general terms with

words like ‘yadiha’ (cl. 35&I1, 46a|18, 38c|7.) or ‘Atra Keci:
1

(37ai4, 43c, 19-). Vrddhaih, (35o|3.), Ebf (37c|ll.). Anye (37b,2 ;

37ai4
; 37£»|7 ;

42/ip), but he dots not mention any otic except

Svayambhu. We. however, already know about half a dozen writers

on Prakrit Metre. Thus Manonrtha and the author of the Chardah-

kandzli ate quota! tit the commentary on the Kavidarpapa ; cf.

Annals BORI. 1935, pp. 44-45
; Govinda and Caturmukha are

quoted by Svayambhu
;
cf. JBBRAS 1935, pp. 26-27

;
Arjuna and

Goiala are quoted by Ratna4ckhara in his Chandabko6a
;

cf. AM. 30.

36. In the fallowing paragraphs, I props* to discuss the re-

maining Apabhramsa metres depending upon (1) Hcmacandra's

CJtaiifkntuasiiria (=H.) published by Devakaran Mukhand,
Bombay, 1912; <2) Kavidarpapa with commentary, (- KD.) pub-

r.
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lshcd by me in the Annils, BORI., 1535 ; (3) VrttajStlttmuccaya,

(=VJS.) edited by me in the JBBRAS., 1929. 1932 ; and (4) Sva-

yambhil-chandu, G-j. 1V-VI1I, ( ^SB.) published as an appendix to

the present article. We 'hall begin with the Dvipadis or the metres

with two lines in a mania. The shortest ot these is (1) VijayS.

which has only 4 Mitris in a line. Revakfl (2) and Gaoadvipadl

(3) with 5 and 6 Matms respectively, in their lines are the next two.

The lines of both the Svaradvipadi (4) and Apsard (5) contain 7

Mfltras each, but they are divided into groups of 4 and 3 in the for-

mer and of 5 and 2 in the latter <cf. H. 46o|8-9 ; SB. VII. 6-7).

Tbe lines of the next five Dvipadis contain 8 MatrAs each, but they

are divided into different groups in each cate. Thus Vasudvipadt

(6) may have its tight Matriis grouped in any way
;
d. H. 46a! 10

;

Karimakarabhuja (7) has them divided into two Caturm.itras of

any type ; cf. H. 46a; 10 . SB. VII. 9. The line of Cmdralekhi (8>

is similarly formed but the last Caturmatra is always of the Pavo-

dhara or of the Vipra type. L*. either ISI or IIII
;
cf. H. 46c! 11.

Msdanavilasiti a!w called Marigalavati (9) has a PaficamStra and

a TrimStra in its lire
:

cl. H. 4Go|12, SB. VIL 8; while the lire

of a Malayavikasiti (10} has a SaomStra and a DvimStra in it;

d. SB. VII. 10. The next two Dvipadis namely JamWiedika (11)

and Laval! (12) contain 9 MatrSi In their lines, made up by a Pafica

mitra and a Caturmatra, but Jambhedikh has the Caturmfitra Gaoa

in the beginning, while the ether has it at the end ; d. H. 4fiotl3,

SB. VII. 11. Amarapurasundari (13). KaticanaUiliS (14), and Cam
or Lakrtaka (15) have 10 MStTSs in ihc-.r lin-t divided respectively in-

to groups of 7. 2, 1 ; 6, 4
;
and 5, 5 MatriU ; cf. H. 46a| 14-16, SB. VII.

12. The last among these skorlir Dvipadis is Puspamala, (16) whose

lines contain 12 Matriis divided into groups of 3, G and 3 Matras.

37. Both Hcmacandra (d. H. 4&rl3) and SvayambtiQ (cf.

VII. 2) mention that there arc also other Dvipadis of this type,

containing upto 30 MatrSs in their lira, but they were not so well

known as these and hence they do not describe them. It would thus

appear that some authorities considered that a line of a Dvipadi

must net contain more than 30 Matras in its line. There were others,

however, whom Hcmacandra and SvayambhO followed, and who des-

cribe longer Dvipadis which may contain upto 40 or even 42 MStrSa

in their lines It is indeed doubtful whether the longer Dvipadis

should really be considered as Dvipadis or Catuspadis or Satpadis.

Opinions often differ in thia respect, cf. AM. 24
;
hut after all, the

criterion of the Yati and the Yamaha is, I brieve. i|u:te safe and when-

ever a farther division of a longer line into shorter ones is clearly

indicated by their position, it should be followed and the metre be
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named accordingly, as a Catispadi or a Saipadi. A similar vacilla-

lien is also observed in the cate of the GStliS and the Doha ; but

$e< bck»’ for a fuller discussion of the point para. 54.

38. Anwng the Dvipadis of intermediate length, ic. those t.ia:

contain from 13 to 30 MatrSs in their linos, the Kumkuma ( 17) and

the Kaipflra {18) aie the most imporUnt. They respectively contain

27 and 28 Mitraa in their lines They arc technically known as the

Ullaias and were hdd in great favour by the bards of Magadha. I

haw discussed them in full at AM. 11-12. But VJS. has described

three more Dvipadis which are shorter than the UUalas. They arc

Vkdiitti {19), with its 22 Mati&s in a line formed by a Dvimatra

at the beginning and five Calurmatras of any kind except those ol the

Narendra tyiie, ie. ISI
;
Utlullaka (20) with its line of 24 Matra*

formed by five CaturmStra3 of any kind, followed by two long letters

at the end
;
and the Dvipathaka (21) with its line cf 26 Matra*

formed by five CaturraStras and three Ions letters, one coming after

the 3rd Catuimfltra and two standing at the end ol the line ;
cf. VJS.

IV. 91, IV. 63. and II. 5, IV. 27. Ol these three Vkehitti corres-

pond* to the modem Arti metre, so called from its connection with

the Artikya ceremony in the worship of the deity, while the last two

ais but the two variations of the Doha, which name by the bye, seems

to be derived from the Dvipathaka of the VJS. Both the Vkehitti and

the Utlullaka arc Tala V[tta* and are sung in the Tala of 8 Matins.

Other Dvipadis of intermediate length are Laya (22), Bhramaiajnda

(23), and Upabhramampada (24). all containing 28 Matras in their

lines
;
cf H. 436

1
2-6, SB. VI. 163-165. The line ol the first is made

with 7 Caturmatnw not maiked by any Yati
;
that of the second is

similarly formed, but a marked by a Yati after the 10th MSriA

;

while the line of the third is made up by employing a Saomfttra

followed by 5 CalurmSuas and a Dvimatra at the end All the three

are Tala Vittas and are -unit in Ihc Tila of 8 MStrfls. with this

difference that the beat of the Tala occurs on the 1st Matra in the

first, while it occurs on the 3rd in the other two ; cf. .AM. 20. The

Garadapada and the Upagaiwjapada Dvipadis (25-26) contain 29

Matras in their lines . in the former, there are 6 Catuimatras and

1 Pancamatra at the end, while in the latter, there are 1 S-’nmStra.

5 Catuimatras and 1 Trimatra at the end
;
cf. H. 436,8-10 ; SB. VI.

166-167. Even here, the beat of the THIa occurs on the 1st Matra

in the former and on the 3rd MSUfl in the latter. The gap at tin

end cf both is filled up by means of a rest of 3 MStrSs ; see AM.

18. Finally. Harioikuls (27). Gltisama (28), Bhramaradiuta <29).

and Hanoipada (30) all contain 30 Matras in their lines. In the

1st and 2nd. the line is formed with 7 CaturmStras and a Dvi-
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malm at the end. the Yati being on the 12th and 20th MStxas in

the former, and <*i the 10th and the 18th in the latter
;
cf. H- 43b; 11-

12 ; SB. VI. 163-169. The line of the 3rd contains 5 Saomatras,

with the Yati on the 10th and the 18th Mfltrfts. while that of the

4th is made with 1 $ar>atra followed by 6 CaturmScras. with the

usual Yati after the 8th Mfitrfi, though this is not expressly men-

tioned
;
cf. H. 43614-16

;
SB. VI. 170. The 4th is mentioned only

by Hcmacandra ami the 1st is called Haiioapada by SvayambhlL

This brings us to the end of the Dvipadb of intermediate length.

39. We shall now take up the Dvipadi* whose lines contain

more than 30 MStras tach. and in whose case, the position of the

Yati and the Yamaha very' often suggests that they arc better con-

sidered as Satpadis chan Dvipadis. Thus Kamlakara (31), Kurii-

kutratilakSirali (32), Ratnakaolhika (33). Sikha (3-1), and Chad-

lianiica (35), all contain 31 Mati3s in each of their two lines. The

line of KamalSkaia contains 4 Saomatias, followed by 1 Caturmatra

and 1 TnmJtra at the er.d ; that of Kuilikumacilakavali contains

7 Caturmitra and 1 Trimitra : that of RatnakaothikA contains 1

$Hi)in5lra 5 CaturmSim and 1 Pafincamatra. with tfie Yati on the

12th and the 20th Matris (this act. to SB. ;
in the opinion of Hema-

candra, Ratnakaolhika differs from the first two only in point of

Yati) ; the Ratnakaothika of SB, is exactly the snx as the Sikha

of Hcmacandra, while the line of a Chadeanika of Hcmacandra

is formed like that of the KuihkurratilakSvali. i.e.. with 7 Catur-

matias and 1 TrimStra. but it has the Yati after the 10th and the

IRth Matrfia. SB. on the other hand, considers Chaddanika 33 a

Satradi metre ; cf. H. 43b|17-20. 44a!3-5
:
SB. VI. 172-173, VIII. 20.

The SikhA of SvayambhQ again, is an Aidhaiama Catujpadi
; cf. II.

25. The next three Dvipada, namely Pkandhakasama (36), Mau-
ktikadama (37), and Navakadairiiatra (38), all contain 32 Matras

in their line*, divided into 8 Caturmltras. They differ from each

other only m point of Yati, which is on Cite 10th and the 18th in the

first, on the 12th and the KWh in the second, and on the 14th and

the 22nd in the last ; cf. H- 44a 6-10 SB. VI 174-176; KD. II. 3.

These three metres get feminine names i.e., SkandhabasamS &c
.

if their lines arc formed with 1 Saonaira, 6 CaturmStras, and 1

Dvimitra. instead of the usual 8 Catuimatras ; cf. H. 44a 12
;
SB.

VI. 177. The line of the next Dvipadi namely the AyAmaka (39)

contains 33 Matras made up by 7 Catuimatras and 1 Paficamatra

at the end. The Yati in this is not mentioned and this means that

it is the usual cot coming after the 8th Mati3, the initial beat of

the T81a being on the 1st MatrS ; cf. R 44o|l5; SB. VI. 178.

When on the other hand,- the initial beat is shifted from the first
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to the 3rd, 5th and 7th MStrSs, and consequently the initial Yati

is shifted from the Sih to the 10th. 12th and the 14th MStrSs, tlie

same Ayamaka is called respectively. Kaficidama (40). Raianfldima

<41). and Cudamaoi (42); cf. H. 44a 17-20
; SB. VI. 179-181.

The preposition UPA is prefixed to the names of these four metres,

if their lines arc formed with l Sanmatra. 6 Caturmatras. and 1 Tri-

mStra. instead of the usual 7 Caturmitras and 1 Pancanfitra ; cf. H.

446)1-3
;
SB. VI. 182. The following Dvipadi is Svapnaka (43).

whose linc9 contain 34 Minis formed by 8 Caturmatras and 1 Dvi-

matra at the end. No Special Yati is prescribed, which means that

it is after the 8th Malta, ot that it b the usual ere. When this

Yati is shifted from the 8th to the 10th. the 12th. the 14th End the

16<h MStrSs, the same Svapnaka gets the names of Apsarab-kusuma

(44), Bbu jahgavijimbhlta (45), TarSdhruvaka (46). and Nava-

ranzaka (47). respectively; cf. H. 446)6-10; SB. VI. 184-187.

ApsarahkURima » known only to Svayambu. The Dvipadi called

Sthavirionaka (48). has alw 34 Mfitras in its lines like the Sva-

pnaka, but they arc made up with 3 SaijmStras followed by 4 Catur-

mStras and the Yati is after the 16th and the 24th Matras. The

34 MStrSs of the next Dvipadi he., Subhaga (49) are made up by

7 Caturmatras followed by 1 SahmStra. the Yati bring the Mime

as in the last an* ; cl. H. 446J11 to 13. These two metres are not

mentioned by SvayamhhO. Similarly, when the 34 Matras in the

line of a Dvipadi are made up by 1 SanmStra, 2 Caturmatras, 1

Saftmaiia, 3 Catuimatias and 1 Dvimatra. it is called Kumuda (50) ;

its Yati is after the 10th and the 18th Matras. If on the other hand,

the Yati o: the Kumuda is shifted from the 10th to tlie 12th M&trS.

it gets the name of Bharakrinta (51)
;
cf. H- 44i>| 17-19. These two

Dvipadi* also are not mentioned by Svayambhn. There is one more

Dvipadi having 34 Matras in its lines. It is Pavanadhruvaka (52).

The line of this Dvipadi is formed by 1 SaiimStia, 4 Caturmatras. 1

SanmStra, 1 CaturmAtra, and a Dvimatra at the aid. the Yati being

on the 14th and the 22nd Mitra* ; cf. II. 446115; SB. VI. 286.

The Tfirddhruvaka of Svavambhu is the same as Kumuda (No. 50)

mentioned above, tut with the Yati on the 14th and the 22nd Matras

instead of tlie 10th and the I8*h
;
cf. SB. VI. 186.

40. The next six Dvipadi* contain 35 Matras in their lines. Thus

TirthUnana of SB., which is the same as Kandotta of H.. (53),

lias 8 Caturmatras and 1 Trimiira at the end in its line. No spe-

cial Yati is mentioned ; cf. H. 45u|l, SB. VI. 183 (the Kandotta

of SB. VI. 189. however has the Yati on the 14th and 22nd Manas).

Bhramaradtuta (54) has in its line 2 SapmStras, 5 Caturmatras,

and 1 TrimStia at the end, and is marked by the Yati a*'*1 the
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lOlh and the 18th MStris
;
cf. H. 45a 2-3, SB. VI. ISO. When the

Yati of the BhranaradraU a shitted to the !2th and the 20th, the

14di and the 22nd, and the 16th and the 24th, it is respective]/

called Surakifyit* (55). SirhhavilaSrita (56). and Kuiiikumakeata

<57) ; cf. H. 45|4-8, SB. VI. 191. The last two varieties of the

Bhramaradruta are not mentioned by SvayambhO. VJS IV. 92

also mentions a Dvipadi of 35 Matras called Prasrta (58). whoae lines

contain in order 1 Dvimatra, 1 TriroStra, 1 Paficamatra, 5 CaluimSt-

ras, and 1 Pai'xamatra. Of the 5 Caturmatrai, the 2nd and the 4th

must be of the Nareidra (in. ISI) type. The Dvipadis Uiat contain 36

Matias in their lines are Balabhu'amgamaialita (59), Uplandharvj

(60). Sartglta (61). and Upagita or Upasamnita (62). The first

contains 9 CaturrritiES in its line and no special Yati ii laid down

for it. The lines of the second are formed with 3 SaynuittM, 4

CaiurmStias, and 1 Dvimatra at the end. and arc marked with the

Yati after the 12th and the 20th MStrSs. When the Yati of the

second i.e., the Upagandharva i3 drifted to the 14th and the 22nd,

and the 16th and the 24th MfiL-Ss respectively, it gets the names of

the third and the fourth i.e, Saitfta and Upasaiglta
.
cf. H. 45at1Q-

17, SB. VI. 192-193. SB. dots not mention the first two of these.

The line* of Gcmdala (63). RathySvaroaka (64) Carcart (65).

Abhinava (66), and Capala (67), contain 37 Mfltrts in them. The

line of the Godyla is formed with 8 Caturmatras followed by I

Parcamatia, and no special Yati is laid down for :t ;
that of the

Rathyavanpk.1 ointaiio 1 Saom&tia, 7 Caturmfitias. and 1 TiimStia

at the end, with the Yati after the 12th and the 20th MstrSi RathyS-

varnaka itsdi is called Careari, when its Yati is shifted to the 14th

and the 22nd, and it is called Abhinava when the same is shifted

to the 16th and the 24th Matias. If the initial Sapmatra of the

RathySvaioaka is placed between tire 6th and the 7th Caturm'ituis,

and if the Yati cxrurs after the 16th aid Hie 24th Matrai, it 1s

called Capala Cf. H. 45a|18, 45b|l-6 ; SB. VI. 194-196. The

DvipadB called Amjta (68). Simbapada (69), Dirghako. or

Ratiramaoapriya (70). Kalakaothiruta (71). and Satapatra (72) all

aavc 38 Mitias in their lines. Tixy arc made up wiih 8 Caturmatras

and 1 Saamatia placed between the 5th and the 7th Caturmatras,

in the case of Amjta, which has the Yati after the 16<h and the

24th Matr9s. while the lines of the Simhapada have 9 Caturmatras

and 1 Dvimatra and have the same Yeti as the Amrta. A Simhapada

with the Yati after the 14th and the 22nd Matias is called DIrghnka

by Hemaeandra and Ratiramaaapriya by SvayambhQ. In the lines

nf Die Kalakacthlnita. 1 SaomAtra is followed by 8 Caturmatras, the

Yati tang the same as in the Dlrahaia. The same Yati again, is
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found in the fcitapatra, whore line contains 2 Swunatni, followed

by 6 Caturmatras and 1 Dvimatra at the end. Cf. H. 45b|8-15-;

SB. VI. 197-199. The nett two Dvipadis namely. Alidirgheka (73).

and Mattamalnngaka or .MalUmaiangavijrmbhila (74), haw 39

MStris in their lines, which are made up with 9 Catuimattas follow-

ed by a Trimatra in the first case, and with 2 Saomatias, 6 Catur-

matras and 1 Trimatra ai the end, in the second. The Yati in both

is after the 14th and the 22nd Matras. Cf. H. 4Sb|17-20 ; SB.

VI. 200-201. Any Dvipadi which U longer than thee and con-

tains 40 or more Matras in its line is called MaiSdhruvaka (75).

according to both Haracandta and SvayambhQ
; cf. H. 46a|2-5;

SB. VI. 8)2. In the opinion of VJS. IV. 90 however, the Dvipadi

which contains 44 Matras in each of its two lines is called Viifllfi

(76). In this Dvipadi, the CatuunStras in the odd places must

not consist of two long letters, while thine in the even places must

have 1 abort letter at either end. No special Yati is mentioned for

it. This brings us to the end of the Dvipadi.

•11. Svayambhu, Virahinta and Hemaamdra have together de-

fined 76 Dvipadis in all. in this manner. Among these, 16 are shorter.

14 are intermediate and 46 are longer ones. All admit that there

can be many more like these and that these 76 are meniy illustrative.

A careful examination of them reveal* the following few facts le-

garding the nature of the composition of a Dvipadi (1) Their

lines are made up with Caturmatras as a rule, but Dvimatras and

SaijmStras are also employed for rhe sake of variety. (2) Tri-

mitras and Paflcamatr3s are introduced only in the case of those

Dvipadis, whose line* contain an odd number of Matri*. and then

too, they are usually placed at the end of a line. (3) The second

Yati of the line occurs after the first st the interval of 8 Matras.

without an exception (4) The initial Yati of the line OKillates

between the lOth, tlie 12th. the 14th, and the 16th MStrSa. (5)

When no spoiil Yati is mentioned. it is generally to be understood

after the 8th and the 16th Matris. (6) The Dvipa.IU change their

names either (a) by a change of the position of the initial and the

second Yatb, or'(b) by the mere substitution of the DvimStras and

the Saomairas for the usual Caturmatras. All the* facts prove beyond

doubt, that most of the Dvipadis were composed as song metres,

intended to b; sung to the accompaniment of an instrument like

the hand-drum for keeping the time, and that the distance (In

Matras) between the 1st and the 2nd Yati* of the line represents

the length of the TZlagaoa of the Tala, i.e, the Dhumali, in which

they were sung. No restriction as regards the quantity of the let-

ters applies to their comiiosition, except that a long letter must not
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appear at the junction of two Matra or TSla Ganas. This restric-

tion it intended for maintaining a separateness between the Mitra

and the TSla Gaoas as shown at AM. 13. 18. As regards the use

of the Dvipadia. we find that the intermediaIc and the longer Dvi-

pedis are generally employed as the Dfazuvb at the beginning and

the aid of the Kaijavakas. The us* of the shorter Dvipadia how-

ever. is not very dear
;
they were perhaps used foe stray proverbial

sayings or for the purposes of lyric songs. Anyhow, they fdl into

disuse with the growth of .narrative ixxtry, and by the time when

Apabhramia Poetry claimed the attention of the learned both by

its merits and volume, they had already become obsolete as is evi-

dent from the ecrapy treatment which they receive at the hands of

Svayambhil and Hcmacandra. Kavidarparja does not even men-

tion them.

42. There can be no doubt that the Yuti that is mentiooed

in the case of the Dvipadia is of a musical nature. It cannot tc

a mere mutative pause, which is always a short one and is intro-

duced in the middle of a line for the convenience of the narration to

allow same breathing time. Tha latter seems to have been fixed

on the considerations of convenience and convention. It has prac-

tically nothing to do with the musical side of the metre and doe*

not expect any similarity of sound produced by the Yamaka at its

place, for that rewen. Such proper narrative Yatis arc observed

everywhere in the middle of the line of the Vama Vittas. and it

i* regarding this narrative Yati alone that there existed a difference

of opinion among writers cm Metre, as is pointed out by Svayambhi

1. 144. Among the Mitra Vittas, the narrative Yati i* observed In

the case of the Gatha and the two Ullalas in particular. It is foe

this reason that no bard has ever introduced the Yamaka at the

place of this Yati, even though some have actuary regarded the

GStha as a metre of 4 lines. The Yati in these metres is Dot a

musical one. that is, it does not coincide with the beat of the drum,

and hence the Yamaka which bekKigi to music as it produces con-

sonance. is never thought of in th» case. 'Ihe Dvipadia on the other

hand, appear to have been «mg metre* sung In the DhumSli Tala

of 8 Matras from the very beginning. Their Yati is a musical one

and coincides with the end of the Tala Gap? and the heat of the

drum. This being so, many bards arc tempted to introduce a Yama-

ha at this place in order to heighten the sound-effect. As a mat-

ter of fact, this musical Yati must occur at the interval of every

8 MStrSs, and it is really curious that writers like Svayambhfl and

Hemacandra mention the 1st and the 2nd Yatis only. The exis-

tence of the 3rd and even the 4th Yati is however not to be doubted.
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The examples of metres like the Tribhangl, where the 3rd and the

4th Yamakas are wen within the line leave no doubt that the 3rd

and the 4th Yatis were actually existing in practice
; cf. AM. 26.

Besides, it is owing to this 3rd Yati and the Yarnaka. that the

Marathi Metrra Ovi and Abharig* have originated See para 55

(end) below. It is again to be noted that the uncalled 1st Yati

is not always really the 1st exit The initial beat of the drum may
according to the practice of the singer, occur on the 1st, the 3rd,

the 5th, or even the 7th MStrd and tills means that the Yati may
come after lie 2nd, the 4th or the 6th M&tifc. 3ut this Yati

which accompanies the first beat of the drum is naturally neglected

as it comes too early to be treated as a musical pause 1 am aware

that what is said above is not applicable to some metres like the

GhattSnanda (PP. I. 102. AM. 24). where the 1st and the 2nd

Yatis are said to occur after the 11th and rhe 18th Matras. The

same may be said of the 8 kinds of the Sstpadajatis and the 8 kinds

of the Avajatis, whose 2nd Padas respectively consist of 7 and 9

Mdtrfis
;
cf. below, para 51. In none of the?* metres, does the 2nd

Yati come after the 1st, after the interval of 8 Minds, as the musi-

cal Yati really must It rs possible to say. that the Yati of all these

metres is merely a narrative pause and not a musical one
;
but this

would not be convincing In all th«e cases the Yati is alwayB

accompanied by the Yarnnka, and this Is an unmistakable proof

that the Yati is a musical pause
; cf. PP. L 102-104, H. 38*19-10,

KD. II. 31 com, SB. V. 3-11. At present. I can offer only the

following explanation : In all there metres, the 2nd Yati is said

to occur after the 1st at an interval of 7 or 9 Matras ; but this was

merely ir. theory. When Uie metres were actually sung, the 2nd

Yati did come after the 1st at tire teual interval of 8 Matras, and

this became possible by the introduction of a pause of 1 MatrS in

one case and by a Hrasva prauinriatian of the last Idler in Uie

other. In the latter case, the required number of the MalrSs, l.e., 9

is to be obtained by the Dirgha pronunciation of the last letter. A
comparison of the illustrations given at SB. V. 9, and H. 38*' 17- 18

will show the oirrectness of this explanation, which I think, must

be accepted to obviate the disturbance of the Tala, which is sure

to take place otherwise.

•13. One more curious thing about the name Dvipadi is that

from very old times, it is applied to metres which admittedly con-

tain more than two lines in them. Thus VJS. II. I (see note on

the passage) defines a Dvipadi as a strophe made with 4 Vastukas

of 4 lines each and 4 Otis of the Bhadrika type coming at the er.d

of each one of the four Vastukas. This is very unusual, though
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this is the meaning of the text even according to the commentator.

At II. 9-16, VnahStka enumerates 57 Dvipadis and in the whole

ot the Illid chapter, he defines them. Out ot these. 37 arc Maui-
eacasama. 7 are Gaoasama, 8 ate Ardhasarna and 5 are Visama Dvi-

padis. The last five are ennsidered negligible as they do r*x poess*

any definite characteristics, cf. VJS. II. 16. All these, however, have

•1 P4das each, and they are treater! w such by ViraharJca in hw
definitions. The MStragaoasamas contain from 11 to 31 MStrito

in each of their four lines, while the lines of the Aidhasamas con-

tain from 9 to 16 Matrix in ev-cry line. Ilemacandra obviously

knot's all these even by their names (cf. p. 32|18), but cormden,

them unimportant and remarks that they are somehow to be in-

cluded in the Catu$padis enumerated and defined by him. Sva-

yambha and Kav.rlarpana do not mention than at all, though the

commentator of the latter mentions 2 varieties of the quadruped

Dvipadi after the manner of Hrmacandia, p. 32b|2-4. The usual

Dvipadi of 4 lines generally adopted by the Apabhrarhfct poets ia

the one which contains 28 MStrfls in a line, divided into the groups

of 6, 4. 4, 4. 4, 6 Matru. Tftia ia defined by CK. 35. PP.I. 152.

KU. II. 24, SB. VIII. 37. Hemacandia. p. 32a|15S, and N’andi-

tadhya. Gathalak&arja, V. 80. VirahSrtka alone docs not seem to

know tliis particular sort of Dvijadi. Among his 37 Mltrlgana

sama Dvipadis. there is indeed one with 28 Mafias in a line but

the Mfitr&a are made up with entirely different groups. This latter

b called RacitA. but it is much different from Hemacandra’s Ra-

cita (p 32a|19), which a the same as the above-mentioned stan-

dard Dvipadi. but with this difference that it has 4 compulsory

short letters at the beginning and has the Yati after the 7th Matra.

It appears that in course of time the different Dvipadis with 4 lira

went out of vogue leaving a angle representative behind them, and
it is perhaps in this manner that the common nan* Dvipadi was
turned into a proptr name. It ia again not impoaible that this

standard Dvipadi was developed out of VirahSAka’s Racita. the

Mltrlgaoas being changed owing to the necessity of the Tfil3. But
the question why these metres with 4 lines were at all called Dvi-

padis still remains unanswered. The awumption that they were at

ooe time treated as metres of two lines is rxit warranted by Vira-

hlnka's and Hemacandra's treatment of them. Nevertheless, the

following explanation may be offered for the name. Musically speak

ing each of the two halva of a Praknt Sa-padi forms a unit by
itself and whenever a pause or rest has to be introduced for the

purpose of the Tala it is generally introduced at the end of each

half. Thus from a musical point of view, a Satpadi is treated as a
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Dvipadi and Che same was prcfcably true of a Catujpadi to a great

extent. It is well known that in Sanskrit Vania Vjtta* of 4 lines,

the two halves each containing 2 linea form independent syntactical

and metrical units Tie practice is indeed as old as the vedke stan-

za* of 3 and 4 lines where the halves of the stanza form a metrical

and afxynfiml unit.

44. Even from very old days there exists a different** of opinion

as to whether the Gatha should b? considered as a Dvipadi or a

Catuspadi. There are however a tew points which help to decide

In favour of it3 tong considered a Dvipadi. The chief among them

is the last quarter of the metre Had the Githii tor. conceived as

a Catuspadi of the Ardhasana tyre, the lay. quarter would have

been always equal to the second, as the third is rqual to the first

Nor can it be regarded as a Vt$ama Catuspadi. ji» th* 1st and the

3rd quarters are similar. It is therefcce evident that the Gatha was

coixcivcd as a Dvipadi of the Vijama type like the Sikha and the

Mala (AM. p. 141. Besides, the variety of the Gatha called VipulS

—where a word does not end with the first quarter, but runs up

into the wand—Shows that thr pause after the 12th Mfltra was

originally a narrative pause and did not amount to a metrical pause

OKurring at the end of a P2da. The division into quartern and the

strange combination of the Doha and Gatha lines son in Vcralu

and Cutiamaoi rratres (cl. AM. 22) on the other hand, seem to

favour the view that it is a Catuspadi. The Gatha is probably tho

oldest of the Piakiit meters. It is also the first Maria Vrtta which

came to te vay generally employed by tire Sanskrit Pandits for the

purposes of their scientific compositions and became '.heir favourite

owing to the great freedom and facility which it affords to the

writer, in comparison with the epic Anustubh. As regards the

origin of this metre, it seems very probable that It was developed

out of the epic ArmsQibh It is interrating to note in this connec-

tion that according to a tradition of the older metricians followed

also by Hcmacandia, p. 46a 19. any metre which does not follow

the lawB governing the regular metres and hence cannot be included

in any one of them, is to be called ‘Galhi’. The example given

by Hcmacandra is that of a three-lined Anustubh stanza. The term

• GathS ' is again used in Vedle Literature for any irregular metre

;

cf. the ‘Gathas’ in the Hartfcandra episode in the Aitareya Br3h-

maoa. When the popular poets employed the Sanskrit Varga Vpt-

tas. whether Vcdk or Epic, they often put one or two letters more

or less, since they were more cartful about the contents than about

the /arm of their cocipotiticm. It is dear that meat of these Vedic

Gathas arc more or le» papular sayings or the composition* of a
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lower daas o: poets like the Sutns and MSgadhas or CSraoas. They

came to tie called 'GSthas as they were popularly surg, in spile

of the fa<t that different Varoa V[ttaa irregularly composed could

tc traced in each of them. If we renwmber this strange pheno-

menon about the Vedlc GSthSs, it h easy to understand how the

popular hards whether ol the Hindu fcld or of tire Buddhistic and

Jainistic ones, when trying to compete an Epic Anustbh. actually

brought forth—owing to the additions made here and there-what

was very dissimilar to it Tins irregular Anustubh Gatha must have

continued to exist for a long time, until some one of the older pccts

fortunately hit upon the GStha in its present form. It appears

however, that the GSthS assumed its final form in the hands of tl*

Sanscrit poet-philo&oghers, who as said above, abundantly used it

for their scientific compositions. The invention of the theoretical

unit railed the MfttrS seems again to be the work of the Sanskrit

metrician*. The older Prakrit metricians like Virahtftka defined

their metres without any reference to this unit, stating only where and

how short and long letters ought to occur in a line. The prakrit

tards on the other hand, were equally regardless of it when they sag
their compositions, for they never cared to see that their (xerm

observed the principle of the MStrS. ix. a long letter ought to

y:eld 2 and a short one only 1 Matri in the course of singing. They

merely looked to the substance of their lines, the singing of which

was wholly caitmllril by the lime-keeping instrument. They weir

thus utterly regardless of the sboctnea or length of individual letters

and often prcrxanced a long letter as a short one and rice versa

;

sccnctimts even 2 or 3 letters were very quickly pronounced so as

to take only w much time as is generally taken by one letter. We
should remember here the rule laid down by Prdkrta Paingalam. I. 5

namely. ’ vaooltri turiapsihidfl do tioju vi ekfcu jaoehu.’ It is thus-

that neither the Prakrit metricians nor Uvs Prakrit liaids oculd have

formulated the theory of the MStia. Ami yet the Mitra has clearly

a reference to the TaJa Safgfla. i.e, music in which time is kept,

as opposed ’to the Svare Sahgita of the Vedas where to time is kept.

Popular musk is the TSla Sangita and popular metres are the Tala

metres
;

in these latter, individual letters arc recklessly pronounced

whether short or long, and it iB not very necessary to weigh exactly

short and lecg letters and to lay down how much time each takes

or should take in the pron.unriation. The difficulty, however, arose

when the popular TSla metm were adopted by the Sanskrit peel*

and metiicians. For them an irregular pronunciation of short and

long letters was out ol the question
;
rwch must tc pronounced

correctly. On the other hand the time which must elapse between
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the tiro strokes oi the Tala was defined, and not s> the number of

the letters. Thus in order to reconcile the conttl prtnunciaiion of

letters short and lone, with the time that must elapse between the

two strokes of the Tala, they had to give up the letter-unit and had

to devise a new one. i*., the Mitra-unit Tire correct pronuncia-

tion of * short letter mutt occupy one metno] moment as against

the two of a long letter.—so they argued—and any number of short

and lexis letters may be used anywhere, provided they yield the

required number of the metrical momenta i.t, the Marts that must

clap* between the two strokes of the Tfila. Thus in short, it is

the corred pconundatuxi of stunt and long letters that supplied an

urge for the invention of a new metrical unit—though only a theore-

tical one—and hence it la possible to say that this Mitra unit was

first invented by the Sanskrit metricians and bards wlso stuck to

their correct pronunriation of the letters and yet adopted the popular

metres in which it was totally disregarded. That the G5th5 was

a song metre is evident from the song of the Natf in the introduction

to the Sakuntalam. Yet it was never popular with tie Apathrsrfvfa

bards and the rcasco for this is not far to seek. Being atcnsivcly

used in the religious literatnrrs of the Bauddhas ar>d the Jainas, it

came to have a sort of halo of purity and learning about it which

must have scared away the popular bards from handling it. GTti.

which is one of the metres derived from the GithS, is nevertheless

employed by them in their ttrophe* We shall now proceed to

describe briefly the GathS with its varieties and also the metres

which are derived from it.

45. There arc three main kinds of a GStha. it, Pathyi Vipula

and Capala. In a Pathyi, the end oi a word must coincide with

the Yati after the 12th Mitrfi m both the halves, while in the Vi-

pula it does net so coincide in one of the two halva or in both.

Vipula is accordingly Mukhavipula or JaghanavipulS or Sarva-

vipula according as the characteristic appears in the first or second

or both the halves. The CapalS has the 2nd and the 4th Cotur-

mitras in either or both the halves preceded and followed by a long

letter, and is accordingly Mukhacapali, or Jaghanacapal* or Sarvaca-

pali On the other hand, we g« 26 varieties of a GSthS if we base our

division upon the number ofshort letter* which they contain. The smal-

lest number or short letters which a Gathi may oontain Is 3 and such

a Gathu « called Kama15
;
rhe largest number of short letters which

it might contain is 55 and then it is called Gaurt. Among the metres

derived from the GW*. GIti. UpagiU and Udgiti an- meat important

Giti is made with two fim halves of a G&tha. UpagM with two second

halves oi it and Udgiti is nothing but an inverted or a revpnwl
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GatM. When a PafcamStra is substituted for the CatuimStra which

stands in the 7th pdce (Le, for Mattie 25 28) in each half of a

Giti. it is called Ripucchandas
;
when it i9 sutetituied for the Cctur-

:nStra in the 3rd place (i*„ for MSttSs 9-12) in each half, it h
called Lalitfi ; and when it it sulrtituted for bc*h, tlm Giti is called

BhadiikS. If In a GUI, Pahcama'.ras were substituted fur any of the

CaturmStras without any restriction, il gets the name Vicitra, and

if a Caiurmitra is substituted for the last long letter in each half,

the Giti is caDcd Skandhaka. An Upaskandhaka is made with 2

second halves of a GStha where however, a CaturmStra is substituted

for the las: kmg letter. An Utskandhaka is a reversed Gatha or

Udglti with a CaturmSua substituted for the last long letter in each

half. An Avaskandhaka is a GSthS proper, with a Caturmatrfl similar-

ly substituted for the last long letter in each half. A Sarhklroa Stan-

dnaka is formed with one half of Giti and another of Skandhaka. By
adding 1, 2. 4. $, 8. 10, 12, and U Calurmatras btfou the last long

letter in the first half of a Githa, we respectively get a Jitiphala,

G5tha, Udgaiha, Vrgatha. AvagStha, Samgitha, Upagatha and

Gathlni. If more than 14 CaturmSUa* are so added, the metre h
called Milagitha. In a similar manner, we get Dima, UddAma,

Vidama, Avadoma, Samdama. UpadSma and Mil&fcima liy the

addition of 2. 4, 6, 8, 10. 12 and 13 or more CaturmStras respectively,

before the last long letter in the flrtl half of a Jolipkolo
;
d. H. pp.

27-29. Arrang these various derivatives of the Gotha, Virahankn knows

only Giti. Upaglti and Skandhaka (IV. 9-14). The Gatha which he

mentions at IV. 57 is a Ssrvasama Catuspadi with 13 Mitrits in each

line and has nothing in optima with the Gatha mentioned above Nan-

ditadhya (Gitbalakyioa. vv. 63-65) mentions a few of these varieties

but under different names Thus our Giti, Upaglti and Udgiti are

respectively called by him Udgktha. Gatha and Vigfitha Our Sam-

klrca Skandhaka is his GithinS. NanditStJhya's names are perhaps

the older ones end are also adopted by Pihgala at I. 48, 49, 60-63.

RatnaSekhara in his Chandabkota. vv. 67-70. mention only Vigatha

( - Udglti), Giti. Upaglti and GSthinl ( - Sartiklrda Skandhaka).

He thus adopts 2 old ard 2 new names. Kavidarpana. IL 10-13.

mentions almcet all these varieties and h» commentator supplements

him when he does net actually mention some of therm like the Jati-

phala and the different Damas- Strangely enough, Svayambhu does

not mention the G5thS metre at all,

46 At AM. 16, I have shown how we ought to distinguish

between the pure and the mixed Matra Vrttaa. In the former, there

do noc exist any signifeant restrictions regarding the nature of the

letters to be employed, while in the latter such restrictions do exist.
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In ihc following treatment of the Catuspadis, I do not propose to

treat these two kinds of the metre separately, as it is easily possible

to distinguish between the two, at th» stage. I shall take them up

m the ascending order of the MStras which their lines contain,

defining first the Sarvasamas and then a few of the Ardhasama

Catuspadis. Thus the line of a Dhruvaka contains 9 Matras in it

(divided into the groups of 5 and 4 Matras—H. p. 42b' 18); that

of Saiivandana has 10 (4. 4. and2—H. p. 426;i9
;
SB. VI. 153) : that

of Maraktti has 11 <4. 5, 2.—H. p. 42b;20 ; SB. VI. 154); that

of MahanubhAv3 contains 12 (4, 4, 4
;
or 6 and 6 ; or 6, 4.

and 2—H. p. 43cj2 ; SB. VI. 156)
:
that of Apsarovilasita ha* 13

(6. 4, 3, or. 4. 4. 5, or. 5. 5. and 3-H. p. 43aj3
; SB. VI. 157) ;

that of the Cardbodakadhara, also called Zambataka :n songs, has

14 (4, 4, 4, 2. or 6. 4. 4 —H. p. 43*| 5
;
SB. VI. 158); finally, the

line of the Paraoaka has 15 (4. 4. 4. 3 or 6, 4, 5—H. p. 43a|7 :

SB VI. 159) Mitras in it. The very popular Catuspadi commonly

employed by the ApabhramSa bank however, tt the one whose lines

contain 16 Matras in them. 5 of the* arc described at AM. 17

and cne at AM. 15. The other* are (1) MStiStamaka, whose

9th Matra must be represented by a short letter and whose last letter

must always be a long one
:
ef. H. p. 25*115. KD. II. 19 ; (2) Vr3oka

with the 5«h and tlic 8th Matr3s represented by short letters : ef. H.

p. 2S*'4: KD. II. 19; (3) CitrA with its 5th. 8th and the 9th

MStrSs represented by short letters cf. H. p. 25*|8. KD. II. 20

;

(4) VSnavAsikA where a sheet letter must stand for the 9th and the

12th Matras: cf. H. p. 25*11, KD. II. 20; (5) UpacitrA who*
9th and 10th Matrfis together are represented by a long letter : cf.

H. p. 25*| 1, KD. II. 20; (6) Muktavalika. who* lines obtain 4

Trimatras and 1 CaturmAtra : cf. H. p. 316|3 ; KD. II. 21
; (7)

Vadana, whose line has 1 Saomatra. 2 Carumatras and 1 Dvimatra

in order : cf. H. p 37*115. KD. II. 21 ; (8) and the Rasa with a

line having 3 Catuimatras and 2 long letters at the end : cf. VJS.

IV. 85. For a few more varieties of this Catutpadi, ie., the one with

16 Matras in a line see bcfcrw, para. 48. The large number of

varieties of this metre shows that it was a great favourite of the

ApabhrariiSa bards. The reason foe this great popularity of this

metre is probably to be sought in its suitability frerr, the point of

view of the Tala Some of the varieties mentioned above are of

course considered by Hemacancra a* Sanskrit MatrS Vrttas. but

since all MAtrA Vrttas arc originally Prakrit metres ai suggested by

me at AM. paras 2. 3, Hcmacandra it probably not right in doing

BO.

47. Coming next to the Catuspadis which ccci'.aure 17 MitrAs
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in each of their four lint*, we may mention the fair namely,
( 1 )

Upavadanaka, (2) RagadS Dtuuvaka, (3) Utthakka, (4) and Ku-

suna. The third is also known as Avasthitaka. The 17 MSrts

are divided into groups of 6, 4, 4, 3 ;
or 4, 3, 2, 3, 3 ;

or 5, 5, 5, 2

Mfltrts in the first
;
of 4, 4, 4. 5, Marts in the second ; of 5, 5,

5, 2 Matr3s in the third
;
and of 4, 9, 4, 4. Mirta in the fourth,

where howcvxr, the third CaturmStra must be of the JAGANA type

(ISI) and the fourth must coo-ist of 2 long letters ;
d. R p. 37tj|17,

SB. VI. 161 ; R p. 43c|ll ; H. p. 37b|2. SB. VIII. 1 ;
and R p.

35o|4 respectively. The only Catnspadi with 18 Marts in its line

is the Vibhrama
;

it is really a Varoa Vrtta <TA. KA. YA. IS),

but aomrding to Hemacandra, p. 35*|18, it was used vastly in the

ApabftraiMa language. Dardura (H.p. 35i|14). Amoda (Rp. 356|16).

RSiSvalaya (II. p- 37a|9. KD. II. 25) also called Catuspadi or

Vastuka, aod Rasakn I (Rp. 35u|L9, SB. VIII. 50) contain 21 Ma-

trSs in each of their four lines- They aie divided into groups of

4. 5. 5. 4. 3 (IS) Marts in the firs case, of 4, 5 (SIS). 4 (ISI), 6

(SSS). 2 (S> M4rt8 in the strand, of 6. 4. 6, 6, Marts in the third

case and of 18. 3<1II) Marti with the Yati after the 14th Mart in

the law case. Avatarbsaka (H p. 35!»'4> and Kunda (II. p. 356jG)

bath have lines of 22 Marts, but in the former they are made

up with 1 Caturmatra, 1 Pancanitra, 2 Caturmatras of the Jagaoa

(ISI) type and one Paflcamatra of the Yagaoa ( ISS) type
;
while

in the latter, we have 1 Caturmatni, 2 PafteamStras followed by a

Caturmatra of the Jagaoa type and 2 long letters at the end. Both

Keniacandia. p. 35*|2. and Kavidarpwa, II. 23, mention a 2nd

variety of the RSsaka which contains 23 Marts in its line, formed

by 5 CaturmStras followed by a sheet and a lone letter at the end.

In fact, RSsilca is a common name for all kinds of the Mart V|Uas

(Jatis). like the names Galitaka (cf. R p. 31*|8) and Khanjaka

{cf H. p. 31*110) ; see H. p. 3S* in. Vastuka and Catuspadi seem

to be similar common names applied to the Catuspadis in general

;

cf. R p. 37a 4. II
;
38*|19

;
VJS. II. 1, etc. The next fair metres

called Utsaha (H. p. 3Sc|l6-17; KD II. 26). Vastnvadana (R
p 37o1l ; KD. II. 2S), Karathaka (H p. 35b|8) and Indragcpa-

(R p. 33c|10) contain 24 Mart* in their lines- Out of the 6

CaturmStras with which the lines C'tsiha are formed, 3rd and

5th must be cither Jagarjas cr fornwd with all short letters, while

the othcre must not be of the Jagaoa type. The line of a Vattu-

vadana is formed with a Saomatra at either end and 3 Caturmatras

in the middle. The middle ooc of these three Caturmatras must

be either a Jagaoa or one formed with all short letters. The other two

must no! be Jagaoa3. This Vaatuvadana is almost the same as the
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Kavya described at AM. para 17. The line of a Karabhakn is

formed with 2 PaficamfltraB, 2 CaturmStras. 1 Jagaga and a long

letui. while that of the Indragopa is formed with 1 C#turm5tra.

2 Paficamatras. 1 Jagaoa and a long letter at the end.

Vastuka II tH. p. 36*jl9) and Kokila (It p. 35*|12>

have 25 Maria? in their lines In the former, they are divided into

croups of 4. 4, 3, 3. 4. 4, 3 M&trtes. where the two Trimfitras in the

middle must have a short letter at their end. i.e., ICth and llth a*

also 13th and 14th MatrSs must neve: be combined into a long

letter. In the latter (i.e., ir. Kokila). they are divided into groups

of 4. 5, 5, 4, 3<IS ) MitrSa. Lastly Vidruma <H. p. 356118) ar.d

Megha (H. p. 35* '20)co«itain 28 and 29 MitrSa respectively in

each of their four lints. The line of the former Is made up with 1

Saujmitra <SSS), 1 Pancamatra (SIS), 1 Trimfltra (IS), 2 Pafira-

matras ol any type and 1 Catunratra (IIS) at the end. Megha

on the other hand, is a pure Varna Vjtta having in its line 1 Ra,

followed by 4 Ma Gapas. Like the Vihhrama it is generally em-
ployed by the ApabhramSa poets as Hemaeandta tells us.

48. The following Calutpadi metres are treated by Hemacaniha

and VirahS-ka as the Prakrit odk. but they are extremely similar

to those that have been described above and hence 1 define them

here Thus the Avalambaka. digerent from the three Avalambakaa

mentioned by H. p. 31*120, coatain; 9 MirrAs in each ol it» four

lines (4, 5
; VJS. IV. 68). RaktS, aho called Khcwka. (SIS, ISI.

S : VJS. III. 7, and IV. 76) and Manovatf (4, 5, S : VJS. III. 4)
contain 11 Mfliri* m their lines. Pragita (4, 4. SS : VJS. III. 6)

and NSracaka (IS. IS, IS. IS; VJS. IV. 58) contain 12 Khaiyja

(4. 4, 5 R p. 31*16), SuihgaKti <4, 4. 5 : H. p. 30* 1), Padsga-

lita <4. 4, 5 ; VJS. IV. 102), Sundara Galiti (5. 5. 3 : H. p. 30*120),

Jyxxsna (5. 5. IS ; VJS. III. 3), Upakhapda (6. 4. 3 : H. p 31*|8)

and Uddohaka (KD. II. 17) an contain 13 Matras in their lines

and are tut other names of the Apsarovtlasira mentioned above in

para 46. Haihsinl (SIS. ISS, IS: VJS. IV 72). MAninl (SIS. ISI.

SS: VJS. HI. 8) and Gfitha (SIS. IIS. SS
;
VJS. IV. 57) are

really Varna Vjttas. though they are defined as the Mitrft Vrttaa

with 13 Matras rn their lines. KhapdiS (6, 4, 4 ; H. p. 31*119) is

identical with the Gandhcdakadh5r3 defined above in para 46. The
other Catuepadis containing 14 Mltrh in a line arc—NirdhySyikS I

(5, 3. 3. 3 ; II. 33a|2). Kaumud! -5, 5, IIS

;

VJS. III. 5). T3r2

<4. 4, ISI. S; VJS. III. 2). and Sumana (4, 4. SII o: ISI or

I1II. S ; VJS. III. 1). Anandita (4, 4, 4, IS ; VJS. IV. 20) with 15

Matras is almost identical with the Parapaka mentioned above,

though Padminf (4. 4, 5, S; VJS. III. 10) is slightly different from

K
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it The following 9 metres contain 16 Mfitxfis in their lines. but

they etc mostly different from tho« mentioned above Apsara

(5. 5. 1SI. S; VJS. III.9), CandrM (5, 5, 4, S ; VJS. III. 17),

Mandini (IIS, IIS, IIS. IIS; VJS. III. 20) alto called Chittaka

at VJS. IV. 54, Bhittaka <SII. SH. SII, Sll ; VJS. IV. 55), Vili-

sinl (5, 5, ISI. S ; the 2 Paiicamitras being always Gurvanta ; VJS.

IV. 15), Viiasini II (3, 3, 4, 3, 3; R p. 32a|7). Parinandita (SIS,

II. ISI. ISS: VJS. IV. 19), Bhusaoa (5. 5, 3. 3 ; R p. 3la|2)

and VibhQjaofl <2. ISI, Si, ISI. S ; VJS. IV. 91). Among these,

the NandinI or the Chittaka axrf Bhittaka; are Varaa VfUas known

respectively as Todaka and Dodhaka. The next group of 7 Catus-

padis cottaina 17 Mfltr&a in thdr lines :—Vidyut (4, 5, 4. 4 or

4. 4. 4. 5; VJS. III. 11>, Sarasv&t! (4, 5, 5. IS; VJS III. 13).

Vibhuti (4. ISI. 4. 5 ; VJS. III. 15). Candrakraota (4, 5, 4. US

;

VJS
;

III. 22). Niivapiti (4. 4. ISI or HU. 5 ; VJS. IV. 16).

Nirdhyayika II <4. 4. 3, 3, 3 ; R p. 33*12) and Tilaka <4. 5. ISI.

SS ; VJS IV. 71). Mancxsmt al*> called VijayS (4. 4. 4. ISI, S ;

VJS. m. 18. IV. 82). SotngflgaU it. 4, 4, 4. S
;
VJS III 16

;

R p 315| 15) and Nirdhyiyika III (5, 4, 3, 3, 3 ;
R p. 33c|7)

have all of them 18 Marias in their loves, while Rativallabha (5, 5,

5. 4 ;
H. p. 315|5). Nirdhyiyika IV (5, 5, 3, 3, 3; H. p. 33*2).

Prabhivatl (ISI. 4. ISI, 4 IS
;
VJS UI. 15) and Vlthi (4, 4, 4,

SIS. S
; VJS. IV 67) have 19. Those that contain 20 -Matraa arc

Pathya (4, 4. 4. 5, IS; VJS. III. 24) also called Sklabhafijiki

(VJS IV. 79). Kitdanaka i (4. 4. 4. SIS or IIIS. IS
;
VJS.

;
IV.

21). Kridanaka II (4, 4. 4. 5. 3. with Yati after the 8th
; R

p. 325)8), Subha (2, 4. ISI, 4. ISI, 2; VJS TV. 97), Kumudaka

(4, 5, 5. SII. S; VJS. IV. 62), BiottU* (4, 4, ISI or 1111, IIS

SS; VJS. IV. 17), Harhsi (4. 5. 4. 5, S
;
VJS. III. 23), SuprabM

(4. 5, 4, 4. IS; VJS 111. *.4). BhramarSvali, also called Sri (IIS,

IIS, IIS. IIS; IIS; VJS. III. 21. IV. 61). Tararigaka (SII. SII.

SII. SII, SS
;
VJS. IV. 22). Subhagalitaka (6, 3. 3, 3. 3. S ; R

p. 30513). HfrivaH (5 5. 4. 6
;
H p. 315]6), Aravindaka (6, 5.

4, 3, 2 ; H. p. 325|10), Avail (6. ISI or XIII. 4. ISI oc IIII, 2

;

R p. 32*13) and Madanavatira (S 5, 5. 5
;
H. p. 336|2, cl. also

AM 28). The next group o! 7 metres, i.e. Saumyfi, also called

Ramaoiyaka or Sarhpindita Galiti and which is almost identical

with the Galitaka of KD. II. 23 and H. p. 30a 11 (5, 5, 4, 4. IS

;

VJS. ID. 27. IV. 26, IV. 89). Upagalitaka (2, ISI or IIII. 4, 4.

4. 3
;
H. p. 30o|14). Antari Galitaka (which is a Galitaka with the

1st or 2nd and the 4th Pada* rhymed ; H. p. 30a| 16-17), Mafljarl

<3. 3, 4. 4. 4. 3 ; H. p. 32o|9) and the 3 varieties of the second

Tarahgaba obtained by substituting a 3 for the last 4. in Sama-
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narkupika. Narkutaka and MagadhanertaiU. for which we below

(H. p. 32a|!8>) contain 21 MStras in a line. The following 14

metres contain 22 Mitris in their lines :—ASvflkrantl (SII. Sll.

S1I, sn. SII, S; VJS. III. 32-33), VanarSji (4. 5, 5, ISI. SS ;

VJS. III. 37), Rainamala (4, 5. 5, 4, IIS ; VJS. III. 39>. Lalitfi

<4. 4. 4. 4, 4. S
;
VJS. IV. GO), Kumudini (4. 4, 4, ISI. 4. S ; VJS.

IV 98). Antullaka (4. ISI. 4. 4. 4. S : VJS. ; IV. 83). Lambita of

two kind* <2, 4. ISI. 4. ISI. 4 ; VJS. IV. 96 and 2. 4, 4. 4, 4. 4,

where the 3rd and the 5th Caturmatras must not be of the ISI type

—this is just the opposite of VJS.—R p 31a|15), Narkutaka of two

kinds (4. 5, 5. 4. SS ; VJS. ; IV. 25, where the 2nd and the 3rd

Pancamatras must always have a long letter at the end. and 6, ISI

or IIII. 4, 2. S IIS; H. p. 326|14>, Samanarkutaka (6. ISI. IIS,

IIS, IIS; H. p. 326|15), Magadhanarkuti (6. ISI, or IIII, 4, 2,

SSS ; H. p. 326 11), HrtS a!w» called Vilambita when possessed of

a Yamaka. (6, 4, 4. 4, 4, where the 2nd and the 4th Caturmatras

must either be ISI or IIII
;
H p. 31o|7, 32a|l). The Catuspadis

which oxitain 23 Matris in their lines arc Vrgalita (5, 5, 4, 4. 5 ;

H. p. 30a|19) als> called Syama wbn its last Paficamatra is of the

ISS iy[>e (VJS. III. 28). Mahatooaka (5, 4, 5. 4. 5 : H. p. 316|13),

Khadjaka (3, 3, 4, 4. 4. 3, S : KD. II. 23 ; H. p. 3I&|11) and the

3 Pnvanoddhuias eixamed by adding a long letter at the end of the

3 Tarimgakas with 21 Mfitras in their lines mentioned above (H.

p. 326120). The next five. i.c.. Lalha <4. 4. 5. 4. 5. 2
;
H. p. 31«|10

or 4. 4. SIS. 4, SIS, S ; VJS. IV. 93). DrotS (4. 4. ISI. 4. ISI. 4 ;

VJS III. 36). Laksmi (4. 5, 5. 5. ISS; VJS. III. SO). Candra-

kkha (6, 4. 4, 4. 4. 2
;
KD II. 24. H. p 326i6), and Salabhaftjiicfi

II (3. 3, 4. 4. 4, 3. 3; R p. 32a|ll) contain 24 MStras in their

lines, while Samgalitaka (4. 5. 5. 4. 4, 3
;
H. p. 306|5) almost the

same as NalinI (4. 5. 5. ISI. 4. IS ; VJS. IV. 99). Vicchitti (5. 4, 5.

4. 5. 2; H. p. 3361 1G. different from the DvipadI of that name in

para 38). Kusumita (4. 3. 3. 4. 4, 4. 3 ; H. p. 32a; 13). Madhukarl

(5, 5, 5, 5. 5
;
H. p. 3362), Mcdha (4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 5. VJS. III. 31).

and Adhikaksara (4, 4. 4. 4. 4. 5. where the 2nd and the -1th Catur-

mStras must no: be ISI ; H. p. 33a 8 and the 3rd must fce ISI or

IIII. with the Yati after the 12th Macra ; VJS. IV. 24) have all of

them lines of 25 Matraa. Mugdhiea and Citralckha have lines of

26 Manas ; in the former they Rtf made with groups of 4. 4, 4.

5, 4, 5, where the 2nd group must not be ISI <11. p. 33fl]ll) :

in the latter, with groups of 5, 4. 4, 4. 4. 5. where the 2nd and the

4th groups must i>:t be ISI (R p. 33a!13). These two metres are

but the varieties of the Adhikak»rS. obtained by the substitution of

a Paficamatra for a Catunnatra in the 4th and the 1st places tepee-
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lively. The 3 Caluspadis with 27 Matras in their lines arc Kamalekha

(6. 4, 4, 4, 4. 3. S ; H. p. 32*|4).Ma]lM <5, 5, 4, 4. 4. 5. where the

4th Caturraatra must not be ISI ; H. p. 33a|15) and Malatl (4. 4, 4. 4,

4. 5, S ; VSJ. Ml. 35); while these that contain 28 Matraa are Racit.1

(4. 5. 5. 4. 4, ISI or IIII. S ; VJS. III. 25). Racrta II (6. IIII, 4. 4, 4.

4. S. with the Yati alter the 7th MStrS
;
H. p 32a|19). Koddumbhaka

(SS or SII. SIS, 5, IIS, IIS, ISI. S ; VJS IV. 53). Dlpika (5, 6. 4.

5. 4, 5
;
H. p. 33c! 17) and Dvipadi (6, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4, S, where the

1st and the last Caturmatras roust be either ISI or IIII according ro

KD. II. 24 and II. p. 32a|15 ; this condition however is not laid down

hy CK. 35 or PP. I. 152, kc AM para 15). No Catuspadi with 29

Miitr5s in a line is known. The following cottain 30 Matras in their

lines :—Sflmudgaka (4. 5. 5, ISI, 4. ISI, SS
;
VJS. IV. 56). aho

known at the Udgath Galitaka when poeacsicd of a Yamaka <VJS. IV.

52, S5>, SahgatS <7 SII. S : VJS. III. 34). Vamiashfi (4. 5. 5. IIS, 4.

4. IIS
:
VJS. III. 36). Navakobila (wiih G Paficamatras

;
H.p. 336|6).

Aranala (which is but a Dvipadi with a long letter added at the end

of each line
;
H. p. 32A|2) and Ugra Galitaka (6. 4. 4. 4. 4, 4. &

where the CaturmStras in the even places must either be IS! or IIII

and those in the odd places mutt not be ISI
; H. p 306|18). The

lines of o Mala Galitaka have 33 Matris divided into groups of 4. 5.

4. 4. 5. 4. 4. IS III p. 31c|4) ; while those of a Khaododgata (4, 5.

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 5 ; the IK CaturmStra being either IIS or SS
;
H. p

31«j9) have 34. Prasit* (4. 5, 5. 4, 4. 4, 4. 5 :
R p. 31c; 12) and

KarrallU (made with 7 Pancamalras in a line ; R p. 336|8) have

ones of 35 Mitral. Mugdhagallti (6, plus 8 Ptifkamatraa. each of which

mutt have a long letter at the end
;
H. p 30*]14), Suiara (made with

8 Paflcamitras in a line ; H. p 33*|9), Vatantotaava (containing 9

PaixamStias in a line ; H. p. 33t>|12 and MiUgallUka <6, phis 10

Caturmat-as of which those in the even place* must either be ISI or

IIII, while thoee in the odd ones must never be ISI ; H- p. 30*|10)

hare respectively lines of 38, 40, 45, and 46 Minis in them.

49. The Aidhasama Catuspadis or the Antarasama Catuspadis

as tbry are properly called by Svayambhu and Hcmacandia also play

an important r6le in Apabhrarfiia poetry. They arc bower gene-

rally employed for Lyrics and Dhxupedaa. The peculiarity of these

Catuspadis is that, though tire ltt and the 3rd padas are equal and

similar, yet they are not rhymed and on that account, they have often

the look of a Dvipadi. It is probably for this rcawn, that the Apabh-

rarnia metricians do rot usually mention the Dvipadi? of medium

length ; see above para 37. They define on the one hand, the shorter

Dvipadi* containing from 1 to 12 Matraa ir. their lines, and then cm

the other, the longer ones laving from 27 to 44 Matras in a line.
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They Index! theoretically admit the possibility of the Dvipadis of

intermediate length, but the actual practice cf the bards seen* to treat

such ones as Antarasama Catuspadii Thus for example, a Dvipadi

containing 2-1 MStifia in its lire, may actually be considered as an

Antarasama Catuspadi, having 7 k 17 w 8 & 16, or 9 & 15, or 10 &
14, or 11 & 13. (or the reverse of this)- -MStiiis in its edd and

even linra respectively. It is evident that for avoiding a possible

confusion between a Dvipadi and a Catuspadl, the respective lengths

ol each have been restricted in practice
;

it is laid down by Hena-

candra p. 38«i Stf. that the odd lines of the Antarasama Catujpadb

must contain from 7 to 16 MStrSs in them, while the even ones must

haw from 8 to 17 only. See also KD II 29. ocm. (p. 40) and

SH. VI. Iff. This means that the two lines of each naif of the Anta-

rasama Catn$padis may contain from 15 to 33 MJtrfls in them to-

gether. Even this leaves some possibility of a confusion between a

Dvipadi with 27 MStrSs in a line and a Catuspadl whose halves con-

tain as many MatrSs in them The same also applies to Dvipadis

with 28 to 33 Matras ; for we have seen above that such Dvipadis

were quite common and in vogue along with the Antarasama Cani3-

pada when* halves contained from 28 to 33 Matras. This, however,

seems to have been nmirhow avoided by indicating that the pause at

a particular place did or did not amount to the end of a PScIa. Thus

e. g. a sentence or a Word » either completed at the pause or is made
to run after it into the next portkn of the line, so also a rhyme is or

Is not introduced at that place, according a* a separate line is or is

not intended. The fact is well illustrated by the metre called Ghatta

containing 31 lines in each of its two halve. It is regarded as a

Dvipadi by Pifigala. I. 99. a Catujpadi by Ratnafckhara, Chandab-
keda. v. 43 and a Satpadi by the author of the Kavidarpaoa, II. 29-31.

See also AM. para 21 and Hemacandra. p. 43tfl4ff.

50. The Antarasama Cauigpadis are said to be 110 in number,

aoxiding as they ccettain from 7 to 16 Matras in tleir odd line and

from 8 to 17 Matras in the even ones or vice versa. No special Mi-
tra Gacas are prescribed for their formation and every one of these

is given a separate name. That these names are based on a pretty

old tradition is evident from the fact that though H. and SB. at

times differ from each other, they normally give the same names.

Bxh Hemacandra and SvayambhO must have borrowed them front

the older metricians, whcee exietence cannot be doubted ; see AM. 30

and SvayambhOchandas. JBBRAS 1935. p. 27. The existence of 30

many Dvipadis, Catuspadis and Satpadia is of course quite in keep-

ing with the characteristic freedom enjoyed by the ApabhramSa bards,

bat it doc; not necessarily mean that all of them were actually used
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by them. They must have used only a few
;
but they postulated the

existence o! tie rest partly to exalt into a regular metit what they

composed through negligence or inattention, and partly to complete

and systematise the theory. The kind of Git: called VicitrS (d
above para 45; is a most eloquent illustration of what is sa:d abov.-

The commentator of the Kavtdaipatia dees indeed say cm KD. II.

31. that only a few of the Dvipadh and the Catuspadis are actually

employed by the poet* in their compoUtioos. The Kavidarpapa be-

ing intend*! to be a practical guide to the poet, mentions only 3

Dvipadis, namely the 2 Ullala* and the MauktikadSma. Similarly

he martens only 9 Antarasama Catuspadis including llie Dohaka and

its live derivatives. At AM. para 23. wc have noticed the Doha and

four of its derivatives namely the Culika, the UpacfllikS, the Udgi-

thaka or Sarhdohaka. and the Soiattha The other*, are (11 Ava-

dcfiafci, which is merely an inverted Doha with the 2nd and the 4th

lines rhymed. This distinguishes it frem the Sorattha where we have

alto the 1st and the 3rd lines rhymed ; (2) Upadohaka with 12 and 11

Mltrls in the odd and even lines respectively
;
(3-4) Uddohaka and

Cudaiadohakn, which have 13 and 13. ar.d 13 and 16 Matris in their

odd and even lines rripectively. The Uddohaka is of course a Sar-

vasama Catuspadi, similar to the Apsarovilasita (sec para 46 above),

but its lines are formed without any reference to the Mitrl Gaoas.

KD. II. 15 mentions a convention in connection with the Dohaka

alooe (and not its varieties) that the end of its even lines is always

formed by a long letter followed by a short ceic Tbc ether Catu»-

padis mentioned by KD. are Risa with 7 and 13.. PancananaUlita

with 10 and 12, and MaJayamaiuta with 9 and 10 MStrSa in their odd

and even lines respectively. In addition to the 110 Catuspadis.

Hemacandra mentions a few more They are Mukhagahtfi with 7

and 2S (p. 39*18). Risa with 7 and 13 (p. 36a?7). Gupadhavala with

14 and 16, (p. 37i 16). Bhramaiadhavala with 13 anil 10 (p. 37*
|

181. and Amaradlavala with 13 and 14 Matra- in tlwii edd and even

lirA repeciively (P- 37*i20). VirahSnka in the Vruajatisamuccaya

mentions 16 Antarasama Catuspadh, of which the following 7 con-

tain 14 and 16 Mitrfls resactively, in their odd and even

lines (1) Vaitiliya (VJS. IV. 48). in which the last 8 MStrfla of

every line must be represented by SISIS
:
(2) MflgadhikS (VJS IV.

28) which is the same as the Vaitiliya but only composed in (lie

MfigadhI language; (3) Acalita where the last 8 Matras ate

represented by SIISS (VJS. TV. 50) ; (4) Bindutilaka (VJS

IV. 66). whose odd lines are formed by 3 CaturmStras of any kind,

followed by a long letter, while the even ore; are made with 2 Catur-

matras, 1 Paficamitra and a short and long letter, i.e.. IS al the
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end ; (5) Vijaiiugalitt (VJS. IV. 104). whore odd lines arc formed

with 3 Caturmitra* of which the middle one must be ISI. and a 'eng

teller at the end and the even ones with 1 CaturmStra, 1 Paftcaraatra

and ISSS at the end
; (6) SSrasika (VJS. IV. 50). who* odd lines

contain 3 Soganas (IIS) and a lore letter, while the even ones have 3

Blagagas (Si I? followed by 2 ion* letters; (7) PiaMJUlJ (VJS. III.

52) where 3 Bhagaoas (SII) and one long letter are employed in the

odd lines, and 4 Sagaruss <ISS) in the even ones. The remaining 9

AntarX&mas mentiored by Viiahartka arc (1> Aupacchar.dasrka (VJS.

IV. 49) which is nothing bu: the VaitSIiya with a lung letter added at

the end of each Pada ; (2) Khafijaka (VJS. IV 18) with 9 and 11 :

(3) Candrodyotaka (VJS. IV. 84) with 12 and 14; (4) VipuIS

(VJS- III. 47) with 9 (IISISS) and 13 (4. IIS, ISS) ; (5) Sumu-

khl (VJS III. 49) with 10 (4.45) ar.d 13 (4.4. ISS) ; (6) Bh&mlni

(VJS. III. 51) with 12 (IIS, IIS. IIS) and 14 (SII. SII. SII, S);

(7) Nanda (VJS. III. 53) with 13 (4. 5. 4) and 15 (4. 4. ISI, IS) ;

18) Sveta (VJS III. 64) with 12 (4. 5. IS) and 14 (4. 4. ISI. S) ;

(9) Dhavala (VJS. III. 48) with 10 (4. ISI. S> and 12 (4. 5. IS)

Matras in the odd and even tinea. One more metre namely the Ud»-

taka (VJS. IV. 80) perhaps deserves to be mentioned here
;

it is a

Sarvasama Catmpadi in rtsperf of the MStrSa, hit an Antarmama

in point of the MSttSgaria*. Thus the 21 Mitras in its edd tines

arc made up by 4 Catuimatia* and 1 Pa*camatra of the Ragatja

(SIS) type at the end, whilr the 2 1 MEtr£s in the even lines are made

up by 4, 5. 5. IIS, IS. The five Chad<Jnik5s of the Antarasama type

mentioned by Svayambhu. VIII, 8-14, have nothing peculiar about

them and can be safely included among the corresponding metres in

the midst of the 110 Anuirasamas mention-*! by him.

51. The coly metre with 5 line* namely the Mitrfi is fully

discussed at AM. para 23. Among the metres with *ii Ens—ncoe of

which, by the bye. arc Sarvasama-Ghattf treated at AM. para 24 is

the most important cob Next to it is the KIrtidhavala (H. p.

376| 13. KD. II. 32). Its halves contain 3 Imes each, made respectively

with 14 (6. 6, 2). 8 (4, 4). and 16 or 17 (6. 6, 4 or 5) MStras. The

ether metres with six lines arc the 8 Satpadajatis, 8 Upajatis. and

the 8 AvajStis (H. p. 386(11-18 ; SB. V. 2-10; KD. Com on II.

31). The 3rd and the 6th lines of all these are equal and contain

from 10 in 17 Mitrfis in them. The remaining lines of the Satpada-

jiiii* have all of them 7 MatrSs in them
;
these ol the Upajatis have

8 and thwe of the Avajatis have 9 only. Sridhavala (H. p. 37616 ;

KD. II. 34) and Yafcdhavala (H. p. 376:8) are the only two metres

which contain 8 lines in them. There are divided into two equal

halves The odd hncs in the Sridhavala contain 10 (4, 4. 2) Matrfis,
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while the evm raws have only 6 (4, 4). On the cither hand, the

lat and the 3rd lines in the YaSodhavab contain 14 Milrij
; the

2nd and the 4th have 12 ;
the 5th and tbc 7th contain only 11, white

the 6th and the 8th have 10.

52. As a rule, Apahhrattila poetry dec? not know Sarva-visama

mettea. The Hilary Cntu?pada mentioned by Virahaoka, (VJS. IV.

69) should however 1k noted. In the first line of this metre we get

2 Kagapaa (SIS), followed by 2 long tettere
;

in the 2nd, 8 short

letters followed by a long one ; in tlie 3rd and the 4th. 1 PaficamAtra

and a Ragana (SIS). Under this head, we might perhaps also dis-

cus* the 7 very freely handled Dvipadi* of 4 lines each, defined by

Virahilka at VJS. III. 4046. ViraMiilca calls them Ganasmu DvL
padls. The lines of these contain the same number of the MStr«l-

gaijaa. bat these may either be the Caturm5tra» or the Paficamatras.

These 7 are Citia with 25 or 26 Matraa (2, 4, 1SI or I III. 4 or 5,

4. 5, S>
;
Siddhi with 15 to 18 (4 or 5. 4 or 5, 4 or 5. IS)

;
Bhadra

with 26 or 27 (4 or 5. 4. 5, 4. 4. 5-the 2nd and the 4th CaturmStras

being 1S1 ) ;
GandMii with 17 to 19 (4 or 5, 4 or 5. ISI or II1I, 5) :

Malini with 30 to 37 (seven 4 or 5. S) ; Kadrl with 13 or 14 (4 or 5.

4, 5) ;
and LalitS with 24 or 25 Matifs (4 or 5, 4. 5. 4. 5. S) in

each of their lines.

53. We have noticed 7 atrophic metres at AM. para 29. These

have received distinct individual names for themselves from the

Apabhiarliki paets. A few more of the same type are described by

the Kavidarpaqa. Thus a strophe foimed with a MfitrS and an

Uliila a called a FuUa (KD. II. 33), and the one formed with a

Doha and a Sarhdohaka i-: called a Tarala (KD. II. 34). Belli these

appeal to be peculiarly Apahhrarh&a Strophes as the component

metres show. Dvipadikhaada formed with 2 Khandas or Avalarn-

bakas (cf. H. p. 312.(16-20) ar.d a Ghi (H. p. 33fc|15-16; KD. II.

36) i* clearly an old Prakrit stiophr as the illustration from Snhaiw's

RatnSvali allows. Kavidarpena mentions 4 more strophes foirred

with two stanzas, which however have not received any specific names

for themsdve They are described as Dvibhahgis merely and are

said to be foimed with a Dvipadi and a Gili, or a Doha and a Ghatta,

or two Ghana*, or a Vsstuvadana and a Doha (KD. II. 35-37).

Kavidarpaoa also mentions 2 more Trilrfiargis in addition to the

Dvipadlkhaoda. They are formed with a MStrS, a Doha, and an

Uilala. or with a Dvipadi, a Khaoda and a Giti (KD. II. 36-37).

ViraMiika mentions 7 Dvibhangls and 2 TribhaAgis. All except

the Radda (VJS. IV. 31) contain either a G3th3 or a Glti in them.

This would show that the older Prakrit pceta were rather fund of a

GStha as the Apabhramia poets are of the Doha in particular. Tlie
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Glti is popular with both. Thus a Mattthtaks (VJS TV. 39-40) is

made with a Catusgadi oontainir.g 45 M&tras in a line and a Glti

;

Adhikaksara4(isaka (VJS. IV. 43-45) with an AdhikSksarS and a

Gtti
;
Trikalaka (VJS. IV. 43-45) with an Adhikaksara, a Nirvdpitfl

and a G!ti
;
SafigaUka (VJS. IV. $4-65) with a Catuspadi whc*c lines

are made with Bha, Bha, Ms, Sa& Sa Gaga* and a Gatha
:
Khadaha-

daka wrth a Bhramarfivali and a Gath* (VJS. IV. 74-75) ; Tala with

a Gatha and a Trikalaka ( VJS. IV. 80) ; Tilavpua(VJS. IV. 80) with

a Gatha, a Trikalaka and a GitM ;
and SopSnaka (VJS IV. 77-78)

with an Asvikrinta and a Githi. Radda is already discussed at AM.
para 29. Heroacandra puts all such strophes under the general heading

Sinalta, and mention* a few such combinations a* those of a Dvripodi

anc a Giti, a Vastuvadana and an Ultila, a Rflsavalaya and an

Ullala. a Va lana and an UUala and ays at the er*J, that these arc

all called Satpada or SArdliaccharxiaa by the baids of Magadha
(H p. 33ft 15 to 34ft 19). Among the Tubhartgis, he ment»os and

illustrates a strophe made with a Dvipadl. an Avalambaka and a

Giti and yet another which is made with 2 Avalambakas and a Glti.

The latter » the Dv:padDchag<Ja mentioned above, Svayansbhu does

ret discuss any strophe* whatsoever. This is really very strange.

54. We have now seal that the Add of the M3trawttas is very

unrestricted and the ApabbramSa pools enjoyed perlect freedom in

the matter of (heir choice and employment. The three main divi-

sions of them are nut maintained mutually very exclusive. The only

thing that can help in this connection » the Yaci and the Yamaha.

The difficulty to decide whether it is » Dvipadi or a Catuspadi or a

Sa-padi is particularly great in the case of metres having lines con-

taining 24 Matras or more. Thus for example, a line of 30 M&trfis is

actually divisible into two containing 16 and !4 Matras or ever, into

three containing 7, 7. 16 or 8. 8, 14 or 9, 9. 12 Matras respectively.

The practice of the Apabhramk metricians i* unfortunately no? a

safe guide in this respect- They do not alien divide a line into two

in spite of the existence of a definite and regular Yati accompanied

by the Yamaka in the midific ol it. This does not seem to be right

especially in the case of longer lino. Sc AM. para 26. where I

have discussed a few metre*, which 1 have called Dvadasapedis 1

may have perhaps gone too far, but the prirtiple of dividing a line

into two or more, wherever such a division is indicated by the pre-

tence of a definite and regular Yati. accompanied or not accompanied

by the Yamaha, is certainly a sound cne, and cannot te objected to.

Roughly. I woo’d distinguish between the Dvipadia, Catuspadis and

$a(p3dii in the following way :— ( 1 ) A line containing from 4 to

14 MStrAs should generally be considered as ate indivisible unit whe-
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Ihcr of a Dvipadi, or of a Catugpadi. (2) A line containing from 15

to 23 Mltdi in tlie case of metres of two lines should be split into

two unequal ones, if the YaU is noticeable anywhere after the 7th

Mitri
;
but it should no: be to split up if the Yeti is not tegular

or when the same Yati is not observed in both the lines. The only

exception to this rule » the Vkchittj (VJS. IV. 91), whose lines

thwld have been split up according to this scheme. (3) A line ccet-

taining (ran 24 to 33 Matraa should be split up 'a) into hco when

the Yati is definitely marked after any odd Mfitid between the 7th

and the 17th
;
for vre know that the Dvipadi* do not ax a rale, have

their initial Yati after an odd MfitiS
;
the exception to this being the

two Uiiaias where the Yati occurs after the 15th Malta in a line of 28

Mfitrfis
; (4) it should be split up into three lines when the Yati is

observed twice after every 7th, 8th or 9th MatrS, and whether it is

accompanied by the Yamaha or not. (4) A line containing more than

34 Mitris (a) should lie split up into three small ones if the Yati is

observed twice and i$ also accompanied by the Yamaha
;
(b) but it

should rot be split up when the Yati * not very prccourxed. or if only

a single Yati is observed, or if it is not accompanied by the Yamaha.

Ihese rules cannot indeed be regarded as absolute
.
they are merely

deduced from the general practice of the Apabhram& poets and

metricians.

58. The following two peculiarities of the ApabtuariiSa metres

deserve to Ik noted. The tiret of them a the appendage of the terms

Dhavala and Marigala to the names of these metres. When a parti-

cular metre is employed to praise or favourably describe a hero (Dha-

vala) in the popular language i.e. the Apabhrarafa, it gets the appen-

dage Dhavala attached to iL Thus an UCtaha metre when thus em-

ployed will be called UtsSha-dliavala, a Doha will be DohS-dhavala

and so on. When or the other hand, the same metres arc employed

ir. describing son* auspicious occasion, they will get the appendage

of the name Maugala attached to them at the cad. Thus we may
have an UtsSha-mafigala, a Doha-rnangala and so or- See Hema-
candra. p. 38a 1

2-8 and SB. IV 41. In this connection, I desire to

draw the attention of my reader to the very curious statement made

by Hemacandra on p. 376(5. After defining Dhavala as a metre

of 4, 6 or 8 lines, he remarks that the examples of the various kinds

of Dhavalis may be found in the ‘sayings of Sitavahana ’ (Dhava-
lfini Satavihancktisu draetavyani). This is also what SvayamliiQ.

VIII. 33, ays. Now what arc these sayings ? Tte GSthUMptafaU

is surely not intended as the GSthA is not considered as a Catutpadi

by Hemacandra <cf. p. 26b|17J. This is also the opinion of the

Kavidarpaoa and its commentator (Dalsgrahagat asyam na padav-
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yavatthS—com. on KD. II. 4). I have already shown at JBBRAS.

1935. p. 26. that In or about the 10th century AO., a collection o1

Stanzas in various marcs attributed to Hala seems to have been

known to SvayarabhtL Does Ilemacandra refer to this name edict

-

ticei of Hala'a poems? The second iraporiant peculiarity of Apabh-

raitJa poetry is that when the poets actually compose their Kada-

vakas. they use any me of the above discussed Catuspadi MStrfl-

vrttas—or even any one of the Catuypad; Varnavrttas, tut they do

not treat them as Catuspadis. They form their Kadavakas with any

number of rhyming couplets, and not with the iiuartets as may be

expected, of lines compcc-ed in these more* Thu* the PazzatikS or the

Bhujangaprayata may be a Catujpadi metre in theory, but in actual

practice, the poet treats it as merely a Dvipadi, Knee he uses any

number of couplets in these metre* lor a Kadavaka and not necessarily

a number which i* divisible by 4. a* would be the case if they were

treated as Catu$padi». This practice of treating halves of Catuspadis

as independent metrical units appears to be very common among the

Apabhramsa porta. It is also equally applied to the Ardhasama

Catuspadis and the Satpadi*. Halves o! these are treated as inde-

pendent metrical units or even as independent metres. The Dhruva

Padas or the StMyls of the Padyas in the different vernaculars are

undoubtedly to be traced to the similar halves of the Ardhasama

Catuspadis in the Apabhrariits language. Halves of Satpadis have

aim been regarded as independent un.ts in the Apabbrarhfci Kad«-

vakas. In there Salpadi* again. where the 3rd and the 6th line*

are airtiilnably long, there appears to be a growing tendency to

split these lira into 2 shorter ones, the first being equal to the earlier

lines and also rhyming with them. The second part of the line

thus split up of course remains very short and the whole half with

the new four short lines assumes the appearance of a stanza with 3

and liras. Four such halves arc put together to form a metre called

the Tribhanp- ; cf. PP. I. 194 and AM. para 26. Naturally, such

halvrs of a $a(padi which are actually divisible into three or four

shorter line* are of various kinds : cf. AM. para 26 But the most

popular amongst them seems to be the one which favours its division

into four short line* containing respectively 8, 8. 8, and 6 MatrS*.

Generally, the 2nd and the 3rd of there shorter lines are rhymed, but

sometimes even thr 1st contains the same rhyme as the others. Two

sich halm form what is known as Cauboti !PP. I. 131 ; AM. i*ara

24 > according to Prigala. but which is considered as one of the 8

UpajStis only, by Hemacandra, p. 38&J14 and Svayambhfl, V. 6.

Couplets of such halves again seem to haw been largely used for «mg>

composed to accompany the Rfisa or the Garva dance or even the
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dcvotxxul dances called the Bhajanas. The famous Marathi T:pari

sane. I .e., Eka tiparisa the, dusarisa mar gr, tisari gheuni. chavathT de

&c. is composed with such halves. It is indeed oui of this half that

the Marathi metres OvI and Abhai’ifia have developed as I have shown

elsewhere. All these ate sung in the Dhumali Tala of 8 Mitris.

56. We shall now take a brief survey of the facts which we

have been able to gather during this rather long discussion of the

ApabhtamSa metro. In the first article, we discussed the curious

name UUSla with referewe to its use and meaning (paras 11-12)

and found out how we dunId distinguish between the pure and nixed

Catu$padis on metrical grounds. In the jxuc Catuspadis, there do

not exist any restrictions regarding the employment of short and long

letters at particular plaan. while In the mixed ones such restrictions,

mostly sanctioned by the practice of the bards, do exist The former

are pure MStrS Vfttas while the latter are not (13-17). We also saw

that In the pure Mfitri Vrttas, Mitri Gaaas are enjoined and that

these Mitri Gapas have to be kept separate and independent of each

other by avoiding the U9e of a long letter at tire (unction of any two

Mitri Gatras (13). Mere important however, is the discsvery thu

the M-ifra Vrttas in general arc also bound by the consideration of

the Tala or the regularly kepi time, and that there exist with reference

to than also the TJUa Ganas ai distinct from the Malta Gains. Thaw

Tala Caras too like the Mfltrfl Ganas have to be kepi independent

and separate (18-20). The very stxilting mixture of the Doha and

the GStha revealed in the metres called Verfilu and Cudamaoi as also

the name Sorattha given tn (he inverted Doha are next discussed

(22-23). The composition, use and the Tala of the Ghattfi Satpadi

are given in paras 24 and 25, while the strange features of the 9

metres which I have chosen to describe as the Dvidafttpadis are des

cribed in para 26. The strophic metres are found to fce an important

peculiarity of Apabhramia pcctry (27-29) and it it found that

NBtrft. unaia and Doha, which arc pure Apabhramfcr metres, play

an important rfile in these strophes (28). At the end of the first

article, we have discussed in full detail the question of the authorship

o! RatnsSekhara s Chandabkota ar.d its dcee relationship with the

PrSkrta Paifigalam. Our conclusions in this respect are that the

Chandabkota consists of two parts, namely vv 5-50 and w. 1-4 with

55-74. of which the first chiefly consists of quotation from earlier

ApabhrarMa metricians prominent among whom arc Ariuna and

Goeala. while the second part was composed by Ramakkhara himself.

PLrigaJa too. borrows like Ratnosekhara. but passes off the older

scanzas as his own by substituting his own name for the cMer ones.

57. In the present article, wc have discussed the remaining
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ApebhraiMa metres, not leaving also those which are described as the

Prakrit metre* by Hemacandra. In paras 41-43, we have discussed

the (act* about tha nature of the composition of a Dvipadi and the

use of the name Dvipadi. Similarly, in para 44. the origin and

development of the GSthfl metre and the inventren of the MStra

unit are discussed at full length, while in para 46 the great popu-

larity of the Catogpadi containing 16 Mains in a line is astuir.ee on

account of a very large number of variations of it that are employed

by the Apabhramia poets. In para 47, the names Rasaka, Galitaka,

Khafijaka, Vastuka and Catuspadi arc shown to have brer used ccm-

rocoly foe any metre of four lines In para 49. the relationship bet-

ween the Antarasama Catuspadi and the Dvipadi is explained. A
few more strophx metres are defined in para 53 while the general

principles underlying the division of nKtres into Dvipadi, Catuspadi

and $atpadi arc deduced in para 54. Lastly in para 55, the two pecu-

liarities of ApafchramSa poetry arc noticed : they are the use of the

terms Dhavala and Mangala. and the employment of the halves of

the Catuspadis and the Salpadis as independent metrical forms. The

meet important thing that has crane ojc of this investigation of the

Apebhraihfa metres is however the existence of a large number of

Apabhraritfa poets and metricians and the part which the Apabh-

rarfiia metres have played in the formation of the pure Vernacular

metres I propose to discuss this latter in a separate article on Apabh-

rarhfa and the Marathi metres.

H. D. VfiANKAB.

APPENDIX

SVAYAMBHCCCKANDAS. CHAPTERS IV TO VIII.

Inirodociohv Note.

1 'The first three chapters of this book are published separately

at Journal JBBRAS.. 1935. pp. 18-5S. with an introduction dealing

with SvayamchO and his work.

2. In the meanwhile Prof. H. L. Jain of the King Edward
College Amraoti. Bcrar, has published hi* article on ‘Svayambhu
and hh two poems in ApafciiraiMa ‘ in the Nagpur University Journal

No. 1. December 1935, pp. 70-84. ITverc he has attempted to as-

cribe the present work. i.e. the Svayambhuchaadas to his Svayambhil

namely the Poet (on p. 75), but I am not still convinced about this

It is Impossible to imagine that Tribhuvnna Svayambhu, had hr

known this w'ork of his father, would not have mentioned it In our
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work on the other hand, there is no trace of any of the poems either

of the poet Svayambhd hirrscJf or of the Apabhrartia poet* like

Bhadra [author of the Matsyavcdha), Caturmukha (author of the

Gc«iBhanakath£ ) •
and an earlier SvaynmhhQ {author of the Jala-

krida). w respectfully mentioned both by the poet Svayambhu (Pau-

aiacariya. Sandhi 14, p. 81) and hii son Tribhuvana ( Paunacanya.

Introduction, pp. 79, 74). The mere title (Jbandacudamaoi cannot

lead ui to the ccndu'ior. that *-be poet Svayambhu was also a nutri-

tion. I am equally doubtful about the poet Svayambhu being a

Grammarian, as is asrunwl by Prof. Jain on p. 74. The stanza

(no. 5 or. p 79) ‘ tSvaj jiya sacchando &c’ can only mean that be-

fore Svayarrihfi, the Apabhrathia pc«3 had altogether neglected rules

of grammar of the Apabhramfei language, cut Svayambhu had not

done »3 and had set an example for the future jxxra in this manner.

This rotunds me of the Marathi poet Morcpanta, who employed a

grammatically pure language, but before whom even educated poets

like Vflmana and RSmadSaa had neglected grammar of the language

The reference from the Adjpurapn of Jinssena is undoubtedly my-

thological and not historical, as Prof. Jain himself half recognizes

'p_ 75]. The authorship of a work cm Alartifcflra which is ascribed

to the pc« on p. 75 is similarly based on very unsafe grounds. Even

as regards tl* Pafinamlcarita mentioned m 2.5 on p. 80. it seems that

it wa* a pcen by Tribhuvana Svayambhu himself and not by his

father. I would translate the stanza a* follows Tribhuvana

Svayambhu has composed the Paflcamfcariyam. not wry much liking

tacnkkhamaoeoa) the manner and the story (atths! of it as des-

cribed by Oiturmukha and Svayambhudcva (possibly the earlier

or* ; we do not expect such a disparaging statement about his father

by T. S. ; or was the earlier SvayambhO called Catuimukha Svayarn-

bhu ? ) ;
this » indeed a great wonder.' That this Pancamicarita or

Siripancaml(carha) wa* recast or rather recomposed is also clear

from 2.8 on p. 81. 'Samareu' is samSraayatu, ‘rearrange’ ‘pro-

perly arrange’ and not merely finish or complete as in the caa

of the Paumcariya and the Harivariisa
:
cf. E.g.. 2.11 p. 81, ik83.

p. 82, 6.100, p. 83 Src. The mention of the Suddhayacariya in 6.99,

p. 83 a similarly quite unexpected and rather suspicious. Is it not

to Ik construed as an adjective of
'
porrmacariam ' along with ' guna-

gauappavryarn * ? 1 would rather translate ' Having made the

Pomnv.rarr.ya endowed with a proper end (suddhayacariyam ; cr does

it refer to ether incidents which he added ?) and respected cc account

of its mate (read guoagaweghavlyam and Ml -ppaviyam), (I now

proceed) to remove the defect of Incomplction of the Harivamfci

(HarivarMa-moha-haratje must I think, mean this and nothing dae)/
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The last line is unintelligible lo me. ' Sudhiyadcha ' is one who is

thoroughly exhausted. Is the Harivamfci compared with such a cnr ?

A long Setter beiwrw. Sarassa and Sudhiyadehawa is obviously miss-

ing. The stanza as I understand it, is surely to be ascribed to Tri-

bhuvana Svayambhu and not to die father, and this is very wcil borne

out by its position. It cones after the 99th chapter wherewith the

father’s work aids and alter the usual colophon too.

3. 1 am thus still inclined to believe that Svayambhfi the metri-

cian, b different from Svayarr.bi-.u the Apabhrarivsa poet- The for-

mer was a Jain monk, arid probably o( the Svetnmbara sect This

is of course, still a mere inference based upon a lew (acts which I

have mentioned at JBBRAS. 1935, p. 28 and also upon the obser-

vation tliat die Svetambaraa generally revere their own metricians

and authors and quote from them unless they are compelled to do
otherwise. This is true even of the Digambaras.

4. One more point that ca’Ia for a remark is regarding the pact

Caturmukha as known to the poet SvayambhQ and the metrician

Svayambhu. The former praises him for his choice of wads and for

his skill in the employment of various metres. He is also known as

the author of a Gograftaoakatha to the pen (pp. 79. 81, 81). The

mriririan cn the other hand, knows a poem of Caturrr.ukha written

«i a topic connected with the story of the RamSyaoa
;
cf. IV. 2, VI.

71, 63, 86, 112; and JBBRAS. 1935, p. 27. It is therefore wry
difficult to say whether the two Caturmukhas are identical or not.

It is indeed quite probable that Cacuntoikha might have written

peems on both the Ramayaca and the MahSbhirata story, but it is

rather strange that the metrician should not have given any instances

Iran the well-known work of the pcct Caturmukha. Caturmukha’s

skill in metres which is alluded to by the poet SvayambhQ surely very

well agrees with my inference that Caturmukha was a poct-metrician ;

cf. JBBRAS. 1935, p. 27.

5. Lastly, a very curious thing about the Prakrit stanza of

KalicEiM, quoted by Svavamfcfiu at II. 18, is brought to my notice,

by my friend Prof. Srikantaiya of Mysore. This stanza in its

Sanskrit garb b found in Bhasa's Pancaratra, I. 19. Can this throw

any light on the problem of BH5*a ? I am unable to say anything at

present. Similarly a new light is likely to be thrown on the extent

and nature of Ilala’s Prakrit poetry from the quotation at I. 97, and

Iran the curious statements of both Svayambhu, VIII. 33 and Hema-

candra, p. 27fc|5 ; see para 55 of the introductory artide.

6. As regards the text, I am merely reproducing the original Ms.

in many places as I am unabk to understand the sense of the stanzas.

I am adding a few fcct-ixxcs here and then*
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IV-VIII.

IV.

'JI2W*( 'mf <tft *nt rfljij I^ »«r£$ «!%«=* fts#* ii i ii

? fl!aitr
fat'wrrf*~’ sir gafar ag i

35 0=^531 agswRrft u 5 n

33P*> .-—a-jaft 33n53^fftR 3g Nd^H ~U5T

—

53 3^33 g'tT'! 3*5 1

5^l<l 3*^3

—

Tt 5g 3ft3T=ng 155 I

5*3*t 3*331—

ft«nirqfsnflg 1 grt SW1«£ II

i?wt go iwranurrin a? gaf^i ag 1

wit*r:-K=?r ar qimSiPH ngia 11 ? 11

it * gm*

3$ 3&t *wg 7s! I

stut *lft 333 fa%*T

wart 33I ftt Aim a® 11 v 11

SOT 3OT fJTSmT 1

5?^ T^rs^Rfif trfi# *rnf=rr 11 h ii

«w{J5l «JrTO

—

«g£ 3asrR ^worcp-ia3»

a & w*W-w ga*s* qg*ra[« 11 5 a

1
arxg aro?33A 11

3'i?l3i]«'**0> ".w 1 ift 11 >» a

pea 351

—

afawwgprasR 1 afita ftft « snj a

5^5 I *t?? <BRj» (5715 II e ||

7 :
See bdovr VI. 116.
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1933

J

1* n

3?T 3* —
«33 fra mfa'fin i ww[r] «u*ot u

ai Srasa iHcMvA i ?T5 *K? *T*af°T II *,

WHR^Ri; I 5TJ5 II

«3^q$i*r3WlSjW
I 6r* wSaaat I

51fT?3i —
fj^^ipid'l^rair i n

<?5W<§a3Slft«! I 4?{ 1T%«3

«r»a aaol
i =it?5 gw s(rt i

3I®|~H i siqjq?^*? <aw>Ti"fi II II

wt5*S3 aiaisto

—

«rj «f3 ?2 mr i ftj « <ro* «nfi qnr u

•jret e» ai! i *w>i 3a»fT »m? n i ? ii

•hi asm aw htik i fir asrru aw n«f i

qq^i u

i gis* fliiagc i *s3vnfoiwi vgw n u u

*rar »piw

—

ftg *aj ^qwg i *w[*T3rJ$ jang i

fflft *g 9i?wwct$ u

35 *Pi5< H5 i ?[J 3ftB *RS!arPrT3I II II

•ini oim!t mss nswcr i qi4 ft* toh^j i

4ftq & *n *rw*rifrm u

itfsTO i SiwaS* ft* n v. n

«rtaora®t aawfoar nrjww

—

«Wj.g*3 3wfa I CTT Aft fgwrara. l

M siwa -ores u

qrftw?w <fic5

1

ihr aw qr^ rtf* n i» u

a3W*«®> Awifean gsrfiaw

—

qg *1*55 «ig s*ta i sfe aw afea 55a 1

aw it? flife q?a &~ja 11

q^3f3i°R°i«t?*i< 11 aaf* *T6 qreg ftwfta 11 1 c 11

9: Fouwl abo in GatfcB^laar.a. v. 85. See AnnrJs, BORL
.
p. 29.

10 : See below VI. 113.

12: Sec below VL 115.

14: See H. p. 36a'9 B.
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3wiprc»i! HRarftrarr —
3^i i «mjt ft;? i

fij ftsmnfH ta sifts n

SrTS 333 I
*-»<*<Mi>V 3t3Jlg graiTH? II 1*. II

^!3W«S| (rlaretr* flPflgaR'l 3fT —
'T'flTjl? 5S ft; j ll‘l I 5f >71 <TT R’gsi I

*CTT3 <lf<J tSaflSJ II

5=lft«3 I -EW *W3 a &W3 II X» II

aW-SSBTLTPHfttfl «i|^w Jiei —
&TjarafJ TrosfTj • ofifti <ik«

'

i3T i

JIRN3 'Rf‘,53r.' i atHfl^raiia 'TtS^T II ’1 II

^WT3Jra?.'ojg3^B i n ffrPr aarx-ai i

RI II

Ki_ Rlfal T3T^fTT I A wnflr fe< II XX II

qniirampfi %=w—
rrg Ri*i'i g| i h°trt3 i

igilt W^5 S3 I *fi{ 3*R3 PfcMd II X? II

anaWt 33T fTT^er —
rsj n'&a 33^ afi$ 1 gft 3T3^>i 1

if fcw *fg *fgfr xrfl u

5f I 3J3310I 5fi{ <J3&3 II XV II

arfit fiftra 1 at »pa? tjswt i

aaaafia a? ?fln 5??«t 11

•t< Rwi aa-wwi 1 ijg *?? <jiIj ai°rj 11 xh 11

«5*StT dWol-

—

arat to tsa^t 1 olftfuia iifeftr«?g 1

fl"n3 3# 11

q® arorg Rifts 1 «a> «w « ftft s*zf 11 x*

XT 33T -

£a aft. ftj a *rqfer
1 gsat fta=jf=-r a& 1

01 gsfttr ftr^TTT 11

3 sirr «ag 53 1 RT.$jiitUwg,i 3%! 11

ft a 1n^l 3W 3K^T 1 l^lv'l.lR^ II

«>g »i **ft <ft filar 1 3«rft3 »fct 11 x* 11
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agrar —
5*3 oim? ftg OJ^T 5^ I 5ty *3 tt I

faftrsaisf'^s - u

trerSraa i ftw 3- 'Jiaiq 1301raj ii

S'ojnsft «H^n a?; «r*(<)n gta ag 1

wqawei 5fa«3 «Maf«n*i thrt s<ert 11

«?w Saw 11 v n

a?wnm 1

Ban araw* aarra 1 ^<anT8na nftaan irii 1

fjor aawa jggajorsn) 1
qaorarwaaian a? nftgjr 11

hFsim si? fr^ aaa 1 «53t asir ar wrarj 11 \\ 11

333awat —
ala rung aia ag 1 •Pig r&sf§ aura, u

•fret sigf? arargiifft 1 qdfc <n§ $ gjftr ««? 11 1* 11

afcar firwjw

—

ftr(W)aj jfesre «sa*e 1
aSl asow u

n *rs 315®!% Swag 1 ipwg sRrfg ft>s ftarag 11 1 1 11

nftar —affataftaa wfifrar agf

—

arfaj«Wi*t?4ti sw^SS 1 ith^ «rjar^ 1

arfa g*n ag wpnfij 1 pi ?l$a? 35 n j 1 11

«wi vfi i
?tc*>ai 1

at jr wf-ii hItj A # wn fjsjum bwt. 11 } ? it

3^rgrn « wotwr 1 pgaffwmarfn? 1^ 1 *ij «a4«f«i n 11

5*n« oiwiB^g aw amfe 1

am aif«! fgsnftraT •*** qst u *h ii

n gftffi afaw; $°i w 'sgRT 11

matfo gig filial 3T?rot swaft aawiaft 11 U 11

Miprj 1
olarara^ fW^r 1

Mnw gaarraaa 1 aswanTr Riftoi 11

*f ^W33WI7 I ag 3Ttr I

or 1 WR 11 g* 11

0*aa3i& 0amaiT 1 ^ 01 iviqv'ii' II

gtfc\ gtfwi g3TRa-T pRb i aratr a 3 <?at 11

ft gsifa^f a 1 it t^qwra 11 11

33-35
: Unusual names no! met with anywhere else.

36 : See H. P . 37V3 8.
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BS?!T 'TJRc^OT'J I
f?=?arm Wat I

Jtaafrt aw* i smv am ««wr* n n n

osarflsraavi (5377

1

tariff at 'rt 1

aa m ar flpmfl aa-rg 1 mg rt uiF*& 11 *« 11

jf 3^31?" ijt? it I

* 3e3t5W?mt 9I$I

—

0Tat 3T?f(rT) sawrar 'TSH'RnfiT > a* jprrjimrsaf ft \

' sag jT3i am ifar’ i wraraarfoT aanro
i

' <wrr &T5TJ3? 93TT7T i a3pr[fl]ffl gsirar awr n ’

Pf flflfwv®i stf^w m^fi ***it<i i

mi onari ®*1W( u vi n

tflflflttgg agtsJA' WWSWPlfts^ i

I'm a^aisi? aSflam u *a u

V.

*' ft?** amt 3°ir jar fl«<t*a*^g’ i

gaarifl aft« faSri? wr-wwH ja-wi u y n

gw¥«« 7B3g fJflflfaflwfifl fttro^gig I

aflHSj'flgaftwaf flflfWHMflt gt{ li a il

w> <rt
i «ra 'm i afraarafi aj

an ^)ag 1 1 s^g t ©tqwSr u \ u

flpiatr | H5 a^r
| tTBffl3Tl5.WW II

AflKa i saflimifl i ly^iw-rrt jar n v u

qW 32i*f oT?T

—

aflfcas! i *g &st i (Raarg ag wmafr u

a$ a®*t i ajarasr i «hf t* ava^aal n ^ n

m«*h**J i mramg i a* !*»!=« u

mg i
cnring u srori <t aafta u t, u

fcuAiifil i i ragnafo fraa'ar h

*N! i
i ftgft-trft flafcr 11 \* u

asaasiag i -iaadiflT' i aj ia amail gtfrr n

^ mag i afta a^vl
i ygjnt w *p»fcr 11 « n

40: a. H. p. 38 a/1 H.

41 : Why arc the definitions of UtsSha and Vadana repeated
here from IV. 5 and IV. 29 ? Perhaps they are added by a reader.
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®{t<t i “npaii stews i

5p?r a(un«> i jjwaijtnfV i *r <r? V&& jurors ii \ n

a^u-wat stfi^iwt in » n

•MaaK^ ags*^ «?«swifiig^ i

©roaart aftflirci ii Vi u

VI.

aw aE’»7W!trJ ftirsnu aa!raa*n i

arawwt ^tr w%raat tnw&i n i ii

53 ftwi 1 »? m aft 11

awnftn 1 3nT*P£3i» 11 '<
11

a?i5 foon 1 -mS? rat i^ <*w 1 gsrotw 11 1 11

wwimki 1 fiRra^srq; 1

« « ’reraq; 1 aw gan. u * «

aw wan 1 «twtt tit n

&w<nft«i 1 Rr «iggu. a 'a 11

W ftw *«"»
| II

«sr*a(w>mt 1 at jm 11 \ n

on feran 1 3* «m 1

if narst 1 *fji!^i n v9 11

aw <*3H 1 qaiw *r(R)w( 11

WWlSW 1 tfr 11 c ti

ftra»t ijan? 1 wiwt 11

if «w< <««<»
1 *rawr3T 11 *> 11

aw «gq 1 »rc« «rr«^raw 11

i 1
ara^offl}:^ 11 1 o 11

3JI—ft??TWDTt I TO? af^SBfSJT II

si anfcsRt 1 BffcnfdnA 11 n 11

«R3 'IrjMdSa'T I OW-A ll

$i 1 tw 11 n n

3: This is giRfan of H.

7 : This is cf H.
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it« ufsaani i »Nt ft# u

at 'Pwi? ^iWoii
i

ii 13 ii

SSI 3T5^ I 3T? «j)3J^3r»ICr ||

fyjgoifirf
i am roincwc II 1» II

up—

I

+*«MH?arag3Rt II

SaRTRt i WT< II 1 'a II

5f;« Tjirapwwit g«?i u

g*r*iN -fc tiwftan i 91 ftrffcnn II is II

am i 9ft? 'ftw’iwww ii

pm-i i at*ftw£aarf% <m*n i» ii

3Rt—sf? sf*2 I 8993 WWlfafi*: II

R 3 93S.3 I $W| II UK II

WR? i?*RT tMfefl’ i wtftni u

£$*TOWT pn H^TV
I 35 9BT II 1 A II

SYlfS^ I 9WTR5 ^953*71* II

?9 i warcfewfo ei ««? u \» n

3i?r<— ftfayRia
i
Srerai?wW<«sd'isft u

Swraw'l i WBf«* «n»t ii *i u

9i3? 93995^‘iRTHT'
I II

qai egf$j i *riiro?r il ^a ii

ttst arait
! sta? 3tara=f& stf^r u

ft sifts i apns 9{»ufawfawwfia n \\ u

SRT—RT-h.-y* i foftftwwft $jrcwg l|

*t a
| ^ i *t 0| z% 3I3IFI gang n u

STIR? TSffSJWNftlT I ffrwr II

ft wwRfl TOTOfrr I II v\ II

TKiiJl'i I STIR? OtiHirS 91™ II

ft aron I PX ^«5.%*m:(s)wffar n ^ u

sijr—twwr»t i Rfnw<TrS*P>is?9fTaiR. u

re «nssi i iftsn sjHtf'gwiasin u v**n

s« STT9% TTR RS'RWrftat 5ftrwftT3 ||

wwpiWrt xx •ftai awi qwg u \c n

Vjff &9HI I R»|§ SST <T?T II

*U<IWHlA I Hfarwram II II

: This is of H.

: Thij is 49**g«TwS of H.



afabkraMSa meres II (58. vt 13-46)

*PT ggRgWi?
i
ajg %0iT ii

T* i ii X* a

ftw* wwi i s; nng s? u

1 II II

W ft** -TO* I 3-5^ II

airman gw i ?« *ra^ u g r ii

«? i tpn<5 ?<ffa? ii

3 i *TW%g<Cm || || ||

fra** asm? i ni ftari ii

31«7? ^jciffi* i y.^^ |ir;q; u 3 y ii

I «Tf5 33 ,n'| II

WT aSl? g4 i WE'Iitr || \\ ||

*?i—mwiwl i mra) n

I ^Nlgqiftiltjefi II 1 1 II

*1*? TTSW?^ I SJ 35 mi ll

«r>i5 <5WT3i rr i uiR^^rga n |\» u

«5 srfcfc i Rig n

nronStsri i
ijat airgunrM u ii

ugr—wgi**i fefr i 6rarors% sgi q*l ii

r 3 i rmft yi^iwirttifi a \\ u

315 armi^r* i *if ant ii

flsiafi 5? i ii *• ii

3?Siff ftow I ^tgsnj n

*mt?(<i«yi i « rrar stfw *6? ii vi ii

wgi—»r(g)g^P <"* i ’dlitfwg ii

* .T*ft l 3IHgr^ 11 Y* II

Tfflrrgwsn i wj® tat n

3^ OpjgiT<TOIBT I RfllWT UBI II '•i II

31? 3RT5* I T"II<? Ytswara-O ||

4 qPra^Tw i «n Jiroiiteflrire^r' ii yy ii

sgr—3i<K5cR; i a flirpm RgTgw ii

arrftRjfcn i
ii y^ ii

Twrfg JW-ldWi i 3gW(' u

4 iwriit 3-if«a'H i R*'«iitie.<_ij n y* ii

32: This Is »ik'R3l of H.

34: This is jgnanr of H.
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titlo.

srfr^i i *fiarraw 'nr/ ii

FTRftssl i si^nra ^5'njCT n •** n

sp—c*r^wt i swti nwj n

i
ttciwi'^wa »n* u v* u

rfa* aipRRWWt i
aj^iron ii

#n ^tsiwb^ i ^MWygii n rt ii

a* arjta
i sms ftp?^ pf=p u

# «WW* i «Efcfe®OTlB% *wftr ii V ii

3j?t

—

wiRora i rilzi r*k^H4 *rp3«t n

yar-i'i4 i qr$ ii m ii

fjpff PtTPf at? ilftr i *1*1 ii

flWfTtf * 3im5 I II M II

531 a-prii qnj 0WR!RiWMfo*iPii* 11

«5Ksp <& Par 11 m 11

w 35^ 1 ^5 few®** 11

r mzrwrM 1 wwt 11 hv ii

bji—*Wf #wl 1 §°fp1 to? 11

R=l?t «»fwt 1
orb* ftaf^ar 11 h'-i n

^P tol*! R5°I 1 “IR an^Rir ||

Rfllft^teTaiT 1 Pf 'WtfP' II \\ II

#w gjpjy? 1
^nt5 a

iWil I°t 1 WWHMi*K II V* II

*PT—’jsf® W*®!

1

RRlfwr $1, fag II

<?>3 §#«*? 1 « W gET-3EI II V U

&PP trWHS 1 ** N^W? II

"‘•‘'‘'"i 1 ft g^aiRra: 11 s\ n

m 3«3jfM]^ 1 tflarezfa n

«r 1 fowatew 0 s - 11

«TC? RffVT^M’T I WlPt* li

*JPT I 'f"!? II SI n

47: Tl» is of H.

This ii W55fta«nw Of H.

This is «3C'I«« of H.

Tliis is garaig of H. Bui perhaps garaiP is the correct

60: This is qtnffKp of H.



apabhravcSa metres n (sb. vj. 47 -77 )

or» g!^53fT i jff? rrsra’jTJfr n

fir arfifmftaTTi v?t 9**f(*tym* i?^ II

&?? i
o« •urewrq n

s5««isi piUfasi i a 5 \ n

orj gpipiq i 3? H

$‘£»firp’*i i fi (4 «mtw> ii v< n

a?T—ftlaai^iiist i s?H?53i rftng stft n

tfra "i i fof rag °rril it 5^ ii

igfliisa'’ i °nr srasiir; n

ft °TtW=T f3 I
I U II

'T? gcrpnj I «& <m? ii

mwM i wiBlsrg r? *r*rofhrq n »

*p—«I3W>13 I q&fa®J
3PTWT II

I PtPIcjt II i, C II

<r»m« aftHfltatr i
«* ncrrer u

qs HW igrf f i u $\ "

s? &«5 «ra< i tfR? *! 3prs& lifter ii

<t gj^gsr i spiaci Terfel ii \>» n

fflqtoitaq ' R»5 1** *« ftglss tfM* 11

&s firs sr^n 1 5H* 0« 4me>aft 11 *1 11

rir5 Tjarfprrr qnq 1 13 sradeq u

qsi fl^nt 1 ft* wajw 11 11

•a 1 ra« tfwuawqg 11

!W IWWl^ I
^UIIMtrfl *«T «|B|3n II »\ II

3*1—SWOTA316 I <13^ 3$ STS 3P7 <&H 11

outfit sp'ii 1 3*5 per6£ tfq? 11 «* n

HTTO 1^ 11

nq *ii«33Ttrg #q 1 $y;MMV4q 11 11

qw «wiHt <nq «*fiEh*w«m*Mfi*iftH 11

ant^rfifiTWT rWrp -w*4* wi 11 11

4tegns<itef q* wun^jantft ”

fiRit mKf^nt *te=ra3ifra qi^ 11 »» 11

63 : This is fSWRTJ? of H.

72 : Thisis #S5®fosT of H.
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IT? «ft OTITOWWI* II

•nj ftw HffMTj wwi**u« *ro< n >c n

?a "ra^i i ?«mj dtr? u

HBtranora i
tpi u «». u

3?r—*t?ot ngn i «T3 *aapi ft=wi n

TW*ft*m 3M i
Fran n <2 » 11

fj?W v.nKS I I

S« wraaiaapi 1 ««1 11 < 1 11 *

f?n ?swtfw? 1 an framnr? 11

1 ?w 3T?3amr 11 c\ u

agr --

°i^ 101a 1 1

% I [®IjCTm« gwrosan 11 c ^ ||

tn TiRilfW? I aft 'TT? II

P^Til tf 1 qOTirHiBm n 4 S 11

53 <W*HWT( 1 Wn ll

<i wjwra’f 1 ««< -r^wssiqu) 11 i\ 11—
ii'ra aw 1 a°i orsotw -i&are n

°> ansa I ?Ins awn erj&ra 11 e\ 11

topfw i jJii 0T? 11

?*l ftuH'TO"Tfin5 I *W •« l| < VI II

fora 1 <j®iRe tot? 11

A 'Pas.ygri 1 arswfi n gtf? u n 11

wm njRap!? 1 ?g &d gs”i 11

tfttr 3TO[®l]€3FI« I g»l II c\ II

urp—grt'jfa £5=3 train: 1 arg to ti

3R>n5T ns gar arf^r 1 nw? «na* u 11

W Tfanjar? 1 -rlaj *t*waS it? 11

^raorarnra 1 nra? oraft^KuiKi? 11 11

nscirjM? w? 1 11

snf^nf%WR ft n?ar3?
1 r snfw n

T" btifuski 1 rf'Bursrns n

^aaw»t
1 fagfefljJTWft a *i"ig 11 u

79: This is ^nm ol H.

Betwro: w. 81 and 82, two 3tawas Riving the definitions of

gwTETWrar (10, 12 ( x2)) and <T*FW3ragr vl2.10( X2)) have
obvioudj been dropped.



apabhram£a metres n |
sb. vi. 78-1091

aarc? roBVWS i W nn ii

•wre •st'i ft1

? 1 ii ii

iW •JfliH 7717 3(a},l,

l
n *1d J*5fttl5 II

1̂3*581 waif irai || 11

73?r<? 1 Hirg 4raaj-& 11

<pi «4<iCj«r=at 1 Pi ai^iwA 11 ^ ll

HR5 'Tj^'iH’iH 1 !pn?i 5515 ii

311015 (tktum <r I U4i«<&Srtt!i<4 ii ll\» ll

—^Rwrifi gaft
1 Krarraa 1

Swna«H*i ci 1 dflfWj 11 *.« 11

sflsl IJ3IK5 1 io°ro 11

«w«t gfirsj 1 ftcRflfta wm: 11 ss 11

3*3 IJUr.JsW.
1
qURS 3flt ll

9raaaf
1 f^,*ni«n5»w.'/ 11

!•• 11

foift c^n? 1 at?? atoa<*; aaft 11

8» wwrtgiJ 1 lurjgvjwfia not
11 |»i 11

3151— at *735 1 *n£”W 1$ 'XW5I 11

ztoffi «u{ 1 mfenawtatf im»x 11

at«5 3Raj3i?r^oi 1
qawi? Wnr 11

wsiTiifa jrstftaat 1 «* witftgrev 11 1 *\ 11

li'I*i H«IWS I T’O'K? 3$ ||

Wvioiwui^fta 1 ftr fi*WKii£ij$jHi«u n >.* n

WTU 'ISWfanr
1
^ejRj %5i$ u

w^^ftor ag%w 1 fev jmo!fqwiW7 11 ll

fns*t t^rus 1 ate} tft?r*rasf hp? 11

rto gk-rais 1
&*=* fa^nwrafow. 11 vs 11

stag 'i5 Jtiii ?4 'i*ft 1 1'airvf 11

if I || ^ a \* II

(te*t t£WTC5 I SBR5 "ISISo^''^ II

nw jftmg 1 5*i «kiihmi\nj n V c 11

am? 1 t^iHs gat 11

nar^ ‘p&ot 3^5 i^a
1 $yni3*?*t*t 11 u

101 : This is aajaao of H. Probably we have to read m for

Ha.

106: ThisbfHara^ofH.
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?W 7TO5TO :m*Haaa(aWt*»f<T4 II

TOR? <^4T>t HW II 'll* II

TO* q|J«^S|T> I it?* *? mfar. II

tOTPT* trftfra I u 111 11

31*1 a3g*W—
*i* °i ftw 1 11

qfisrawi^n* 1 TO* 4ft fPRIv* II 11 X II

Hf* qroaiwt I to* 11

7a’5a^3T«9«w]ft|ii
1 *t? n 111 11

TOT —
ejfo Bftl Bl5«^lft®T I ft II

jnftS uijwrowSr 1
fagrorro^i 11 nv 11

to* Srcrit
1 at** ss toh jgfsa 11

am* qftsat 3 i 11 iv% 11

=ft*g <?5I!fl{*r<BTl I TO? 4tiHd»*t II

trfts* 1 *t* wqie-ij 11 11* 11

a?l—ftgBft TO rjjara I jfroftfc Bpifa 11

1 gfa 3ft aam anfrr 11 ii^

to* q*w*»n? 1 tott** Htsraj’TH 11

am* rfwist <t 1 nftfi yrof^RTTO! 11 1 1 c u

q«*lT<f 1SIffl*OTl I TO* ^3f-TSm II

HT HWIi 1 HW OTtiflW II 1 1MI

to? wijsjmh 1 <ra? fic-roaA qrrr 11

flttet 1 s^vTuh i-9*HTi?TH 11 1 \« 11

31* *?te* T5*ri*Braaa
1 JtJt to* sffti 11

b gr=Jife*Tni4im *4 1 tot* 3wntrf?a 11 1 ?i 11

TO* ITOar? I, HrtT* #sm* <*r? 11

01TW* I II 1H* u

•mn* srpitwng 1 to* Jib aan u

btH3 gqftr iftfi hot 1 «$fea«rr*rcft 11 1»* 11

<b TOeaftw oam'-HnrfaaciriTO 11

3TTCTOnftft®t *gft?ot srorri Hit 11 1 \t 11

ift* <nim*OT'i i at** otKIbh tth u

120 : This iscams i af H.

121: This is gmftjR oUi



apadhimmSa metres ii (sb. vi. 110-1421 85

Jiffl atifeig r i n n X h

isgupf^ra*; i 3<5 'a3ra3?>n? n

gfrftqa i n ns n

3<? iswifwt i o^ins ait ii

w rgHggattsrft i
u sv» u

7*T—<®t fiig "t taj i **t srg fStag »

«$gsge*fag»«> i f* «et3 -
~gnw<higt n i \c n

qwTO! «*M« I a«8 OT <nt» II

ft flwi« gjjHfaefaa i gw 'ta^araist* m \ \\ ii

gii l fllSf tfliTBTJW II

B^wiWpt i *Tfoftr*T?ai3ift «5tn n- n

*itwy ogwatg awt i %i$ ?? ii

rt OTrotfe -Rtftfr)* i s^h risuprc u n«i ii

QS-trii^nj I *? MHK5 •ft3T:iai& II

G«ITWftwtfWa I 3T°15 3ft°T II XX*. II

tpipua *IP^3 1 ^5 «W! II

•rotafg^iatwnw^ i sis »i3^3t«wi n ix x ii

gmawn£f*?tr ht!&5 "M " >x* n

aa8t i <j*iu5 its anragp ii

SJpi mPtrtuH. iM i RPTfat; ii hh ii

T»IR5 *tj*WiWC I *T3<S «raS u

pr ufara-Hm^'da i arqiffafeflft *nt n m I

Tgiigpn **1^51} • d? stwaawi etesfif ii

pi i ir? *ra»«$5T «fii«i n u.j n

a? inrajai gt«c^ 1 •tl-'^iwr ii

pt >i.K<(^H5'Ji&f{'4 i »rw$ QWififijrtftraTai u H* u

g>?s qtmpwrt i iwns *rtwaw* ii

OTwnat a i aw? ii w n

m *raH5 *i5*»w(l)[*0 «t i ii

nawpPTfai ftwPa • «tag*3f«n4 *p?t ii v»« u

pi ga^gthi* «f^mgi^*inn»iHQfsi u

grRga»iftf*M efrrsfti? wW n« ii *m it

vmrg qsagpag i «t*i nn u

« gs^rfk ww* i wfot iKSiraffiBTj ii u\ u

127 : Tab LbWUWPUMO of H. Read gpiR for ST?R.

HO: This l* aft|i«»W of H.
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<twtt5 ijswpiq i «W{ Pfoi n

II V<\ II

5« I’WpW ^r?;i«iftTJ<nrk u

3*KTOnftftrff *ref3«ft? tpi 11 *>*< 11

*rs5 wwi fo >mi i «m>? ofatasctjpfip n

RWURT? ' P II 1VA n

?3f w^-myjiffwftra i

3nw«ei&fiT*n t? ©rap ft??, h i*t n

pr <n>* pn? «g«j h tv* ii

4NlfK$t'lw^] -<
I i; ij» i < sq •'?>»* J 'll II

^ H5TKHW j»ws pgwr»t * ii uc n

5(.-.i‘iii^f>tTi|ft?i i if ?{fT)iar% it

iFi wsftj -tr i M5fln*T%oj|3j u n

3*r—stow |sFn i ijftg f^si irrpt u

®Wj flwonqft
|
£|ij <TO3 or <4gfnT HTf II ||

nc-1+.R'^jI a'rwaif
I fT?a|3jRT =5 53r’RJT II

« TterwW'r afcj 1 a gast »45ph wfto* 11 i«o it

*?'—*** *"”&* Tftftwr 1 few »w anwr'sran u

u|
5 Sift s^ipfSTO?5P>jti{ in^l)

pm Tf! 1 Mfuspicf 11

m fwficNi 1 nip «Tra?imn 11

irarTS ’HH 1 ‘Tjpgp'pw II

topi?
1 s*towi prurarr 11 iv* 11

**«>—rh; £ 53 1 es^d a ?>m 11

««
I
rr*^ TJflt II Va 1

*, II

wpra tt^ 1 Rsprt serai a

s« 1
«orij ufnymur n 1x5 11

aep ^TJHflSf
I TT-W^ ftpwt II

«eai 1 11 i>,vj 11

aaSi
1 «>ft snpavT<i 11

ffap sft*i ftsw? 1 piT TT*qra3raTTT II IV II

150 : This Is aso found at H. p. 42bJU.
152

: Thk is afeo quoted by H. at p. 42611.
153: This is STO^TTH’ of H
154: This is of H-



apabhkamSa metres ii (sb. vi. 143-183] 87

^ qwircpra** i a(&}warw3afr8*T »

frrswr i
Taiarr ii n

qnnamt i (wsjuffc** 3f»t M

if Sw «rw'3w#!»l i rt wrog Tsftw 3^ ii n

glfel 8W1 Rnur^i'MT I (T? II

aH?T .T393MT?fi»r#3n i Sto P» tiwt II 1*1 II

eTK^Tirra fri ?? wwwwwf faro ii

«?llt ^MNT ftapl? II W,\ II

agsTOrarfi? flia^ <rei? tssP! n T*T n

3TOr#n4 3R*«wBl"J vmp^(l)w«l II !«.* II

WWIRMiWWPIW Trjnrgy TO II UK II

W^KW*afci IRintf •Tftsl II II

sra(<r>rW ^ ii ii

-toli? «iriig «un«*n£ ft* gfi<*Mt* ii

3*™s« *ft&ra*t flftsi wct$# ii i* * ii

51 iRJSF-t *3*TOTO c 301 cftarawnil IS Ml
ijasw^*! «!T tTOT&t TO^5g TO?g II

1'** II

«mc«ai5*s wtg »5BBT«TO. ii u

at wrawrcr Sr?wraT{i ar ii i«MI

•measQ&in ^wortfSwT egs1 **oftw I1 II

w5«MR9r4 <fwrn'-i waiwQfemi n ii

•upn* ^rair arftaTO ufmar^rw^ii i»K n

«»W* aiffir^ snfras^ urW-ftiriH. n u

B*rt*l'*liKHIH *lb-K*-’l‘i. <i firgof qforsri’' II ^ *» II

6W«m**i 3R«msi fraKroa imrwwi. n v** II

7H& flIRTO Su»P15T^ ^KlStsi II 1-»s II

*irq>T ^rai< affiaro ‘ii* rwn^TaoTO ii i«® n

ifw? arfraaq fir*»r ^wmufr ii 1 * i ii

W««*iRRIi{ nftffTO ?T* T*f3=TO «"ra 3*i> II II

w*3TO«5i nroiwsai <*3$8f3i£ ii \*\ ii

159: Tills e qrpip ol H. Read 'moisrra for 6iR<TOW.

161 : This is gn*I p-fi or aqa^ts of H. cf. p. 37*17 and

43a'll. Read TRH for qrsr-TI in the last line.

169; This is sftoRfS of H.

174: Read tTOiraasi for TOTUHST.

178: This is anffTS? of H. Perhaps read TOTOTO.
183 : Perhaps read fPTOi This is PTH5 of H
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(?g«t ^3rftfT*iq 3Tf rftamf II U't II

tftwqR rtftq«T ft?? n i<«a u

st wtonwit

?

-Itaqn ^srapnrq n

ft qq jrrcrg^j qyai^i|4 n id u

3f tViTO^ ftwjgw'i A amif^ ii v m
it

RmnflRid *rcq 55®t m v< ii

•fqfftp sw ip qiqf^ ^^'igsrq n it* u

^ Brsnpft ^ sfrrs^ Twrawj. u s\« n

»tpt& Sw* ?gfttqqn * qa* t fptftfesrq. n im ii

>r3?e& »Hi«qq srfrqqt' sr <ta; ftsriftijn n m n

* qt*q»t wfwqq afq»T g^nftwan li n? n

•i'l'-TM oiqqosrt !'i^~ ^rq. II 1 Vr II

•ik-tet^Rai qgromt ftfi q^ra <’-^jMW|si4 n iv*. ii

*wlwi 3tt *u; fit fef ‘-(u/i h

S «l<sS<6fj(iai4i oife>jiy4 ’B^ram-nq D iva||

at % PTT3^anT*3i r*rjpjrftr4 ^qiWte'fftsiHrTq. il n< n

iqwKiflrt fig?^rwKfiMi^n u nMi
d <flw$q;i<sfJMaS 9 qn>t 3Wt> anrflH. 1R ° ® II

®ra-4 wawwst fur^tfrat ^a^mursqtjaqr n vi n

ft qqftatH0'JTOWWIpm IR •^ It

'Pnn qqftfT ^t*tsr 11 \*i u

<Nfrei<5t; n

P qaig^ap pa^rat qftqqw u t«y n

VIL

feoq^qq&^qiWistftgTaMtjqfqfKi u

cw aasi fTOt^ q&qjqjaft I) 1 II

<?'>nw'i3w;*it qwntH-RR^rqqranw ii

<TTNtiW5f $»t«t «305ffiqi^qjfiiiq |, \ n

184 : This variety is not mentioned by H.

193: This is 3’J'ftq of H.

198: tf&qirfto b tbe ol H.

199: qsrc^j b KgqsT of H.
202: Read qrsqgjat for qram».
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i forar ii ? ii

TOWI i tWWT II v II

Wmj \ mgzi ii ^ n

i ii * ii

nftiTOi i srcarr w ii « n

i II t ii

|
fet irarijsiT n ^ u

wfefftwr i RRarf^%«i u i- n

fc< i gftforar im II

i3ffr <rfon i TOWii fT*ir n \\ ii

•l^HflRCT *53^ awww't&gk u

i)*loi tun fftwirr IM> il

VIII.

3J fafwj glfrcT «TOT TOPt I

ifRail^ TTHTaFPI l|

T'»I* «l» Sim l

qram rr + 4 gf&vrq u i u

3JT—«aRPT^g?T«rtoi I

3^'i‘ll‘iflu' II

35 nj or -P3 -1*1 1 (i “l “I 1

at 1^1 unfit 11 ^ 11

aarft iroc wwrrreyrc'i 11 ^ 11

*5f—m*
*n? Wi-jfl *i«°w it 11

<%« sw#j nafta awfra 1

15^1 iiiw-a-Kw^^n * ||

5fwif» arnr? 1 tRjaij
11 h ii

'5T—4;(a!if I •j—iPm 4T3 II

fe 1 45«<l>' 11 % 11

a#?p Rft<io»t atfta ag« *raiaft u

11 * 11

arfpmi firaqqa?! 1 wrcpjsr %f6* n

isar ©jffrren jto 1 ip g»1fag Pii^i 1 c u

8 : 11th 13 «?*3ftetiT3r of H.

10 : Not maitioDed in H.

12 : This is ^T5 ctf H.
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a?i—w« for i n

usft 3vfaJ^? i qrg csm^ g-Ti H », it

S’id'S-.f'.l I II

i3gf^TOTT I gfjfa TOT J«T iTI 3T3T II 1 o II

2JT— ^'"3^! TI^3T I 535 Et% £T«<<PT3 II

fcj unm fat 1 few bwm im ^ 11

tow? =nft 1 <raa 11

aTOT* >He» Wflf I 'TETOirt^nun
*fl—*& * *fc *> Wfit 1 «f s« n

niff >nraT 1 wrfa *1 nun
Ht« am qs» 1 *ra« -upfa 11

*R«3 3^*lWTf I II 1Y II

3171—E"T5 r)F 3n?jJ3 I 3? =J3°I7 T*T? II

fta anft fra qrsfr 1 Uw. wr*ra 11 n

1 <*5^^ tfr? frwr n

I^cs &W «J I tfte; »T»ra gft^ gfew ||
t|

<, „

3«r—ftgan^ ft aw 3? 1 fc*fr gfWwiaw 11

*13 W3 I jftn R'lRV? II ^ -» II

TSa^ ffjwq I 3tjtrl TiMrT-1 II

fefta^ =T7W* I <TR <T5TRt?T II V II

Sit—*WT qfrjrtf I 3?J snn 3tTT II

=ra* 3ft ew; 1 ag *as ftrjtrr 11 u 11

i'«*<wforg?l I 6i?^i*4i I 3T? V& ^iTl&wi H

wnfr ftarrars* * *IW 33 POTT i S?m*TT ^-aiRTfc 11 11

ayr—mwBaaPaj t
1 ggfrfts# 1 wmwiunvifl 11

wreit »*-<£ I <W I»I>5^ I <TFT|f II U II

q**H3OTsi *mpm a*r—

«H ««« fataft 1 an a3 a>*fr 1 ute twtto 11

at gam Wtrtt 1 1 arg ®i frf qfts°i3 11 u 11

wroft a?T

—

am 3*1^ 3”n^ 1
yn^qvng

1 ?rr q^sfa afts 11

figsnfea?^ (i
) i $3ww* 1 iflyraw a*i%n m 11

«w m—
<m are T!^ 1 an* 3TR areit 11

«« yaw« 1w# d? *rre*T 11 x* n
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“HI— fe%PI I ?°JPt & fTPT UJSR II

fl 5T**T% R I Wfl 3*31 3T*3it II II

a53i|nfftrR nim i fr’ivsaraft gafat n

«*iic'»ffi«T gfou 1 ntaiBi lawfin ii 3^ ii

sst—sa-rs raiwam i f<tg»ra asrsaijt n

gw %£n? 3crft i {g'ssar-rfw n ^ n

*51 553* awrft i wr^ otsn^
[

trff ? ]

gpprewg 3 *«un s*j i e ftf&i! ?j wmift m o i

*?T—THTJHMJ GTfanj «R3 I 32 3CT1 3?TJ3 CT{3 II

fitTOI TMTf 3T33 I 31^2 3P13 St sfonTBc II 3 Ml

35f%WI JO] It* 3^ft3 ! 3 «t*i 223 33 3^P3 II

ftfS. TWf? 331 & I
<5332 itpg 322f? 'Bfftfl U \ « II

33 «ra saprofar i srawraro csftt 33f=a u

tf-nfororejag #r i « ftB*pr»iHfiE a£& *&* M i u

gfuaar^ a ?{a n« i njfroiifa oar »pt *j*ta u

9WIT3 ft[o(J3HlRMH I 3313 BJ&i faaiftKTS II II

rftrr g«T& 3-rHf'd 212 I %2 ft«Tra 313 II

»preni ar; 1 §r?Jnt *a»wH *igl$aR n ?? n

(H <?T &TO33 3^2 I 3M«3«nafta II

§3fe«r sty «tfta i aarwfta ii t* ii

213$ aR§! 3TTI i 5<rt *TO5lftlB II

am i sj&iarSi afteii it xh u

*!l>r<at a®

—

Rj*j 'tag i slant f*g arft ii

3T2*J g»i «H?J I f3"3g asrpft II II

^^ ii—

af^wJiw'snrr* S2ort^3«frat

332fiW3fl2gTtm<ft<A3S»T*?»r«

23 3232 312 3rBTJ?fa 3ftff33ffo OT't II II

W5 3^T 25t

—

*n« fim ^waamnram; n

g? i&ait Rina? * *125 it ifram 11 \* 11

W5 afes 35T—

Hftqa naipi ag-v? <sra 1
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% 6<ra ^5 sftw ii ^ ii

WI *ci—

Wi? fiffiR Utn atw* I

y<ii.<ojj; fausfijai I

<TM<1unaiara^faraT u

flajoroi^n wfe« |

(ftgsrawffirt vt fiwSm II
xo

II

Ififtjf! *p—
fSl*i“iift mura 5*i! ^3

9-T at «T «fTJ fTg
I

T UJE UNHU

Onroft UHftlft ^ qi|

•nWl

Hprorft *<rawftu3T?

5»wt itftH ntrait u y^ ii

fJflwi*? nj «r

3*«? ft«!5 wftR? utfr i

ftunnft ?*ra >K^aft-T

N?lft*T Wfm, II V? II

Rt u i»n*> i9y« urging

S^ra? <WI!t*I UTQ I

KW*l*i *WS
*J>W' J

I 55 3^is || YY II

Bgfon 5T?r

—

fawnreitiW
i i VT3 arflgfft ii

* sf mt arcs t ft ge. <m?Hfa»r 05* tor? ii yh ii

ftrfTHrawftriT'f^ <na>wft? 5^5 11

UtWI^ 5ft «*% II Vi 11

wg^PFa q^irt 3 eft qwifta n

^ 'fa ft gftmrg 11 y>* ii

BSftlPtft fW? 3V<4 =? 11

j^si §ft *«&&£ frt$ ft 11 Yi 11
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||

«*a iprs’mftnqaft n v\ u

T&tti ctii ftfua a^TfiPta

ftwie «1 fas i

*!«Mf MKt^ ^a 3r^<IKo|«

agsrt^sraiiaFKtaTiswgfaja n v 11

ap—^'anirj^a ^atsnrSia aww (
* )

asMi^rai^MpasiTamHPT
i

wrfn r.i'Tm ssrft^aprrftiHai

it <o II

*p «—
*5fr °i Tg«pi’int <? *1& iptc?

*i4^y «Prfii sfafc *5 57? i

Stfr Hg Wffi Sift ft?S* T3FTT!

^iwm q« 'mfi aropift t&t u m u

aaaawr^psfT. u

"w w^B»a iftaar^u «*.? ii

eaa; w sirtsas^ <ri',;rt g^t <i*wA

49 : Compare H- p. S56i'l-2.

50: Comtore H. p. 35a/19-2Q



THE OLDEST KNOWN ILLUSTRATED PAPER
MANUSCRIPT.

The Kalpasfdra is a wall-known Jaina work and is attributed

to Bhadrabthu who is said to hare been a emtemporary of Chaodra-

gopta, the great Maurya Emperor of India. According to tradition

recorded by Jaina authors of repute including Hcmachandru, Bhadra-

bahu died one hundred and seventy years after the nirvana of Maht-

vtasvarai, the last Tlrthankara. Whether the whole of the Koipa-

s&tro was written by him cannot be stated with certainty but it un-

doubtedly is a very old Jaina work. It mainly gives the legendary

account of the life cf the great Jair.a patriarch including the legend

regarding the transference of the embryo from the womb of the

Brflhmagi to that of tire KshstriyS mothrr about which there is con-

siderable difference of opinion in Ihe two main sects of Jainism. That
such Ideas existed in very early ages is proved by the fact that the

whole scene showing Naigamcsa taking, at the instance of India. the

embryo from Sunanda to Devanandi is clearly depicted on a Kone

dab from the KarMli-tCS of MathuiS now pceasrvxd in the Provin-

cial Museum at Lucknow. This interesting sculpture belongs to alxxit

the first century and bears an early Kiuh3na inscription, thus esta-

blishing the great ago of the legend. It would show Ihaf this belief

was current about the first century after Christ. The account of

H in the Kalprattro, therefore, could not haw twen an interpolation.

The objection to being tom of a Brihroaoa lady as stated in the

legend has its own meaning and would show that the Jairras, especially

the Svetflmbara* who believe in the myth, held the Brflhmatjas in very-

poor regard. This becomes particularly noteworthy when we make
a cootrast of such ideas with those found in Buddhism regarding the

birth of a Buddha. It is expressly seated in Buddhist books that

Buddha will be bom of either a Brahman* cr a Kshatriya mother.

This aversion must have been mutual otherwise sayings like ‘ Hastina

(nj'amSno^'pi ra lochckhsi-Jana-mmiaam'' etc., currrr.t amongst

the orthodox Brahmanas, could not have been found. But this is not the

point requiring discussion in this note The sculpture mentioned above

and the panel iL'ustrating the legend as pointed in the manuscript

under notice are reproduced in my Memoir on ‘ Indian Pictorial Art
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as develop in Bcok- Illustrations.' Incidentally it may be remarked

that panels like tills prove it to be incorrect to say that such panel*

have “ no organic relation to the text ", or that “ Indian art has never

developed bunk-illustrations as such
"

The text o! the KalpcsHira was published in Roman characters

by Jacobi lone aeo. It has also Con printed in the DevanSgarl script.

But it b strange that no fully illustrated edition of this very impor-

tant Jaina work haa yet been broughL out. especially because its illus-

trations are sure to help in the study of Jaina art. A number of Jaina

paintings have been reproduced in varini* publications but an edition

of the whole of the Kdpatuiut together will; its illustrations in colours

is badly needed. Comparison of paintings found in different parts

of India and also in ajme parts of Burma makes ore think whether

it is not possible that the Jaina Art o: painting went to distant places

and influenced the kxal artist. The resemblance in some o: the

paintings Is marked and cannot b? accidental

Several illustrated copies of the Kalpesului are known. The

earliest so far known was the one in Jacobi’* collection. It is dated

in Samvat 1484. But I have bin able to secure another copy which

is of much earlier date, being dated Samvat 1125. Thk manuwrrij*.

which is quite complete and carefully preserved though the paper

has turned brittle, consists of 115 riieets of writing, which, according to

the colophon, were written by one Ncmaclwndra-sun Interspersed

are 40 illustrations depicting various scenes from the life of Maha-
vira and other Tvtkekkatas. The execution is crude but expressive.

In the centre of each sheet a little space is left for the binding string

after the manner of polios. I believe no older copy is known tn

exist anywhere, not only of this important Jaina work but of any

other illustrated manuscript on paper. So this copy can well be

taken as the earliest illustrated paper manuscript yet known, and here

lies its importance. I have reproduced some of its pngcs and of

other manuscripts in my Memoir alluded to above.

KumSrapSla. the neil-knovm Jaina king of Medieval India, at

the instance of his iwu Hemachandra-iuri, is reported to have dis-

tributed hundreds ot manuscript copie* of this work. A number of

its illustrated copies are now known. The cine at Dcvashah's pago

in Ahraedabad is perhaps unique in that it give* the representations

of different roias and rogims with various design* and also of the

Kalya or Indian dance-poses on its margin. It gives the names of

thrir subjects alto. Hub feature adds to its utility.

HlRANANPA SaSXKI



ARUfSADATTA AND HEMADRI, THE COMMENTATORS

OF THE ASTANOAHRDAYA

Mr. K. A Padhye in hi* Life ot H>mcJri- (in MaiS[hi) pub-

lished in 1931. (3ombay) p. -13 while dealing with the work* of

Henidri. the minister of Kings. MaMdeva and Ramacandra of Deva-

g-.ri, make* the following statement about the relative chronology of

KemSdri and Aruruidana. who wrote the commentaries «i the

Aifttgakidoya of Vagbhaia II called the Ayurvedarasdyana, and

SeaiMgasundari, respectively

Pag* Si. Una 21-22— ‘

In the commentary by Arunadalla on

tbs Ayidngok/daya no mention of HemSdri appear* to have been

made’' {translation ours).

The a!x>ve statement presumes among ether thine* that Hema-

dri was prior in point of date to Ampadatta. This preemption of

Mr. Padhye is definitely wrong because Aruoadatta and Hemadri

flourished about a.d. 1220

1

and 1260' respectively. Obviously, there-

fore, Ampadatta could not refer to a medical writer of Ilemadr’s

repute even if he had desired to do so. as such a referenoa would result

in an anachronism. Perhaps Mr. Padhye was not aware of this

dtrcnology of the two commentston. Dr. Hoemlc and Mr. Kane

have recorded sufficient evidence for the datea “ about A.D. 1220
“

ar.d "
Ai), 1260" for Arapadatta ar.d Hetnidri respectively. I shall,

therefore, record in this note some additional evidence in support

of these dates. Thi3 evidence is furnished by the following extracts

from HemSdri’s Aytavedcras djor-a'* and the 5?astrangasundard of

Arupadatta

(1) Arunadalla-" ^ irg-iieT*,ta-wforf ”

(2> Hemidti— "
flg-ytCR

‘
’ tH TWd.'ef :

'
«TPJTratf:’ ‘ gqjWH :

’

1. Hostile: O’Wtifj, Intro, p. 17.

2. P. V. Kaae : History of Dhcmaiidtra. V<* I, p. 35«.
3. AfWgohjdaya with commcntariei ot Arupadatta and Hemidri, ed.

by Paradkar-thauri, N S. Fre«, Bombay, paE< IX. (forma kindly sup.
plied by the Editor).
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Fmin the comparison of the two extracts recorded above it is

dear thu Hemadri mrnt'.w Aruoadatta by name and quotes from

him and further Hemadri’* question from Aiuosdatta'a text stands

identified, proving thereby that Hetnldri it quoting from the Sar-

varteasuntSora and from no other work ascribed to any other name-

sake' of Aruoadatta. The differcnee of about 40 years between the

datc6 of Aruoadatta and Hemadri explains the possibility of a

junior author quoting from a senior contemporary of repute. It also

appears from the above extract that by the time Hemadri composed

his Ayiirvedatasdyana, Aruoadatta had already attained some impu-

tation as a commentator of the AitoWAjdaya. Ii is not, however,

clear whether Aruoadatta and Hemadri were contemporaries even

for the smallest period of their lives as mere mention of a writer’s

name cannot prove this point.

P. K. Code

L Vide AufreelU :
Cola. Ctlaicicum. Part I, p. 30.— Aruoadatta, a

texkc#rapbe and fciammnrinn is quoted by Ujjvalariatta and Reyamukuta

(*n. 1431*. tee CtyKrt’umahodcdhi p. 119. A work on architecture

celled Mar.uiySsya CandrM la also as—bre to Anuddatu (see Oppct’s

Calelotuc, 2668, 2942. 6108). The identity or otherwar of thru? name-

sakes of the author of the SorviMpSHinfari! fes still a matlcr for inveai-

flatlan.

M



GROWTH OF GUJARATI LANGUAGE

I

Language (a one of the fundamentals of gregarious existence.

From language comes literature, and both affect and arc affected

by the prevailing ©mditiens of society. The Gujarati* came into

contact with many alien races, with the result that they have a very

rich vocabulary, from which our writers could draw freely at will,

nay they could actually even make a vocabulary of their own

Even contrniporaiiei like Padmanabh and Kantian Mantrf (early

16th centuiy Vikrama Sanwat). Riahahtidis and Akhfl (17th century

V.S.) Prfmanand and SamayasfLndar (middle 18th century VS.),

Sfimal and Vallabhabhatt (early 19th century VS.), almost seem

to be talking different languages.

A freedom from any mixture of Persian and Arabic words, as

far as possible, characterises the writcis of the Brahmin or non-Jain

School, although PadmanSbh’s historical poem, dealing as it does, with

the invakcet of a Muslim adventurer, is an exception The Jain

writers, however, are delightfully free from all linguistic restrictions.

Their mission of approaching the man** through their own vernacular

and dialects rostered it necessary for them to retain or insert local

or Deiya words, and their style was still further influenced by their

extensive travels. Thus, thar style is both ornate and homdy—some-

times too much » ! The GOjarStl of the Jain Rasas and Probandhaa

had always been too difficult for the Hindus, while the language of

the Hindus had been too archaic for the Jaine.

Difference in beliefs was thus suppiemeitcd by difference in

language; and there was a gulf fixed between Jains and Hindus to

which the attitude of their writer* ore to another, bears eloquent testi

mceiy. They simply ignore cox; another. For instance Shivadiaa and

Rishabhdasa who both wrote in the second half of the 17th century of

the Vikrama Era from Cambay were as much strangers to one another

as though one hailed from Nats'urbar and the other from Patnn or

one from Dwarfca and the ether from Godina.

Social and pciitical conditions, also, effectually prevented a

healthy amalgamation of these two races and their literatures Pedal

and political conditions further served to keep these two races and
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therefore their literature? from a healthy amalgamation. The Jain

Hindu? were tee affected by the political disturbances in the land

than the GQjarSti Hindus, as they could always find asylum at the

various CpMrayas, and at n feeling of religious brotherhood prevailed

among the Yatis of different Gachhas The Hindus, had, on the

other hand, scarcely a chance to foster and develop their literary life,

and so it was that these two Literary currents always flowed apart,

neither of them enriching or being enriched by the other.

Upto the l(Hh century of the Vikrama Era. the whole of India

wrote and spoke in the Prakrits—Mahartshtri in the South. Saura-

•wil in the central and the western India, and MflgadhI. or Arclhaiii3-

sadhi. in the east, while Sanskrit was the common literary language of

India as a whole. There courted, however, a stcck of ideas common

to all the provinces of India, a survival of the time when ail lived

together aa a single society, and had a common language.

Thus each province had a sense of being linked up mentally with

the other provinces. Being free to draw upon and borrow from one

another as much as they chose, their various cultures Imd features in

common which aroused in them a meet comforting sense of kinship

one with another as can be seen from the writings of Gfljaratl Sanskrit

poets like Bhatq and Mftgha (circa. 800 A.D.) who wrote for the

whole of India and rot only for their own immediate circle or pro-

vince.

II

Gujarati is mixed language, part Prakritic and part Sanakritk.

The Prakrit and DeSya words centrally express simple facts and

obvicus feelings, while the Sanskrit words crept in in a later and

more reflective age and were used to express the shades and subtle-

ties of thought and modem. The Kshatrapas and the Gurjare

brought a non-Sanskrit language and ncn-Aryan idea* to Gujarat

centuries ago, but traces of the Aryan invasion and occupation still

remained in the land to be supplemented later by Muslim influence*.

The Buddhistic rule of Chandragupta and Aioka in the 3rd century

&c. and the activities of misscnaiiea headed by Dhannarakglta

a Yavana. introduced further novel elements into the rocial. political,

intellectual, spiritual and therefore linguistic development of Gujarat-

Then came the Western Kshatrapas and their Hmduised

followers to be followed by the cultural invasion of the Gurjars and

their various branches of Rajputs—from Kanauj and Bhinmal—

a

section of whom founded Anhilwad after the fall of Valabhipur and

Parfhasar. Both of there brought with them a non-Sanskrit language
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and non-Aryan icfeai ; but trace*. of the Aryan invasion and occujation

sull remained in the land, to be supplemental later by Muslim in-

fluences.

Gujarati literature under the later Anhilwad king! went beck to

Sanskrit traditicoB ol measure and form, but Sanwrit was not the

only language favoured by the Soiaabi patrons of literature. Prakrit,

and especially the Apabhmh&a won a sure recognition through the

advocacy of Jain scholars who found :t a most valuable medium of

expression.

The description of the
1

RajasabhS ' by Rajakkhara. who flour-

shed at the beginning of the 10th century A.D., in his " Kfivyaml.

mimsS" (G. 0. Scries No. I.) will net be out of place liere. He
writes :

“ On its northern side should be seated Sanskrit poet*, and

behind them Vaidikas, Logicant, Paurinlka*, SmSrttrt, Physicians.

Astrologers and such others ; on eastern side the Prakrit poets and

behind them the ictors* dancers* singers* musicians* and bards and

such others; on the western 3ide the vernacular poets and behind

them painters, jewel-aetters, jewellers, goldsmiths, carpenters, black-

smiths and such others
;
and on the southern aide PaiMca poets,

and behind them paiaroouis and ccurteians, repe-daneere, jugglers,

wrestlers and professional soldiers." (n>. 54-56).

Later on, however, it became clear that the Gujaratla had a pre-

ference for their vernacular-Apabhraibfa. Raja<ekhara says that

the people ot Lita. ix, Gujarat, south of the Mahi up to the Taiiti

in the south were decidedly for Prakrit, and actually disliked San-

skrit 1

i and Bhoja-Deva axifirms this.2 The men of Saur^tra,

too, were rxc above interspersing their speech with Apabhrairia.

The Gujarati poets, both Jam End noi-Jain. had a decided parti-

ality for the vernacular. i.e., the later variety of Apabhrarhfia, as

we can see from side-ternaries that occur in theix poems.

i
'
"rarer aw ( v.L wrf ) oth

:

su* tut-dfi'-t: i

—wM-lini-d, & »?-

also
'
'lk

cicw. Ht2^8T: I
’

2 ‘wircte araPs «pwt g«n: i'

—utwdi'tssW'i, fefai wt* i v
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Samala Bhaua' has given a regular diwouree on the respective

mciia o: Sanskrit and Prakrit, meaning thereby the vernacular of the

land
*'
Sanskrit," says he, "

is hke paddy
(

sirff! : )
which must be

poinded before * can fce eaten, for it is difficult to understand and
appreciate

; Prakrit is like rice ready from the granary, which can be

cooked direct. Sanskrit is like a gold cox, not easily exchanged in the

money market ; Prakrit is like a copper-piece, which finds ready ac-

ceptance everywhere Prakrit is the language of the bazar, of the

aecourtams, of the schools and of the common people Without it.

social intercourse is impossible. Iaxa! vernaculars and currencies

may nx be of much use to aliens, but they are both useful and impor-

tant to the natives." One Jain pact has emphasised the sweetness of

the Prakrit.'

Akho also is partial to the vernacular as being the best vehicle

of thought and speerii
;
and there i* no dwxbt that Gujarati was the

language of the masses, whereas Sanskrit was favoured only by the

select few. 1

HI

Gujarati may be regarded as one of the RajasthAna-group of

dia!«tts influenced somtwhat by the speech of the Gurjars in 500 A.a,

later on modified by the Sauraseal speech of Central India. The

western or MArwari form of RSjasthAnl is really the immediate aster

of OajarSti, for it has teen found that western Rijasth&nl and GQja-

1 a

:

"
«R*ct lira 3, «twr h «mt*

ITfrT Iriia, F? ^*73,

FtSd piflfpnt, Tn a «rc«re

nt&r ter 3gtt, «rrt?R

WFlt <t!KMdi, flVIST n°!fR WR
aTt<r trm sii* tn !

utriMldl"! apt,

Tt^il fit* flgt, ***.'•

— ( <. & ) 5. m. ?r.

w. t s. *vt

2 a: " Rtj 5»fiT gt*, 3^^ I

— i'«l7i>arT.T
( ^. )

" g Fiat tig! s^Rst: sg *ra» *13!

*rnrir g h?* & t®rat & ®. "

—3TOt, ‘ fto am,’

3 a-
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rail derive from the same source-dialcct, which has been called "Old

Western Rajasthani ." 1

This old Western Rajasthani has quite a respectable literature of

its own. mostly Jain, dating from Wore the 14th century to Ihe ocul

of the 15th- Gujarati must have been bom in the 16th century (Vilc-

rama Era; and is now spoken by 0%'cr 12 millions. The Sauraseni

Prakrit and Sauraseni ApabhradiAa has already modified the original

Indo-Aryan dialects spoken in Rajputana and Gujarat, as can be seen

from the following

:

The Apabhrarhla verws quoted in tne Prakrit Grammar of

Hemachandra are in a Sauraseni dialect which had already become

archaic in his time—an earlier phase of Old Western Rajasthani. The

Prakjta-Paingala (14th century), a treatise on Apabhrari-ia vena-

ficaticri, Rives in illustration of the metrical rules a number of poems

and couplets, most of which arc in the artificial literary Western

Apabhra-iisa, baaed on eartier literary Sauraseni.

Jacobi produces evidence from literature and epigraphy, from

BhOmaha and Dandin, and from the inscription of King Dhara-

lena of Valabhl to allow that some form of Speech callod Apabhrafii&a

was used for literary purposes as early as ttic 6th century aj>. Tlie

term ’ Apabhrarfria • originally had no special significance, and

merely meant “speech fallen otf (from the norm), vulgar speech.'

It was regarded with contempt by Savants like Narasrbha

Nfchfi,* Premananda, Sfimala. Akho and others. It came, however,

to Ire employed by the massa for their songs and couplets, and, with

tire growth of a popular literature, came to wir. recognition from

reheJare as wdl. Hemachandra, evidently following tradition, called

this late and literary form of Middle IndoAryan as ' Apabhrarirfa.'

None belt the Indo-Aryan dialects spoken in Gujarat. Rajputana and
Centra! India are a> fortunate as to retain traces of the ApabhraihSa

stage,—the stage between the Prakrits of the dramas and the modem
vernaculars.

A kind of iauncnl Apabhramia was a son of literary speech for

Northern India in the dosing ertitririra of the 1st millennium aj»„

aod for some emturies to follow. The power and prestige of the

Rajput courts, which had their centres in Central India and the

Ganges valley, was raponsblc for this. The Jains of Gujarat culti-

1 Vide Dr. Tesastcoi’a artkk in Ind. Ant 1914-1916.

'ira sttr ^ fa 3T*t
99

— ^ ^ wntoi )
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vatcd it a great deal
;
and often it became a mixed dialect. NSgara

Apabhramia. also cultivated by the Jaiiw, is prolxibly based on the

late Middle Indo-Aryan source dialects of Rajaathini and Gujarati,

strengiy tinged with Sauiaseni. There were similar forms of Apabh-

raih&a denved from the Prakrits. Fceably iaurasn! was tlx polite

language of the day when people employed a vernacular.

IV

PoLtical and axial conditions have made GOJariU the language

of the province, although there arc dialects enough. From the times

of the Solankia the greater part of Gujarat and Kathiawar formed

portions of the central kingdom Lata, Soratha and Gujarat, however,

were still separate provinces of the kingdom, brought together undo
the political power in the 12th century. The Brahmans, who had
eettied in the country very early in the history of Aryan Gujarat, had

first established themselves in Northern Gujarat, at Anandpur, and

in the western part of the peninsula duiing the glorious days of Valabhi
Bhinmai and PraWias, and thence spread to Swithcm Gujarat and

all over India, they were a separate social unit.

Had there not been eome sort of political union under the Muslim
rule from NaharvSlfl, just when the foundations of the Gujarati lang-

uage were laid ; had there not been a well organised Brahman com-

munity all over Gujarat, and had the Kiyasthas not participated in

their efforts, the evolution of a common rationality and a common
culture and literature amongst such a heterogereou* people would have

beer, wdl-nigh impossible. There would then have been, linguistically

and culturally, thro* self-contained and independent Gujarats : Ka-

thiawar or Sorath, North Gujarat and Southern Gujarat, or Lata—
the last two divided by the river Mahi

Kathiawar and Gujarat are thus split up into two tract*. But

the absence of political union and a common intellectual aristocracy

are among the reason* why the very slight dialectical differences bet-

ween KSihiiiwidiGujarati and Tnla-Gujarati have net beat bridged

over by a common literary' speech and the two peoples speaking these

dialects united into one.

Of the extra-Gujarati dialects similar to GOjaiStL namely, Mflra-

widi and MarSthl, it is the firs: which approaches GOjar&t! nest

Closely. Mirawldi and Gujarati scholars kept up an intimate intellec-

tual communion for oxne centuries, but socially Mfiraw&dl Brahmans

and Gujarati Brahmans formed distinct communities
; and when at

the end of the 16th century <1578 AD. ; Saravat 1622) Akbar con-

tracted the limits o: the SQbhS of Gujarat, all communication ceased
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between Gujarat and Maiwar, originally governed by common poli-

tical governor.

The isolated peninsula of Kathiawar, with her ancient culture,

her contiguity to the sea-coast, her intercourse with foreign natiais,

and her openness to the cultural influence of foreign traders, would

have drifted away from Gujarat and from the whole of India but fee

the shrine of DwSrakria at DwSrakS, which had always attracted

Hindu pilgrims, and had thus become a sort of link between the

brart of Kathiawar and the people of Gujarat : while saint-poets like

Nantsimhi Mehra brought than even closer together.

The VaUhnava revivals under Vallahha and Sv4minarayaoa gave

a further impetus to the social unity of the GOjarflUs. They gave an

exalted expression to religious rnipulre* and emotions peculiar to the

Gujarati alone and considerably increased the stcck of natinnal lite-

rature. With the Muslim conquest tracts in the different parts of

Western India, governed from Anhtlwar, received the common name
of Gujarat, which was merely an extension of the appellation for the

people of Northern Gujarat or Southern Rajputana.

V

One feature of the Gujarati language which is due to its double

origin :s an abundance of apparent synonyms whkli on investiga-

tion are found to be distinguished from cne anctiier by fine shades

of difference. Gujarati language and literature seem to have been

formed by the mingling of four separate streams of diskets :—the

Brahmanic of the Brahmin settlers, the Caraoic or Bardic of the

martial races that came later on and settled there, the Jainic of the

Jain converts, who later on formed commercial communities, and
the Penawi of the Muslims, the whole mixed up with the miecd-

laneou* speech of other fordgreis. such as the Portuguese There
are, moreover, local or provincial idiom, so that each town, city,

district and community retains a peniliarity of its own. Hence the

proverb :
" Speech diangm with every twelve Kos.">

The Brahmin settlers brought their Sanskrit and Saurascni Prakrit

from the north. The Caraoic stream of dialed and literature bears

all the peculiarities of the Rajput tongues of Rajputana. Malwa and
other tracts still further north, wliere it fokwod unchecked. Bhfltas.

Caracas, and other martial or minstrel dasres made poems and sang
sexigs of heroism and chivalry, made chronkles and wrote annals in

the Chian* dialect, which was univcisally understood and appre-
ciated throughout the provinces of Gujarat, Rajputana and Malwa.

1. a: ft
«r< ‘030 faq aw jner.
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The Jainic stream has its source further cast, in Magadhl the sacred

language of the Jains ; and the Jain monks c-r Sadhus were the writers

of liturgical anli-Biahmanic and scientific works in the district The
last stream is fed by the other races of Gujarat—the Parsis, the

Khojis
(
the Mentors and others.

Of these four branches, the last three were the most conservative,

(rang sectional and confined to their own channel*, while the fast. the

main stream, which may be called GOjaiStl. is broader* and deeper,

being constantly in flow and overflow, overstepping its banks and bord-

ers. and ever advancing. Gujarati is thus a language of races that

have gone the whole round of India before settling there. It had
ojnnecticns with the sacred languages and literatures of the early

Aryans, no less than with those of the later Brahmans, Buddhists.

Jains, Muslims and I 'arsis.

It ckisps hands on the south with Marathi, on the ea* and north

with Hindi, and on tl* west ard nerth-west with Sindhi and Punjabi.
Situated as it i9 in the centre, the language and literature of Gujarat
have abtorbed the meat admirable characteristic* of its neighbours.

It hat a rare sweetness, tenderness, nchrxsa, and fineness’ It docs
not sound masculine, like Hindi, or nasal, like Kanaree* and other

Dravidtar. vernacular, nor has it the occasional harshneaes of the

Marathi palatah, nor the sometimes fiat and sometimes round and
hollow sound of the Bengali vowels. It9 richness is due to its catho-

licity. It has not disdained, when need arose, to borrow foreign

words, both European and Asian.’

It is not a acred language, as Sanskrit is of the Brahmins, Pall

of tbe Buddhists. Magadhl of the Jaim or Hindi-Btij Bha*a of the

Vaishnavas ; nor ia if a jxrfitical or court language like Urdu, or

Marathi It is pre-eminently a language o: the people.

1 Cf. Dr. H. H Dhmva’s paper at the International Oriental Con-

gress, Stockholm. 1869 (p. 72) :
” Gujarati ia a language of «ng* and

poetry—the Italian of Western India"

2. Tlte Sounutra women, however, are said to have a somewhat na»l

speech, and the afsprft* Is called :

“ flu «fts i

”

—Tiftsra ftwr.

3 ' Owing to its maritime oxineetians, the GejarSti language has
borrowed ortasional word* (rnm other part* of Asia and from Europe.

This ia specially marked in the changed Dinlec: of the Kathifiwad txiit-

men who travel all over the world as Lascars cei die great steamships.

Their language k a mixture of Hindustani and Gujarati with a hetero-

geneous vocabulary."

E*cyrtv!Mtdia Biiltaniea. (14th Edition) p. 980. vol. 10.
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VI

'He GOJarSU language consists ol four elnnenls :

(1) Tat-sama,

(2) Tadbhava,

!3J Dc€>, and

(4> Vide®.

By ‘ Uilsama ’

i* meant only those words which ait identical in

form with Sanskrit. The ‘ tadbhava ’ element is the genuine lolk oi

native element and stands tor those words and foniB which under-

went a natural mcdification through centuries ot constant use. This

is the very groundwork ot the language, the very beginning ot the

transformation oi the original Aryan .nio a popolar medium

of expression.

Side by side, with the 'tadbhava' demerit, forming, indeed, a

part cf it, is a daw of words (called
1

deti ' by Prakrit grammarians)

which is composed of words obviously derived from the pre-Aryan

languages ol the country. Dravidian and Kol These included ail

onomatopcetic and othrr words whkli could not be traced to Sanskrit,

cither because their derivation happened to be obscure and not ob-

viroily traceable to Sanskrit, or because their equivalents were not

used in Sanskrit Hemaehandia’s DefinimamiB ’ has scores of such
‘ tadbhava dc£i ' words The true defi words are relics of the popu-
lar dialects which preceded Aryan speech, and hence aboriginal or ' of

the country'. In the Apabhraitifci period, de& words are as much
a native element in the speech as tadbhava words.

The 'vklefi' or Mlechha, i«„ foreign extra-Indian element

is more or kss ignored by the older grammarian?, firat, be-

cause the number of foreign words was comparatively small, and
secondly, because their origin was not always known. Yet words like

tftw (Latin Pia«) cuckoo, jpr* (Latin Denanus) a gold
coin, jsg (Greek Drakhrre) a coin, were recognised as foreign

in ancient times. From the beginning of the 5th century 3.C. when
the Persians ruled a part of north-western India, there has been some
sort of connection between India and Persia, sometimes intimate,
sometime? distant Each country influenced the other with the result
that we have a number ot Old arad Middle Persian words in Indo-
Aryan, down to the period of the Muslim (Tuikl) invasions in the
10th century.' Alter the establishment of Muslim rale in India by

. waning Sun; Mafia-. cUas of Brahmira.
.nwi the Mian Mi[u*~ a priwt of the ZoroBStriSn foilh

;

‘ Pj*u • ««!-m* a bock, from the Middle Pcnian " Pcv.“ meaning *in, akin lor wriune,
etc. are instances in point.
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the Turk?, the Tajiks and the Afghans, Persian was introduced into

the country as the language of administration and as the cultural

language of the Muslim courts ; and the Indian vernaculars thus

aunp in direct contact with Persian

Greek also influenced tlu* language in the middle Indo-Aryan

slagr. Greek adventurers and officers :n Persian service seem to have

come to India even before Alexander’* advent in 327 nc. Intimate

relations between Greeks and Indian* began to be established in the

next Century, and continued down to the end of 3rd century A.D. The

Gntk wttlers in India, however, were rapidly Hindu ised and absorbed.

This contact gave a number of Indian weed* la thr Gtrrk language,

and n number of Greek words to Sanskrit and the vernaculars.

Modern vernaculars have thus inherited a number of Persian and
Gretk words. The word ‘ Dim ’ meaning price, and ‘ Danuuji ' equal

to a small copper piece, have come from Greek. The word " Suranga
**

meaning tunnel ha? come from the Greek ’Surink' (syrinx) and
so on.

The influence of Persian on GujarSt! speech arc literature began

to manifest itself in the beginning of die Uth century. The first

Muslim conquerors of Gujarat (not counting the Arab epi-sde in

Sindh and in Valafchipur in ihe Sth century) were Turks, and not

Afghans or Pathans. Under the Turld and Afghan rulers. the ad-

ministration of Gujarat being left mainly in the hands of Hindu feu-

datones, arid in the ordinary way but little influence could b? exerted

on the life and language of the people from the Muslim court at

Ahmcdabad.

In Gujarat, Persian really began to make itself felt only in the

times of the Mughal?, i.e. from the las: quarter of the 16th century.

The Turki and other foreign Muslims who settled in Gujarat them-

idves fell under the influence of their subject*
;
txit this contact cer-

tainly hrwight a number of Persian words into GQJarSti during the

early period of Muslim rule. The Sultan’s Durbar at Ahmedabad
became, in many wavs, a model for the petty chiefs of Gujarat.

The Introduction of Persian as Court-language, and the

using of it for all official records at the instance of Raja Todarmal,

under Akbar, brought a still Eieater influx of Persian terms ointuctnl

The wcnl * Potlii ' (Iranian ’ Pott Sanskritiscd to ' Pusta PQstlki ;

Prakrit ’ PCthia ' nvans a bosk, MS. In the old Indian style. The wutd
1 Mothi ’

Is from Mid-Persian Mediate. meaning shoe, or bolt ; The word
' Sikkah ' of the rrWidle Persian is said ro have bren borrowed from Ihe

Aramaic
1

Sykt ' le. ' die for coining’, which later Persian introduced into

India aa the word Sikkah, a coined rupee.
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with justice, revenue and general administration into the Gajaifld

vocabulary
;
and the number of such words even now in use in Guja-

rati is quite a large cnc. Constant fighting in Gujarat brought in a

number ol Persian military terms, such as jf|* arrow, <sjua bow,

it* execution, ftistt fort. battlement or tower, s-*,

army, victory’. qtqff intrenchmeu. etc.

Persian « Hie cultural and administrative language of the Mus-

lim rulers came to be studied by some Hindus in Gujarat, and in

the 18th century it bttame as common as English is to-day. Brah-

min and Kayastha Munshis taught Persian to sora of rich people,

and there were maktabs’ and 'madrasahs', frequented both by

Hindus and Musalmam. A direct and more intimate connectien

was established between the capital cities of Delhi and Agra and the

distant Subah of Gujarat. The average Gujarati came in greater

touch with the administrative machinery titan before. Gujaratis

found a place in all the departments, executive, Judicial, fiscal and

military, and therefore had to pay greater attenti<xi to the Pcn-ian

languagt Ccntact with men in the court ol the Nazim (military

oflirer) or Viceroy at Ahmedabad, the Foxdar at Junagadb. the

Diwan (dvil adminhtrator) and other Hindu and Mtafiir. official

sent out from Delhi brought a greater reftownent, polish, breadth,

openness of mind and astuteness to the middle class Gujarati. New
things and ideas came freely to Gujarat, and for a time Gujarat be-

came truly a province of the Delhi empire.

The Mughal empire united all northern India : and the 17th

century, which witnessed the 2eni!h of the Mughal power, taw also the

establishment of Hindustani as the. lingua franca of India. In the

12th and 13th centuries. India was the battle-ground of two peoples

(Hindus and Tutkis o: Tajiks) with different sets of ideas. By 1605,

when Akbar died, a synthesis had bsn effected, and there was born

an Indo-Muslitr. culture of which Hindustani became the vehicle, ft

came to Gujarat, and more Persian words row began to be admitted

thicugh Hindustani into Gujarati and the ether vernaculars. The re-

sult was, that towards the end of the 18th century, the speech of the

higher daa Gujaratis, ever. Hindus, was greatly Pcrsisnised. and

Persian words admitted as Gujaratiscd words by most sections of the

people, became parts of the vocabulary, together with a few Persian

affixes which have become thoroughly natuialisj-d.

Of such words, the first in point of number are threw relating to

revenue, and administration and law
;
the second to material culture :

objects of luxury, the trade, arts and crafts : thirdly come word*

pertaining to kingly state, warfare and chase ; and lastly religious

words, naturalised and as understood by Hindus and others ; ar.cl
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tho% dealing with intellectual culture—education, music, literature

and general refinement.

The Other foreign elements in the Gujarat! language consist of

sorr* words from Portuguese, a few from Dutch or French, and now
an ever increasing number of English words. Gujarat had, from a very

early date, come into contact with the Portuguese It 2*9 not generally

known that it was a Gujarati Muslim of Cambay, by name Davana,
who met Vttxo tfo Gama's fleet on the Mozambique coast, and fur-

nished the great navigator with detailed information regarding tte

riches of ha country, the test possibilities of trade it offered, and the

power of its rovereign Surat, Breech ar.d Cambay were not known
to Portuguese shipping. Daman and Dio, the only two landmarks of

their former influence in these parts, which still belong to them, haw
Gujarati for their vernacular.

The names of the flora anil fauna, brought mostly from South
America and pans of Africa, which the Portuguese introduced into

India were adopted by almost all the Indian languages. Many articles

which were in use anx*tg Eurcrwns were introduced for the- first tiro?

into India, and the names of these were borrowed by the people when
they Iramt to appreciate their usefulness. Ecclesiastical and nautical

terns were borrowed from the Portuguese by the Gujaratis, the latter

of which can be found in Marathi, GujarStf. Kanarese and Hindus-
tani as well. But the largest number of words thus naturalised have
reference to domestic and social life, as, for instance : aisr* (pickle).

fj^R(Bi.scoito). wat«r (Cimesa), (Estirar), (Sorte),

and several others. The Portuguese ctovioUBly iwc indifferent in the

joys of good living brought into Gujarat many a term attesting

their skill in confectionery and preserve- making
; they woe the first

to introduce European culinary an into India ; their influence in the

sphere of drew and clothing is not inconsiderable.'

VII

The meet urgent need of Gujarati language today is an up-to-

date dictionary which gives the etymologies, pronunciations, history

etc. of all the words in use to-day. The dictionary should also contain

1 Far » detailed comparative tab's ot words, from the Prctcguete,

showing their translation in the different vernacular^ see the bur Prof. A
X. Scores' article on the 1 Portugurrc Heritage to the East' in J. B. B. R.

A. S„ Vol XXVI. 0919),

Also, s-e hit posthumous publication “ Portuguer* Vocables in Asiatic

Languages " (G. O. Series No 74, 19361.
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new technical terns specially coined to facilitate the work of teaching

ali sciences throws'' the medium of vernacular.

A committee of competent scholars may be formed by the Gflja-

rati Sahitya Purtsad to bigin the work as boot as possible.

His Hiahncfs Sir Sayajirao Gaekwar, the Maharaja o ( Baroda

could foresee this coming need and. as a preliminary to other such

attempts, appointed a committee of competent scholars to prepare a

dictionary of legal and administrative terms used in the principal

rredem vernacular" (Gujarati, Murat hi, Bengali and Hindi). The

work is known as “SaySjl-Sfisana-Sabda-Kalpataru", The first

volume of this mccumental work is already published. It contains

equivalents of about 500!) legal and administrative terms used in

the English, language. The attempt has boroene greatly successful and

has made GfljaritI Language very rich, for many of these terms have

beoimr popular throughout the state.

Another attempt is Being made by Sir Bhagawatiinghji. Thakore

Saheb of Gondal. who* ‘ C&modala-KWa ” promises to give a col-

lection of over one lakh of words, which can be pointed out as the ex-

tant stock of Gujarati words, in use today.

But still much work remains to be done if the ideal of our Uni-

versity to impart higher education through vernaculars is to lie rea-

lised.

Oriental Institute.

Baroda.

M. R. Majvudar.



REVIEWS

PtincipUs o) Education. With Special Reference to Educational

Psychology, (Part I). By Anjilvel V. Matthew.

This book is written by a person in the line, a lecturer at a

Teacher’s College, hence :t is bound to be ol treat help to all teachers

both in Training Colleges and outside. The author states it very modest-

ly at the outset that the chapters in this book were originally lectures

delivered by him at hs College But these do not suffer by their

being lectures originally. They arc singularly dear of all faults such

as verbosity, unnecessary padding, sr.d repetition generally associated

with oral lectures. As the bcok is intended for the use of teachers the

author takes a very full survey of the work of all eminent educates

during the last two centuries and shows the reader what advances in

educational theory have been made by now. He has tried to represent

each thinker’s point o: view faithfully and without any prejudice or

one-sidednere. Towards the end of each Chapter and topic the authce

has tried to draw his own conclusions and suggest what he thinks to

be the best solution.

Text-books of the type of Mr. Matthew's lx>ok arc bound to be

packed full of theories and may, therefore, frighten away the young

initiate unless due care and discretion is used by the author to make
them simpler. The tint chapter, wherein the author has discussed the

” Aims in Education "
is admirably written

;
it is so lucidly written

that the reader feels fascinated by the simplicity of exposition The

views of Herbert. Adams, Dewey, Sir Percy Nunn and other great

educationist are referred fo and discussed, and the level of discussion

is kept up to such a pitch that even a brginrwr would understand the

matter stated herein. The author recognises the infinite scope of variety

of arms in education and Irom that proceeds to a discussion on the

process of adjustment to natural and social environments

and points out how it should be directed through education The

stress laid on individuality in modem educational theory is very well

brought out towards the end of the chapter and the author has to a

great extent succeeded in harmonising the two aims, the development

of the individual and his development in relation to the state as an

integral member of Society. Hp rises to a great height towards tlm

close of this chapter when he winds up his discussion on educational
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aims and appeals to teachers and educationist to cultivate a catho-

licity ol outicok and openness of mind to new ideas.

The chapters that follow arc full of solid mailer, but the tiraiment

is in no way so simple a* we should have expected from the lucid

exponent of "Aina in Education " (chap. I). We can certainly

realise the difficult1 of the author who feel* obliged to give propet

place to the view* and ideas of eminent thinkers in the field o: educa-

tion
:
but the method followed is not the one roast suited for a

beginner. At times die author appears to be addressing an audience

of specialists, or at any rate of persons who are presumed to have n

minimum amount of information on the topics under discussion.

Moreover the ditcuaion is generally too much theoretical, and the

practical applications arising out of these theories are delegated to 3

mince place at the end of the chapter*. It world certainly have been

more appealing and useful to teacher to have the practical conclusions

stated at greater length and the theory portion further cut down.

Again it may perhaps be not out of place to make a suggestion that at

the end of books like this meant for Indian teachers and Indian

schools shoit biographical notes may be given regarding eminent

thinker* and educationists mentioned in the texts Such brief notes

will, we f«l confident, help the teacher interested in the theory of

education to a better understanding of it

The chapter on Psychology end the Tcacker lay* stress on the

psychological method o' approach but this very chapter begins m a

strictly logical manner, and one would have wished that the definition!

of psychology with which the chapter begins could have been, without

any great Ices, poetponed to a later stage. The author has emphasised

tbe need of a knowledge of psychology for a teacher and has pointed

cut what it is expected to do and what it cannot do
;
but 9«nchow

the lucidity of expos; lion «> dearly present in the first chapter is not

very conspicuous here. The author is perhaps weighed down by a

sense o: responsibility to do justice to tbe different branches of psycho-

logy, of which he mentions mote than half a dozen. We do net think

that an omission of these schools at thi* stage would have been a

9«ious loss to students.

Sir Percy Nunn’s theory of Horae and Mneme receives its right-

ful consideration in the chaplet un Human Being, a Living Organism.

The author has dixie ample justice to the theory and simplified it

as much as hr could from its absuuseness . we wish however that the

treatment were still simpler.

In Chapters IV—VII the author deals with the special tendencies

or instinct* of man and with his general umd^icies. He treats the
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subject in a comprehensive manner and has succeeded to a certain

extent in making the topics practical and useful to the teacher. The
theories about the general tendencies ol Sympathy, Suggestien and

Imitation are stated and discussed and practical hints are given as

to how these could be utilised by the teacher and the parent in their

daily dealings with the child. The author displays his essential under-

standing ol how the teacher can utilize these tendencies of the chile,

at well as the tendency of all ar.irmlst and human beings to delight

themselves in activities that are engaged ir. lor the -joy they give and

arc generally designated under the term “ play." The theories about

"play" arc easily understood as explained by the author, and his

general direction how this play-tendency is to be harnessed in die

service of education is mo-J constructive and practical. The latter

pan of this chapter deals with the great part rhythm, repetition and

ritual play in human life, and bow they should be taken advantage of

and utilised by the teacher.

Chapter VIII, ike Role of Ike Unconscious. has again a marked

tendency to deist into theory-land a little too much. Perhaps the

subject demands such a theoretical exposition. : but the author could

hast simplified the discussion and stated the general conclusions appli-

cable in daily work and useful to teachers, and referred students who
want further information to original sources.

One feels that the subject matter of Chapters IX-XI could have

been taken for treatment earlier in the book than where tlie author

deals with them. Perhaps this is a minor point, but we are inclined

to think that discussion go such important topics as membership of

group, part played by heredity and individual differences, or the in-

fluence of environmental conditions would have been more useful if

attempted immediately after a discussion on Ainu in Education. We
are prepared to admit however that each author should be free to

determine his own order of expo-dtkn.

The vexed question of the importance of hereditary factors in

the achievement* of individuals it very ably discussed (Chap X).

The eqierinens and observation* of Lamarck, Mendel, Hammerer,

Pavlov and other* are referred to, and the conclusion H drawn that

“ the exercise of a habit on the part of an animal renders the forma-

tion of the same habit easier :n the off spring." The author makes

it dear that " acquired habits by their wry nature arc of immensely

shorter duration than racial or hereditary habits, and that unless the

newer habits are constantly strengthened by the continuance of the

newer environmental factors that originally brought them into being

the specie will readily recede to the racial type." He examines the
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works of great psychologists who have studied the genealogies of

geniuses and criminals, and finds that it is possible to conclude that

human nature does no: gather grape from thoma or figs from thistles.

Vet the more significant general observation is quite dear that here-

dity is the sum total of all the past experiences of a race in which

the nature of the parent plays a part “ though this part rs not so

overwhelmingly important as some have a tendency to suppose." The

author deserves to be congratulated for ha very sane and reasoned

view at this point. He lias raised the justifiable, rational cry against

overdoing ' the Eugenics idea
’ “ The laws applied to the breeding of

animals will if thoughtlessly applied to man degrade him, as humanity

has developed moral and social values which primarily do not rest

on hereditary faoors. The superiority of man over rxher animals is

•core a matter ol hia social and moral life than o: hiB biological

inheritance."

As for Individual Differences, the author tells us how they arc

often innate but not ail necessarily hereditary. Environmental condi-

tions play a significant part in the development of each child. Here

the author discuret* very important and practical questions of great

help to teachers are) parents alike. The author has considered all

omidicis and unconscious influences, the function and influence of

the home, the press, the cinema, the church, art galleries, museums and

gardens. The gnat influence of a teacher in making or mairing a

child's future is also fully stated and disogwed. At the end of this

chapter on this subject the author speaks of one of the most important

factors in education, viz., ideals and the pait they play in life. The

secret ol achievement of many great men and women, in not a few

caws, s that their liws are made rich and radiant by high ideals

o; service and that they spend all their rcsourms, material and spiri-

tual, towards the realisation of the uplifting goal they set thcrmdve*

Cu the other hand there arc bom big men who, as the author points

oat, nuke tragic failures of themselves— men who squander the wealth

of their high intellectual and other special talents and fortunate social

advantage.*, as they do not feel in them the pull of any great life-

interest except that of eating and drinking and making the best of the

sensuous world.

The took leaves, however, much to be desired in point of print-

ing and gec-up. It could have been given a more attractive body and

even scene of the mistakes in printing could have bwn avoided. There

is no dcubt, however, that it is ca the whole ably written. Except

for the differences noted here and there, the ojnciuaiom are worthy

of rote and moat useful for guidance and practical work for a teacher.

The authors announcement that there would be another book dealing
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with the learning proem and with emotions and moral coiduct makes

us look forward to its publication, as judging by this book wo ran

confidently hope that it will fulfil the needs of teachers and guide

than in their efforts to be n»rc efficient.

Shankawrasap U. Shuku,
(M. A. Csol.. T D. Louden

;

Bar-at-Law.

Engfis* Kamcda Dictionary. Published by The CHIEF EDITOR AND
Chairman, the English-Kannada Dictionary Editorial Com-
mittee. Chamarajpet. Bangalore City.

Undcr the influence of the western literature in aits and science

the Modem Indian Languages are fast progressing in all branches of

learning. Books on a variety of subjects are being published from
day to day. To handle the subjects efficiently the authors are required

to coin new technical terms. For the better understanding of the

readers it is wry necessary to have such common words introduced in

all the languages, arid if possible Sanskrit terms, which wifi be com-
ma! to all there languages, in the absence of which there would be

much confusion and the subject would not be understood easily. Mr.

N. B. Ranade’s English-Marathi Dictionary is worked out on this

plan. Similarly dictionaries have been published in Tamil and Tdugu
as well. It was high time for the Kannadigas to take up the woik of

publishing an English-Kannada Dictionary. Ziglei‘s Engliih-Karmada

Dictionary was meant for the School children and is antequated now.

This work of compilation has been taken up by the Mysore University

and the first volume has bon published. We congratulate the autho-

rities of that University on their taking il up and publishing the said

volume. They further deserve our congratulations since the Editorial

committee have spared no pain* in giving appropriate definitions and
equivalent terms for various English ones. However a little difference

of opinion is bound to be there as regards the coining of terms. This

can be illustrated by the word—“Axiom" to which the equivalents

given are SwatassiddkapnoKdya AdUrasCtra: Siddkaniyamo

:

and

Sutra. But in Geometry the equivalent term used in all the parts

for this word is Pretyakscpramana : and in Tarka the equivalent urerl

is SvatabpTdmmya : svotakpramiti ; and Svatabsiddhitea. Sir

Mcnier Monicr Williams in his Sanskri'.-English Dictionary gives

SUtdkanta as a word conveying that senre. The compound word

SvatakprarnSna is an adjective and conveys the sense of self-prored
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oi self-evident. This cnnnct further be taken as a ncun. The woid

AMkatJr, cannot be an equivalent for “ Amphitheatre." The Editorial

Committee may very well have avoided the foreign words Meiddna

snd Akhc/fa conveying the »o»e of “ Area ” and ' Arena V But such

instances axe wry few and can, therefore, te neglected

It is al» creditable to the Editorial Committee that they have

consulted the Concise Oxford Dictionary for the selection of the words.

In doing to they have not neglected such standard and previous works

as Charles Anatidale's Dictionary, and the Webster's International

Dictionary In finding out suitable equivalents reference has been

made to almost all ihe dictionaries and glossaries available in the

Modem Indian Languages and Sanskrit

We take this opportunity of suggesting to the authorities of the

University of Mysore to lake up another similar wink namely that of

revising the Kanrada-English Dictionary of Dr. P. Kittel. It was com-

piled and published as early as 1894. Since then numerous old Kan-

nada wonts have seen light. They' contain a number of words now

obsolete but occurring in one form or another in other Dravidian Lan-

guages Such a work will not only help the study of Kannada litera-

ture, but also be very useful to the students of Comparative Philology

of Dravidian Languages. The authorities of the University of Mywre
alone can take up such a work and finish h successfully as is amply

borne out by the present puWicatfesi

K- H KUNDANCAR.
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PIRACY IN THE WESTERN SEAS IN THE REIGN OF
AURANGZE8.

(From Franck Sources)

PREFACE.

A study of piracy in the Western Seas under Aurangzcb has

never bmi attempted. Some accounts of the evil, no doubt, appear

in Kaeppdin’s " La Compagnie dcs Indes Oriental** ”, ar.d in my
own book. “ Les Premieres Relations entre les Francais ct !es Prints

Indigenes", but both arc casual accounts subsidiary lo the main

themes of chew boots—the history of the eariv French Establish-

ments in India in chc ore case, and a study of early Indo-Frcnch

relations in the other

And y« the history ol piracy in India, in the later l?th Cen-

tury is important and interesting enough to be studied by itself. For

cere thing it compel; attention to the sea. an element too apt to fce

neglected in the histories of Aurangzeb, and by tracing the origins

of large scale piracy to the predatory disorders on land, Imparts a

new. if Kcoewhat sinister significance to that social anarchy only

too rife in the last two decades of the Emperor’s reign.

For another thing, a history of piracy necessarily emphasises

an element of weakness in the Mogul Empire which we are oily tea

apt to overlook in our preoccupation with the land concerns of the

Empire—the utter helplessness of the Mogul. :n the aeeer.ee of any-

thing like a navy, to cope with a maritime foe. which caused the

original evil of native piracy to be reinforced by all the cosncps-

litan dement; of European piracy, and thus greatly aggravated.
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Thereafter the interrat of the story lies in the apt illustration

it affords to a lewco emphasised by Thucydides long ago. and often

used thereafter as a pica for Imperial expan»on—the lesson that a

sate which abdicates the duty of protecting it* oomnoercial subjects

co the high seas. no: only sacrifices Commerce, but with Commerce,

Civilization itself.

The presets paper, compoeed chiefly from the invaluable mate-

rial in the French Colonial Archive* is an attempt to tell the talc

of piracy in the Western Seat of India, with all the interest inherent

In such a fascinating subject, and in such a way as to bring ou: all

the points of interest, noticed above.

THE 0?XTN OF PIRACY.

Piracy is found to exist in hr-tocy in ore ol two forma In its

milder fora, piracy is the natural occupation of vigorous and rest-

less prwples who dwell cet the coast of maritime oauntiies. 1 In

its more virulent form piracy is the outcome of general predatory dis-

order. The 5ng is an inconvenience to commerce, often of a gal-

ling kind ; the second is a serials menace to commera, and invari-

ably kills commerce, if it is net itself killed As an evil the firs

may b: dealt with by a strong mercantile marine
:
the second can

only be extirpated by the State.

Piracy at the natural occupation of virile coastal races existed

in India from times immemorial.* Its presence in the early reign

of Aurangreb is noted in the Memoir addressed to Colbert by that

French colonizing pioneer La Boullayo le Gouz. where he tells the

minister1 that, if French commerce .% to be guaranteed against Ices,

the sea must be cleared of " malabaris and other corsairs". It is

worthy of note, that the Angevin nobleman urea the words " malaba-

ris" and "corsairs" synonymously, even as in pre-Homnic Greece,

the terns
1

sailor" and "pirate" were used to man the same thing.

La Boullaye's countrymen had reasrxi to 1* impressed with the

prescience and wisdom of the pioneer's words, when they set up their

factory at Tellichcri on the Malabar Coast, m 1G70. and were pes-

tered by the unwelcome attentions of the Malabar pirates who.

Dr. Ddkn asrarea us,* ' plundered the godowna, and offered to kill

tl* French factors if they could nc* take them alive

"

1. Pirate* are not untrtquently to be found, to this day, in the
Chines* and Indian Sens.

2. S« Ormercd, W>to;y a < Antic* Piracy.

3. So: K. a Jayne s Vasco do Como mi tis Suceeucrx.
4 Menoirc dc Lt Boullayt I* Gem a Colbat, SurflW It It'

AvriL 1665. Ac C 52. ! 1-4.

5. Dr. Drikm : Relation dun Voyaii -« hulei Oiientalri, (1657-
1677). Paris, 16*5. VoL I, n>. J57-254.
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Dr. DelIon himself went through the thrilling experience of

being captured by Badigara pirates as he was sailing down the rivts

Cate, from the interior oi Mysore. His lieree captors led him before

their chief, Cognaly- who dismissed the doctor with a gesture of

irritation when be learnt that lie was a Frenchman. Ihc French

being well-known allies of the Znmorin o( Calicut, whom the pirates

held in awe.

Large Kale piracy, however, was the peculiar outcome of the

social unretf which marked the later years ol Aurangzeb's reign.

Thc history of the Ancient World shows us that piracy as a serious

menace to commerce is the child of comparative commercial pros-

perity. combined with political anarchy, ard administrative impo-

tence. The instances of Crete and Athens. Carthage and Rome,

conclusively illustrate the obvious truism that robbers c*Jy ftourish

where there is plenty to rob. and when the arm of the State is rot

long enough to reach them, or strong enough to put them down.
9

In the India of die later 17th Century fcctii these conditions

for the growth of predatedy power, were, as we shall see. only too

well realized- Under the healthy stimulus of the European Com-

panies

1

a vast commerce had grown around the Gujarat porta of

Cambay, Goga. and Surat This commerce was nourished by the

inland products of India which found their way, through Agra and

Scrooge to Surat, and thence radiated outward in all directions—to

Bustah and Bunder Abbas on the Fersian Coif, to Moka and Jeddah

in die Red Sea. to Achim and Bans in the Straits Settlements, and'

even further afield to China and Japan.

The increase in the volume of sea-borne trade may be gauged

from the growth of shipping at the single pat of Surat. Martin

Iris us1 that when he left Surat in 1670, there were not more than

16 to 17 ship* m the port. When be returned to it in 1681. there

were as many as 72, most of them three masted vessels, with capa-

cities varying from six to eight hundred tons. A native sbip-buiid-

ing industry had kept pace with the increase in the demand fo: ship®,

thanks to the enterprise and skill of Parsi ship-buildcre. whose crafts-

1. Cooialy. referred to. by Dr. Delloo, a* a ccreair » really Ihc name
of a diWrict near Mahe-Cogunair or Copuly.

2. The English faciory was tet up at Surat, m 1611, and the Dutch
factory in 1616. Abfce Guy<xi„ Hiiioire Indta Oriental*. Paris. 1744.

Vol. Ill ?. 23.

3. M&moirca de Francois MBrtin, Fondateur de Poudichery, ed. Mar-
tinet. Para, 1931. Vol. 2. pp. 436-37.

*. Mtooire* de F. Martin. Vol II. p. 437.
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manship. Marlin Iclls U6.' would have dene credit to the best ship-

building yards of Europe.

Political order and administrative efficiency had, unfortunately,

not kept pace with commercial progress. The political security

which the Mogul Government offered its subjects had been far from

perfect, even in the earlier reign of Aurangzeb. Baron’s picture of

social anarchy round Surat, and in tire rwghbrurlxiod of Agra is

sufficient testimony of this.0 Writing in July 1672, he says,

" Hindustan is in the throes of strange convulsions. According to

popular reports, there are some fifty thousand men who have risen

in revdt, and arc going about pillaging and burning everywhere.

The City of Surat, in particular, is in a great agitation, owing to

the presence of Mora Pundit who b keeping the inhabitants in a

state of continual alarm. All the gates of the city arc walled in,

with the exception of one. The guards are doubled everywhere, bul

the Governor of the place, with a cottage worthy of him. has kept

seven stout beat* in the river below his palace windows, so that,

should anything untoward happen, he can let himself down in them
and make away." This was in 1672. when there wa3 nothing to take

the Emperor's attenticci away fretn tbe task of providing fix the

security of his dominions. Hall a generation later, when the

Emperor's engrossing prexcupaticu with his conquests in the Deccan

arvd Maharashtra had brought oat all the inherent defects of the

Imperial system, and ir. particular the waywardness of provincial

government when releasee! from lmpen.il control, tbe situation became

much worse and was intensified by famine and pestilence. '*
It is

impossible." writa Dednnrlrs Boureau in 1686.' " to give an idea

of the state to which this country has been reduced, and neither

sacred nor profane history has any picture to offer which can parallel

the bainmnes* and mortality oi recent years". "The country
around", continue* Pilavome.4 "is in the veiy las desolation

owing to famine. The people are up in aims everywhere, and put

everything to fire and slaughter. There is neither limit nor excep-

tion to the tyranny of tbe local governor* ", Elements of scdal or

political discontent smouldering in provinces which had never been

properly settled, now broke cut into open flame, and provincial gover-

X Mimtira it F. Murfi*. Voi. n. p. *37.

2. Baion h Colbert. Surat*. !e 25 JilWt, 1672. AC. C 62. I 139
Ul. Alio BIk 1 Coltext, Suxaie. ie 25 Man. 1672. AC C 62. f 166.

a Dedandcs Boureau ct Martin mix Diiateur*, Poodkcbay, le 2*
Sept. 1687. AC C 63, f W

4. Pilavoioe aux Dinoeun, Suratc, le 15 Oct. 16M. AC C 63,
i 83.
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ncrs were either too weak or (<» indifferent to put them down, and

a* an inevitable remit, predatory disorder broke out everywhere.

In 1681, Martin had octagon to tour round the northern dis-

tricts of Gujarati). He lias a lurid picture of social conditions pre-

vailing there. *'The roads,'
1

he says, "are everywhere of the test.

The countryside * lovely, and that fields well cultivated. But all

the inhabitants round Karcda ate mbbtrs The women, like

true help-mate* accompany their men folk on their plundering

expeditions, carrying jars of water on their heads, from which they

give the men to drink wlusi they are tired." " As for the children,”

he goes on, ” they are brought up from infancy in the profession of

thieving". Further north, in the neighbourhood of Ahmedabad,

there existed a tribe of robbers called "giatias". They went out

on their expeditions on fleet-footed ponies, in bands of 20 ce 30,

armed with lance* and sword* The most curious feature about

there robbers was their system of signalling to each other by imita-

ting the Cries of wild animals. The system was so elaborate and

period, that they could warn each other, "about the number of

travellers, whether they were armed or not. whether it was time to

attack them, and every other detail regarding them.” Unchecked

by the Mogul police, the “gratias" became so bold that they

ventured tn attack townships and villages in Gujarat where they

would levy contributions from the villagers, and hold their Muktdums

07 headmen to random if they refused to pay.'

It was In this anarchic atmosphere of social unrest and preda-

tory disorder, that piracy on a really sorrows scale took its birth. Late

in 1691. a native ship bound for Sind was waylaid and overhauled by

pirates' and within the next three years outrages at sea rapidly mul-

tipliei In January 1685, the British interloper Mr. Petit took ship

at Bombay for Surat. On the way hi* »hip was attacked by four

nails'!*, corsairs, but rendered a very good aorount of itself, and es-

caped. Rated with the victory, Mr. Petit insisted go drinking

numerous toasts to the accompaniment of the ship’s cannon In the

general feasting, a barrel of gunpowder caught fire and exploded,

carrying away part of the ship's px-p. The corsairs who had stood

of! at a distance, all this while, returned to the attack, plundered

the ship, and carried off Mr. Petit and the crew as prisoners. 4 In

September of the same year, a dating attack of Gujarat pirate* on a

British man-of-war returning to Surat, was only beaten off by the

L M4mim d, F. Voi II. p. 313.

1 Afhuba de F. Afaitin, Voi II. pp. 315-17
.

also pp. 3S1-383.

3 AfJnreiw * F. Matin. Vol. IL pp. 281-331

4. MtmbtM it F. Martin, Vol. II, FP. 373-374.
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gallantry of the captain. By the aid of the year 1G85 Marlin

records (hat liw pirate tod baxune so bcJd, that ihey attacked

'hips in sight of Sualy, often !n the harbonr itself.’

All these outrages were the work of corsairs from the coasts of

Culch and Kathiawar, bearing the singularly appropriate name of

Songare nr Jangans They were fierce tutbaned robbers who had

their headquarter* somewhere near the promontory of Diu, and

owned a fleet of some twenty veads, large and small- mostly ships

captured from Surat imrchanti' Weil aware of the seasonal move-

ments of commerce, and the preference of Indian ships in these

days tor tbc coast-linc, the Sangans used to lie in wait in the numer-

ous bays and inlets co the Kathiawar and Concan coasts, preying

usually upon boats of merchandise, but preferring by far the rich

specie laden vessels which returned, after the monsoons, from the

Red Sea.*

Within feur years of their appearance, the raids of the Sargam
became so numerous, and devastating on the commerce of Surat,

that on continued solicitations from the merchants, Aurangzeb had

to interfere. In 1634, therefore he appointed Syed Mahmoud, tlie

energetic governor of Baroda. to the governorship of Ttotta. on the

mouth of the Indus, and commissioned him to suppress the Sangan

raiders. Syed Mahmoud's orders were wry precise : he was to “ arm
ships, give chase to the Sangans at sea, and also attack them in their

ports.1 The minute precision with which Syed Mahmoud's pro-

gramme is defined, only makes us mile, for, at no time tod the

Mogul Government ever (Xrsscscd anything like a navy, or even a
system ol naval transports. When, in 1681, troops tod to be landed

in the Concan by way o' the sea. to co-operate with Shah Mam's
army against Sambaji. the Surat governor had to requisition the

ships of the Surat merchants,' and some years earlier, the same

governor had been helpless to put down the Matia rising* in Ahmc-
dabad, simply because to had not the ships with which to concentrate

troops in the affected are*. In these droimBances, how was Syed

Mafcmcud going to obey his orders ?

The answer is very intereting to the history of piracy in Indian

5- Mimi.iia de F. Marlin. Vo), II. |>. 410.

2. Mimci'u de F. Marlin. VdL IL p. 410.

3. Almost alt the spoac, required for the monetary needs of die
Empuc, cune from the Red Sr a. and Persian Gulf ports. Sec Marlins
Memoira. VoL I!, pp. 495-437.

«. Uimdrts de F. Marlin. Vol II. p. 336.
5. Afrwoirei de. F. Marlin. Vol. II, p. ZU7.

& M(metres de F. Marlin
,
Vol. U, pp. 413414.
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waters. " Seeing that the Mogul's wbjccts were rot made tor aiter-

prses ol this kind." nays Martin, " Syed Mahmoud wrote to the

European Companres at Surat, and asked them tor strips, sailor*,

officers, and gunners”. Tin: French company answered that they

could no* spate eitlrer men or ships, and the other Companies did

likewise.

1

Syed Mahmoud, in consequence, could do nothing to put

down the Sangana. The Mogul, :n short, had faded to take up the

challenge which piracy had thrown. Obviously, then, piracy had

come to stay in Indian seas.

It was, presently, to be strengthened with other rkmnta in the

fostering atmosphere of war.

The Growth ok Piracy

The war beiwcen the Mogul and the English which was to prove

so favourable to the growth of piracy m India, was preceded by a

long period of strained relations between the two parties. Both

sides in the conflict mutually blamed each nthrr. and each with a

good show o! reason—the English complained of the harassment of

the Mogul cisterns office*, while the Mogul accused the Eng'ish of

abusing the privileges of their " finnan

That there was much truth in the English complaint of Mogul

harassment is borne out by similar complaints made at this time

by other Euiojiean companies against the Surat aullioritiei.» Tlic

preoccupation of the Emperor in the Dcwan, and the relaxation of

Imperial control were beginning to produce their administrative re-

action in the tyranny of provincial governor* and the deterioration

of provincial government. Naturally enough, tlie commercial com-

panies were the first to feel the weight of this change. Incoming

goods were intentionally detained at the customs wharf, ca charged

for at higher rate of duty than that stipulated for by finnan.

Goods coming from the interioi of the country were re assessed at

Surat when they had already ixtti taxed at intermediate stations

like Ahmedabad and Broach. Goods declared to be duty-free were

charged duty. Every opportunity, in short, was taken to harass the

Company’s servants, with n view to extort gratifications from them.

On the other hand, however, the English were not altogether

blameless on their side. On fixing their settlcmenls in Bengal, the

Company had wired, that, in return for an annual payment of

Rs. 3.030, all their goods should be allowed free entry and exit, m and

out cf the province. Instead of using this privilege for themselves,

1. Mimoi'ts lie F. Martin, Vet II. p. 336

2. S« ptrticularly : D-ncndea pe»*ntees su Govcmeur Salabat

Khan, le 24 Oct 1686 AC C. 63. I 86.
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as It was intended, the English traders add passports to native mer-

chants, extending their immunity to others not coveted by the

Imperial crtitiect. and thus defrauded the Mogul Exchequer of a

large share of its legitimate revenue.'

However this might be. quarrels of this kind had arisen in the

past. They were in the very nature of the conditions of settlement

in Mogul territory of alien commercial bodies. If they were not

settled amicably now, as they had been in the past, it was because

the Directors were in no mood to bnxk the vexatious intei fcrence of

the Mogul, and had instructed the British President at Surat. Mr.

Child, to resist Mogul pretensions if need be, by force 1 The pre-

vailing ill-will between the part.es was now to te fanned into suddm
ibune by the question of piracy.

Late in Deosnber 1685, a otrsair was reported to be hovering

in lit vicinity at Diu. He was even rumoured to have made several

valuable capture* at sea. An English man of war, then at Surat,

set cut to investigate the report, but came back haring discovered

nothing." Bui on November 15th, 1685, Surat was convulsed

with the rvras of a grave outrage at sea. Two native merenant men
returning fiom Moka and Jeddah, richly ladai with specie and valu-

able merchandise were plundered off Diu by two pirate vessels. The
thoroughness with which die corsairs had done their work was par-

ticularly remarkable They had ct first unloaded all the gold in

the ships, and transferred it to their own vessels. Then they had

looked abcut for other valuables, and removed all the munitions and

victuals which the vessels contained. Not satisfied with this, they

had finally stopped the ships of their masts and rigging, picked some
fifty of the sturdiest members of the crew, likely to be cl service to

them, and putting all their plunder into cne of the vessels. they had
placed the remaining men in the ether vessel, and sent it on to Surat*

The Native merchants in the city weir in the wildest conster-

nation. The loss was great enough, since the gold alone was valued

at £ 400,030, but even worse than ti>e less in money, was the menace
which such an cutrage held for the future of commerce- " The mer-
diants'' says Martin. " dearly foreraw that the caw with which the

robbers had done their work, would temre other robbers to enter the

field, and the areurity of fheir shipping would be gone for ever."®

The air was already full of animosity against the Engliih.

1. Miimirti dz F. Mm tin, Vol. n. p. 456.
2. Mfmoirt; dt F. Marlin Vol. II, pp. -160 451.

3. Mhnoiu: dt P. Martin. Vol. II. p. 417.
4. Mtonmct dt P. Marlin, VoL 11, p. 453
5. i\Umvhrt dr F. Martm, VoL II. p. 453.
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Sedulous enquiries made from the survivors of the outrage d:citcd

the information that the pirates were white men and " tcpiwallas

The Surat merchants knew of white men who wore •‘topees'
1

in the

European resident of Surat, i-.nd their anti-English prejudice prompt-

ing the thought, they naturally inquired wliether these white men

were Englishmen. The reply was that they might be Englishmen.

The angry merchants, embitterec with their lost and eager for

a scapegoat, exclaimed that they must be Englishmen, and presently

the survivors themselves. under the sires* of prevailing opi-

nion, came rcund to tlie conviction that they were Englishmen The

rumour went round the dty that the outrage at sea was the wort

of Englishmen, and, in due awrse of time, these reports alcng with

the petitions of the Surat merchants having readied Aurangreb. the

Emperor already irritated with the English, determined to chastise

them severely. Instructions were accordingly sent to the Viceroy at

Bengal that he should expel tlie English from the province, and

Ilmad Khan. Governor of Sural, was ordered to confiscate all English

goods in the Fort, imprison the English, and attack them in thrit

island of Bombay- 1

Seldom has history come across a more remarkable instance of

mistaken identity. The outrage which had caused all the mischief

was really not the work of the English, hut cf a Danish corsair

Vitken by name. In the course of eight yean, service unlrr the

Danish Company at Tranquebar. Vilken had amassed a large for-

tune Not wanting to carry all the cash with him, Vilken had con-

verted it into jewellery' which he kept hidden in the locker of his

ship. One evening when the Captain had gone to say goedbve to

some of his Dutch friends at Pulicat. two of his men who knew the

Captain's secret, broke open the locker, plundered its contents, and

letting themselves down in the ship’s boat, made off with the l«xrfy.

Cheated of a lifetime's haid-eamings by this cruel robbery. Vilken

had retaliated by taking to robbery himself, and. as the present

outrage showed. I* had certainly made a good beginning. What

is more to our point, he had set the English and the Mogul by the

ears.'

The war between the Mogul and the English lasted for four

years—1637-1693, and passed through many vicissitudes bxh m

Bengal and on tlie West CcsM. Interesting as are many of the epi-

sodes in that war. 1 cur main concern is not in the war. but in the

dr F. Merlin. Vol II. p. 469.

Z. Mtm/Ara dr F. Mtrlin. Vol. II. pp. *53-454.

3. See Mamueri Nicolao, Sio/ii do Motor. Indian Texts series,

Tor.dec 1907. Also Martin aux Dlrrocuis, Pondictirry, !e 29 Nov. 1687.

AC. C 63. C 100, and Mcoichn dr F. Marlin. Vol. II, p. 485.

IV*.B
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question of piracy. Piracy bad precipitated the war. and piracy was

now to gain strength from its duration. Early In the conflict, the

combatants perceived that they were unequally matched the English

were powerful at sea where tiw Mogul could never cop* with them,

while the Mc*u! was strong on land where the English could never

hope to dose with him. With sound instinct, therefore, the English

withdrew from the land, and intrenching themselves in the island of

Angely, at the mouth of the Ganges and in Bombay, on the West

Coast they put the security of the sea between themselves and the

enemy, and carried on a vigorous naval war against all Mogul ship-

ping.

W*e have abundant evidence of the thoroughness and success

with which the English pmseuted this war of reprisals. They

crowded the seas with their ships, and intercepted Mogul commerce

wherever it could be found. In September 1687, Father Yves de

Rourgea, Superior of the Caption Minion at Meta, repons an Eng-

lish mre) has been sent to Aden, with orders to capture all ships in

the Red Sea belonging to Abdul Gafur. a Mahometan merchant

from Surat, because he had written to the Mogul to say that the

pirates who had recently captured so many ship® were Englishmen. 1

Three English vessels kept patrol m the sea between Damaun and

Diu. and intercepted all Mogul ships which Enured Sualy "The

mouths of all the river* which flow from Hindustan into the »a,"

writes Piiavoine fretn Surat in January 1688. " are blocked by the

English who capture all ships even if they are empty."* Vessels

were despatched to Madras and the Coromandel Com! to keep an

eye on enemy chips bound for the Straits Settlement* and capture

them. 1 Interesting side-issues arose with other European power*

as a result of the indiscriminate manner in which the English seized

all ship* at wa, whether they flew the Dutch, French, or Portuguese

flags, for neither passports nor flags were any protection to Mogul

ships in this promlKuou* naval warfare. 4

The rase with which the English preyed net only on Mogul,

but on all ships which came tlreir way argued a total absence of

public order on the high sea* which was bound to tempt other nation-

alities having no quarrel with the Mogul at all, to come in and try

their luck in the disturbed Indian Scaf. In April 1687, a Danish

1. Mimti'ti it F. Morris. VoL II, pp. 497-49$ ; Alai VoL II. p.

519.

2. La Marchands it Swale au DirttUmt. Ic 17 Jan, 1688. Ac.

C ®. f 112
3. MAoama i* F. Mtrlin, V<il II. p. 488.

4. Memtires it F. Marlin, Vol. II, p. 519.
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vessel arrived at Tranquebar with three richly laden ships, belonging

to Surat merchants, and a fourth belonging to Armenians from

Bengal, with a cargo worth over Rs. 30,1X0. The Armenians on
being landed at Tranquebar, were subjetted to a searching ordeal

under the suspicion that they had jewels concealed ai their persons.

They were stripped of all tbeir clothe?, given a ccbayt, a shirt, and

a pagoda apiece, and then put outside the city walls.' “ The

Danes" as Martin dryly observe?, "had no pretext whatever for

seizing the Armenian vessels”—except, of course, the right which

the strong acquire over the weak in the demoralizing atnxsphcrc of

war. The Armenians went to Ncgapatam. and laid their grievances

before Van Rcc, the Dutch Commissioner there, as tbc flag under

which the}' had been sailing was the Dutch flag. Van Rcc sent

officers to Tranquebar to negotiate the return of the vessel, but the

Dane* were in no mood to part with what they already held.

If Danish privateers could profit from the Anglo-Mogul war,

there was nothing to prevent regular pirates from doing the same
Between Privateering and Piracy there is but the shadow of a diffe-

rence. Early in 1685. the alrruner of the " Sc Francois d'Assise ",

a French ship which had touched at the islands of Mascarcnhas’

brought news that a pirate vesay had taken provisions at the islands,

only a few days before, paying hancsomely for them. The Captain

of the ship was said to be an English filibuster from the Leeser Antil-

les, with a motely crew of divers nationalities.' If the alroaier’s

information W3S correct, what business had American buccaneers to

cross from the Caribbean Sea into the Indian Ocean?. Was this

a mere hazard that meant nothing, or was it the precursor of a

general migration taking place in the seas? The answer to these

queries came late in tire same year. A Portuguese vessel belonging

to one Antooy Ribeiro from Panjim, with rich cargo in its hold,

bound for Malacca. W3S met off Ceylon by a corsair who plundered

it from stem to stern, and left it helpless at 9ea. A French ship,

the “St. Nicholas" had met the Portuguese vessel, and. like a good

Samantan, led it into Pceidichery. Inquiries made by Martin showed

that the corsair was an English buccaneer from the Antilles, with a

crew of 40 Englishmen, and 4 Chinese boys.* There could be no

doubt now as to what was happening Drawn by the lure of easy

plunder, English corsairs and American buccaneers were slowly

1. MimMnt dt F. UarM. Vol II. pp 48C-481.

2. The rhrre islands of Mauritius, Reunion, arid Rodrigue*, lo the

Earn of Madagascar.

3. *ffwarr« de F. Merlin. Vol. 11. pp. 55(1551.

4. Mtmeifti d. F. MeUin. VoL II, p. 459.
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abandoning their traditional spheres of aflier, and entering the more

promising field of the Indian Seas. A letter written by Pilavoine to

the Directors, late in 1688, giver us something like a complete picture

of the final result of these migratory movements after they had

accomplished themselves, and the roving plunderers of the rea had

settled down in their new homes.

Casting a bird's eye view over the vast coast line around the

Indian Ocean. Pilavoine carefully notes' how English pirates had

fixed their abode along the Gujarat coast, how Danish corsairs held

the shores of the Arabian Sea, and the chief points of the Persian

Gulf, how finally, further West. “ certain English and American buc-

caneers have taken theater on the Arabian Coast, and from Perira

and Aden, central the Red Sea and Persian Gulf navigation." Pila-

voine’s letter, in short, admirably sums up the results of the war

between Erglish and Mogul on the growth of piracy in tire Western

Seas. Bom in the cradle of predatory disorder on land, piracy had

teen nurtured in the favourable atmosphere of war into a problem

of sufficient magnitude to claim the serious attention of the Mogul.

How was Aurangzeb now going to deal with the problem?

Mogul Attempts to suppress Piracy

(a) Thr Firsi Impfiai Ben

The war between the English and the Mogul ended in 1660,

through thr prod efixes of the Portuguese, it is said' who feared that

Mogul designs against Bombay might involve thr min of their own
settlement at Goa. But the cessation of hostilities made no difference

in the ravages of the pirates, except perhaps, to intensify them From
carefully chosen sprits in the great coastal serri-dreie arcund the

Indian Ocean the pirates would swoop down upon Mogul Ships and

bear them away—American buccaneers from Aden. Danish pirates

from the Persian Gulf and the Coast of Makran English corsairs

from off the Gujarat and North Concan Coasts. Shipping was every-

where objected to a running fire of piracy. Within the next two

years—1661-1692—the ravages became so frequent that frantic ap-

peals from the Sura* merchants began to reach the Mogul Court.

In 1692, an incident of considerable importance to our purpose

happened at the pert of Mangrol on the Kathiawar CoaS.' In

November of that yeai, certain white men landed at the port, and

offered valuable goods for sale to the townspeople. The cheapness

at which tire goods were offered made the people suspect that the

1. Pilavoine aux direetcure. le 17 Jan. 1689. AC. C £3. f 112.

2. Martin i SegncUy, Ic 20 Pev. 169a AC C 63. f. 352.

3. POtvoine a U CompapU*. Ic 20 Jan. 1693. AC. C. W. f 63.
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while men were some of the pirates who had recently inflicted

such heavy damage on the Surat merchants. They communi-

cated thar suspicxxis to the Governor of the town. This astute

man, hoping to gain the Imperial favour by an act of signal scrr.cc.

cultivated good relations with the white men, won their confidence,

and finally invited them, one evening, lo a banquet which he held

a* his residence The unsuspecting corsairs easily fell into the trap.

They came ashccc to the number of some twenty-two, and were soon

making merry with their genial hosts. But just when their revelry

was at its heigh*, they me suddenly seised by the Governor's men.
loaded with chains, arid, at the Emperor's order*, despatched under
a s<rone escort to Agra. At Ahmcdabad, some Dutch merchants
who were curious to see who the prisoners were, went out to meet
them, and found to their amazement that they were Englishmen,

sane of them forme: servants of the East India Company at Surat.

The prisoners' arrival at Agra could not haw beet more opportune.

Numerous petitons received from the Surat merchants had latterly

bon engaging the mind of the Emperor. Almost all these petitions,

complaining of outrages at sea. declared that the pirates in question

were Englishmen and Dutchmen. If there were any doubts on this

point in the Emperor's mind, they- were speedily dispelled by the

arrival of the English prisoners from MangroL For here was con-

clusive preof that Europeans and piracy went hand in hand.

From this, to the Ban was just one more step. for. if Europeans

and piracy went together, it presumably followed that if the former

were penalized the brigandage would forthwith stop, and the only

punishment Mogul desjro’.ism could conceive of. in the case of traders,

ww a complete stoppage of their trade. In 1G93. therefore an order

went forth to all the provincial governors instructing them to put a

stop to ali European oonmeret in Mogul territoria.

1

When the order reached Surat, Itmad Khan, the Governor, raised

wricus objections to its execution. What with declining commerce,

oa the one hand, and Mogul harassment on the other, the European

Companies had fc*«i faring very badly at Surat indeed. The only

thing which still kept them in the port was the he** that trade might

improve in the future. But if, on the contrary, they saw tliat all

commerce were stopped, they would surely leave the city, and, having

txoc-mc the enemies of the Mogul might even make war openly c*i

his subjects All these objection* were embedled in a Remonstrance,

and sent to the Mogul Court.*

1. Pilavoine i 'a Gxnpagnie. fc 20 Jan. 1056. AC C 64. f S5.

2. Mam: Citation. AC C Gi. f. 65.
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In the meanwhile, the French had been busy on their own side.

Having leamt privily of the impending ban from Itmad Khan, and

apprrlieitvivr for their trade, they l»ad written to sane of their friends

at tlie Imperial Court to try and net it relaxed u« their rase. These

friends, in turn, had interested the Kazi at the Imperial Court in

their favour. When the Governor's Raiyxistrance arrived at the

Court, the Emperor’s Kazi proved a zealous advocate of the French

cause. He allowed ho* good and .Wiging the French merchant* at

Surat had ahvays ban, how the orher merchants never had any occa-

sion In the past to complain of them, and how they were the sworn
enemies of the English and the Dutch whom the Mogul hated. He
finally pointed out that it would be the height of injustice, in these

circumstances, to treat them in the same way as the others.

Evidently the Kazi did his task well, becaua; fresh orders were

despatched to Itmad Khan ashing him to enforce the ban in the

case of the English and the Dutch, but to suspend it in the case of

the French 1

In 161*5, however, an outrage of pvuliar daring tcok place al

sen. The “ Ganj-i-Sawaiee a vessd Gorging to Aurangzob himself,

and returning from Moka with over forty thousand rupees worth ot

specie in its hold, was attacked off the Kathiawar Coast by English

pirates. The ship was stripped of all its treasure, ar.d several ladies

of quality an board were grossly dishonoured.* Thii daring uutrage,

but even more, tlie gmss attack on the hoocur of Mahomcdan ladies

lashed the Emperor into sudden fury. He instantly ordered Itmad
Khan to wire the British President at Sural and all the English mer-

chants he could lay hands on. to hold their property in pledge, and

put the owners in jail Al the same time, the Ban of 1053 was

promulgated anew, this time without any saving clauses for anybody.

Piracy had. in short, brought European commerce at Surat to a

standstill.

Originally irajwd in 1693. modified some months Liter, and
finally re-impasec in its original form, Auranpeb's Ban of 1695 waa
more a punitive measure directed against Europeans suspected of

complicity with piracy, tlian an attempt to deal with piracy

itidf. Knowing the wide range of the evil as we now do, snd the

diverse elements which entered into its composition, the system of

interdicting commerce strike* u* at a shot very wide of the mark

1. Mfcne Citation. AC C 6-1. f 65. AKi Traduction de 1'oidre do
Mogol toil i Escmnsd Khan pour finterdiction de N&ote.

Z' Copip do la Remcostranee £ai!e par M. PiHvoine. 168597. AC.
C 61 i. K9-156. The fact is ccofinwd in Grant Duir. ” Hictoiy of the
Mahraaa*."
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indeed. It neither could nor did, in actus! fact remedy the evil

of piracy itself. As a method of penalizing the Commercial Com-
panies. the Ban »s« indiscriminate in its punishment, confounding

ihc innocent with the guilty. It sowed seeds ol bitter discord between

them, and, while alienating each from the other, antagonized both

again* the Mogul. Worst of all. ihe Ban was like a boomerang

whxh recoiled co the hcac of the thrower, for. if the Commercial

Companies lost in not being able to trade, the Mogul Exchequer

lost as heavily ir. not being able to levy its usual customs dues on

the Companies’ goods.

These evils were to make themselves abundantly manifest within

the next six months, and compel the Mogul to lift the Ban, but. in

the meanwhile the Interdict lay heavy on the commerce of Surat.

Looking some afternoon across the motley houses of the city, ore

might have seen the glittering waters of ihe harbrur of Sualy lying

beyond, dotted with a hundred ships—English, French, and Dutch.—

sails all furled in, the warehouses closed, the factors idle, and the

wharves deserted.

Events were, however, moving towards a speedy removal of the

Ban In November 1695, the Dutch who had large stakes in Indian

commerce, tried to bring the Governor ltmad Khan to relax the

Ban in their favour, and permit eight of their vends lying in harbour

to take in cargoes. They employed threats, menaces, and bribes, but

all to no purpose, and on December 25th 1695. they were compelled

to send their ships empty to Quilon. Cochin, and Batavia.

1

Early in the following year (April 1696) the arrival of the

French Squadron under Scrquigny enabled Pilavoine. the French

chief at Surat, to make a more tempting offer to the Governor. At

the letter's request Pilavoine odered to place some of the Roy3l ahipe

a: the disposal of the Mogul to serve as armed e*corta to ships pro-

ceeding to the Red Sea. This was, indeed, some remedy to the evil

of piracy, indirectly aimed at by the Ban. It really amounted to

an offer by a Commercial Company of naval co-operation with the

Mogul in putting down a menace detrimental to both. But. tliough

the Surat Governor accepted Pilavoinc's offer, the Imperial sanction

to it was late in coming, and, by that time the Scrquigny Squadron,

under the menace ol a Dutch attack, had quitted Indian waters’

The French offer, however, though it served no immediate pur-

pose, provided a sensible basis for a suspension of the " no com-

merce war" between the Mogul and the Companies. Six months'

1. Mediation. AC C 64 f 149-155.

2. Mime Citation. AC. C 64. 1 1*9-155.
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experience of the Ban had conclusively shown what Aurangzeb might

have anticipated before this- that to slop all commerce. because the

sea was infested with robbers was like cutting the nose to spite the

face, since, without grappling with the main iwue of piracy, it in-

flicted incalculable damage to the commerce of the Companies, and

the Customs revenues of the Mogul. Negotiation* were opened bet-

ween the Surat Governor and the Mogul. as a result of which the

former was permitted to lift the ban on the proviso that each Com-

pany would furnish Mogul shipping with an armed escort of two

reads to cope with the menace of pirates at sea. In June 1696 the

new conditions for the resumption of commerce were notified to the

three Companies a: Surat. At the same time the English President

and factors who had been cast into prison were kc at liberty.

1

For the next six months, however, (June-Novcmber 1696) the

European factory chiefs seemed to be in no hurry to accept the

Mogul offer to resume commerce under a system of armed escort*.

In view’ of the dangerous state of affairs in the Rid Sea, and the

mutual distrust of the Companies for each other bred of the Ban,

this was hardly to be wondered at. Reports received from the

Red Sea from ships coming from that quarter showed that the situ-

ation there, so far aa pirates were concerned had considerably worsened

during the duration of the Ban. Five British cocsairs were patrolling

the sea between Aden and Motor. They had already plundered

and burnt two tartans which had put into Aden to take merchandise,

and thus frightened other shire at that port from proceeding North-

wards. They had, then, accompanied two Mogul ships returning

to Cambay and Goga warning their captains that if the English at

Surat had teen set free, they would escort them safely to their desti-

nation, but if they had not teen released, they would hold these

ships as lawful prizes of war. Such a situation as this was not

calculated to enewrrage the European Companies to give escorts to

Mogul shipping, which might be seized as hostages, any time an

outrage broke out in the dangerous waters of the Red Sea.*

The Other reason which prevented co-operauon between the Euro-

peans and the Mogul authorities was the mutual distrust which had

broken out among the Companies themselves as a result of tire

Imperial Ban. The interdiction order, had, as we have already said,

penalized both the guilty and the innocent, and thus sowed bitter

ill-will between them. The French who had nothing to do with piracy

1. J. B. Martin fi la Cociregnie, Surate. ie 25 Juiilet, 1696. AC
C 64. f 185.

2. J. B. Martin A la Compagnie, Surate. ie 30 Nov. 1696. AC. C 54.
f 18J-190.
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found themselves* so far es the punishmere was concerned. In tlie same

boat with the English who had presumably everything to do with it.

Naturally enough, this prcducod bitter recrimination among them,

for if the French resented their being made to suffer for the sins of

the English, the English in turn resented the attitude of superior

innocence which the French arsutned, and did their best to involve

them in their own guilt. Tr.is state of feeling led to several undignified

squabbles between the two companies, of which the most important

was the incident of October 1696.' In that month, the English

captured six Frenchmen frwn the Island of Anjouan, and kept them

in confinement at SuraL They declared that they were the pirates

responsible for the recent outrage, whom they intended to send to

Bombay to be hanged, since the Frenchmen themselves bad con-

fessed their guilt. This latter statement, strange as it might seem,

was literally true—the prisoners had been tortured into admitting

that tiny were psiatea The French merchants at Surat fully alive to

the consequences of such a damning admission felt that before any-

thing worse shculd happen, the priraoers had better be saved and

put out oi harm's way. Secret communications were cpenal with

them, and the pr-soners cc their side having ably seconded the efforts

of their countrymen by filing away the grating of their cell, the

prisoners -were helped to escape one midnight at*J hidden away in

a certain quarter of the City. On hearing n( the escape, not rooming,

the English raised a terrible hue and ay. With a |iarty of a hundred

scMiere, furnished by the Governor, they proceeded u> starch every

house in Surat, and offered a reward of Rs. 1,000 for their capture-

It looked dangerim fly as if the Frenchmen would be rc-capturcd,

had not a sudden slower of rain forced everybody within doers, and

enabled the prisoners to be carried away in bread daylight to the

French factory, whence they were smuggled later into Portuguew

territory.' When such feelings animated the servant* of the Euro-

pan Companies at Surat, every possibility of co-operating with tl*

Mogul to put down piracy was out of the question. The French felt

lliat the English had been definitely implicated in the charge of

piracy, ar.d should never have been let o(T. leave alone being treated

with great honour by the Governor, as they had been since their

release.

The ofler of a resumption of commerce under a system of anno?

escorts had been made in June 1696, but it was November of that

1. Lei Marchand* dp Snrate i h Compagnie, Is 25 Juilk*. 1696.

AC. C £4. f 135 VoL
2. L« Marchands cfc Surate A la Compagnie. lr 25 Juillet 1696.

AC. C 64. i 190-19L

tv-c
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year now. and none of the European Companies was forthcoming to

accept the Governors offer. In that month, trx Governor, despairing

of getting anything from either Dutch or English, approached Jean

Baptist Xlartin, the. French chief, and asked him to furnish two ships

to cacort the Mogul vessels to the Red Sea Marlin was short of

ships, bat he offered the " Pontcharaain " lying at Goa. and not

venturing to come out from fear of the Dutch, provided a safe

custody could be obtained for the ship from the Dutch. This pul

a diHere.nl complexion on the matter altogether. The Dutch did

r«X want to trade under the system of escorts proposed by tire Mogul,

bttause they thought that system tco risky. But they were not

going to allow the French to steal a march over them by accepting

the offer wtueft they had rejected. They, therefore, undertook to

trade on the Mogul terms, and presently the English, and later, the

French too. reopened trade on these oxiditiora'

The resumpooei o! commerce came none too soon. All the sp-oe

needed for the monetary needs of the Empire, as well as for the

commercial needs cf the Companies entered India through the port

of Surat. Owing to the suspension of the Red Sea commerce, and

to the complete cessation of gold and silver imports, no money had

hern minted in the Empire for the last two years. At Surat money

was such a rare commodity that, on the testimony of J. B. Martin,

even the foremost merchants of the city oould not find enough for

their daily needs, and, " nijxts were so scarce that the biggest money-

changer in the port wanted more than ten days to be able to raise

a paltry thousand rupees for his pustomrrs " •

Mogul Attk-vifts to Suppress Piracy

(8) The Syitem o .(
Guaranteed Commerce

Hardly had commerce under the System ol Armed Escorts entered

the high seas, than it found itself assailed by pirates on a much
larger scale than it had been in the past The fact is. that piracy,

in the interval had very much increased both in volume and in the

range of its activity, for reason* we shall presently ncticc.

The capture of Gingi, by the Mogul, in 1696 had shifted the

centre of Mahratia operations to its original headquarters on the

Cancan Ccert, and led to ar. extraordinary outburst of predatory
disorder both by land and sea. To the activities of tire Malabarw,
on the Camini and Malabar Coast, *vtc now added the depredations

1 Us Marchands dt Suiatc i U Compepiie, le 30 Nor. 1696. AG
C. $«. f 199.

2. La Midlands de Surate i It Cemnagnir. lc 30 Nov. 1696.
AG C 64. f 191.
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of the Mahiatta pirates oo the Concan Coast all the way from Goa

to Surat. The French records give us interesting detail of the way
these Mahratta sea-rabbets worked.'

Lurking in incorspicuoss creeks and inlets on the coast, they

would keep eager vigil for passing ships. Directly they spotted a

likely victim, they would dog its footsteps, gaining slowly but surely

on it. Then, crowding all their sails, as they neared, they would

so nnnicuvrc their vessel as to bring it as dose alongside the enemy

ship as possible. Some fifteen or twenty of the pirates would then

leap o/f. with blood-curdling yells, from their own ship on to the

deck of the enemy vessel, overpower the crew, and, having made
themselves masters of (he ship, overhaul it completely, and some-

times bear it away to their haunts on the coast.

Another fresh class of pirates nsticed by the French records of

this time were the Arab corsairs frera Murat. The Arabs had. of

coarse always been the traditional fees oi the Portuguese in East

African waters, but. in 16%. the ngc-long feud between the two had

been kindled anew. Having worsted their monies in Mozambique

and Mombasa, the Arabs had attacked D.u twice, and then Bassein.

and successfully defeated a concerted attack on Muscat by the com-

binn! force* of the Portuguese and the Persians. Flushed with these

easy victories, the Arabs had taken to the ^-s around the Persian

Gulf, and were waging an indiscriminate war against all shipping

that came thdr way. We are assured that they had ir, their port

at Murat, at this time, a miscellaneous collection of some twenty to

twenty-five ships which they had captured at *«. cne of them a

large Mosul vrasti. and two ships taken from English interlopers

from Madras and Bengal.

At the same time, the ranks of European conaira who had been

working oo a much wider field since 1690, had been swelled by two

fresh clement!. J. B. Martin, writing to the Directors fr<*n Surat,

in 1697 says,* " These poor Indian merchants are really to be pitied,

if what I had been told by an English interloper is true. for. he

awum me that he has seen a list of some 15 vessels, with the names

of their captain, which are to pass into Indian waters. They are

chiefly American buccaneers and filibusters who. having nothing to

<k> now against the Spaniards, are drawn into the Indian Oran by

the tempting prospects of making rich captures at easy cost." A
little later, the French merchants mention a fresh invasion, this time

L J. B. Manic a la Coenpagcie. Surate. !e 15 Nov. 1697. AC C 6«.

f 237.

2. J. H. Martin A la COmpagnie. Sarate. V 15 Nnv. 1G97. AC. C 64.

f 236 V.
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of English pirate* who had entered the Red Sea. They specify, in

particular, three ships, the " Pelican the
M Pheenix ”, and, “ a

frigate commanlal by the notorious Captain Kidd.”

It was too rruch to expect that with all these new accessions

of strength to the ranks of piracy. Mogul cejnn*rce in Indian waters

would long remain unmolested. In April 10)7, a large native barque,

tailing to Bombay, in the company of six other vessels, escorted by

Uvo armed convoys, was attacked near Gardiuy—four or five leagues

South of Surat. 53vs J. B Martin,—by Mahratta corsairs, and robbed

before either ships or cKorts could do anything to save it.»

The Gandiuy Incident wa* bat an ominous portent of what was

coming. In September 1698, a large vessel belonging to a rich Surat

merchant, Hussein Ameydan, was returning home from Malacca and

the Sound with 40 lakhs worth of specie and merchandise in its

hold, and Sura: and Turkish merchants as passengers. The ship

bad left Booihsy five days, and wa3 near its destination when it

was surprised by pirates and plundered outright. Of the passengers,

half were carried away by the pirates, doubtless to be held for

raraom, and the other half were left stark naked ir. the stripped

vesa

It wa3 only natural that, in the light of these two incidents,

which had occurred within a yrar of esch ether, the Emperor’s faith

in tie system of armed escort; should have completely broker, down.

The GancLuy incident had proved the futility of armed convoys in

the face o: a determined attack from sea robbers, and. if any proof

were wanted of the total inadequacy of escorts supplied by the com-

panies it was now furnished by the present incident.

But in attributing reasons as to why the system of armed aeons
had faikd. the logic of the Mogul Emperor went altogether wide of

the mark. If tlie system of aimed ainvoys had failed, it was not

because the system was bad in itself, or because the Companies had

rot performed their par. in carrying it out but because the Mogul

Government had refused to cooperate with the European Com-
panies in making it a success The system of conveys was. in fact.

the test that could be devised in the circums'arcrs, because it brought

the Companies and the State together in the task of putting down
an evil rictrimrWal to both. But in die execution of the system,

wiiile the Companies provided the escorts they had stipulated for

1. le! Mardumdi de Sorate i la Campagnir, le K Avril 1700.
AC. C. 64. i. 211 V*.

2. Men* Oration. AC. C SI f 237.

3. L’crcre da Mocd «u? Ahmrd Khan a env:i>< k la Compagnlo
4 Surat?, le 12 Jsn. 1699, AC C 65, f 8.
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with the Mogul, five latter, instead of adding its own quota to the

number, stood calmly by and watched the Companies doing their bit

Naturally the system led broken down, icr it was not to be expected

that the six paltry escorts provided by the Europeans would guarantee

anything more than a fraction of the vast volume of Indian shipping

from the menace of piracy Tbe two incidents we have just record-

ed, then, ought to have convinced Aurangzeb that the security of

navigation at sea being the prime concern of the State, it was wrong

tn abdicate that duty to private commercial companies, and altc*etbw

unreasonable to raddle them with a larger responsibility than their

limited resources oiuki stand. Instead of this, they only convinced

him that the Companies had not performed theii share of the task,

and gave him the excuse for saddling them with a far greater res-

ponsibility than any they had undertake! under the system of armed

convoys.

The Hussein Aroeydan incident occurred in September 1S93. In

January 160} Ahmed Khan. Governor of Surat, received from Delhi

tip Later of Instructions which were to regulate European com-

merce in tbe future. The Letter certainly make* interesting reading.

It rehearses the Ameydan Incident in a strain of self-congratulation

peculiar to the Mogul, and then affirms the Emperor's conviction

that the system of emits had altogether failed. It enjoins the

Governor of Surat, in there circumstances, to inform the European

Companies that if they wanted to trade in India, in tire future, they

would have to hold themselves responsible for the safely of all Indian

commerce at sea Tte extent of their responsibility is explicitly

defined, -should a piracy take place at sea, it devolves on the Com-

panies " to chare the pirates, seiie them, and bring them to justice ",

failing which their persons and property shall be forfeit to tbe

State. Such of the companies as do nol care to work under the new

cmditice-s are to be allowed to quit India, the Mhers arc to signify

their acceptance by giving a written bend to the Mogul authorities

which can. whenever the occasion arises, be duly produced before

the Kazi in a Court of Law, and legally enforced according to the

regular forms of justice.'

These instructions, harsh in thermalv«, were to be rendered even

harsher in their execution. The option permitting Companies un-

willing to trade under the new conditions to leave India was, in

practice, altogether withdrawn. The tyrannical Ahmad Khan ex-

torted written guarantees from the chiefs of the three European

Companies that they would stay in India and trade on the conditions

dictated by the Mogul To bring the Companies to a fuller reali-

L Traduction dr 1'ordrr du Meed 4 Ahmed Khan. AC. C 65. f. 8.
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ration of their responsibility, distinct jurisdictions were assigned in

which they were each to be answerable for piratical outrages-the

English tang given the Indian Ocean, the French the Persian Gull,

and the Dutch the Red Sea. 1

The final position assumed by the Mogul in 1693 marked a

great advance in unreasonableness upon that assumed by him in

1693. At its worst, the Ban of 1693 was negative in its effects, and

involved both the Companies and the Mogul in a common low.

The Instructions of 1698 were the positive inauguration of a new

and iniquitous system of commerce, a system under which the Mogul

and his objects were insured again# every lota, while the Companies

were completely Involved in it. The Ban oily incriminated the Com-

panies in piracy by implication, while II* Instructions laid the charge

openly at their door. The Ban of 1693 never specifically withdrew

the State from the task of suppressing piracy, while the system

introduced under the Instructions shook the State free from all obli

gation to put piracy down, ana saddled that duty entirely upon the

European Companies, hi futuie, so far as piracy was concerned,

the Mogul had rx> duties to perform and he and his subjects had

no losses to suffer, while the European Companies were burdened

both with the duty of putting piracy down and the liability foe all

losses incident upon its existence.

If ixrthing untoward happened during the next two years, it

was merely because the Companies were quick to adapt themselm

to the difficult conditions imposed upon them by force. Well aware

of their added responsibility, and the heavier liabilities incumbent

upoi them, they naturally decided to take no nets whatever. Instead

of venturing out singly, as they had done in the past, ship; now

only moved abroad or came heme in little groups, closely huddled

together, each fleet well covered by an advance and rear guard of

armed convoys. Sea navigation, under pressure of circumstances,

was approximating to the caravan system of travelling by land,

through country infested with highway robbers. Bu: the bat con

trivtxi arrangement of fleets, and the utmost vigilant* of convoy*

could not long be proof again# the number or the audacity of the

pirates as events were soon to show.

In September 1701, the Red Sea ahip3 were returning to Surat,

after the nceisoocis. All the way cut. they had taken the greats*

precautions against being surprised on the way by corsairs—they had

sailed together, and the convoys had kept a sharp look out for robben.

But as they' were nearing home their vigilance relaxed, and three

1. Traductioo de feed! qua Ahmed Khar nooi a foce£ aver toutei

ks violkflcet de hii donner. le Jeudi 5 Pev. 16$). AC. C 65. f 16,
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of the ships parted company from the rest of the fleet These three

unfortunate vessels were- met by a pirate ship with forty-eight pieces

o: cannon, under the redoubtable Captain Kidd and plundered out-

right.
1

The news created a profound sensation at Surat. Feelings ran

so high that the peaceful Bania community was nearer a popular

insurrection than they had ever been in all their placid history.

The dcmonstratico from the outset aautred an ugly anti-European

turn. “ Pccfse went about ", says Pilavoine, “ exclaiming that the

Europeans alone were to be blamed for the continued piracies, since

they had done nothing to clear the sea of the pirates". The subjects

of the Mogul, like the Mogul himelf, •'ere coming to the belief that

the task of policing the seas W3s a burden on mercantile comconies

from which the State was completely absolved. Tne populace r«xt

prustded to boycott the European vessels in hartour, arc! refused

to supply them with provisions, or cargoes to carry.

Meantime, the Governor of Surat having made no attempt to

recover any compensation for the mcrchcnti who had suffered from

the outrage these latter petitioned the Emperor, incontinently accus-

ing the Governor of being in collusion with the English. The

Emperors answer to the petition was “harp and swift—Aurangzeb

ordered the Governor, under pain of instant dismissal, to extort

damagei from the English and the Dutch, under the terms of their

contract, and pay the anxxir.t to the outraged merchants. In the

meanwhile, the commerce of all the European merchants was to be

forthwith stopped. Similar orders were drapatdud to Daud Khan.

Governor of Madras and ttc Mogul Viceroy of Bengal, to be executed

against tire Europeans in their respective jurisdiction.

Eager to ckar his character of the suspicion of complicity, the

Governor of Surat treated the English and Dutch agents in the city

with greeter severity than he would haw otherwise done. Tl* plea

of the Dutch that the outrage would never have taken place if the

three ships had not left their prot&rtion was ignored. Over four lakhs

•ere wrung out of them in cafh and goods, and half that amount from

the English, and this compensation greatly in cxo*s of the lost sus-

tained. was paid to the merchants concerned’

Tlie Imperial orders were executed in Bengal and Madras with

considerable modifications introduced with impunity by the Mogul

Governors in those distant and semi-independent provinces. Their

~
1. Lrtsrr de Pilevoinc 4 la Comps®.*, * 6 Fcv. 1702. AC. C 66, l 274

2. Lcttre dc PUsvoine 4 In Cocipssme. » 6 Fcv. 1792 AC C 66.

f 276.
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devastating effects on Europeans were, however, everywhere the Mine.

Persistent reports heard from the Outlying pests of Patna. Chapra,

and Rajmahal that the Mogul was contemplating a seizure of their

goods spurred the European* at Caam Bazar to put their valuables

away. In every case their attempt* wee anticipated by the Mogul

officials who promptly kxkcd up and scaled their godowns. Fearing

for their lives, English. French, and Dutch factor* now made a mad
rush for Hugll. but were caught half way, brought buck, and could

only obtain their release by bribing the Mogul officers heavily. At

Hi.igli itself, the excitement was 10 great that the Europeans pro-

ceeded to fortily themwives in their factories, and raise war and

food supplies to stand a kng siege. They were only dissuaded from

doing so by the Mogul Governor's assuiarce that he did not con-

template taking any action against tliem. At BaLasore, the Eurcpean

factors and factory chiefs put themselves and that effects into boats

ready to sail up the Ganges to the comparative safety of Hugli.

Their action which threatened a Roveral exodus of the native mo-
cbw.ts from the town was only prevented by the timely intervention

of the Governor. 1

On receiving the Imperial otdera. Daud Khan, the Mogul

Governor of Scuth India, immediately invested the English at Madras

by land. He seized ail the goxts ant nut of the town, among other

things a large consignment of copier, and rupees ten thousand worth

of doth—and cut off their supplies from the country around. During

the next two roctuhs, vigorous attempts were made to starve the

English out, but, although the lesser Mogul chiefs successfully inter-

cepted all supplies (rom land, the English still had control of the

as. and were prepared to 9tand a long siege Feeling that the

enemy could net be reduced by a mere land blockade, Daud Khan

now invited the French at Pondichcry to invest tlie town by sea.

promising to hand it over to Martin after it was taken, and also

tc permit a new French settlement at St. Thome. Although the

offer was a tempting one, the prudent Martin refuted the bait, and

intentionally prolonged the negotiations untfl Daud Khan realized

that there was nothing to liope from that quarter."

By June 1702, it was dear that the Europeans had made ample

reparation for the peratscal outrage of the preceding September. For

a miserable raid on Mogul ships at sea by a solitary English pirate,

Dutch, English and Flench had paid In three provinces of the Mogul,

over ten times the value of tire lose, not m nxxtey only but in six

1. Les Mildiandi d’OogJy 0 la Compajnie. le 12 Jan, 1702. AC. C 67.

f 33.

2. Journal dc Francois Martin. AC. C. 65. I 46-48
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months ol constant alarm, and a complete suspension ol their trade.

No*1 that lull amends had been made, would the Europeans be

allowed to resume commerce?

At Surat, the native merchants were averse to any resumption

ol commerce, unless the Europeans renewed the Guarantees of 1698-

They rightly feared that the heavy compensation they had wrung out

of die English and die Dutch would exasperate them into retaliating

on native shipping, and drive them into piracy' even if they had not

had any share in it before. Tlr Companies, however, stoutly refused

to ratify the pledges. The French in particular, maintained that as

the original guarantees had bon taken from them by force, they

would never be a patty to their renewal. In this impas-c the Governor

of Surat who liad an eye to the imperial revenue, and sincerely desir-

ed an accommodation with the Europeans for that rcasco. threatened

to tepotc the refractory merchants to Court for putting obstacles to

a resumption of commerce, and thus depriving the Mogul of his

Customs receipts. This threat produced the desired result, and the

merchants themselves having admitted that the French always had a

cean record at Surat, they were allowed to re-open commerce un-

conditionally. Ai for the English and the Dutch, they were only

permitted to resume trade after they had deposited over live lakhs

worth of goods as a security.1

The raumpricn of trade took place much later in the irore dis-

tant provinces of Madras airt Bengal. Realising his inability to

reduce the English at Madras, Daud Khan, in May 1792, opened

negotiations with them, and it was finally agreed as a result of the

parleys, that, m return foi a proem of Rv 25,000, the Mogul Gover-

nor should give up all the property he had confiscated irom the

English, and permit them to re-open trade. As the property be had

seized was easily worth ten times tne value of the present, the English

President at Madras had good reason to congratulate himself on this

settlement, and showed his joy by sending two English merchants

to Daud Khan at St. Thome, loaded with rich presents.

In Bengal, the venality of the Mogul officers enabled the Euro-

pean Companies to escape the worst rigeurs of the Ban Icetg before

It was formally lifted. The Dutch, for example, bribed the Mogul

officers at Casim Bazar to allow them to take cut their goods front

the go&wns and air them lest they got spoiled. We find the French,

by the same method, getting up-country consignments of goods to

Hugll under the names of Mahometan and Hindu Merchants. Mcan-

1. Pilavoine 4 la Coinraenir. Sumc, !c 6 Fev
;
1702. AC. C 66.

f 275-276.
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while, bcth the Viceroy and the Diwan. seeing that they were depriv-

ed of the valuable perquisites incident on commerce, were prating

•die Mogul to lift the Ban. and, in June 1702, the necessary permission

arrived (com Delhi. It is a telling commentary on the grasping

character o( Mogul government in Bengal that the Viceroy refused

to promulgate the Imperial Orders until the Companies, between

themelves. gave him a present of six lakhs oi rupees. 1

By the middle of the year 1702, the normal course oi commerce

was once again estatlislsed, but it was not destined to last long.

This time the interruption came (torn an outrage about which the

French records say very little, although they dwell fully on its conse-

quences. As the Red Sea fleet was returning after the monsoons

from Moka and Jeddah, (Sept. 1703) two ships belonging to Abdul
Gaiur and Kasim Bhai were waylaid and plundered, one osar B;is-

aein. and tire other, off Surat .' The Pirates were evidently becoming

audacious enough to beard Mogul shipping in its vtny den. The
news when It was heard at Surat caused prefound dismay among the

European rr**chants. The memory of all the pcrsecmion? they had
suffered only a year ago at the hands of the Mogul—the alarms, the

detention of goods, the hurried unavailing flights, the heavy ransoms
paid, the susperalcn of all trade—all that w*s too recent

to be eaaly forgotten. Rather than go through similar

hardship* again, it seemed tetter to stand and put up a

fight. English and Dutch therefore entrenched themselves in

their factories, and made preparations to resist what was sure

to come But the Governor of Surat, Atbar Klian was not to be

baulked of his prey so easily. Realizing that all attempts to coerce

the Europeans would turn against him. he seized their native brokers,

and put them on the rack, until these poor men, half dead with the

pain, agreed to pay eight lakhs as compensation for the less of the

rhipa Having finished with the English and the Dutch, Atbar Khan
now turned to the French, and the merchants of the New East
India Company. It was to no purpose that the French urged that

they had never had anything to do with piracy, that the outrage
had taken place on the Red Sea ships for which they were not
responsible, their brokers like these of the English an.) the Dutch
were detained for five days, and caild only secure their release by
paying over Rs. 13,030 in the case of the English, and Rs 2,003 in

the case of the French.1'

- bct'e General d« Mardunds d'Ougly ,i 1* Compagnie Je 12 Jan.

17(0. AC, C 67, f 35.

2 Pilavohw a Pontchartrain, Surate, I* 29 Avrit 1701 AC. C. 67, f.

’Hit event ia confirmed In Les Wardiandi d’Ougly A la Compapiie. AC
C 267, f 91-9S.
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Sated with the extortions he had so easily wrung, Attar Khan
now coolly ordered the European; to resume their commerce. But

there is a limit to human endurance, and the Dutch, at least, had

reached the limit They boldly informed the Governor that they,

for one, would never again engage in commerce in India unless they

wen- absolved from all responsibility for piratical outrages in the

future, and the Guarantees were returned to them.

This was a bold stand to take, and Atbar Khan was by no

means blind to the serious caiscqucnccs it involved. The Dutch

were not only the biggest European merchant; in Mogul India, but

the hugest carrier* of Indian commerce, since the bulk of Indian

merchandise to the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf, and Bengal was

freighted in Dutch vessels. If the Dutch, therefore, withdrew from

the commercial field, Indian commerce would be reriousiy crippled,

and with it. the custom* revenue ol the Mogul Exchequer

Greatly nonplussed by the Dutch attitude, the wily Attar Khan

tried the old diplomatic game of playing upon the jealousies of

the Eutopean tradeis at Surat, He Invited the French to iesume

commerce hoping by this means, to bring the Dutch back into the

commercial field. But, apart from the fact that the financial position

of the French in India prevented them from playing the role of

successful rivals to the Dutch in the carrying trade of the country,

Pitavoine tlx French chief at Surat, was nut ilie man to join the

oppressor against the common commercial interests of the Europeans.

So. although his nation was then at war with the Dutch, Pitavoine

refused the Governor's invitation, maintaining that no commerce

was pT*Rrble without the return of the Guarantees, and presently, the

English too threw In their lot with the French ar.d the Dutch. The

shoe was now on the other focc. for, while in the past the Mogul

had always menaced European commerce, now the three European

Companies united in a common adversity were menacing the Mogul

revenue. It was probably due to hia failure to bring there negotia-

tions to a successful issue, that Atbar Khan was recalled in disgrace

in N'ovemlxr I7D3. 1

His successor Nijabat Khan, who toe* charge of his office in

January 1704, adopted a more conciliatory attitude Realizing that

the three European Companies stood together in refusing to re-open

trade on the old conditions, be offered to write to the Emperor and

recover the Guarantees from Cam. A happy settlement of the issue

itemed to be in sight, arid Dutch, French, and English despatched

their vakils to the Imperial Court to second the Governor's efforts

L Pii&voinc a Pontchartrain, Surate, le 29 Avril 17W. AC. C 67.

f 119.
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oc their behalf. But six months passed away < January-June 1704 >

ar.d no pieties* seemed to be made in the recovery of the Pledges.

Chahne at the low which thcii trade had wffered in the interval, and

actuated aho Iiy the desire to dislodge the Dutch from their mono-

poly pwitiixi. the English now did a very selfish thing. They

resumed commerce, and offered their vessels to be freighted for

Indian merchandise bound for the Red Sea and Persian Gulf poita.

It is no wonder that, in these circumstam-s, Nijabat Khan
deliberately proloi«ed the negotiations, feeling sure that after the

Engliih dneit ion, the submission of the Dutch and the French was

cniy a question of time. But Nijabat Khan had reckoned without

hi* heats. With or without the hap of the other European powers,

the Dutch were determined to bring matters with the Mogul to a

head. They withdrew to their factory, declaring that they were only

waiting for the arrival of their ships from Batavia to settle score*

with the Mogul oner for all.
1

They were as good as thei: word. Late in October 1704, the

expected help arrived. It consisted of a formidable armament of

eighteen ships sent from the Dutch Ea« Indies. In thr face of

such an overawing display of force the boldeK spirit might well have

quailed. Nijabat Khan hastily sent nppeab for assistance to the

Emperor, and. very probably, tbe arrival of Shah Aiam with an

Imperial army In the vkdnliy of Surat was dictated as much by the

Daoh naval armament as by the threatened Mahratta invasion in

Gujarat. Undismayed, however, by all these preparations the

Dutch presented their demands to the Surat Governor. They were

three (1) a return of the Guarantees, 12! better conditions of trade

in the future, and <3) compensation for all damages sustained by

the Dutch. Failing complete surrender on all three points, they

threatened to withdraw altogether from Surat.

As if to support Pflavoine
1

* Handing contention with thr

Director? that ncehing succeeds so well in India as force before

this overawing display of strength, Nijabat Khan quickly climbed

down He returns! tlw Guarantees and promised to give the Dutch
better conditions of trade at Surat

The moot point, however was compensation. The Ditch
demanded SO lakhs as a return for the escorts they had lent to the

Mogul to the detriment of their own commerce. Nijabat Khan was
ready to offer 40 lakhs. The Dutch evidently felt that to yield a

L Plbvoine h Pontchaitrain, Surat c, le 10 Aoul. 17C4.

AC C 67, 237-2*0.
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jot ot tittle of their pretension would spoil their whole case. They

firmly insisted on 60 lakhs, and Nijabac Khar, remaining adamant,

they promptly sated a Mogul vosd with a cargo of 30 lakhs m
specie, and withdrew to Sualy.

For another two months the parleys went co. but to no purjx*.

Then the Dutch, determined to break with the Mogul, if they could

not gain their point, withdrew their families and belongings from

the city of Surat into their ships at Sualy, and with this earnest of

their intentions resumed parleys with Nijabat Khan. These having

proved unavailing, they embarked on their vcsscIb—men, women and

children

—

and. in April 1705, sailed away foe Batavia. 1

Conclusion

And so, with this emphatic geRure of protect against Mogul

tyranny, on the part of the most spirited of the European traders

at Surat, wc shall bring our story of Indian Piracy to an end. Of

the three characters who figured in our narrative, wc cannot help

feeling that the European mercantile community were the most to

be deptored. Themselves the victims of the depredations of the

pirates, it was fated, in the irony of tilings, that they should be

mistaken for being in ccJluiion with the robbers, if indeed they

were not suspected of being the delinquents themselves. Under this

idea, they liad ton compelled alternately to play the part of joint

jxdiccmen with the Mogul in putting down f*a robbery, and later,

the more ignoble role of Ibc Mogul's pledge, liable with their life

and property fee the misdeeds of the wa robbers. At great cost to

themselves, they bad played these rotes for over ten years, until

eickorxd with the thankless port, cue of them had violently cast it

off, involving thereby the rain of Mogul cernmnee and considerable

lcea to Mogul revenue.

For all these misfortunes, there wan but one cause—the naval

wealcrxsa of the Mogul Government. That weakness alone had en

allied piracy to grow from a precarious infancy into robust manhood.

That weakness alone had compelled the Mogul, at a later stage, into

the ridiculous position of having to abdicate to the Commercial

Companies at Surat those essentia! responsibilities for the life are:

property of its subjects at so, which ought to have been its own.

The latter part of Aurangzeb’s reign is full of instances of Rich

abdications. but it would be difficult to ftrd a more glaring instance

than this.

But History H relaitlest in its decrt£3. It oidaim that the

L L«tie <le Pilavoine a M. Pontchartrain, Suratc. k 28 Nov. 1705.

AC C 67. f SOO.
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State which cannot guarantee the public order of tin; country it is

supposed to govern shall give place to another State that shall

guarantee it. And we my well h: pardoned, if, with Thucydides,

fed that difficult as it is to justify any Imperialism, the Bri

Empire in India may find scene slight justification for itself in

pica that st gave India that public order and security, both

lard and tea, which the later Mogul Empire certainly did

give it

Adrian Duarie



STUDIES LN THE HISTORY OF THE ANGRIAS
I

BATTLE OF MUPACAD-A. D. 1748.

(An Expedition atonal Tulaji Ar.giie led by Neao Rdydji Code

Thaku • with the kelp of (1) Gangadhar Krishna Pialnadhi

of Vishalgal. (2) Pant Amatyu Bhagautmlrao of

Btaicda, (3) Raft Bahaior Valikai Sauml and

{4) Apaji Angria ).

Before the naval power of the Angrias w -.a finally exterminated

by the joint expedition oi the Marathu and the East India Com-
pany in a. d. 1756.' there were preliminary efforts made by the

several petty rival powers to undermine the growing menace of the

Angrias to the trading ships of all the European nations in

India on the one side and on the other to the territories they had

wrested from there powers during the course of about 50 years* of

1. Vida pp. 399-4C9 of the History <1 Ike MUiloty Transact*)™ of

ik/ British Halim in Inintm by Once (From the year MDCCXLV)
VoL L

i Vide DP. 176-177 of the History vf tkt SeaIns, Family (in

Marathi) Part 11, where the following dates regarding the Angria’e history

have been reproduced from a document found In the Dsfter of the
Sardtsale at PrabhSvali

A.n 1663— Sokhoji Angria fonitiei Suva.-naduifc
1608-99—Kanbo)i Angria removes to Koiaba
1712-13—Kanboif capturei Vijayadurg.

1724-25—Kmhofi builds Jaigad and Pilrpagad fortresses.

1723-29—Kaahoji's death at Kolaba—Knrhojl ruled for Z9 years—
(Sakhoji ruled f<r 3 years ; Sembhaji niled for 10 years)

1741— Deedi of Sambhiji Angria at Vljayadurfc
1744— Tu-ljj Angria captured Anjoreel from Shatrala.

1745— TuJ|: becomes Sarkhel (Lord cd the Admiralty.)
1756— 14th Fetxuary—The Engl!* capture Vijayadurg.
1757— The flag of Pant Pradhan i.e. the Peiiawa is hoisted up

ca the Vijayadurg.

The Bombay Goreffrer, Vol. XI. p. 149, footnote 1 states The
date of Kanhojr* denth U doubtful ArcordWig to Grant Dull (History,

230) and Naime {Konion. 80) his death took place in 1728. According

to Low (Mian Haoy L 104) and Crosc quoted by 1.0?/, Ksahoji died in

1731. The fact that Kanhoji'a name it ir«entloned in the treaty between

the English and the Sanaatvadi Chief in 1730 supports Grose's date."

The Prabhavali Daftar of die Scnieaai: quoted above supports the date
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piratical and plundering campaigns. The last of this line of Angriu
was Tulaji Angria> and so great was the strength and activity of

his Beet that it cost the East India Company £ 50.0CC (Rs. 5,00.000)

a year to protect their trade against its piratical operations. " Elated

giver by Grant Duff and Naimc via. 1728 Rso Saheb G S. Sardesai has
kindly supplied me with the fotowing evidence regarding Ksnhoji'i death

in a private coaununicatioo dated 15-4-1036 ,

—
'' Kanhojt died on Mth

June 1729 (anTO 3§*r If 3* 1 $Vi )
This date & giver in the

Kmari oI 7-0-1935. It Is corroborat'd by Portuguese sources quoted by

Dr. Suicadranath Sen In his MSutay System of tue Marthas, p. 212.

'

Then is a letter dated 6th December 1733 from Kanboji An grin to the

Ssrdeeais of PrabbavaHi pubhafced m tlie History 0} the Sauinai Family,

Part 11. p. 116 (Letter No. 174).

1. Str Bomba, CaiUUtr. lodes. ?. 382-" Tulaji Anglia [1748-

1756) succeeds his brother Samtohiji. twice attacks English Fleets—

Captured at the Sage o< Gherta UTSS) " See bju VoL XI. 153-154.

Pot aenptete genealcsy ol the AnciUw we MakatasMia /raiiok’sia VoL VII,

p. an 57.

Bomba; Gastitttr VoL XI. p. 383, Footnote 1—"Tulaji Anglia re-

mained till his death a priwaer first in 2 feet according to one account

near Rayagad a Kolnho. according to another in Vnnd.in n«,r Satara

! Giant Drill. I. 66) and afterwards :r. Sbolapur (Lowe's Indian Kevy, 1, 136

Grant Duff, I, 65.) IGs tomb and the*? of hit sis wives, one ol them

a Soli are shown at Vipryadurg (NaVnes Ktmhaa, 95).

. The following referenret to Tulaji Angria in the Pcikue Daftar St-

Itctivns ed. by G. S. Sardemi may fcc noted Ixre :— P. D. No. 25, p. 176

—Jaraatdan Bailal. the lather of Nana Farnavla in his letter dated 22nd
June 1756 to Sngucabci, wife of Janankna Hahn, reports that Tuliji Angria

had bren brought (a* a ptiacmer) and kept at Foots. (Jansrdan Sallal

died in 1756, tome months after this letter waa written es be was keeping

indiSerent health), P. D. N». 24 contains the following inhumation re-

pirrhng the omfinemcot c4 Tulaji and ha aos :

—

Letta No 268 (1764-65) Provisos ordered for Tulaji

Letter No 269 13-1-1765) Tulaji in custody with irons at Ahrend

-

[nagar.

Letter No- 270 (27-4-17S5 ?) Tuiaji'a sons ran away from confine-

ment at Vieapeir prison.

letter No. 271 (23-6-1766) Tulajt’s sons go in Ibr English nt Borrbny
for refuge and. are bsnoared by them.

Letter No 176 (1735’) Samhhaji, «xi cf Tulaji confined in bhoiapur

fort

Amordlrg to Forest (Papas frcci the Bombay Secretariat. 1885.

p. 333) Tulaji Angria died after a confinrntcnt of 31 yeats In prison.

As Tulaji was captured in A.D. 1756 the date cf his death according to

this aatement would be a. a 1787. At the button of the frontispiece o!

Tulaji 's handwriting we find the endoneratnl "Died in 1769" (Peefcwa

Dafisr Selection 24). Mr. Vnkaskar in his Kates

in his Carina of Tulaji that he died' about 1762.
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with this success Tulaji built several mauls, set two large ship* co

the stocks, Mid boasted that he would soco be master of the Indian

S?aa."«

Having made Vijayadurg or Gteria.J the base of all his naval

operation* Tulaji strengthened himself to Rich an extent that the

Maralhas liad no bojes of reducing him and hcocc agreed to a
peace with him on condition that he should acknowledge the ewer-
eignty of the Maratha King Shahu.' then ruling at Satara by
paying him a small annual tribute. Tbs Maratha*, however, re-

tained a strong animosity against Tulaji and determined to avail

themselves of any favourable opportunity to recover the territories

be had wrested from them*

In view of this continuous molestation by Tulaji Angria to

the adjoining territories o: the Pratinldhl of Vwhalgad and the

1. Vioe Bomba, CattUta

.

VoL XI (1883). p. 152. See aim Cam-
bridse History oj India. VoL V (1529)-pp. U3-114~"Angrias who do-
minated the coastline between Bombay and Gee and attacked all vessels

tb“ oBered a reasonable chance of capture. Boone who was President

and Governor from 1715 to 1722 rot only built. a wall round Bombay
to guard against Sudden raids but al» constructed a number of fighting

ship? for the protection cd commerce."

In Fcbmary 1745 the fort of Acdhul w» about to fall Into the
hands of Manaji or Tulaji Anuria and the EnglMi realising that the
s*f«y at Andhtri was c« greater imporunte to the Island of Bombay
:han that of any other place agreed to help the Sid; in money and men
(s« p. lCd of Bomba, und cAi SidU by D. R- Banaji. Bombay. 1932).
Sob al» History o I the Maratku by Gram Du3. (3rd Editioo m ono
volume) 1873. pp. 247. 283, SOfi, 531.

2. This fuel »*s captured by Kanhojl Anglia in AD. 1712-13 (Vide
History o< the Seeder* Family. Pan II. p. 177),

3. That SJiahu’a Sovereignty was only nominal b proved by many
documents of tbe period. Even Bhagnwantrao Panta AmStya oj Bavidn
was negotiating between 6th Jane and 6th October 1748 to get some
/ahaiir from Nawab Nasarjang by sending an application to that rfcct
through hlB sjeot Niro Mahideo (see letter No. 178 in Khanda 8 of

Rajawide's Snifter of fdaratha History, dated 19th August 1748) at

enormous cost Naro Mahadeva Hates in this letter (lal the Nanab
admire* the Amitya Bfcagawantrao more than the Peahawa. Balaji Bajirao

and that he agrees to five a joiagir of 11 lacs belonging to Udaji (Javan
In die province of Bijapur and an additional jahatn in die Varad pro-
vince. Three negotiations of Paraa Amitya co« about 10|20 thousand
rupee* and this expense. Naro Mahadeva thinks, Is not quite exreadve.

(See letter No. ’81 of 5 10 1748). Naro Mahidevag letters despatched to

fcis master from Aurangabad regarding the above negotiations give us a
good imight into the anarchical state of tho Maratha dominions in Shahu’a

4. Vide Onat: History of Iht Military Tumcxtionz, etc, p. 391.

IV-*
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Pant Amatya of Bawada as also those of Vadikar Savant, hb

relations with all of them »v.re anything but cordial- In fact these

rulers had been constantly exhorted by their comnxin spiritual ad-

viser Shri Brahmcodra Swam: 1 of Dhavadshi* to teach Tulaji a

lesson by counteracting effectively, all hb mischievous and agressive

activities and bring him to submistcm by the oxupation oi the

territories usurped by him, which included some forts belonging to

Vadik? r Savant, Mudadaigar, Govallcot, AnjanveL* Bankof,

MawJavagad «lc. SJui Brahmendra was apparently burning with

anger at the insolent attitude of Tulaji. who nominally paid homage

to this spiritual iutu of all the rival powers but was absolutely

deaf to the categorical warnings issued by him in s> many letters*

to cease his unjust usurps! !<xi of the territories bekngjog to other

1. Vide Letter No. 151 (of khsnda 6 of Scurca cj Maraiha Hiiiory

by Raja*ai>; written In a.d. 1739, puNitlxd in (ianlbimSIa (Kolhapur,

19(B). I am Wankiul to Rao Sab* G. S. Sardoai. B. A., the learned Editor

of the Pwhawa Daftar for drawing my atirrtkci to this letter and in parti-

cular to th» reference it contains to Mudadmgar, ibt strategic importance

of which for the military activities of Tulaji Angria will be clear in the

course of litis paper. Letter No. 154 is addressed by Shri Brahmmdra

Snairi io Pant Arattya Bfcagawantr&o of Bawadh "bo ruled from

*i». 1721-1750. Set also letter No 141 (Kliuiuio 8) front the Swami to

Gangadhar Pandit Pralinidni, expressing Swami's satisfaction at the news

tlwt (l) Phnr-nctiao Par.t Amatya, (2) Vadixar Savant, and

(3) Pratinidhi were conttarplnrtng a airrerted action agains: the Angria.

He exhorts the Pratinidhi to «e to it that the Anpria is Hfrctivrly ,ir.d

completely punished.

2. Bombay GauV.ttt, Voi. XIX. p. 466-
'
DiulunHbi village. about

6 miles northwest of Savara is interesting as the headouartera or SowfAen

and afterwards as the burial place. or Sumao'fii of BfiSiRavarSm*. the

spiritual teacher or Mahapvrutb oi Bniirno, the Second Pcahawa and liis

son Balaji Baylrao or Nona Sahib, the Third Pcshawo. Bajirao and

fcii on reported all their proceedings to Rhlrgnvnrama. Their letters

are valuable hisiocical records."

Mr. Paraanis in his Mr ol BraAmemira Suomi (1900) Preface, p. 9
slates that a Parses gentleman vis. Prof Xarkaria read a paper bead

on the document* pnbJiifccd in the Lift ol Brahmmiia Suomi before tire

Royal Asiatic Society Bombay on 5th Dreembcr 1S93 and a Rimmary of

this paper appeared Id the Bombay GateUt of 14th Dec 1899. The
paper was very nwch appreciated by the Europeans and Dr. Macdonald,

the Secretary of the R A. Society encoiraged Mr. Paraanis to publish the

original decrements. Some of that documents were lent by the descen-

dants and dlvriples ct the Swami to Grant Dufl but he state* " I &
permitted to translate, but not to «py them" (p. 1 )

3. Captured by Tulaji Angria in *. a. 1744. (Vide ?. 176 of Pori II

cf the Hiuory ol the Sardojai Family)

I. Vide Letter No. 15S (Rajawait, S- M. 1L KUaiuia 8)
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power*. Tulaji was not only heedless to the patronizing tone 1 of

Swami’l letters but was at times bold cnoueh to protest 1 vigorously

against the charges levelled at him by mischievous busybodies and

endorsed by the Swam:, whose refctticra with the errtire Anglia

family are reflected in the numerous letters that passed between

then. These letters have been published by the great Maliaraahtra

historian Rajawade. Swami's advice was sought not only in matters

political but even in petty matters of family life, such as reconciling

rival brothers Like MSnflji end Tulaji, selecting brides' or bride-

grooms for marriageable youngsters and the like. This was assured-

ly an enviable position and the Swami made full use of it.‘

The foregoing remarks will provide it is hoped the nrewsary his-

torical perspective for the expedition against Tulaji Angria which

forms tlx subject of this paper and which to my knowledge has not

Ixcn dealt with by any scholar, though reference:- to it arc found em-

bedded in two published documents pertaining to the period viz,

(1) The Parda P'olitndki Bakha>' and <2) Tht Pti'wa Dajtc'-

1. Vide Letter No. 298 dated iOth November 17-12 (Ibid Kh^da
3. pp. 286-7)

2. Vide Letter No. 3CC dated 1st June 1746 (Ibid. Kkeoic. 3,

pp. 253 9).

This letter ii a reply of Tulaji to Srahmendra S"ami's letter.

Brah.-i«v).-a Swami died oa 26lh July 1745 (vide Li/t ol S/cilmtnrf-a

by Parsons p. 128) Tliii date a« recorded in a atone inwiptieo oo thr

irain entrance o< the Swami'a temple at Dhavadihi is 3aka 1667, month
oi Sravaoa Sukla 9, Bhiguvara. Mr. C. S Sankaai inform! me that

the disnplK of the Swami at Dhavadshi continued correspondence in

Swami* name ever, after hi* death (vide Rajanade : KModa 3, lellrr

No. 301).

3. Vide letter No. 287 of Rajawade. Ktexla 3. dated 27th April

1734 cor.taiaing Sambha-i Angria't request to the Swami to eeket a

mutable bride for Tulaji Angre.

4. Vice Lijt oj Braknmdra Sieami by Parasnia Bombay, 1900,

pp 123-133. Tulaji Angria had net much resptet for the Swami. After

Swann's death in 1745 he began to molest die wven villages aligned

by Shahu to 'ho Swami. He was thrreupco given an ultimatum by

Shahu ordering him to stop thue molestation (see Shabu's kite to

Tulaji)

5. This BaAfcar or chronicle was published In BkSnusvaria.

Khspda 1 (pp. 1-90). According to the uaterwnt of its editor it was
taken front a Tanjorc mi amriair.g of 76 folios of French paper stitched

together In the form of a bod*. This Bakhar may have been written

about A.D. 1844 and U colled Pama PratinUhi Bakhar bteauM a major

part of it deals *rith '-he history of the rant Pratinidhi ol Vishalgnd and

contains only a brief jkcruh: of the History ol tire Maistha Power.

6. Selottlon No. 24 of the Pakauva Duffur !Peahawa’8 commit-

ments m the Wees Coast—

a

A 1741)- 1772), edited by G. S. Sardtaal.
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and one unpubli>Iirii document viz, the Gode Bakkar.

As ths evidential value ol Bakkais, either >(ate-chronide» ox

family-chronicles, may not by itself be very great. the historian

will oily 2nd in them much material for investigation and verifica-

tion. I f the statements in such Bakhart' arc independently corroix-rat-

nl by dated contemporary drxtuncnta they will provide for him

some terra firma in the shifting sands of gossiping Bakkais. We
snail, therefore, first discuss the accounts of this expedition against

Tulaji Angria in contemporary despatches recorded in the Peskauta

Daftar Seieclitms which reveal that it was a quadruple alliance

against Tulaji, the parties to the same being as under :—(1) Gan-

gariliar Kiialina Pratinklhi of Vishalgad, (2) Dhagawantrao Pant

Amatya of Bawada, (3) Ra;e Bahaddar Vadikar Sawant and

(4, Apaji Angre, one of the rival brothers of Tulaji. The identity

of Apaji Angre is yet a matter for investigation for historians. In

the present paper we shall refer to four letters of this brother of

Tulaji to enable live historians to prove his identity.

Tlie find intimation of the Battle of Mudiigad; the subject of

this paper, given to the Pfflhwa at Poona Is contained in a contem-

porary despatch in the Sections Iron ikt Poshwa Daftar No. 21.

It is sufhccitiy informative to need any comment. We shall there-

fore, reproduce here this despatch as it will acquaint us with tlie

seme of operations, the parties to the battle, the progress of battle

ujrto the date of the despatch and the chances of success for the

combatants concerned

“No. 25-10-2-174$?- (Runchimdra Bawaji in a later to the

Pbshwa and Sadoshiv Bhau gives an account of the correspondence

between Tarabai and Jijabai of Kolhapur in connection with the

activities of Tulaji Angria.)’’

We translate below the pertinent portion of this letter which
refers to the expedition under diaaission :

" Bkaiowanltoo and Vidikar Savant have at present occupied
AngrCs territory upto Sangarneshwar and have besieged MudyS&ail.

my attached Angre’s remforcwm-nls (apirrdjo) and Idled about

hundred and fifty men. captured about four hundred arms, <ts aho

1. Even Grant Dull had procured 20 Bokkars pmalnlng to the

history of the Prehnwas (we Parunii
; p. 13m Okaratiorska. Kbimda 1). See ate pp. 56 of the Prelace to this

Khanda where Parairoa pres a list o( important Bnkhrns avails to
him Mr. Rajwade in hi. Preface, p. 3 cf KWs lor (1750-1761)
Blv«a a lilt of such Btikhai' and observes that dunes the 18th century
ar.d the fir« quarter ol the 19th. there arc« In the Maharashtra a .-ward
for it* put hirtocy and the Bakhart were compared for giving expiraaxm
to this regard.
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some ammunition. The inmates of the forirest (Mudya) are losing

courage ami the fortress will (soon) be captured. GaflgMliaipant

(Prarinidhi) has also arrived."

It is necessary to record here acroa information regarding the

historical personages referred to in the above despatch to understand

the full significance of the whole expedition. Bhagwantrao referred

to in the above despatch of Ramchardra Bawaji is the Pant

Amitya of Bind* who ruled fron a.d. 1721 to 17S0.-' Vadtar

SSvant mentioned in the despatch is the then Chief of the Sawant-

wadi State’ who appears to be identical with Ramthandra Savant I

(a.d. 1737-1755). As* however, Ramchandra was a minor the State

was managed by his uncle Jayaram Savant.' “a man of great

1. See History ej the Sorted FonBy (In Marathi) p. 63, where

the Genealogy of the Pant AmRtya of the Bavaria Johapr is recorded.

Soe atai Forett : Slat, Papm (Bombay Secretariat) 1885, p. 659. Forest

devotes pix 657 to 698 to the Genealogy of Maraiha Chiefs.

2. See Bombay Gxseitttr. Vol. X I
Ratnngir. and Savarrtwadi)

PP. 388-469. The following tin gives the names of the Rulers cf the

Savnntwafi ar.d their known date* :

—

A. I» A. 0.

1. Early Hindu Rule 503-1501 12

2 Bijapur Rule 15CO-1627

2 MSr.g Savant 1554
|

13.

4. Khem Savant I 1627—1640

5. Scm Savant 1640-1641 14.

6. LaVtiara Savant 1641-1665 15.

7. PhoOd Savant 1 1666—1675

& Khem Savant II 1675—1700
9. Phund Savant n 17C0 -1737

British Treaty—1730

Phond and Shriram

Savant* 1933-1866

Famdundra
Savant 11 ISK-1RM
Phond Savnr.t III 1808-181?

Khem Savant IV 1812-1867

< Durpabai Ri^art 1812—1819)

British Treaty W

9

Britiih Aid 1830

British 54aaagBir*nt 1838

Disturfueicre 1840—1350

Phond Savant IV 1867—1869
Raghunath Savant 1869

1877 Savantwadi wai placed

10 Ramdiandra 16.

Savant 1 1737—1756 17.

Jayaram Savant In

as Regent 1737—1753 under the control of the Coramiv

1L Khem Savant III doner of the Southern Division of

(The Great) 1755-1803 the Bombay Presidency.

British Treaty 176i In 1879 Raghonath Savant was

War with Kolhapur 1776—1787 married to the daughter of Khande-
The Poctugw® 18CS I ran Giikwar of Baroda.

3.

Vide pp. 63-74 of History of Savantmadi State Iin Marathi) by

V. P. Pinguiitar, (1911). Jayaram Savant had stalwart pfiyri^ue and he

was very brave. His armour and helmet are 5ti3 preserved in a museum
at Savantwadi. The Savant-wadi state readied the nmith of its glory

during his regime. He was eei irireidly terms with the Pcshawa. This

alliance resulted in the gradual dedine of the Portuguese power The
Sabnla brothers. Pandurang Vishram and Jivaji Virfiram. were two of his

brave aid trusted lieutenants. Mr. PinguBtar states co p. 70— "A|
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strength and courage". At first he was unMiccc'efu) and

Angria capture- some o( his forts and compelled the Vadi

State u> cede two-fifths of the Selshi revenue. In 1748. however,

Tulajl Angna wws defeated with heavy loss at Kucal, pursued a*

far as Sangave near Rauiagiri and his country laic waste. The lost

territory and ferts of the Vadi Stale were also recovered from the

Angria and thus Anuria was very much harassed.

It is not. however, dear from Ramchandra Bawajl's letter

whether by the express*™ •'Vadiks Savant" he means the nephew

Ramchandra Savant I or his unde Javaram Savant the Regent.

It is very likely that Jayarant Savant was personally present in the

siege of MuclSgad referred to by Ramachandra Bawaji in his letter

of 10th February 1748 Ramchandra Savant being of a younger

age may have been absent from the scene of orcraticca. But this

conclusion needs more dccomentary evidence.

The second personage of Importance referred to in Raniehandra

Bawaji's despatch to the Peshwa is Gatzodkorpent, who is identical

with Gangadhnr Krishna PratinidhJ. He ruled the Vishalgad state

from A. D. 1741*1760. 1

last In 1749 Savant and the Maratha Sircar Bhagwantrao Pandit launched

a joint expedition again*. the Ar.gria end cor^ucscd all his territory tpto
1Jnja and thus Angria was extremely harawed " As Mr. Pingulkar has

nor. Axumealed his statement I ;un urab> to *sy whetlrer this expedition

is identical or otherwise with the Ma&gad Expedition of 1748, the subject

of the present paper. At, however, the year given by Mr. Pingulkar is

a. D. 1749 aid as it was a double alliance again* Tdaji Angria instead of

the fuodtupk alliance at the Mudigad bsttle, 1 as compelled to presume
that the expedition referred to by Mr. Pingulkar is distinct Bnd separate
from the Mudngad expedition. Students interested in Angtia’s history
may pertue the qucatlcc further. It i* a pity that Angria's exhaustive
history fuSy rtocumented from the Maratha Kwrcc* still lermini to be
written.

1. The Vkhalgad atnte takes its name freen the fort of Viskaliad.
Gram Duff {Hittery of Manukas, 1873. p 13) Mates that o copper-plate

grant found at Satara proves that tlie Vitfcalgad fun was built as early

ns ao. 1132 by a rajc at Panalla. (See also pa. 27, SO. 84 of Grant Duffs
History far references to this Fort). According to Major Graham the
earliet Persian inscription at Vishalgad is dated A. n 1734 (see pp 337-

339 of Graham's SMfuti-*' R«;wt of Kolhapur, 1854)i A short note on
the Vuhalgad Jahagir appears in this Report (pp. 547-549)

.
The Vwhal-

<sd State is now a dependency of the Kolhapur State. According to Graham
the Vishalgad Jahagir ‘contains 12,479 beegaa of activated land. 14.743
iohabitami dwelling in 20 towns and villages am) yields a net revenue of

Rs. 35,954 ", "Tlie Vishalgad ixHseMioms below the Ghauts eeosat of
a divided intcret* in 223 villages and an exclusive right to 20 sepjratc
villages. The entire ceotnx and management, however, of this portion.
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Another contemporary despatch of importance pertaining to the

Battle ol Mmisgad is leund in the same wlecticci from the Peshawa

Daitar in which Ramchandra Bawaji'a letter has teen recorded i.e.

in No. 24 on page 19, letter No. 20, which was received by the

Pctfma on lit April 1748. Wc translate below the portion at the

banning o! this ledtir which describes the Mudflgad expedition a*

an accomplished fact

" First, your honour had sometimes ago demolished' Mudhagad-
which was once established (by Angre). Tulaji Angre re-built this

forties* and habilitated iL He carried on military operations from

this forties; and usurped the entire territory included in the Panala

province. He caused too much disturbance (in this manner) re-

sulting in much destruction (pralaya). Thereuprei Hkagaivantrao of

Bavada and the Ruler oj Vishaigci (Pratinidlil of VHhnlgnd) as

also Savant and Apd/i Angre united together and proceeded lo

MudhSgad with about 400|500 cavalry and 7iXX)|8000 Infantiy. They

captured Mwjkagit/j and devastated the whole territory by lire from

Rajapur to Sangsmcshwar. The whole country was laid waste.

Tulaji Angre is finding it increasingly difficult to pitted his fortresses.

It is nos* wcemary for ycxir honour to reward Apaji Ang

u

ade-

<?utciy. A serious warning has thus been given by a third party to

Tulaji Angre withou! any effort on the part of your honour. Now

arc under the Collector of Rurnageerre, wt» remits the aiumal net balance

of Rt 29,CCO ” (vide p. 8 of the Report). These fcures require revision ai

Graham wroee his Retort in !8>i.

The Genealogy of the Prntinidhis of ViSiaigad a recorded on p. 67

of the History of the SarJaai Family, Part 1 is as UQiSo

i Trimiak ( Sa'ua luie ) A. D. 1707- 18

g (1707-41
) Kolhapur lino

Cowdhar (1741-50)
I

Amritrao < 1751-62)

( m. Sokwarbai )
BrUknaroo ( 176i-Si

)

4*I C 1768-03

)

( 1733-1AM) ( m. Radhabai ) BhauoMantrao
(18116-1819)

MarfViwro? ( 1820-1832) (adopted) Amrltioo
(m Phavacitiai l (adopted) 0833-1844

)

1. See Letter No. 151 (Sources «/ Maratha Hillary by Rajawade.

Khaoda 8) in uhich S&rebliaji An ere states that Bajiwj Peshaua de-

molished MudSgad contrary to his Manatees co oath (bcl

“5?r WRI5 OPT
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Tulaji intends to visit your hmcur with a view to negotiate
(

OS*?) He intended to sec your Ijxiour on the New Year Day

( Vartapuilipadi)."

The account of the batik as recorded in these two contemporary

despatches is quite factual and it i* likely that more despatches

pertaining to this battk may be found in the unpublished records ol

the Peskawa Daft<e deposited at the Bombay Govt Alienation

Office at Fcona.

From contemporary accounts of the Mudagad Battle we row

turn to subsequent accounts of the same as recorded in the Bakhars.

One such account is recorded in a published Bakhar vix. the Pan!

Pratmdki Bakhar published in the magazine called the Bhc/Va-

varska {Khanda I, p. 56.) We translate below the pertinent passage

which is about a page in extent

"Gangadhar Krishna Pratinidhi was ruling at Vtthalgad.' A
mountain called Mudfigad is situated ca the SahySdri near tlie

village Pisatri Para&ali in tlie Malkapur Taluka and in the vicinity

o( the Kajirda Ghat. Angie suddenly captured this Mudigad and

installed his own garrisoi oh it. He then began harassing ceaselessly

the Panala Subha and the Taluks* of Bavada and Vishalgad.

Therefore the Pratinidhi collected 2,500 treops ami launched an

attack against this fortress but Angre met this attack in a fierce

manner tailing about 250 men and putting his guns in petition

against the attacking party which had rcosequently to retreat.

The Pratmidhi, thereupon, devised a rew plan of action viz.

to bring reinforcements been Vadikar Savant, who was known to

be on hostile terms with Angre. He, therefore, sent N&ro RaySji Gad<
Thakui Kdikun to Vadikar to collect troopa from the Konkon
territory. These treops combined with those of Vishalgad and the

Pam Amatya of Bavada again beseged the fortress. The treops

1. Tl* fort of Vtehalgad appears to havebon the scat of Government
in the wotere portion of tl>e country in the 12th century. After 1600 it

continued to be the ticacquaitc.-i of the Pratinidhi until 18M, when the

fcrtifcatkers were destroyed nnd the small town Malkapur on the river

Shall* »aa elected for the Socatke ol the Court. (S« p. of Graham’s
Kalhtpi.1 Report, Bembay, 1851.]. Abcut the niler* of Virfwlgad Graham
make* the following renarki

Pate 29S—“ Sines the >car 1732 ekvtn Chiefs have held die office

tod Jagir with very little distinction to themselves or any benefit to the
eslale which jcinninal until lately overwhelmed in &bt etc.”

This h rather tco summary an estimate of the Pratinidhia
! The

present paper will to a certain atent reveal the unsettled state of the
surroundings cf tlie Praliniifiris and its (fleet on their role.
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of the Serkhd ( - Lord of the Admiralty' viz. Angria) numbering

about 400 were killed <in an action) below the Ghat in the Sauda!

Mahal.' Military patrol* (Ckotiki) were then established (all

round). Owing to shortage of food and wale: iraide the fortress

some of the garrison began tn leave it but were killed In ' such an

endeavour, some were inaimwied, while others escaped. Tire gar-

rison remaining inside the fortress held cn for some days by cenacles;

use of the guns, jijdlit etc., but they were unable to protect the

besieged fo.-tiea. Ultimately Angle's men deserted the fortress and

ran away. The Pratinidhi then captured the fortress, demolished it

completely and to prevent its further occupation a symbol in the

form of a sandal (vahdo). and cowrie (k<wa#) > was hoisted up

cn the spot and to this day the fortress s in a deserted condidon."

In the foregoing extract from the Panta Ptalmidhi Bclhar

reference ia made to one A'6ro RSyiji Gode Thokur Kdrhun as the

person deputed by Gangadliar Krishna Pratinidhi to collect trcct-s

from Vadikai Savant with a view to besiege the foit of Mudflgad

established by Tulaji Angria and his predeoaor.. This rcfacncc

enable; us to link up successfully the account of this very expedition

as recorded in the Godt Family Bakhar' now in the poweswn of

L Vide pp. 156-163 (chap IV) of Dr. Sen*! AdvMsIuUive SyUen
c\ Ike Mtnatka/. CakutU. 1925, where he deals with the O'^-muoHem of

the Moralha Navy.

2. Ibid. p. 666 -Dr. Sm explains AfuAal to be a subdivision or a

Govt. Dept as in the twelve Mahals,

3. Mr Paiamii the Editor irf the Bakhar explains this symbol as

under or. p. 17 of lia Nela added it the end
" Vohon-Kavadi

"

means a tom latulal and a broken cowrie tied

together w a symbol of deatrtton of a place It is similar to the

custom of dragginu a plough with an am to the place to be deserted

(gdtffciton nahlai)

4. On 13th February 1923 my father the late Mr. K:i-Jinaji Govlnd

Gode. Khcl of the vfltaga Bhadkamha and Devads In the Sangamahu-ar

Taloka of the Ratnsglrl Dfcr. handed ovpr to me fragments of a Bakkei

in Modi Script relating to the Goce Family. Not bring then interested,

or trained in the investigation of family history I had put this bundle

aside as it wa; in a fragile condition. Three years after the diatli of

my father which took place c*i 3rd February 1930 I happened to atari*

the family papers which brought to me the recollection of my father's wish

that 1 should study the Bakhar handed over to me. Thereupon I tried

tn restore siamesaluliy ail the available sheets of this Bakhar and found to

my greet surprise that they contained a regular narrative of family history

and political events, containing also accurst r date; from a. d. 1726 to 1840.

Presumably this Bakhar must have been written by some ooe after

•-D. 1540 and belcte 1843 as it mentions the date 18*0 (Sr *

a

1762) and

alio refers to the regime ol Acuiliao Pratinidhi wbo ruled from 1833 to

iv—

p
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the writer of this article in an unpublished form. Wo translate

below the account of the MudSgad battle a* found in this Bakhar

Pat I oj Ihf God* Family BakJur, Folio A

“Thr rfdntf jVdro Riyaji and second sen. . .was two yeara

cJd. . . At the age of seventeen owing to poverty at home he(Niro

RayAji) left home without his father's permission in search of some

employment and arrived a*. Vrahalgad with Brahmins who went there

for tte Navaratra Festival 1
. After the festival was over he requested

Shrimant Krishnarao Appa Pratinidhi' that he should be given

some employment. Theteupcm Krishnaiao, being pleased with his

fine handwriting agreed to employ1 him on Rk. 100 as (annual)

remuneration. He continued to enjoy this remuneration lor sarw-

tisre. but owing to the molestation of the Angre to the territories of

the Pratinidhi. this remuneration was stopped. Therefore Niro

Riyaji returned home,’ when lie received the news that Ragunath

Ananta Tembe* who wz» then in tit Kamatab had secured a big job

with the Raja of Kanataigiri. 1 He, therefore took with him his

18*3. QirancIc^kailT the age of this Balkar appears to be ah&oB the

uw u that of the Pan!a Pratinidki Bakka-. The Code 3a*ha- oxitaira

two portion nhidi I have labelled as Pan I end Part II. Part I (foli<a

A to G) is older in appearance while Part II (folko I to VIII) is later.

Each theet mcaiura 23 inches by five and hall inches and is written co

both the sides at the paper. There aw about 75 liner cm ear* sheet. so

that the total extent of Part* I & II will come to about 1203 lines or 23,803

letters, as rad. line enoair-t about 2* latere.

1. See SdKtioni horn Pcshui Dollar (No 40). Utter No. 67. The

NararStra Festival has hem regularly celebrated by tile Pratinidhi* with-

out a break almost since the cccunmcnner.t of 'Jndr rule. In Sept 1730,

however, the Peshwa had hep; the Pratinidhi in amfinenien; at Purt-

tovtlL Tlie Pratinidhi refused to criebrate the festival, tluiugli the Pediwa

had given orders to his staff to provide him the nccoaary fodhtic* for

the celebration of the festival, which is celebrated by the Pratinidhi* even

to this day.

2. Krishnaiao Appa Pratinidhi niicd from A. D. 1707-1741 ( vide

Geeeabgy of the Pratinidhi* given ttovel

3. The village Ha]P <</a in the Drvagad Taluka of the Ratnagiri

Diarict

4. He was the husband of the oter ol Niro RSyaji's wile (l.e.

SSdd) I have not JW been ahle to get a graeology o< the Tembe family

to enable me to Study their rrlo fleets with the Rare til Kanakagiri and

what afters they held in this wnsU kingdom which paid tributes to the

Pehwa and the N’oam alrawt nhemateiy (hiring the 2nd half ol the

18th century.

5. Kanakagiri captured by Sfeahaji (Shivajia father) in Saha

1677
(
= A.D. 1655). Stahaji’s eldest on Santbhaji was killed in opera-
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younger brother Lakshman Rnyaii. who was at this lime a major

and proceeded to Karnatak and thence to Kanakagiri. Lakshcsan

Rayaji »M kqrt ihere while Naro RAyaji went to Naladurga' towards

Balcchat* and there visited Udaji Qtavan.’ Himmat Bahadar and

boas due to the treachery ol Afraihin ;Vidr UikanSl/mkfca by Aba
Chand.vicar p. 34) . Dr. fxireiwlra Nath Sen, however, remarks :

" The
Maratba chroniclers erroneously think that Afxsl had something to da

with Ssmbhaji's death " (a« footnote 14 cn p. II of Life of Siva Ckkana
poll, Calcutta, ISM). Kanakaxiti and nunwous ether petty states Btnatcd

co the border ol the tciritories of the Pehawa were teach harassed by

the Peshwa and Haidar AUL Tribute ns M.icird by both these in-

vaders alternately Mum they were at war with on* other. At the time

cl the wood Invasion sgainw Haidar the Pmhus collected a tribute

cl 25 loci from thee states ir. one month (Vide Khxre : Aitihduke Leika

Sampoha. 27lh issue, 1899). A tribute cl 60,00 rupees wm exacted from

thr Raja of Kanakagiri in 1767 by the Moguls (Ibid, p. 1212. 33-31 Issue).

Owing to the harassment ol Haidar the Baja of me ol t*jch states via.

Chitradurga was compelled to sell all even the vahiaWes of royal ladies to

nert. the dsrjnd for tribute repeatedly made by Haidar in 17fi8 (Ibid,

p 1135—29th iasue). The Peehawa had a ‘pKisI officer (or estimating the

levy of such tributes from these states in 1766 a. d.

L In the Oinanciad District of the Hyderabad State. Naladurga
mu the Sooner name cl the dieria. The fort ol Naladurga in the

Tuljapur Taluka of ihr Disc. situated above the ravine of thr Bori river

as one ol the bwt fortified and most picturesque placet In the Deccan.

It was a bona of contention between the Adildtthfe of Biiapur and the

Ahirjdnagar Sultans, (vide Imp. CaietHfr, Hyderabad Slate. 1903.

p. 2ff>)

.

It was to thr) very forties of Naladurga that Vthoji Chavan,

ttx\ of Udaji Chavan ran fee safety after a skirmish with Ramachandra

Jadhav four years after Udajl'a death i-e. In a. 0. 1766 (vide Potoo
Daft* Net 38 letter No. 155 dated 20th Jan. 1766).

2. BUSfhat (Bala — above and Chi! a mountain pata) range of hith

in the western half cl the Hyderabad Slat*. Tio country enriosed by the

range, and h» two spurs forma a plateau locally known as BAl&gh&t (see

Imp. Cat,. Hyd. Sate, PP. 2 and SO) and Bcenbay Car. XIII, Pt- I. p. 2.

3. Udaji Chavan Himmat Bahadur. The Bombay Gazetteer calls

him t ‘plunderer'. He joined the sde of Taiabai of Kolhapur again«

Shahu Maharaja I. AH bis plundering activities are fuBy reflected in thr

letters alwtil him publitfaed in the Pethtta Dollar He II (Shaku's rela-

tions pritk SamPkofi ol Keikapur) which outtains a Map referring to the

activities ol Sambhaji and Udaji Chavan. He played a prominent part for

abort 60 yais in the affairs against three Panla Fradhsias. lie captured

the foet of Betas Shirale and was granted the Ckaulhai of Shirale

(Karhod). He levied a tax called Cka-.an-paHi. He died in a. i>. 1762

(12th November—Kartika vaaya 11 of Saka 16S1). His Jahagir was con

fiscated and given over to one Nlgo Rim by die Prahwa Madhava Rao I

(1761-1772) co 28th Fell. 1762 (vide Puk. Dollar No. 39-letter No. 9)

UdBji was oven a Saraafom (=n milita.-y grant) of Ra. 1X6,000 by

Raraaraja of Satara co the 15'Ji April 1750 Okc Pc*. Daft. No. 26
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made arrangements with him (or a job and thm returned home,

when hi* father (Riyaji) died. Having stayed at home for a year

he returned to VUhalgad in Saks 1667 (= ad. 1745), He then

roqueted Shimvint Gangadharpant Pratmidhi to give him some

emoluments instead of tb: lixed salary
(
velan ) and informed him

that he had a mind to continue in the service of the State provided

the emoluments were adequate to meet the expends of the family

;

otherwise if permitted, he would proceed to BakghSL Shiimant

Gangadharpar.t promised to give him some money for his expenses

and asked him not to leave the State. The promised money was

accordingly paid to him. About a year later in Salta 1658

( = a. d. 1746) Shrimant Shiipatrao Pratinidhi who was ruling at

Satara died. No wooer tliis news reached Angre, he began to motet

perforce the territory under the government of the Viahalgad State 1

and captured 12 village* in the Rajapur MahaL He then marched

whh his troops up the Ghat* via the AnusOna Ghat and established

a fortress called Mucagad and thence he began to enforce hit rule.

This created an impediment for the government of the Vi«ha:gad

State. The Pratinidhi, therefore, called an assembly of all classes

of hie subjects and Kiugh: their counsd as regards the remedial

measures to be taken (against Angre). None responded to this

appeal, whereupon NUro Riyaji made the fallowing request :— 'If

he received order* from the Pratinidhi, he would collect 5000 troop*

and capture Mu(j£g*d and would drive away Angre’* men. Shrimant

Gangadharpant was very much pleased a: this answer but inquired

as to how he [Niro RSyaji) was going to collect 500) troop®. Naro

Kaynji replied lhal the relaticm of Vadikar Savant* and Angre have

been spoiled and that they were then cm hostile terms. He (Niro

Riyaji) was intimately acquainted with Vadikar Savant He would.

Letter No. 56>. He was warned by Radiunathrao Bajirao to cease hia

depreAulons which he carried cei by iraxing Bijapur province the bsie

of hi* operation* (See Pe*h. D>f. 26 No. 262). He deserve* a special

rceoograph at the hand) of the historians of the period as there i* a wraith

of material regarding his activities in pabCirbad and unpublished records

L See Letter No. 156 (Halva* : Sources of Moril\a Malory Kkcvai

8) adifroscd by Bnlaji Bajirao P.-adhan to Tulaji Angre (
3' * ).

The Peshwa gives a Mrious warning to Tulaji not to moW. the teten

villages of Kriihmuai Pandit Airatja as also the villape under the

jorisdiaiwi a Gagangad {=Bavndn?l. Tulaji appeals to liave levied on

these village* a tax called habtbifiaHi. The Peihwa prohibits in the

present letter the exaction of this tax.

2. Sen letter No. 158 (Rajawa.de : Kha^o 8) pp. 18H82 dated 5th

April 1738. Nag Savant giants to tile Pant Anatya of Bavaria (Hhaga-

want Rsmsch&ndia) the DethekuiLani: vatnn of Kudal in commemoration
of iheir first meeting and as a tcici of cordiality betwem the rwo fomtlle*.
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therefore, coJkct 201)0 troops from Vadikai Savant. .

Rijebahadar* (Vadflor Savnntl cave 2C00 treops and presented a

Bood necklace (Katjlhi) to Naro Rayaji. These 2000 troops and

. . .combined with the troop* of the Pratinidhi made up 5000 troop*

N3ro R&yaji proceeded with these troops to MudSgad and fought

a big battle. Angie's men were completely routed, some having been

killed in aeriem, while ethers ran away. Those who ran away were

driven below the Ghats. The fortress itself was completely tie

motived and a plough' with an a« was dragged over the site.

Naro RAySji then returned to Vishalgad. The Mankaris of Vadikar

Savant were then duly rewarded and Niro Riyfiji ewoded Ik#* to

Ra;« Bahadar ( - Vadikar Savant) ha 20CO troops and reported

to him the successful termination of the tattle. He tlien took

leave of Raje Bahadar and returned to Vishalgad. In this battle

NSto RSyaji had cue of his fingeis wounded. He then requested

the Pratinidhi (Gangadhar Krishna', as follows "1 have carried

out as ordered by your honour the business entrusted to me Your

honour should, therefore, grant me a village as a reward (iWAn).”

The Pratinidhi replied to the above request as follows :— " I shall

immediately increase your promt salary of Rs. 100 ‘per year) by

Rs. 200 more A village also would be granted but at present I

am physically indisposed. As toon as I feel well a village also would

ta granted (as inom)." Naro Rayaji was displcawd at this answer

and requested the Pratinidhi as follows :
—

“ I am offered a big job1

(f*or toiler) by Himrrat Bahadar ‘Udaji Chavan) and I mean to

accept it. but I shall k«ji my younger brother Vho Rayaji in your

empiov with a request that the service shraiki remain with him and that

his marriage should be arranged for and brought about by you:

honour The Pratmidhi agreed to thi? request. After some time

Shrlmar.t Gangadharpant Pratinidhi died and Shrimant Amritrao be-

came Pratinidhi. Bhavar.rao. the ton of Gar.gadharpant, and his

L Bombay Canlieei, Vol. X. p. 441—In 1763 Khcm Saveat III

(1735.18Cfi) married Ukahmibu the daughter oJ Jayajl Sindia and half-

wte; af Maludji Sndln and through their influetxt roravol from the

Empcar of Delhi the title of Raff Bahai*". Accordant to Grant Dull (40)

the Savants got this title Iron Bijapur Kings in wtcoc aais agiinjt the

Portuguese they distinguished them-elvea as commandera of infantry.

2. The Paata Fralindki Bakhor uan the term " rafc3p-toi'ad< " as

a symbol of the desertica of a place. Vide note ctf Mr. ParasnB recorded

by us from hie Notes to the Paata Pratmidhi Bakhor.

3. As a relic of this service a vdktge called Kiip a die Aha sub-

division of the Kolhapur State still continues as an Inim to the defen-
dants of NSto Rlyiji's brother Lakrhmar, Riviji. The village Klof H
13 mi!« north of Ko5«pur ixt the Prxma Belgium mail road. “ It b
be$d m Soranidw or military grant by Sardar Hitnmal Bahadar fare
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mother were it mimical terms with Amritrao and hence there was

a Cleavage among them. In the opinion of Amritrao, Naro R3y5jl

belonged to the party of Bhavanrao.’’'

The above extras from the Godc Bakhar makes Naro RSySji

as the leader of the expedition. The Bakhar also refers to the

promise of Gar^adhar Krishna Pratinidhi to Naro Rayaji to grant

a village as a reward (bum) for his successful expedition against

Bembs, Gtraitto. Kahapui, p. SO). The line of descent of Laohman
Riyajl a u under

ii (died about A. D. 1744

1

N*ro (lTtra to 17H A- D.)

( Separate line >

Ixkihmsn
(Separate line)

Mon StdotUa
1

ttomjat Datialrc;a ( In Pnuir.ldhl’e Service

)

(2 fODti in i»36

Anom(i Seas)
(in PratinidhTs Service

Rajatom

h The full tiertificaace of the attire extract from the Geie Bathas
owld be gathered oily if the Genealogy of the Satara line of the Prati-

nidhis is known. This Genealogy a. recorded on p. 113 of Pan 1 of the

Hitivry o/ the Sardaoi Family is> therefore, iBvea below

A. D.

Naro Shankar Raje

7 months
Cattf-sdkor 1763-1764

176S-1773

L Paa\ku:om Ttimbak 17TO-17C6

Gangadhar I’raihad 17C6-1710

1. Paashaam Trimbak 1710-171

1

Narayaa PrGhad 1711-1712

L Faiaikiiram Trimbak 1714-1718

2- Shiinirc Parashuram

or Shripacrao 1718-1747

3- fagaiiwm Poraskuram

or Dadoba 1747-17S4

4. Shrint'ici Cmynrfto
or BWearw 1754 1761

BKrvtanao Ragtansiih 4 month t.

Baai/mw towards whose party Naro RaySJl was sunporxd to have
tome incliratioca is, therefore. Identical with Skrmivm Ganpdko, (or
Bhavanrao 1754 17611. The Go!t Botha: stares ihai in AD. 1753 Niro
RSyiJl was deputed to Satara to bring 10.00 troops against Tulaji Angre
ho had then laid dege to Vfcfcalpid. Dadcba or fatalism Paraskuram
(1747 1751! responded to thin appeal for help. A complete smm oi
this siege forms the -.ab.w-ct of ancehcr paper by the present writer. It

appears that Niro Rayip was on friendly tema with Dao»a Pratinidhi,

1 Slirrnii'os

5. Bkatsoatura*

Trimbak

4. Skftmvtu Gantoibar 1774-1777

G. Panuki/am Skiixivas

alms Tbccopsnt 1777-*8lB

N. B.—?cnr:s marked by numbers
in chin E*ni>nlc«y are the anetaort
of the Piwott Ruler of Aiuvdh
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Angre, but the fact of such a grant has not been mentioned therein.

Thai Karo RAyfiji did play an important part h proved by a

reference to him in the Paula Praiinidki Bakhar aid by the fact

of the Code family’s enjoyment of tbc Kkoli rights of two villages

viz., Dcvada and Bhakamba in the Sangaraeshwar Taltika of

the Ratnagiii District. These villages are situated at the foot of

the Vishalgad fort/esa and formerly tlxy belonged to the Pratinidhi

of Vishalgad. Family records m the potsesaiem of tl* present writer

prove that the Khoti right* of these village have been enjoyed by

the Geeks for about 185 year*. Then again references to the here-

ditary service of the Gods* with the Pratinidhi9 of Vishalgad from

a.d. 1772 or so upto AD. 1906 or a> are on record. In view of these

facts it appears that Gangadhar Krishna Pratinidhi must have kept

hi* promise to Niro Riyiiji and granted these villages to hrm some-

time. before his death in ad. 1750. This conduakm though not sup

ported by any contemporary document available at present with me
is to a certain extent corroborated by the statement made by the

grandson of NSro Rayaji Cede before the KSrhhSri of the Vishalgad

state on 6th August 1846. i.c. about a hundred years after the bottle

of MudSgad (1748 ad.). This statement is as fciluws

“ I, Damodar Daji Godc,a caste Karada Brahmin, age 52 yearn,

resident of the village of Dhadkamte. tart Devsk, Ghera Vitha;-

gad declare on oath ISuru Sen Saba arben nayaim to elaj) before

the KSrhhiri, Vishalgad state as follows The Khoti village

Bhadfcsmte belongs to the Pratinidiu. It was granted as Khoti

Velan

•

by the late Srimant Gangadhar Krishna Pratinidhi to our

grandfather NAro RAyfiji 95 years <r|o. I am nut aware :1 any tanad-

1. Cede. FatnSy Papers, No. 57 dated 1875 iAJX exmtains a list of

references
( ^19% )

from Pratinidhi Records proving this hereditary ser-

vice of the God-i with the Pratinidhi at Vishalgad Daji Nacayan, son

Of Niro Rayaji. reived in tire year* 1772. 1774, 17» 1804. 1810, 1813.

1814. 1815, 1823 while Babaji Daji, the grandson of NSro RiyAji served

in 1812. A Branson iist of the holders of this service so far lathered

is (1) Niro Riyajt (2) Vim Rlyiji (3) Daji Narayan (4) Babs-i Daji

(5) Govind Babaji and !6) Daji Govind

2. Cede Family Papers No 28—This is a copy’ o! a deposition of

Dannular Dair Code, mu of Daji Narayan Cede (1761-18311 wtw ra
the axi ol NSro RBySji Code. This dfpofctioo was put as an exhibit

in a dispute atari the Khoti rights which was conducted fo: not 1esa than

47 years. As a result of lhe»- proceedings much information about the

family history of the Gndes has beet preserved.

3. The Khels were "village renters’* who in axrrre of time ac-

quired hereditary rights by grant cc prescription (see p. 137 of Bombay
Car. VoL XI). Their rights have beta fully defined in Kkoli Ac! I of 1883

(see pp. 204-5).
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pairs was that issued in connection with this grant but we have been

enjoying the Khfici rights o( this village lot about 95 yean, etc."

Deducting 95 years from aj>. 1846, the year of Danxxlar Daji’a

depositee, we get aj>. 1751 as the year when the giant of the village

may have best made tut as Gangadhar Krishna Pratinidhi died in

1750 am. it is doc dear whether he made e<x»d his promise before

Hue year of his death or left it to his successor for being given effect

to. That Naro Riy&ji did play an important /61c in the. expedition

of Muttfgad against Tul5ji Angria has berai proved by three different

documents. viz_ (1) the Panta Pratinidhi Bakhar, (2) the Gode

Family Bakhar and (3) the deposition of the grandson of Niro RAySji.

It is fuither cocrcoorated by the actual enjoyment by the descendants

of Niro Rflyaji of the Khoti rights of the two villages Devada and

Bhandkamba for over 180 years.

Wc new come to the question of the exact time of the expedition.

The evidence on this point gathered so far converges round the date

of Ramadiandra Bawaji's letter referred to above, viz., "10th

Ftbrwny 1748" though the Editor of the Ptskua Dollar has put a

sign of interrogation against the year 1748. This evidence may now

be stated aa follows

(1) Bhagavantrao Pant Amatya of Bavada. who was person-

ally present in the battle of Mud&£*d as stated in Ramchandta

Bawaji’s letter, ruled upto A.D. 1750. Secondly Gangadhar Krishna

Pratinidhi who was ala) present at the battle ruled upto a. d. 1750

(See Genealogy of the Pratinidhis given above). The demolition of

Mudagad by Naro RaySji Code must have, therefore, taken place

before aj>. 1750. which year furnishes one terminus to the date of

the expedition.

(2) Another terminus is furnished by the statement of the

Code Bakhar that Angre be*an his molestations after learning the news

of the demise of Shripatrao Pratinidhi in ieka 1668 ( = aj>. 1746).

The date of Shripatrao’s death as recorded in the Genealogy of the

Salaia Prarinidhia quoted above is ad. 1747. Whatever be the exact

date of his death the fact remains that Angrc established the fortress

of Mu34gad about aj>. 1747 which, therefore, provides us with anccher

terminus to the date of the expedition.

(3) The Cede Bakkar on Folio B, line 1 records the death of

the Maratha King Shahu at Satara in Saka 1671 ( - ax>. 1749) and

in the same context refers to the fall of Mudagad brought about by

Vishalgadbar ( i.e., the Pratinidhi of Vhhalgad) 33 a past event.

On folio ii of Part II (lines 52-54) of the Gode Bckkcr it is stated

that Naro Rayaji returned to his native place (i.e^ Hadpld In the
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Ocvagad Talufea of the Ralnagirl Daniel) txx year after the fall

of MudSgad. He had, however, to run back to Vlshaigad foe safely

for Angie had sent hi3 own men to capture him bemuse Angie

thought that NSro RAySji was le^wnabie for the Mudaga-j cam-

paign. Just at this time Shahu died 1
. As Shahu died in AD. 1749 cne

year before this date gives us ad. 1748 a* the year of the Mudngad
expedition, which, therefore, haimonim with the date ltth February

1748 mentioned m Letter No. 25 of the Peshwa Da Itar Selection

(No. 24).

We dunk the above analysis of die evidence before u» leads us

to believe that the expedition of Mudiigad took place in ad. 1748

between January and June, at any rate before the rainy season for

the year set in, as military operations in the Western Ghats are diffi-

cult during the monsoon Even Aumngreb’s siege of Vishalgad* m
ad. 1702 lasting for about six months had to be finished before the

June of diat year. This general conclusion regarding the termina-

tion of the battle is to a certain extent particular!red by a letter

dated J3th March I74A fmm the same person who wrote the earlier

kilter regarding the MuiJSgad battle, v«., Rarochandra Hawaii.1 . He
reports in this letter to Sadashiv Bhau that “Tulaji Anere is making

preparation to visit Satara. It i* rumoured that he ware* to present
Govalkot (to Shihu)." This letter stems to pro-re that Tulaji was

much harassed by the present expedition and that he wanted to

see King Shahu at Satara widi a view lo pour oil over doubled waters

by presenting Govalkot to ShSliu. He wanted to see the Pcshwa

on the Vaiiopralipadd or New year day as reported in the last line

of the letter dated 1st April 1748 already quoted in this paper.

The foregoing discussion regarding the duration of the battle ap-

pears to indicate that the expedition being a vigorous cne did no! last

for more than 2 months. Tulaji had to fight against odds in spite

of his best resnuices and hence the battle or rather the siege was

of a comparatively short duration 23 will be seen from the dates of

the reports about Tulaji’s activities referred to as far, viz.,

1. We quote the exact weeds from the Code llalchar “ gssnrij

OT5RT i^tnigS MIJMi WrS oll% villi

*ft*F*HRl*r sipM ,rt5n jtrwipr «c."
2. Vide an exhaustive account cf the siege of Vhhalgad in the

Prainadki Bakhar published by Shrigact Baiisak* Pant Pratmidhl, BA.
Raja of Aundh. This is a history of the Satara line of Pratinidhia and
is different from the Pant Pratinidhi Bakhar published hi Bkc.ialua/1/..

Khso* T referred to In this papt?.

3. Ptihwa Defur Selection No. 2G-(Le«er Nix 25) dated 13th

March 1748. Prom Rarnachandra Bawajl to Bbauaahib (Sadashiv Bhau).

iv—

0
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(1) 10th February 174$—Battle in progress.

(2) 13th March 1748 -Tulaji intends to visit Shaku and pre-

sent Govalkot.

(3) la Apnl 1748 Aoxunt of the bank as a completed event

given to the Feabws.

We think, therefore, that the battle began atxmt the 15th ol January

1748 and ended about the 15 of March 171# -a period of 2 ninths.

We shall now dUcu» the queslicsi of the exact location of the

fortress referred to as “ Mu<fi£a4" in the Gode Bakhar and the

Panic Ptclmldki Bakhar
;

" Mu4y5ta4 “ in Ramachandra Bawaji’e

letter to the Pcshwa and “ M»ia4ontar " in the letter of Brahmendra

Svami of Dhavadshi referred to above. Sari Brahmendra merely

includes it among the list of fortress** usurped by Arch?, such as

Govalkot, Banker., Msnjartgad, etc., but no information about its

exact fixation is given by him because the letter dors twe furnish

any occasion for such a description. The Gode Bakhar states that

the forucss was cstabfisbed- above the Ghats by the Angiia and his

access to the place was via the Ai)uskur5 Ghflv This description also

does noc give us the exact location of the fortress above the Ghata

though it indicates that the fortress must have been oocnrwhcre in

the vicinity of the Aa'jskura Ghat.

The most accurate description of the location of the fotttcss is,

however, furnished by the Panto Pralinidhl Bakhar which states that

the name of the ridge of tlie SahySdri mountains where the fortress

was established was called the MudWcngar (cf. Brahnxndra Swanu’a

mention of ' Muifitfongar’) or Mifoii mountain and consequently

the fortress itself, which must have been perched cn the summit of

this mountain, came to be called by various names, viz., MuQ&dontar,

Mu4&ta4, Mu4y5 Muds' all of which being used indiscriminately with

reference to one and the same fortress, which had am* strategic

Importance for Angria’s plundering activities above the Ghats. The
Panic Ptaiiniilh Bakhar alto states that the fortress is situated in

1. Vide p. 85 of Shhafi Smitmb (ed. G. & SsrdcMi, 1927! where
Mr. D. V. Kale in his lis cf Maraiha Ions <pp. 48-94). nukes the follow-

tog retry Maa hit Mudi d»gar-to the ent of Pert Here Shivaji

attacked the Mogul Sirdar Nflmd&rkhan **. I am nec ware on whet
authority Mr. Kale equates “MW” with "Min'd" as the list » not do-
cumented. It is very likdy dint historians of the Maiatha period rot
knowing the history of the Mtidagad feet whxh was denxihshed 188 years
ago amiused its Mine with oilier names of forts in the Deccan. My
personal inquiries with many students of the Marathi i*ri«i haw re-

vcaled that the mow Mudagad vat unknown to them and this la natural
for the rcreon that tl» episode axirneted with this fort has not bren
hitherto studied and recorded.
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the Malkapum Taluka near the Village Pi&Stri Paras3X> On looking

to the map we find the village Kajitde situated below the Ghat* in

the present Devagad Taluka of the Rataagiri Distnct. Before 1830

the Vijayadurga Taluka comprised the entire territory, now covered

up by the Rajapur and Dcvagsd Talukas of the Ratnapri District.

The village PaiaUJi is found located opposite the village KSjirtle but

above the Ghats. The bright of the Sahayadri mountain range bet-

iron these two places is 2.260 feet above the aea level aa recorded

cm the Map. while at the Aguakura Ghflt and thereabout it is 2.445

feet and consequently Angria must have found it easy to push hia

troops at the former place Scaxidly the position ia mucli nearer

Vijayadurga, headquarters of the Angria, than die Aguskura GhS|.

Before a.d. 1830 the province of Ratnapri included five

Talukas, viz.. (1) Suvamadurga, (2) Anjanvel. (3> Ratnapri.

1

(4)

Vijayadurga. (5) Maivan. Each Taluka was divided into lapis or

Mak&ls or laris. The Vijayadurga Taluka had four MahaK viz.,

(1) Kharcpatan. (2) Rajapur. (3) Sauda! and (4) Vijayadurga.

The Ghats in the Vijayadurga Taluka were three only, viz., (1)

Ar.uskura, (2) FoqdS and (3) KSjirdfi.

The ParJa Fratinuihi Dokkar states that about 403 of Angria'* men

were killed in an action below the Ghat in the Sauda! Motel and

that the Mudagad fortress was situated near the Kajirda Ghat,

whidi then was included in the Vijayadurga Taluka. We haw in

these statements the exact locator. of the MudSgad. viz., its situation

1. See p. ICE of Graham's Kolhapur Report—VM. of villages in

Kolhapur Slate -Possibly the following entries refer to Use very viH&gea

ranticoed in the Panin Pnuixiihi Baldur
“ 724

—

Peisoli Peta Panala 24 miles Iroai KoHifpur 33 houaee—
population 165.

" 725—PudioU/ "—P«a Puia’a—30 miles from KcJaapur 47 houara—

peculation 266.

" 7T3—Pidtaleo Bavada Peia—33 rmlra [rum Kolhapur 47 house*

populatxm 249.

2. Vide pp. 58-59 of the Hesl-y of Sardcat Family. Part I.

3. One Paraihurunpant hat been rrxntfoord u the Subhedar of

Ratnagiri in a letter dared fith Dftcrrrirr 1790 (Vide Khzre : flilihraik

Ukho Smtrcka, Par. VTI1, 1913, p. 43971. He was instructed by Para-

•hunun Bbau Patavnrdhan to attend upon the too BrW* battalions

requisitioned by the Marethas for the siege of Dhanrar. These battsOor*

larded at Sangameshwar and went to Dharwar via the Amba Ghat,

situated on the northern side of the VishalgaO Portress Lt Edward
Moor describe the Sahyadri range of nxmnuina at this Gnat an “ indeed

a trerowdouB pa
"
their stupendous height really exceeds anything

that can be manned by strangers” (Vide p. II of Moor's Hanative of tki

Operations of Copt. Little's Detachment etc. Londm. 1791. p. 526).
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at the top of Kajirda Quit, which was then included in the Saudal

Mahal of the Vijayadurga Taluka. In view of this specification

of (he location we cannot comw* MudSgad with the Aijuakura, though

Angria may have brought his troop* above the Sahyadri range by

both the Ghats in the then Vijayadurga Talulta, viz., the Anuskura

Ghat and the Kajirda Ghat.

It appears then that the ModSgwJ forties lutd a special stra-

tegic importance for the Angria as it was on the header o( the then

constituted Vijayadurga Taluka. Wc are not aware of its being

known in earlier Mogul or Maiatha history like many other fortresses

in the Maharashtra. It would, therefore, be intereying to trace the

exact time in the history of the Angiia when this place assumed

strategic importance. We haw seen above that Letter No. ISt from

Shri Brahmencra Svaml of Dhavadshi to Bhagavantrao Pant

Amatya of Bavada whkh contains a refetence to Mudatkmgar and

its usurpation by the Angria » dated a d. 1739. Two years earlier,

i.c., in a letter d3tcd 25th July 1737' addressed by Sambhaji Angrc

to Shri Brahmtndia Svami he repoits the detention of one Visaji

Pant* by the men residing in the MutBgad (Mudigmitmi) through

treachery and requests the Svami to show his powers by bringing

about the release of this Visaji Pant » that Visaji Pant should visit

die Sviml personally. He also complains that the men of the Mudi-

gad am molesting the adjoining territories. A still earlier reference

to MudS and Mudkaris is traced in Letter No. 151 which is dated

1st June 1736.* It h addressed by Sambhaji Angre* to Bbngawar.t-

rao Pant Amatya of Bavada with a new to win him over to hia

side. In this Idler Sambhaji Angre complains that Bajirao Pandit

Pradhan, i.e_ the Pwhwa gave him certain assurances on oath (

M

bhSkta) but contrary to them he behaved treacherously by demolishing

MudSgacJ Further, the people of MacSgad (Mudkaris) also behaved

treacherously towards him.

L RajaBndc
: Soutcti ol Worst** History. Khanca 3, p. 270—ktta

Na 278 (fated 25th July 1737.

2. Ibid. p. 336—Letter No 368 is written by Visajiram to Switani

and in Letter No. 3S9 otilch ie a upplerant (lo Na 368 ?) the writer asks
ibe Svami nr* to refer to MtsdSgad in hi* letters and con tide In anyone.

(
'“gwrewi arw *Vihi firvra ^ stwi").

3. Rajswade : Sowers »| Moroikti History. Kharyja 8.

<• Raghunath Prabnu, the minister ol the Angiia is reierred to in
this letter (see al« Ptrkuy, Dotlor Na «0 (letter 18) dated 1739' Sambajl
Angre writes to Svami In fetter No. 151 of 1-M736-" Rxghuiath Prabbu
has behaved lieadierwiUy but wiU reap the fruits of his treadvrev by the
pace ol Ccd etc,"
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It would appear from the foregoing references that every time

Angria attempted to occupy Mutfigad. a place of some strategic

importance, his attempt was thwarted by other pcweia. It would,

therefore, be interesting to Investigate the quetko of the demolition

of Mu<JSg*4 by Bajirao Pant Pradhan referred to in tlie present

letter. Angiia must have rcaliicd the importance of this strategic

position much earlier than 1736 AD. and if Bajireo Pant Pradhan

took tbe credit of demolishing it for the first time much to the

chagrin of the Angria, Naro Rayaji on behalf of the Pratinidhi of

Vislialgad and with the willing and active co-operation of Raje

Bahadur Vadikar Savant. Bhagawantrao Pant Araatya of Bav3da

and Apaji Angre' demolished it finally. At any rate Mucj&gad ap-

1. Apaji Angrt’s name has been dhclored to us only In Letter No.

2) received oo 1st Apr! 1748 by the Peehwa (Prehwa Daftar Selection

24). He appeal? to have been a Pro-Peshwa rival brother of Tulaji Angie

and mu*. have aecretly worked against Tute.3. Mr. G. S. Sa'deani in

a foot note to the above letter it the Peikua Dtfltt suggests that he

mint be identical with Yerej: Angre but pula a sign of intereogatlco

against this identification. On a closer search in the poUUted Marchs
records I have bwci sucrewdul in trains the ioDowing letter* of Apaji

Angre which might help hiMorian? to prove the icfcnfity of this rival brother

of TUlaji :

—

<1 ) Lecter No. 60 (in Pmguikar's History of ihe Savantwndi State)

Iron Apaji Angre to Pandurang Vahrera and Jivaji Vlahram

(Saboia). In this letter Apaji styles him*l! is"oJTJfcfl BITOt

’’ and states " Bo ready foe immediate action. You

know already that the present opportunity would never appear

again. The Pant Araatya (of Bavaria! has already written to

>ou about this matter. Ycu must hurry up in view of that

requert also”.

(2) Leuer No. 61 (PinguWs History ©I Savantwadi State)

From Aptji Angre to Fandorang Viihram SabnU. In this tatter

atao Ajuji calls himseii " Ycu have made prepare-

lions. The invasion will take place very ibor-ly.”

Both tbtee tatter? contain in the margin rircuir seal U«mp improsiai

containing the ww* W 3JFrtnr

(3) Letter No. ?W (Life of B’ohmniwami. by Painsrls, p. 207)

from Apaji Angre to Brahmendresvami

(4) Letter No 20$ (Lite of 8'<zhmcna:a, pp. 207-Cfi) from Apaji

Angre to BrahiTMidrs. dated 2nd December, 1744.

In both there tatters Apaji Angre does not can himstlf “ or

•Lord of Admiralty.' Powibly Apaji had not receivad 3ns TWo

from tbe Pohwa when there tatters woe written to Brftaefdra. Tn.s

cgocfaiton ta further supported by a line in the Wxv*/ato2tf Vnrmbn
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pears lo have loomed Imp: in the history of Anuria's activities for

over a dead* say between a d. 1736 and 1748.

i7ii wtich reads "ft*I TWifl PTIST H*T* 3T7%fT ” i-e Svarm in

caropwCent encash to give him the ‘seal' and 'dagger’ which wot the

symbols of the office of SorMrf or Lord of Admiralty. Prcmmbably Apaji

was trying to become through the irtfaencc of Shri Brah-

mendra. tlx- raritual adviser cd the Periiwa. If tks ccnchasien is accepted

the first two lettm with Apaji’s seal as TTC&B were written some

rime after ad. 1744. We have do means of ascertaining whether the title

wu OKtferrcd oa him by the Peehwa after 1748 a.o. in re-

cognition of hit service; to die cause cf the Perfiwa In the Mudagsd

expedition or nattier This point will have to be examined by ascertaining

the exact data regarding the award cf this title to the several perwna in

the Angre family. Aa there can be only one at a time recog-

nised by the Peahvra it wxxild be posable to cdI'.k: data regarding the

use of this title Iran published records. Mr. Panunis in a feotrarte to

p. 701 of Lift of Eiehmmfta where ApaJI Angie’s letters have been re-

corded. aiggtwa with a sign of interrogation that ’ Apaji ’ is another name

of ’ Somhhaji ' Angre. PenanaDy I am not yet convinced sa to whether

Apart - Yoeji or Sombkifi.

IN. B.- -Since this paper was sent to the preen I have written a separate

paper proving the identity of Apaji Angre with Yraaji Angle.
|



LIFE AND ART IN THE MUGHAL PERIOD.

THE MENTAL BACKGROUND OK MUGHAL PAINTING AND ITS

REFLECTION IN ART

Mughal Art cannot te really undentood if wr consider it only

from the Bathetic point of view. It was an Integral part of the life

surrounding it ; it depended on the mentality of the ptrwra who
nested it or who ordered tile execution ol these maUerpleoa. This

mental attitude has changed In the different phases o! Mughal civi-

lisation as it was influenced not only by the tasta and predilections

of single persons, but also by the various fashions in daily life, litera-

ture or religion Nether can we ignore the Influence of political

events, social and ethnic entities, and religious denominations in power.

For all these are but the expressions of more comprehensive move-

ments, with cJd and vital traditions behind them, which inevitably

Influenced the life of the penod. But this life in its turn is governed

also by its own laws, which are reflected in the fashions, in the artistic

style, in the theme* arxi in the way of expression of literature and

painting. Thus, the mentality of the various penods of Mughal cvili-

sation is the key to the history of iu art
;
but at the same time an

analysis of those expressions of the mental life in art will reveal to

us many new sides of the spiritual hl«ory of she Mughal Empire

The manner of tliia expression is a dcuble ooe, direct or through

the medium of intellectual interests and spiritual ideals. The direct

way, this » every sort of style in art, literature, fashion. Simplicity

and refinement, repose and nervousness, monumentally and playful-

ness arc brtrayra! by lire outlines of costumes, buildings, paintings in

the same way M In the characters of writing or in the timbre ol

language. Creative originality, conventionalism or imitation, good

manners or vulgarity are indicated by tl* way ol treating an artistic

or literary theme, rensitivenes* or coarseness by iu quality. The parti-

cular character of tbc disguise affected by dre» betrays the ideal which

people of different times rede to imitate, frankness and reserve, joy of

life and puritanism, refinement and brutality or effeminacy. The selec-

tion or artistic and literary thanes is an outcome of the fancies and

inclinations ol artists and cnimoi&wurs. of the delight in the plea-

sures of country life, hunting, war. or in ridiculous or voluptuous

scenes, of the sense for the realities of this world or romantic fairy-
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dreams, or llie mystic exaltation of the secluded religious man ; the

joy of life, of activity or study, of the negation of life; the reminirooice

of a by gone golden age, the hope for better, peaceful times or even

the Divine glory in another world.

And tehind the veil of these sentiments the spiritual counter-pans

of ttase great cultural movements take shape. For all these features,

seen from a more elevated point of view, are not purely accidental,

though we must concede a considerable margin to the individuality

of the different persons who in a gjcxip constitute the society

of the period. Thus it is not one singular expression but the

coincidence of many similar features that may be taken as the

spiritual ensign of a special historical period. It is. for instance, not

merely accident, that in the reign ol Shahjahan pictures and illustrated

becks relating the history of the earlier Mughals are numerous. Of

course similar paintings are aim found in ether times, for instance

during the reign of Akbar I or Akbar II. But the reasons arc not

the same. Under the first of those emperors it was the expression

of the beginning of a new age, under Shahjahan that of the legitimism

of the empire at its zenith, in the 19th century the reminiscence of a

vanished glory. This difference is to be felt in the different manner

of hiaoricai painting during each of tliese perioda. In the art of

Akbar’s edgn it is the memory of the adventures of Babur and Huma-
yun, not differentiated from the flgpkxts of Akbar himself

;
it rs tire

pleasure taken by .relive men of the adventuiius life of their predeces-

sors In the works of the Slmhjahan school this is different : not

the exploits, but the glory oi the dynasty are important ; not the ad-

venturers but the mighty ancestor, the conqueror Timur in all the

state of his sovereignty awakes the interest of the court : Timur humi-

liating Bayczid. the ancestor of the sultans of that Ottoman Empire

which almost overshadowed the lustre of the Great Mughal. And

finally the art of Akbar II : it dwells on the glory' not of Timur

or Babur or Akbar, tut of the whole per.od of Mughal prosperity,

especially of its meat splendid phase during the reigns of Shahajahan

and Aurangzeb
;

yet it is a sentimental evocation, without

temperament, without dignity. On the other hand the legitimism of

Shahjahan is evinced by other features, for instance the predilection

for durbar scenes, for tte emblems of sovereignty, such as the. sun.

th* phoenix, the lion, canopies held by angris, etc. Other features of

the life in hrs time are in full correspondence with this attitude. There

is a certain affeetednes* in the manner* of Shahjahan’* contemporaries,

a reserve and an accentuated dignity, a dissimulation which are all

obvious from the habit* of the perrons portrayed in the miniatures.

The same artificiality is to fee seen in the fashions : The preference
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givtti to while or quiet colours, the refined but unobtrusive cut of the

dresses, the crowing use of make-up with women. Or in the style ol

art : The same selection of white or soil colours, the quietness oi

outline and ol poos, the dignity and slowness of actions, the delicacy

but also the sty liration and even occasional stiffr.iss of the drawing.

After this brief digression, intended to demonstrate how the interrela-

tions tetween are. culture ar.d history may throw some light

on the spiritual attitude of the period dealt with, let us follow the

great outlines of Mughal civilization. Let us observe its changing

mental aspect in the minor of its art, literature etc. The reign of

Akbar saw the birth of the Mughal civilisation in all its different

forms, political, material, artistic, literary, religious But in fad. all

these were only different aspects of one fundamental phenomenon, tlie

remarkable change in the mental sphere. Before his reign, we haw

the late Timurld civilisation of Turkman, amidst an Indian environ-

ment
;
now, there ia Mughal civilisation, a mixture o( Indian and

Mohammed«) dements, but more than both of them, a new civilisa-

tioo of it* own.

Babur, the founder of the Mughal empire, is still tho typical

prince of the declining Timurid Empire. A semi-nomad of a country

where cases with artificial irrigation are interspersed between deceits

and wild mounttfc* His is a life in the saddle military expedi-

tions, hunting and polo, almost always in the open air. Repose is

life in a garden with all lire joys of flowers and murmuring rivulets,

birds and tamed animals. Politics are feuds and clan-affair*

Iktween knights and their retinue, administration the distribution

of a ccoquered country into fiefs. But it is at the same time tl«e

life of a declining empire, without the seriousness and the greatness

of those ages which saw the beginning of a new epoch ‘n human

history. It is the spirit of a policy of petty feuds between relatives

and co-nationalists, even when tire situation grows serious; it is

a warfare, where there is not »» much at stake as to prevent foolish

caprices of chivalrous genawity. And in spite of the semi-r.ocnadic

habits of this aristrocracy. urban civilisation is already refined

enough to produce a very luxurious and even extravagant style of

life The fashions are those of cavaliers, suited for riding and life in

the open air
;
but at the same time a fantastic extravagance of their

shapes and a profuse luxury in their materials are obvious, high

hats and long scarves, loose sleeves and turned up coat-tails, costly

jewellery of diadems, buttons and belts, gay colons and costly

brocades with large ornaments. Architecture exhibits the same cha-

racteristic features. A minimum of solid buildings, mostly fotifica-

tkos. Stone-built houses are not so much intended to live in, but

IV H
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to be llte nucleus of a aerie of more lofty structures, gardens, taits,

wooden pavilion* decorated with carpet* a:*d matt. There it no

difference between the commodities of urban or nomadic life. Life

in the bouse is but the luxurious form of toit-life. Air-dried bricks

and wood are die perishable materials of architecture, but its forms

are estraw-gant and over-intricate, pavilions of several storeys, built

on a hexagonal <* octagonal ground plan, trimmed with gilded bronze-

rings and ornaments, wood-carving*, ornamental paintings and gaily-

coloured enamelled tiles. And painting also is of the same parentage.

A detailed study of nature is still unknown ; or. more correctly, there

is a very good observation of nature, but this observation does not

aim at a photographic exact tick. It nil tilings in a very sum-

mary, conventional way, an immense quantity of bright, Joyous, active

typra but alnwet without individuality, without a life of their own.

What a wonderful landscape, what elegant gentlemen and ladies, what

dimming birds and deer and horses and flowers. But such a lands-

cape has never existed in real life, it is rather a carpet with wonderful

designs
;
such figures arc net men, they are rather Chinese puppets of

an exquisite elegance. In spite of all its refinement it i3 still the art

of a nomadic civilisation, the offspring of the more simple work of

the carpel-weaver in front of his tent on the Transoxanian steppe.

Just l-.ke poetry, which BtiJI breathes the spirit of the Beduin Qasidaa

and Ghazals, or of the ancient Iranian epic. Separated from nomadic

an by a king and brilliant urban development, they have not yet put

away their ancestral garb
:
they are the last, the most refined offshoots

of a nomadic Ceotral-Asiatic civilisation full of the germs of a new age

to crane ; but nevertheless, they are still irrevocably tied to that more

primitive past.

This Chagatai civilisation remained dominant until the Lines of

Akbar. up to the beginning of the last quarter of the 16ih caituiy.

But it lingered on until the first years of Jahangir’s reign, when It

was definitely absorbed by the nr* Mughal civilisation, then near the

zenith of its development The relation* with the Persian court during

Humayon's disturbed reign only influenced it superficially, as Safa-

vian culture, refined as it has been, was but a twin sister of tlie Cha-

gatai oec. sprung from tbc same Timurid mother Tire revolution

came with Akbar? change of Mughal policy’. It was the cod of a

foreign Chagatai rale in India, it was the beginning of a mixed Indo

Muslim empire. Akbar has not Hinduizcd Chagatai civilisation, be-

cause he did as much to teach his Indian subjects Persian and Turani

culture. But he gave both nations, bath religions, both civilisation*

the same start in the creation of a new culture. In the writings of

his historian and eulogist Abu'1-Fazl there is the same spirit of a new
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Aeon, o( the beginning o( a new age. ast in thr poems of Honxtius in

honour of the Augusiean age, or in the Christian gwpefe. Tradition

was set aside and its place wsb filled by other ideals, efficiency, truth,

justice and nature, which, of course, were familiar also to other

times, but which hitherto had been unhesitatingly identified with

existing conventional conceptions. Conventions, however, arc deep

rooted in the human mind not because mm arc gencraJy so prepos-

sessed in favour of any idea or custom, but because it is so difficult

to team that there are alio other' possible way’s of life and though:

than these tliey are accustomed to. And therefore, the

effect* of Akbar’s reforms bramc a reality only in the reign of his

son Jahangir, when the ideas underlying it were more and more for-

gotten.

Though at the first sight there seems to be no wider gulf possible

than that between the Hindus and the Muhamnxdan3 of Attar's

time, a close inquiry reveals certain routes of approach towards a

common understanding. Magnate as well as Rajputs were feudal

aristocracies with similar ideate ; their outward manners of life were

not absolutely different because the latter had accepted acme elements

of earlier Timurid culture ; bctwcei both religious there was the com-

mon bond of mysticism, the belief in the unity and universality of

God behind the veil of different rites, and even in art quite a number

of affinities were to be found between the architecture and pictorial

art of both nations. Wall niches, chhayyas, chatris, many storeyed

pavibona, etc. were common fixtures of building ; strongly outlined,

utmodellcd, vehemmtly agitated figures in a decorative landscape

without any suggestion of space were the characteristics of Mughal

as well as of Rajput miniature. A part of the Rajputs had adopted

Timurid-Pathan dips, though, with some modifications
;
literature had

a predilection for heroic and romantic epics and mystic love poetry.

Thus a new empire, a new civilisation found their origin.

Mughal and Rajput feudal lords were given equal rank, hut the

outcome was the oserthiow of feudalism and the creation of :i semi-

modem bureaucratic administration under an abajlute emperor. In

the tame way the manners of life, art, literature and religion were

reconstructed on a base mixed frexn Hindu and Muhammcdan de-

ments. In all thrse cases the fust constituted the husk: elements, the

latter product the general conception of the whole. The outcome,

however, was the new civilisation of the Mughal empire, as both

constituents lost so much of their creative characteristic particularities

that tiny ceased to be Rajput or Chagatai. The spirit moulding this

fleeting mass of debrte, therefore, had rvcehir.g in common with both

'hew traditions, but was the idea of the rew Aeon, the coming age.
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It was a spirit ot activity and joy of life, humanism and soberness.

In the same way aa in the administration and policy an efficient, ob-

jective spirit rep&ces the chivalrous lollies of the preceding period,

bo fashions Jose that extravagances of cut «nd material, and plain,

though gaudy materials are used for simple dresses of mainly Rajput

origin improved by additional picas of Turketar.1 or Persian type.

Architecture, though coatruc-^d in the Indian manner and designed

on half Rajput, half Chagatai conceptions, tends to thi* same simpli-

city and effectiveness of outline and colour, in spite of an exuberant

mass of wonderful decorative details. Literature, mostly In Persian,

gels interest in the new themes of its Indian surroundings, by transla-

ting the must famous epics of Hindu literature, and by a scientific

survey of the new empire. Or rt glorifies the exploits of the emperor

and his contemporaries in epic poems or extensive historical worts.

Poetry, somewhat neglected, adds a new note to mystic lyrism by the

adoption of the new Hindu-Muslim syncretism. Painting, finally, of

Indian outline and Persian composition, becomes more and more a

row art, as the study or nature tends to overcome the conventions of

both styles, and creates a wonderful realism of the detail and an

impression of space in die landscape- Less elegant than the Persian

art of its time, :t excels by its realism and vitality, Its enjoyment of

the beauties of all things, beasts and Sower?, mountains and rivers,

the joy o: life full of exciting adventures and heroic exploits

But the new age never did come. It is true that a magnificent

new empire, a brilliant new civilisation had come into being ; but they

were never completed. With Akbar’s death his new conception of life

vanished. Akbar's son Jahangir was a sceptic without the enormous

activity of his fattier. He maintained his policy, but he did not fulfil

it to a:i end. Thus Akbaris reforms remained a fragment. His policy

was generally followed during the whole of the 17th century. But

the spirit of Hindu-Muslim reconciliation was replaced by that of a

" Rca’politik " of religious indifference, and during the reigns of

Shahjahan and Aurangzeb the earlier ideas of Muslim rule in India

regained their ground. His administrative reforms had readied the

stage of European improvements in the 16th century
;
but the com-

plete absorption of military and economic feudalism which was accom-

plished by Western absolute royalty in the 17th century, was never

attempted. His “ Din-i Hahi ” was replaced first by a tolerant, later

by more and mate orthodox forms of Islam. And only in the field

of fine arts. Mughal civilisation reached the worth of the possibilities

inaugurated by the great emperor.

It would, however, be unjust to ignore the great cultural achieve-

ments of Jahangir^ reign. If the new forward tendencies of Akbar's
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time were not continued, it cannot I* dented that the new civilisation

which sprung up during the late 16th cenluiy became refined and ac-

compHslus! to the utmost degree. S*i from a cultural point of view

the reign of Jahangir was the zenith of Mughal dviliutiortThe

amount of new cultural rlemrarts to be assimilated was unimportant

Rajput influence was Still strong, though of less importance than in

Akbar's times. It had also changed somewhat of its character by the

increasing importance of the Western hill rajas, especially of Nurpor-

Kangra, during the long stay of the court at Lahore ; this is to be felt

chiefly m female court dress The influence of Safavid

Persia under Shah ‘Abbas the Great is of far more interest. Already

during the years of rebellion against his father, the then crown-prince

had cultivated Persian taste, fashions and manners among his retinue.

Although after his accession to the throne he generally resumed the

policy of Akbar, Persian taste continued because of the influence of

the empress Nur Johan, a bom Persian, and her family. How-
ever there was no direct copying from Persian models. Mughal civi-

lisation had new found its own expression. Its various ethnic com-

ponents still 10 lx-, distinguished oven during the last years of Akbar,

got amalgamated into one snglr, and very accomplished style of lift

No doubt, its Mohammedan accent was somewhat more emphasized

;

nevertheless it was really Indian and had nothing more in common
with contemporary Persian or Turkish culture. But on the other

hand It began to differentiate itself more and more also from Rajput

Hie. It U, however, difficult to ascertain the exact reasons of this

phenomenon. The new spiritual attitude of Akbar's time is, of course,

still to be felt in the independence from any ethnic or religious tradi-

tk» In the orientation of taste by a direct criricism of beauty, effici-

ency, truth, etc. As such a proceeding wholly depends on the indi-

vidual character of the leading perrons, the changed attitude of Jahan-

gir and his wife towards life is of tbc greatest importance. Jahangir’s

realism mbaed the creative activity of his father
:
he is contemplative

and likes to enjoy the beauties of life, full of interest, cultivated, criti-

cal. Though not creative himself, he knows how to appreciate and to

encourage the work of other persons. Thus his policy saw no im-

portant innovations, but it continued the good traditions inaugurated

by Akbar. under efficient administrators. His influence was most felt

in art. especially painting, for which hr. had much predilection, He
encouraged the study of nature and portraiture, srxi took interest in

extraordinary beasts and flowers, European watcher and picture?, etc.

;

he liked hunting scenes arid representations of refined court life. But

bcok illustration and warlike themes fell into abeyance. Lew vital

than Akbari art. the style of the Jahangir school is more uniform and
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delicate. The same realism k obvious in Jahangirs literary tastes

;

he was fond of biographies and memoirs but epic and Ioniantic poems

such as the Persian liked, bored him. And there we have to discuss

the part played by the empress Nor Jahan. No doubt, the consider-

able number of well illustrated manuscripts of Persian epics and fable

books which have come down to ua. mus; be due to her orders and

those of her Persian surroundings. Also the new fashion of soft

colours on a white ground obvkus in the dresses and tbs an of this

period may be a product of similar tendencies in omeraporary Per-

sian clvilsatke. But I doubt whether this explanation is Miflirient.

Ate we justified in discovering a more direct evidence of the influence

of Nur Jahar. ? She was herself a good artist, her coaly embroideries

made a strong impression cn tire emperor's mind. There is a

speoftc feminire note in the art of there years. The fine dresses of

thin, translucent muslin, adorned by gold bands and embroideries, the

white marble buildings with inlaid ornaments, the decoration resem-

bling embroidery work trimmed up with jewellery. The refined

luxury of toilet articles, perfumes, fine jewellery, household goods,

etc., all these show the Influence cl a highly cultivated lady, or o'

men under the spell cl such a woman. And we must not forget that

Nur Jahan was probably the most powerful, the most influential

woman India has ever seem

The age of Jahangir's ton and successor, Shahjahan, has a

double aspst On the one hand, it seems to be the ostensible zenith

of the Mughal empire, the period when it readied its greatest power

and brilliance. But on the other hand the real climax has already

been passed, the foundation of the empire and of its dvilisation laid

by Akbar are undermined to prepare the final downfall of all tills

splendour. The cracks in the building are, however, still alrrwst In-

visible. A new imperialism got the uppcihand in Mughal Policy which

during the reign of Aursngzcb was :o extrod the frontiers of the empire

over almcet the whole of India, and to spread its fame over the whole

world. Aggressive wars are waged in every direction, against the

Otzbegs, the Persians, the Portuguese, Assam, Bijap«ii and Goiconda

Behind this aggressiveness there was a new spirit of greatness, the

renascence of the old tradition of the Mohammedan conquerors in the

midst of healhen countries. And a-- the Mughal Kmp:re was well able

to vie with that of the Ottoman sultans, Stahjahm aspired also to a

certain degree the rank of the Khalifa, thr one legal head of the

Moslem world. Never before had such a splendour been displayed

by any other Mughal ruler, such wealth, such luxury. Never had the

might of the dynasty been so emphasised by every possible means,

the gigantic army, the fairy palaces at Agra. Lahore, etc., belt chiefly
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at New Ddhi-Shahjahanabad
;

by the extensive historical and

eulogist writings, the paintings illustrating the majesty of the

ruler, the valour of ha predecesorc, their descent from

the great conquerors Cbinghii-Khar. and Tamerlane, their claimed

tupnuracy over the heretic king of l>reia and the Sultan of Rum once

humiliated by Tamerlane. But it is this very conception of greatness

that weakened the foundations of the empire laid by Akhar. The in-

creasingly exhibited Mohammedan character of the Mughal slate was

tound to endanger tbc good relations between Mughals and Rajputs,

which gave to the dynasty its firm hold over India and the equilibrium

ixrtween botn parties whidi gave to the emperor lira autocratic in-

dtr,*n2er.ee above his noble*. Tire aspiration* to aiperhuman great-

ness were to estrange the emperor from he subjects, to emasculate

tire court, to exhaust the financial and cultural resources of the

country. II must be said that such disastrous cco»quences were not

yet to be felt during this reign.

But the first symptoms became evident already in the midst of

this apparent splendour. In daily life there arc a few changes. The

new luxurious style developed during Jahangir's reign boxtres general

everywhere. But the Rajput dement is eliminated in drrss as wvll as

in architecture. The common people; a favourite theme of painting

in Akbar'a and Jahangirs days are more and more ignored
;
rural

scenes assure* the unreai idyllic character they have preserved until

ihe md of Mughal painting. Court life, which in spite of many

excess* was frank and healthy during the previous reigns, begins to

exhibit isolated, but undeniable morbid aspect. The pleasure in sport

and bodily exercises sJpwly vanishes, that in alcohdic and sexual de-

bauches is in the ascendant. The paintings of this period show a rapidly

diminishing number of hunting scenes, and even these are ceily of

the less dangerous and tiring type, betraying the first indication* of

lasciviousness. The position of women has changed. Babur’s and

Akbar's wives and concubines were healthy Ixxisewiws, firm in the

saddle, and interested in domestic work. Nur Jahan was the first

refined and cultivated lady in the modem seme of the word and still

her type is predominant at the Mughal Court of the 17th Century.

But in the days of Shahjahan there first appears that luxurious

zenana lady, only interested in love affairs and toilet vanities. Another

evidence of this decline is are. No other buildings or paintings have

been so accomplished, bo marvellous as those of Shahjahan’a reign.

But a clixw view is disappointing The masters of these marvels

are aged men who had been brought up in the service of Jahangir

!

The proper artists of the Shahjahan period were far inferior to them,

splendid mannerists elaborating well-tested formula!. Babur and
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Humayun, Akbar and Jahangir had taken a personal interest in their

artbto, they «ae critical ccnnoUscurs anti benevolent patrons
; Shah-

jahan wished for the pomp and the gloriGcaticn of Its splendid rule.

But this splendour wa* paid for with the slow exhaustion of the poli-

tical and cultural capital hoarded up by his predecessors.

During the reign of Autangzcb, the blunders of Shahjahan became

still more obvious. The Mohammedan imperialism of the new

emperor made the Mughal Empire from the paranxunt to almost the

only political power in India. But when he died the foundations of

the empire were do facto destroyed, the Hindus wholly estranged, the

state dependent on an ineffiomt and unwieldy, yet the more egoistic

and ambitious military aristocracy, the lower classes impoverished, the

arts and culture in rapid decline. The whole extent of there dis-

astrous consequences did not, however, become apparent before the

reign* of Jahandar Shah and Fanukhslyar The increasing impor-

tance of the Deccan army may be observed chiefly in the change of

dress. The tine fragile costumes oi the two previous reign* are com-

pletely ousted from masculine fsshico. anil are supplanted by a mili-

tary attire, to a certain degree approaching the style of the Gokxmda

court the nobles of which had been incorporated into the Mughal

army. Feminine fashion on die otter hand did not change. In all

the other held* of culture no dominant tendency can be distinguished.

The court of a Puritan, mostly far off from tho accustomed resi-

dence, could not he the centre of luxury, art, literature etc. Tnua

tin official buildings are on the whole but deteriorated imitations of

the master-pieces of the first half of the century. Official painting

was still excellent in the beginning of the reign, still concentrated

on the glorification of the Grand Mughal. Later official works

arc rare and somewhat lifeless and showy. Yet the

Imperial Court had ceased to be tbs centre of Indian

artistic life during this period. Other centres woe in the

making. There are at least one, but probably two other rehools of

Mughal painting which I should assign to the particular establish-

ments of the prince Shah Alam and perhaps of the princess Zeb-

an-Nisa 3cgam. Both preserve the pompous style of Shahjahan's

time in a more conventional, but also marc harmonious form. The

first group, however, is rather eclectic and betrays strong influences

from Deccani. Persian and Western art which partly may be aao-

dated with the painter Muhammad Zaraan, and arc still obvious in

sonx works of the period when Shah Alam had become the emperor

Bahadur Shah I. The other is more uniform and gracious, of a

distinctive feminine taste, weil suited to a poetess and learned lady

as war that famous princes*. Oth« centres were the Rajput courts

where the hitherto lingering art tradition of the 16th century begins
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to breathe a new, individual life which was to attain fulness in the

16th century. And thee also architecture. Sill hampered by ware

and peraxution, begins to assume a new, national aspect of the

Mughal-Rajput imperial Syle And finally there was the great mass

ol artists removed from the imperial kar khanah* who in the bazars

sought to cam a poor living by the production of ba.se, cheap draw.ngs.

Thus in cultural life all the disruptive tendencies are conspicuous al-

ready before the break up of the empire liom a fact.

The history of Indian civilisation in the 18th century’, therefore,

was not an abrupt disastrous decline, its psychological forebedings

are distinguishable already under Shahjahan. the outlines oi its new

grouping can fce traced as early ss during Aurangzib’s reign. But

there was still the scrupulous energy of the dd Puritan, the experienced

routine of the administration and the inherited loyalty of most of his

subjects- Only when the sore did affect these principal pillars of the

state, was the empire to break asunder. Twenty years were sufficient

for this work of destruction. Under the brief reign of Bahadur Shah I

the imperial princes became state prisoners, effeminate often cowards,

without any tai»et»enee of public life and any follower of their own.

Such emperors wee puppets in the hands of wily courtiers, distribut-

ing their favours as fancy or fear changed. The administration scon

became a rwort of speculation and extortion. The government, squan-

dering it* rapidly vanishing revenue; on insensate follies, faithless

favourites find bribes for greedy nobles, saw no other way of keeping

up its control over the provinces than by playing cut one governor,

diwan or general against the other. At the ceurt the grandera intri-

gued and in the provinces they fought against each other, each extort-

ing from the poor country as much as he could, appealing for help

even to robbers ar.d foreign enemies. As late as the middle of the 18th

century a numbra of well-defined Federated State; had developed,

the history of which was but a reiteration of the break-up of the

Mughal empire.

The civilisation of this time is merely the luxury of a small, meet-

ly amoral aristocracy amidst a depopulated and ruined country.

Of course, there were exceptions, even of a high standard, in alracet

every part of India ; but they were ephemeral and rather enhance the

gloomy spectacle. In the Rajput states or the Maiatha Swaraj the

level soon became higher than in the Mughal provinces and the latter

awn surpassed the Imperial court which lost more and more of its

treasures and revenues. There are marked differences in the dress,

the architecture, the painting, the literature of every subah or Hindu

principality. There is now a characteristic style of Rajputana, of

Bengal, of Oudh, of the Deccan or of the Punjab. Nevertheless, cer-
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lam feature* ait common to an the* schools, became the great out-

lines of cultural life were identical. An enormous gulf gape* between

the life of the ccurts and the impoverished country. Court life itself

exhibits two opposite aspects. The world of the rxtble : brutal and

suspicious visages, pompous military draws, showy jewellery. And

the world of the zenanas and oi the princes retired into the company

of their favourite ladies. It is a curious mixture oi refinement and

morbidity. Dress hat become highly artificial, jewellery is applied

everywhere, paint is used net only on the face, but also on the hand3.

led etc.; even hois.8, elephants and tame deer arc made up in the

same way
;
music, dance, poetry are cultivated. But on the uther

hand the jibysiogncmies arc undeveloped, the characters childish and

without sense for responsibility ; opium, drinks and sexual pleasures

have acquired fata! infiuence. In the art of this time scenes of princes,

noble* and tidies in a drunken state and ahamdesa positions are not

rare
;

it if but the artistic counterpart to the historical accounts of

the dissolute priwite life of Jahandar Shah and Lai Kunwar, Udham

Bai, Muhammad Shah, and many other persons. Of course, this is

only the worst side of the picture. Moat of the architectural, picto-

rial and literary documents of this peried show a very geed taste.

But here also the same weak, sentimental rote is to b: felt : The

soft outlines of the (wildings with their flowcrlikc pillars, comiccc,

roofs etc. : the soil, warm romantic paintings of enamoured heroes and

heroines, melancholy and playful ladies, fairy princes and princesses,

the Ragas and Raginis
;
sentimental poems and fairy talcs full of

tears and lamentation!. But probably the mast accomplished crea-

tion of this late Mughal civilisation was the garden. Now, when hunt-

ing and travelling bad lost much of thr:r former attraction, the garden

grew in Importance as the open-air resort for ladies and even for prin-

ces. It was an artificial and complicated combination of the Persian

Char-Bagh ar.d the Indian garden, tanks and staoe-boidexed rivulets,

natural lakes and artificial islands, Power-lad* and meadows, straw

huts and ccatly marble bhavarn The gardens of Dig or the islands

of Udaipur Lake are among the surviving monuments of this art

which was far more developed m tbc lStli century than at present.

All these creations are expressions of a very refined culture, but of a

culture which is not a part of real life, ralher a fairy bind, a refuge

ixom the miseries of this earthly life There is, however, another

aspect of this evasion from secular depravations, ic religion. After

the yearn of relijpous eckcticism and sceptictsm under Akbar and

Jahangir, after the more extraverted bigotry of Shahjahan and Aurang-

«b, Hie ltth century saw a revival of a deeply-felt piety, an intro-

verted cevotionalism. The untLsturbcd peaceful life of the ascetic.
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Muhamraedan or Hindu, was one of the ideal* of Ihe haraned people

of this troublesome period when even mighty men and ti>oiled women

by a Change of fortune could to-morrow be slain, prisoner* or beggars.

Many persons of a renowned name are known to u* who turned to

religious life, the hermitage it one of the most beautiful, most appealing

then** of coniemjxxary painting, the faqir and the Jogini are current

Utcniry figure. As in other decadent periods, so also in 16th century

India immorality and depravity stand aide by side with a religious

and moral revival. For it world be unjust to accuse the whcle people

of India or even tbe greater part of h of immortality, effeminacy or

brutality. As you bare, however, wtn, the destructive power* got

the upper-hand, and bravery, efficiency or morality were forced to

resign and to seek their amsolaticn in the hopes of another world

These observations may give but a brief glimpse of a very interesting

and complicated question ; but they will have shown the remarkable

changes in the spiritual and menial style of Mughal civilisation, in

its attitude towards life, air, psetry and religion. It is a way from

an impetuous, joyous start to a marvellous maturity and finally to

a decadence. over-refined <xi the one hand, on the other depraved nr

fatigued. There Is no doubt, Mughal dvi'.isatiofl was not destroyed

by any other power—Hindu or Muhammedan or European.

Persians. Afghans, Marathas, English were its heirs, but they would

never have been able to annihilate it if the gmre of a deadly decay

had not already been in the seemingly powerful organism of this

empire, this brilliant culture.

Hermann Goetz’

• Summary of three lectures delivered by Dr. Goct* under tbe aus-

pices of the University cl 3umL«y.



THE LOWER INDUS BASIN !S1ND) :

ITS NATURAL VEGETATION, IRRIGATION

AND AGRICULTURE :

Introduction

Agriculture is the mainstay of the people living in the Lower

Indus Basin (Sind). Man has been able to occupy the land and to

cultivate it front very ancait times, as has beer, seen from the

atchaolojtcal relics dug out at Mohenjo Daro. The system of

irrigation, on which a dry region, such as Sind, entirely depends,

lias also teen practised by man for a very long time, both the

climatic conditions and the natural drainage of it compelling tliem to

do so. Before the Lloyd (Sukkur) Barrage was opened in January

1932, irrigation was carried out through the annual Inundatirr. of

the Indus river' In winter, wheat the level of the river fell very low,

cultivation was sparse, and well-water only, wherever available, could

te utilised. There were two crops during the year—the Kharif in

summer and the Rabi In winter,— rice, Juari and cotton being grown

in the former KMOn, and wheat, Bajri, and pulses in the latter.

After the Barrage and the system of perennial irrigation, prosperity

has returned to the province on many sides, the finest product of

the land being Sind eottco, which W considered to be superior to the

cotton produced in any other part of India.

Gngnpkted Control :

How far the human geography of Sind depends upon the

natural vegetation, and the natural vegetation upon the climate and

soil of the bman has to be wen. The natural regions of Sind are

controlled by (he peculiarities of water supply and of physical fea-

tures, such at Kohistan, valley plain?, delta land and the desert

tract. Thus, vegetation and with it the animal and human life

diminish as we go from west to east and from south to north. In

short. Sind arTorda an excellent example of geographical control of

man’s activities in the region, as can be shewn by the following
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Animals

(Indudiog Man)

Climate Vegetation

Physical Feaiura

Soils?

There arc several varieties of toils in Sind, derived both from

rocks, which are mainly limestones and sandstones in situ, and from

the drifted silt, mud, sand and gravel irom distant Himalayan

heights. There are belts of sand and silt in a kind of net work

spread all over the valley proper, and there are licit soils, containing

more sand and little day, while others are heavy soils, containing more

clay and little sand. There are also soluble salts impregnated in the

soils, making them full of Kaiar and uncultivaWe. In the Western

Valley section, the soil consists of old alluvium, while in the Easton

Valley section it is recent alluvium. Besides this, the soils of Sind

are classified from Ihe points of view of the cropa yielded by them

The main divisions (Statistical Atlas published by Government of

Bombay 1925, page 153 ff.) are

Kind of S«1 Crnpfj to 3U<st2i0a Typical Region.

1 ,
Wariaai Any cop indudin* Umeifcct and

iLooie Saudi cotton if manured and Thar Pnrtar

watered
;

ground nuts,

lO. and garden roots are

common.

District

2. Kacha Almo« all crepo Hyderabad

(Flood Sill) (Khirif and Rabi) District.

3. Quki or Paid Rice, Wheat Delta,

(Hard baked and Jambbo ete.

submerged).

4. Rao.. Raowari Rim, WbOK, etc. Larkana

(enriched by hiU DfcUkt

torrents (Naia)

5. Kaiar Rice Cocron. Khnirpur

(with excess of salts). Taluka

1 See the Author's ' Physiography of Sind ', Proeftdi*gi of Indian

A,c4,m, »/ Scimcts, B. Vol. IV No. « 1936. pp. 299-3TC.
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Again, the soil varies as we go into dwper layers, eg.. DA Then

(Khahpar Taluks) Survey No. 8121 :

Top layer - - Clayey learn with KaJnr.

2nd foot . . Sandy loam.

3rd foot . . Sandy loam.

4th foot - - Clay with traces of sand.

5th foot - - Sandy loam.

Sakrar.d Farm Invetlitalion :

Thr itv-arch work carried cut at the Sakrand Research Farm in

this connection is valuable. The following arc some of the results

(1) Water is generally struck at about 30 feet below tire

surface and in a sandy layer.

(2) The average virgin soil in Sind is rot rich in nitrogen

orient but its nitrifying and nitrogen-fixing powers are great and

so the fertility is not lowered by cropping.

(3) There are three main classifications of axis in tire valley

- Northern. Central and Southern. The soil of a lighter type exist

in tire north, those of a medium type in the central, while there

are very heavy arils in the south.

Those containing more fine sand and silt but little day are

light sols and are well drained (eg.) the physical properties of

the soil at Sakrand are :

Fine Sand Silt Clay

50% 30% 14%

The maximum water-holding capacity is low. varying between

40 and 55. The highest quantity of water, found in the soil 24 bourn

after ar. 8" irrigation, is 26%.

The hygroscopic coefficient of the soil is also low, vil 1*6—2%.

(4) There is always a tendency for soluble salts to accumulate

wherever the clay proportion i3 large and fine sand relatively lea.

(5) The rate of percolation of water is fairly good in sweet
lands (Le.) without Kalar or soluble salts, while it is generally

slower in Kalar sals.

(6) The soluble salts in the soil move from place to plaof

along with water. The rale of movement of water is faster than that

of the dissolved salt.

(7) The following is a complete chemical analysis of samples

of soil at Sakrand
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Content* Kalar soil Good soil

Loss on ignition 7.(0% 5.00%

Insoluble matter 6501% ra.co%

Lime aa CaO 6.00% 600%
Potash 0S5% 0.75%

Phosphoric acid aia% 0.15%

Nitrogen 0.015% 0X6%
Total soluble salts 020%

Soil with more soluble salts is considered to be bad and unsuit-

able for cultivation.

(8) Kalar soils

These are omnium in the valley—*onie containing as much as

7% to 10% soluble salt. Vast stretches of barren land are covered

with salt inemstntiora. Surface washing does rot remove them noi

doe* percolating water drive then down into deeper layers ol soil.

These saline soils are called “ Solon Chata," and are entirely barren.

Such a! the sal! lands as are found here and there amidst cultivable

fields and called the "Solonietx type," however, bear (airly goed

crops.

Through such a soil, water percolates very slowly The inju-

ikxis salts commonly found are NaCl and Na,S0, ; but they are

not bo injurious as real alka line salts, (e.g.) Na,CO,. They do not

id easily washed and make the soil sticky and alto raider it water-

logged. Again the nitrogen fixing power of a Kalar soil is much
less than that of a soil free from these salts.1

NaCl produces a powdery, dusty condition, NajSO, leaves a

white incrustation, while Na,CO, makes the soil black and sticky

(black alkali). Na,SO, is the leas harmful of all the salts.

Soils containing CaCl, arc afeo black but arc not so bad as Kalar

soils

(Quinquiennial Report, Chemical Section, Agricultural Research

Station, Sakrand, 1932-1983. Annual Report, Department of Agri-

culture in Sind.. 1933-34, Appendix D).

Climatic Conditions.

The climatic control on vegetation is also remarkable in Sind.

In no other region in India are the climatic conditions perhaps

'N. B—On the aipect ci nitregen firatirei in ihe Kalar (Sindl toil,

are also Bhsskaran and Subrahmanyan's Studies in the Proc Ind- Acad,

Sci. B. 1936, VoL IV, No. 2. p. 168.
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more unique, irregular and unstable than in the Lower Indus Basin.

It is the driest and hottest o' all Indian provinces, aridity being it*

comrwHicst feature (e.g., Jacofcabad has a mean maximum tempt-

ratuie of 113
aF and mean humidity 41%J. The Thermal Equatoi

passes through Sind. These conditions are accentuated by its phy-

skal features, the Thar Desert in the east, the Sea in the south and

the Hala-Suleiman (Kirthar) Mountains with their peculiar re-

entrant angle, in the west and north-west Thus the temperature*

are exceptionally high in summer but in winter they are compara-

tively low. The diurnal range of temperature is aho great 'e.g.

ora 45
,F on a single day at Jaojbabad). Nearest the sea coast,

the daily range of temperature is less. Tlve monthly range of tem-

perature increases from south to north and from summer to winter

(eg. Jacobnbad has a summer range of temperature 42‘F and

winter rang: S0"F). The greatest humidity at all statkais occurs

in August, air, 75. but the least in December, vu, 58 in Lower

Sind and -11 in April in Upper Sind. Thus the weather is drier

and hotter but more bearable in the north than in the south. The

skies arc generally dear and frost is not uncommon. While in

Upper Sind it b generally calm for nearly hatf the year, nearer

the coast of Sind the wind velocity is about 15 miles per hour in

the mrcKcon seism. Dust storms and squally weather ate usual

in the beginning of both the seasons. The predominant wind direc-

tico at Karachi is westerly before the momoor. season begins when

it changes to south-west, but in winter the direction is noith-t-a&t or

north-west
;

in Upper Sind, however, it varies from scxith-east to

north-east in summer and from north-east to north-west in winter.

In the matter of rainfal, the region suffers the meet. It is

not only precarious and scanty but also the most variable in India,

the orography of Sind being mainly responsible for it. What little

precipitation it gets, it is often due to cyckxilc storms, caused by

eastern and wralern disturbances, particularly the latter. The average

rainfall is about 7 inches in Lower Sind and about 3 5 in Upper

Sind, with oily about 8 rainy days in the whole year, July being

the rainiest month. The greatest peculiarity about the ralnlaH curve

is that after saps of six or *ven years of scarcity, there are iieaka

of gcod and at times heavy rainfall, though the cyclical period is

hard to determine. It is a question whether there » any real pro-

gressive climatic change in Sind, as the history of the province shows

that there might have been greater rainfal] in the past and forest*

existed It is equally difikult to say whether Sind, after the Sukkur

Barrage, would receive greater rainfall. Even with perennial irri-
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gation, afforestation and continuous evaporation it is not certain

whether Sind would sec water days.

I. Natural Vegetation

Lying within the passage wayB o1 the two monaoocs and yet

missing the benefits of both, on the bardo-Iand of the tropical and

the extra-tropical legions. Sind has a vegetation peculiar to its soil

and largely indicative of its hot and dry dimate rxited above. Tro-

pical frails and grains do grow in summer, while in winter, which

is, cel the whole, a bracing season, extra-tropical grains and vegetable'

thrive Here the date tree first begins to ripen from the equator

northwards, the balsam family of plants staita yielding gum rasin

(Commiphora), useful in medicine and art, the apple producing an

eatable frait, and the pomegranate blossoming for the first time.

Among other fruits are dates, mangws, oranges, peaches, plums and

mdons. Thus it is a stage intermediate between tropical India and

temperate Iran. The desert type of vrgrtaiuxi, with the prominent

plants being (1) Phog (Sindhi Toi>), (2) Bhul (Bahusa), (3) Lana

and (4) Man. stil> persists They are tow and herbaceous plants

with small or no leaves of the Gictu* {Euphorbia ntreifoUa ) kind

and scene graeaee, (e.g., Bruit after rains), glowing in the sands

of the arid parts, while trees such as the id and the long-leaved

pine thrive in the western plains. Along the banks and aides of the

Indus and the canals and far inland in Shikargahs. «c.. forras of

Babul ( acacia Arcbica) and tamarisk, white poplar, etc., arc in full

bloom. Within the areas, penodically inundated and y« not cultivat-

ed, there are impenetrable thickets of Kandi [prosopis spidina),

mimosa and tamarisk, white poplar and rank (Kcvb) grasses. The

andhilb of the desert yield 'enough fodder and ether bushy growth

varying, in character, with the amount of salt in ihe soil, for camels

and cattle that happen to live there, while the creeks and swampy

parts of tbe della are overgrown with deep mangrove, rhizophora,

avioonia, ceriops. elephant grass, etc. Tlie plains flooded by the Indus

waters are covered with grass, but desert areas, such as the Pat

support ccily scattered bushes of lana [anabasis muliiftora), etc The

hills of Kolustan, as well as the Kirthar ranges arc invariably

barren, though shop oral cattle do find grassy patches here and

there in the valleys. The wild olive [olea /nruginco) Lohiro (Ta-

coma urtduiato), thorny ber. Farah (mcnwrKops vilchicana

)

crown

some of the mountain tops. The weh-known elephant grass is found

generally along the banks of the Indus, incidentally binding them

fast. Lastly, the indigenous cottar, and the indigenous palm are the

two prominent North African plants growing in Sind. (Imperial

Gazetteer, Vol. I. p. 176.)

rv j
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Pttuliaritut of Vegetation.

Though the flora ol Sind ia. on the whole, poor, it include* a

number of species of plants which arc net commonly met with in

other parts o: India. On the contrary, they have an affinity with the

Arabian, Iranian or Nubian (African) types, as the climate* of thc*e

countries and the *)il are similar, viz., intense summer heat, scanty

rainfall, treat winter cdd, dry seal and geological formatkxis, and

within practically tl*e same latitudes.

The following summary' o* natural vegetation in Sind has been

taken by Hooker and Thompson from the earlier works of Major

Griffith's Major Viaary and Dr. Stocks

“More than nine-tenths of the Sind Vegetation consists of

plants, which are indigenous in Africa, the desert regions assimilat-

ing with that country, and owing to the remarkable identity of soil

and climate with tlio* countries, Nubian, Persian, Egyptian and

Southern Arabian plants also ocair largely in the Flora. At least

one half are common Nubian or Egyptian plants, which being in-

different to moisture aie alai found distributed in various parts of

India where the climate is suitable. As examples may be nmUorod

Gynandropsis. Pmtaphylla. AbutUon indieurn. Ttibulus tetalris.

Ttphrosia prupurea. Gtims totoides, Granges Madraspatana, Tri-

c'aodesma indicia*, Lippia nodifiora, Satanum Jacqbni, Atrua ttnata.

Aehyranlhts aspera and others. A smaller tul still considerable num-

ber is common to tropical Africa. Among these are found many

Comtohvlect*. and seme of the commonwt Indian weeds, m Peri-

strophe bitadculala and several species of Corehorus and Triumfelta.

Again, about one-sixth of the whole consists of common Egyptian

plants, which arc too intolerant of moisture to withstand the climate

of the more humid parts of India, but which extend a'-wig tbc

Arabian and I’ereian coasts to Sind and thence to the Punjab and

the drier parts of the Gangetic plain, and some even to the Deccan

and Mysore, eg. P/ganum ba-mala, Coccutut Uogba, Capparis

aphytla, Alkcgi maurorum, Fagonia arabica, Piosophis spidgera

Caiotropis prccera and others, wluch extend to the drier parti of the

Peninsula, and Malcolmia ofvicana, Corchoprus deprt&us, Cucumis

colocynlhii, Rcrtkelotia latte folda Heliotropium uniulatetm, several

species of Salvia and chenapods which are confined to Northern

India. With these occur also a few antral European plants, as

Ranunculus etcderalus. Convolvulus arvensis, Htiiotropiun Euro-

peum, Rumet otnusifdius and Potrmagelon pechnatum. Beside*

these, Sind contains a considerable number of species, which have

not been met with elsewhere in India but which are Arabian w
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Nubian plants : such are Zygopkylum umpiei at album. Neutada

procumbent, Azam canarimu, Trickodesmo Ajricanutn. several Bar-

Uria, but beisamodouiron and acantkodium hirturn. Puntria caoe-

gultms. (Stocks) is confined to Sind and the neighbouring province

of Baluchistan. Eastern Species which find then western limit in

Sind, are aimost entirely wanting. The following are all that arc

contained in Dr. Stocks' catalogue, excluding plants manifestly culti-

vated (such as Topiorirtilus) : Rhusmyx, mysortnisis, Zizypkut iujuba,

Hedyfitis aspera, Coldenia procumbent. Salvia plebeia, Cltrodtndim

phlondodts, Ariitolockia bractrata and Zeraint sulcata." (Hooker

and Thompson, Flora Indicts, p. 152.)

Dt. J. E Stocks (Conservator of Forests. Bombay Presidency

(Hughes—Gniettccr of the Proviox of Sind 1376. p. 9) recognised

ionic 88 kinds of vegetable productions as under :

—

Grains I Gramme*)

Pulses < Letuminoue)

Oil seeds

Grees and vegetables

Gcuds (Cucurbitacc#)

Dye plants

Cordage and Clothing

Tobaox and sugar

Intoxicating Plants

Medicines

Condiments

Fruits

10 kinds.

11

10

6

3

2

3

4

5

21

So, on the whole, “Over the region, a low chiefly herbaceous

vegetation of plants common to meet parts of India mixed with

Oriental, African and European types, is spread with thickets of

shrub* and a few trees. With a few exceptions most have deciduous

leaves," (Imperial Gazetteer, Vol I, p. 179). This affinity of Sind's

natural vegetation with that of the neighbouring regions is an in-

dication that what grows in them can be grown with success in

Sind. This cannot be said of any ether province in India (Sd.

Rec. Bombay Gov. No. XVIF, 1555 New Series p. 591),

Vegetation B*Us.

The Province can be divided into six vrjfctat-on bells, which

correspond, in general, to the physiographic divisions already made.

(See Pro. Acad. Ind. Sd. B.. VcL IV, No. 4. p. 290),
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Name o' Belt Characteristic growth. Area covered

1. Forest

2. Grassland

v»!ed land).

(Cuhi-

3. Mangrove Snnp.

Scrub

desciL

land and

Tali. etc. Thom Forest.

(Babul. lancuisj. Kandl, Banks of the Indus and
F.. Nam.

Trrot are roarer. Gra»» (a) Between the Indus

of different lands grcw.| and the Western High-

lands

lb) Between ihe Indus

and the desert

weedsIDclla proper.Manenxva. I

etc.

TYnimy dilute ar.d plants

trade and cactus,

budiy growth. Send)

land gradually

into Desert.

5. Barren land.

6. Strop tend.

Deraid c< any

IkMt

(Scanty graia

(a) Between the E.

Kara and the E. boun-

dary (That desert).

Ib) Between the US.P.
and Jacobabad Din.
The Pat.

vej;eta-Ka) Pans of Kohistan.

;’.b) Western Highlands.

jParts of Kohisian.

(See Map. Plate II).

1. Fortit.

—

Nearly 1.150 sq mite of land are covered with

this belt. This b doc a monsoon or temperate forest, the rain-

fall being extremely insufficient lor such a growth. It consists of

narrow strips of land yt—2 mile* by 2—3 miles, submerged about

6 feet during the inundation, along the bonks of the Indus from

Ghocki to within 30 mite of its north, numbering nearly 100 on both

the banks, eg. Mari. Khanot, Laikpur (largest), Bhotti (Hyderabad
Dist.), Saduja, Andaldal, Shahpur (Shikarpur Dist.), Unarpur, Vi-

ren arri Buto (Karachi Dist). Another forest belt lie* within the

valley of the E. Kara, ab'.ut 2-3 miles in breadth in the Rohri and
Khairpur territories. These are riverain or inundation forests, de-

pending upon the flood water of the rivets for their sustenance and
giowth. Moods often play havoc with the growth of this vegetation,

but they arc now artificially protected with bunds within whose
limits the trees grow well.

As there are extremes of climate and irregular water supply,

only hardy trees of the scrub forest type and belonging to very few

spccte grow in these forests. e.g.

(1) Babul (Acacia Arabia)—good for fuel, timber and palls of

ships. Very tough and heavy wood. Staple tree for Lower
Sind.

(2) Tamarisk (Trnorix gotten and dioica) Very fair tree.

Used for fuel for steamers and wood for agricultural
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(3) Kandi IProsopis spidiera)~sooi (or fuel and furniture.

Il» a straight growth

(4) Tali or Sissu {Dalbetpa Sissoo )—good for timber

(5) Bahan (Populus ruphralice )—good for rafters. match weed.

etc Light rough wood.

(Statical Atlas o( the Bombay Presidency, 3rd 1925, Ed.

p. 154.)

Among other minor trees arc Nhn. Pipal, Kirir. I!ci and Sira*.

There forests in Sind serve a double purpose—they supply timber,

firewood etc., and a!a> protect cultivable fields from bring destroyed by

the river Roods.

A whole scheme of afforestation, following car the Sukkur Barrage

scheme, has been adumbrated by Government to meet the needs of

the pwpte for forest products, arch as limber, lac, fuel. etc. It has

also been contemplated to piant some of the Punjab varieties of trees,

e.g.. mulberry, for spens goods.

2. Grassland (Cultivated bod).—This plain is now largely

occupied by the area under irrigation and cultivation. As the system

is completed, more and more land will be cultivated and prosperity

of Sind will be greatly increased. This region is also affected by the

periodical inundations of the Indus and raasional floods. Some

parts of the grassland, which arc nol cultivated, remain pastoral and

abound in tree, shrubs, etc, ureful lo camels and goats. Trees,

such as Babul. Bcr and Khahar, which grow best on Kalar soil am
useful to camels. Fodder grasses are also numerous, e g.. Chhahar.

Hariali. Karach. Lucerne and guinea grass are cultivated in this bdt.

This belt is interesting from the point of a variety of weeds,

which grow’ in particular type of toils and under certain conditions.

A meed aovty of Sind is extremely desirable, as it would help agri-

cultural research in crops, carried on in the Sakranil research farm.

3. Mangrove Swamp.—A large part of the deltaic land remains

wet and muddy and therefore h covered over with mangroves, having

their roots moistened with salt water at every high tide.

4 Scruti-lcnd and dnrrt. As there is some, tlcugh irregular,

rainfall in this area, it is not entirdy devoid of vegetatkn. There

is a bushy growth of rank vegetation having spines c* thorns to pro-

tect tbcmsdvcs from animals. Tlie plants have their ro«3 several

feet deep to suck water and their stems are fleshy to enable them to

store water in them for a long time Eastwards towards the desert

proper, vegetation of this kind also gradually disappears, except

on the banks of the Dhands or salt labs-.
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5. Ban ren Umd. There is a little rainfall occasionally on the

rocky pans of Kohistan or the Kirthara, but as there is no soil

of any kind gathered, rx> plants grow and the rocks lie entirely

barrm The landscape is clear and well-marked by this bauemm*

6. SUppf lord.—In parts of the Lower Kohistan region, there

is some rainfall and scanty soil, allowing the growth of grass

Natural Vegetation and Animal life .—Sind affords a good

example of climatic control also in relation to animals. As the flora

of Sind a so limited, its influ«vcic on the fauna is evident. Animals,

which are natives of a region more favoured with rainfall and

moderate lioa! or cold, are wholly alm-nl. Sheep live on small grass

on hills of Kohistan and dr/ sand-hill pasture while cattle thrive best

in wetter lowlands, where nch, long and juicy grass s$ available. There

tang no great forests of the monsoon type, there arc only a few

mammals, e.g., camels, but no ferocious animals such as tigere or

lions. Aho. like the vegetation of Sind, some of tlie animals are

allied to those living in extra-tropical regions :
" In some respects the

fauna of Sind differs widely from that of other parts of India, having

members of an Indo-African character, which do not extend far to

the south or east of the province, while animals peculiar to heavy

fores* lands are practically absent. On the other hard, owing to the

remarkable similarity of climate and nearly the same average rain-

fall, the fauna is aJrrost identified with that of the Punjab. N. W.
Provinces, Baloxhiatan the shores of the Ftasian Gulf. Rajputana.

and parts of the western Presidency south of Sind,” {James A.

Murray—The Vertebraie Zoology of Sind, London 1884, p. viii).

Rats live in burrows formed in farms and fields.

73 tpedes of Mammals live in marshes, deserts, riverain forests

and hills, such as hog, deer, wild boor, gazelia. etc. Among the cattle

class, the milch cows of Sind are well known and arc exported to

ceher parts of India Bullocks are used for irrigation purposes In

the interior, while buffaloes live coly in the delta swamps. Cow's
milk is commonly used. In the ralt marshes of the Indus delta,

Kc*iisan and alto in Hyderabed district, the one-humped species

of camels is the most useful beast of burden.

Reptiles are net so numerous (only of about *11 species;, dir:

climatic conditions not being favourable. There are not many
venomous snake too.

The Aves, of which Burns recognaed 121 species in 1837, are
also an3kgors to those of the Iran plateau and Africa and even
Europe. Among them are storks, gmr. cluck, partridge*, flamingoes
and other migrants
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Crocodiles live in some of the Naras and in the Indus River

theie are tome 36 swedes of frsh. Gurkhur and wild ass inhabit

scrub land.

The wool derived from the sheep of Sind a of a very good

quality, while the cattle supply bone and hides.

Pronina>f Plant*.

The following aie among the most prominent plants of Sind

(James A. Murray—Plants tout Djuis of Sind 1881. London and

Bombay.)

Staaudl.

Ferns.

Gratia.

Palms.

Exotms.

Kind of PfanL

Manors rocks, etc.

Tlx- broad G:em Laver.

Sea &lk "Las" or

' Loth"
Bladdery Sea-oradc.

Iriah Mom b» Carrageen

common Mushroom.
Common Pslytxdy found

in forest.

Malder. hair found in

weCs.

Common Rice “ Sari ",

Creeping Cynodcc.
' Harrlaiee."
“ Saiy " 10-1!! IL high.

Elephant grass "Pun".

Dale palm pe^cct In

Said (About Khairpur

and Sukkur), yields

fruit

Sufalda ' Bhan."

Banyan or Indian fig

uee.

Poplar " Plpur.”

Castor oil plant (Com-
mon in Thar Pastor!

.

Tamarisk (in Jungles).

Mallow
M
Bun-pat".

Hornbeam-leaved Sida.

Pecnliarily and use of

product.

Jwd In Kroiulous cases.

Contains gelatinous mat-

ter used in Scrofula.

Used in manufacture <d

iodine. Used for jellle*.

Vegetable.

Contains K,CO, used in

the manufacture of

glass.

Used as a drug.

Contains starch.

Pasture fot cattle.

Roots used for Saraparllta.

Used (or making ropes.

Holds txmkB of nvere oc

canals

Used for ropes, baskets.

Used for making venous

articles.

Used as timber and for

lacquered bores.

G.vcs Shelter.

Used for timber.

Used for oil

Fiuwwd.

Fibres used for rope.

Uard as a drug for in-

termittent fever,

" Aiiar " (ou lower hills).
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Kind of Plant.

Indian or Egyptian Loot*

(aboat Manchar lake).

Garden pappy (in irri-

gate *111

.

Ljcium — " Opfethalciic

Bcitcry " (an spotted

article o( Baibaiikc)

Common £r*p*.

Cum resin (rocky ground)

Arh leaved Bead tree

“Neon'.
Fagania "Dhamya"
Rhubarb.

Indigo “ Jil or Nil
“

Siaoo (Upper Snd)

Tali.

Common Tamarind.

Acacia "Bataoal" »aie*t

Dhatuia.

J.yriurn " Gangto”.

Luasota Cordia.

Convolvulus.

Elephant " Creeper.”

Mustard tree ” khabar ".

(Lower Sind).

Ruthunjote

Sweet Baal - Nazfco ".

Garden Lettice.

Mangrove " Cbowree
"

“ Kirree " (Ddtax

Porta).

Peculiarity and use ot

Product.

Tubers used as forxl

Opium.

Remedy for ophthalmic

Raisins and currants.

Fiankinceoa and Myrrh.

Bark, etc., as stringent.

Drag fee lever.

Purging property.

Used at a dye.

Timber.

Medicine value.

Gum. lac. etc.

Medicinal ure at a nar-

cotic

Pnilta eaten by natives,

beasts, etc.

Fruit* eaten by natives.

Ropes nude of fibre.

Utcd in cutaneous affec-

tions.

A stimulant.

Cooling jxant

do

Vegetable ar.d narcotic.

Timber.

Astringent, dyeing andPomegranate.

Prosapss “ Kendo: ’ (dry Furniture, firewood,

ground).

"SlrrU" “Suree" (In Hard and heavy wood
forests). (Girth 7-9 ft)
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Medicinal Plonk.

In some parts of Sind, especially oo tow hills of KohUtan.
a number of other plants of gnat medicinal properties grow well.

The fallowing are some of the typical ones

Names of Plant Medically used (01

Mameedia (STmogru

nitnlalis).

Kirtjel (/uilmdina Ben
iuc).

Nuro. Nuree, Kufcnrc

(franfia).

Dbur.-ir, Gccgul, Suiay.

Sahun t Tomarii Oiien-

talii).

Saapat (auier.'inant gfo-

ium).

Adeisy-ja-decay {Sola-

rium ;acfuinii).

Zamir ICctailus Vilto-

iu,).

Chawn 'Coiria u6uu).

Gigantic Swallow occei

{Cokiv>tii pte-aa).

Wild Eggs plant (Sela.

lum jeeqiiimi )

.

Teeth Bn* Tree (Sola-

no Po'ira).

Ssiai tree

dion).

Thom »ppl« {Dkotwo
Mo).

G»t Foot aeepet.

Babul

II.—Irrigation

The human factor now remains to be cawidered. With such

a peculiar type of natural vegetation, trying climatic conditions and

very scanty rainfall but good soil, man has practised irrigation in Sind

from timer immemorial. The prosperity of the province is linked

with the supply of water fiom the Indus, however unstable and un-

controllable the stream is. Its discharge rarely falls below 22,000

cusecs, while the average Is as high as 1,10,000 curecs (I mention

Administration Report, Pt II, Sind, 1935, p. 1). Under such cir-

cumstances artificial irrigation has flourished. In fact. Sind is o»c

of the largest canalised lands in the woiid. Fed by snows in the

upper reaches and the monsoon rains in the lower, the river has

IV K
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been a biasing to all cultivators. Even the silt brought down Iran

the whole region has been enriching the soil (or cultivation.

(For the Indus river regimen, etc. see the Author's attribution

to Proc. Ind. Accd. ScL, B. 1936. Vol IV. No. 4. pp. 319-344).

Geological Considerations.

Tb: system of irrigation in Sind is unique. It depends largely

upon its geology.

(1) Sind » an aggraded valley o( the Indus, the river being

in its deltic ^age here. Le.. it has reached its base-level of erosion

and its plain stage arvi the valley is filled up and Hat, and ix* a

deep well-defined V-shaped hallow. Canals, email and latge. cut id

such a region can, therefore, Ik taken in any direction. There is

no need of crces drainage works, such as culverts, etc., as in the

Deccan.

(2) On acoiuni of the changing nature of the river channels,

many an old bed of the river has been deserted and left dry. These

Dharoes were utilised for cultivation or as parts erf new canals. R B.

Buckdy—“ Irrigation Works in India," London 1&33. p. 10.) Some

large canals have an elongated and winding cause like that of a

river, c.g., the Fuleli.

(3) The gradient erf the country is low, 7" to 12" in a mile.

Therefore, the canals can be carried to any length, eg., the Rohri

canal is 2C6 miles in length. Such long canals are an impossibility

in the Dcocan. where the gradient is high and varied.

(4) The bed of the river is always higher than the surrounding

country. The river is actually flowing on an elevated ridge formed

by iteeU. There b, therefore great danger of floods in the country,

destroying life and property. Ever, river bunds are breached occa-

sionally during the rainy screen and the P. W. D. has to exercise

great vigUanca

(5) The limestones and calcareous-sandstones of the sedimen-

tary rock system in Sind are very soft, allowing a gcod deal of ero-

sion and silt to form and run into the canals.

(6) The sea-shore is Low. the uxks aie marine and charged

with connate saline material and salt and sand are carried from

the sea inland. Paris of the Indus valley, especially the various low-

level salt lake* and Dhunds, arc supposed to be ancient 9ea bottom.

Consequently there arc salt deprei'a In many places and the soil, tco,

is salty, due to extraction of soluble salts from the younger Teitiary

rock system.

(7) Due to the double nature of the Indus flood levels, i.c.
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rising in the early summer Air to thr mdting oi the snows in the

Himalayas and again the monsoon season due to rains, inundation

becotnas intermittent and irregular In Sind rtscif the rainfall is

meagre bat there are possibilities oi cyclonic storms in both seasons

and summer floods due to mow melting are likely. With such e

river drainage and in a valley with such deep alluvium and unsuit-

able catchment area, a dam is ar. impossibility, as it would not only

bo very expensive but constantly liable to damage. There are no small-

er streams in the dry pans to be dammed and converted into tanks

as In tire .Madras region. II a regulator or barrage were built and

gata could be wholly shut or opened out whenever necessary it

would be safe. Prior to the building of the Barrage only KharifT

crops aould be raised with the help of inundation canals, while the

liver being very low, the Rabt crops were ratted by the ' Lift system

it. tlve system of raising water by means ol Ihe Persian wheel and

other machinery.

(8) In the Indus valley, there is a network of rand belt*

and clay belts. Tlieiefore canab passing through sand belts cause

seepage and water logging, specially when their level is higher than

the country, which is not the case in Ihe system of irrigation in the

Deccan. Such canals in Sind would require expensive lining but

i! t* a moot point whether it would be economical and successful

(9) After the opening of the Barrage the system of irrigation

has been changed into a perennial one only within the Barrage

Zone, while in parts of Upper Sind and Lower Sind the old inunda-

tion system is still in vogue. Due to the low fall of the river, the

problem of water supply in I-nwa Sind, subsequent to the Barrage,

has become very acute even in Ihe Kharif Season, and a second

Barrage would be a necessity In this locality as well, though its

financial success would be doubtful.

History of Ancient Irrigation.

Few records have been preserved to indicate the details of the

'Try ancient irrigation methods practised in Sind. The excavations

at Mobcnjo Daro have not hem carried out over a sufficiently

wide area to dradrec any definite artificial water channels. It, how-

ever, cannot be doubted that the people of Indus valley civilisation

utilised the rivTr water foe irrigation and cultivation of the soil, upon

which their life mainly departed. In such a diy region they could

grow wlxat and plants such as entten. That irrigation was also

practised by the people of the Indus valley culture has been artniis-

cd by archaologiris. An inscription on one of the wall discovered

states dearly that "Two canals were constructed in the tronth of
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Kudam (Aquarius) and Mira (Pis**) in the w*** pecker (?)

country." Another seal records that it took “ thirteen months to

consinid a canal." <Fr. I kras—lecture on the Mohenjo Daro script.

Bom. Branch of Royal Asiatic Soc. March, 1936.)

The Iranians were decidedly a people excelling in irrigation

and while they ;
xis*8«d the Indus Valley or immigrated into it,

they would obviously endeavour to use as much river water and as

much cultivable land as possible. The celebrated Persian wheel is

their most useful legacy. The Arabs followed In the footsteps of the

Iranians and allowed the natives to carry on with the work ol culti-

vatkn. while they themselves defended and governed the land.

In the 8th century A. D. the Arab conquerors of Sind assessed

taxn on lands, (1) watered from public canals and (2) watered

privately by artificial means (Completion Report of the Lloyd

Barrage etc. 1934 VoL I P 1)

Nothing definite can lie gathered about the system of irrigation

in the subsequent centuries. The only information we have been

able to obtain from the History of Sind is that while at one time

the land was very prosperous, at another it fell into disuse or was

neglected. Even in the time of the Balooch Talpurs. tl* best of

cultivable grounds were u*d as Skikarghas or bunting grounds A
peculiar system, called terrace-irrigation seems to have been practised

in the past from a number of " Sun-drenched valleys " marked by

many a relic of former irrigation. " These relics called GoAor-

basta, often of a great size, are attributed by the Mohomeden
Sindhis to infidels. They point also to shells that are formed in

numbers and call them the teeth of the infidel giants. Occupation

of the hills by the Hindus may have followed upon persecution in

the plains at the hands of the Mahonwdan conqueror* of the

Valley." (J. Abbot "Sind" London 1924 P. 11.)

But the system of irrigation was imperfect. The people took

advantage of the natural high bed. which the Indus river formed

by alluviation and c*t which it flown), ail the heads of canals in de-

pressions in the neighbourhood of the main stream or from the

branches separated from the river itself, to avoid all Good disasters

and silting and after a short distance carried them parallel to the

main stream for long distances across the low-lying areas from the

marginal ridge. (Irrigation Administration Report, Pt. IT, Sind.

1930-1. p. L).

Natu’e of 0!d Cands.

The canal*, on the whole, were irregular in shape, awkward

in tend* and w«e choked up with silt from the river or from breaches
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of the bank?- They were more natural than artificial water ways.

These channels, parallel to the main river, were cut at low gradient

and waters were allowed to merge ultimately into low ground in a

direction oblique to the river so as to secure as great a fall as possible.

Th» (all vaiied from a foot to a few inches in a mile. They were

upto a bundled feet wide and about a dozen fed deep, not enough

however to draw off fiom the rim except when in flood. They

were tortuous like natural streams, a ponion of the fall wa9 destroyed

owing to frequent bends and silting was excessive. The trouble of

clearing the silt was also great.

Irrigation Administration.

The province was divided into districts, each under an Ameer.

He generally used crude maps with lists of names of canals etc

The system o: excavation of canals was ala> crude. They were zig-

zag and carried in any direction the cultivator* wished There were

no roads or inspection paths along them. During the cold season,

especially from November to April, the canals were dry and so they

conld be chared of silt or further excavated. The measurements

as regard* the length, depth and cubic content* of earth were only

rough. The unit of measure was the Gai, which is equal to 27"

normally, but it vaiied in different districts.

Irrigation Btforr. Thr British Conquest

Po>tan3 in hr* " Observations on Siod" ir. 1843, refers to two

kinds of operations by the natives

:

(1) The use of the Persian wheels by camels or bullocks.

(2) The construction of drains leading to low land

The wheels w«r pl«rd in cuts made on the banks by the river,

where the Held* lay dose by ; hut wherever they were far inland,

the country was intersected by canals, which frequently got choked

up. They were generally cleared by men employed by Jliagirdars

by means of iarg; bees with short handles, called " powrans." (A. W
Hughe*—" Gazetteer of the Province of Sind" 1876 P. 86.)

R- F. Burton has also stated in a later memoir of his

(1) "Water was drawn off fmm the river indefinitely and al-

lowed to run down the canal into some pond or marsh at the tail.

Such ground was useful for growing paddy, tut as the water

gradually evaporated, leaving a tog fetid black mud, thickened

with decayed vegetation, and exposed to the rays of an October or

November sun. a pestilential miasma was the result. Moreover, it

is evident from the compound slope of the country fvu. the slope

from north to south or from Sukkur to the sea, and that from the
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river laterally from each bank toward* the inland countries) that

the waters derived from the river might in many cases have been

returned to it in a purified state. Thus some little would be done

towards remedying live evils complained of in the Indus—shallow-

ness and an ovcr-dcposil of sill."

(2) “The faulty shape adopted by the canals, and the per-

severance displayed in adhering to that fotm : The banks were

perpendicular walls of silt or stiff clay and when undermined by the

waters, they readily fell in The excavated earth was disposed of tn an

immense ard ever-increasing spoil bank dose to the canal, on pur-

pose to obstruct clearance and give the workmen as much trouble

as possible. No judgment was displayed in choosing a position for

the head ; no attention to prevent the winding of the channel."

(3) “The main trunks, as the Fulailce, Gccnce and other

beds, which, generally speaking, are the courses of dried up rivers,

were rarely, if ever, cleaned out, on account of the expense and
trouble of such works. The consequence was that in cold weather

they were choked with drifted sand, and every- inundation supplied

to them with an additional coat of silly deposit. The effects of this

neglect were severely felt at the tails of three streams. In some

casts, as in the Rain river, thw beds shrank into mere water

courses
;
in others, as in the Fhitto, they wore utterly rumed."

(4) "Unde- the native princes, the canal department suffered

much from the curious state of misrule in which the people lived.

It was ixx unormrrai to see two or even three large watercourses

naming nearly parallel to each other for probably six or seven milw.

The tciikki of this useless excavation is, that the land to the north

might belong to a Rind, that to the south to a Nipzamani and the

country at the tail might be Ryot land. Each family would be com-
pelled to dig for it* own water, through pride and jealousy of its

neighbeur ; the ryot* were of course left to the mercy of Government.

Occasionally a Japrdar of consequence, especially if a Balodt. would
throw an embankment across a canal, when the water began to

sbk, in order to retain it fee the irrigation of his own lands."

("Sind or the Unhappy Valley" 1851, pp. 39-41).

Obstacle and DiffltuJUu.

Added to these, were other difficulties and instabilities of the
main river channel :

—

(1) The fall of the country and the wraequent tortuosity of
the rivw as shown below :

—
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Direct miles By river Ratio

Kashnvjr to Sukku: 73 109 1 to 1-49

Sukkur to Sehvan 1(6 169 1 to 161
Schvan lo KoUi 76 114 1 to 1*50

Kotri to head of delta 76 118 l to 1-55

(2) Low and overtopping banks;, ox-bow lakes and ultimate

cutting <xit of the nanow neck of land : The result is a conradeizble

shortening of the length of the river, «ce« of vdosty of the current

floods and considerable erosion of the bonks

(3) Deposit of salt, reduction of velocity of water and blocking

up of beds. The drop of silt between Sukkur and Kotri Is even

greater than that between Kotri and the coast, Sandy banks and

shoals are innumerable.

(4) The river banks in Sind, except at certain places via.

Sukkur. Kotri and Jhmuk, air mt fixed. There is continual erosion

taking place. For this reawn it is not pcudble to cut the heads

of canals quite clow to the natural banks ol the river. Often they

are left dry or eroded away by the powerful streams at flood time3.

(5) Baida the above difficulties the qnesticr. of tbe annual

inundation of the Indus and the extent to which the country is

periodically submerged by the seasonal flood; requires consideration.

Lt Wood, who made a special study of this problem, was of opinion

that the valley was vay unevenly and irregularly favoured by rbc

waters of tbe river. While in wove parts the inundation was

general, eg. Chandkote, the moat fertile part of Sind, in others it

was partial or obstructed by the Kohiatan and other hilly parts of

the country e g. Srhvan to the head of the delta The maximum

width of floods was 20 miles in some low areas, while 12 miles was

the most usual measure. On the left bank side, the breadth was

not more than 3 mite due to Use obstructions of the desert.

Within the delta proper, the lower portions were undn water

from the tidal bore, while the upprr parts woe only partially Inun-

dated by the river.

Thus while some fields were fertilised, others were left barren

or at the time of exceptional river fiends, were destroyed due to

breaches in the banka or the ''bannas", small bunds, built by the

Zamindars round their own fields.

Besides this kind of irrigation by inundation, the only parts

of Sind which were cultivated independently of the Indus river and

dependent cn rainfall alone were : (I) Kohiatan, where there was

some good rainfall in certain years periodically and the cultivation
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diicfly was Jowan, sugarcane. scsamum, rapesfcfd, etc, (2) The

Thar, where rainfall was rauch less and the cultivatfcxi was of Baxri

and Jawari chiefly. (Report on the river Indus— 1838 : Selections

frem Rtcoreb of Been. Govt. No. XVII, New Scries. 1865. pp. 568-

569). This state of affairs continued till the beginning of the 19th

century,

Irrigation under Ike British.

The British were interested in the irrigation of Sind from the

very Beginning. In 1830 Lt. Buines had arranged for the distribu-

tion of the waters of the Western Nara by canah In 1851 John

Jacob put up his scheme of tlie Began canal and the Desert canal,

while ui 1850 lx Fife, who may be called the father of the meat

modem irrigation works in Sind, Sated :
“ Siixl is an alluvial plain,

almost every portion of which has at some time or other been swept

by the Indus or its branches. In almost every direction, traces of

ardent channels arc met with and where these arc large and ran

be traced for any considerable distance, They are most useful in

indicating the relative levels of the country : for it is an axiom in

places like Sind, formed by the deposit from the rivei, that the land

is always highest at the river bank and low the further the bark
is receded Iroen" <A. W. Hughes—Gazetteer of the Province of

Sind 1876 P. 16.) lie devised a cut at Roliri from the Indus to

join it with the Eastern Kara and convened this sluggish stream

into a ifcicrinial canal. A year later, Fife also suggested the possi-

bilities of other canals viz

1. Roliri- Futelr.

2 Sukkur—W. Nara.

3 Jcmick—Indus Right bank (to reach Keamari).

4. Jcmick—Indus Left Bank.

5 Mithiao—Wanga Bazar.

The longest canal was the Fuldi " Originally it was a natural
branch of the Indus, which it rejoined about 16 miles tdew Hydera-
bad, but the outlet into the river was ctottd by a dam in the time
of the Amirs and the water was sent forward to feed other canals
to the soith" lt was improved by the British in 1856, so that
“ u,e “rca irrigated by it could yield about 3C0,<fl» areas of crops
every year." < R. B. Buckley—'"Irrigation Works in India " London
1893. pp. 10-11.).

Between 188-1 and 1803 the works consnicted and opened for
public use were the Unarwah in North Sind and the Jamrao canal
in East Sind.
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Some of the subsidiary canals were undertaken within a short

time, while others wen; not stalled until 1904-C6, when the total

milage grew to 7,411, with the cultivated area increased to 29.23529

acres out of the total available area of 95,37,670 acres. There were

ten divisions of irngatka made in 1868 ; 1. Began canals 2. Char

canab 3. Rohri canals 4. Fukli canals 5. Eastern Nara. 6. Ka-

rachi Collaborate 7. Desert canals 8. Jacobabad canals 9. Suk-

Jtur canals 10. Lower and Central Sind canab.

In 1507 there were ten canal districts, coated as under

1. Begari canal dist 2. Shiknrpur canal dist. 3. Char canal disL

4. W. Nara dist 5. Karachi canal 6. North Hyderabad canal

dist. 7. Central Hyd. canal. 8. Foleii canaL 9. Jamroo canal.

10. E. Nara districts. (Aitkcrt—Gazetteer of the Proviso* of Sind

1S07 pp. 258-264.)

Improvtd Syrians oj Caial C/msIruetion.

The canals were generally ait in such a way that they were

carried away from the river bank in the direction, in which the

water could nx»t easily flow and reach the fields.

Their heads were not placed ce any permanent banks, but oa

a side channel and water was diawn off only during inundation.

The heals selected for canal* were very convenient. They were

based on an ancient system prevailing in the land :
—"The

native rulers, who originally constructed roost of the inundation

canal* in India, appear to have learnt from experience the necessity

of selecting spot* la the beads of the canab which were greened

from the full force of the current during the inundation." The

experiments made by Col. Tranendaue R. E. (Roorkce Professional

Papers. VoL 111 1st. Scries p. 25.) show that,

(1) Those inundation canals of Sind, which draw thdr supplies

from branches separat'd from the main river by islands covered

with brushwood and long grass, contain a comparatively small

amount of material in suspension The brushwood and grass impede

the velocity of the water and clarify it.

(2) Thcec canab, having their head* In the main stream in

the normal way, may be expected to contain silt to the extent of

1 300 by weight and that about one third of this quantity is ordi-

narily deported in the canals.

(3) The canals, having their heads on the mainstream in a

part, where the channel is restricted and the velocity increased, may

contain silt to the extent of 1|200 by weight, of which half may be

deposited in the canals.

IV L
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“ These poiniB have always to be ccmideied in selecting a site

foe the head of an inundation canal, and they explain why a

fawuritc site is a link way above the point where the lower end of

a dund joins tlie main stream fnr. if. as is often the case, the dund

ultimately silts up at the head, a backwater is formed at the lower

end. from which water can be drawn, which is comparatively free

from the heavier silt. But such a head would only be a temporary

one, as a rule, for the backwater would *oner or later become filled

up by deposits"

Thus in Sind the heads were cut in depressions or hollows, taking

oC from the main stream, which arc dry or nearly 10 during the

dry season, but are filled by the annual flood in the river ; thcae aie

generally old course* of the parent stream which have been aban-

doned by the river; they are called Dunds in Sind and Solas in

BengaL (See Sketch Plate VI.).

“ These dcprwshwa are frequently used in Sind as the sites

for the heads of inundation canals
;
one of the arguments used in

their favour is that, as they are much larger than the canais they

feed, the velocity of the water 1* lea in the dund than m the canal,

and consequently the silt which wtuld otherwise be deposited in

the canal is deposited in the dund and the labour of the annual silt

clearer* of the canal is reduced." (R. B. Buckle)’ "Irrigation

Works in India and Egypt." London 18S3, p. 18.).

But after all. the level of the canal water was all important.

Even with the Persian wheel it was difficult to supply water to the

fields situated far from the canal banks in the interior. A water

course, taken in hom the canal, would supply a very limited quan-

tity and for a very short period of time.

The system of rotaticcal working of the canals by means of

regulators, fixed across the canals at certain diKances, gave some

reiief, as the water level could be railed to ftxne extent thereby.

But here, too. the quantity mattered much and as the velocity of

water was reduced, more and more silting took place

Construction and Preservation of Bunds.

In order to protect the fields from being washed out at the time

of extraordinary floods, a system of proactive bunds or dykes have

tom in existence and maintained at considerable oast. " The history

of Sind irrigation is bound up with that of these bunds. Prior to

1869 all bunds in Sind were Zammdari, and they were maintained by

the Zamindars themselves, but in that year Government constructed a

bund near the head of the Sukkur canal, thia being the first Govern-

ment bund ever amsiuctcd.” {Compfrtion Report of the Lloyd Bar-
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rage, c«c., 1934. Vol. I, p. 3. ) . Since then a number of such protective

bunds have been built along the course of the Indus. Wien a bund

> likely to break, a loop ;8 added behind it and the land protected

tom total destruction. The following are the chiei

Right Bank Length in

Mild
Lell Bank Length in

Mlk*

Kaihmor Bund 73 March Bunds 34

Suklur Beiail Bund 465 Kaaempur Benda 105
Ghar Canals Bunds 458 Small Bunds (N. Sokkur) 28-2S

Nara canals Bunds 77 Naolakhi Bborti Bind 892
Manjhand Bunls 5-75 Fulefi Bund 3S01

Karachi canals Bunds 55 Karachi canals Bund 98

Tecal 3041* 21468

It. addition to these there are flood Civerson bund; eg. (1) On
the left bank, protecting the Eastern Nara canal and (2) «i the

right bank, protecting the Manchar—Aral Drainage System.

British Success.

But although there wee inherent defects in the old irrigation

system, the British were successful in several directions- They im-

proved upon the old inundation canal system, constructed new canals,

suggested ways of occupying cultivable lands In hitherto urxultivable

areas and, above all. created confidence amcog the Z3mindars and

Haris. For well-nigh three-quarters of a ctntury. there was con-

tinued pTcsrew, in spite of occasional set-backs.

The following tables show the situation in 1924. which they had

beat able to create sm« 1851 :

Irrigation Work No. of Milage in Cost.

Canal system Weeks Operation

Main Branches Ra.

Productive 28 5,677 738 3.64.94.392

Unproductive 6 950 235 70.23.448

Total 34 6,«7 1,074 4.35,17,840

Secrua ol Area irrigated in Percentage of

Irripiticn Thousands of acres Total area*

Government canals 3080 93*7

Private canals 25 08
Tanks 1 • A

Wtfh 43 1*3

Other sources ,138 4*2

Total 3586 i 1000

(G. R Amfcekar—•

' The Crops o' Sind." Bombay 1928, pp. 24-20

and 33.)
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Methods 0/ Irrigation btjort the Barrage.

There were three methods of irrigation exiting before the

Sukkur Barrage was opened in 1932 : viz. (1) Gravity intermittent

Row irrigation (Mok

)

(2) Lift irrigation {Ckarkho or Hurlo

)

or

irrigation by well-water (Larkhana Dot mainly). (3) Combination

of lift and flow irrigation.

(1) In this, the peculiar slcc*s or lie of the land and the river

was taken advantage of by the natives, whenever the waters in the

river and canaH were high enough.

" The slope of the land in a direction parallel with the river ii

about the same as that of the river surface ; but the land also hai

a slope away from the river. If, therefore, a canal is cut diagonally

away Iron the river bank and the water surface of the canal has

the same slope as the river, the surface of the water in the canal

will gradually become at a higher level than the land at some distance

from the head of the canaL Hence tire river water, which, at the

river bank, is not high enough lo flow on the land, will be sufficiently

high to do so over other lower land* further inland, if carried to

them in a canal. Moreover, m a large canal, the surface slope of

the water may be made Ratter than that in the rivrr and hence a

further gain in level compared to that of the land, can be gained

for every mile the canal is carried-''

(A. A. MustO "The future of Sind : Sukkur Barrage scheme"

1523 p. 3.)

Th* advantage of the slope or lie of the land is a great pecu-

liarity of rivers such as the Indus, the Mississippi etc., the river

actually Rowing along the tep of a ridge formed by itself and not

in the bottom of a deep valley, as has been stated above. On the

right bank of the Indus between Sokkur and Sehvan the gradient

is still higher than on the left arid consequently some of the oldest

canals in Sind exist in the. Larkana district, and the flow system

was closely followed.

(2) and (3) In other parts of Sind when the watcT level was

low, water was lifted from the canals and wells near by. by means

of the Persian whed, especially during the dry months oi the year.

Where the lands rose higher and higher, more than one Persian

wheel were provided in turn, and, in this manner, crops of sugar-car#

and other garden produce were secured in winter.

Further improvement netessary :

But these immdatko canals depending upon the annual Rood

of the rivrr, with its characteristic fluctuations and variations in

supply, lay dry for nearly 8 months Only from lgth June, to the
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LSh September, when the Sukknr gauge read 12 frrt and nxxc.

war. ll passible to have a full discharge and full level of water for

the field. 18th June was the latent day for a forecast for a fair or

bed reason. Dunn, the scawa of the swell, st the same time,

these canals were quite useless. Even with the hcac regulators a

moderate level could net be maintained for all times. The waters in

the winter season, though vey low in level, largely ran to waste in the

sea • at times 20.0CO euwes" (G. R. Ambcfcar " The Crop of Sind
"

1928, p. 23). At other times the inundation came too late when half

the season was over and the water itself was u>3 much or too little.

There weir liwses and delays even in the lift system, which was very

expensive. The supply of water was, hesidrs, affected by dangerous

slit bars, formed at the mouth of each canal under certain conditions.

Extravagant* of waler at one time, great scarcity of it at another, a

Kharif season in full swing followed by another of idler*** for labour-

era. plentiful crops in cne seasai and starvation in another—with all

this,
" Agriculture in Sind was more a gamble than a systematic in-

dustry"

'ITius the valley was very unevenly and irregularly favoured by
the waters of inundation from the Indus. While in some pans the

inundation was general, in cChers it was partial. Again, while some
fields were fertilised, others were destroyed in the same eea*m due
to breaches in the bw«ds etc. Irrigation, though independent of

rainfall in Sind, thua suffered and fluctuated, as tlie following table

shows :

—

Year

Highest

Sukkur

Readin/

Highest’

Kwri
Reading

Area

Irrigated Rainfall

1921

in fret

168
in feet

22-1 3,250,593 General and Beneficial

1922 155 204 3,631,1(6 Scanty.

1923 14-1 219 3,427,266 Scanty.

1924 166 236 3,725.2® Heavy and damaged early

1925 157 221 3296.139

grown eropv

Average.

1925 153 22-7 3.507,028 Above average and well

1927 153 215 3252,973

distributed.

Scanty In Upper Sind.

1928 142 193 3580,761

ToriKUiai in Lower Sind

Scanty.

1929 177 241 3.8C6IB8 Heivy and lste.

1930 169 231 3,247305 Below the avenue
; ram fell

1931 13-9 193 3,060,061

when craals full flowing.

Very peor.

1932 167 23-7 3,497229 Goxl and timely.

(Triennial Review of Irrigation in India—1921-19321.
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Bernard for Pe'gmiai Irrigation

Tb? inherent defects in the method* of irrigation by means of

inundation canal* led to a demand for perennial irrigation. Accord-

ing to a report, “The cultivation at preient dependent on river

inundation is principally Kharif, and even this is subject to the

detrimental effects of fluctuation in the river water levels ; the low

water supplies in the winter scaur-, can be tapped only to a small

extent, and that tco untfer very favourable conditions Besides

lability to poor crop out-turns and even distress from kxa of

harvest arising from vicissitudes of supply, there is a limit to ex-

pansion of cultivation The success of new undertaking* can be

purchased only at the cxjxfl* of those already in operation."

(Report of "Lloyd Barrage and canals project in Sind.
1’—Visvesva

rays and Ah Nawaz Jung Bahadur, pp. 4 5. Irrigation Administra-

tion Report 1930-31 p. 57-031.

Hutory of tke Barrage Project

This demand for perennial canals was continuous and same means

of a certain supply of water during the whole year was to be pro-

vided. A trireme for a sohd dam was put forth as early as 1346

by Col. Walter Soatt, Superintendent, Canal and Forest Department.

But it was abandoned In 1855, LI. Fife next made a report of the

irrigation requirements of Sind and devised other peat canal*, depend-

ing upon the natural level of the river. He was, Ixrwcvcr, dorbtfu!

whether a solid dam was pcesiWe.

The High Court of the East India Co., authorised a survey of

Sind in 1857. In Ifi$6 Cci Strachcy. Inspector of Irrigation, was

much impressed by a possibility and necessity of perennial canals

system in Sind. In 1870 Col. Le Mrasurier prepared the Rohri-

Hyderahad canal system, which has been consolidated in the present

Rohii canal, the longest of the Barrage canals.

In 1&90 Lord Keny, Governor of Bombay, appointed the Joyner

Committee to investigate into the question of Sind Irrigation twt

a ample of years later Sir Evan James recommended abandonment

of perennial irrigation scheme as too expensive and uncertain.

From 1901-1903 an Indian Irrigation Commission sat to in-

veuigate into the possibilities of building a weir at Sukkur.

In 1909 Dr. Summers. Superintending Engineer. Left Bank,

was convinced of the eventual need of a dam but not a* an urgent

necessity. The Government of Bombay then issued order* for the

submission of a project for a barrage acrow the river at Sukkur. In

1910-12 the Government of India considered this. Then the Secre-
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tary of State appointed a Committee of experts to examine Di. Sum-

mer's Report, but even they called the scheme “ A premature pro-

ject." They suggested a Bite alternative to the one proposed by

the Bombay Engineers, that if, above the Sckkur gorge and rot

below it- The Londcn Committee also suggested it should be con-

structed on the Hands. .Among others, who resoscitated tlic project,

were Messrs. A. Hill. H. S. Beak. F. St. John Bebfcie and Sir T. R. J.

Wood.

In 1916 a complete scheme, was submitted by the Bombay
Governmail foe a barrage with canals on both sides and in 1918 it

was seriously taken up by the then Governor Lord Uoyd. By 1920

Mr. A. A- Musto uruler the able guidance cl Mr. Beale. Chief

Engineer lor Irrigation, Bombay, presented the completed project for

oroadcration by the Government of India and the Secretary of

State.

At last, in 19Z1 the Secretary of State sanctioned the works.

Canstiuctitci was actually commenced on 1st July 1923, and the

Lloyd Barrage, the greatest of its kind in thr world, was formally

opened on 13th January 1932. Irrigation actually nxior.cnccd in

June 1932. The whole scheme has cost over 20 crora of rupees.

The following were among the objects of the Barrage

(1) To keep out silt from canal mouths.

(2) To maintain in the canals a steady Sow.

(3) To enable higher duties to be realized and better out-

turn of crops than the older canals.

(4) To convert large areas of
1

lift' irrigation i«o ‘ flaw ’
irri-

gation.

(5) To render passible tbc cultivation of mote valuable or

useful crop3

(6) To enable a larger propoition of land to be irrigated.

(7) To provide agricultural employment for the population

all Ac year round. (" Report of Ac Uoyd Barrage and

Canals Project in Sind ’ Visvesvaraya and Ali Nawaz

Jung Bahadur, p. 4-5.)

Locution oh the Darraii

The kxation of the Barrage was about 3 miles below the Sukkur

gorge where the stream has more or las a fined bed. Above and

below this position the course is found to fluctuate. (See sketch map

Plate VI).
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The Lloyd Barrage md Courts

The folk-wing works an included in lire project : <1) A Barrage

with a bridge-way across the River Indus and bdow the gorge

et Sukkur. fitted with 66 sluice gates capable of holding water up

toR L 194-6 ft

(21 A group of 4 canals on the left bank, including 2 Khairpur

State cots :

(o) Rohri Canal.

(6) Two Feeder Canals (Khairpur State).

(c) A new cut to the Eastern Nan.

(3) A group of 3 canals on the right bank :

(«> N.W. Canal.

(0) Central Rice CanaL

(c) Southern or Dadu Canal.

The two groups of canals ar.d their distributaries together

a.-e to be over 6.403 miles in length with nearly 2.000

bridges and regulators and arc to irrigate some 55

lacs of acre of cultivated land every year. They

arc designed to absorb or include all the old canals

within the rone

(4) Works for rapidly draining the Manchar lake and prevent-

ing it from overflowing fc« a long time

(5) Drainage and protective baitii, etc

The head regulators of all the new canals are immediately

above tl>e Barrage which can completely control the nver level and

keep the approach to the canals dear of sOt

Thus large parts of the Upper Sint Frontier. Sukkur. Laikana.

Dailc, Natirabad (Baluchistan) on the right bank and Nawabshah.

Thar Parkar, Hyderabad oa wcil ns the Khairpur Stntc are y<t to

be brought under cultivation. (See Map Plate 1).

Xtonchm-Arai Drainage System

One very important feature of the Barrage scheme is to take ad-

vantage of the presence of the Manchar Lake, for accumulating a

iaigc quantity of water in the flood season and allowing it to cover

vast areas of cultivable land. The Aral then flows from the Indus

inwards towards the lake. Then allowing this huge volume of water

to be drained into the Indus through the Aral stream flowing back

wards in the off-season, the lands get sufficiently irrigated and are in

a fit coodition to receive weds for crops. The flood waters ol the

Gaj and other Nais are also herein diverted. (C. G. Hawes—Bombay
Engineering Congress. 1932, Paper 136, pp. 3-4.)
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The Handle Zone and Canal Commands

The following informeticn rc : the Barrage Zone and Canal

Commands, has been obtained freon the Lloyd Barrage Completion

Reports. Veto. IV. V and VI

Item
N.W. Rice 1 Dadu

|

Canal
EaSern
V. r .

Kohrl
C v -.nf

Khairpar
Feeders

L-aiuu VnlllB 1 wara Lanai
West East

1 Area
Command**!
(acres)

Q rnUnrthlfi

IfMfXA

<m.to

547^

ICA^TC

3d7,4A4

ICC fA?

2240200

i A7rtarti

j^8?.CC0

'f ZA\ CCA

a^CO/KK)

ft ift OfKl4. tUUTWR

3. T™s\*Area o!
cultivation.

4. MsuTcbcharge
al head (cincaS

M.IPHi 5J3O.OD0

1^40 2,0941021!:
m

L3tm *.0^87

5. Bad wbta al 161.5 [ |y M 247

bendWt)

G. Length of Mala , S2 13U 512.7 2oa

|

79 62

1
45 13

canal (miles)

7. Length of

branches (mi leal

171 174 4B

loclodec

amiao)
202.7 27f 1 »

8. I-ength of
dlotrcbutarie*

(miles)

700.7 215 405 J.USm
». Length of water

courses ( Old

and new

)

<
mllq

>

8367 620C
•)

2.919 9,712

Barrage Expeclalimi

The ultimate area of annual cultivation » 5.041.SCO acres, ex-

cluding Khaixpur cultivation and Nasirabad Tahiil. The following

ate the area and tonnage of cultivation of different crops

Acres Tont

Wheal 2.451,200 1133,000

Gnum 822200 96£00 Urn.

Rice 682300 447.000

Jowar and Bajil 635,030 271.000

Other Crops Pulses 41.000 15,003

Oil weds 410.000 117,000

Total acres 5,011.80)
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These expectations of the Barrage eut-turris art? for a period of

30 years after iu firat opening in 1932. But it is Rich a great

Bico-a that in stxae parts of the province. c-g.. the Eastern N’ara

circle, aoja have been doubled within these 3-1 years. The Rabi

crops of wheat and the couoo crops in the Khariff season have a

marvellous growth. At the same time crops in some areas have

not nsen steadily due to the new conditions and local adjustments

in the transition stage.

Safety of l*c Barrage

Except for a weak point, now protected by a bund a few

mite on Rohri aide, the Barrage is now safely lodged below

the gage. Two powerful flood seasons of 1929 and 1930 have

tried its stability and its safety can now be assured to tl* province.

Hopeful conditions under the Borage

There is no doubt that the Irrigation conditions have greatly

improved sms the opening of the Barrage as the following state-

ment clearly indicates.

Productive and unproductive works and costs

1931-32 ESS 1934-35

Productive JPjF
Main Productive ...

Distributaries

5014-40
151-16

447390
471272

j

434095
479M1

UNTACmUCTIVE

Main Breeches ...
'

Clatribatariw —
1

1A7307
70912

43073
101-00

43667 1

l®43 I

4394*5

10925

Total milage

Main Branches ...

DistzfibottrlM

68S7-47
820-28

SOU19

47C6-88

491030
432163

478301
4903-76

Grasd total 7807-75 9718-07 97321$ 968677

Coer Kr Ra. Ra

Productive
Ucprodoellvc

22,81,46,06
2,62.85,628

26,21.41686
2,62,75,684

26A7,84,S3
2.63,20,463

|

—

Total ... 25,44,14.80 27,66,17,270 l2903.04.wT —

(Irrigation Administration Reports in P. V/. D. Bombay Government

1931-32. 1082 33 . 1833-34 ,
1834-35)-
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The reports also show that the supply was satisfactory throughout

the year. Even the cultivators axe now getting accustomed to the new

conditions. " The great increase :n the areas tinder both cotton and

wheat during the year is evidence that advantage is bring taken of the

improved cnnditx)m of water supply." (W. T. Jenkins—" Annual

Report of the Department of Agriculture. 1933-34. p. 5.)

Condition* on the Right Bank.

The Dadu and N. W. Canab commenced early in April and thr

Rice canal at the eod of May,—a circumstance never dreamt of m
the pa3t. Net only was the Kharif irrigation tupply satisfactory

but “during the Rabi season it was abundant and later new areas

of wheat and Rabi crops were brought under cultivation" (W. T.

Jenkins- •" Annua! Report of the Department ol Agriculture.'' 1933-34,

jx50

Conditions on Ike Left Bank

Here also the canals functioned sieceK hilly. “On the whole,

it may be stated with contirience that the working of the Barrage

canab during the year was successful and that when the cultivators

became more educated to the utilisation of early water supplies,

both at the commencement of the Rabi and Kharif seasons, the

full advantage of the new and improved irrigstico conditions in

the Barrage area will te more apparent." <W. T. Jenkins
—
"Annual

Report of the Department of Agriculture," 1933-34, p. 6.)

Disadvantages of the Sukkur Barrage.

A* of old, everything in tire non-Barrage Zones depends upon

the period of inundation of the Indus, especially the time of rise

of the river early or late. But the amditloni in the Upper Sind

area is not as bad as in that of Dower Sind, where the period of

inundation hardly come* to 30 or 40 days, aa the canals recede

from about the middle of August and irrigation in the Fuleli, Tando

and Karachi tracts has b«n greatly reduced, as more and more water

is drawn out at Sukkur for virgin soil The canals are as dry as the

desert in the Rabi season. Before the Barrage these part* were

prospered9 with fertile agricultural fields, rice specially, and also

good gardens The remedies suggested are a widening of the canab.

control of water, distribution at tire head and tail-end
:
but even

these have proved to be of little avail during the past few years

at a critical period of low inundation or heavy fluctuation of water

supply. A aaxxid barrage at Jcruck would possibly solve the pro-

blem in Lower Sind tut this project i3 unthinkable, til! the Sukkur

Barrage itself becomes a complete financial success. Meanwhile, a
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feeder item the tail-end of the Rohii canal near Uoerolal has been

suggested, which during the Rabi waron would irrigate about 20.000

acres Another suggestion is certain varieties of rice and other crops

which would grow in less than sixty days or so.

Danger of Over-irrigation and Seepage

Even within the Barrage Zone, the danger now in Sind is over-

irrigation. In areas where the water supply is too great, seepage of

the sub-soil water rising in level to only a lew feet below ground

level through porous soils and formation of Kalar are apprehended,

e.e
.
Mirpurkhas. Other parts affected by seepage and water-logging

are the Rice Canal area due to the persistent upward trend of sub

soil water, and the Rohri Canal area (Khairrur) due to seepage

through a rand belt and the higher level of the canal bed itsdf.

With increasing irrigation, the situation is getting worse.

(See the Author's discussion : Prac. fr.d. Acad. Sci. B. 1936 Vol.

IV No. 4 pp. 299-303)

.

Tubt-uell Irrigation

One ol the solutions of this problem is to stop canal irrigation

and to organise tube-well irrigation, as has been recommended also

by the Khairpur State Engineers

III. Agriculture

Though Sind depended ujon its old but defective inundation

canal system centuries before the Barrage, Its agriculture was con-

sidered to !»• in a rather flourishing state, all the conditions of good

agriculture being generally fulfilled, vie

,

water supply, soil culture,

climate and labour.

In fact Sind was, in the olden days, a most precious granary of

the world. Sind cotton and wheat were well-known even at Mohenjo

Daio. Dunng the hot summer season, only tropical grains and
fruits grew well, while during the cold and bradng winter season with

little rainfall again, extra-tropical and European grains, vegetables

and fruits throve. Thus the economic resruros of the province were

hybrid.

Dejects of the aid system

Defects also there were many. The crops, in the rainless Kasai,

were wholly dependent on the strength or height of the inundations

of the river. 'Ihey were often washed out by high flood waters when
unprotected by river embankments. In the cold stasoo, on account

of h very low level of the Indus water, fields far removed from the
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river or main canal. could rot secure a supply ol water by flow

method. Conwjuenlly. thr oops produced in one ae*>n we nearly

seven times more than those in the other. Under the old system

of agriculture, there was always a long interval left, between two conse-

cutive crops, a period of two or three years, called ‘Sind Fallow.'

It W33 a dilute system of cropping, independent of any manure and

so agriculture in pre-Banage days in Sind was a simple allair.

Lt J. G. Fife has Even a very appropriate picture of Sind in

1855 :—
" With the cultivator exposed to so many rsk9 arising from the

capricious nature of the water supply, it cannot be a matter o! wonder

that the people should look upon cultivation as a species of lottery.

They are successful one seaaxi. bankrupts the next ; no one who
sows can tell what he will reap. Tco little or too much water, the

supply coming tco scon or too late, and the blight arising from sew-

ing at the wring time, combine to render speculation on the result

of the cultivation a riddle which ncme can scive."

Seasons o/ Culticatien

There were two seasons :

—

1. Kharif—June to October (Height of inundation)
:
seeds were

sown in spring and harvest was reaped in autumn. Rice,

Juari. and cotton were cultivated, as they required heat-

2. Rabi- Ctaober to March (Winter), in which wheat, barley.

oil seeds, opium and tobacco were grown m certain areas

ccily.

Products o) Atricuilute

Cereals.

1. Rice—Most extensively grown crop in Sind. (Requiring

well drained alluvial sod. aclar heat, and good water

supply.)

Best ciops of rice were grown in

(l) The Delta. (Karachi district) annually inundatrd.

Cooler and moister climate. Adopted to deep

water caiditlons-

(2) Larkana and Upper Sind Frontier district, watered

by Nab and canals.

(3) Hyderabad and Thar Parfcar District in Dha.nds.

Mostly irrigated crcp« from June to September.

2. liairi and fuumi—(Grown in drier parts even without irri-

gation). These were the principal food of the people and
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grown m Hyderabad. Nawabshah, Thar Parkar, (Bajri)

;

Larkana. Sukkur and Upper Sind Frontier districts (Ju-

wari>.

3. Wheal—(requiring moderate water supply, winter crec

and loamy awl. more retentive of moisture). Grown

in Larkana. Upper Sind Frontier, Sukkur and Thar Par-

kar in Dhands. Intermediate between Bombay and tbe

Punjab, but superior to Bombay wheat in its soft white

forms.

4, Bcley-Mour— (grown in the same area as wheat.)

Pulses

Gram and Matar grew in Larkana, Sukkur, and Upper Sind

Frontier districts.

Oi! Seeds

Thete were Jatrfco. Sesame and Rape. Grown in Hyderabad

Laricana and Upper Sint! Front*!.

Collar, -(requiring lea rainfall and sandy Mil).

Grown in Hyderabad, Nawabshah and Thar Parkar districts

Ttoe are several varittie*—Sind Cotton (short stapled), Egy-

ptian and American a*ton (long stapled and requiring irri-

gation).

Best fibre crop in India essentially Kharif. Though grown from

most ancient times, it was no: an extensive crop before the

British conquest Sind »:! (toarr.y or sandy and loamy) is

best suited. Before the Barrage, ccttoci suflered from dam-

age by fre« due to late flow canals.

Others.

Among ether agricultural products were indigo, tctoaceo and Bom-
bay bemo- It must be remembered that broadcasting of seeds U
the most common feature of Sind agriculture.

Voohies

Greens, hibiscus (bkendi), brinjala, guards, melons, tomatoes
lettuce, bsetreot, cauliflower, peas, chillies, mustard, guava, grape,

piantain ard pop*n.

Slock Fonrnnt,

C«tle throve well in grassy lands and alongside wheat farming
e.g., milch and plough cattle and bulls arc among the best in India.

Buffaloes lived well in the delta land and on river banks.

Sheep and goats lived :n scrubland, and hilly and eastern parts
of tbe province.
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Camels. eases and poultry also throve, while horses were imported

from Baluchistan and Kivoraaan.

Mixed Forming.

The system of " Rotation of crop* ” was not known in the pre-

Barrage days.

Nathan Crow on Sind Agriculture.

Nathan Crow, Political and Commercial Agent lo the East India

Co., In Sind towards the end of the 18th century, give* a some-

what exaggerated account of agriculture in the province :

—

" The fertility of the country, where it b exposed to inundation,

is as great as that of Egypt and subject to ha variety and uncer-

tainty', the waters being regular in their return, departure and quan-

tity, beginning to rise about the latter end of April and to subside

early in September. The breath of the swell varies according to the

nature of the country, through which the river paaca ; in general, I

believe, it is fdt at least five miles from the banka on either side,

and in many parts much more particularly in the delta, where the

land is Sat and the intersections of the stream many and in Scwistan

likewise where the country is of the same d&cripLion and the waters

courted and retained by more industry and art than is practised in

any other parts. Three pans of the country’ of Sind, which lie out

of the reach of the benefits of the inundation, depend for their fer-

tility upon the hmomen which is as precarious aa the river is con

slant.

“ In tl*e part* far removed from the river, grain is less cultivated,

but they produce a very superior kind of grass and various herbage

foT the pasture of hones, camels and homed cattle, of which laiter

the number is «o great that the poorest people possess enough for the

support of themselves and families ;
but In years of drought which

often oxur two to three in success;or, the mortality amongst these

animals is very great and the distress of the lewer part of the in-

habitants proportionately severe. ' (Journal of the Sind Historical

Society. Vol. I, Pt. 2. pp. 42-43).

Failure of Crops and Famine.

Whatever may be the value and truth of the above statement,

the very' fact that Sir*! docs Dot depend upon raira but on irrigation

for it* crops, shows that it h the least likely province in India to

suffer from famine.

There are. however, certain parts of Sind, viz., the Kohistan area

and the Thai Paikar Desert which cannot be irrigated by any mean?
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and which suffer from scarcity of food and water occasionally. The

famine of 1899 1900 waa the worst Sinai tl«m, the seasons of 1911-12.

1915-1G, 1918-19 have been marked by failure of rams anil crops

especially in the Daeit Even in the irrigated parts of Sind, there

are dangers of floods and short periods of inundations of the river.

Ptt-Banote (nopess of Cultivation.

Lt Fife has shown in a report that the total cultivation on

canals, wells, flood, etc., in 1853-54 w» 9,97,903 acres. Nothing

definite is recorded for other years but the average annual inrome on

which revenue was collected was Rs 14.CO.O(X) for the period 1853-54

to I8S3-6C and Rs 15.CO.OOO for the period 1863-64 to 1873-74.

!Completion Report of the Lloyd Barrage. 1934, VoL I, p. 4).

Later still there were fluctuations in irrigated lands and crops. Fo:

som: later years, definite figures are available

-trio In UiOuttuUt «/ arts.

Year

Net Ciop

Area

Area

irrigated

by canals

Percertafe of canal

irritated area to

net crapped

area

185-86 1,470 1,238 84.2

1895-95 2,655 2.IXO 75.7

1931-5 3.357 2.BC8 83.5

1915-ia 3251 2&S 93-2

1925-20 3,946 2&Q 72.0

Thus die *xial variations definitely affected the areas of irri

gated lands and of crops during all these decades.

Irrigation and cultivation in the whole of Sind before the Bar-

rage were as follow* (1924-25)

<4rro in ihomand} el ants.

Percentage of irri-

Wif net. Net crapped

Aren

Irrigated Area gated area to

net cropped

area.

1. Karachi 408 334 81.9

2. Hyderabad 663 663 100.0

3. Thar Pnr«r 964 391 40.6

4. Navabdial 532 484 909
5. Larkana m S®5 725
6. Sukkur 514 296 576
7. Upper Sind 536 533 99.4

Frontier

4.4M 3,286 743

The best districts were Hyderabad and Upper Sind Frontier,

where irrigatiee was more or lw» perfect, while the poorest resultB
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were in Thar Paikar, where there wag practically no irrigation by

inundation.

(G. R. Ambetar—" The Crops of Sind” 1928. pp. 26 & 30.)

Pre-Btprage Crop conditions.

How crops In Sind suffered before the Lloyd Barrage vra* esta-

blished, can be sxnewhat gauged from the following summary pre-

pared from the Statistical Atlas of the Bombay Presidency (3rd

Edition 1925). Not only heavy rains and floods. but deficient

inundation, absence of every occasional shower or rain, and failure

of bill torrents affected the condition of agriculture now and then.

tv—

N
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Year. !Conditions oi Inundation.
j

Condition of Crocs. Remarks.

1913-14 Heavy rainfall in k>W| Irvxcts and adverse Rainfall

ly-ne tracts. Breaches

and fleedi in Larkans.

Hyderabad, Karachi

Vain* destroyed ao(*

in US.F. Finn in Suk-

kur

heavy

1914-15 High inundation and nb

undint rainfall. Brea-

dies and Floods dam-

aged Khaxi! Croft).

Hill lorroiU in Lar-

tana

Adverse winds and in-

sects dearoynrl crop*,

m U-S.F.

Hill
5j 1-oooai etc, in U.S.F.

and N'awabdudi

Rainfall

atanty

fii a ,
RVods in Larkana. Na- l-'rcot damaged crop in Rainfall

wdrthah, Hyderabad,

Karachi

Larkana heavy

1917-28 Heavy floods Heavy and untimely

rains In Thar Psrkar

destroyed Bajri crops

1918-19 Low inundation ImvcU etc., in U.S.F. Rainfall

scanty

1919-20 Excetalve ram and floodi ,Fn»t damaged crop in Rainfall

Karachi. Hyderabad.

Larkana

US.F. and Larioma

1920-21 L'nfivourabk inundation nrrvsa etc, in Hydera-

bad and Karachi

Rninfall

inadequate

1921-22 Belated nit ot the river.

Floods in Karada and

larkana

InKCts etc. in Thar

Paikar, NawaMiah
and Hyderabad

N

1922-23

j

Fl^yis in I jrkatra, Want ot grain in Thar

Parkar
*

Thus canal cultivaticci in Smd fluctuated from year to year and

from season to season, as the following data for nearly half a century

show

(In lakhs of acres)

Yrur. Kharif R»bi Total Jaair Total

1373-74 11-96 2-23 1*19 Included
in Kharif

1*19

1874-75 1221 3-73 1597 & Rabt 1597

1875-76 1139 2*51 1390
"7

1581
1676-77 32-91 419 17-10 136 1546
1877-78 10-94 ZCQ 12-98 1-23 1*19
1878-79 13-33 552 1585 131 2518
1879 M 11-15 228 1^43 1-U 1*54
1883-6: 11-73 1-56 13-23 1-64 1*93
1881-8? 12-60 1-59 1419 1-83 1602
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Year. K'aarif Total J^gir Total

1852-63 12-82 1 2-26 150G 1-65 16-73

180-8* 11-97 1-65 is-a> 1-79 15*41

188*-® 1354 2-32 15-86 1-97 17-83

18S6-86 1280 2-44 15-33 2*07 17-40

1886-87 14-08 1-86 15** 2*21 13-15

1887-88 1438 2-15 16o3 216 1371
1888-* 1649 2-39 ias3 2*31 21*19

1899-* 1722 3-88 2110 200 23*50

1810-91 1597 3-58 19*55 248 22*03

1891-92 1514 436 1*50 2-16 21-66

1892-93 1633 535 21*68 2-31 23W
1893-94 1668 472 21-40 §46 23-86

lfcrt-95 1621 7-72 23*33 2-43 26-36

1K6-96 1522 3-19 15-41 2,56 2l>97

1896-97 1579 385 22-U 2-63 24-97

1W7-98 19-95 5-33 25-25 2*81 2&06
189S-W 1503 3-73 21-76 2-W 24-56

1886-1900 19-45 342 2297 2-32 2560
1900-01 21-68 54$ 2713 3-31 3044
1901-02 19-83 526 249 23^6
19/2-03 1*39 3-85 23-24 302 2626
1903-04 2198 611 28^» 3^3 31-52

1404-05 2090 524 2^14 310 2024
1905-06 23® 631 SO-ll Bvn
l&»tt-07 23-77 785 31-62 I -- m 34*88

1907-08 2082 <81 25-16 27-72

1906-09 23-61 6® 30-29 316 3345
1209-10 21-61 483 2644 2-63 29-27

1910-11 2287 545 2532 2*5 31-32

1911-12 214(2 393 25<0 2-53 27-33

1912-1.3 2334 »-IO 2774 2495

1913-14
1474-15

2358
2342

5-12

1&2 SS
2-77

315
31-17

33-d
1915-16 21-31 &ai

I?-
51 2*1 5932

1916-17 26-29 5® 31-15 3-13 34-28

1917-18 2183 7-16 »«* 31®
1918-19 1885 *84 2219 KB 24-17

1919-20 23<8 588 2596 259 31®
1920-21 22-21 306 2>2* 2-37 27-63

1921-22 2096 587 2683 256 2639
1922-23 22-75 656 2931 2ftt 32-25

1923 2S 22-53 519 27-72 28b 30-9)

1924-25 23® 635 3620 2^G 33-12

1925-26 23-16 890 27-15 283 269B
1926-27 2392 587 28® 2*03 31-57

1927-28 23-16 4-02 27-18 2*56 29-73

1028-29 2395 507 2902 2® 31-71

1029-30 258) 5-29 3069 2-73 33-62

1930-31 2367 618 29® 2-62 32-47

1831-32 2206 598 2502 2*58 306)

(Cecpletlon Repin of the Lloyd Barrage etc. 1S©4. VoL I. pp. 4-6).

Prospeetr under the Lloyd B/xrragc

Agriculture after the ccenplction of the Barrage canals system is

expected to be more widespread and intensive. The old basis of agri-
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culture in Sind, namely. “Sind Fallow ” will practically disappear.

On the ldt bank ol the Indus the country side will be converted from

an essentially Kbarif tract into an wscntialy Rabi tract The crop-

ping intensity will be more than doubled, thus making manure or

its equivalent a sret* qua non of Sind agriculture. A steady supply

of water thnxjghoui th- year at the rate o: one aisec per 370 acres

of land will te provided to the agriculturists to enable them to grow

100 acres of Kharif and 20D acres of Rabi crops, kaving 70 acres

fallow every year. It is designed that the increase in the intently

of Rabi cre*w from the present 7 per cent to the final 54% will be

gradual within twenty to thirty years after the opening of the Barrage

canals.

(Agriculture in Sind under the Barrage canals system. Born.

Deportment of Agriculture; Jan. 1929 p. 42)

Barrage Improvements.

As soon as the Barrage was opened on I3»h Jan. 1932, and the

seven perennial canals began to operate, the conditions (Irrigation

Administration—Report 1932-33, Pi. II, Sind, pp. 4-5) unproved

considerably. The irrigated area included parts of the Upper Suxl

Frontier Province, Sukkur. Larkana ar.d Dadu districts, Xus!rated

Tahail (in Baluchistan) on the right Bark and three of Nawabshah

and Thar Parkar and Hyderabad distorts, as well as the Khairpur

State.

The total area commanded by the Barrage in the British terri-

tory is 7.4C6.000 acres
;
as of this 5,042,000 acres are expected to be

cultivated when the Barrage and its canal system are fully devdcgied

and as the area cultivated within the Barrage Zone before live

Barrage was 2,007,00) acres, the increase should be 3,006,000 acre.

The progress for the first year’s working ( Irrigation Administra-

tion Report* 1931-32 and 1932-33.) of the Barrage b shown as

under

Acre* of cultivation Acres ol oilcivatian Increase or Decree-*
1931-32 1332-33

Khsrif season 2,408.«W 2.47&2S9 + 69.685
Rabi Man 6S1.447. 1.018940 +367.493

Total .. 3,060051. 3,497,229 +437.178

The result of the second year is also very satlsfctrtory ( Irrigation

Administration Reports 1932-33 and 1933-34)
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Aara ot cultlvnriwi

1932-JO

Acre- of eultivalkm

1933-34

Inezesse

Kharif 2,478,289 2,469.635 — 8*653

RaW 1,018,MO 1,848813 4*829,873

ToiaJ 3.497,229 4,318.449 4 821.220

Non-Borage Area.

While roch Is Hie h»ppv stale of affairs within the Barrage

Zone, pans of Upper Sind and Lower Sind Lie outside the Barrage

Zone and its influence, and therefore, they are now undergoing hard-

ships. As the inundation is at times poo: and low and the river

as usual rises late in June and falls as early as in September, the

crops in Lower Sind arc especially affected. The damages due to

floods are al» great. The following systems of irrigation works are

in this area :

—

Lists of irrigation systems in non-Bvioge Zone.

I—North of tke Barrage Zone.

1. Desert canal
; 2. Uner wah ; 3. Begri canal ; 4. Sukxur canal

;

5. Canal* in Rohri Tfliuka ; 6. Sind canal ; 7. Kajib canal ; 8. Chitti

canal ; 9. Car,-mg canal ; 10 Ka^hroorc Bund ; 11. Bunds in Rohri

Taluka ;
12- Sukkur Be*ari Bund

;
13. Kasimpur Bund ; 14. Flood

diversion ; 15. Naich Bund.

IL —Soafft of the Borraie Zone

1. Canals from right bank of Indus in Karachi canals
; 2. Canals

from left bank of Indus m Karachi Canal* ; 3. Pmyari canal ; 4.

Baghar canal
; 5. Sattah canal

;
6. Sarfarax canal ; 7 Kari Suwali

;

8. Nssiwah : 9. Fuleli canal ; 10. Other canals in Fuleli division
; 11.

Nahi wah ; 12. Kaln canal
;
13- Hasaanali canal ; 14. Aral canal

;

15. Canals noith of Kotri
;
16. Bunds in Karachi canals division.

It rau3t be ncCed that as a result of the very unsatisfactory

condhiori3 in non-Barrage areas, there is movement of population

into the Barrage area.

Precautions for the Non-Barrage Lands.

Government have, therefore, taken precautions for all the non-

Barrage land*

Upper Bind.

There will be remodelling of the existing canals and extensor

of facilities foe irrigation in the "desert” (Pat) arm will be made.

Canals, such as the Desert, the Unarwah and the Began will be
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flowing and irrigable lands under their command fully supplied with

water. On the left also, there will be improvement and greater d»
frilxiticn of water supply. The Ghotki canal project ia a part of the

Barrage Scheme.

Lover Sind.

Aa this area ss in danger of losing a great deal of its water

supply, especially at the critical period of the Kharlf season. Gov-

ernment have given awturar.ee of special precautions and arrange-

merits made for the area

1.
" Straightening of the old tortuous inundation canals.

2. Taking new branches and distributaries

3. Controlling draw-off and equalisation of distribution of sup-

plies at a higher level.” (Sir.d and The Lloyd Barrage. 5th Ed., 1933.

P 14.)

On the Fuleli itself, the estimated co« of improvement is 113#
cror« ol rupees.

The Karachi Canal Division is also to be improved. It ha3

been suggested that a supplementary Barrage at Koiri or .Fhcruck

would solve the difficulties of Lower Sind once and for all. It is feared

however, that it may net be a financial wioito. Had this scheme been

lakm up, along with the Lloyd Barrage scheme, it would have been

done cheaper, as all the machinery etc., would have hem utilised for it.

Re-distribution oj Crops under Ike new regime.

The new system of perennial irrigation in the Barrage area ha9
caused a certain amount of redistribution of crops and their im-

provement by the Agricultural Department.

(1) Cation.

It is mainly a dry regixi money crop and grows very well in

some parts o: Sind. The tc:I being not only sandy but silty and
also deep, irrigation water runs erff easily and the air needed for

its growth can enter the inner layers. The cotton h) the best grown
in India now.

In 1933-3*, Khaiif cotton was cultivated on 4.86,000 acres

against the average of 3,15500 acres of the previous ten years.

The area may expand to 1,00),OCX) acres, spreading over tbe

following districts Dadu district. fKharif) in which cotton was
non-existent before tbs Barrage and Thar Parka: district (Kharif)

(Annual Report of the Dept, of Agriculture in Sind. 1933-34. p. 7-8).

More and more of other crops, such as rice, are replaced by cotton

within the Barrage Zone.
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On tl»c right bank oi the Indus alone the growth ol cotton is

remarkable.

Year Area aeder cultivation

1931-32 25 acres

1932-33 150 „
1933-34 1501

1934-35 40»
1935-36 1GOCO

< W. J. Jmkins—Sind Agriculture “ Daily Gazette " 6 Dec 1935)

The following varieties ol cotton are grown in Siixl

1. -bind Deshi—Whitest and roughest variety—f staple—

chiefly grown in the Khairpur State. Used for surgical bandages

etc., and is suitable lor mixing with wool.

The Deshi variety here is capable of resisting severe climatic

condition*. It is sown late in June and cropped early. The improved

Sind Dcsi, 27 W. N, evolved by the Agricultural Department now

i* the standard Dot crops

2. Sind American—Meet popular variety is 4 F. 98. grown

in Thar Parkar. Hyderabad and Nawabshah districts. The growth

in Thar Parkar alone was 1.93.E03 acrca cut of 7,03,290 acres in

1934-35. Staple* W «/»** (4F 98) and spins 34 warps. Is creamy

white and softish and gives a high yield

N. B. This is the roost suitable type for cotton cultivation in the

new oottnn areas on the Indus right bank (Bombay Ccttco

.Annual, 1934-35, P 226.)

Another vari«y b 288 F. 1. It has the longest staple 1V»
and spins 40 wane, has a ginning percentage of 30. resists red leaf

disease, jaasid attacks and seasonal variation*, is practically suitable

for extension on the Left Bank area and is now termed Sind Sudkia

(Karachi Cotton Annual, 1934-35. p. 14.)

3. Imported Egyptian and Sea island cottons.

These arc acclimatised in Sind and staples vary from Hi" to

1M” and are suitable for spinning 50 to 80 warps. They grow wdl

in East Sind, but are susceptible to white ant attacks. " They require

better cultivation than Sind American or Desi Cotton and should be

grown on the b«t portion of the area to be put under cotton " (Kara

chi Cotton Annual, 1934-35, p.14.)

(2 ) Wheat

Wheat will be by far, the most important Rabi crop (flooding

the fields in October and sowing in November-December) and will

be spread over a total area of two million acres. As it is mainly

a winter crop, it can be grown in irrigated areas, where rice is grown
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in summer, the soil factor brine common. The inerrase is cm the

right hank especially ; during the year 1933-34 R#bi wheat was

cultivated to the extent of 1,188,000 acres against the average of

the last 10 years of 487,003 acres only. The chief improvement is

in the ndd per acre.

The chief wheat areas are

Upper Sind Frontier, Sukkur, Khairput State. Nawatehah,

Hyderabad and parts of Thar Parka: districts.

The following are the varieties C. Ph. 47 (Phandani). A. T.

38 (Thoree) G. S. 26 (Bcojri) ’Pusa' 12,114 and 80’5. Punjab

8 A and Punjab 11, Manitoba 1, Bina (N.W.F.), Puaa 114. As the

prices of wheat fall, the tanptatkn of fanners is to grow cotton

instead.

(3) Rkt.

Rice grows well b the tracts of N. Sind (Rice canal area), es-

pecially in the l--.il.aaa district and the yield per acre is ala: in-

creased. Water i* plentiful here, the hill-torrents often wetting

the soil, which is sufficiently sandy. The rice canals flow for some

six months and superior rice is now grown- Other rice areas are :—

The delta, (good for red rice), and Began canal area.

(4) Millet

This includes Juwar and Bajri, which thrive with little moisture

and are the staple food of the ptejile in the drier parts. The range of

varieties is great.

(5) Other Crop*.

Oil seeds and pulses—a* alternative money crops to cotton.

(Kharif season) and Bajri, sugar-cane, potatoes, onions, tobacco as

Rabi crops.

Soya (Manchurian) beans and Reis«n, a leguminous crop

from Egypt help to reclaim Kalar lands and to add to the fertility

of the soil and improve its texture—also a valuable fodder for pota-

toes and onions.

If the farmers take advantage of the early Irrigation supply

now available b brth the seasons, there would be still more im-

provement in the crops and in the maturing of corn. (Annual Re-

port of the Department of Agriculture in Sind, 1933-34, p. 35.)
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Pte-Barragt ond Post-Barrage Comparison

Acia o} cultivation in i«« u>&of« of Siati

((deluding tbc Khairpur State)
/

Crop 193132 1832-33 1933-31 1934 35

What 367.703 778*560 1.144337 989.357

Cccun 283,266 344,112 51930 619.319

Rice 1,089,497 1.090,681 1^99,447 UOtUO
Juari 463.518 465,876 375,120 352.101

Bsjii 435314 476,80? 361.763 29CQ98

Othtr crop) including

pulre*

603.156 580054 611.986 545,493

CXI Sail 185387 187342 174.474 127.698

Total of il crop)

! Khali f and Rabi)

3.061.724 3,935,139 4.318,449 4.0(0573

(Irrigation Administration Reports III P. W D. Bombay Gov-

eminent 1931-32. 1932-33. 1933-34, 1934-35.)

The slight set-back in the year 1934 35. in cimnectioii with

crops other than cotton, is due to the new condluom of Irrigation

and cultivation, insufficient inundation in nen-Barrage areas and

also trade conditions eg., for wheat in Europe and Egypt

More Post-Barrage Statistics

The following statistical tables 3how how crops are now in-

creasing enormously in both the seasons

:

iv—

o
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Latest Statistics

The summary table (given below) of the area under the various

irrigated cropi in 1934-35 has been obtained for the whole of Sind,

district by dstrict. Three haw been published by the Department

of Agriculture with a view to place all agricultural statistical work

-dating to Sind cn a much more adequate footing than in the past

for the sake of commercial bedies, private firms etc, and also for

crop forecasting in future years after the Barrage. Some of the

figures do not tally with those published by the Irrigation Depart-

ment. and it is difficult to say which are more accurate.

Compared to the Barrage expectations given on page 34, these

figure* are amazingly satisfactory. An average of about ten years'

progress after the opening of the Barrage would only slm' whether

this progress is going to be steady and the fertility of the land » to

be maintained for all times. So far the cotton and wheat crop* have

increased to 4005s and 2CO% respectively. In 1935-36 oaUcn has

increased to 699,000 acres and there is a tendency to concentrate cm

this commodity even at the cost of wheat and other food crope in

the whole province and on both the banks of the river Indus.

Problem of Soil Jeitilily . etc.

Now that the question of perennial irrigation has been satis-

factorily solved for Sind, other problems arise. Among these the

problem of soil fertility is the meet important. Under the old system

of inundation, the fertility of the soil was regularly maintained by

letting fields lie 1a!lcw. » noticed above. The waters carried much

silt, which also helped the fertility of tl* soil under cultivation. Both

arc net possible now. The dividing walls on the up-stream side of

the Barrage prevent much silt from pasting downstream The agri-

cultural department has, therefore, strewed the necessity of adopting

the system of “ fertility
" crop rotation*, to enable the soil to retain

its fertility, as crops of wheat and cotton exhaust the *oil. Also,

mixoi farming is developed and restorative crop* or green manure,

such as Beraeem, Guar, groundnuts and pulses are grown in the fourth

year rotation area and arc ploughed under manure on maturity.

Light or hungry soils are treated with compost manufacture of

manure, and lastly chemical and manurial corrective; are tried, tie.,

calcium chloride, calcium or ammonium sulphate, superphosphates

and organic manure.

Reclamation of Kolar Lands

In die reclamation of Kalar lands, leaching has also proved

successful. The lands are leached with heavy doses of irrigation
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water. which would carry away all the injurious salts into the deeper

layers ol sod. The process consists in a judicious concentration of

Ibe irrigation water for leaching or washing purposes and the sutee-

quent cropping of the areas thus leached with a suitable system of

crop rotation.

Such Kalar lands are to be cropped, " under a system of rota-

tion, which include* high percentage of crops known to be resistant

to Kalar and which have a beneficial effect co the phjsical texture

of the soil and on the maintenance of dressings of certain chemical

substances to the Kalar land with the object of improving its physical

texture and thus increasing the rate of percolation and facilitating

the washing out of injurious salts or of neutralising and offsetting

the effects of such injurious salts on plant growth." (Sind and the

Lloyd Barrage. 5th Ed., 1933, p. 53. >

But the greatest success in this connection has attended ‘the

adoption of combination of mechanical and agronomic methods or

reclamation as practised on the Sakrand Salt Land systems." (Annual

Report of the Dept of Agriculture in Sind. 1933-34.)

Attempts are also made to prevent OMiditior* which give rise

to Kalar formation in fertile tracts, such as unlftvdled lands, badly

constructed bunds and water courts, excessive flooding of cultivated

or waste areas, etc.

HortieultuTi.

A new line of horticulture has been inaugurated in the Govem-

mau Farm at Mirpcikhas. after the Barrage, in the form of fruit

orchards and vegetable gardens The possibilities of Irult growing

on a large scale in Sind are great. The geographical situation of

Sind as has been noticed in Section I, allows the cultivation of fruits,

aich as dates, bananas, oranges, pomegranates, figs, mulberry, melons,

chikoo. mango, etc

Fruit growing has its best chances under perennial irrigation.

Given the nccwwty protection from hot winds, close periods and

cold winds, fruits grow very
- wdL especially grape* thrive in Sind.

They are the test produced in India, as the conditions are ideal

:

( 1 ) deep alluvial toil fo: the roots to suck moisture, (2) very little

rain. (3) very few pests The following are types of fruits already

grown :

—
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KikJ of

Grape* • • • •

Mango • • • •

Date

Guava
Orange

Pomegranate

Pbatain

Fig

Mufljeny • - * •

Of these mango tree* occupy

R. AmbeJtar—1" The Crops of SLi>

Lotalllia.

Karachi. ‘Hyderabad, Sukkur

Kaiachl, Hyderabad, Sukkur, Lar-

khiUia.

Karachi, Sukkur. Laiktwna.

Karachi, Hyderabad, Thar.

Hyderabad. Sukkur, Nawabtbah.

Sukkur. Hyderabad, Karachi.

Karachi. Sukkur. Hyderabad. Thar.

Hyderabad

Upper Sad.

[he largo* ana of cultivation (G.

Bombay, 1928. pp. 89-100).

Dry Crops.

Dry crops are also now possible within the Barrage Zone o(

irrigation. (Uidc Agriculture in Sind, 1933-34).

Companion with /hi Punjab.

Sind. Punjab.

1. Soil—Lata nnd le« light lower Stiff and compart and lea aalty.

down and impregnated with all.

2. Gradient 9" per mile (nrerajc). 12' par mile {average).

3. Liit lyKcrns of irrigation in win- AioMt all cana’s flowing during the

ter. year.

4. Embankmtnts to prevent flood*
;

No embankments : floods arc we!-

no< nuch river training. come. Elaborate rive training

wnria.

5. Problem of water-logging acute. Water-logging 1*8* trocbleame.

IV—SuM.vtAKY and Conclusion

Sind affords an excellent example of the geographical control of

the land on its natural vegetation ami animal life Man hat also played

his pent worthily m the region from times immemorial, witness

Mohenjo Dato, its mainstay being agriculture by naans of irrigation

throughout. But for the Indus waters, the land would have formed

part o! the Thar daert. Though dependent largely nn tire rich and

varied drift soil, natural vegetation in Sind has been influenced net

only’ by its climate, which is the driest and hottest in India, but also

by its position on the globe as the border!and of the tropical and tlx

extra-tropical zones. Tropical fruits. Hewers and grains grow well

in Rimma, while extra-tropical grains and vegetables and trees thrive

well in the bracing season of winter. There :s a large number of

species of plants not commonly met with in other parts of India,
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but having affinity with these growing in Arabia. Iran, Nubia and

Eurui*. This affinity oi Sind with the other centres indicates that

what grows in them can be easily cultivated in Sind.

Six vegetation bits, including the riverain forests along the bank

ol the Indus and the E. Nara, swamps in the delta, scrubland in

parts of the Desert province and steppe land in KcMsttn, have been

noticed and mapped by the author. Among the several varieties of

plants arc noted many medicinal cr.es, used by native physicians for

cming diseases.

The system of irrigation in this dry regkxi ia perhaps the most

ancient in India. What the province has lost by way of rainfall,

it has luckily gained by the annual inundations of the Indus, which

is the very life of the land. This river is well-known for its vagaries

and has caused havoc as well, in many parts of Sind. Its foods

arc proverbial and yet Sind has become, to-day, one of the largest

canalissd lands in the world through the Lloyd (Sukkur) Barrage,

which was opened early in 1932. Before this date, irrigation was

irregular, unsteady and eIso imperfect, there bang many drawbacks

and difficulties. The British have been very' succostul in their r.u

moons schemes In the region. What with the many improvements,

new works and projects, scientific appliances and, last of all. aie of

the moat remarkable irrigation rehem« In the world, the Barrage,

the progress of irrigation of Sind under the British has teen steady

from the very beginning and wry rapid in recent years. The river-

trainmg works, such as the coMtonetion of bunds, arc also introduced

ride by side with canal work*, until by 1935, almost the whole length

of the river banks on both sides was protected by bunds and 5,011

miles of main canal works with 706 miles of branches, awing over

25 crorcs of rupees were constructed.—and all this from a river that

runs through only about 300 miles of Sind. The Kohri Canal alone

is 2C6 miles long. With the caning of the Barrage, irrigation has

become perennial, and especially in the Rato icawn agriculture has

grown rapidly. In certain directkeis the expectations for the 30 years

forecast have bcoi reached within the past 4-5 years ; e g, cotton

and wheat crops are more than doubled as in the Khairpur State.

Cotton has come out to be the brat in India and is replacing otha

crops of less value. On the right bank alone, the cotton crops have

already been increased to 16.0CO acres of land under cultivation.

Precaution* have been duly taken for lands situated outside the

Barrage zone. While N. Sind has not and cannot be affected ad-

versely by the Barrage, except (or the vagaries of the river itself,

S. Sind has distinctly suffered for want of enough water in the

iv—

p
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Rabi 331900, and anolher Barrage fix Lower Sind Beans a possible

Bdulion of this problem. For the present at least there is fluctuation

of population on this account. Communications are very defective

in the whole of Sind and unless these ko-p pace with the growth of

irrigation and cultivation, the best fruits of the Barrage will not be

achieved. There arc only a few trunk road» and canal paths and

fewer railway), though Karachi is on the high way of Asian trade

routes and air routes. (See Map. Plate V.)

Progress at Sakrand and other research stations has teen rapid

in the directions of redarnatico of Kalar lands by leaching etc., soil

fertility, rotation of crop* etc. Horticulture is another new line

of culture in Sind and, all round, the province has been immensely

benefited by the Barrage. It ia left to economists and others now

lo find outlets for whatever is grown in excess in the Province.

The author is indebted to the Public Works and Agriculture

Departments ol Sind and the Xhairpur State for facilities afforded

to him for collecting the necessary data from published and unpub

levied records and to Professor E. P. R. Taylor and Dr. A M.

Mathews o: the University ol Laidan for their guidance. His thanks

are also due to the University of Bombay for a Research Grant award-

ed by it in connection with hr* Survey of Sind in 1933-3-t.

MANF.CJC B. PlTHAWALLA.

Dettr/plion of Plain, tic., accompenyiat

“ NATURAL VEGETATION. IRRIGATION AND
AGRICULTURE”

FLATS L

Map of Sind showing : Thermal Springs ; Hill Range* and Water.Chats-

oeit ;
Manchar-Aral Drainage System ;

the Indus and the Barrage System.

PLATE II.

Map ol Sind showing : Natural Region* and Vegetation Zemea.

PLATE UI.

Map of Sind showing Kbarif Cultivation.

PLATE IV.

Map ol Said showing Rabi Cultivation

PLATE V.

Map of Sind showing Craicranicalion* : .Air .-mile-. Existing railways

;
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PLATE VI.

L Minimum Yearly Readings (1902-1930).
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INCREASING RETURNS AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE

L

There have been two branches of economic theory in which

noteworthy developments have taken place in recent time
; one.

the theory of international trade and the other the theory of

imperfect armpetition It ts natural to expect that when them two

are correlated new light will ba thrown on the theoretical at well

as the practical aspects of taritT-maidng. Economists have often

wondered at the remarkable unanimity with which free trade has

been accepted in theory at the best way of utilising the difference*

in factoc-eouipmeni between countries while protedicobm often of

a very rigorous type has been Mowed in practice over a large part

of the globe. May it not be tliat after all the traditional manner

of envisaging the problem is responsible for this curious disparity ?

Troubled with this thought the eccmsnusa hare often tried to see

if their assumptions ate not perhaps too unrealistic. The classical

theory based on the law of comparative ccWs has therefore been sub-

jected to considerable criticism. As a result the classical statement

of the theory framed in rams of real costs and based on the assump-

tion of a single, homogeneous factoc of production has been re-for-

mulated in terms of opportunity ccets
;
the assumption of constant

coats has been given up aid allowance is made for imperfect mobility

of factors within the same region and some mobility even as between

regions As toon a? capitalistic production is assumed, the relevant

hypothesis to take is that of increasing con* with increasing cutput-

This in fact is a very simple procedure. It enables us to explain

not merely which country will specialise in which particular com-

modity
;
it indicates the exact limit at which such specialisation will

cease to be profitable. Clearly, there is no need any longer for each

oxinriy to specialise completely in tlse commodity for export. A
country may meet its demand partly by home production and partly

by imports. All this is dear and well known.

1. For international trade, reference may be made to Ofclln :
' Inter-

rrgicoal and International Trade,' Haberier :
‘ Theory of International

Trade,' Whale :
‘ Interna tionsl Trad-.' Hartod :

’ International Economics'

For irnpsrlect competition »* have Joan Robinson's ' Economics of Imper-

fect Cccapetit an." Chamheilin's ‘The Theory of MonnpcJistic Cccnpe-

titica.' SuocelbnK's ' Mnifctfann and Gfekhgewidn ’ and the weH-Vnown
articles by writers like Harrcd, Shove, Sraifa, yncema and Hotelling.
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n.

But with the admission of increasing costs with increasing output,

the possibility of decreasing costs with increasnz output needs at coco

to bi faced. There arises an obvious necessity of formulating the con-

ditions of equilibrium in international trade utrier the assumption of

decreasing costs. And this problem has presented considerable diffi-

culty. Protean* Graham- for example, took the view that specialisation

along the lines of comparative advantage was not always desirable

;

that if a ocuntry having a comparative advantage in increasing costs

industries traded freely with another having a comparative advantage

in diminidiing costs Industries, then, specialRation would tod to

impoverish the former. And since, agriculture is mainly an in-

creasing coats industry and manufactures in general are Likely to be

wbject to diminishing costs, there is a care, he argued, for protection

not merely for Infant industries, but also for infant capitalism. It

is a view which would delight the heart of an Indian Protectionist

but since Professors Knight

1

and Vino* have critirised this argument

and have pointed out the fallacies in it, it is not necessary here to

go into it in detail. It is only necetKry to examine the theoretical

possibility of decreasing crests and to inquire regarding the conse-

quences thereof.

in.

The recent discussions about the Laws of Returns and specially

atxnit the possibility of competitive equilibrium with falling supply

price indicate clearly the veiy narrow scope for increasing returns

under perfect competition.4 Internal economies—the economics of

large scale production- -must obviously be ruled out Shove con-

tends that (he only kind of internal economies incompatible with

competitive equilibrium are the 'economies of concentration.’ while

the ' economics of large sole industry ’ and the ' economics of indi-

1. 'Some Aspects ot Pxcteaion further considered,’ Q J. K Feb.

1923
;

' The Theory of Intonations] Value* Re-aaauned.’ Q. J. E. Nov.

1923

2. 'Same Flilade* in the Interpretation of Sotial Cost.' Q. J. E.

Aug. 1921.

3. "The Doctrine ct Comparative Gsu,' Wdtwirtadmltliches Archiv,

OX 1932.

«_ The diaaaaioa began with Dr. Claphan’a complain', regarding

• Empty Economic Bows' in E. J, Sept. 1922 and Prof. Pigou'6 reply

to the same, E. J., Dec. 1922. The ramming up has been done in the

' Symposium ’ by Robetwn. Staffs and Shove, E. J, March 1100.
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viduai expansion ' may Kill be pwilivc at the paint of equilibrium.'

But his mention of the costs of transport and of marketing as ob-

stacles to a firm's growth and Mr. Robertsons picture of the demand

price ' rushing down the road traced out for it by diminishing utility

'

show that competitive conditions spoken of here are rot synonymous

with perfect competition. With a horizontal demand curve for each

producer, the firm is already of optimum size and the economies of

scale have nil been exhausted at the first point of competitive

equilibrium. The very hypothesis of perfect competition rules cut

costs of marketing—all tests, in fact, which aim at raising the demand

curve for the product.

1

Can we then throw the whole burden of increasing returns on

the possibility of external economies? These were invented by

Marshall to c«ape the necessity of a monopoly developing in any

industry encountering increase returns They are economies de-

pending Dot on the size of individual factories but some 'on the

aggregate volume of production of :hc kind in the neighbxirhocd ’ and

some on '
Ihr aggregate vcJurnc of production in the whole civilised

world ' Bui even external or ' external internal ’ economies have no

scope if we postulate perfect competition for the system o? industry

as a whole* To have diminishing cost with increasing output, we

must clearly hate some indivisibilities somewhere. Economies external

to one industry, as Knight argues, are bcund to be internal with

respect to somr other industry, and we 3te driven to ask the quest**)

what is an industry. It is, however, quite possible, without going

into this elusive methodological issue, to postulate pretax a.mj>etltlon

in the commodity market with imperfections in the factor market.

An increase in the number of firms in the cotton industry, for example,

induced by tbe development of foreign trade may then lead to the

better exploitation of indivsibilities in the machine-making industry.

This factor of production is now cheaper and the cost curves of all

1. "An industry may be In ojuilibrium even though the ellkiency

of the naousces it employs would be greater, if, exher things equal, its

aggregate volume o! cctpul were larger; and even though it is true of

ever/ particular Erca tliaB the efficiency of the resources it employs would

be greater, ii other things equal it increased its share m the eriving

voldiDf of output. —byiup^flium

2. Well may KJuglit observe :
" There dom seem to fcr a certain

Hegelian wif-cixiiiiylictuo in the idea of theoretically' pafcct competition

after all.” ' Risk. Uncertainty and Prefit ’, p. 193.

3. ' PrbripIlB.' pp. 285266.

4. The assumption of perfect cotnpetitioa for the system of industiy

as a whole 3 indeed wry unrealistic ; for. if we look at the whole machln-ry

of marketing and transport. oligopohOk aitnatimi™ to he unavoidable
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the cotton firms are consequently lowered. The increare in output

is brought about by an increase in the number o! films. The supply

cum is negatively inclined But it is clear that we are postulating

anything but perfect competition in the machine-making industry

;

for, otherwise, that industry could not have betn in equilibrium with

internal economies still remaining to be exploited.

Given a falling supply curve, die marginal cost ratx* in the two

countries diverge, instead of coming together, at a result of specialisa-

tion. The production opportunity curve is then concave. Whether

the country with falling costs will completely specialise in the com-

modity for export or net depends, as Mr. Unrt

1

has shown, on the

production opportunity curve of the other country and the conditions

of reciprocal demand.

It appears, therefore, that the effect of indivisibilities k to cause

a realignment of comparative ccets as usually understood and to

strengthen the tendency to specialisation. So king as exchange is

tassd <m the free choice of the contracting parties, it is bound to

result in added gain.* And this is seen at once tile moment we recog-

nise that costs are not just technical displacements but value resist-

ances,—alternative opportunities tacrificed

Ohlic mentions the lack of divisibility t>! factors as a special

cauas of interregional or international trade. Assuming, first, a num-

ber ol isolated regions, such that the relative prices of factors and

commodities are everywhere the same, he next brings them together

and concludes that indivisibilities will be the sole cause of trade in

this case It is not obvious how trade can at all start in the absence

of a disparity between relative prices. If there ia this disparity and

trade develop*, it k certain tliat the existence of indivisibOitits will

epen out further possibilities of profitable trade.

The phenomenon of increasing returns under competitive con

tfitians must, we conclude, be regarded as essentially dynamic It

is on this aspect of the problem that economists as as framers

of policy have to concentrate when dealing with the pioblem of pro-

tection. We may start with fixed factor supplies and certain definite

demand sdxdules within each country Differences in relative prices

open out possibilities of advantageous exchange between countries

Apart from the operation of external economies of the type noted

1.
• Cc« Conditions in Iateraatu»ial Trade

1

Economics. 1932.

2. Hit problem Is whether it accrues to the monopolists or to the

consumers. The phrase ' gain to th; country
1
is not at all precise.
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above, Ibere nay be gains due to socialisation in the dynamic sense.

The factor equipment in each country may get better adjusted to

iu work ;
potential indivisibilities implicit in a competitive situation

may now be exploited the increase in real income caused by trade

may alter—as it is very likely to alter—the elasticities of demand

for different products. The psychological impetus given by' the p^icy

of fostering certain industries cannot be ignored. The scope for the

play of such forces cannot easily be determined. The problem might

prove difficult to handle in practice, espedally because protection

may stimulate as well as cramp individual enterprise. With the

development of new tastes and new capacities, new commodities ap-

pear. division of labour and dianlegraticm of processes may be car-

ried further and we may have ’ increasing returns ’ in the Aliyn Young

tense—gains due to more roundabout precedes of production and

increasing specialisation in the fume. In this sane, we may speak

of a negatively inclined supply curve as ‘a record oi historical

events,’ not a ret of alternative possibilities at a given moment of

time Such a supply curve has not been used as an analytical instru-

ment bat there seesiw to be no reason why something could not be

made of it for purpose? of policy.

Such changes are not likely to proceed at the same velocity' in

different countries and therefore there wil! be a continual alteration

In the course of trade, through time. Economics, of course, knows no

precise way of comparing these heterogeneous aggregates. Only tome

conventional valuation i$ possible. But it is along these lines alone

that the greater prosperity of some axintiit* on account of specialisa-

tion can be explained. As Aliyn Young put? it, " Even with a sta-

tionary population and in the absence of new discoveries in pure ee

applied science, there arc no hmits to the process of expansion except

the limits beyond which demand is no: elastic and returns do not

increase." As in internal trade, so in international trade, the rate at

which one industry grows is conditioned by the rate at which other

industries stow and since the elasticities of demand and of supply-

will differ for different products, some industries will grow faster

than other?. While such an explanation is possible, the view that

the so-called progressive gairs from trade to a country arc due to

specialisation in diminishing cos! industries and an exchange of com-

modities produced under increasing cost must be dismissed as facile.

The problem of the gain from trade, it may be added, is not a mat-

ter merely of the terms of trade but also of the volume of trade and

nf the distribution of income consequent <xi the same.

1. Cf. KobhinTT ' Certain Aspoaa of the Theory of Comb,' K. J.
Marth 1«!4.
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V.

Apart from the* dynamic (tain;, indivisibilities arc essentially

associated with impede* competition. Hee. each firm is producing

at las than optimum capacity if profits aie to be ' normal Equili-

brium must be attained at a point at which costs arc still falling,

internal as well as external economies are now in order. In the actual

world we are concerned with competition which is more or less im-

perfect. Pure competition is juBt a logical construction. And the

conclusions as to free trade based on that analysis cannot lie applied

immediately to policy—a point not usually stlevied But the con-

cept of a supply curve under imperfect competition is much ten vague

to be of use. The same ' commodity ’ need no: sell at the same price

throughout the markec, if we can at all speak cl the tame commodity

in such a case. Not knowing how exactly to distinguish one com-

modity from another, we should be at a less to say what constitutes

an ‘ industry ’. As a amwquerce, we tant.x judge the significance

of the ebb and flow of resources from ceie line to another. It is

open to U8i however, to make simplifying Msumptiore such as Mrs
Robinson's and to ‘ tether the demand curves to the marginal revenue

curves •

; for, the Increase in the output of a particular source of

supply is associated not with the rise of the total demand cuive but

with the rise of the individual marginal revenue curve. To take e

simple case : Assuming two countries and two commodities, let us

try to 9ce the consequences of specialiraUon in the two countries. In

country E, let U3 say, the demand for commodity X lias increased

and that for Y haB decreased as a result of the opening up of foreign

trade. The monopalistic producers of X are now facing higher de-

mand curves. Their cost aims may also tar altered because rone

factors of production are Tclcascd from the contxacring industry.

Neglecting the change in coU curves and concentrating on demand

conditions, the impact effect of the rise in demand may or may not

be a rise in price because there is already surplus capacity. Up to a

point it is possible to have rising profits to the producers alcmg with

falling price to the consumers This situation would be stable if

entry into the ' industry ' fe to: free. But with free entry, the ulti-

mate result depends upon the way the demand curves fall back as

new producers appear. The new price will be lower than the old

one only if the demand cuive arc more elastic in the new situation.

Equilibrium with falling average coses docs not always mean a falling

supply price. The difficulty is obviously greater when wc admit

that cost curves and demand curves are rot independent. Wc have

then to axiaider how both these have to be redrawn. The simple

apparatus of independent demand and supply curves seems to break

tv—

q
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down at this wage. Ar.d the demand curves themselves are con-

jectural demand curves. It is therefore relevant to ask how busi-

nessmen will react to the opening up of a large market, how they will

clrange their expectation* and anticipation*. Once again, wc arc right

in the midst of dynamic analysis.

Briefly, then, the application of the theory of imperfect com-

petition to the problem of trade between countries raises issue* of far-

reaching import. It is these on which we have now to concentrate. With

the variety of cost and demand conditions for different producers

so charactcnstic of imperfect competition the effect of variation of

demand on supply price becomes far from obvious It is possible

that the contraction of output in an ' industry
' may make the new

demand curves for some producets more inelastic and may enable

them to offer a smaller output at a higher price in spite ol the fall

in demand. In m far as this happens, it is conceivable that the

opening up of international trade may lead to greater crcess capacity

being locked up on the whole. Only to the extent to which foreign

trade widens the range of compctiuot and flattens the demand curves

for the producers concerned dec* it an as a solvent of market im-

perfection. To that extent only does it tend to establish the optimum
size of firms.

J. J. An jap.!a



INDIAN SALT INDUSTRY : THE TRANSPORT PROBLEM

The Importance ol llie industry and its predominantly national

character has been recognized at all handi Salt constitutes an es-

sential element in the food suppiy not merdy of human beings but

of the animal and vegetable world as well
;
and being low in value

in proirortxui to its weight and built, the cost of transport forms the

large*-, single item in the total cost of production. Therefore, in the

present article it is proposed to study the organisation of salt

industry in India and the marketing of salt in relation to railway

freight.

TICE ORGANIZATION OP SAIT INDUSTRY

The centres of salt manufacture are scattered throughout the

wa-ccast of this country and a few inland pieces. In what follows,

we propose to review the more important sources and their area of

distribution in general and then past on to the discussion ol railway

freight charge as a mot* potent mdrumett of distribution.

COASTAL PACTOBSS : MADRAS

On the wa-ccaa of India salt factories are scattered right from

the coast of Malabar and Madras to Karachi. The Administration

Report records the existence of atwut 53 factories in the Presidency

of Madras covering an area of about 22 thousand acrc9. distributed

along the •i-a-brord of the East Coast district.

Diitribulicm :—The consumption and distribution of salt is of

special interest. This problem has two aspects. First wc study the

distribution of salt manufactured in the Presidency itself, and then,

ti»? question of imported salt The local salt ra distributed within

the Presidency and is thereafter transported to Mysore, Travancore,

Orissa, Central Provinces, Nizam's Dominions, Bengal and tn Ceylon

as well. Fomieily Madras salt was ate> exported to Straits Settle-

ments but since the Great War exports have ceased Of the quantity

of salt thus distributed, about 85% is consumed within the Presidency

itself and the remaining 15% is taken by other localities referred to

above. Excluding a district or two on the west coast, which are chiefly

supplied with imported salt, it can fie fairly said tliat the remaining

districts in the Madras Presidency aw mainly consumes of local salt.

The greater part of Mysore and a part of Nizam's Territories are
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alw supplied with the Madras salt, the actual quantity emsumed

adns about 1 lakh and 1.5 lakhs of maurids respectively. Tim actual

quantity of Madras salt supplied to C. P. has varied from a lakh

to two lakhs of maunda About ooe half of die quantity of silt

required for consumption in Orissa rs supplied from the factories m
the Ganjam district. Of the axisumers of Madras salt Travancorc

Territory is very important and ranks only second to Orissa, the

annual consumption being about 4 lakh* of maunds. The exports

of Madras sail by sea were at ooe time confined chiefly to Calcutta

and at limra small quantities were exported to Straits Settlements

as well, but both these markets were lot. especially the former, due

partly to higher freight charges and conditions of carriage
;
but

the main factor responsible for the elimination of Madias salt from

Cakuttn market was the dommant sway exercised in tho market by

the foreign imported salt, cheap and better in quality.

COMPETITION WITH BOMBVT SALT

Erasing the districts exi the East Ccost and the inland districts

of Madras and Trichincpoly, in the other dramas Bombay salt

comes into competition. Bombay salt supplies the whole of Malabar

and Kanara districts, more than two-thirds of the demand in

Bellary and Ananthpur and about one third of the tolal demand in

Kumool. Seme limited quantify is also despatched to other dis-

tricts of the Presidency like North Arcot, Chittoor. Cuddapah, Salem,

Coimbatore and Nilgiris. The ica'-on for thiB successful competition

of Bombay salt in these fairly di'lanl areas » attributed, inter alia,

to the greater lightness of Bombay salt as compared with the Madras

product and the practice of retail sale by measurement which induces

the tiacters to prefer lighter salt, notwithstanding ins inferior quality.

That this conpetiticci is being severely felt by the local manu-

facturers in the Presidency cannot be questioned. Mr. V. S.

Kayarohanam Pillai, manufacture: and owner of salt pans. Neeo

patam, in hi* representation to the Tariff Board, deplored the

advera: effects of the external competition and mated :

“ Larg«-

portions of Salem and Coimbatore districts and practically the whole

of the West. Coast are flooded with Bombay salt belonging to the

Government arid Madras salt h3s tart its legitimate aka in thow

parts. A sort of provincial autonomy is needed to protect those

parts."1 Apart from the nature of remedial measures lo be adopted, it

can hardly be gainsaid that this state of affairs needs be properly

regulated.

1. Vide Ike Sjtltm cni Prtttkt rtf Sab AdmiKulratum in l<uli*,
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SALT WORKS IN BOMBAY PRESIDENCY

In the Bombay Presidency there are numerous salt factories

(rattered alone thr sea coast, their actual number being 268, with a

total ana of 17,406 aero.’ The average production of the sea

salt-works is about 95 lakhs. Manufacture is primarily carried on

by private individuals workirg under the exche system. A part is

also manufactured by the Government directly at Dhansana. Khars-

ghxia and Udu. The Government works a: Kharaghcda and Udu

produce one claw of salt conunonlv known as Uaragara. and as at

present equipped are capable of producing 30 lakhs cl maunds of

salt. Salt is also manufactured in Dharangadhra State at Kudu

In Sind manufacture is centred a: Karachi. The manufacturers

are (i) Messrs Grox Limited, (ii) the Star Salt Works, (iii) the

Edulji Dinshaw Salt Works, <iv) The Government Salt Work*, arxl

(v) The Luxmi Salt Works. The other more important source In

the Presidency is the Okha Salt Works at Milhapur abexit 7 miles

south of Port Okha, in Ihe Okhamandal Sub-division of the Baroda

State. There are the mote Important alt works of the Presidency.

In what follows we propose to dismiss the production and distribu-

tion of Bombay Sea Salt excluding Sind and Okha This is so

because the latter two centres depend for their sales primarily on the

Calcutta market and therefore we shall take up these soutc« while

studying the supply of salt to Calcutta market at a later stage.

Distribution of Bomboy SoU The Government Salt Work* at

Khaiaghoda are more important and haw a well defined marketing

area. The markets of Baragara Salt extend from North Gujarat

to Central Provinces, Central India, Rajjxitana, Malwa and United

Provinces. In the Central Provinces it is consumed as far as Nagpur,

while in the United Provinces it is finding its way as far as Hathras.

Faizabad and Benares. Baragara salt teems to be more popular

outside the Presidency because the internal demand is only about

one-quarter of the total supply. United Provinces consume more of

this salt than the Bombay Presidency proper, tbxigh in the last

few years the tendency seems to have assumed a weaker tone. In

short, this salt is fairly well distributed and has indeed a very

extensive market

Bombay Sea Salt is consumed over a larger area than

any other salt in India, aB can lx seen from the figure* of distribution.

As regards the Presidency proper, it holds a dominant sway over the

different markets, for with the exception of the extreme south, where

it is met by importation* of Goa salt, it holds the field throughout

the whole of the Presidency and south of Baroda. Outside the

J. Tariff Beard; ’’rebmnerry Ktiienee. Vol., p 83.
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Presidency, it penetrates to the extreme limits of Central

Provinces where it is cocaimed side by side with Barbara salt It

is also despatched to Nizam’s Dominions, Malabar, Madras, Tra-

vancoie, Cochin and Mysore We had an occasion to refer to the

competition of Bombay salt with the Madras fait not merely in

markets outside the Madras Presidency but even in the Presidency

itself. There we pointed out the districts in which the competition

was mote intense aod these in which it was iess so.

NCSmiERN INDIA SOURCES

Having reviewed the metres on the sea-coast we shall next con-

sider the inland stwrccs of salt supply worked by the Northern

India Salt Revenue Department. The mote important of these

sources arc Sambhar, Pachbadia and Didwara in Rajputaoa and

Khcwra and Wartha in the Punjab Sail Range- The mines at

Kalabagh and Kohat quarries are relatively less important because

they supply the demand of the neighbouring localities only.

Sanbhm :—Sambhar salt Is manufactured by solar evaporation

from the Sambhar lake situated about 36 milts cast of Jaipur city

cei the borders of Jaipur and Jodhpur States. It is the joint pro-

perty of the Jaipur and Jtxlhpur Durbar and is leased from them by

the Bnt&h-Government. In quality Sambhar salt ranks very high.

It can letch a price not only outside the Calcutta market but even

in Calcutta itself, <xily if proper precautions are taken in its prepara-

tion for the market.' According to the Sat? Survey Committee, "
If

the output at Sambhar can be increas*!. and the coat to some extent

reduced, there should be no difficulty in extending the present

market." The problem before the Sambhar Works, therefore. Is

primarily one of cost and only secondarily of quality.

Cost depends upon the efficiency of production and the quantity

produced. The factors affecting efficiency cf production have been

discusitd in the preceding paragraph. As for the quantity of salt

produced we find that it has fluctuated in the past conaderably from

year to year, varying from 87 lakhs of raaunda in 1923-24 to 53

lakh* in 1924-25, 89 lakh* in 1925-26 and again 45 lakhs of maunds

in 1926-27. In 1929-30 the output was 57 lakhs of maunds. These

wide variations r.ot only affect the certainty of the conclusions based

upon them, but make any trireme for further development of the

works difficult and unreliable. Transport charges cs affecting the

cost of production of an article like salt, relatively lower in value to

its weight, are very important
; and it is indeed a relief to note that

the general transport arrangements at Sambhar are quite satisfactory.

1. Vide. Report of the Salt Survey Conimttee. p. 104.
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To qaolc an authority, " the general arrangements lor transport at

Sambhar are excellent, and in parts of the works, are not equalled

at any salt Works we have inspected."* Of the transport facilities

in general availed of by the Works, railways are my important be-

cause Sambhar, being an inland scorce railroad is the only mode

of transport utilized in marketing. Therefore, railway is of primary

interest to Sambhar as also to other inland sources.

The importance of railway freight is further augmented when

we recollect that Sambhar salt is carried by rail to distant centra

of caisumptxxi Therefore a general review of distribution is a

necessary preliminary of the detailed discussion to be taken up at a

later stage of cur study. From the distribution of Sambhar salt it

can be easily Been that salt ia widely consumed in Northern India.

It is popular in the Punjab, United Provinces and Rajputana. It gees

up to the North West Frontier Provinos and competes with the

local mine fait. In the Punjab it shares the market with the Punjab

mine salt It is also consumed in Central India where it comperes

with Pachbadra and Baragara salt from the Bombay Presidency.

Sambhar salt is also consumed in the Central Province though only

to a limited extent due to the competition of Pachtcdra, Baragara

and Konkan salt A limited arocunt of Sambhar salt is alM des-

patched to Bihar and Orissa. Therefore, it ia clear that Sambhar
wit has a very extensive market in which railway freight plays a

very important part.

Peckbad'o :—The Pa±badra salt source is situated in the

Jodhpur State on the Jodhpur Railway, about 60 miles south-west

of Jodhpur. It is teased from the Jodhpur Durbar and the annual

output varies considerably due to the nature of the pita. As for

the quality, the Tariff Board starts, "tbc salt is extremely white

in colour save when discoloured by aanfetane;, and if ciushed would

be suitable for the Calcutta market.”'

But Pachbadra seens to be giving way Wore the competition

of other sources. At one time Pachbadra fait was the staple product

throughout the greater part of Rajpotana. the whole of Central

India, the adjoining districts of the N.W.F. Provinces and the

Central Provinces. But today it scons to be keing ground because

of Its inability to compete against cheap Sambhar salt in Rajputana

and Baragara salt in Central India and the Central Provinces. Price

is the most important factor in competition. Efficient and increased

prediction would be the proper remedy to restore Pachbadra salt

to its proper place.

L See Ord Evidence before the Indian Tmifj Beard, Vol II

2. Vide Report, para 30.
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The Punjab Sail Mints The Punjab Salt Mins wmpnw the

Khewra mines in the Jhdum district, the Warcha Mines in the

Shahpur district and the Kalatxigh Quarries on the right bank of the

river Indus in the Bannu diUricL Knhtt quarries are situated in

the Kohat district, tnua-Indu*.

Khewra Mines :—The Khewra. which is the more important, is

the property ol Government and is worked by the Northern India

Salt Revenue Department- The annual output of salt at the mines

is about 30 lakhs of maunds. The quality of salt is good. The
Tariff Board remark "the salt is sold as it leaves the mine tn the

form of lumps of uneven size and generally of a reddish colour, we
have had samples of this salt crushed by hand and it appears that

the reddish colour disappears on crushing. According to the opinions

expressed to us by Calcutta dealers, tiie salt when crushed is in

every way suitable for the Calcutta marker."' The Salt Survey

Committee says, " crushed Khewra salt would rank almost as high

in Bengal in respect of price as do Uvapoot and Hamburg vacuum

sals"*

The distribution of Khewra salt is fairly extensive right from the

North West Frontier Provinces to Bengal. It shares the market

with Sambhar and Didwana in districts bordering on Rajputana,

holds the whole of the Punjab, disputes with Kohat about cue-fifth

of the N. W. Frontier Province and ia also exported to Kashmere.

To a limited extent it is also consumed m the United Provinces and

goes up to ever. Bombay and Saiga!. The Bihar market which

it scoured during and immediately after the war it has been able

to retain to some extent even to this day. This marktc ia far more
important than United Provinces and the limit is detennined by the

railway freight.

Warchn, Kalabagh and Kohat Mines are less important from

the standpoint of both production and distribution because their

markets are primarily local. Warcha salt a sold almost entirely in

the neighbouring diaries in the Punjab and the annual output of

the mines varies between five to six lakhs of naunds. Similarly,

the present production of Kalabagh Salt mires !s abcut •! lakh-; of

maunds and is consumed in the vicinity of the mines. Kohat
quarries have an output of nearly five lakhs of maunds. This salt

has a fixed marketing area in which the competition of other gait

source* is almost non existent. It ia consumed in the trans-Indus

districts of Peshawar, Kohat Bannu, Dm Ismailkhan and Dcra

1. Rtpoil, para. 31.

2. Rtpo<t. para. 1C8.
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Ghazikhan. It is likewise very extensively used in Afghanistan and

Afridi and Vfaziri country.

The foregoing details give us a general view of the organization

of salt manufacture in India proper. But to complete our study

it is necessary to review the organization of Aden salt industry as

well, because although gwgra^iically -*parate Adm it administra-

tively a pait of British India and as a supplier of tail to the Cafcutta

market, which is one of the problems to be studied by ui can be

racked with Karachi and Ofcha ports. The claim of the Aden salt

manufacturers to be dataed with the sal*, manufacturers in India

proper has fccen accepted after the rrcomnwulalioni of the Tariff

Board.1 Doubtless, in the rase of all these three sources railway

freight dc*s not play so important a part in marketing as K true

of the inland soirees and Baragara or Madia* salt, but it cannot be

denied that after the shipment is 1ended at Calcutta foe despatches

upcountry radway freight dees creep in. Besides, in our attempt to

eliminate the imports of foreign sail the contribution of there sources

is very valuable and affects the marketing arrangrmenu of other

sources as welL Therefore, in view of the limited scope which our

Kibjcct permits it will suttee to know the Quantity of nk exported

from Aden to India. We submit below the necessary figure*:

—

Name a( wokt Production Tent.
Export t<* India

1928-29, Teas

Aden Salt Weeks 125,0(0 112.750

Indo-Aden Walks 75,0(0

Hajerbhoy Salt Works 15,000 U.7*3

Little Adsi Salt Work* 15,000 15,8*5

GENERAL REVIEW OP RATES POLICY

Having studied the organization of alt industry we shall next

discuss the promt positka oi railway freight as an aid to marketing

facilities. Salt being low in value in proportion to ita bulk nnd

weight and a necesity of life, the importance of transport cost be-

comes more important. Th® is especially true of India in view of

the vast arcs of the country and long distances over which the

product has to be carried for ultimate consumption. Besides, for

these long journey* there is no alternative mode of transport avail-

able except the railroad, which, however, is a relatively costly agency

5. Tariff Board Report, per* 63.

IV—

R
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for transporting articles of low value like coal and salt. The capacity

of an article to bear the transport charge depends inter alia upon

It* value and the distance to be travened. Therefore in all advanced

countries the articles like salt and coal have been accorded privileged

treatment at the han* of the carrier*, be they public or private con-

cerns, and charge lower freight. This practice has proved beneficial

alike to the carriers and the shipper* lor, whereas the latter have

enjoyed a direct advantage in form of lower transport charge*, the

former get indirect advantages in m far :ts they have been able to

utilize the unused capacity of their plant, which otherwise would

have run to waste, and got additional traffic as a result of the deve-

lopment of trade and industry. In our study of railway rates on

salt and their effects on the development of the industry in general

and public welfare in particular, the nature of the article, the demand

for it and the conditions of carriage will have to be constantly kept

in view and criticism offered in the light of these considerations. It

is a common experience that whenever any plea for a reduction of

rates on articles like salt or coal is made, :L is often vaguely under-

stood and receives little attention of those in authority, but when

pressed it is contended that the existing fnight* on the article a:e

already low and therefore further ieduction is not possible. This

attitude ss however untenable. Articles higher in value in proper

tion to their weight and bulk have greater capacity to bear the

transport charge and therefore in their case if the rates are kept at

a slightly higher level the burden is not so severely felt ; the margin

between the total capacity «o bear the trampotl charge, and the

freight "dc facto" levied may l»c sufficiently wide to admit of a slight

enhancement without causing great hardship. But ir. the case o(

articles lower in value the margin is very narrow and almost nil

in some cases. In the case of articles like salt and coal and iron the

margin may be said to tx negative. They cannot even bear the share

of the total cost of transport. In such caws, therefore, the task

of the trad*: manager and the student of the transport problem Is

at once delicate and difficult. Even slight variations in price or

freight charged adversely affects the distribution of the article and

therefore the public welfare.

The individualistic policy pursued by the different railways in

this country, swayed by their particularistic proclivities further adds

to the difficulties of the problem. These tendencies are the fruits

of the peculiar condition* under which railways were planned and

constructed ;
each system was worked as a separate concern having

no relation whatsoever with the rest. Naturally the rate structure

reflects these tendencies. There has hardly been any change in this
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policy in spite of the acceptance of the ittticmBation of railways

by the Government and the purchase of wow of the more important

arcs' ; even the lines owned and managed by the State do net

follow a co-ordinated and common policy. Before we arrive at the

general principles of policy we must study the tariffs of these railways

severally as well as collectively. In view of the limitations under

which we work, however, we shall study the tariffs of more important

railways only.

I. President Bath Systems—E. I. and B. N. It Railways—belting

to Government. so dial really there is no ob>-ction in principle

to a through rate, one ownci owning both the section

Mr Ret*:—We have go; many through rates. We don't took

at it iron the paint of view that ts generally advanced that the

principle of contimicai milage should be adepts! We took

it it from the point of w*v of what is necessary mcnmercially

in the shape of a redaction and whether it is in fact worked

cot on the amtinooci mileage principles ot arrived simply by

quoting a lump sum wp dm't mmd.

President How on yet: justify one owner having two wctiooi

treatinz litem as ii they woe separate for all purpowa
Mr. Rose Simply because they have been built upon separate

orginlsatiooL

President :—But now that the ocxsnusiicos are cor you have

got to recall the whole of your tariffs. There h no reason

why yot Jfcould rwt recast the tariffs. India ii a country d
tong distances and If Industries at to be ettnuraged that latter

has to be recognized and it is not recognised when you don't

have thia ceeiunuous mileage system.

.Mr. Rose :—Wherever reduced rates become oKewary they would

be adjusted to meet the Rtuntiona

President I want to lmo» what the rrnvx. is for not having

rite COTlirsmus mileage rate between the two sections.

Mr. Rose H-’e isai'c buiit up tie rating stmt lure on a polity

of separate organizations and you can't very null depart from

that unless you art prepared to wise the whole rating strutlure.

President :—Complications aroor when you had the* private

companies: then Government had smie excuse

Mr. Rose : -You have Kill got the company element

President

:

—Government may not have any direct control ora
the private railway rotnpwiies as they have over the Govern-

ment managed railways, but if the large* owner of the railways

introduced tbte continuous mileage system I riml we Itow the

private ralways can krei> ihettnelvcs out. Take the whole of

India exckuLng the Mcdraj Presdency. You have got a cco-

tinuoua State syjtcm so that thr only railways which would

stand out are the Bengal Nagpur and the two South Indian

Railways It ia time that the qucHioi was taken up."

Vide T. B. Evidence, Vot IL pp. 148-49.
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SALT TRAFFIC ON RAILWAY3

In view ol what has been said above we submit a statement

showing the traffic in wit carried on the mote important railway nnd

the earnings derived therefrom, for a pre-war and the year 1930-31,

to indicate tbe importance of the lines concerned as earners of salt

1912 1*0-31

Railway*1 Quantity Kamisen Quactity Earulnga
(OXi'.J LJ31 fOOO'i) . < OOl'a

)

tons
L. fc too Rs.

B N . R. 137 9,00 144 16,53

B B. & C L R. ... 187 6& 206 34,13

& B» R- «• *«• 106 5,12 ICO 9.28
E I. R - M0 13,76 M 2^86
G. L P. R 259 23,© 249 29,76

M. & & M. R. 151 10,23 71 1M1
N. W- R. 155 9,70 212 U*34
SLR. 1 136 *52 « 11,64

B. a N. W. R. ... 127 6,61 151 8*35

Fran tbe figures It will be seen that salt traffic and the receipts

therefrom play important part in the revalue of *m* of railway*

and indicate their relative position as carries. On a compaiiam of

the traffic of the two years we find that there lias ban an appreciable

increase during tbe interval of about two decades, and the receipts

show a still note significant upward trend. The indication is that

the incidence of freight charged haa risen in the year 1930-31 than

that in 1912. For instance, the E. I. Railway cm a traffic of about

31 lakhs of tons earned in the year 1912 about Rs. 14 lakhs, but

in 1930-31 tbe receipts rcee to Re. 25 lakhs with traffic Just a little

higher, being about 3 4 lakhs ot tons.

CURRENT SCHEDULE HATES

Railway rates are either class rates or schedule rate* or station-

to-station rates. Salt has been accorded special treatment at tbe

hand* ol the railway authorities right from the inception ol railroads

in this country. We therefore find that in the current tariffs raH

ia quoted schedule rates on almost all the railways, of which, as men-
tioned above, we propoee to select the more important ones for study.

We submit below the current schedule rate*

On the Aiicni Bengal Reiluay C|C schedule is quoted at O.R.

C|27). (In bigs «ily the short distance luminal of 3 pies per

L SUlacent ii compiled Uom the Rauwa, Board Report on Indian
Rdtnays, 1930-31. VcL 11, p. 163, and Mr. S. C Chose'* Mono[tapir
on RsHuay Rate,, p. 460.
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maund for distances less than 75 miles is levied on sail). The bash

of the C)C schedule is 300 pie pa maund pa mile for any dis-

tance

On the B <£ S'. W. Railway C|E schedule late ts quoted at

0.R- :
W|270 per 4-wheeled and W|450 pa 6 wheeled or hope wagon.

Tbe t»3fc of C|E schedule i* 200 pie pei maund pa mile for any

B- B. & C. t. Railway quotes schedule rate oa salt fee

C|270 and multiples thereof
; W|450 ana W1420. The basis of C B

schedule is 333 pie per maund per mile for any distance, and of

C/J
For any distance upto 1SJ miles 380 pie

Pitas . bum 151-253 -330

e upto 153 miles 3S0 pie
151-253 .. 330 „
251-503

..

531-700 . ... ... *133

Above 700 _ ... *103 ^

b. N. Rmlway quotes CjH schedule on salt at O-R. lhe boaia

of C|H schedule is :

—

1 to 3« miles -380 pie

Plus 301 to 700 -130 -

..Above 700 100 „

On the Eastern Bengal Railway C|N xhcdulc rate is quoted at

O-R.
;
Cj303 B. G.

;
C12C0 M. G. The basis of the whcdule being

t to 7B miles ... _. -333 pie

Plus 76 to 153 -230 .

„ 151 to 300 „ ._ ... -170 .

„ 301 to tOO *125

Above 400 „ 100 „

The E. 1. Railway C|L schedule late to (emitted in bags. C|400

and in bulk, OR, W|450 ; L. The basis of the rate is

l to 100 miles — ... 3M pie

Pto 101 to SCO „ .- ... -220 -

,.
301 to 010 „ — ... -133 .

„ Above 600 ... — 110 ..

This condition applies to rock salt in bulk, when despatched from

Khewra and other sal: despatching stations on the N. W. Railway,

provided the journey does not involve transhipment en route.

But when the traffic is boc&cd from Khewra and other salt des-

patching stations on tbe N. W. Railway lo stations cr. the E. I.

C/B
Railway and via Shaharanpur the schedule rate applicable is Tbe

hank C|B schedule to 333 pic p*rr maund pa mile and of C|M

schedule is

1 to 75 mile* -380 pie

Plus 76 U) 300 „ -. ... 333

. Above 330 -1« -
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On the G. I. P. Railway ' K ’ schedule rate is applicable.

1 io 30D mil**

Plus 301 to 400 „

_ 401 to 533 „

. 531 to m .

„ Above 603

... -35 pie

... -30
..

... -25 „

... » „

A terminal charge of 4 pies per maund at forwarding and

4 pies per maund at the receiving and in !<xal booking and 6 pic?

per maund st dthci forwarding and receiving and in through booking

must be added. The short distance charge of 3 pies per maund
except in the case of ctoss traffic, subject to differential rate as to

distance will be levied in addition to the above terminals.

On the M. <6 S. M. Railway C|G schedule applies, the basis

1 to 300 mile* ... -39D pie

Plus 331 to 400 ••• ... *300
•*

M 40L to 5W * ... *200 M

.. 501 to ©CO H ... *125 M

„ 601 to 7CO „ ... ... *115

„ Above 700 ... ... -100
••

On the North Western Railway C|L schedule is quoted, the

basis bcirg :

—

1 to 100 miles ... -. 393 pie

Plus 101 to 300 _ £20 „

„ 301 to 600 -193 _

„ Above 833 _ -110 „

These schedules are the basis of the rates charged. It will be

seen that the schedule rates differ on different railways, some arc-

cn a telescopic basis while the others oa the uniform mileage. Tire

first two lines as noted above, namely, the Assam Bctgal Railway and

the Bengal and North Western Railway have based their schedules an

a uniform mileage and charge 30 and 20 pie per maund per mile

respectively. This method retards the development of long distance

traffic and in the case of commodity Like salt the burden presses

heavily upon those who have the least capacity to bear. On this

point we shall dwell later because the consumption of sill depends

upon various other considerations of which tire salt duty is most

important and before these points are cleared out it would be ha-

zardous to make any definite statements. This apart, it cannot be

denied that these railways should introduce te^copic schedule rate

especially on an article like salt. Besides, the basis of schedules

seems t: be wo high. If the rah* be bared on the uniform mileage

the basis should be the lowest. Here it may to contended that in

salt traffic these lines have short leads and therefore freights have
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to be kept a little higher. Besides, in the case of Assam Bengal

Railway the area to he traversed is hilly. These are indosl im-

portant factors which have to be taken into consideration before

any pica for the reduction in rates is made out. For the present

«e defer this point to be discussed at a Later stage of cur enquiry,

but we press here the necessity of a telescopic Khedu’e.

Other railways, as given above, have their schedules on a tde-

oopic basis. But when we analyte their schedule the n»st spiking

feature we note is that over short distance freights are kepi at an

unduly high level For instance, cn the G. I. P. Railway for fust

300 mile; rates charged are 35 pic per maar.d per mile and on the

M. & S. M. Railway 38 pie per maund per mile fer the same dis-

tance. In India, where railways pursue a policy of undiluted in-

dividualism and do not quote Itlttcopit rales on through traffic, to

consider Ike distance of 309 miles as a short distance is to conceal

the real intention of the policy pursued, with a vieso to mislead the

public opinion. Indeed the G I P. and the M. A S. M. Railway

authorities do quote the minimum of TO pie per maund per mile

over the distance above (MO and 700 milts resptttivdy, but so long

as the trade and industries of the country do not get the benefit ol

telescopic rates on total distance traversed on through traffic these

mrmma rates remain a deed letter m the tariffs. Tkt evils wrought

by this policy are more harmful Ikon they apparently appear to be.

Let us take a concrete illustration to make our point clear. When

Madras salt is shipped from any of the factories to some markets

in Central Provinces or in Bengal, it generally pass* over two or

more than two lines. Suppose it trawls a distance of 300 miles over

the M. & & M. Railway, over which it originates, and thereafter it

is carried by the G. I. P. Railway to Nagpur. Jubbulpore or other

similar market. Here the consignment has to pay freight at the rate

of -38 pie per maund per mile for the first 300 mile and 35 pic

per maund per mile ‘for the remaining 303 or lew than 3C0 miles.

Thus it is clear that even though the consignment a carried over a

distance of 600 miles it fca3 to pay a freight !»wd on the abort dis-

tance charge, whereas if the total distance had been taken into

acocunt and through rates quoted thereon, the freight, even at the

current schedule rate*, would have been cutstar.tlally low. There-

fore the paint primarily pressed here is that under the present axt-

ditioaB the lead of 300 to 400 miles on individual lines severally is

of greater import to ue and is certainly not a short distance. It is

with these rates that the industrialists are corrwned most and in

them centres their interests. We. however, should not be taken to

mean that lower rates for distances longer than 4<X> or 503 miles
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should be railed « altculd not be kept at the present level. Far

from it. What » intended is that to levy freight at the same rate

for 300 miles as for 50 or 7S miles is questionable and under the

circumstances detailed above it is unjust

The E. I. and N, W. Railways charge at the rate of 38 pic per

maur.d per mile for the first 103 miles and the Eastern Bengal

Railway charges -333 pie per maund per mile for the first 75 mile.

In view of this one fails to account as to why the B. N., the G. I. P.

and the M. & S. M. Railways slroald levy similar charges ova a

distance of 300 miles. Therefore lower rate of freight for distances

above :03 miles CXI these lino is needed.

CURRENT AND PRE-WAR RATES COMPARED

The incidence of these schedule rates will be better explained

by comparing them with the 9±edulce of 1916, because that will

bring out the increase or decrease during the interval. In a study

of freight relative standards lead to more reliable coodraor*. In

the case of isolated instances it h difficult to draw any definite con-

chisiMi. The rate* are as follows

Rates per maund per mite on the C. I. P. Rateey.

The current rate

Mileage
1 to 300 miles

Plus 301 to *10 „

. «I1 to 500

_ 531 to 600

_ Above 600 „

1916 rate

l to 1EO mile*
Plus 151 to 400 ..

„ 401 to MO „

tl
Abo»e m

,,

It will be seen that whereas the current schedule is on the

telescopic liasls the schedule of 1916 was on the sliding scale. Take

again the case of a consignment to be earned over 403 miles and

the difference in freight is considerable. Suppose also that the con-

signment is 10 maund* in weight. The freight at the current rate

will work out to be R*. 7-8-4, whereas at the 1916 sdiedule the

rate would bs R* 6-4-0 A relieving feature of the current schedule

shiwld. however, be noted. Over distances above 400 to 800 miks,

the freight in 1916 was charged at the rate of 25 pie per maund

per mile and above 800 miles 20 pie, but in the current schedule

the freight is reduced because from 401 to 500 and 501 to 600 miks

the freight is 25 and -20 pie reflectively, and for distances above

SCO miks TO pie ; the basis of charge in the latter case being te-

lescopic. Therefore over longer distances the higher freight in the

new schedule i3 neutralised by lower rale of charge. So, for dis-

tances above 6C0 mlka the freight in the new schedule is lea pressing.
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The baas of schedule rales on the M- &. & M. Railway is as

follow* :

—

Rates per mound per mile on Ike M. & S. M. Railway.

The current rale 1916 rate

Milage
1 :o 300 miles & Milage

1 to <5 miles bT
Plus 301 to 400 . Plus 75 to ISO M w

„ 401 to 5GO „ •203 „ 151 to 22S M U5
„ Ml to 600 ,.

•125 . 226 to 3®
w

(V 1/6

„ 001 to TOO ..
•115

.. 301 to 4® (* 1)7

Above 700 „ •103 _ 401 to 6C0 b8
., 501 to 600

f*
b9

Above 603 M 1/10

Here again the change has been on the lines similar to that

on the G. I. P. Railway. As for the keg distance traffic above GOO

mllea we find that the ament freight is relatively lower, for whereas

in 1916 the freight for distar.ee? above GCO milts was at the mini-

mum permissible rate of ‘10 pic, in the current schedule the same

is allowed over distances above TOO mile;, but for distances lower

than 6CO miles the change has been great Be it rxxed that to-day

we have to pay the rate of ’35 pie for a distance of 3C0 mite and

less, which would work cot to be Rs. 5-15-0 for a consignment of

10 maunds to be carried ovu a distance of 300 mite, whereas at

the 191G rate it would fce R&. 3-1l4>$. It U, therefore, dear that

the burden has bnxxne heavy. In this case freight fer distance

upto 400 mite should be reduced on a telescopic basis ns was the

case in 1916, without causing any undue hardship to the railway

revenue.

The case of B. B. & C. 1. Railway may be nc-ted with interest

because the post-war increase in freights a still more striking here.

RaUs per mound per mill on Ike B. B. & C. I. Rly.

The current Rale 1916 Rate

Milage Pi* Milage Pic

1 to ISO mite •380 1 to 100 mite 23

Plus 151 to 250 _ 330 Plus 101 to 200 _ 20

. 251 to 500 _ •230 „ 301 to SCO _ •10

„ 5fll to TOO „
„ Over TOO .

•130

•100

Over 500 „ 46

Taking the familiar instance of the consignment of 10 maunds

to be carried over a distance of 300 mite we would have to pay the

freight of Rb. 4-44 at the current schedule rate and R*. 3-2-0 at

the iate of 1916. Besides, fee longer distance above 300 mite the

freights have been substantially increased, probably to bring the

schedule' at pai with those on the other railways. This schedule

of the B. B. & C. L Railway of the year 1916 is of interest for

:v—

s
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more than one reason. It should be noted that over distance above

500 mlltt the freight charged was C6 pie pei maund i*r mile,

whereas the minimum freight charged ot the N. W. Railway was

1|8 pie, on the G. I. P. Railway 20 pic, on the B. N. Railway 1|9,

on the M. & S. M. Railway 10 pic, and on the E. I. Railway -12 pie.

The schedule lias undergone a radical change and it seems that this

change is due to the pretauie brought upon the railway authorities

concerned by the rival railway lines. If, however, the suspicion be

unfounded. as it may possibly be, and the increase has been found

necessary by the authorities, one can scarcely say anything against

it ; the s±cdulc ia broueh: in line with these of other railways.

The changes cm the N. W. Railway are similar to those of

its compeers. The two schedules in question are

Rales pet 'mound per mile on Ike N. IP. Rly.

The current schedule 1916 schedule

MlUg. P)C Milage Pie

1 to ICO miles -393 1 t6 150 mit« W
Plus 101 to SCO -220 Hu* 151 t6 930 M

.. 301 to ao „ •ISO 301 to 450 „
Above (5)0 .. -110 „ Above 450 „ ,h

Here, too. the increase in freight foe distance* upto 3CO miles

has teen rather heavy. In short, therefore, it util be seen from ickal

has been said m the preceding pages that freights hate been sub-

stantially increased, especially for distances of 400 mdes end lower.

The burden of this Increase in rates becomes still heavier when it is

recollected the! on Indian railways a consignment travelling over more

than one railway tine does not gel the benefit of telescopic rales on

the entire distance traielled, but the charge is levied in respect of the

dirtonce travelled on the individual lines separately and then added

together, forming the total charge, irrespective of the total distance

traversed. Thus the dc facto burden on the industry has been con-

siderably increased.

KATES ON BOMBAY SALT

We now pass on to a detailed study of the railway rates as

charged on the despatches of salt from tbc respective sources of salt

supply. We have already studied the schedules of the more im-

portant railways and the fact oi the increase in rata has been noted.

Now we shall see as to how these rates work out in practice. We
shall at the start take up the salt sources of the Bombay Presidency.

A few typical instances will be enough for our purpose. Of all,

Kharaghoda Salt Works are most important, being situated about

60 miles north of Ahmedabad and 20 mile* from Viramgam. These
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Worts have capacity of producing 30 lakhs of maunda of sail per

year.
1

FREIGHT ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF KHARAGHODA SALT

While discussing the distribution of Kharaghoda salt it was noted

that Baragara salt i* more popular outside the Presidency than

within it. Its marketing area extends right from the North of

Gujarat and Baroda to the Central Provinces, the United Provinces,

Central India, Malwa and Rajputaca. The roort important

considerations, inter alia, which determine the coraumption of salt

are the price charged and the ta*c of the consumers. As for the

taEte of Baragara salt It would lie of interest to note the opinion of

Mr. Sorely, the Collector of salt Revenue. Bombay. He ays,

distant* from Ike sourer of supply plays a predominant pari, and

taste for certain kind of sal! in certain markets comes next. There

is at» a belief among the uneducated (and even some educated)

people that certain kinds of salt do not agree with their constitution.

Municipalities like those of Nadiad and Godhra have put forward

the plea that the use of Kharaghoda salt gives rise to skin diseases.

Ghat people would not have any but the dart heavy salt They

consider that it is real salt, while substance being not so salty.

Some people living in Poona city and In the Ninon's State would

only have Pen salt which is white and Ihe crystals are not square

but ekeigated. Pen salt is costlier than other salt, as the cartage

fiom the salt Works to Khcpoli Station (at the loot of the Bhor

Ghat), a distance of 20 miles, comes to 4 annas per maund. Yet

the people accustomed to this salt would not accept a substitute.

The poople of the whole of Ratnagiri district except Vengurfa.

Savantwadi and poiticcs of Bdgaum district would uk that salt

only. The Kanareae have no particular liking. If they can get

Uran salt cheaper than Sanikatta they wculd have it. The fish

carers of Kanara district however prefer Sanikatta to Uran salt as

by the use of the latter they say the fish acquired dark colour, where-

as by the use of the former the fah acquires yellowish colour from

the salt as the salt has got yellow colour from the red earth. An
attempt made in 1903 to open agencies for thr. rale of Baragara salt

in Sholapur, Poona and Bombay, owing to shortage of sea salt,

proved a failure.' North of Barcda no one would use sea salt but

Baragara. Baroda is the dividing line. Bombay people of the upper

and educated claiaes would use the white Waffery salt (known as

Kuppa) produced in the Dadar Salt Works and at Goregacn. Mira,

L In the yrar 1928-29 the culput of the Works was 2755.29B

nda

2. Wide, Sail Committee Report, p. 61.
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and Bhandup. The milrtary Department indent* lor this salt tor

rationing the Indian soldiers and (or feeding the horses. Duiing

the war this salt used to be exported to Mesopotamia by the military

authorities. In the more distant markets, some people living in the

neighbourhood o ( Cawnpore would use Baragara salt in preference to

other even to Sambhar which is nearer to United Provinces than

Kharaghoca.1

The taste for salt is thus a very important factor in regulating

its aimamptiun and people do not like to change their taste even If

there is a small rise in price. The demand for L'ran 3ait as noted

above :s an instance to the point. People are indeed conservative

in their taste? aDd do not favour frequent change. These tastes,

however, have a margin so that when prices rise beyond a particular

limit the consumers take to clmi ter substitutes, albeit it is difficult

to precisely locate this point where substitution commence*. There-

fore, price is a primary factor uhich regulates consumption. Now
price in the cases of a commodity like salt depends more up<xi the

cost of transport than on anything else,—except the salt duty levied

by the Government.—because the cost of production, excluding the

ast of transport, b very low To illustrate tlie point, the cost of

production of Khaiaghcda salt is 4 annas per maund,’ but the cost

of transport, which variea with the distance travated. increase* In

the case of distant markets and is often more than treble the ccet

price. Railway freight per maund. for instance, on salt despatched

from Kharaghoda to important markets in the Central Provinces is

R*. 1-4-2 for Jubbulpore. Rs. 1-6-2 for Satna, Rs. l-i-6 for Betul,

Ks. 1-3-7 for Paratia, Re. 0-15-1 for Itami, Re 0-14-1 for Harda.

etc There, is no gainaayinE the fact that the cost of transport re-

gulates the consumption of salt in distant market*.

FREIGHT FROM KHARAC1IOOA TO SOME MARKETS IN GUJARAT

Kharaghoda salt is widely consumed in Gujarat, especially co

the Northern side, and therefore wc give below the freight charged

by the B. B. &C. I. Railway to some more important markets

Rates on salt. N. O. C. from Kharaihoda.

R*. & Ra. •L Ra. a. ?.

Moodhe** Road 0 3 3 Broach 0 5 2 Anand 0 3 4

Abu Read 0 4 4 P*lcj 0 4 9 Kadlad 0 3 0
— — — m

Araalncr 0 9 5 XtoU 0 4 4 Umrtth 0 3 9

Surat 0 5 9 Baroda 0 4 0 baker 0 3 10

Utran 0 5 3 Kharsalia 0 4 11 Gcdhra 0 4 9

0 5 3 Vaaad 0 3 8 PipW 0 5 3
Ankicavar 0 5 4 Narli 0 3 6 Dohad 0 5 7

1. Vide. Report of :h* Tarig Board. Evidence, Vol. II pp 311-12.

2. Vid-. Memoranda of the Cobtctcr ol Salt Revenue. Bombay

Indian Tarig Board. Pulimtnary Evidence, p. 232.
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The rates as quoted above bring to relief the advantage ir. res-

pect of railway height pwwc?scd by Kharaghoda in supplying the

markets in Gujarat. At the same time it needs be noted that in

Markets like Amalnr-r the advantage is almost nil because salt from

Wad ala, Ghatkopar and Tharut competes siccessfully there. Thus,

with the exception of these distant markets, Kharaghoda salt has

dear advantage in respect ol the other markets

COMPETITION OP SALT FROM KUOA SIDING AND PREIGHT THEREON

In certain markets in Gujarat Khaiaglicda salt has tc meet the

competition of salt from Kuda Siding. Therefore it would be of

interest to examine the advantage m respect of railway freight pos-

seted by the respective sources. We submit below the freight

charged freen Kuda Siding :

—

Rati on Salt. N, 0. C. Iron Kuda Siding.

R*. a p. !
Rt a. p.

Wechwau 0 1 u Virajngsn 0 3 1

Halved
Randala

0
0

1 11

3 to

Palaopur
Abu Road

0 -1 10

0 5 7
Dbanwara 0 4 11 Rutianx 0 8 8

M«*ltiera Rd. 0 3 n Uj>alo 0 9 10

0 10 1

0 11 6
Lofira
Ahmcdnicd

0
0

4 6

3 8
Indore
Kba&dwa

Sabarmati 0 3 7 Cawnporc l 0 10

It will be eeen that in acme market* Kuda Siding salt has a

decided freight advantage over Kharaghoda salt, c.g., Wadhwan,

Halwad, Randala, etc., while in market* like Moodlrera Road salt

front both the sources compete? becautc freight from Kuda Siding

is annas 3-11 per maunti and that from Kharaghoda is annas 3-3

per maund. In short, nvtrkeU in Gujarat are supplied by these

sources in urriaoa But in distant markets like Ujjaln. Ratlam. In-

dore. Khandwa and Cawnporc the competition from other sources

becomes very keen.

In other parts of the Presidency Kharaghoda salt has to face

the competition of salt from Wadala, Ghatkopar and Thana. All

these sounx? compile inter sea in the Bombay Presidency, whereas in

other provinces the competition of other scurccs also come* in. Fol-

lowing are the freight rates charged from the different sources :

—
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Kate on Sail per Maund

Station to
From Wadala.
Dfidax. etc

hrc«n
Ghatkopar

From
Thann

Rl L]X Rs. a. p. Ra. a, p.

Kirlc«kar Weci mi 0 6 4 0 6 4
Kolhapur 0 7 1 0 7 1

0 9 1 0 9 1
Dkarwa: 0 10 0 0 10 3 0 9 0
Bhadrawati 0 12 5 0 12 0 0 12 2
Mywre 0 14 2 0 13 9 0 14 5
Slringapsrain 0 14 2 0 14 0 0 14 6
Bangalore City 0 12 3 0 12 0 0 12 0
Gadag mu 3 0 10 1 0 10 1
BeUory 0 11 1 0 10 11 0 10 11
Guntur 0 14 11 0 14 9 0 14 9
Bciwada 0 14 11 0 14 9 0 14 9
Bijapur 0 9 9 0 9 9 0 10 0

As will be seen from the above table the diflerail sources are

alraoa on the fame feeting in respect of railway freights because the

differences seem to be very small or at least not large enough to affect

the consumption of salt. It was adverted to above that Bombay sea

salt is exported in large quantities to Madras Presidency, Mysore,

etc, end that this sale competes with the local salt there, adversely

affecting the local manufacturers, who have Iany agitated against

these inroads into their legitimate fidd and pressed for a sort of

Provincial Autonomy in salt supply.* For despatching salt from the

factories on sea coast to disinettt in Madras like Bdlary. Guntur, etc.,

they have to pay from 10 to 15 annas per maund by way ot' railway

freight and one wonders as to how with this heavy coat of transport

Bombay salt ia able to undcTWll the Madras Manufacturers in their

own market. But this is a fact, anc reflads upon the Madras Salt

Factories and their hravy cost of prediction which neutralises their

advantages of geographical location. Restriction of the Imports of

Bombay salt into Madras Presidency would work sericus hardships.

On the contrary, the Madras manufacturers should in their own
interest improve their processes of production and reduce costs, for

that can alone lift them out of their deplorable situation. In this

effort the State .'hmrlrl hind out necessary financial and other help.

Thai apart, w> far a* Bombay salt and the railway freight thereon

is concerned there is absolutely no relief
;

freights are sufficiently

high.

1. Mr. V. S. K. Pillai ampUrning Bcsins! the unfair competition of

Bombay aiit plraded for autonomy. Vide, T. B. Piriiminory Evidenft,
VoL

, p. 83.
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Tbc ausumjition oi Bonify salt in the Cenlial Provinces a
also substantial and therefore the raiiway height « an important

item To note a tew more important instances we give below freights

charged hom the diiterent sources :•

Raiiway Rates per Maund*

Station ro
Frcen
YiJdiU

From
Dadir

Frem
Ghitkopar

From
Thao*

Raichur 0 10 11 0 10 2 0 10 11 0 10 11
Via Raichux 0 9 2

l
0 10 2 0 9 2 0 9 5

Via Jatarpet

Via Nagpur
0 8 5
0 10 7

0 1 4
0 10 7

0 8 5
o 10 9

Via Irani 0 10 7 ita 0 10 7 0 10 9
Khandwa 0 8 10 Ml 0 3 10 0 8 10

Via Parana 0 13 4 inn 0 13 4 0 13 4
Via Jutfculpor* 0 13 7 KLa 0 13 6 0 13 7

In view of long lead over the same line the freights are not so

heavy as they would otherwise have teen. For a distance of nearly

516 miles from and via Dadar to via Nagpur the freight charge!

is Re. 0-10-7 per maund which works c*Jt at .24 pie per maund per

mile. With this freight abort 16 lakhs of maunda- of Bombay sea

salt, especially that produced within 30 milts nnnd about Bombay,

is on an average ccosmicd in the Central Provinces. Therefore it

may be said that if the rates were a little lower perhaps the area of

consumption of this salt may widen. This is for tbc railway autho-

rities to see and try. Baiagar.i wit has to pay higher freight charge

about Rs. 1-5-8 to Katoi for a distance of 683 miles and Ks. 1-4-2

to Jubbulpoie fm 652 miles, which is about .37 pie per maund per

mile. This is indeed a high freight and is due to the fact that the

consignment has to travel over more than one line and therefore does

not get the benefit of the telescopic rates on the total distance

traversed. This fact restricts the distribution of Baragaia salt in the

distant markets. With all this the relieving feature to be noted h
chat about 5 lakhs of maunds of Baragara salt is co an average

consumed every year in the Central Provinces. Thus Bombay salt,

notwithstanding the long distances it has to traverse and consequently

heavy transport chargee that it has to bear, has bon able to compete

successfully with its compeers in distant markets.

raETGIIT FROM INLAND SOURCXS OF SALT SUPPLY

The production and marketing of inland salt sjurccs has been

discussed in Cite i*eceding pages. Wc therefore take up the freight

L This is the ewimale of Mr. Swley, the Collector of Salt Revenue,

Bombay, Vide—TW# Board. Preliminary Evidence, Vtf.
, p. 220.
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problem immediately While diicutsing the organiratke'. o' the res

pectivc salt soirees it was rxrted that railway freight plays a very

important part, especially because the output has to be shipped to

distant markets and the alternative means of transport are nr*

available due to the geographical peakion of the Works. The mar-

keting area of Ike different Works generally overlaps aid gives rise

to competition inter sc This competition has very unhealthy effects

both upon the development of ike industry proper end the general

consumption Other issues apart, internal competition leads to sub-

stantial waste in form of raiiwoy freight which could very easily be

saved if only the Government took a little precaution. We shall

outline a tentative scheme for reorganising the present system of

distribution at the later stage of our study
;
for the present It will

be enough to point out the waste in transport coeta involved.

Pachbadra Salt Work* ate situated on lire Jodhpur Railway, as

has been noted above wtiieh carries the entire trafTic and tranships to

other railways. As regard* the internal arrangements at the Works
we find that salt » stored in heaps alongside the extraction pits and
thence it is transported to the rail head where it is weighed and

leaded into the metre gauge wagons o: the Jodhpur Railway.

1

This

traffic carried by tlr Jodhpur Railway is passed on to the B.B.&
C. I. Railway at Kuchaman Reed which is about 210 miles The

railway freight for this distance at the minimum rate is about

Re. 0-1-9. At Sambhar however the transport arrangements are far

better
;

railway facilities are more accessible because the B. B.&
C I. Railway metre-gauge line runs right into the Store Yard. The
Central Stun* to which all salt S taken consists of large rectangular

heap* over which the metre-gauge and 2 feet gauge railways run.

From these heaps sait is filled in the bags, is weighed and is leaded

into the metre-gauge wagons of the B. B. & C. 1 Railway, which rura

into the Stores Yard. At Gudha there is a small store laid out on

similar lines, while at Nawa the salt is stored in large heaps along-

side the crystallising pan*. The B. B. & C. 1. Railway served the

Store Yard at Gudlsa, but at Nawa salt has to be loaded into bullcck

cans which transport it to the Kuchaman Road Railway Stctkn.3

Khema fait Works are reived by the North Western Railway.

Having seen the transport facilities at the Works it would now
be proper to review the marketing area of the different sources and
the railway freight charged thereto. As adverted to above, the mar-

kets of the Sambhar and Pachbsdra salt sources are generally

1. Vide. Report of the Sait Survey Committee, p. 60.

2. Report of the Sdl Survey Committee, p. 75.
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cwnmon. Besides, in some maikets Kharaghoda salt and in other

Khwni salt also comes in with the mnilt Out the intensity of

competition is further increased. We give txSow the railway freights

charged from the Sambhar and Pachabadra sources

Station

FragVi fron PaMtdro Fr«ig*»j frm SamUor

Mileage
Rate
Ra h. p.

M&8U* Rate
R* a *-

Cawnpcc* 627 0 3 0 316 0 7 0

AflT» 420 0 6 4 1S5 0 5 7
Barelllcy 539 0 10 1 30T 0 9 4
Gorakhpur S44 0 u 7 5(3 0 10 HI

Berarca 986 0 U 3 34S 0 10 6
XCcerat 463 0 3 3 2yj 0 7 7

Lucknow 674 0 10 2 392 0 9 5

Gbaripur 991 0 12 6 710 0 11 9
AlUhabad 8*8 0 11 9 465 0 10 3

MuxaffHrpur 1025 0 12 7 744 0 12 0

Saugor 654 0 14 7 451 0 13 8

Indcce m 0 10 3 361 0 9 6

Delhi 42 : 0 6 4 ia? 0 5 7

These figures reveal the relative potion of boUi the sources in

some of the most important markets. In the United Provinces both

Sambhar arvd Pachabadra salts fire widely mnsunwl As the tabic

shows we hare selected eight important markets in the different parts

of the United Provinces, but I’nrhabadra salt has rerious handicap

in freight charge. To take up Cawitjore. which is the roost impor-

tant centre of salt trade in the Province, we note that whereas

Prekbadra is 627 nuks and pays 8 annas per roaund by way of

railway freight. Sambhar salt is only 346 miles and pays annaB 7

as freight charge. Thus there is an advantage of one anna in the

latter case. This advantage is however neutralised by the higher

coat of production of the Sambhar wuree.1 Here, however, the

fact to be notod a that the freight in the case of Pachbadra Sauce

works out to be .15 pie per maund per mile, but in the aur of

Sambhar Works it is 24 pie. Pachbadra Source gets fuU advantage

of the long lead. But the fact that Pachbadra salt has to pay

railway freight higher by one anna per roaund whkh conics to

R* 6-W) per 100 maunds is in fact very substantial. This portion

of the freight chaigc is errtainly a waste whrn it is recollected that

the quality of Sambhar salt is better than that of Pachbadra and

that it is in the vicinity of the consuming centre. It is n<* meant

1. The COS! O' pnduchca of Sanbhnr is annas !• and of Pachbadra

annas 4. Fee further cixusiico on the claim of Paehhidm rail wurra

for reduced freight charge, see the Tarig Board Siidtnr/. Vot II, pp. 791-92.

iv—

r
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to convey that Pachbadra sail should be completely excluded Item

the Cawnpore market but that sxitaKe arrangements should be made

whereby the competition inter se ot different Government tall

works should be eliminated. Pachbadra Balt, as can be seen from

the statement, lias to pay higher railway freight to all the markets

mentioned therein. Not merely that, but, when the working ex-

penses of the railway are comiilnetl (he problem becran* 'till more

important. Longer distances over which the large assignments ol

salt have to be carried entail higher rests to the railway* which is

a dear waste. Some suitable arrangements should be made so as to

minimi* this waste in transport ccsts.

Besides, Pachbadra Salt Works have proved meet unreliable in

matter of their output which fluctuates considerably from year to

year. The distribution of Pachbadra salt is very irregular and much

mare -a in distant markets. In the year 1929-30, however, the

consumption of Pachbadra salt recorded a marked increase. Of the

total consumption of salt in the United Provinces of about 44 lakhs

of raaunds in 1929-30 the share of Pachbadra was 6-7 lakte.

whereaa that of Sambhar was 35.9 lakhs. Thus, albeit Pachbadra

salt gets reduced rates it is unable to sand against the coropctitxxi

ol other tourcea in distant market: due to higher distance to be

traversed and fluctuating output.

In Bchar and Orissa Pachbadra Salt Works receive further

check due to higher cost of transport and Ihe additional ccmpeeilkcn

of cheap imported salt from Calcutta. It is interesting to note the

relative jxaition of the internal sources in Bchar markets which arc

comparatively distant from the different sources and nearer to

Calcutta port. We submit below the ncccsrary freight :

—

Freight to markets in Bchar and Orissa

Statioo.
From From From

Sambhar Khar-stock PachhsdtL

Stows Bsn; ••• m. ... 0 11 X 12 3 0 11 10

Chakia 0 12 2 13 4 0 13 1

Raxaul ~ 0 12 9 1 3 li 0 13 8
Haihrur U 12 0 l> 12 It
Chupca — 0 11 6 0 12 5
FaefcrakM.- 0 11 3 . 0 12 2
Bhatni 0 11 1 11 11 10

Muiaffarpm 0 12 0 0 12 11

Daibhanga
Katitar&VU

0 12 9
0 13 6

0 13 ft

0 14 5

These rates arc quoted from the aforesaid salt producing centres

to markets in Bchar, on the B. &N W. Railway in conjunction with
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the B. B. & C. I. Railway via Cawnpore. It will be seen that in

rwpect of Ihe freight charge Sambhar has a relative advantage as

compared with the other two axnces and Pachbadra conies next

The freight from Kharaghoda ss appreciably higher and it items

obvioudy strange that Kharaghoda salt should be able to compete

in thtat markets and if it does tie explanation can be found in

causes other than purely ccorc-mic. In tact even l'achbadra salt is

unable to stand the competition of foreign salt in these markets and

Sambhar salt is substantially displaced. In addition to the imported

salt, Khewra silt also finds Its way to these markets, but it also

like iu compeers, suffers from the disadvantage* of higher transport

costs.

IMPORTED SALT IN BEHAK MARKETS AND THE FREIGHT THEREON

In Bdtar markets imported salt has considerable advantage in

respect of railway freight and therefore we find that it dominates

the entire province. Of the lota! conaimptioci of about 53 lakhs

of tnaunds of salt in the Province about 40 lakhs of mounds was sup-

plied by imports. Tne railway height charged freen Howrah to

scene important markets is as fotlowB

Maikei

Bbifialpar

Batw

ass«.
Gfalgtli

lU^pur

Fre«he

A. p
0 4
0 S
0 5
U 6
o a
0 5

to

10

laxket

Liberia Sai si

Maitwa
Mazadatpur
P»~nraiihl

Raxsul
Sitamorhl

Height

Rs. t p.

It will be seen that (he imported salt has considerable advantage

but it varies in inverse ratio to the distanre traversed. Let us illus-

trate the point. The freight from Howrah to Cnupra is Re. 0-5-7

per naund, but from Sambhar it is Rs. 11-6-0 from Pachbadra

Re 0-12-5 and from Kharaghoda Ra 1-2-S. Same U true of other

station* a* well, though the proportion varies in different cases Thus,

the transport advantage in favour of the imported salt is substantial

and stimulates the imports. No doubt the importers have to pay

sea freight in addition to the railway freight, hut cheap sea freights

at ballast rates on huge axisignmcnts leaves sufficient margin in

favour of the import ere. We propose to direusi this point at a later

stage
;
for the present it is enough to note that the inland salt sources

have to pay high railway freight due primarily to the longer dis-

tance over which the traffic has to be carried, and that the competition
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PUNJAB SALT WORKS : KHKWBA AND WARCHA.

Before we discust in detail tlie question of import traffic it is

necessary to note the freight pceitien of the Punjab Sail Works,

especially those at Khewra and Wardia. The organizaiioi of the

Works has already been studied and therefore it would be belter to

take up the freight question directly. Be it noted, however, that

of these two sources Wareha is relatively of local importance only,

but Khewra salt nas a very extensive marketing area. In the Punjab.

Wareha salt has considerable sway and competes with Kiiewra salt

in that area. We give below a few rates showing the relative position

of the two sources in resjes of the freight facilities

Rates from Wareha Rates from Khewra.

Station Sutfon Miteoge!^

Lahore
Rawalpindi
Multan
JuHu-iar
Led hiana
Amritsar

223
194
236

339
255

0 5 11

05 5

0 6 2

0 7 5
0 7 9
06 6

Lshuie
Rawalpindi
MultBf.
JulUmdor
LudfiUiM
Amritsar

143
157
233
224
259
175

0 4 5

0 4 8
0 6 0
0 5 11

06 7
0 5 1

It is clear from the foregoing that Khewra Sail
:
Works have a

decided advantage in transport over the Wareha source in some of

the most important markets of the Punjab. Railway freight oxms
to be a little high, as can be seen when wc compare the freight

charged on salt despatched from Pachbadra with that cither from

Khewra or Wareha For instance, whereas from Wareha to Amrit-

sar freight is Re. 0-6-6 per maund foe 225 miles, from Pachbadra

to Delhi or Agra for a distance of about 420 miles1 freight is only

Re. 06-4 per maund. But on a critical examination we find that

these are mere discrepancies, for, rates to other stations arc not of

the tame type Wlicreas to Delhi and Agra freight is Re. O-G-4. to

a market like Baralley for 539 miles freight rises to Re 0-10-1 Wc
have seen that freights from Pachbadra are low in some cases be-

cause ol the longer distance that has to te traversed. This

apparent anomaly is further explained when we nxilicct the freight

charged from Sambhar ; there the freights are on the same icvd.

This finishes «u siinly of the organization of the Indian Salt In-

dustry with special reference to railway freight.

Having discutaed the rates problem we shall now try to portray

in broad outline the existing marketing facilities as an essential cor-

I. Fran Pachbadra, Agra is 421 mites and Delhi 420 imtes.
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oflary to the railway problem. The foregoing discussion liar made

it sufficiently clear that internal compctiuoa is very keen, and thin

in spite of the fact that the Government owns roost of the important

salt sources. The aim of the Government is not to make any prefit

from the salt supply and the entire output is sold at the cist pro-

duction. The result is that wholesale merchants purchase from the

Government and market it in es dis^int an area as commercially

posable and compete inter *e. Instances are not wanting when these

wholesale merchants have tried to manipulate prices by controlling

the supply. Marketing is unregulated. Government concerts teclf

oily with the production and the moment the salt is sold ait and

the price plus duty is realised it o-vm completely all its connections,

and the interests of the consumer arc opcnplctcly ignored. The

consumers in fact are at thr mercy of these middlemen —the whole-

sale merchants and the retailer*. The statements, however, reed

be explained a little further before we take up the freight question

proper, hxaure these issues arc very closdy twinectcd with the

qucaksi of freight and very often net merely neutralize the advan-

tages of reduced freights hut substantially raise the burden upon

the consumers.

TRANSFERABLE INDENTS, AND CONTROL OVER STOCKS

It being the accepted policy of the Government of India to sell

salt at the cost price, the wholesale merchants and especially the

monger ones, place large indents with the Salt Works and in the

meantime, with a large body of travelling agents at their disposal,

they keep themselves infoirocd of the market cceiditicns, both as to

the prices ruling and the stocks available, in different localities and

accordingly direct their indents to the lied market. They place their

indents with the General Manager, Northern iDiia Salt Range, in

order to get priority claim and a* required under the rules they

place the name of some fictitious destination, because otherwise the

indents would not be complete and have to be returned hack, but

on the receipt of further information as to the marketing conditions

they would change the destination and inform the Genera! Manager

if it fe within 24 hoars of the despatch of the indent.' or arrange

with the railway authorities concerned to change «i route. This helps

the merchant to place hi* big indent in the suitable market. Suppose

for instance that A, who is a big wholesale salt merchant at Delhi,

comes to know that at Cawnporc there is a shortage of salt stocks

or that the prices ruling are a little hieher, he will direct his indent

to that market notwithstanding that, in the original indent the des-

l. Vide, r®i|f Bieri Eeiimee, Vol H. p. <29.
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tination given whs, 9a y. Agra, and will Uiua cooing the prices of

•he market, till somebody coirxs in. and if unfortunately the compccr

hapeen-- to be a weaker of the two, the prices would be suddenly

lowered so as to drive him cut. To achieve this object, tire whole-

sale dealer not only kef** himself informed of lire latest movements

in the market but aho of the indent* of his compeers. 1 He gim
the name of a fictitious destination on his indent in Older to mislead

the competitor* and to disguise his real intentions. " It is admittedly

a false declaration ", says a responsible officer, "that is made on

the indent form. 1 have heard the traders thrnvrlvr* admitting to

me that their wagons were meant to go to certain other stations

than thow mentioned in the indents. The whole trade decs it con-

tinuously. and we a ho know it.”* Snrre of these practices of the

bigger wholesale merchants have become contagious so that wc find

that evoi the smaller wholesale merchants in their original indent

do not give the correct name of their destination lest their stronger

competitors should come to know of it and ruin them The result

of this is that the consumers am rexdlcssly victimised. How the

consumer are penalised has beer, aptly iDustratcd by Mr, Pitt

who deposed that ithoievrle dealers control the slocks in such a way

that the prices are maintained at a nnurcrolire level. He said, " Let

us take a town like Julluoder. Their are two or thre* big fellows.

Compared to Diwanchand they axe very snail people : compared

to othrrs they are tag people. They combine and the price at

JiHurxIn ffxs. up and possibly for three <yr four months till wxoe-

body finds it out. These peopSe make a big prr/it and then our

inaccurate statitelcs show a bigpest figure. 1

THE CREDIT SYtSTESl

The speculative tendencies above referred to haw reedwd a

fillip from the credit system of purchase. Let us sec liow this

credit system works. Merdiant* have a «rt of credit account with

the Government. They deposit rccuritiw with Government and they

are allowed credit upto the market value, less 6 per emt of tl*

securities for depredation. Very often tb*e securities are deposited

through banks
;
trader arranges an overdraft with the bank. This

is especially true of the bigger merchants. The remit is that Gov-

L Although the sail authorities arc n« supjxoal to give out this

infoncatkm a shrewd and acute merchant pcocurra it thnxigh the clerks

Of the office by bribing them Refer F.ridence. VoL II. p. -i29.

2. Vide, Tariff hMni EMenec. Vol. II, p. *25. Evidence Of Mr.
C. R Pitt General Maimer, Sah Miner, Khewra.

3. Vide. Evidence. Vol 11. p. 43S,
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vemnwit low; six months interest on every transaction done on

croit.

It is not meant that the Government was at fault when it

inaugurated this ciedit system. In fact this system at its inception

023 meant to serve the interests of the consumers by helping the

traders in their legitimate commercial activities, the main idea

underlying the system being that there should be no shortage of

stocks due to want of capital. It wa3 thought that if adequate

stocks were maintained the prices would remain staMe and fluctua-

tions eliminated'

The credit system, aa outlined above, differs in practice in dif-

ferent provinces. In Calcutta the credit system begins to ran from

the date the delivery is taken, while at Samhhar as soon as the

indent is accepted. Thus the latter is more favourable to the traders

than the former. This point has been tetter explained in Mr. Tot-

tenham's note* Thus, under the credit system as it lurations at

present the interest that Government loses goes entirely into the

pocket of the middleman ; it does rot reach the consumer. Besides,

it helps spxulaticn. especially the transferable irate* system If

the transfer of indents is disallowed and if the officers in charge

of Government Works insist upon delivering salt at destination, as

given in Che original indent, every time without the purchaser having

the right to change the destination -.peculation would be consider-

ably checked. This is the case with the oil companies; they do

not permit of transferring inrlmt*. Thr quality and the destination

aa giver, in the indent has to be strictly adhered to. If similar

arrangements are made far sail also the advantage resulting there-

from would be two-fold ; first, the buyer would no! be able to

speculate with the same rate and convenience as he is doing at

present, and secondly the officen of the Sait Works will be brought

into a more direct touch with tire market
;
they will know where

the salt goes and how much Is required in diSerent markets.

1. Preadcnt's remarks, TaHS Bond. Eviitncr, Vol II. p. 3®.

“Government thought that If they gave credit to people even mull

people might be able to Indent direct fioir. the Cov-emmot Weeks and

take it ns they required and thus balar.re the supply and demand. Whet

has happened at lira! with Government it is row possible for a man by

paying 3 annas a maurvJ which is the isme p*ice to speculate in an article

which a worth 7 or 8 tnras that.’’ This is aptly illustrated in the case

of Dr-raichanC, salt merchant of Dtlhi. who takiaR advantage ol the

cmiit system has attempted to comer salt arat often mace huge profits

by rear trolling salt sopp&a of several markets

2. Vid,. Remarks of the President. T. B. Eoidout. Vol. 11, p. 596.
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In practice, therefore, tlie credit system enables the wealthy

spectators to rooncpoJise the salt business. This aflcca adversely

both the Government and the consumers. "Somebody is making

money which somebody else ought to be making—either the Gov-

emment or the tax-payers What I say is that very large sum of

money is taken away by people who are not entitled to it."1 The

evil* of the system have been recognized by the authorities but

the continuance of the system i» excused on some plea or other.

Some apologists of the credit system argue that speculation would

continue even with cash intending,1 wliife others point out lhat

the misuse that has been made of the credit system in the past is

accidental'

The arguments advanced in support of maintaining the credit

system arc misleading. It is admitted that the wholesale dealer*

put very large indents at times in <-xcr» of the stocks thermdve*.

and that the speculation in the salt trade is rife and the prices are

unsteady
;
but the remedy advanced is that of maintaining adequate

stocks True is obviously arguing in circle. When the traders put

in indents for quantities largely in excess not oily of the amounts

that can be delivered within reasonable period from the Mocks

existing but even far in excess of the stocks themselves It is too

obvious that the intention is to control the stocks. In view of

these large indents and the limit©:! productive capacity it is idle to talk

of maintaining stocks. Besides, under the circumstances enu-

merated above, it comes as a surprise to be told that the credit

system with its appendage quasi-monopoly in salt trade tends to

secure stability and efficiency in the distributkm of salt In fact

under the existing system both stability and efficiency are marked by

their clear absence. Speculation and stability hardly go together.

This may be true from the Government point of view which con-

cerns itself mainly with the duty. Or. large indaits they can easily

collect their dues from a few sources whereas in the case of small

indents they will have to coILeot from a large number of sources.

Under the credit system the officers in charge are spared a great

deal of trouble. Therefore from the Government jxxnt of view,

divorced from public interests, it can be said that, the credit system

secures stability and efficiency, but this is true only of Government

sale of salt and not of distribution as it is claimed. The distribu-

tion is essentially faulty*.

L Supra, p. 438.

2. See Mr. Pitt's Evidence. Supra, p. 399.

3. See Mr. Tottenham's Evidence, pp. 609- 10.
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In face of these fads to talk of the reduction of railway freights

is inopportune. because the reduction unit not be availed of by the

consumers. This fact of the middlemen pocketing the reduction in

freight so long as marketing arrangements are net unproved was

recorded by the Tariff Board in the evidence placed before it. We
quote the actual words :

“ Have you created any new indentora

becauw of the reduction in the freight ?* If you have not you have

put annas 3 or annas 4 into the pockets of the middlemen. You

took the money from the railway people and gave it to the mid-

dlemen. Unless you have got a rear set of dealers who take ad-

vantage of this reduction in freight and sell in competition with

the others you cannot sell more salt. Then what haptens is this :

the other fellows retain the same price and put the freight reduction

into their pockets in addition to what they haw been doing before
”

Therefore before ony claim for reduction of railway freights is put

forward, the present system of distribution should be purged of its

evils and conditions favourable for making the advantages of

reduced freight- available to the consumers be created. The true aim

in asking for a reduction in rates should be to increase the traffic in

salt and ultimately it* cc*»umpti<xi, profiting thereby both the

coteumer and the carrier.

A SCHEME FOR BEOBGAN1ZATION OF MARKETING FACILITIES

Any Khcme of reorganization to lie wrccrwful must aim at

stabilisation and equalisation of prices. The entire marketing ar-

rangements. which arc at present disorganized, should be entrusted

to cne centra! institution, similar to the Cemmt Marketing Company

of India, which would properly co-ordinate different sources of salt

supply and effect marked improvcmrrts in quality, quantity as well as

the marketing arrangements In caw of suit, which is a Government

monopoly, th: centralization of marketing can be easily brought

about than was the caw with private cenwnt companies.

This new institution which we for the present term as the

Centra! Sail Marketing Board, shculd control the sale and distri-

bution of total salt supply, both imports and home production. The

Board stuxild purchase salt from the sea salt sources, like Aden,

Karachi, and Okha, at a price equal to the cost of production plus

fair profit. If the local supply thus made up is not sufficient to

1. The North Western Railway reduced its firighls co Khewra Selt

to stations east of Saharanpar by one anna wvtn pies a mound from

1st Octcfcer 1929. Tbs East Indian Railway al» reduced the freight

eaptriisentally from Soharanpur to stations co their weton

Vide, T. B. Evidence. VoL II, p. 442.

IV—

V
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meet the total demand the Board should invite tenders from lire

foreign salt merchants for salt ol specified quality.

The Board should arrange for the distribution of salt from

the nearest source of supply. Thus cadi source will have its own

geographic*! toot, the limits of which would not fcc precisely located

and marked cut but vary with thr nature of demand and supply.

This would remit in appreciable are: automatic reduction in trans-

port coats. To secure the success of these arrangements the quality

of salt will haw to be standardised and the consumers trained, as

is being done by the Cement Marketing Company. If, however,

the consumer's persist in their superstition* and hobbies they will

have to pay a price for them. Further, the Board should sell salt

at a price f.a r. destination because this would dbninate fluctuations

in prices and reduce the transport cost as wdl. Board will be in a

decidedly better position in securing transport facilities —In form

of reduced rate, siding arrangements, conditions of load and

carriage, etc— than an individual merchant. Thin has been the

experience of the Cement -Marketing Company; it has been able

to secure transport facilities as and when needed. This is convenient

to the railway authorities as well because a well-organized institution

can tetter put its case and the arrangements are promptly and

amicably made. Besides, adulteration would be eliminated.

The roost cucial question which comes up for consideration

at this stage is how sliould the f.a r. price be fixed. Should quo-

tations be merely equal to the cost of salt plus the freight from

the Works to the destination, or a little higher. To me it seems

that the Central Salt Marketing Board should follow a price fixing

policy on lines similar to that of the Cement Marketing Company.

The aim of the Board should te stabilisation and equalisation of

prices The difference between t)«e prices quoted to different centre?

of consumption tughr not to be very wide, and the disadvantages of

distance from the salt Works be reduced. To achieve stability of

prices the quotations ought to be so fixed a* to leave some airphra,

after meeting all the expenses which should be utilized in maintain-

ing the stability of price level and thereafter in reducing the prices.

The Board should be ran on commercial principles only to the

extent outlined above. Profiteering should be entirely alien to its

aims and objects. It is erroneous to suggest, as Iras sometimes been

done, that if by economising the cost of transport and in other ways

the Board makes a much bigger prefit than it ought to, then it
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jJ,mW 9harc with the Government.' The constitution of the Board

would contain a definite limitation as to its capacity for fixing price*

and the profits it can make, together with the provision as to the

ways in which the limited profits would be utilized. In this case

the profits, as aforesaid, should be utilized in maintaining the stabi-

lity of price level ard nothing else, the residual share to be given

tack to the orasaiDen in form of lower prices. Therefore making

bigger profits would be ultra '-ires of tte Board.

Next comes the question of the constitution of the Beard.

Here we agree with the Tariff Braid that the Board should be

constituted 3S a public utility enmiiany with a definite limitation as

to its profit earning capacity. We do not propOK to go into the

details of the constitution of the Board of Directors Ixxause this

needs be kit to the better discretion of all concerned. It should

however be pointed cut that to secure the confidence and support

of the people, the interests of the consumers should predominate in

the Board of Directors In these days of mistrust and suspicion in

the institutions connected with the Government proper precautions

should be taken in strictly limiting State inleiference with the

working of the B:erd Tnus constituted and worked the Board

wcukl achieve remarkable 3ucccss and add to the welfare ol the

people. Salt is an essential food for the well-terns of the masses

and to ensure an adequate supply of cheap and gixxl salt is a

rational task.

It is a relief to note that the salt manufacurers have now

under the strew of great economic depression realised the necessity

of reorganising thdr marketing arrangements and attempts arc being

made for coordinating their output and marketing. In this con-

nection the efforts of Indian Salt Association ne«d3 be noted. They

have formed a Salt Marketing Board to regulate the sale and supply

of salt manufactured by the members to Bengal and Burma, to

provide means and machinery for eliminating competition inter se>

to protect themselves against competition by manufacturers of salt

outside India, to fix and preserve a standard of quality cm the basis

of the Indian Tariff Board’s roromraendatiom and to maintain

pr.ee fixed by the Government of India. The Board has begun

lo function from 1st October 1K& and shall continue to work till

31« Match 1938. Bona fide manufacturers of salt in India who

supply tall to Calcutta and Chittaijxtf arc eligible to be admitted

as member*. The Board regulates the prices from time to time

for each shipment for all sales ex-ship and cx-go!ah= having regard

1. Vide, remaiii ol the President, 7. B. Evidtvt, VoL II. p. 620.
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to Uie quality. The Board fixes quota for annual imports by each

member ar.d it «s expected to encourage the manufacture of salt

similar in quality to that of Hamburg and Liverpool.

The Board has not as yet received adequate support at the

hands of salt manufacturers in general and therefore today it re-

presents only a section of our salt industry- But it U hoped that

scon it will become more representative because reorganised mar-

betmg is an essentia! prerequisite before the industry can hope to

Ramsvtakuh D. Tivyaki



GODACHI PLATES OF KIRTIVARMAN I

Godachi is a small village in the Torgal Jahagi: ot the Kolhapur

State It is about 48 mills to the East ol Belgaurn. thr head quarters

cl the Belgaurn District. It is notec foe the temple ol VTrabbadra. a

d«ty mostly worshipped by the Lingayats. The place seems to be

ancient one as it contains antiquities in the form of the remnants

of olil temples. Sivilingas, hero-stones (Vlragallu), Masati-Kallu. etc.

I was able to trace a broken piece of stone inscription which was used

for steps in the local well. It is greatly damaged and cannot be

deciphered, but some visible letters indicate to the 12th or 13th

century as its probable date.

I toefc an excursion ro this place on 10th August 1936 in company

ol my relative Mr. S. G. Swami B.A., an Officer of the Kolhapur Govern-

ment. In my previous visit in the year 1927 I learnt that SvSmi of

the place pcasessed copper plates and sucewded in having a look at

them Then I was not allowed to take wtampagw or photographs.

This time through He mediation of Mr. S. G. Swami and Svami of

Katkol Hiranath, I was able to Seatie these interesting plates.

Them arc three plates of which the Orel and third contain the

inscription on only cnc side and the second on both rides with a

margin varying from three-fourths of an inch to one inch. On the

margin, in the middle, a hole is bored on each plate for the purpose

of fattening a ring to hold the plates together. The rioE xs missing.

The first plate weight 130 grams ; 2nd plate 122 grams and the

3rd 110 grams and all three rtxaaire f>% inches by 2M inches.

Thr writing covers all the area except margin i.e. about

by 2
H" and the letters ‘Svatti’ which begin the msciiptioa, an*

wr.ttcn in tit margin of the 1st plate. The characters are Kannada

of the sixth century. Compare the characters of the Badami cave

inscription

1

with these. The sire of letters ranges from 6" by 4"* to

2" by l.*”. The following characters are noteworthy.

rtf, line 1 (Margin) : ha. line 1 : ma, line 1
:
mi. line 1 : tut,

lines 1, 2 : li, line 2 : In. line 2 : a«m, line 2 : ba, line 3 : pouvdartka,'

1. Ird. Ant.. Vot X. p. 58. sec plates on this pace.

2. Vde -pri" fine 5.

3. Vide -m" fine S.

4. Compare "pau“ of “ pamvdarfka line 3 with "P*u

of “ paurowmasyim ” lino 9-
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line 3 : me. lmc 3 :
dha. line 3 : /«, line 3

: p«. line 3 : so. line 5 :

riha, line 5 : line 6 : bu. line C . fro, line 6
:
pa. line 7 : rlli. line 8 :

dt, line 9 : n*. line 10 : khya, line 11 : i£d. line 13 : ju. line 13 :

flee. line 17 hha, line 17 :

The Ions 1
( j 1 to represented by a curve over the letter while

abort i ( ( 1 by a circle over the letter. Observe ri and ri in

harilhpulrtoM line 2 : In and ri in Pwiln-kfla Sa-ircsya line 4

;

ni lr. nUiSdstoo-viiaradoui line 9.

The U to added to the bottom ol

no; . observe enudkydia line I

ndnurafljile line 8 .

ka... • • • H bakusuvarma line 2.

so;.. • • • VI
bahnuvarnna line 2.

ba ;.

.

• • • II
t/uddhi-naya line G.

pn\.. • 4 • ||
putranam line 2.

ya:.. • • • *4 uonyukla line 17.

bu: to --he aide ot ka ; observe kulala line 6.

The con*inanl a doubled after i
;
tuuatwa line 3 ; Vikram-

VOmma line 4 : navtra lire* 5. 7, 8 and 12
;
iiititotthe line 5 ;

I'orn-

naiiama line 7 ?
Kevllika line 8

;
mvettlana line 14 but vflrja line 19.

The language is Sanskrit. There arc some Kannada words.

Kannada seems to be the iansuace sicken by the people as the phrase

Ketti-aroso nlmadkeyak in line 5 indicates. It is prtfcably the pro-

per name of the king known to his people. Kolii in Kannada means

sword and atasa means king :
’ the king of the sword/ The Sanskrit

name of the king is Kirtivarman. It is also pcesible that Katti-araaa

may be a corruption of Kiiti-rSja, " king of fame " by which name

this king is called in lire NerQt grant of Pulikeiin II.« In that care

the name should have been Kitti-arasu. The scribe might have ins-

cribed wrongly ka instead of H or the common people called him
“ Kallt ato-:a" '

king ol sword * as “ Kilti-artua
"

docs not carry any

waning to them. Another word satctlam is interesting. Totlom in

Kannada mean* garden The Sanskrit sa is added to it to indicate

‘ together with

*

including

The predicate ‘ dallam ' in line 16 ought to be
1
dattav&n

'

or

' lena ' is to be substituted after ‘ tijnapilah ' line 18 which may be

taken to be a predicate concluding the sentence. The inscription rrm-

tkns ‘ Nulgala grSma.” It is not easy to locate this village.

The summary of the inscription is that the king by name Kaiii-

aTase. son of MaUrila Ranaviktamen'orna of the Cdlukya Dynasty,

granted an abode and a field to Krsoasvam: Winging to Kcun-

1. Ini. Ant., Vol. VIII p. 43.
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finya Golto at the request of Vydgkrasvimi who was probably his

minister on the 12U» day of the month of KSrtika aI hk 12th irgnal

year.

Thi9 is a grant of the Bdddm Cdiukya king Ktrliventta I, ton

of PulikeSin I. Tlie Kauthera grant of Vibamddilya V' informs us

that the Cdfakycj came from the North, /ajasiotke VaUabha cr

/ayaimha I conquered the R&arak&ta king India and established
the sovereignty of the Calukyas. Hit wn was Ranaiaga whine *m
was Puliheiin I, lather o/ Ktrlivarna I. Kirlivaman is also called

Kiti-rSja. Among the titles (birudos) atenbed to him important

ores' are pu<u-janapardkrama. “puissant in war m Pure". salyd-

iraya,
~
support to the troth ", vallabka or Ptlhu.vieilabka “ favourite

of the earth " and makaraja “
great king His wife ms a sister ol

RUja Sri Volta!)ha stn&umda ol the Smdiaba family He is called

Vdl-lpyah Pralhama-vidhita, “ the first creator of Vatapi."' The

Vaftnava cave temple at Biidami was finished dunng his reign.* He
enlarged the Calukya power by over-throwing Solas, Mauryas and

Kaicrk/a.’ The kauthem gran: of Vikramdditya V describes him
as :

—

Tat-tunajab

Sala-r.ilayo-vitopi Mauiya-niryima b.ttuk.

praiki:a.prihu-Kadam-bastambka-bkedi-kuihaTah.

bhuvan^bhavanobhata-piamaTombka-bkiha

vymraaJa-sUa-kMtib-Kirtivarmi-nfpobkQt.

According to the MahSkuta pillar intcription' he is ak! to have

conquered the kings of Vanga. Ahga, Kaitnga, Vaffura, Megadha.

Mcdrako, Kircja Gatiga, Mufaka, Pdydya, Drami!o, Cofiya, Aluke

and Vcijayanti. Dr. Fleet thinks that it is a mere glorification*

He is described in the Mckakuta pillar inscription

1

as perform-

ing bahutuvarno and Agntffomo sacrifice* In these pbites he is a

rfain brave, wise and popular “ KaUi-atasa." Hi* father Ranavikrama-

t.arma Maharaja is mentioned as performing Agmlcma. Apticajana
,

Vajapeya, bahusuvarna, Paindauka sacrifices. 10 He ruled from »-0.

1. Ind. Am.. Voi. XV

L

2. Dr. Fleet—" The DynastiH of the Kanarew District*". Bomb
Gat., VoL I, Part. II, p. 345.

3. Ibid.

4. Ind. AM. Vote. Ill and X ptale on p. 53.

5. Dr. Fleet, " D. K. D," Bom. Gat., Vol. I. Part n, p. 345.

6. Ind. Anl. Vol. XVI. p. 21.

7. Ind. Ant. Voi. XIX.

8. Dr. Fleet, " D. K. D.'\ flora. Gat.. Vol. I, Part II. p. 346.

ft Ind. AM. Voi. XIX.
Ift Dr. Feet, "D. K. D_" Bom. Gat.. VoL I. Part II, pp. 344-4S.
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566-6? to aj>. 597-98 and was succeeded by his brother Maiiiausa.'

Ilia son was the famous Putikeh II who ruled liom a.d. 609 to a.d.

642.

The inscription U important and interesting for the following

reasons

L It records a date full-moon day in the month of Kartika

{Karltika Paurnamnii) falling on the 12th year of the reign of the

Cdlukya King. Kuticarm I and corroborates the date of the inscrip-

tion on a pilaster in the verandah of the Veipusva coot\ at lad&td

which records the completion of the house of Visou i.e. the Vai»ava

care of BfidSmi and mentions Ihe installation of th6 deity Visou.'

Tht* inscription was ascribed to A/m'rg/ifa brother of KMi-VarmS I,

as it contains the words "Sri MangaBivaio R<o>avikr&:t<it> " * This

is extremely important record because it mentkxi Saha date as well

as the regnal year of the reigning king.* There was a controversy

betwen Dr. Fleet and Dr. Bhandarkar in determining the king whose

regnal yen was mentioned m the inwiptioo.® Dr. Fleet came round

and accepted the theory of Dr. Bhandarkar.

1

If these plate were

available to the learned scholars much trouble would have been saved,

as these plates and the BSdami Cave inscription record one and the

same date, viz., 12th regnal year which W3B equivalent to S S. 5CO

i,c„ AD. 578.

2. This i$ another record of the King According to Dr. Fleet

there is one record of the reign of this King
;

it is the Badlrni cave

in»crip«jon. ,

3. It contains Kannada words. Katti-aram, ToUam. Meju*

Mama.'

•i. It mentions KSvya-nStaka-purapa itihSsa gSndharva-sapada.

1. Dr. Fleet, “ D. K. D." Bam. Gar. VoL ! port II. pp. 30-46.

2.
"
BhogvoUfa j^alayodtarica-n^cdalakara cakra ksapitipakora-

pikysya Viroofc praunu-pra’-inhapanibhyudiyc Ini. Ant. vol. Ill,

P 305.

3. M. Ant. Vol. III. p. 3C6, Tnd. Am., Vol. X, p. 67.

4 Dr. Fleet, " D. K D." Bomb. Gar.. Vol I. parr If. p. 346
5. M. Ant. Vol. X, pp 57-58

6. Bomb. Gar. Vol I. Part U, p. 338.

7. Dr. Ffcet, “ D. K. D.,' Bomb. Gar.. VoL L Part II, p. 346.

8 Further petof to ebow diet kartnada aaa the language of the people

is available fnm Ihe following record' of about the seme period. Compare
** ItW&n-ajivon - luhi pataiun aJdcum ejieja nfirkidd pj[u ikkuiu."

•' may he incur the guilt of she five great sins and be buried in the

seventh ML"
Ini. /tar. Vol. X, p. E0 Vid* also Ski. Pfill and old Kanarese itisaip-

titan No. LXXXIV, M. Ant., Vol. X. p. 61.
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vyikaraoa in addilicn lo Veda-VodiAgaa. It proves that the Litera-

ture of all there was existing and waa popular m 578 aj>.

Transhttratwn.

Platt 1.

1. Svasti Svflmi-Mahasena-MStrgaoa-anuduhyata-abhi-silcta-

ram Manavya sa

2. gotraoim HantlputiSnain CalukytnSm-agnisoma-agni-

cayana

3. Vajajreya-bahu-Suvarpna-Paund-'iriica-Asvaiwdha-avabhrtha-

snSna-pa

4. VitjflTta-ftrirasjTi Raoavilcramavann,-na-inah5ra)asya

5. pnya-tanayab Ksitti-aiaKi-nSmadhryah sarwa-iastrarttha

Plat t 2 (a)

6. p3ra - gahana-avabodha - amitidhatana-kuttia-buddhi-naya-

pra

7. tipa-uLsSdita-rervva-diyfldah varnaa-aSrarna-nyaya-pari-

pSIa

8. na-anuroajU2 tarv\a.prakrtiti e.var3jya-£uhvat;are dvfi-

dafie KSrtti

9. ka-paunjDamfcyini Veda-voiuiEa ttlragena nltiiastra-

wWiadena

10. M-pada-vyakaraoa-nyAya-luvyA-nalaknilihiisa-gandharvva

purine

Platt 2 (&)

11. so - aaadharaoa-vyakhyana-Mirpada adyakiila-Brh»pat:n5

ra

12. jya - aarwasva - dhurandharcoa Vyighnrtvamina nvahi

brahmanena vi

13. jnapitab Nulgala-gianasya miru-mannarh Mrwa-ittaknm

ea-tcttari si-jira

14. kari) svpanlyarii sa-niveiam rajairSnena pafica vimtati-

nivarttanarii

15. ksetram Kaujdinya-sagoUiya Vcda-vedaf«a paragaya

P late 3

16. Sadvatithayc Krevwvimlw dattarii dinarii (1) Ya enaih

harati

17. sa pafca-mahapatnka ttrhyukto bhavati (1) Ya enainanupS

IS. layati aa puoya-jiadi-bMgbhavatl (1) Svadatt2rh parada

19. ttari; va yo hareta vaundharim sajiivarea-sa

20. hasrini narake pacyate tu salj (l).

IV—

V
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Tremialion.

Lines 1-4.

(In the family) of the Calukyas descendant* of Karili, belong-

ing to Manu tribe, duly crowned (after) contemplating (the feet of)

Matfgaoa and S*ami Mahittiu. (there was) the groat king Raga-

vikrama whose bedy was purified by the ablution after the Atounedha

sacrifice. (and) by (performing) the Agrosioma. Agnicayana. VSja-

peya, Bahu Suvaroa (and) Pauodatikfl (sacrifices).'

Lines 5*.

(His) dear sen by name King Katti put down all (hostile)

kinsmen by (his) valour, pokey, (and) intellectual powers (hiddhi)

which were sharp, capable of retaining, remembering and understand-

ing the deep and thorough (pSia, extreme limit.) meaning of all lores

(Sastra) and gratified all his subjects b>’ protecting them according

to just rules (applicable) to castes (Varna) and stages (A&ama) in

life.

Lines 8-13.

On the full mom day the Kfiraka falling on the 12th year (he)

was requested by Vyaghrasvami. a great Brahman who was bearing

the bninL of the whole kingdom, who was (so to say) a Bjliaspati of

there days (adya KSla), who was gifted with an extraordinary- (abi-

lity) to explain the legendary lores, works c*i music, history, dramas,

poems, logic, grammar with commentary, and who was skilled in poli-

tics (NltiSittra), and who was an eepert in Vedas and subsidiary

Vedas.

Lines 14-16.

(By him on the same day) a gift, consisting of garden a house

and field measuring 25 nivartana by king
-

s measurement in the village

Nulgala together with (pouring of) water, (mixed) with Jlraka, free

from all taxes and Maiumanna,' was made to KisDaevSmi, s sadvfi-

tithi, an expert in the Vedas and the subsidiary Vecas, and a member

of Kauodinya tribe.

1. Compere " Svasli Sri wSni-prtdlniidhyfltilnflm MflravayBM-gcerl-

wm Hariti-putrSnAin Apiut«nigrilcayann-V4Upcy*i-paui»dBiiba-BHh.usu-

vnraria-Aivam'd.Tjva bb;l5 eiiaria-pjvitfikrta irar&ir. CalukySnfim." Ind.

Ar.t. Vol in, p. 3C6 VoL X piste on p. 58. Vide Kautham gran! o(

VikumMitya V. Ind Ant. Vol XVI. pp. 17 and 21. Dr. Fleet.
--

D. K. D.”

Bom. Cm. Vol. I Part II, p. 337.

2. Compare for similar idea Epi. Ind. Vol. HI. p. 56 and Vol, VI

p. 298.
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Lines 16-20.

He mho takes away this (gift; will commit five great sins (Pafica-

mahJ-pStaka). He, who protects this, will enjoy the refill of good

deeds (pucya-poala-bhik). He who lakes away the land given as a

gift either by oneself or by others will remain in hdl suflenne foe

silty thousand years.

S. C. Nandimath.



TARIFFS AND TRADE AGREEMENTS

1. iNTBCOUCnON.

Newel and uncommon practices in international trading have

developed GKT the World War. The rcoa characteristic feature of

these practices is the existence of a number of praitive contractual

treaties or understanding* negotiated between nations in regard to

exchange of commodities and services. The impact of these treaties

on the promotion of economic wdfaie of the nations and international

relations is enormous. Recently the controversy has centred round

the polidrs of Mrwt-Favourcd-Nation treatment and of Bilateral trade-

agwmeul*. The former has been viewed by many at a means of

increasing multilateral trade and International harmnny, while as

against this the Bilateral Treaty methods have been considered an

outstanding rcficcticn of national autarchy. But wc must examine

them in the perspective of conditions which exist in the world today,

with a full recognition of the social and economic trends of modem
society toward; a greater measure of a conscious control of economic

activitica

2. Action and Reaction.

The history of trade treaties offers a spectacle of action and

reaction, from univerealsm to particularism. With the commencement

of the Coixlen Treaty of 1860. the dreams of the classical economics

were realised. A world-economy, bead on freedom of enterprise, free-

dom of contract, freedom of trade and international division of labour

came into being and Adam Smith gloried in this development But

Cdy a decade later, a reaction against this " uniueraalfem ” set in—

especially on the Continent and America. The “ national ’ Ideal ol

the Mercartilatt was re-esioblished tn a different form. It postu-

lated a system of rdf-determined and autonomous regulation of trade

relations with a view to the protecticn and development of home

industries. Fredric List wa3 the chief spokesman of this national

ideal. The establishment of tariff became the mainspring of the new

system

3. Post-War Situation.

On account of the exigencies of War the practice of tariff-treaties

was accentuated. Intense economic naticnalism ha* become the order

of the day. Maximum economic self-sufficiency or idl-reliance. with
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a vie*' lo become ready for a next war. tena to fcc the A.B.C. of

the present international economic relation*. The culsttnding con-

sequenre such a tendency is the shift in the economic balance. The

Eurcpcan and oversea Agricultural ccunaies have taken to Industrie*

and the industrial countries are making attempts to grow raw mate-

rials and food-atuffs a: home. But. this has only twome possible

under the shelter of taritl-walls and restriction of imports In such

a situation the aggregate amount of inflow and outflow of goods bet-

ween nations is bound to diminish. But there are natural limits to

a full-fledged economic autarchy. Hence a nation has to come to

terms with other nations. The present day commercial treaties are

the inevitable compromises which nationalism has to accept. But the

situation has been more complicated owing to the economic depre-acn

and morwary chaos.

1

4. Basic Difrehences.

Before wc gamine the claims of the Meat- Favoured Nation

Treatment policy and of Bilateral Tieities, the mest fundamental

fact of the basic differences in the economic development of the cam-

tries should dc4 be kxst sight of. Various com tries arc making efforts

to bridge these differences and to come into line with other* Unless

this :s achieved, no commercial policy am hare universal and equal

effect. Mr. A. E. Taylor* has sumrnarircd these diflmnas in the

following manner :

—

(1) Countries are to be divided into net creditor and net debtor

nations The debtor countrig must make i>aymaits to Uie creditor

either in goo* or gold. eg Germany and U.S.A.

(2) Some countries have either active or passive balance of

merchandis- trade. Under the normal and long-run conditiccis, active

or passive balance aaintries would bear a relatkei to net creditor or

net debtor position. But this does rxx exist at present

(3) Tlierc are (<r) Tropical lands that are primarily exporters

of raw material!) and food-Sulfs. (b) Non-tropical lauds mainly

1. CJ. Remarks co the Present Phare of international Economic

relations. Geneva 1906— ‘ The eccoomic depxesaioc with tlie acccenpany-

!ij mooetaiy depreciation, foreign exchange control and clearing agreements

have brought about a reaction that has taken die tom of a disorganised

and excessive inciesse in custom* diuisi or quantitative limitsrices of

inputs (prohibition*. licensing system, quotas;. By there measures the

countries in question endeavoured to protect beth their production and

then national currencies against the consequences ol rerious disturbarcej

(in the spbse of ptict8 or of currency) which had arisen in «her

CuMoQid
2. The New Deal and Foreign Trade, A. E. Taylor, 1EGS.
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cxpor.crs of raw materials. If) Countries predominatingly exporting

manufactures. Mostly they are non-tropical. The United States is

an exception.

(4) Countries having a natural surplus or deficit of foreign ex-

changa—either because of creditor or debtor position, or because

of any other causes This is very important in the direct trade rela-

tkmshirG of today.

(5) Some countries have committed to the policy of regional

or Imperial Preference. This has segregated trade into a particular

direction where the advantages are calculated In terms of imperial

or regional dependence.

5. Claims of M. F. N.

The Most-Favoured Nation Treatment has claimed to present

a very simple and rational basis of trade relations. It makes pos-

sible for every nation to determine her tariffs according to her own

convenience and at the sane time maintaining the multilateral trade

reunions It stipulates that r.o nation must ask for special prefeieitlal

favour from others or grant sxh term* to others. As for example

the Indo-Japamse Convention of 190J-5 laid down that—“Any
article, tire product or manufacture of dominions and jxsjfcssiara of

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan shall enjoy upon importation into

India the lowest customs duties applicable to similar product* of any

other foreign origin. RcdprccaHy, any aiticte, product or manufac-

ture of India shall enjoy ujxo importation into dominions or posses-

sions of Hi* Majesty the Emperor of Japan the lowest customs duties

applicable to similar product of any ether foreign origin."

The Treaty of Versailles has imposed co Germany the obligatim

to establish her tan IT* on the M. F. N. basis down to 1929. As kxig

as the so-called spirit nf liberalism was growing in favoui, such Unities

were extending rapidly with the result that the effectivenm of taiiff*

was greatly reduced, and it looked as if tariffs were destined to dis-

appear.' Hcncc the economists at the League of Nations consider it

as the only device by which it can he hoped to extend progressively

the area of free or relatively free trade or the area of diminishing

tariffs. It affords, they say, an opportunity of equality of tarifi-creat-

ment to all nations who go in for M. F. N. Recently at the Inter-

national Economic Conference it was asserted that the only way to

trade-recovery out of this great depression and the avoidance of tariff-

wars was through the univerealisation of M. F. N. policy.

1. Meet-Favoured Nation Clause 1S66. (League of Nations.)
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6. Working and Dcttcts ok M. F N.

But in recent years the experience with M. P. N. has been quite

different It lias presented tl* lowering rW tariffs by mutual nego-

tiations because of the fact that each tariff concession was to be

shared with other countries that are not panics to the nesotiarion.’

This difficulty we* experienced at the time of negotiations between

Hungary’ and Austria in 1901. It ha* made the corccsskm more

burdensome to tl* giver and less advantageous to the rccepicnt

nation. Again the weaker countries who cannot wait long sufTci

meet. In thi* category are included net debtor nations, nations with

depleted reserves and also these whose purchasing power depends on

the export of surplus raw materials and fiwd-stuffs. They can coly

get concessions to mte into foreign markets if they grant some to the

opposite parties Hence the M F. N. policy is bound to indict hard-

ships not only on the-i growing industries but on their agriculture tco.

The Meet Favoured Nation Treatment is a denial of the freedom

to bargain, It is nvtre a hindrance than a help bemuse it dissi-

pates the unique bargaining power of a country.

A customs duty s very frequently deigned to equator the diffe-

lenees in the ccet of production between the bora; and foreign indus-

tries- It is thus a "Compensatory duty." But in these days of

state eontrd of production, subsidies, monopolies and what not. eon

ditions of produrtion in the two countries are never alike. In such a

situation equality of tariff treatment stipulated by the Most-Favoured

Nation Treatment may mean in practice a profound inequality. Hence

no uniform tariff treatment on a universal basis is possible.* Multi-

lateral treaties, under the M. F. N. policy are based upon a concept

of introducing standardization. But as the countries of the world

fall into basic differences regarding the line of economic development

1. De Haas Practice e] Fomin Trad*, p. 75.

"Thi* mean* that the nation that is mc« passive in negotiations

with others benefit* most since it fails heir to all the benefits that result

Iran negotiations of others without making rortesixading Mcrifiees."

2. Cl. Dr Haas. Practice oi Fort,pi Trade, "a rate applicable

to all nations fails to take into account differences in costs of production,

standard of living, and all the various factors in which iva two nations are

bally anke.” Again M. RiM has citsecfied in the following heads the

inequalities in coeditians of production which place the country granting

multilateral concessions in a *rriuus dilemma :

—

fa) Inequalities doe to monetary devaluation.

(6) Those due to differences in hixnc market

(«) Those due to axial condition* and standard of living.

In all these factors no two nations can show equality.
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standard!ration cannot be achieved without serious harm to many

countries.

Hence neither in its working nor in principles, the Most Favixired

Nation system tat teen satisfactory, because it ran counter to the

natural economic tendencies and evolution of the nations today.

7. Reaction Towards Bilateral Agreements.

Therefore there is now a reaction in favour of purdy bilateral

and comptroatory trade arrangements and the quantitative restric-

tiens on exports and impacts. Reciprocity or the exchange of special

privileges is the first principle of this system This is not altogether

a new invention of the trading method It is aa old as the Naviga-

tion Treaty ol 1815 between England anil America, and that of 1821

between the United Kingdom and Prussia. Reciprocal reduction of

in^iort duties was arranged under the McKinley Tariff Act of 1890

between the USA. and several countries of Latin America. The

same principle was extended by (Irr Post-War French Tariff. On this

basis commercial treaties were concluded by Czechoslavakia. Estonia,

Poland. Portugal. Italy, Canada, Austria, Spain and Germany. About

one-third of the World Trade today is cn Che bilateral basil* And

owing to the practice o: exchange control and Clear.ng AgreemsiU!

followed by many European Countries, such arrangements have be-

come very popular. India has also in her relations with Japan, step

ped out of the M. F. N. to the Bilateral type of trade treaty. More-

over. as in case of the Indo Japanese Trade Agreement, the practice

of allotting quotas of imports anil exports, is growing much in favour.

8. Factors Favourable to Bilateralism.

A careful study of the present day occoomic conditions, especially

of the great dcpirasion will give us the following explanation for this

change in trading policy :

—

(1) A general revision of the tariffs on the downward scale

is practically impossible. This cs inevitable since the economic in-

terests of various countries arc so divergent and their traditional

policies so ooufiictin® that at any general conference the countries will

group themselves in opposite camps. This will end in a failure On
the «her hand more is expected to be accomplished by mutual agree-

ment between two countries where the interests of both can be ad-

justed.

(2) A general overhauling of tire tariffs is very hazardous in

1. Cl. Rewiae cl Wald Trade, 1935. ILeague of Nations).
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such a time of severe trade depression and unemployment. Even the

advocates of ompicte free trade advise u* that the tariff duties might

be changed in a period of boom without greatly dhairhing the inter-

nal economy, but new methods cannot be mforced during a depression.

As Mr. Taylor says "The horizontal lowering of tariff rates is un-

wise. because the effects are unequal
;
old injustice is not corrected,

but new injustice is committed." 1

Under such conditions, bilateral tariff-changes can be considered

the only effective and wise course for a nation. The quota methods

have a further justification in the following interesting developments

(1) The position of exchange is very insecure and fluctuating

due to abnormal deprivations. Exciiange control and clearing agree-

ments are efforts in the direaion of dispensing with the international

function of currency. As the fluctuations in exchanges “ have preven-

ted costs from influencing prices and prices from influencing volume

of movements "—quota system is the logical sequeax of exchange res-

trictions and dealing treaties.

(2) The existence of dumping mectods, subsidies, monopolies

tie. have made the assessment of tariff duties almo't impossible.

Even the provisions of the M. F. N. clause wen many times, heirg

rvaded through secret rorthodi " No topic is more filled with a-aimp-

tions, porfulatw. picddrctions and prejudices than the Tariff." The

hypothec* of tariff duty is now universally rejected Mm it is based

on a principle untenable on general grounds of reasoning and impos-

sible of precise application In practice.”*

Under there complicating conditions creating disharmony in

international trading relatkxiH, the more picoising method is that of

Bilateral agreements aixi quota systems. They are not only expedient,

but positive, plausible, tangible and negotiable Even an outstanding

authority like Professor Taussig believed that reciprocity, if property

developed, may become an useful weapon for securing by stages a

general tariff reduction* Again, instead of resenting attempts of

the backward, ’* and debtor countries to develop thdr trad-

ing power, the advanced countries must come to mutual understand-

ing with others 3s regard the line of economic development so that

they may dovetail each other. In this direction, instead of uncertain

customs burners the quota system will be more helpful. This will

L A. E. Taytar. Tkr AJew Deal and Foreign Trade.

2. International Economic Rtlatians.

3. F. W. Tauwi*. Forrizn ASabs. 3 April 1333.
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be a step towards real internationalism fcawd on clear cut and definite

relations.*

9. Conclusion.

Planned Economy and Planned Trade.

It scam that Multiangular Trade belongs to the history of old

classical economy. Now the cpcch of Bilateralism has come. Warner

Sombart had foretasted this development of capitalism long ago that

“ toe forms in which the future of economic relations will be con-

ceived and developed will not be in free trade, nor yet in meet favoir r-

ed-nation-trratrrent clause, but rather in commerdal treaties, customs

unions, preferences import quotas etc." Some people have ventured

to dub this as a romantic doctrine. Anyhow It is the trade-practrce

of the pie-daasical days, a near approach to barter-methods.

Multiangular trade was based on the central clearing of accounts.

London was par excellence a financial centre. In its place now there

is a direct clearing of balances. Hence it a in complete harmony with

the practice of exchange control and daring agreements, retorted to

by the " distress ” countries. Pre-War triangular trade rested on un-

controlled competition As a matter of logical reaction, the dualistic

and channdised methods of recent trading are based on controlled

competition As Mr. Taylor says, "All this is readily reformulated

to mean balance trade in external commercial relations second to

balance in internal economics'' Planned international trade on the

basis of Bfiat«al Treaties wares to be the logical conclusion of Plan-

ned Economy. It is a phase of the pragmatic philosophy of tlie twen-

tieth century.

V. M. Bhatt.

L Cl. Secretary Wallace. America Must Chaoie. “It is easy for

foreign coin trier to talk about triangular and prlyangular trade and thus

avoid the necereaty of terming dear cut trade deals with a riven country.

But if wc art going to trend tcoord; Biwmaticnalisn. it seems to me
that the roly tale way to handle It it to conclude both loan and trade

Bgrremenu with foreign countries, as nearly as possible on bilateral basis

and cot get involved in the confusing complexities of triangular and multi-

angular trade vith which the ecuncg&ists Kk* to x&£So tip oar mind"



REVIEWS

Tkt Nature ami Grounds of Political Obiitation in Ike Hindu Side,

By J. J. Anjafia, MA (Longmans), Rf. 7-&0.

The Problem of Ike Indian Polity- By Proi. R. PRatafgiu. MA
(Longmans). Rs. 10-0-0.

The Ancient Indian Polity ha» in more recent year* come in for

a critical examinatiai at the hands of several Indian Scholars : :ind

we have by now a fair number o: pioductiom on this subject com-

prising berth the analytic and synthetic study of the problem The

Ancient Hindu Philosophy, which in the hands of the 18th and 19th

Century Western Indologists was Kippowd to be a mine of spiritual

thought alone, has now l*wi made to yield quite a plethora of gems

of political thought which needed only to be artistically set in to suit

any modem taste. Thus to die ancient Hindus have been ascribed

very flattering achievements in an extensive field of Political Thought

anil Action, e.g. Democracy, Responsible Representative Government,

Universal Sovereignty, Authority* as Federal (Pluralism versus

Monism), Local Autonomy. Social Contract be. &c These are said

to be only jus* a few bits, whereas the expectation is that the exhaust-

kss mine will yield aill more, if further skilful exploration is carried

on Doubtkss the field is vast
;
but for any substantial result it invites

not so much the flight of imagination as hard toil to arrive at truth.

All scientific research aims at finding the truth. It is exactly with the

object of getting at the true basis of Uie ancient Hindu State that the

two books under review have been undertaken.

The Univeisity of Bombay ia to be congratulated for the encour-

agement it has given to the two authore in tbc matter of thee publi-

cations. Dr. Thoctitl of the Bombay University Sociological Depart

ment deserves all credit for tlw inspiration and guidance he has given

to the authors in the preparation and general gel-up of the* two

productions. The sponsoring of these book3 by Prof. Wadia and

Principal McKrniie leaves no doubt that the Wilson College i» doing

it3 uwfu! bit by way of co-operating with tho University in research.

Why did mm obey the State in ancient India ? What were the

relations of the individual and the State ? Mr. Anjaria in his “ Nature

and Grounds of Political Obligations in the Hindu State " frankly ad-

mits that he aces no dearly-definod. coherently worked out theory of
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the Stale among the Andents In the manner that Western authors of

Political Science have, when they handle their view* and give them

a scientific setting. The author s therefore driven w the necessity of

picking up political thoughts pertinent to his subject trom ail the im-

portant philosophical and religious works oi Ancient India, the Maha-

bharata, the Upanishads. Manusmriti, Kautilya’s Arthashfistra,

Yajnavaikya, Sukra, the Buddhist and Jain tens
;
and then places

those thoughts methodically in the crucible of wefl known Western

theories relating to the origin of the State, fig., the Divine Right

Theory, the Contractual Theory, the Force Theory and the Theory

of the State as an Organism. While he is unable tn find any one of

these well-known theories holding undisputed sway in the pnlty wide

realm of Hindu thought, he sees a fair prominence given to wax
semblance of Divine Right Theory backed by Force Theory (Danda-

N'fli ) with just a glimmering but elusive light thrown by the theory

of Contract and the Organic Theoty. Obviously he is not pleased

with hia findings- It is Indeed revolting to the modem freedom-loving

and rational mind no less than it should have been to the philosophic

Hindu of yore as we take cur ancestor to be, reconcile himself to

this slavish attitude towards life which impose* Authority on him

from above—an irrational irresponsible fungus that is represented by

interested parties (e.g. the Brahmins;, to have wrorbow sprouted from

God above and thrown tenth into the world to flourish as God on

earth ; and the same interested party viz., the Brahmin-Phikwopher,

Law-giver and Versifier believing that this complete surrender of

human freedom at the altar of this fiction of Divinity on earth may
no: last long and fearing that the mask may be torn anil the dis-

illusioned rational human mind may see in this much vaunted idea of

the incarnation o: Gcd nothing but a Colossus stuffed with Clouts,

another bogey i.c. the Divinely-ordained Rod of Ovutirement—the

whole Code of Danda Niti is conjured up to buttress Authority.

Divine Right and Force will no: hdp much in answering the question
*' Why did men obey ? The Theory of Contract as applicable to

Ancient India bristles with difficulties not quite easy to get over in

spite of the support given to it by some previous Indian workers in

thh field of thought. \fr. Anjaria would, therefore, love to go to the

Theoty of the State an a mural organism for the solution of all hia

difficulties
;
and he finds a due in the word Dharma -. that marvel-

lous compendium of Hindu thought and life of Here and Hereafter.

The Ancient Hindu’s life is summed up in the lulfilrnent of Dharma

his moral ard Spiritual Law. Who will guarantee it best and promote

it miW. if n« the king? The State, the King and the Dharma being

really convertible terns, the grourxi for political obligation is at once
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discovered ; Man's entire moral being is fulfilled by his observance of

Dharma and Dharma is under the special protection of Uie State- He

thus him9df in the State ; and be obeys it bitwise he finds bra

complex* self-realisation in it. Well may Hegel and Green have come

to Khcd to the Ancient Indian Political Philcwophy !

But there is a fly in the ointment. Dharma lias under its aegis

the all-powerful institution of Swadlurma making for inexorable and

eternal differentiation* and cleavages among people The Varna-

Ashrama—apparently a harmless social and economic structure based

co Division of Labour—»
perpetuates, under the garb of awful religious

injunctions, a state of iniquity and unrighteousness by making the

Ancient Hindu State a ‘ class’ State,—a State for the few privileged

ores, condemning the many to the lot of slaves, «iU or at belt mtnialB

—mere 'instruments' for the dominance of the few. If Authority is

summed up in the King, it is precisely because he is to uphold Dharma

i.c. to see tliat Swadhaima of each caste, of each group » rigidly ob

served. The violation of that Swadfcarma rs again to be met undo

differential treatment The Brahmin goes practically scot-free and

Use already condemned Sudra—the Helot and the Have-not, is to be

the object of all conceivable torture. Under Ikit ideal of upholding

of Dharma there is scarcely any room for common life, citizenship

for all or complete iora-.tificaiion of the individual wilh the State

Why should the inferiority-branded Individual obey the State ? What-

ever rf* may bend him cown before authority, it is inconceivable that

he can love the State which docs rx>e administer one Law impartially

to all. Where comes in the visualisation of the State as a moral orga-

nism ? The hope of Dharma as the pceable nexus betwren the indi-

vidual and the Stale raredes as Swadharms conxs into fateful pro-

minence. Add to this powerfuUy disintegrating force the teachings

of the Law of Karma and the pessimistic attitude of life towards

worldly pursuits and human ties viewed as so many toih from which

the real sdf must break away to achieve salvation—Moksh— ,
the be-all

and die end-all of tire existence, and we find it difficult to place our

hands cm any political fabric or any really tangible substantial socio-

political thought, Dharma. Swadhaima and Karma scarcely give th?

individual (except to the Heaven-bom 'caste’ people) any interest

cc joy in life and leave him dismally cold as regards the future, when

the maintaining of this statiu ouo is exactly upheld as the wcmsanct

part of the Dharma. In vain may Mr. Anjaria leek for the Slate as

a moral organism in the Ancient Hindu Thought
:
and well may he

fondly hope for a regeneration or a re-formulation ol the idea of

Dharma which makes it possible for ell to live up to the ideal polity
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where, as Miffl Follett says " the true nature of every man a found

only in the whole.”

Within the range of investigation made by Mr. Anjaria the

remit is creditable.—clear, straightforward and unassuming. The boci

is a thesis that got him a well-earned first dara M.A. degree. It i$

an hraiest piece of research work. The presaitation of the matter is

flawless. The style is lucid, unencumbered with ebtiusive achdaiship.

It is a thonxighly readable bock which can safely be recommended

to the general reader. University students preparing for BA and

MA examinations in Politics will ala> find it a profitable reading.

Prof. Praiapgiri's “The problem of the Indian Polity ” ia an

ambitious attempt at net only diagnosing the malaise in the Ancient

Indian State but transforming and elevating the Central idea of

Dhaima into the mes&ah of the new World Order. In his hands the

problem of Indian Polity becomes the world problem ; and peace,

harmony and infinite perfectibility of mankind can be achieved only

by re-visualising Dharma divested of all jarring notes of unsocial

Swadhannas of all inequalities, racial, social, eccoomic. political and

what not- The Kingdom of God on earth is the idea! of the bcck-

and Love, Divine Love entering the bosom of ell towards all alone

can fulfil “the Divine Purpose” that tlie wocld must eternally

cherish. Towards its latter part the biok leaves an Impression cm

the reader that the author aims more at evangelism than at a scsentific

handling of a socio-political pioblem dissected in the cold light of

reason in the laboratory cl Ancient Hindu thought. The difficulties

of combining the role of a reformer with that of a student are

obviously felt in the peiusal of this book. Much valuable scholarship

get* unfortunately maned by digressions, repetitiems by the striking

of blow* at opponent* and even by occasional laps* from good tarte

in the presentment of the subject matter. All the same the author

deserves credit for the service he has rendered us by presenting the pro-

blem of the Indian Polity in a fresh light. Tbc chapters on Education

and Citizenship arc highly instractlva

A considerable part of the book dials with a critical analysis of

the various schools of Anciat Indian Phitocptiy—Brahmamc, Ascetic

and Buddhistic down to Sankara. 7W» philosophy according to the

author is completely bare of Ethic*, has no place in it for social mora-

lity. and ia therefore, if not anti-rocial at least rwn-sodal and non-

moral. The seeking of the self, and the Raiunciatxxis of all tbc

worldly puiRiits and tie* which detract one from the True Path of

Moksha cancot possibly inculcate in the soul of the ancient Hindu

anything bordering co ochex-regarding thought or feeling. On top

Of it comes the Vama-Ashxama intensifying groujwxcl«sivene» as a
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part of one’s religious creed which one may dare transgress only at

•Jk peril of erne’s Soul. The very system of Education, ii indeed

there wai any system, helped hi developing that attitude towards life

which should mean negation of common morality and social sdidarity.

In this view of Ancient Philosophy the author finds himself happily

supported by Dr. McKenzie’s work on “ Hindi Ethics.” Notwith.

standing this valuable support it is doubtful if his views will receive

countenance from every one. Chastity, Truthfulness. Sympathy, Pity,

Forbearance, Forgiveness, Abwicc of Deceit and Fraud and Anger Ac.

all arc social virtues and make for social ethics. Never was it main-

tained by any the most seduced anc feeble bodied ascetic of the

fores: that he wold realise his true Self—his Atman in Union with

Brahman by turning a deaf ear to the cry of distress or misery pro-

ceeding not only from ha fellow-men but even the animal world

down to the mcancit worm. The Mahabharata itself is a treaairc-

fiatBe of this teaching. AhirraS and Maitrt extended to the whole

creation have been the most lovable feature of ancient Indian life.

Self-sacrifice and Self-denial in the interest of the nxaneK creature

cornea to the forefront in most of the ancient Hindu literature. That

is exactly where we take pride in our ancient heritage. Everybody's

liand against the throat of everybody, in spite of the plaintive exhorta-

tions o: die Master whose follower the European Christians profess

to be, was never the let of the Ancient Hindu*. Even the Vama-
Aahramaor Swadharma is really no impassible bonier to social ethics

la there no truth in Burke's famous aphorism, " To be attached to

the facervision. to love the little platoon we belong to in »«irCy, is the

first priKipal germ aa it were of pubbe affection ? " Indeed,

the point that ethics formed no part of andent Hindu Philosophy is

waredy worth a refutation. The Philosophy of Moksha is incon-

ceivable if tainted with selfishness.

Prof. Piatapgiri is on a pretty surer ground when, like Mr
Anjaria though with a different method, he shews the Hindu State

td be a * Clata ’ State with privileged orders, the State not for all in

the sense that it permitted the superior casta to use the inferior and

conquered races (the Sudras) as mere instruments. The staying power

of the State—the Monarch -who is called the ‘key-atooe of the social

arch
1

ii the protector and upholder of Dh&rttta which i* unfortunately

rendered politically weaker by a rigid water-tight cornpatlmmtal

working of ' group ' life In Swadharma. The end of the Hindu State

b apparently to upheld Dharma (Law)
;
but the Heal is vitiated by

the perpetuation of Inequality as we modem people understand the

term. It is not the same Law for all ; it is not the same opportunity for

all This strikes at the root of Political solidarity and the absolute
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onrtuu of the State. Incidentally il ato compels each group-, parti-

cularly the kwcs one* to look for liuir salvation in their own ' group

life and consequently to give practically all thdr loyalty to their

own ‘ group! ’ by minimising points of contact with other group* a*

well os with the larger whole called the State. In face of this pheno-

menon of ancient Hindu political life, it will not do to be over-emphatic

about the picvalerx* o! State Sovereignty, an all pervasive, all-inclu-

sive. one and indivisible sovereignty and to make no allowance for a

treasure of Pluralism, Decentralisation. Federalism or whatever other

modem expression may be useful for conveying the idea that political

life cf the ancients was nut unif*d, not centralised, not circumscribed

by one and crie force «dy viz. the Monarch, backed though he may

have been by the minister*, the sacerdotal ar.d military orders or the

whole host of Daoda-NitL A dogmatic assertion on this dubious paint

will nM carry’ weight. Words, indeed have a glamour of their own.

Ka-an and Praia (Father and childmi) do convey an Idea of Pater-

nalism in Ardent India
:
but that is consistent with the simple, horody

way of looking at all life in that good old world. Ubiquitous Sovereign-

ty that makes itself acceptable to .the entire life of the individual is

scarcely competiblc with another synonym for the king qgwp igi uft

" One-sixth receiver , just a paid servant or an unavoidable tcccies-

cecee. Tire plough ir. the furrow may very well have hummed the

tune " Kings may come and Kings may go but I go on for ever.” It

is best to do without the universal application of absolute sovereignly

in Ancient Indin.

We wish the Stair were all that wonderful moral organism that

Prof. Pratapgiri in his praiseworthy spirit of discipleship to the great

philowpher T. H. Green would have of the Indian State of the past,

the pT«en’. and the future wherein the individual sees the summum
fconum of his life—the entire enrichment of his individualism—admit-

ting of rx> differences whatever between the individual and the State.

Idealism is certainly the joy of life for many
;
and idealism knows no

bounds. Not only the Indian Polity ol the future but even of the

World State b to be built by the author on the same lines, if only

people were more religious,—rather rrore fillrd with
1

Divine Purpose'

as is the word used in the book. Is this mysticism or Rationalism ?

Interntable ‘ Divinity ’ may not bo easily measured in terms of mere

human rationalism. And who, by the way. is to be the interpreter

of ' Divine Purpose’ ? The Brahmin, of course ! And what may be

channel of its descent on Earth—. Mount Senai or the Tower of Babel?

T. K. S.
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The Tudors. By Coxvars Read, pp xi 4- 2W. Oxford University

Pres, 1936. 7s. 6d.

Ur. Conyars Read is well known to students of English History

as the author of the indispensable “ Bibliography of British History,

Tudor Period." As is sometimes Inevitable, the historian is carried

away by the subject of his studies and in the book under review Dr.

Read openly confesses his admiration for the three outstanding rulers

of the dynasty.

The “ book is designed to give a brief survey of the history of

England under the Tudors." It is. therefore, not the aim of the

author to cross swords with critics of the Tudor regime, and the book

ia, of necessity, the statement of a categorical viewpoint, sometimes

verging even on dogmatism. It is divided into five chapters, one to

each member of the dynasty. Queen Elizabeth gets the lion's share,

tut it is to Henry VIII that the author warms mas: Henry accord,

ing to him “was the greatest parliamentarian that ever sat on the

English Throne “ and came at the moat opportune momi-nt to shar*

the future of popular govemmmt
During 1932-1934 there was in England a dSUnct awakening of

popular interest in the history of the cmintry. To mention only a

few instances, two books an Jchn Hampden. Buchan’s Oliver Crom-

well, Churchill’s Marlborough and Prof. Neale’s Queen Elizabeth were

best sellers for a long time This inlet* spread even to the stage

and there were two successful plays about the Tudors running in

London at the same time. But this revival of interr* also gave birth

to what Dr. Read calls bad history
’’
written by bribes who have no

other qualification for the task than an easy hand with the pen and a

keen nose for the sensational and salacious." Dr. Read secs no reason

why good history should not be as interesting as bad history. And

in mainly to defend hi* thesis and to disperse " sound history to the

people at large" that he has written this book. We wish Dr. Read

all success in his crusade against bad history.

P. M. J.

Economic Poticits and Peace. By StH ARTHUR Salter. (The

Hogarth Press.)

This is Mettens Lecture for 1936 in published form. The lec-

turer starts by pointing cut the close connection between economies

and politics particularly at the present time. His main problem is :

what sort of economic policy can today take us nearer peace ? The
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world today is more than ever on the brink of a catastrophe. Every

intelligent rithwi is therefore conrrn**! with the immediate and pern-

sing problem of preserving the esaen rials of a civilised existence But

we haw no time for long run remedia. The dancer stares us in the

face. It may leap upon us any moment. There ia no scope Ik

fundamental analyse Sir Arthur Salta seeks to formulate econo-

mic policy that would help to avert the disaster immediately.

What were the main causes of the last great war ? Not so much

the greed for territory or economic advantage, as the desire on the

port of each of the great powers to secure additional prestige. " The

iwuel of war and peace." says Sir Arthur. *' turn more upon prestige

than upon the merits of the actual dispute or the value of the tan-

gible pnte. " We need a system which would make this competitive

scramble for power and prestige impossible. We must put an end to

international anarchy. " No removal of either economic or political

causes of war, unless some system of international government is abo

built up, can put an end to wars.''

The League of Nations was created exactly to secure this end.

But we all know what it has come to. In the opinion of Sir Arthur

Salter the League can still achieve something if only It knew how to

set off one explosive force against another. It » only when such forces

are allowed to combine that they bring abrut a mighty ocnflagratico.

The world depression has driven people to despair They are now

the easy prey of dictators. Countries like Germany and Italy are

suffering fnim inferiority complex. There is the general clash be-

tween the democratic and the dictatorial systems of government. The

task of statesmanship then is to see that these forces counteract one

another. What nciviti !

Of all these factors the economic factor U perhaps the meat im-

portant. Economic policy must aim not merely at restoring prosperity

but at securing the conditions of peace. And here the torturer gives

us his mvercign remedy. An ' open door ’ in colonial policy, the ex-

tension of the international mandate system, some injunctions to the

Ambassadors in foreign capitals not to press for special advantages

but just to pectcd the rights of their nationals, the non-intervention

by States for the puipore of collecting moneys from citizens of other

States, tariff reforms so as to prevent dumping and discrimination

—

these are his main suggestions. These economic policies, lie thinks,

world make for peao*

Sir Arthur must be an incorrigible optimist mdeel Are there

really any short-cuts to peace? Judging from the trend of events

from day to day, do we not feel that the policy of setting off the
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vapoas conflicting economic and political force! can at best preserve

a pra-arious ' peace ' for a short time No setting up of international

machine** or any diplomatic machinery can hrlp. So far as the im-

mediate problem is concerned, oix can only be highly sceptical of the

success of any scheme. And for the long run problem, such tinker-

ing as Sir Arthur suggests or would suggest cannot help us. The

mi'ady is far too *ep seated. Our problem teda? is uitimalely rone

other than that of the anarchy of values. And that involves at any

rate the readiness to grant that traditional solutions repeated now

and again with a tew change* in emphasis may only irritate and exas-

perate.

J. J. A.
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WILLIAM WORDSWORTH

The reverent student of English poetry has soccer or later to

taddc the problem of William Wordsworth The school boy h
peimitusl only to read exquisite, dainty pieces like The RdKbo-x or
Tkt Solitary Reaper and he is happy with his Wordsworth ; a similar

Heaven, alas, is denied to the serious student of literature *ho has.

wiily mlly, to take Wordsworth tn mofse and evaluate him. Such a

student. Jet us suppoai aits with a oopy of the " Complete Poetical

Works of William Wordsworth " in the Oxford or Ward Lock edition

The volume is abnormally heavy and runs to about 1000 double
coCumn pap* of miacscopic type

;
but then, the student argues, if

one lives to be eighty and writes poetry all thiough one's life, is it

at all surprising ? The student perseveres
:
he scans the * contents.'

abcut 25 pages in length
; he rcad3 some of the sub-beading*. “ Perms

written in youth
" “ Peons on the naming of places

” " Poems of

the fancy
" " Poems of the imagination

" " Memorials of a tour

in Scotland” "Poems dedicated to national independence and

liberty
” " Ecclesiastical snrmets

" " Evening Voluntaries
“ “ Poems

of sentiment and relfortion
'' “ Sonnets upon the punishment of

death" and so forth and so on. This William Wordsworth must

have ten a tireless versifier indeed 1 Memorials of tours, adaptations

of Chaucer, autobiographical divagations, verses on man or bird or

beast or tree or reck, political iulminations. sleepy scrmc-ns.—were

there any limits to the interests of this poet, any exclusions in the

inventory of hjs poetic Old Curiosity Shop? Our hypothetical
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Student nervously glances over the pages and reads the poet’s own

• notes ’ here and there, sights the " Preface " to the " Lyrical Ballads."

is up against extra * notes.' and is finally more puzzled than ever.

Why did Wordsworth (who everybody says was a very great poec)

bother to write prosy prefaces and ever more prosy note* to his own

poems ? Could he not have left It all to critics, commentators and

professors ? There should have been, the student tentatively concludes,

a streak of the obvious and die emphatic in Wordsworth's mental

fabric that would countenance the comic spectacle of a great poet

explaining in commonplace prose the incommunicable intuitions in

his own poems.

The paradoxes in the Wordsworthian universe have not all been

catalogued ytt- The student reads on and on and is delighted and

surprised and pained and ashamed by turns A profound abyss seems

to separate the crests and cusp* in Wordsworth's poetry. From the

untranslatable 3plendcur of The Education 0/ Nature or The AffUclion

of Ma<iortt, it is nasty to have to read Goody Blake or even The

Idiot Boy. Had not Wordaworth discrimination enough to know the

grain from the chaff ? The puzzled student turns in despair to Words-

worth's critics and biographers. He refers to Reviews one hundred

or more years old to gauge contemporary reactions to Wordsworth's

poetry* A surprise packet awaits him and cracker; cackle to his

infinite merriificnt. This is how the Monthly Review of 1793 choa

to greet Wordsworth's first work. Descriptive Sketches :

"
More descriptive poetry 1 Have we not yet enough ? Must eternal

Change* be rung on upland and loniar-d, and nodding fores* and brooding

dcud*. and cells and ddls, and dingles. Yes
;
more and yet more : so ;!

is decreed."

Other journals were not less pontifical but only more impertinent

:

Wordsworth was a member of a group of " whining and hypochondria-

cal pitta ”
;
he had " scarcely ever condescended to give Brace or cor-

redness or melody to his versification "
; Alice Fell was " an iresult cn

public taste The Excursion was " longer, weaker and tamer than any

of Mr. Wordsworth's oilier productions "
;
The White Doe of Ry Istone

was " the very worst pixm wc ever saw impeinted in a quarlo volume "
;

ar.d the Immortality Ode was “beyond doubt the nwef illrgihle

and unintelligible part of the publication." The critics who made

such proroanri-ments were not binaries but were typical products of

English education and ailturr. And they had no personal animus

against the poet they so castigated. How then was it that their

estimates *> completely missed the mark ?

The paradox of a supreme par. writing futile 'tw.es’ on h»
own pceras

;
the paradox of glaring inequality in his published work

;
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the paradox of contemporary, undeserved obloquy and jxathunvwu,

often exaggerated fame
;
bat there are more to aime. The poet

Wordsworth wrote poems
;
and Wordsworth the partisan of Words-

woithianism wr«e ' Prefaces ’ fcmulating a theory of pcetie diction

and thereby justifying his practice. Dr. Jekyll had evolved out of

chaos his Mr. Hyde
;
soot, however. Mr. Hyde overpowered the gcod

Dccror and bxame the more dominant partner. Thus it happened

with Wordsworth as he grew older ; it was net so much the theorist

trying to justify the practice of the poet but rather the versifier trying

to justify the conclusions of the theorist Again, it is apparent

to the diligent student, that in prem after poem Wordsworth merely

falsifies his own and eve(body's opencnees in his search after the

will-o'-the-wisp of hope and contentment. Some of the Lucy poems,

the wail of Margaret, the story of Laodamia or of George and Sarah

Green or of the Hart-leap Well, they are all piercing lamentations and

nearly howls of despair. Wordsworth knew these things, had feit

these things
;
but he would moralise and serrroniae, talk high falutin

Kuff on duty, hopefulness, contentment and man's heritage of happi-

ness I How shall wc reconcile Wordsworth’* immediate intuitions of

men and things with his own sibtr faith and sedate moralising^ ?

It is sometimes said in extenuation of these paradoxes in the

Wordsworthian poetical universe that, at any rate. In all lie did and

thought, and wrote, Wordsworth had been courageously and unflinch-

ingly sincere
; what world you expect more from a poet, even from a

great poet? But sirxc Profcsor Harper’s exposure of the details

of Wordsworth's affair with Annette VaDon in France between 1791-92.

even such a tenuous flattering unction cannot be laid to the sou! of

the Wordsworthian. Everyone would admit that the experience moat

have profoundly affected Wordsworth ; but it was this experience,

in Mr. Herbert Read’s words, that “ Wordsworth -aw fit to hide—
to bury in the meet complete secrecy and made with a lory- sustained

hypecriar" The Pretodt no dcubt attempt* to unfold the life-history

of Wordsworth ; hut hew far are we entitled to look upon it as an

accurate account of what had really hap$»sied and what Wordsworth

had really thought ! There are omissions and there are exaggerations

;

there is " a heightming of bright colours, and a voluntary omission of

rooee sombre huei” (Legouis)
;
and it is too partial to be sincere

autobiography and tco penonsl to typify the growth of the human
soul itself in the abstract.

It is necesary we should be able to reconcile these manifold con-

tradictions if we arc to succeed in understanding Wordsworth's life

and pcetic achievement. To say that in Wordsworth there coexisted

two souls, the soul of a great poet and the soil of a village idiot and
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thus dsmiss the problem is too brazen a way out erf the difficulty.

And yet so discerning a critic o< tile and letters as the Lite A. Cluttoci-

Brock commits exactly thn mistake :
" (Wordsworth) divided him

self without knowing it Besides the poet who remained on certain

points eager, free and passionate, there was the mediocre person who

refused thought, passion, discovery, and for where verse-making was

a hobby. This other Wordsworth saw Wordsworth the poet as a

kind ol institution never to be criticised ; it acted £3 secretary to the

pcet and wrote these curious, dull notes at the head of his poems,

besides, unfortunately, writing many verses of its own.” It is »j

simple, so ccnveniently satisfying an explanation : but h it true ? On
the contrary, Mr. Earle Welby has remarked, "cur one chance of

underetanding Woidsworth and his noble and inestimably salutary

influence over the modern mind is to held constantly to the truth

that his most disastrous, his mow ludicrous failures proceed from the

conception of himself and of poetry which gave us his loftiest suc-

ces=t£
-
' It will be the aim of thii paper to adjudicate between the

views of Clattan-Brock and Earle Welby
:
but before that can be

attempted, wc shculd trace the main events in Wordsworth’s life and

relate them to his career as poet.

Wiliam Wordsworth was bjm at Qxkrrmculh, in Cumberland,

on the 7lh April, 1770. His father was law-agimt to Sir James Yowtbcr,

afterwards Eart of Lonsdale. With his brothers, John and Christo-

pher, and his sister, Dorothy, William presumably had many pleasant

hoars, roaming in the countryside or bathing in the river or giving

vent to boyish fancies. However, calamities overtook the family one

after another ; the mother dies! when William was only eight

:

Early died

My honoured Mother, she who »»* the heart

And kir.ee of all our learnings and our love?

:

She left ui destitute, and. as we iciihL

Trooping together.

Five years later the father died too. leaving the orphans very

little ca*. Tliere was. of cause, an unsettled daim on Lonsdale

for £ 5,000. For the time being, however, the Wordsworth; had to

Uye with their maternal grand-parents. Life could not have too

jolly for the orphans
;
Dorothy irecd to sob. “ wc have no father to

protect, no mother to guide, us ”
;
but William’s education was attend-

ed to and he was sent to the school at Hawk*ead. We catch glimpse*

of Wordsworth’s early life, coloured perhaps by the middle age prism

of The Prelude, in the first two books ol that is*m :

Fair ared-time hid my reel, and I grew up

Fortfrcd alike by beauty and by fear

;

Much favoured in my birth-place, and no Sea
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In that beloved Vale to whit* tit locg

We '•'ere transplanted-there were oe lit laase

For apjrt* at wider range

We ran a bobtcroui ccurse ; the >car span round
With Kidd/ nwtioo

When simmer one,
Our pastime war, oo bright half-hojfiays,

To sweep along the plain o' Windermere

With rival i»n ; and the ttflntrd bourne

Was now an Island musical with birds

That sang and erased not. . .

.

My seventeenth year wra come ..

I, at this tine.

Saw blearing! spread arotrtd me lie a sea.

Thus while the days Eew by. and yean passed on.

From Nature and her overflowing toil,

I hod received to much, dial ah my thoughts

Were steeped in feeling
; I was only then

Gwtented, when with Nias ineffable

1 felt die sentiment oi Being spread

O'er all that mows and all that smtaoh Kill. .

.

Did the boy William Wordsworth think and fctl just like that ?

They are neither a perfectly accurate account of what happened to

the boy William nor a consciously put-up job by the pect Wordsworth.

In these passages a mature Wordsworth, thirty-fiw years old. is trying

hard to recapture the fugitive imaginings and 1
repressions of a toy

of ten or fifteen or seventeen ; and hence a certain idealisation, a

certain deflection from absolute veracity, is inevitable. As Mr Read

argu<* :
“ It is not Wordsworth's sincerity that is in Question ; a

great poem like The P'elude could never have been written without

the deepest sense of sincerity. But sincerity is rX truth : it is only

conviction—a state of belief directed towards some arbitrary end."

It Was Wordsworth's aim to select only such dreunataoces from his

early life that might justify his message of joy and hope ; to give

alto that wkoTing of the imagination to the incidents of his life ar»1

the evolution of his mind that his ream argument might be amply

reinforced by the appeal of the poetry itself.

In 1787 Wordsworth went to Cambridge. For about four years

he was at the University. He took his degree without distinction in

1791. College life ajiparently did not fascinate Wordsworth ; he was

in Cambridge, net of it
;

studies tosed him. examinations were a

nuisance, and the future was a blank. Wordsworth had little or no

money” left out of his father’s cash ; neither could he apply himtdf

to preparing for some particular proiesson Wordsworth, at the

dangerous age of twenty, was just dreaming things, was drifting aim-

lessly. In the third Book of The Prelude Wordsworth gives a fairly
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interesting account of hi* “ residence at Cambridge ”
; at the outset

be fays in armi-ironic disdain :

Of College Jatxnirs. cf the Lecturers roan

All studded round, 8b thick as chairs could stand,

With loyal ttutfenU. faithful to their books.

Half-and-half idlers, hardy recusants,

And honest dunces—of important days.

Examinations, when man was washed

Aa in a balance ! of octmire hopes. ..

Let others that know irore speak as they know.

Wordsworth, for hit part, w;Il speak of other things
; of St. John's

College and its three Gothic courts, of Trinity'* k*|uaduus clock, of

the statue of Newton, of memories of Chaucer, sweet Spenser Milton

the temperate Bard, of the general futility of the four years in Cam-
bridge. He confesses :

We sauntered, played, or rioted . we ta&rd

Unprofitable talk at morning hour*
1

Drifted about along the streets and walk*,

Rmd Urlty la trivial books

Thus life in Cambridge pass*! and thus, with the examination

wry near Wordsworth coolly wait <xi a walking expedition to the

Alps, and thus too, when he had at last taken the degree, be bravely

settled down to a life of inactivity in London.

Meanwhile the Revolution was registering its first triumphs acres;

the channel. The fall of the Bastille in July 1789 when Wordsworth
was Hill at Cambridge was being acclaimed as an event of momentous
significance. Probably Wordsworth got familiar with the works of

Rouiseau and Erasmus Darwin and obscurely worked out at thb

time the theoretical framework for his almost instinctive reactions to

the Revolution. The levelling up of society in France seemed a

natural, dentabic thing ; Wordsworth wanted to visit the scene of all

these tremendous experiments and hence uK out for Orleans in Nov«n-
t*r 1791. The ninth Book of The Prtiude takes us to Wordsworth’s

adventures in France : there was Paris—

In both her damorao halls.

The National Synod and the Jacobins.

I aw thp Revolutionary Power
Toee like a ship at anchor, raked by storms

:

The Arcade* 1 traveraed. in the Pahce huge

Of Orleans ; cots!

(

d round and mend the line

Of tavern. Brothel. Gaming-houw, Bnd etwp,

Great rendezvous of worst and best, the walk

Of all »bo had a purpose, or had not.

Here Wordsworth met Braupuy, a revolutionary and romantic

officer, who is described vividly in the lines :
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He through the events

CX that peal change wandered in perfect Isilh.

A* lbrough a book, an old romance, or lale

Of Fairy, or anew dream of actions wrought

Behind the rummer dcoda.

So very enthusiastic atout the revolutionaries, it is small wonder

Wordsworth identified himself with the Girondists, had ever hopes

of becoming the leader of the patty, and anyhow was within an ace

of being guillotined
;
fortunately, though. Wordsworth ran short of

funds, hi* French friends betrayed an increasing distrust of hi* leader-

ship, and oxisequently Wordsworth returned to England in time.

At this point it is necessary to relate the intriguing Annette Vailcn

episode. There had always seemed some mystery atout Wordsworth's

abrupt (even allowing for the lack of funds) return to England at

the close of 1792. There had been ruraouis and unexplained allu-

sions in the Wordsworths ’

letters and Dorothy's journal*. Duiing

the past few decades the researches of Professors Harper and Legouls

have unravelled the veila that like a thick skein had teen thrown over

by Wordsworth on his French experiences. The facts that have been

brought to light arc these : during his stay at Orleans, Wordsworth

became intimate with a certain Paul Valton and his sister, Annette,

a sprightly lady of twenty-five. Wordsworth at first considered

Annette his French tutor
;
but xao they were in love with each odier

and Annette “ carried about her for a secret grief, the promise of 3

mother." When Annette went to her native town of Bioia. Words-

worth followed her ; and both returned to Orleans in September 1792.

Conditions were difficult for Wordsworth and he flea to Paris where

he lingered on till in December he heard news of the birth of his

daughter, Anne Caroline Wordsworth : in France there was nothing

more to do, and, broken and dispirited, he sailed back to England.

The Prelude is silent atom the Annette Vallon episode ; there is

however another poem. Virudracour and Julia, written not later than

1805, perhaps several years earlier, in which critics have discovered

dear traces of the broken romance. The prefatorial note to the pxm
stat«, “ The fact* are true

;
no invention as to these has been excr-

eted as rone was needed." The scene is laid in France : the high-

born Vaudraeour

woced a maid

Who heard the hart-felt rauaic of hi» suit

With answering von

But owing to the difference in station toeween the lovers, Vaudra-

con's father

With haughty indignation tpunwd the thought

Of Such alliance.
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The Lovers wm- no* to be parted, however
;
they rrW in secret

and *woee eternal troth :

So pisaed the tin*, till whether through elfwt

a tome unguarded moment that (Salved

Virtuoui rearaint—ah, Sprok it, thick it not

!

Deem rather that the (event Youth, too saw

So many ham between his present '•ate

And tbc denr haven where be wished to he

la hcoouiabte wedlock with he Love,

Was in he Judgment tempted to decline

To perilous weakness, and entrust his cause

To nature fee a happy end ot all.

in due course the child is bom and the lorcre try all means to

hoodwink the parrots, though in vain. Vaudracour hooca still to

marry Julia and live with her in peace and comfort But—

Fond Youth ! that mournful tnlace now must pita

Into the li« ol things that cannot be t

Unwedded Julia, terror-smitten, hears

The sentence, by her mother’s bp prcciounccd,

That dooms her to a convent

Ae for Vaudracour he retires lo the forest with the " senseless

Little-one" where he tends the orphan till such time when it dies

“ by some mistake or indiscretion of the Father.” And—

in those unitary shades

HU days he wasted, an imbecile mind

Mr. Herbert Read finds rightly in Vaudracour and Julia, ta tn

Wordsworth and Annette. ” the same delirious passion, the same reuse

of frustration, the same atmosphere of intrigue and cortcealnvnt. and

then a forced parting and ' the stings ol viperous remorse, trying their

strength.’" Granted all this, how are wr going to explain Words-

worth's desertion of Annette after his child had been bom ? It is

likely that the opjwstson to his marriage came rather from .Annette's

guardians wlx» were Catholics and Royalists and to whom marriage

with a Deist and Republican should have been anathema It is a

fact that Word:worth later cn made ample provision for his daughter,

even had friendly meetings with Annette in Franco. Be that as it

may. Wordsworth had to tear himself away from the .Annette he

passionately loved and on his return to England in 1792 had to give

her up for ever It was enough to corrode the very texture of his

existence : and that iB just what happened.

Frustrated in his first lore, Wordsworth turned to his other love,

France hen-elf : and equally final was his disappointment. The
September massacres were on no account to be justified : it was good-

bye to Wordsworth’s dream of liberty, equality and fraternity, here
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and now- The jeremiads in the tenth Bock of The Pieludt are

touching :

Under «*orK trials was I driven to think

Of the dad time* when first 1 traversed France

A youthful pilgrim ; above all reviewed

Thai eventide, when under windows bright

With happy taco and with garland* hunt
And through a rainbow-anil that sponni'd the siren.

Triumphal pomp far liberty confirmed,

I paced, a dear companion at my tide,—

(this, probably a reference to Annette)

The town of Arras, whence with pecoilse high

Issued, on delegation to sustain

Humanity and right, that Robespierre

He who thtreaiter, and in how short a time

!

Wielded the sceptre of the Atbefat crew

A* Lear reproached the wind*—I could ainuxr.

Have quarrelled with that blamelea spectade

For lingering yet an image in my mind

To mock me under snrh a strange reverse.

From now on Wordsworth amId only sec and suffer—stc England

at war with Fiance and suffer with the victims Pradcal as he was,

Wordsworth could nt* long hug to his baton tiie phantom of a

theoretical Utopia ; in this he was very unlike Shelley. As Professor

Ltowden stalls the contrast, “ for Shelley, whether France woe enslav-

ed or free, liberty remained. But such political passion as Wordsworth's

united itself with an actual cause. It was roused by the presence of

the dements of noble national life, not somewhere apart in the air,

not in seme remote political primum mobiU, but in the veritable life

of a nation. For such poetry of revolution, after the regime of the

Directory and the 18th Bniroaire, the career was closed." In the

tragedy. The Dordertit, which Wordsworth wrote at thiB period and

which consequently breathes
*“ a well nigh absolute, though transient,

pessimism," occurs the suggestive asseveration ;

Suffering U permanent, fb-cure, and dart.

And aharra the nature of Infinity,

Such suffering could not help poisoning the hidden wells of his

teine, oxiId not help hardening his sensibility, could not help deflat-

ing the tenour of hia thoughts and feding3, his very humanity. How
harrowing the thoughts of unfulfilment, the pongs of defeat, may be

gouged from this well-known passage :

Mom mdanrholy at that time. 0 Prieid !

Were my day-thoughts,—my nighti were miserable

;

Through mcotte, through years, long after the but bra:

Of those Itrodttea the hour of sleep
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To me» rarely charged with natural fillA

Sceh ghastly visions had 1 ol despair

And tyranny and implements of death;

And Innocent victim Sinking under fear.

Arid momentary hope, and worn-out prayer...

Then suddenly the ferae

Changed, and the unbroken dream Wtangled roe

In long ora tiMl 8. which I strove to plead

Before unjust trhunals,—with a voice

Labouring, a brain confounded, and a sen*

Death-like of treacherous dfs-rtion, felt

In the last place of refute—my own reel.

I( is the poignant moan of tlie dark being, oonactoui of sin and

" treacherous desertion," brooding starkly over the fatal unescapablc.

Love had failed
;
humanity, in himself and in others, had failed

;

what was tliere left to live for ? Wordsworth, in the piquant language

of Mr. Outton-Bnxk. " had been in love, not only with one woman

but with the unive.'se, and he had teen jilted ; w he cut the very

capacity foi such love, in its completeness, out of his mind.'’ In

London he sought tie temple of Reason ; he studied William Godwin ;

he demanded formal proof and sought it in everything ; he thwarted

himself, he very realy destroyed himself.

Now alio Wordsworth began to consider himself xrioudy iu a

pcct. Ar. Evening Walk and Descriptive Sketches were published

in 1793 The five yeans between 1793 and 1793 might be called the

prelude to Wordsworth's poetic career. Till 1795 he lived an extre-

mely desultory life in London and thereabouts, only fitfully seeing his

few relations end fewer acquaintances. He however enjoyed the

friendship and admiration of the young Raisley Calvert, who. when

he died of consumption in 1795, left his friend a legacy of £9Xi. This

was a god-6end to Wordsworth and enabled him to settle down at

Racedown in Dorset with hit beloved sister Dorothy. Wordsworth

has referred to her often in his works, and she deserved all the praise

bestowed uper. her and more too. Dorothy wus

The One for whom my hear shall ever bras

With teoderest love.

In The Prelude he addresses Dorothy in the lines—

I loo exclusively av.eemrd ihei low
And sought tfiel beauty, wluch, as Milton ans\
Hath terror in it Thou didst eaKen down
This cver-iWmnea

;
but foe thee, dear Friend !

My sod. loo reckless of mild grace, had mad
In her original relf loo aafidait,

Retaining too Icr.g a countenance severe .

Dorothy was just the saviour needed to soochoi and quieten

Wordsworth after tbe recent spiritual crisis in his life. She was the
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eternal feminine, with unerring intuitions into the troth of things, with

a mother's solicitude and affection, with a por.'e rich sensibility. In

the next few years she was to reclaim Wordsworth from the land of

lost souls, to act as his first public, sympathetic, understanding, appre-

ciative.
“ She called forth." in Lowell's words, “ the shyer sensibilities

of hh nature and taught an originally haish and austere imagination

to surround itself with fancy and feeling.” In alter years, as Words-

worth rusted more and more or as the onerous duties of a Stamp-

Distributor told upon his faith, he cnuld always wek the company o;

bis sister and recover his poetic conscience. She was, it can safely

be said. " the nurse, the guide, the guardian of ray heart, and soul

of all moral being.” In the company of Dorctiiy. in mountain rambles

and prolonged flirtations with objects of Nature like a flower or a

bird or a tree, and in turning such experiences into the mould of

psetry—in these Wordsworth camouflaged his viperous remorse, his

anguish, h:s whole past " Wordsworth was recovering his stability,

finding his ideal self or personality, his phllonphy of nature and hi*

poetic genius
; he was losing Annette, his faith in youth and change,

his fundamental honesty." (Herbert Read!

About this time Wordsworth mri Coleridge at Bristol and laid

the foundaticos of their fruitful friendship. Coleridge was already a

friend and brother-in-law of Robert Southey's and was known to be a

brilliant preacher and conversationalist. In June 1797 Coleridge paid

a visit to the Wordsworths at Racedowr- Surely three such poetic

souls like Wordsworth. Dorothy and Coleridge have seldom come to-

gether. We need not go into the question o! Dorothy's love ior

Coleridge : references in her Journals, though dubious, may admit of

that hypothesis : what is however indisputable is that the three got

on very well together and that atwxig the first fruits of their friendship

and collaboration was The Ljrieal Ballads. published in September

ITS®. In his Biopaphla Littraria Coleridge explains the origin of

The Lyrical Ballads :

"The thought suggested itself—to which of ur. I do not recollect—

that a series of pextna might be o>ir.po«d of two sons In me. the inci-

dents and spent* were to be, in part at lean, supernatural ; and the excel-

lence aimed a: was to consist In the Intereskig of the affections by the

dramatic troth of mch enotico*— Fee the second class, subjects were to

be chcooi from ordinary life
;
the characters and incidents were to be auch

13 will be Imind in every village and its vicinity, where there is t meditative

and feeling mind to ter* after them, or to neck* then, when they pieaeit

themselves.”

As it was. Coleridge wrote the immortal The Ancient Mariner

arid two or three lifeless pieces like " The Foster mother's Talc" and

” The Dungeon ” while Wordsworth wrote his ** Idiot Boy ’’ “ The
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Thom “ “ Simon Lee
" " Gocdy Blake " and some other equally inno-

cuw* or ludicroj* jxece* But the 1798 volume o! Tht Lyrical

Ballads was redeemed or. Wordsworth's aide by the justly famous

Tintam Abbey which has been aiipcopriately described by Mr. F. W.
H. Myers as “the locus classics or consecrated formulary of the

Wordsworthian faith.” There were, besides, the two pieces, “ Expostu-

lation and Reply” and “The Tables Turned." which in their own
way arc perfect : Manias like the following from these two poems

have occomc current coin with students of Wordsworth :

The eye— it acme* choose but j«
;

We cannot bid the par be Mill

;

Our bodies fed, shne'er they be,

Against or with our will.

Nor lee I derm that there are powers

Which of themdves ccr minds impress
;

That we can feed this wind of ours

In a wise poasivenrat ..

Conte lerth Into the light ol thing!.

Let Nature be tour Teacher...

Swirt is the icee winch Nature brines

;

Our meddling lucllect

Mis-shnpes the beautecus feerns r.I things

We murder to disawt.

After a tour in Germany with liis sMer when he coropoeed the

Lucy poems and designed and partly wrote The Prelude, Wordsworth
returned to issue a second edition of The Lyrical Ballads, equipjed

with t challenging Preface on the origin and nature of poetry and
patic diction The new edition also contained some beautiful pieces

like Michael and Han-Leap Well.

The second edition of the Ballads was issued in 18C0 ; in the

same year the first Earl of Lonsdale died and his successor peiid up.

with interest up-to-date, his father's debt to the Wordsworth family.

This placed Wordsworth and his sister beyond all pecuniary difficul-

ties The wcund caused by srjsirntion from Annette Vallon was
gradually healing

; letters betwtar the lovers were becoming fewer,

though now Dorothy was also corresponding with Annette on her own
behalf

; France wan figuring lea and less in Wordsworth's imaginings
and scheme of things ; and the outlook was very favourable indeed
when Wordsworth grew to be intimate with Mia Mary Hutchinson.
It is the lady described in the well-known lines

:

She was a Phantom of delight

When first she glcauxd upon my
;

A tovely apparit**), sent

To he a xnonvent'a ornament....
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Wordsworth married Mary in October 1802 and they with

Dorothy toclc home at Grasmere.

The influence of Coleridge on Wotdsworth and via versa learned

considerably after the latter's marriage. But while it had acted in

its first freshness it had b~n productive ol great things. To Cole-

ridge the discovery of Wordsworth had bren something wonderful

:

he wrote to Cottle, " I tell you that 1 feel myself a little man by hb
side, and yet do not think myself the lew man than 1 formerly thought

myself. ..T Poole's opinion of Wordsworth b that hr is the greatest

man he ever knew : 1 coiicide “
; ctewhere he referred to Words-

worth as Giar.t. New Milton, “ the only man to whom at all times

and in all mode of excellence I feel myself inferior." Poems like

“ Frost at Midnight ” could probably never have been written had

not Coleridge known Wordsworth. On the other hand. Wordsworth

gained as much and more from his friend. The understanding and

sympathy of an intelligent friend was no small thing
;
they’ evoked

Wordsworth's nascent pcrtic fanilties and helped him to give them

beautiful expression. More. Coleridge, feeing the more severely in-

tellectual partner, rationalised and regularised Wordsworth's pcetical

inclinations, lie may have also encouraged him, thinks Professor

Raleigh, " to advance an explicit deetrine what had value merely as

perception, and so to make The Lyrical Ballads 9ecm like 3 gauntlet

flung in the face of public taste.” In The Prelude Wccdawotth calls

Coleridge the " capacious soul ” and acknowledges thus his indebted-

ness :

Thy kindred influence to my heart ol hearts

Did also find its way. Thus far relaxed

Her overweening group : thus thoughts arxl things

In the sell-haunting spin; leant; to take

More rational prcportkms. ,

.

When the Wordsworths were in Germany ornuriuning with

Nature or observing men and things. Coleridge also was there, but

engaged in abstruw metaphysical studies. Coleridge the metaphysi-

cian was also an important factor in the evolution of Wordsworth's

mind. To the evanescent and fluid intuitions of the ptxt. Wordsworth

grafted the idealism, the transcendentalism and metaphysics that he

had learnt from Coleridge. The result was far from satisfactory.

There is a core of troth in Professor Garrod’s remarks “ Coleridges

greatest work is Wordsworth- -and, like all his work. Coleridge left

it unfinished . . From Coleridge Wordsworth had derived the ele-

ments of his mctaphyac ; and hb genius died of a metaphysical

atrophy."

It is needless to go elaborately into the tortuous labyrinth of
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Wordsworth'* cooliovmiei with his critics : in fact, he conducted

himself with unfailing dignity so long as the storm prevailed. Jeffrey

and other reviewers of the time were up against strange things In

the body of Wordsworth's poetry, and naturally they complained,

sometimes rudely and brutally ; Wordsworth, on his part, answered

with a Preface whooe tenets attempted to upturn the whole apple cart

of contemporary critical theories. When argument failed, parody and

ridicule were resorted to and thus we have sentence* like the follow-

ing which did duty (or serious criticism of new poetry :

• Their nos l distinguishing symbol Is undoubtedly an affectation of

great simp(icily and familiarity of language. . .We may nciw a certain

homdinera of language in tile productions of a ploughman, or a milkwoman
,

but we canno. being ourselves to admire it in an author who has had

occasion to indite odes to his college bell and inwrihe hymns to the

Pantss."

But Wordsworth persevered
;
be knew he shoild himself create a

public taste favourable to his poetry and he biaveiy wrote more

poetry than ever and pobHehed his quartos and preface and new

editions The Prelude was completed by 1803 ;
“ Poem.’ in Two

Volumes'
-

appeared two years later; a pro* pamphlet ujon the

Convention of Cintra and a painstaking “ Description of the Scenery

of the English Lakes ” followed scon after. In the meantime, between

1803 and 1810, five children had been borr. to him and in 1812 two

of them died, aln>aet emultancouBly. Next year, thank* to the in-

fluence of the new Eari of I/radale. Wordsworth was appointed

stamp-distributor for Westmorland This further stabilised his poei

lion and enabled him to change his abode to Rydal Mount where he

bved for the rest of his life. Wordsworth was already a sort ol

institution
;
bis poems were being read and talked out

;
the dissentient

voices were far and few between ; even ho little nr.su rricivtanding with

CoJendge had been smoothed away. Living under such happy aus

piers, Annette but rarely intruding into the privacies of the uneco-

tciout, France elbowtd nut of the main current of hi* thoughts,

assured of a settled salary and a settled income- Wordsworth was

writing verwH at a furlou* rate. Inspiration had dried up. of course-

all but diied up ; but it was no matter
;
there was the determination

to write and the theory with which to defend what was written. Hcncc

appeared one after another (hr long items in Wordsworth, and the

dull, prosy item*. The. F.xcuraon was published in 1814 and evoked

from Jeffrey the notorkiu* " This will never do !
" Jeffrey continued .

- Now the quarto before us contains an account ol cr.t ol his youthful

ramble* in the va>i of Cumberland, and occupies precisely the period of

three days
. :o that by the use of a very powerful odcuitu some estimate

may be formed of the probable extent of ti* entire biography.
.

,"
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" The White of Rylstone
" “ Peter Bdl ” " The River

Dudden : A wies ol nxinei*" '-Miscellaneous Pcxms. 4 volumes"

they all followed- Wordsworth now permitted himself ocher little

luxuries : tours to Switzerland and to the Italian Lakes, to Wales and

to the Rhineland, to Scotland nr.d to the Isle of Mar_ to France and

to Italy. His impression* and expricrcea were faithfully recorded

in the poems and sonnets he wrote in this period. His poetical out-

put was ever growing
;
repeated editions were called for

;
an edition

ol the Poetical Works came out in 5 volumes in 1827, another in 4

vulumes in 1832, and other editions in 6 volumes appeared in 1837

and again in 1849-50. As uncritical the public had been in its early

denunciation ol Wordsworth's pcctry, equally 90 uncritical it was now

in its adulation.

When Wordsworth became intimate with Coleridge he was as a

matter ol course introduced also to the axicty of the Southeys. They
were all friends and Wordsworth, Coleridge and Southey were all

three of them writing pcctry. At this distance of time it is tb: diffe-

rences rather than the similarities in their poetry that strike ug

:

but in the first decade ol the nineteenth century critics discovered in

them a 'School' and in their poetry a conspiracy against audited

canons of taste. The new echcol was dubbed the " Lake School " ;

its members were " whining and hypochondriacal pccts ” who haunted

about the lakes of Cumberland ; tho;r theories were an unintelligible

hotch-potch of the anti-social principles of Rousseau, “his distem-

pered sensibility. .. .his discontent with the present oaostitution ol

society, his paradoxical morality, and his perpetual hankering after

some unattainable state of voluptuous virtue and perfection.” also ol

the simplicity and energy of Kotzebue and Schiller, ol the homely

and harsh diction ol Cowpcr and of the quaititr.es of Quarles and

Donne. Under the greatest provocation Wordsworth did not lose his

balance : as the late Hall Caine observed. “ the voices ol the crowd

had i» power to reach the poet, who was consulting his own heart

simply, and patiently leaving the rest to posterity '

; Wordsworth was

content to console himself with the reaction, “ Let the age continue

to love its own darkness
;

1 shall continue to write, with, I trust, the

light of Heaven upm me." Public opinion, as we raw, swung round

in the course of two decades to the opposite direction
;
Southey was

Poet Laureate
;
Wordsworth vois Honorary D. C. L of Durham and

of Oxford
;
when Wordsworth went to Ore latter ancient scat of learn-

ing to receive the Doctorate, the reception that was accorded to him

was unprecedented
;
as described by Mr. Frederick Robertko. there

"broke forth a hunt ol applause, echoed and taken up again and

again wt.cn it seemed about to die, and again thnee repeated. ' Words
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worth was getting mellow, his forehead more commanding and im-

pressive than ever. In 1842. when over seventy year* old, Wordsworth

resigned die post of Stamp-Distributor and it went to his son
;
next

year Southey died ami Sir Robert Peel appointed Wordsworth Poet

Laureate. Wasn't this indeed a consummation devoutly to be wished

the unmistakable ajxitheceis of William Wordsworth ?

Wordsworth in his later years was as near a star as a human

being can be, and " dwvlt apart” His comrade* of younger days were

no more ; Coleridge. Srxithey. Lamb, Haalitt, Scott all. all v.«e gore,

the cJd familiar face*. It was the Victorum era. the era of Tennyson

and Browning. Tlie younger generaticei was rudely knocking at the

door : the Bright Your; Things and Dreaming Young Thing* wee

reading Wordsworth's earliest poetry, and his latest, and contrasting

their tone and temper. Had not Wordsworth written of a time when

Bliss was it in that da»*i to ba alire.

But tD be joint was very Heaven !

And how did it all <nd ? In tlie Oti* to Duly, in Tht Character

of tin Happy Warrior, in an unashamed apostasy; as Hall Cairo

put it picturesquely,
11

it is, we nxiet confess, a damping drop from

the air-biown bladder ol su much hopefulness to behold all this youthful

enthusiasm reduced, twenty years later, to the dull duly of distributing

stamps in the aunty of Westmoreland ”
; is it any wonder th«w

lines of Browning's arc getKially supposed to refer to Wordsworth

himself :

Just, lac a handful oi silver be left UB,

Just lor a riand to slick in his cost—

Found the one gilt of wbxh lortune bereft us,

I-oil all the (Chris she ku m devote .

.

We dint had loved him so, followed him, honoured him.

Lived In Iw mild and magnificent eye.

Learned his s«ni language. ought his dear acceuU,

Made him our pattern to live and to (fit

!

ShakMpeare was of US, Milton was for us

Bun* Shelley, wen- with us,—they watch from their graves I

He ainre breaks from the van and the frc«nen.

He alone sinks to the rear and the slaves I

Of course Wordsworth could defend himself by pointing his

finger of scorn a! the rising power and growing tyranny of Napoleon.

The pure conservatism outlined in his pamphlet on the Convention of

Cintra. the even more reactionary “ Addresaas to the Ftwbddera of

Westmoreland ” exhibited such a palpable tolie fact from the youth-

ful
*' Letter to Bishop Watson " written in 1792 and it was not sur-

prising that Shtilcy was pricked deep enough to write, “ What a beaatly

and pitiful wretch that Wordsworth 1 That such a man should be
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such a pod ! 1 can compare him with no one but Simonidw, that

flatterer of the Sicilian tyrants and nt the same time the most natural

aod tender of lyric poets." But even Shelley, even Browning, every-

ooe with an ear for poetry, had to admit there were divine moments

in Wordsworth's poetry. The chaff might be there, but here and

there glistened the gems too and dazzled one's eye ; however abnor-

mally huge the chaff, the gems were numerous as wdl and well would

have become the greatest post England accepted Wordsworth the

poet ; the Wordsworthians accepted the poet as tv ell as the philoso-

pher ; and when at the ripe oxi age of eighty Wordsworth died on

April 23, 1850, there was not a lover of the English language that

did not sincerely bemoan the Ices and pay Ixwnag* to the departed

Laureate.

Much ink has spilt on Wordsworth's theory of pcctry as outlined

in the “Preface" to The Lyrical BclUds and oilier subsequent

writings. Ignoring minor controversial issues, we shall here consider

the three main aspects of Worcsvcrth'a theory and practice. First,

then, clxxit the origin of pcctry . Wordsworth states that poetry
“ takes its origin from emotion recollected in tranquillity

;
the emotion

is osntemplatnl till, by a jpedes of reaction, the tranquillity gradually

disappears, and an emotion, kindred to that which was before the

subject of contemplation, is gradually produced, and does itself actu-

ally exist in the mind. In this mood successful composition generally

begins, and in a mood similar to this it n carried on
;
bat the emotion,

of whatever kind, and in whatever degree. from various causes, is

qualified by various pleasures- so that in describing any passions

whatsoever. , ,tho mind will, upon the whole, be in a slate of enjoy-

ment." In other words, Wordsworth fdt that an interval of time

between the original emotion and the actual composition of poetry was

necessary for the emotion to settle down, and shorn of impurities, to

crystallise into artistic shape. This is different from the view that

holds with Mr. Llewelyn Powys that ' every word put down should

come to the page fresh from cemtaet with the blood of existence.
''

Wordsworth could not do that : more than a year elapsed b-twren

Wordsworth’s meeting the leech-gatherer and tit fine poem on the

subject
;
nearly five years were to pass after hii stranger encounter

with the girl at the Goodrich Castle before the poem. “We Are

Seven," ceuld be written; and similarly ‘'Daffodils’* was written

two years after the event. To recapitulate past moments of emotional

exaltation was for Wadsworth a necessity ; as he describes in Tinltrn

Abbey :

oft. in lonely moms, and "raid the din

Of town* and citin. I have owed to them,

VIC
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In hours o! wearing wnratkirs *«*!,

Frit 'a the blood, and felt along the heart

;

And pacing even Into my purer mind.

With tranquil restoration.

Wordsworth's was for the most pan a solitary life, but so tena-

cious was his memory that he was able to recall every significant

event in his life and harness it for the purpose of his poetry. Inevi-

tably he was led, time ar.d again, to describe the inessentials of an

experience along with the significant particulars. If his recollection

had been less powerful.'' says Mr. James Sutherland, "if he had

prised his experiences with a lea exultant gratitude, he might have

omitted many details that have given ofience to his readers.'
4

As

things were, Wordsworth was doomed to achieve sometimes a mere

matter-of-factncss and sometimes a ludicrous and laughable fidelity

to truth

;

I’ve ineesured it from sde to side
;

Tla three feet tong, and too f«t wide. .

.

You must take car® and chew your time

The mountain when to ctota.

For oft there its between the heap

So like an inlant’s grave in tea.

And that tanve pond ol which 1 spoke,

A woman in a i-ar.ec cloak.

And to herself ahe die*

"O mswryl eh misery !”

Oh wee is me ! ch misery
I

.

" Oh Doctcc ! Doctor ! "here's my Jchnny ?
"

" I'm here, whst'i it ycu want with me ?
“

" Oh Sir ! you know I'm Betty Koy.

And 1 have lo« my poor dear Boy,

You know him—him yai often see.
.

”

Wordsworth could sink so low,—and lower. The difficulty with

him was his unwillingness, his ftar I had almost said, to “ select

"

his particulars : if the interval of time between the emotion and the

writing of the poem filtered away the impurities, well and good, but

on his own responsibility lie would not reject details actually remem-

bered by him. He wished to steer clear of tlu Scylla of imaginative,

extraneous adornment and the O.anbdys of emphasis on the iness-

entials of an experience. He succeeded in the former more often than

in the Utter. His theory of “ emotion recollected In tranquillity
“

helped him to select the particulars in an experience that had relevance

to it, for it it natural, he thought, for the mind to remember only

the more unique aspects of sn emotional adventure. In general, it

might be allowed, the theory was a corrective to Wordsworth's con-

genital incapacity to select alone the authentic details in an experience.
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But even then there were defects in the method
:
he axik! remem-

ber some of the details but not tecapture the vividness of the original

wnsation and hence the vows written did not nng true. When we

read even the more successful of Wordsworth's productions we are

rarely moved ;
we are not stirred within our depths

;
wc arc almost

inclined to agree with Shelley that Wordsworth was a kind of “ moral

rur.uch "
;
we see the point in Mr. Clutton-Brock's statement, “ the

very spring in his poetry lacks voluptuousness and its music is thin ;

it is as if he lived in a world without sunlight.” In his less fortunate

moments, when writing for instance "The Idiot Boy” or "Simon

Lee." the theory altogether played him false ar.d made him write

downright bad verse. Again, by insisting that the mind when com-

p3«ing poetry should be “ in a state of enjoymerR," he as much as

defended his own frequent practice of falsifying his experience*.

The Prelude gives too rosy a picture of Wordsworth’s boyhood and

youth and we know that it was not all true. Time is the healer of

molt sorrows
;
and Wordsworth allowed Time to dissolve away the

sorrows of the past and Icare only the residue of happiness
;
nonethe-

less it is falsifying the totality of his experience and the theory encour-

aged him in his practice. It is pertinent to point out here that Words-

north's theory and practice were In direct opposition to Keats's whose

poems have no king history of mutation behind them but are just

things "created almost wholly out of the immediate excitement of

composition." Often indeed the writing of poetry was itself the

experience Keats craved for : the Nightingale or the Grecian llrn

might kindle the spark rn him but the writing of the odea was as

thrilling and as unique an experience ft» the rung of the bird or the

pictures co the Urn. In a word, with Wordsworth poetry was a

matter of communication of a past experience, with Keats it was the

creation of a fresh experictxe.

Next we might consider the subject-matter of poetry In verse

and prose Wordsworth has made hr- meaning explicit
:
poetry rhould

deal with the live* of the peasants, the rustics and other humble lolk

because, as he explained, " in that condition the essential passions of

the heart find a betto soil, in which they can attain their maturity,

are less, under restraint, and speak a plainer and more emphatic

language
;
because in that condition of life our elementary feeling*

coexist in a Kate of greater simplicity, and consequently may be more

accurately contemplated, and more fully communicated ; because the

manners of rural life germinate from thi*r elementary feelings ; and

from the necessary character of rural occupations are easily com-

prehended. and arc more durable
;
and tutly, because in that omdi-

tion the passions of men arc :n»rporared with th- beautiful and per-
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mancnt (<mi of Nature.'' In Peter Bell he wtccc in a similar, if

more poetic win :

The common growth oi mother-earth

Suffices roe—her tear*, her mirth.

Her humblest mirth and team.

The dragon's wing, the magic ring,

I shall not covet for my dower .

.

Elsewhere he wrote :

The moving accident a not my trade

;

To freeze the btood I have no ready arts:

'Tis my delight alone in summer shade,

To pipe a simple axig (or thinking hearts.

Some of Wordsworth's best, and alro some of his woist. poems

are the result of putting this theory into practice. “ Michael " " Ruth “

“ The Leech-gatherer
" “ The Solitary Reaper " " The Reverie of

Poor Susan ” have the true ring of poetry. But what aberut " Simon

Lee
" " The Excursion " and " The White Doe of Rylstcne "

? The
truth of the matter is this : not the live; of the humble people alone;

but tiny life, can be the subject-matter of pmtry. Poetry esteems

itself with pure experience : and in Professor Abercrombie’* words.
' nothing can happen in life that cannoc be taken as experience valued

for its own immediate sake " Blake might write about a tiger. Bums
stout a rrwuse. D.H. Lawrence about reptile or bats. Pope or Horace

atout the principle of criticism. Lucretius about Ihc nature of things,

Spenser or Meredith about marriage. Hardy atout the darkling thrush,

—and they are all writing supreme poetry. What makes the subj«t-

mattcr of poetry actually peetry is the colouring of the imagination

that transmutes the base nx-tal ol simple reality into the pure gold

of poetry. While criticising Wordsworth’s theories in the Biographia
Liteva/ia. Coleridge clinchingJy says, following Aristotle, that “ po«ry,

as poetry, is essentially ideal, that it avoids and excludes all accident.”

Only then, as Sir Arthur Qudiet-Couch would say, can there be ar.y

diflcrence between poetry as wc find in. say, Shakespeare's Othello

and facts of a jealous husband's life that might be gleaned from a

Police Court report. All thoughts, all patsiois, all delights, all beings

animate or inanimate, all can be the subject-matter for poetry
; arxl

Wordsworth's theory therefore ignorantly restricted the scope of poetry.

When Wordsworth was dealing with the thoughts and feelings of

the rustics, he did oiten achieve the wblimest poetry, as in Ruth :

Tht engine of her pain, the tools

That shaped her sorrow
;

and as in the Lucy perms

:

No mode* hat she row, no force

;

She neither hears nor w;
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Roll'd round in earth* diurnal coune
With nxks. and stuns* and trots .

.

.

The Mars o! midnipK shall be (Star

To her ;
and the dull fcan h«r ear

In many a score* place

Where rivuJsta dance Oxer oayward round.

And beauty born of murmuring sound
Shall pass into her face :

as in Tkt Affliction oj Mergaret, which is an incredible palpitation

of sheer emotion and sheer music :

My apprehensions ccene in crowds
;

I dread the rustling of the grow;

The very shadows ol the douds
Have power to shake me as they past

;

1 question things and do not find

Ox that will answer to my mind

;

And all the world appears unkind
;

or as in these severely bare and beautiful lino in Michael :

irony and many a day he thither went

And never lifted up a single stone.

It » not the nifties nor their lives and hopes and fears that

write potry l*it the intensity of the poet’s own feeling, the fulness of

the pint's own ecstasy, at the time of composing poetry, Shakespeare

has written about kings, princesses and generals
;
Spenser has written

abexit knights, elves and satyrs ; Milton has written abexit Satan.

Beelzebub and Archangel Michael ; aud i6 not all that imperishable

poetry? Facts are needed but facts should be transfigured before

they could become poetry : there is, alas, more magic than logic in

poetry. And hence Professor J. L. Lowes is justified in describing the

atwitial nature of poetry as " a fabric of truth based on reaiity, but

not reproducing reality.”

By far the meet disputed aspect of Wordsworth* throiy of poetry

is, however, his viewpoint on poetic diction. The relevant sentences

in his famous Preface arc :
” There neither is nor can be any essen-

tial distinction between the language of prose and metrical composi-

tion. .. the language of such peerry as is here recommended is, as

far as possible, a selection of the language really spoken by men

;

that this selection, wherever it is made with true taste and feeling,

will of itself form a tlislinctico far greater than would at first be

imagined, and will entirely spatate the composition from the vulga-

rity and meanness of ordinary life
;
and. if metre be superadded there-

to. I bdieve that a dissimilitude will be produced altogether sufficient

for the gratification of a rational mind The language (of the

ruKks) . . has been adopted because such men hourly communicate
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with the bat objects Iron which the best part of language is origi-

nally derived ; and because, from their rank in society and the same-

ness and narrow cirdc of their intercourse, being lew under the influ-

ence of sccial vanity, they convey their feelings and notices in simple

and unelaborated eaprc'sons." Eminent critics like Coleridge, Arnold,

Raleigh, Bradley and Saintsbury have subjected Wordsworth's theory

and practice to a minute analysis and arrived at very different con-

clusions. Critics like Bradley and Raldgh think that tn his very beat

poems Wordsworth is true to his theory ; but Saints&ury says that

Wordsworth achieves his highest moments in poetry only "at the

price of utterly forgetting his theory, of flinging i< to the tides and the

winds, of plunging and exulting in poetic diction and poetic arrange-

ment." Neither view is applicable to ell the fine poetry in Words-

worth. When we read these lines in The Solitary Reaper—

Will r» one till n* what »hc sings ?—
Perhaps the plair.t'/e numbers flew

For old. unhappy, iar-ofl Uunpt.

And bauJes Uog ago :

Or Is It.Ksne mere humble lay,

Familiar matter of today?

Scat natural wrrow, loss, or ptn.

That has been and may be again ?

we know that wc are In the presence of genuine poetry and wc also

realise that the dictioD here k practically the diction of everyday prose.

But how about this stanza frerr. The Affliction oj Margaret ?

Perhaps some dungeon hears thee groan,

Maimed, mangled by inhuman men
:

Or Uiau upon a itec: thrown

Inherited the ban's den
;

Or h*« bren summoned to the detp,

Tbou. then and all thy mate to keep

An incommunicable sie-p

It is surely ate of the peaks of poetry ar.d yet it runa counter

to Wordsworth's theory In his brilliant analysis of the technique

of this stanza, Mr. Myers shows that the diction here is by no means

what a poor widow at Penrith would employ. The stanza is great

not breause of its diction “ with metre tuperadded ” but because of

its “ appropriate and attractive music, lying both in the rhythm and

in the actual sound of the words used.”

Wordsworth had said tha: " poetry is the spontaneous overflow

of powerful feelings "and naturally he looked down upon metre ; it

was as if he should say grudgingly. “ metre is little use, but it ran

lo no harm ' He dctcsftd poetic diction, for. in his opinion, it was

unnatural, ambiguous, outlandi*
;
lastly, he disliked the sophisticated
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language of drawing roans and coffee houses According to Profes-

sor Saintsbuy, all these views had (so to say) ban anticipated by

Dante and once for all answered by him in hii De Vultari Eloguio.

Be that a* it may. a corrective to Wordsworth'* extreme view* hat

ten given in Coleridge's Bicgrapkia Litnatia. Following Coleridge,

Sir Arthur Quillet-Couch has developed the thesis in his “ Art of

Writing" that certain subjects admit of treatment in metrical verse

and certain others in persuasive prose and that metre in the best

poetry’ is an inherent constituent lather than a merely
'*
superadded

”

ornament Where was the necessity for metre in poetry? Coleridge

answered :
“ This 1 would trace to the balatvre in the mind effected

by that spontaneous effort which strives to hold in check the workings

of passion." Coleridge thus thought that metre gave the necessary

check to the undue efferv^cmcr of emotional language. When there

is no excitement in the poet, there can be no poetry
.
and when there

is no metre, poetry can never haw the finish and finality of verse.

Metre and excitement in the poet are the law and the impulse, both of

which are necessary for the production of the highest poetry. The

language of excitement without the discipline of metre may result

in poetic prose as we find in De Quincey or Sir Thomas Browne or

Llewelyn Powys : metre without a language impregnated with emotion

and quivering with excitement may similarly result in the nonsensical

verse of Tupper or Alfred Austin. And Wordsworth himself in his

best poetry is able to harmonise the spontaneity of his own feelings

with the restraint imposed by metre. It may also be mentioned in

passing that the Soona. with its exacting mica and limited canvas,

particularly in the close-knit Petrarchan or Miltonic model, had a

very salutary effect on Wordsworth. It checked his growing tendency

to diflusmes* and QDttuncnplaceixss and forced him to express himself

briefly and pointedly. As Professor Bradley has remarked. "The
«n*e of massive passion, concentrated, and repressing the utterance

it permits itadf, is that which most moves us in his political verse.

And the sonnet suited this."

In the matter of diction, too, Wordsworth overrated the emphasis.

If he was merely against the artificial and poverty-stricken poetic dic-

tion of the lecond rate poets of the eighteenth century, we can give

nothing but praise for the stand lie took : but unfortunately he went

to extremes. He wrote verses like—

In March. December, and in July,

Tis all the tame with Harry Gill ;

His neighbours Cell, and tell you truly,

Hia teeth the? (halter, chatter still,

At night, at nominz and at neon,

Tls ail the same wiili Harry’ Gill .

.
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And be is lean and he is fidc ;

Ha body. dwindled and awry.

Rest* upon ankles awoln and thKk

;

Hia lcr> are thin and dry.

One prop he hat and only one.

His « ile. an aged woman.

Lives with him. near the aiurrlail.

Upon the village Common.

As we read these lines we realise this truth : it one fails when

attempting ordinary prese, oie i* merely flat, but if one fails when

attempting metrical verse. <xie » hopelessly ridiculous.

M
In his recoil from the stilted.” says Profc**or Lowe*, " Words-

worth pitched headlong into the trivial, and in his rebellion against

the artificially poet*, his diction h?can» the apotheosis of the prosaic
"

The diction oi prose is no< and cannot be identical with the diction

of poetry. Votes have connotation as well a3 denotation, emotional

and imaginative as well as intellectual content Words have a double

duty to perform : they are symbol* that interpret the author's experi-

ence and they are symbob through wliidi the reader has to re-create

the author's original experience But words are comparatively few and

human nature rs an uncvaluable quantity and human experience is a

thing of limitless expanse. Thus language, a limited medium, has

to be used as the symbol of experience that knows no limits. How
arc words used in prose and poetry respectively 7 In prose words

just state or describe things : but in poetry the same words suggest

strange significances they throb with dhweta 33 the Sanskrit rhetori-

cians would say, they acquire a magic potency, they become, in Mr.

Charles Morgan’s phrase, “ winged *quadrona of the spirit’ The

words, ''idiot” ''fools'' and •'syllable,'' at first right invoke vtxy

prosaic asweiatior-s ; bat how Shakespeare galvanises them into poetic

material

:

Tomorrow and loirurron and tomato*
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day

To the law syUatle oi recorded time.

And ail oar yesterday* have lighted fcck

The way ro dusty death. Out, out bred candle !

Life fas a walking ihncow. It is a peer player

That frees and struts his hour upon tl>e stage

And then is heard no nuxr. It is a tale

Told by an idiel, full ci sound and fury.

Signifying nothing.

The capital mi&talcr that Wordsworth committed was in believing

that the same wotds in the same sense can do duty in prose and also

in poetry. Besides, he ignored the fact that it is not enough to adopt

the prose choice of words but alia the prose order of w>rds if he
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desired to fallow his theory to the letter. Here he sinned repeatedly

end perpetrated the ugliest inversion* in the order of words as in

" My question eagerly did I renew ", " the more do his weak ankles

swell " and “ help to virtue does she give." But the same Wordsworth

could also wide lines like " Thy soul was like a star and dwdt apart,"

“ The star* of midnight shall be dear to her," “ The sunshine is a

glorious birth," "
1 made no vows but vows were then made for me "

"A slow disease insensibly consumed the powers of nature,"—lines

ihat have achieved a perfection o' phrasing, though neither the choice

nor the ordn of the words is different from what we might find in

ordinary piwe.

Wordsworth himself gave away his case, perhaps unoanscicualy,

when he said that poetry should use a " selection " of the worth ordi-

narily used by mat. “ Selection ” presupposes conscious art on the

part of tbc poet
;
and selection should be based upon some standard.

What standard,—except the standard of all the poetry written before?

The standard can be nothing less than the diedon in the poetry of

Chaucer and Shakespeare and Spenser and Milton. To reproduce

merely the common speech of the labourer or farmer would be to make

poetry insipid and insignificant Mr. J. M. Synge’s p^ys are written

in the dialect of the people of the Aran Islands : hut the poetically

effective common speech is the result of deliberate sdredon from the

vast material at Synge's disposal. That is what Bams did with the

Scottish dialect, fianw and Hardy with Doreet speech,—and that is

alto what Wordsworth did in his bet poetry when employing the

language of the Cumberland peasants. It has been a puzxle to

succeeding generations why Wordsworth, the author of Ttnitm Abbey

and Hulk and Michael, should have written such a vast quantity of

rubbish, masquerading as vene. The explanation lies in the fact

that Wordsworth was an unfortunate martyr to his own theory. He
recoltertal in tranquillity everything, good, had and indifferent alike ,

he wrote about humble foik in all their angularities and their absur-

dities, and sometimes he sounded the depths of humanity but more

often only touched the superficialities and separable accidents of

life
;
he adopted the language of ordinary mar, and fitfully sang

as few have sung in English, with a pulsing finality of utterance,

but again more often descended to drabness and flatresa in phrasing

that evoked a regretful smile from the reader.

Before we take leave of Wordsworth’s theory of pcetiy and poetic

diction, we might pass some general remarks about his versification

and style. It is noteworthy that, though Wordsworth on principle

thought metre to be superfluous, he only wrote metrical vase, and al

most a; a rule only iambtc verse. Apparently, tbc startiing suddenness

VM>
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ol nochttt. and dactyls and the galloping vijojr of the anapaests were

all forep> to the calm and even flow of Wordsworth's poetry. Some

of his b«t poems like The Prelude, Tintem Abbey and Michael, and

the whole of The Excursion, he wrote in blank verse. His suecew

in blank vast often recall Shakespeare and Milton. A master of the

vttw paragraph. he could modulate the pauses with such art that tho

verse acquired 2 complex harmony. Passage* like the following ctx**n

nt random from Tire Excursion have a humming, soothing and con-

quering force

:

As the ample iccon,

In the deep «ilb=s of a simmer even

Rising behind a thick ar.d lofty grove,

Borns, like an tmcctuuming fire of light.

In the gi«n tree* ; and kindling on ah aides

Their leafy urtOrage, aims the dusky veii

Into a substance glorious u her own,

Yea, with her own incorporated, by power

Capacious and serene.

Further, in hti rhymed lyrics—and they arc a great number

—

and lyrical ballad*, Wordsworth could manage the stanza pattern as

•vlt as the thyme* with cersutnmate mastery. The Lucy poems, the

Yarrow poan*. “Daffodil*”, "The Green Linnet," "Skylark,” and

one hundred others show him a fire craftsman tn verse. But it must

be admitted that Wordsworth was no innovator in metre like Shelley.

Keats, Swinburne or Father Hopkins. The complicated structure of

the Immortality Ode ms to have no relevance to the subject-matter

kself. The stanza form does not *eem to have grown Inevitably

out of the emotion sustaining the poem as, for instance, wc find mani-

fest in Shdlcy's “ Skylark.”

As for Wordsworth’s " style," it vanes with the place, time and

circumstance : it is simple, bare and terrible in its strength as in the

Lucy poems or in such a passage as

—

L too, have pasted her ca the hills

Setting her little water-mill?

By ipoura and fountains wild—
Sach anal! tnidiiccry as the turned

Ere she had wept, ere she had mourned,

A young and happy child 1

His “ style ” is at other tiroes abstract, “ the style of the meta-

physical imagination.” as in the philosophical passages in The Excur-

sion and elsewhere ; or it is luminous as in the poems on birds and

Rowers :

I wandered lonely as a cloud

That fleota on high o'er vales and
When *11 at once I saw a crowd,

A hw. of golden daflodib....
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There f u+icrr the flutter of his vrings

Upoo his back and body flings

Shadows arxi sunny glimmerings.

That cover him all over. ..

Be vicbts m their secret mows

The flowm the wanton Zephyrs choose
:

or. again, his style is lustreless, barren ol verbal embroidery, as in

The Letck-ialhtrtr or Mickai!, or waked through and through with

imagery as in some of his descriptions of nature. But always, says

Professor Oliver EHon, the style “ is hard of texture
;
harder than

that of anyone since Milton, and much harder than that of Milton's

arty poems. ..Hardness and strength, purity and naturalness, are

the great qualities of Wordsworth's diction, and aie at his command
when his verse is good at a2L”

Wordsworth’s style has above ail, on ram ccrarions it is true but

sufficiently often when alone his best poems are taken into account,

those exquisitely thrilling moments when the efiect is sublime. It

is style that is alcof from and raised far above the ordinary and that

inspires us with awe and wonder The sublime in poetry, said Longi-

nus, is the echo of a groat soul, of a lofty mind
.
beauty of words is

the peculiar light of thought
;
when fine thought is united with per-

fect expression. the effect is sublime. Nay more
:
the sublime trans-

ports us with its cceiEumrcatcnesa and eminence of words every time

we come in contact with it Sir Walter Raleigh defined Wordsworth’s

style as " a continuous fabric of groat imaginative moments " ; we
have already given several extracts from the cream of Wordsworth's

poetry but a few passages in which he deals with solitude might be

quoted here.

The anterhape) where the stature «ood
Of Newton with his prism and Slsit face.

The marble mdn of a mind for ever

Voyaging through strange scan of thought alor.« .

Or of suae Hermit's cave, where by the fire

The Hermit sits alcoe

The holy time is quiet as a Nun
Breathless with adoration

Thy soul «ae fike a Star, and dwelt apart...

Behold her, single in the firld,

Yoo solitary highland lav I

These passages are so remarkable that Professor Irving Babbitt

wrote, " If Wordsworth writes so poignantly of solitude one may
infer that it is because he himself had experienced it.” The aub-

ume It more often engendered in solitude than in the "polluting

multitude"; the sublime, in fact, by a little stretch of meaning.
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can be equaled with solitude « solitariness : almost, but not quite

!

Wordsworth b praised often for the "egotistical sublime" in his

poetry. A potl except the greatest amen* the great, the immortal

objective artists like Homer and Sophocles and Shakespeare, ia an

egotistical bemg : he is interested in himself as himself and would

ask the reader to be as much interested in him. Wordsworth, Byron,

Shdicy, they were all egotists but egotism, this over pre-occupation

with oneself, may manifest itself in various ways : it may be self-pity,

sdMaceraticn a9 in Byron or self-esteem, self-cultivation as in

Wordsworth Wordsworth's Tintent Abbey, Immortality Ode, The

Prelude. The Excursion,—

m

them all we have a poet's spiritual

autobiography Wordsworth would make himself the hero of his own

epic. He would unfold to us a story of self-cultivation and resultant

9di-cstcem. a poetic exhibition of (in Tennyson’s words) " self

reverence, self-knowledge, self-control." But when Wordsworth tried

to rrakr, and to the extent succeeded in making, his own life

intrinsically typical of mankind's, he was attempting and achieving

the egotistical sublime in poetiy. " It might have happened to me,

it » very ncary how f felt," we murmur to ourselves a* wr read some

of the distinctive passage; In Wordsworth's autobiographical poetry.

To quote two such passages at random

—

I in wd
At thought of rapture now for ever Sown :

Almost to tears I Kcwtimes could be ad
To think o(. to read over, many o poge,

PDenxs withal of name, wtildi at that time

Did never fail 10 entrance me, and are now

Dead in my eye* dead as a theatre

Fresh emptied ol spectators....

In November days.

When vapours rolling down the valley made
A lonely scene more lonceoroe. among woods,

At neon and 'mid the calm ol summer nights,

When by the margin ol the trembling lake.

Beneath the gloocny hills homeward I went

In solitude. axh interccune o-ai minr

:

Mine was it In die fields both day and night.

And by th« waters all the summer loo*.

That is not Wordaworth at h» very bat. but fairly typical of him,

and in the experience recoidnl, fairly typical of anyone of his

reader*. We read and we understand
; we are under its spell

;

we ** open before us “a bright or solemn vrila into infinity",

we fed we are one with the innumerable souls who have undergone

similar exigences, felt similar regrets and similar exultations ; we

arc not rattled, as when we read the egotistical poetry of Byroa,
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and we see no need lo tic r«i our defensive against such a solitude

of “ self-indulging spiral " ; we arc subdued enough and made wise

enough to realise with Professor Bradley that Wordsworth’s solitari-

ness
“

' canied far into his heart ' the haunting sense o( an
1
invisible

world ' ;
of some Life beyond this ' transitory being ' and ' unap-

proachable bv death.’
”

No paper on Wordsworth can be complete without a discussion

of his attitude to Nature, of his Natural Religion. " All literary

history,' wid Raleigh. “ is a long record of the straggle between

those two rival teachers of man- books, and the experience of man.”

Books first treasure human experience aid fee a time people model

their conduct on books ; other books follow, inspired by the exsting

books, and by and by literature bccoows too convcnticoal and

boricish. Then independent men rebel against this state of affairs

and announce a " return to Nature !
" This is what happened in

the Age of Wordsworth. Furthermore, this so-called naturalistic

movement coalesad with the revival of Romance .And paradoxi-

cally enough, this revival of Romance was the outcome of a” new

learning." The Renaissance Romance had beai the result of the

study of Greek and Latin : but in the Age of Wordsworth. Romance

was the result of a revival of interest in the literature of the middle

ages, books like Ancient Chhdry and Northern Antiquities. The

pccta of the Romantic Revival desired to be as wild and as natural

as the ward, fantastic things described in tbore bcoks- Return to

the wild cult of Nature ; fascination in the supernatural ; the lure

of mere or sheer distance, of seas and deserts and mountains, “of

perilous seas In fairy lands forlorn " ; the emotions of the human

wul in tortuous or sublime loneliness ; the assertion of the revolu-

tionary spirit in iiolitics and morals ; a persistent egotism, an

obscMion to reveal one's personality, -these, in curious permutations

and combinations, became the stuff out of whkii poetry was made.

Wordsworth was in the movement even though he did not quite

comprehend hb surroundings He had romantic moments in his

poetry without being a whole-hogger Romanticise ;
but as Nature

poet he is unique in the whole range of English literature.

Wordsworth's early life in the Lake District and the crucial

events In his career deeply coloured his attitude towards Nature.

Bom and bred in the countryside., he had more opportunities of

coming into contact with the fugitive charms of Nature than stuffed

dwellers in crowded and sooty cities. Sophisticated and severely

rational life at Cambridge might haw changed him. but the

Revolution in France and Rousseau, the “father of the Literary

Romantics ", interval©! We have seen how Wordsworth was lured
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to Franc*, how he was crazed in his hopes and crossed in his love,

and how he had, or. his retain to England, to bury his emotions

deeper than ever plummet sounded. Such emotional defeat might

have ruined him altogether had not Dorothy taken care of him

about this time and showed him the way hack tn Nature. Helped

by her guiding hand, Wordsworth learnt to find in Nature a com-

pensahon for his thwarted emotions and falsified idealisms

:

For oft, when cn my couch I lie

In vacant or pensive mood,

The'' fliih upon that inward eye

Which is the blim of (ditude
;

And then my heart with pleasure fills,

And dances wish the daffodils.

Wordsworth might have exclaimed thankfully, under the influence

of his “ natural religion ”
:

My axil though yet confined to earth,

Rejoices in a wojnd birth.

Wordsworth has 1*ki at pains to give us a correct account

of the vicissitude* of his attitude to Nature in Tinfern Abbey

briefly and in The Prelude in elaborate detail. He marks three

distinct stages in his approach to Nature. As a boy he had been

contented with the "coarser" pleasures in nature that were ap-

propriate to his “animal movements " For instance

Sometimes it Befell

Ic these night wanderings, that a strcog desire

Oepowertd my better reuca, and the bird

Which war the captive af another
4

* toil

Became my prey ; and ohm the deed oat done

I heard among the solitary hills

I.ow breathings ceming after me, and sounds

Of undlstlnguishable motkm, steps

Almost as silent as the turf they trod.

Now Nature was

But secondary’ to my cnrn pursuiU

And animal activities, and all

Their trivial pleasara.

Though he was in the midst of nature, he did not really give it

any thoughtful cansideration He was only thinking of himself,

thinking how bat to get all the available kick out of it, without

going through the unpleasant bother of raLionaltung or spiritualis-

ing it.

As the years advanced, Wordsworth learnt to experience an

unselfish enjoyment in nature, though as yet he carefully !<x*ed

upon himself as an entity quite distinct from it. But tlse exter-

nality of objects assaulted him with a sensuous significance

:
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The rounding cataract

Haunted me like a pasticci : Ibe tall rock.

The nvniniaei, and the deep ind gloomy wood.

Their colours and their fonra. were then In me
An appetite : * feeling and a love.

Tbit had no need of a remoter charm.

By thought mppficd. nor any interest

Unborrowed from Ih* eye.

Again :

Nature by extrinsic pastco first

Propfed the mind with toms wblme or (air,

And made me love litem.

The wondrous Vale of Chamoony dicitcd the remarks :

With *u<h a book

Before our eyes, we could not ebeose but resd

Lcmciu ol gennine bnxheriiocd. die plain

And universal reason of mankind.

The tniths of young and old.

Ii Wordsworth had earlier a rolfish, boyish thrill and ta lfefarticn
in Nature, he had now a youthfully eonsrioui and pleasurably

cbjccttve awareness in tlie beauteous forms and odours of Nature

:

be was even trying to rationalise Nature’s beneficent influences-,

trying half-heartedly lo pserce through Nature’s infinite variety, and

grapple, if he may, the underlying norm.

After the crisis in his life, and break with Annette and France,

Wordsworth was on lire threshold of manhood. He forged his new

and final attitude to Nature and learnt to as&imilato from her

“joys of subtler origin"

hraring oftentimes

The. still, ud muac of humanity.

Nor harrfi, nor grstinj. though of ample poorer

To chasten and subdue.

He now experienced

These hallowed and pure emotions of the rente

Wlixh seem in their simplicity, lo own

An intellectual charm.

Nature became a presence

that di-out* me with the joy

Of elevated thoughts; a eecat sublime

Of something far more deeply interh»d,

Whose duelling is the light of titling suns,

And the roind ocean, and the living air,

And the blue sky. and in the mind of man.

In a wotd. he pierced through the externality of objects to discover

the happy, unifying principle of Nature. The sensuous exhilaration
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oi youth was now transformed into a pensive and serene communion
with the invisible forces of Nature. Several passages in The Prelude

and The Eteurncn describe also this his final evaluation of Nature’s

importance to his being. Contemplation of Nature had become

now, frefn his thirtieth year onwards, Wordsworth’s religion. He
came to believe that a Purpose ruled all Nature :

To every form sod being & assigned

Ar. active principle however removed

From sense and observation, it subsists

In ah things, in all natures.

He felt that the immeasurable height of woods, the stationary blasts

of waterfalls, the torrents shooting from the dear blue shy, the

rocks and black drizzling crags, the raving stream and the unfettered

clouds

Were all like workings of one mind, Lhe features

OI tbs same lace, blcasocn upon erne tree.

Characters of the great Apocalypse.

The types ar.d symbols of eternity,

Of fust and las and midst and without eod.

Like Goethe, Wordsworth thought that the tame impulse ebbs and

flows through all the vaslnesses and minutenestes of the Universe.

Man carrot isolate him-oll from Nature : he is (to adopt Mr. Read’s

figure of speech) the creative masculine principle wedded ever to

Nature, the feminine, reproductive principle. And man and Nature,

mrnd and the external world, "are geared together and in unison

complete the motive principle, of the Universe.'’ Differences pass

away, and things arc revealed in their crucial identity : the One

remains, the Many change and pass : with such faith well could

Wordsworth address the " Wisdom and Spirit of the universe ”
:

Thou Scul that art the eternity of thought.

That given to forms and imasri a breath

And everlasting motion, rat in vain

By day tw Star-light thru from my Sri? dann
Of childhood didst thou intertwine for n*
The passions that build up our human anil;

Not with the mean and vulgar works of man,
But with high object*, with enduring things -

With life and nature—purifying thus

The dementi of feeling and of thought.

And mortifying, by auch discipline.

Both pain and fear, until we rccc*ai»e

A grandeur in the besting* of the heart.

As Walter Pater explains. Wordsworth “was attracted by the

thought of a spirit of life in out-ward things, a single, all-pervading

mind in them, of which man, and even the poet’s imaginative energy.
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are Ur. moments.” Professor Raleigh also notrs that "
it is this

cfcep imaginative tense of unity in thing* o( real correspondent*

and connections working throughout the universe of perception and

tlought, which gives profundity to Wordsworth's treatment of

Nature."' And Myers goes so far as to maintain that ''
tlie essential

spirit of the Lines near Tintern Abbey was for practical purposes as

new to mankind as the essential spirit of the Sermon on the Mount."

Wordswonh’s philosophy of Nature as above outlined has

teiBoi several critics. It cannot be described as purely mystic, foi

Wordsworth was always a realist, passing through objective sensa-

tion* to subjective realisations. The true reality d the world of

Nature, Wordsworth thought, is spiritual
;
and he believed that by

communing with this spirit ”wc may grow in wiadccr. through a

process of unconscious rcccptiveoins. far surer and more expeditious

than racncc can insure ” (Dr Rogers). We can now understand

why Blake said :
“ 1 fear that Wordsworth loves Nature, and

Nature is the work of the devil. . .1 assert for myself that I do not

behold the outward creation.
. . I question not the corporeal eye. any-

more than 1 would quest.co a window decerning sight. I look

through it and not with h.” As Wordsworth did not worship Nature

Mindly, in an attitude of unquestioning and unsullied reverence. His

philosophy can neither be caliec pantheistic. Man with his mind

tivd the mighty world of eye and ear is on a par with multitudinous

Nature : and mind interprets Nature and transfigures it into the

eternal soul of the universe. The individual mind

keeps her own
Inviolate retirement, subject there

To txaiBekace only, and the law supreme

Oi that intelligence which governs all.

The Wordsworthian ” nature ", as Professor Abercrombie aptly

diagnoses it, is “experience perfectly combining sense and Spirit,

perfect equipoise of self again* the manifestly mure than self. It

a the temper of classicism." Mar. and Nature, fact and aspiration,

knowledge and imagination, cute and inner experience, this woridll-

non of pain and frustration ai^i the other-worldiiness of happiness

and fulfilment, these opposites Wordsworth has tried to bring together

and harmonise in his philosophy : it is of a piece with the health

of Art with due concord of parts and equipoise of form ard matter,

and hence may this message be called, following Mr. Read’s sugges-

tion, humanistic.

Wordsworth's teaching in certain respects has been attacked by

rationalistic critics. Wordsworth says. "Let Nature be your teacher'

,

and add?

:

vi-e
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Oti* Impuip from lhe vernal wood

May teach you more ol man.

Of moral evil and of gcod.

Tilon aD the aigea ran.

Hr fuiiher elaborates the idea elsewhere :

Ye., might ifodi mans liaughty raw

How without injury to take, to give

Without uBence , ye who. ai if to rhow

Tac wondrous influence of power gently used.

Bend the complying heads at lordly pines,

And, with a loach, (hill the stupendous cloud*

Through the whole compass of the iky
;
ye brooks,

Muttering alcng the atene*. a busy noise

By day, a quiet sound by silrr-t right
.

.

Oh ! that I had * ciusic and a voice

Harmreicin a* your own, that I might tell

What yc have dcoe for me

Viscount Motley replies :
“ No impulse from a vemal wood can

teach us anything at all of moral evil and of good.” And more

recently, Mr. Aldotti Huxley writes :
" Nature, under a vertical

sun, and nourished by the equatorial rams, is iwt at all like that

chaste, mild deity who presides over the Gtmuiklitkkeit, the pret-

tincss, the <xsv sublimities of the Lake District . . .The Wordsworthian

adoration of Nature ha* two jicincir>al defects The first. . .is that

it is only possible in a country where Nature has been nearly or

quite enslaved to man. The fecond is that it is only possible to

thee* who are prepared to falsify their immediate intuitions of

Nature. For Nature, even in the temperate zone, s always alien

and inhuman, and occasionally diabolic " The point Mr. Huxley

make* r* thal Wordsworth's natural rdigton would be meaninglws in

the face of such instances of Nature's cruelty and ugliness as we

find during an earth-quake, in the depths of the jrs or in the jungfc*

of Africa. As Mr. Uewelyn Powys powerfully describes :
“ It is

in accord with cosmic laws that the contraction of a planet should

cause the death of three hundred thousand human beings. The thing

is dcoe blindly, accidentally ; but look more narrowly at the picture,

as it is possible to do in Africa, and it will be seen that on the

very p!ana’s crust a sly contest is being waged, deliberately, con-

sciously, and without quarter, hand against hide, claw against hom,

and beak against fur. Kill I kill ! kill 1 that b the mandate of

Africa." These, too. are manifestations of Nature ! How then can

we say that Nature's purpose is always moral, beneficent, that it

always fulfils the universal principle ? This t3 really allied to the

larger question, pcaited already on an earlier page, whether or not

Wordsworth falsifies hb own intimate experience of man and Nature ?
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It j* tco much to believe that Wordsworth resolutely that hi* eyes

to whatever is fiendish or ugly in life . poem* like Hail-Leap Well

tell a different life. But he just chose to consider these as aberrations,

as the exceptions that prove the role that Nature b on the whole

beneficial to man. In Iris actuated «*ay on Wordsworth. Matthew

Arnold remarked that " poetry is at bottom a criticism ol life ; that

the grcatnen of a pext lies in his powerful and beautiful application

of ideas to life, -to the question : How to live." The pore mystic

may escape the contaminations of this world by just denying its

existence and directly intuiting the other-worldlinraa of order, beauty

and beatitude. But Wordsworth knows his world and the pair, and

wretchedness in it : and all the more reason, he says, why we should

also notice and nxriitate on the good and happy thing* in the world.

As Professor Bradley beautifully puts it, Wordsworth 1

sang of

pleasure, joy, gloc, blithcncss, kwe, wherever in nature or humanity

they assert their indisputable power ; and turning to pain and wrong,

xnd gazing at them steadfastly, and setting himself to present the

fact3 with a quiet bat unsparing truthfulness, he yet endeavoured

to show what he had seen, that sometimes pain and wrong are the

conditions of a happiness and geed which without them could nc<

have beau that no limit can be set to the power of the soul to

transmute them into its own substance, and that, m suffering and

even in misery, there may still be such a strength as fills us with

awe or with glory " It is the faith that prodaims with Shakespeare's

Henry V :

There is a anal of gcod in things evil

Would mt= ctoervingly distil it out

It is the integrity and steadfastness of Wordsworth’s Happy Warrior

Who, doomed to jo in company with Pain.

And Fear, and Bloocbbed. miserable train f

Turn* his necessity to glorious gain
;

In face of these doth exercise a power

Which is our human nature’* highest dswer

;

Controls them *nd subdues, transmutes, bereaves

Of their bad influence, and thrtr good receive*

It ts also the rode of conduct that Wordsworth eloquently outlined

in his Ode to Duly; the man who follows the path of duty is

fulfilling God’s purpose and tiiumph* over earthly terrors and temp-

tations
;
duty is the Law-giver of the Universe—

Thro deer, preserve the stars from wrong

;

And '.lie meat andcot Heavens, through thee, are fresh and strot*.

Duty has its place in the ordinary affairs of men just a* it induces

order and harmony in the vsstoesses of Space and Time i to serve
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duty a in fact to gain confidence and courage in our actions. And

as explanatory and convincing exhibits* Wordsworth propped up

before us the examples of Michael and the Leech-gatherer. Thus

Wordsworth strove to show us " the deep power of joy ” and " joy

in widest commcnalty thread." With all these apologias and special

pleadings, a modem reader, a creature of disillusion that he unfor-

tunately is, and even a cieaiure of despair, fed alas, on the pridtly-

pear-likc poetry of T. S. Eliot and Wystan Auden, led* constrained

to conclude that Wordsworth's menage of complacent adoration of

Nature can never be a safe guide to us. He feds rather with Mr.

Aldois Huxley :
“ Our direct intuitions of Nature tell us that the

world is battomlcwly strange; alien, even when it is kind and

beautiful ; having innumerable modes of being that arc not our

modes
;
always mysteriously rot personal, not conscious, not moral

;

often hostile atxl sinister
;
sometimes even unimaginably, because

inhumanly, evil”

It is perhaps instructive to contrast, m general terns. Words-

worth's approach, to Nature with that of his contemporaries,

Coleridge. Byron. Shelley and Keatt Coleridge, the poet of Kubla

Khan ar.d Christabd and the Anciau Mariner, looked upon Nature

a3 a thing of undying mystery, intriguing and awful
;
Man was a

puny thing puzzled by the queer incomprehensibility of Nature.

Byron found in the ocean, the winds and the mountains a symlxil of

Nature's freedom, energy and passion : Nature free was In lurid

contrast to man being everywhere in chains :

Above ms are ihs Alps,

The palaces of Nature. »ho«r vast walls

Haw pinnacled in dewds their Kxevy scalps,

And threoed Eternity In ary halls

Of aid Mih limily ...

Shdlcy adored Nature and almost loathed man ; he went to Nature

as an escape from his own thraldom. The skylark is happy and

free, for it has none of man's miseries :

Waking or asleep.

Thou ol death mow dean
Things more true and deep

Than we mortals dream,

Or how cotIiI thy notes flow in such a crystal stream ?

The west wind is full of the tumult and strength of existence, for

it is not like man, cribbed, cabinned and confined within the

prism-house of his sad thoughts. To Keats, on the other hand,

single manifestations of Nature like the Nightingale or Autumn,

"the season of mists and mellow fruitfulness ", were adorable. He
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was a pagan worshipping each distinct slice of Nature as a separate

Odhead. But Wordsworth went further than them all and wared

in the regions of a spiritual apprehension of the (act of Nature and

of Man. He asserted the in-dwelling uf Nature within the heart

of man. He forged the links between Nature and Man closer and

lighter till he simplified them into " a comfortable metaphysical un-

reality.” Nature poetry in English literature, through the past five

centuries, has liad a distinguished record. Indeed, Nature, God and

Man have been, in divers grouping* and differentiations, the recurring

themes of the poetry of all nations and of all times. But early

Nature poetry, as evident in Chaucer and Spenser. Milton and Pope,

seems to be objective and occasional rather than subjective and

sustaining
;
and Nature descriptions appear decorative rather than

interpretative Perhaps, the first great Nature poem in the English

language was James Thomson's The Seasons, but even there, the

desniptions of the seasons and rural sights and sounds and incidents

are always objective : the peieanality of the poet nowhere intrudes

itself between the potm and the reader. Later poems like Gray’s

“ Spring ” and the never-to-be-sufiiciently-praised Collins's rhyme-less
" Ode to Evening ” are nearer approaches to a subjective appreciation

of Nature Cowper's long poem. The Task, is a description of his

own daily life and of the surrounding countryside. Nature had been

to Cowpcr a healer of his misfortune and thus he anticipates

Wordsworth and the Lake Poeta. Crabbe'B The Village i3 full of

realistic and naturalistic descriptions of the countryside and reveals

the beauties as well as the horrors of Nature. In the Victorian

period, poets were still under the influence of the Wordsworthian

ideal : but the ideal was systematically diluted by Tennyson.

Darwin's voice was bring heard : science W3s laying bare the un-

varnished truth about Nature. The scepticism or agnosticism of

the age had its poetical mouthpiece in Matthew Arnold. Philomela

U an antidote fo the Nightingales and Skylarks and Green LinnrtB

of the Wordsworthian Age. With Thomas Hardy shades gathered

about Nature : The Darkling Thrush « symbolic of the new Nature

poetry. In more recent years. D. H. Lawrence has given us an

opulent legacy of characteristic Nature poetry-. His poems cei fruits,

flowers, trees, reptiles, birds and animals combine knowledge ol

appearances as well biological truths abort them, so much w. he has

been called the "truest Nature poet." But whether we consider

the Nature poetry written before the time of Wordsworth or after,

wc can sc: no reason to withhold the title that has been generally

accorded to him, that he is the cnly Laureate of Nature, the Naturc-

poct sui generis.
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A loot-note to Wordsworth’s philosophy cl Nature is ha

attitude inwards childhood. Like maU great poets. Wordsworth w.s

perennially intereited in the problem cl childhood. He unceasingly

regretted his lost childhood and the innocent or profound pleasures

incident to it Lucy, the girl in “ We are seven ", the child in the

samet "Una beauteous evening ", the little urchins playing their

Christmas ume.—Wordsworth had ob'crvoi than all and seen on

their faces shine a revival of the light that as a child had been his.

As a man, Wordsworth felt tougher. more rational, more responsible,

but U® happy, less intuitively sure of things, less free than he had

been a a child. All this a described with reminiscent tenderness

and vitality in his ’’Ode on tire intimations ol Immortality from

recollections of Early Childhood":

Heaven lies abcut as in our infancy 1

Shades o( the pcisno-how twain to clcee

Upco the growing Boy.

But be beholds the Ui.hr. and whence it flows.

He xk it in his joy .

The Youth, who daily farther from lire caat

MoH travel Hill a Nature’s piict*.

And by the vision splendid

Is on his way attended
;

At length the Man perceives it die away.

And lade into the light of comimr. day.

It is. in 'iibatante. the same re Thomas Hood's regret-

now tis littk joy

To know I’m farther off hem Heaven

Than utien I waa a 607.

Poets so variou 3 as Shakespeare and Blake. Wccdswotth and

Browning. Walter de la Mare and Edith Sitwell, have fallen under

the spell of childhood. The dutd's rare vision and insight into the

core of existence has puzzled us all Mr. Ernest Raymond has

enumerated the four elements in the child’s vision as eternal wis-

dom. temporal vision, healing touch and poignant humour. The

child'e wisdom indeed is beyond all knowledge, ail mere knowledge

;

it is the wisdom of people like Jesus. Tolstoi and Gandhi who, in

the last stage of their lives, became children again. The child, too.

brings to the world of its being ar. artist’s eye and a poet's fancy.

To the child anything is sweet enough ; she makes of stone a baby

and of an empty card beard box a fairy’s palace. She has the

translucent faculty ot make-believe, as Francis Thompson would say.

to the nth powe. The child, again, has the healing touch with

which she can inspire us with hope, purify our i*t prejudices, en-

noble and exalt us. Lastly, tbc child has an inexhaustible fund
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of humour and ?hc ever tripping and skipping, laughing and

crying and dreammg
: she is anything but being dull and prosaic.

Wordsworth held fsi« to (s» Arnold states it) "the idea of the high

instincts and affections coming out in childhood, testifying of a

divine home recently left and fading away as our life proceeds,"

—

Oar birth ib but a atop and a forgetting :

The that ifett widi u*, our life's star.

Hath had dtenfcm ita Jetting,

And Cometh from afar
:

Not ia entire forgetfubiew.

And not hi utter nakedness,

Bui trailing clcuda of glory d> come

From Ged who Is our home.

Wordsworth observes children playing and laughing, lusting in the

sheer fact ol life, enjoying each passing moment to the uttermeal,

loading eveiy rift of time with the ore of intense living : as for

himself—

Tum whereto'er I nay.

By night rr day.

The things which I halt seen, I now can «e no more .

Whither a fled the visicoary gleam ?

Where S It no* the gl«y and the dream ?

It a easy to dismiss the child's jollity and laughter as irrelevant

and to av (hat the fertility of her Lmaginatkn is merely meaningless

caprice On the contrary, some of the greatest philosophers and

poets have preferred to find in the world of childhood nothing less

than a reproduction of the world of God. In Mr. R. L. Megros's

words. " the earliest emotional situations formed in the child’* mind

are patterns of universal significance.” We often ask ouselvis how

is it that the child, since the very moment of her birth, puts on a

halo of joy and wreathes lieiself with the most enchanting smiles.

She seems to be at peace in and with this world and to have no

punka and phantasies abort the fact of her existence- She seems

to be eager to taste of the glory of life with neither hesitation no-

care. To her everything is credible enough and everything is obvious.

She Mcrro to apprehend the parpc*e of creation in ail its detail* and

to find r» cause to complain but to find every cause to exult and to

enjoy :

See, at his fert. so ire little plan or chart.

Some fragment Iran hil dteam of human Efe.

Shaped by himself with newly-lramed art...

Thou, utwre erterior lotbianee doth belie

Thy Soul's imraeniity
;

Thou ben phlkscpher. who yet dost keep

Thy heritage, thou Eye among the blind.
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That, deaf and silent. rcac’at the eternal deep,

Haunted foe ever by Ihe Menial mind,—

Mighty Prophet
;
Sccr blot

!

How can the riddle be solved ? Wordsworth thought that it could

only be due to the fact that grown up man has somehow lost the

secret of living—he has given his heart away a sordid boon, whereas

the child has an inner light which enables her to we things with

clarity, as it were in lightning Hashes, though, to us, the purpes:

of all that divine laughter and joy may be quite unintelligible. How-

ever, Wordsworth adds, there is something in life to be thankful

for ; howsoever old we may be, we retain the power of reminiscence

and this practice ol nminiKHicc—x. in Marcel Proust's potent

phrase, a la reckeukt du temp* perdu—h at csice air regret and

our cons^ation. And Nature, though it may not assault us now

with its luscious wwnce, can help us to recover air balance and

cur moral sanity :

I only have rellnquMied erne delight

To live beneath your non habitual sway.

As he said elsewhere, “Nature ne\« did betray the heart that

loved her," With such a faith, and following such a path of impas-

sioned contemplation of Nature. Man may yet inherit the pleasures

of this world and anticipate three of the world to comr-

Ore last question remains to lie answered : what exactly was

the sum and summit of Wordsworth’s achievement ? Critics are

here prone to separate the phikwxphy from the poetry and vote

for one a the other according to their personal predilections. Thus

Matthew Arnold wrote :
“ The Wordsworthians arc apt to praise

him for the wrong thirgs, and to lay far too much stress upon

what they call his philosophy. His poetry is the reality, his philo-

sophy... is the illusion. Perhaps we shall one day lean. to make

this proposition general, and to wry : Poetry is the reality, phikoophy

the illusion.” To Profetwr A. E. Housman, too. what is durable

and unique in Wordsworth's writings is “that thrilling utterancr

which pierces the heart and brings tears to the eyes of thousands

who care nothing for his opinions and beliefs.’
1

According to tills

view, the dissolving pathos and humanity of Ruth. The Affliction

of Afargoel, the Lacy prom and Michael is the more important

cccstituent of Wordsworth’s achievement? than the philosophical

passages in The Prelude arid The Excursion and the whole of the

odes to Duty and or. the intimations of Immortality. The issue

between poetry and philosophy is an age-long thing : the matter

becomes delicate only when the quarrel becomes internecine. With

Plato it was so. and an open civil war it was in which the philosopher
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•riumphed
:
wilh Wordsworth i! to lew open but nol lew real

We had quoted Professor Ganed's view that Wordsworth's genius

died of s metaphysical atrophy- and that is the truth of the matter.

Wherein l*s the antinomy between poetry and philosophy? Sir

Arthur Quiller-Couch answers, a* usual loading the diet heavily

against the philosophers :
" Philosophy and poetry work cci different

planes, and their terms belong to different categories. The one

recto to comprehend, the other to apprehend ; the one moving round,

would embrace the circumference of God's purpcee. the other is

content to leap from a centre within us to a point of the citcum-

fercnre. and seize it by direct vision." But, after all. do we gain

anything by settling the priority of cne met the other ? One might

as well decide if the i*** or the eye is the more important human

organ. I would rather share Mr. T. S. Eliot’s belief :
" Nothing in

this world or the next is a sutetitute for anything else : and if you

find that ycu must do without something, such as religious faith or

philosophic belief, then you rmitt just do without It." Ut us not

therefore quarrel with the ardent Wordsworthlans ;
let them also

have a place under the run Wordsworth's poetry is great said

Arnold, "bxause of the extraordinary power with which Words-

worth fcc-s the >cy offered to us in Nature, the joy offered to us

in the simple primary affections and duties; and because of the

extraordinary |iowcr wrth which, m case after case, he shows us

this joy and renders it so as to make u» share It.” It is all

true and yet not the whole truth. In poems like Tuncm Abbey

and the Inmorudily Ode it is fahly impossible to dissociate the

thought from the emetion, the poetry from the philosophy : one is

unescapably and intrinsically implicated in the other : there seems

to be an entire inevitability of utterance. Wordsworth’s Ruth and

Margaret, the Highland Girl and the. Leech gatherer, his Matthew

and Michael. they arc all wfftiwrl with a psetic gleam that makes

them radiant and human and immortal
; when writing about them.

Wordsworth indeed brings out these untiareiataNe. unwordabe

touches that, as Arnold said. Nature seems not only to have given

the matter for the poems but to have actually written them. We are

subdued and convenal
;
we read on and on, dwelling more linger-

ingly perhaps on the more poetic passages, and pone 3lter i«age is

turned, and we accept ever the thousand odd pages of the

"Complete Poetical Work?" with loving gratitude; here and there,

sometime* rarely and sometimes more often, we observe great

Wordsworth nod but -yet we dare not skip the poge* ; who knows

what booby traps of compelling magnificence may have been in-

serted even in prolonged desists of aridness and waste? No. we

vr—

r
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cannot afford lo mbs the gems of purest ray vrene that may Ik

hidden in the vast unfathomed caves of prosy Bermceiaings and

recitals : the painstaking labour of wading through the marshy tracts

of The While Doe of RyIstone and The Recluse and The Excursion

is amply rewarded if. oft and cn. wc tumble cn some revealing

searchlight into the profundities of the human heart : and since the

initiated student of Wordsworth is always sure of this, lie will

have no reason to donut, no reaa«n to wish that William Words-

worth had been somebody die.

K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar
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THREE CRI TICS

(1) Abistotte

In the tenth book ot the Republic, Rato says " With the single

exception of hymoa to the gods and panegyrics on the good, no

poetry ought to te admitted into a state. For if you determine to

admit the highly-seasoned muse of lyric or of epic poetry, pleasure

and pain wil! haw sovereign power in your state, instead o! law

and those principle* which, by the genera] consent of all time, are

meet conformable to reason''; 1 and late, “we must not make a

Krious pursuit of such poetry las that whose end is to please, and

Imitation] in the belief that it grasps truth, and a gcod." 1 Further,

the pcet
''
resemble* the painter in producing things that are worth-

less when tried by the standard of truth
;
and be resembles him

also m this, that he holds intercourse with a pari of the soui which

is like himself, and nc< with the best part. And this being the case,

wc shall henceforth be justified in refusing to admit him into a

state thal uoild fain enjoy a good constitution, bemuse he excites

and feeds and strengthens this worthless part of the hwl, ami thus

destroys the rational part
:
like a person who should strengthen the

hands of the diwtfute members of a state, ant! raise them to supreme

power, and a; the same time bring the educated class to destruction.

Precisely In the same way we shall assert that the imitative

poet likewise implants an evil constitution in the wul oi each indi-

vidual. by gratifying that scoreless part which, instead of distin-

guishing thr. greater from the lew. regards the same things tow aB

great, and now as small, and manufactures fantastic phantoms that

are very widely removed from truth " and " in the case of love,

and anger, and all the mental sensations of desire, grief, ard pleasure,

which, as we hold, accompany all our actions, is it not true that

poetic imitation works upon us similar effects ? For it waters and

cherishes those emotions, which ought to wither with drought, and

constitutes them rulers, when '-bey ought to be our subjects, if wc

L Republic, 807. fTrinuaiiixi by Davies and Vaughan).

2 Republic, (OB.

2 Republic, «05.
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wish !o become belter and happier ins'cad oi worse and more

miserable."

1

These quotations represent what Plato had to say against poetry

in the Republic, and make his two chief objecticr* quite clear
;
that

IxiKry, brine imitation. has no claim to uuth
;
and that, .through its

power to stimulate emotion, it has a tod moral effect upon people.

When Plato's objections ate looked at like this, it becomes dear

what Aristotle was doing in the Forties : he was justifying poetry

against the tenth book of tlie Republic. The three cardinal points

of his Ihenry, his view oi imitation, his doctrine of the universality

of poetic troth, and his metaphor of tragk catharsis, are answer*

to Plato, although Rato’s name is not mentioned in the Ponies.

Aristole, like Sidney and Shelley, was a defender and justifcr of

poetry against the Puritan attitude. Plato's attack on poetry is.

like many Puritan things, logical, granted the prcmh»s and attitude
;

and if the Poetics were complete, it would offer a coherent theory

in refutation of such attacks. And though it is not complete, we

can see that the three points are very intimately connected, and

provide at least a sketch of such a theory. To the question* : whnt

is poetry? and what its place in human life?, Aristotle hardly

returns an explicit answer, but answers are implicit in what he

does say.

Character, emotion, and action— yffij, ra9i trpaien'—arc the

objects of imitation, and (as Butcher says) the phrase ‘men in

action"— is ' virtually an equivalent for these Aristotle

8ay3 that imitation is instina in our nature; man “is the • most

imitative ol living animals, and through imitation leans his

earliest lessors; and ra leas universal is the pleasure in things

imitated .... The cause of this again is, that to l«im gives the

liveliest pleasure, not only to philosophers but lo men m general

;

whose capacity, however, for learning is more limited Thus the

reason why men enjoy seeing a likeness is, that in contemplating

it they find themselves learning or inferring, and saying, perhaps.

' Ah. that a he ’. For if you happen not to have seat the original,

the plearare will be due not to the imitation as such, but to the

execution, the colouring, or some «ich other cause."* The last

sentence of this passage srmw to be at variance with what precede*,

since we not only learn from imitations of what we have already

1. Republic, m.
2. Poetics, !Translated by Butcher) I. 5.

S Butcher, Aristotle's Theory of Poetry and Fine Art, i>?. 123-4.

4 . Poetics. IV. 2-5.
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experienced, bat, 83 with pictures of places we have act v kited, from

imitations of things which wc haw not experienced. I iuj^xw- he

means that the pleasure of rccognitico a peculiar to imitation, where-

as that of leamine and inferring, though it mar he derived from

imitation, is siot peculiar to it. At any rate, it h dear that Aristotle

attributed the pleasure derived from poetry to two sources, imitation,

giving the pleasure of the recognition anil learning, and other causes',

in th» case harmony and rhythm. Learning is not possible without

recognition
;

in otder to get new knowledge, wc need some link

between what ia entirely new to us and what we already know.

Aristotle mentions music and dancing as examples of imitative

arts, akm to poetry. In those there is very little question of repro-

duction (which Plato’s imiiaicn tends to mean) but, on the con-

trary, emphasis on the difference between imitation and its object

even apart from the difference enforced by the medium in which

the imitation is carried out " Each single note is fdt as an inward

agitation. The regular suocewicn of musical sounds, governed by

the laws of melody and rhythm, arc allied to those vpojuc or out-

ward activities which are the expression of a mental state”,' says

Butcher, describing what music meant to Aristotle. Music still

rtirs emotions, under the cooditioa of a medium arranged with

alnvw mathematical particularity, and thereby imitates the effect.1)

of life. The ‘inward agitation
'
induced by music correqxmds to

certain ‘outward activities’ : so one ingredient of Aristotelian

imitation may be reproduction of the effects of life, which is the

more probable since tragedy cn the stage or in the study etire

pity and fear,* the effects of the contemplation of tragedy in living

experience. As for dancing, it too does not reiirodiicir life It is

very different from the movements which it imitates, for its move-

ments are organised in poise and rhythm, and very carefully

differentiated from tic oidinary movements of the life they imitate.

A second ingredient seems to be organization, through which the

unities of dancing anti music are obtained. Aristotle continually

emphasizes unity,* attributing the superiority of tragedy over epic

to its superior unity,* a unity which, be point* exit, depends upon

selection’ and organisation.* Qualities of poetic imitation, then,

ere pleasure teaching, similarity in effect to the object imitated,

and organized unity. This seems to lit the other points.

'Poetry', says Aristotle, * b a thing more philosophical and

L POKics IV. 6 2. Poetic* L 4-5. 3. Batcher p. 132. 4. Poetics

VI. 2. IV. 11
.

XIII. 2. XIV. 1 . S. V. Pee tic* pacta. 5. Poetics V. 5,

XXVI ts. 7. Poetic* V. 3. 6 Poetics XXVI. 6.
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more highly serious than history, for poetry tends to express the

universal, and hir-tory the particular’. This ha* naively heen sup-

pled to mean that he thought characters ought to be generalized

type?, not individuals Nothing aiuld be farther out. Aristotle is

to shew, in reply to Plato, how poetry is truthful : he gees further,

and assert* its truth to be of a particularly excellent kind. No
sane person thinks that poetry Idl* the literal truth, eipecialiy in

those braadies with which Aristotle was concerned. What it decs

is to put before us an imitation of life from which we may team

truth about life It does not give us mere facts, like history, nor

genual laws, like phibwophy ; but it gives us an imitation of life

in a loan which cnabli** us to diaw general aaidusions about life.

It ditletB in being selected, and organized in small compass ; and in

reaching taither af.dd than individual experience. These difference*

more than compensate for the disadvantages the imitation suffers in

ixX being life Our individual experience of life is at first hand,

for we oursdm have the experience. It is direct, and affects our

lives directly. But in poetry we get indirect experience, at second

or third hand, which is not, however, like the dirat, circumscribed

by our senses, by physical necessity, and by those parts of space

in which our bodies are able to be present It need not be confused

by the personal anotkioa which dire* experience brings
;
we are

not compelled to take it all in at once, under penalty of misting

much of it hi range it coven all of human life that can be told

in words : but it is rot our cicn experience. In it wc cannct be

said to have, or ev«i to share, other people’s experiences, but we

are enabled to understand and sympathize with them. We can

understand because the imitation is selected and organized, and

sympathize because we experience enations akin to these the ac-

tuality imitated would arouse. And » we leans from poetry and

through it are better able to ‘see life steadily and see it whole’.

How often do we gain a better understanding of our own experiences

from the consummate imitation of similar experience, in poetry !

In life, our major experiences are fraught with direct personal con-

sequences for us, they meet us with great force, and often tend to

overpower us : it is not easy for us to judge them and give them a

true place in our lives. But poetry makes it easier for us to do

this
; by which, and by extending the range of our experience, it

gives us universal truth. Unless, however, the elensmts of Aristo-

telian imitation are present, poetic universality a not possible.

Catharsis as .Aristotle present* it, is a particular Ottt of the

practical working of the other two points, and is the justification

of poetry's power to stir emotion. The Poetics only deal with tragic
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catharsis, but Aristotle probably had comedy in view also. A pas-

sage in the Republic challenges comedy to justify itself. "Docs

rot the same reasoning apply to jokes which you would yourself

te ashamed to make- but which in comic representations!, 01 even

in private life, you will be very well pleased to hear, and will not

hate as immoral—acting in this just as you acted in your pity?

Foe. on such occasions, you give the rein to that element, which,

in ycur own case, you check by reatrai. when it would fain create

laughter, because you dread the reputation of a buffcoo ; and, having

thus given it streng-Ji and spirit, you haw often, in your own
conduct, teen unconsciously seduced into adopting the character of

a comic poet”.» Plato holds that poetry encourages moibid emo-

tions ;
Aristotle that it corrects them

‘Through pity and fear'. Aralotlc says, tragedy cflects 'the

proper catharru of these emotions'. 2 The word is a descriptive

metaphor, and whether it means purilkation or purgation ii not

a manor of desperate urgency. " The grammatical point . .dots not

make very touch difference to the final Interpretation «offa|iois is

a well-known medical and ritual term and refers always to getting

rid of something which is either ritually impure or medically un-

sound. If you purge a person then from these emotions, it means

that you get rid of such emotion* as are in thcnuclvcs unsound,

or alternatively, if you purify certain emotions, it neats that you

get rid of the umound elements in these emotions. These two idea*

as you see correspond for all practical purpeass. It cannot be

argued, however, that the emotions of pity and terror are altogether

pf if unsound, inasmuch as tliey are themsdvw to bo uied as

•Aments of the cure". 1 Catharsis is not an explanation of the

psychological process by which tragedy has a beneficial psychologi-

cal effect upon its audieixe, but a metaphorical description of lL

It need not be intended that actual purgation of emotions takes

place: enough that a similar effect to that of purging the body
happen* to the mind. “ Tragedy is an imitation of an action that

is serious, complete, and of a certain magnitude; in language

embellished with each kind of artistic ornament, the several kinds

being found in separate parts of the play : in the form of action,

not of narrative
;
throutk pit, and /.or tfftcUnt the proper purge.,

tior. of fAer emotions".' All the rest describes tragedy as Aristotle

knew it. but the last sentence tells what tragedy dots It produces

L Republic, ecu. 2. Poetic., VI. 3. 3. Prof. R. M. Henry (Presi-
dent of the Classical Aswdatico) in a letter to the writer,

t Poetics, VI. 2-3.
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emotional effects akin lo those produced by tragic situations in life.

As an imitation, it teaches and gives pleasure. As pcctry. it enables

ua to understand, and so to generalize atxwt life, Wc experience

the error inns of pity and fear in a weakened form in which they

cannot ui«* our judgment, and at this low intensity they are rather

pleasant than painful. By means of tragedy, pity and fear are

purged of whatever clement in them throws, in actual life, our

judgment out of balance.

Mflopm. in Hippocratic medicine, is distinguished from

That means the removal of alien matter; this, the removal of

healthy but surplus humours—the difference between getting rid of

pcs, and of Wood. Butcher argues that pity and fear are to be

•reed from a morbid element—ra Airouvro- which causes pain 1 This

can only be, as has been suggested, their power to disturb mental

balance, which » inherent in their occurrence in life, and not often

or easily to be overcome In modem psycho-therapy, a patient may

br. aired of a ‘ ptobia ' by having its cause recalled to hit amadous-

ntss He is thru able to it in its true perepccthe, and, though

the • phobia '

is tw wholly removed, it low its panic quality. In

the same way. by making undeistandins easier, pity and fear are

purged, even in lift. While the morbid clement is present there it

sentimentality and cowardice ;
when it is absent there is sympathy

and prudence.

From a slightly different point of view, atxitlier practice of

modem medecine offers an illustration. When we are inoculated

against a dissaa* like enteric, dead microbes (which may be -aid to

b: purged of their morbid dement) are injected into our bodies,

which metaphorically acquire an understanding of the microbes, and

learn what to do with them when they are alive This metaphor

deserves to be taken about as literally as the catharsis metaphor. It

serves the same sort of descriptive purpose- The important thing

is that tragedy is a preventative of emotional unbalance, and a tcachc:

of truth—which

“with new acquist

Of true experience from this great event

With pare and eonmlnlion hath iSonist.

And calm of mind all passion tpsil

"

• Longinus,' whoever he was, was a great critic and a great

man. He has teen called "the firs romantic critic.'* and it has

1. Butcher, p. 2Mfl„ and note.
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been said that Horace represents the tule. and he the exception,

among critics of antiquity. The reasons lor thee and similar Judg

menu are, no doubt, the stress which he Lays upon emotion, hb
persons! approach to many authors, his preference of greatness over

coTtcctncK, the intensity of his fedlng for style, and the '.•ery sub-

ject of hb treatise But all the time, there is in the *rw w^om a

great deal of what we are accustomed to call the classical.

The dating of the work in the first century A.D. the arguments

for which Professor Atkins cogently summarizes,

1

is an aid to under-

standing, since it makes dear the reasons for its position. It was

written " when efforts were being made to obtain distinction of style

at all costs," 1 with many unfortunate results, and it must have had

these in mind, and been designed to show what distinction of style

truly was. and how it was to be achieved. "... ‘ sublimity
1

in its

rrxidem sense is not wide enough to cover hi* treatment. What l*e

ha* in mind b rather ' elevation,' all that raises Style above the

ordinary and gives to it distinction in its widest and truest aerue

;

and sound ideas on this subject were what the age meet needed, as

was shown by the eflorts of Tacitus directed to the same end Hence

the work has all the appearance of a treatise written to meet a pic*

sing need of the time."

'

Though he oxitinually emphasizes the power over the emotion*,

and even to msjxre awe. that to vtJov exercises, it would be a mis-

take to think that be considered the exercise of the power the func-

lirci of literature. On the contrary, like other qualities of literature,

it is a means to an end Thb quality, so much sought after, and so

unsuccessfully, by the writers of his -own tin*. be found in the works

of classical Grace, and his reference is continually to thee stan-

dards. But since he it concerned with a particular quwtkxi of style

—the sublime—and not with poetry or literature in general, he

deals with passages rather than with works, and with the particular

iather than the general. It is therefore a natural ccmscqucnce of

his subject and hb circumstances that he should emphasize those

things emphasis cr. which is characteristic of a •romantic' critic.

But. as wril as taking the great Greeks as hi* standards, he show's

himself in much at one with Aristotle He finis tweessary to great

expreesko the same quality which Aristotle found necessary to great

competition—unily, achieved by selection and organization. " One fac-

tor of sublimity must necessarily be die power of choosing the most

1. Atkins Literary Critidan in Antiquity, I, 210(1.

2. Atkina, I, 217.

3. Atkina, I. 2X7-8.
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vital of the included element*, and of making these, by mutual super-

position, form as it were a single body."

1

And of Sappho's ode,

^taaroi he says All the symptoms are found severally in

lovers ; to the choice of those which are conspicuous, and to their

concoitration, is due the pre-eminent merit here."* Here he is

dealing with matter rather than with form, in consonance with his

principle that the !l rtf aid most potent source of lofty style is the

" faculty of grasping great conceptions."’ siDcc “ prat words issue,

and it cannot be otherwoe. from those whose thoughts arc weighty."*

This i* another side of Aristotle's emphasis on plot, on the bones

as a decenary pre-condition of the living flesh. .And he says, “ Lan-

guage is made grand in the highest degree by that which corresponds

to the collocation of lints ir. the tody, of which no one, if cut off

from another, has anything noticeable m itself, yet all in combination

produce a perfect structure.' 1 In his remark upon Sappho’s ode.

he rot only praises its unity, but there is a!=o a suggestion cf Aris-

totle's doctrine of poetic truth— (he choice of conspicuous lovers’

symptoms and their concentration into one is the way in which

universal truth about love can be presented
;
as, in that poem, it is.

Longinus ' observed a number of tilings about to uta

ard his observations can tell us a good deal about the nature of

poetry. In tire firs: place “it is not to persuasion but to ecstasy

that passages o! extraordinary genius cany the hearer ’’* By. itself,

or in conjunction with such diets as "Sublimity is the note which

rings from a great soul"' or ‘‘Great words issue from those whose

thoughts air weighty,"* this pax-age might be taken to mean no

more than that emotional power in expression is the characteristic

of literary genius. But he means more than that In another place

he soys that " it la a fact of Nature that the soul is raised by true

sublimity, it gains a proud step upwards, it i3 filled with joy and

exultation, as though itself had produced what it hears. Whenever

therefore anything is heard frequently by a man of sense and literary

experience, but doe* not dtspo* his mind to high thoughts, nor

leave in il material for Iroh retteclkxi, beyond what is actually

said
;
while it sinks if you look carefully at the whole context, and

1. Lictginra (Irandatwi by A. (1. Prirkard) Sect. 10

2. Long. Sect. 10.

3. Long. Sen. ft

4. long. Sect 9.

5. Lone. Sect 40.

6. Long Sect 1.

7. Long. Sen. 9.

ft Long Sea. 9.
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dwindles away, thi* can never be true sublimity, being preserved so

long only as it is braid. Tint is really great, which gives much food

for fresh reflection ; which it is haul, nay impossible, io rwt« : of

which the memory is strong and indelible."' Hue lve makes il essen-

tial to sublimity that ‘ men of sense and literary experience ’ should

be moved to fresh reflection, and have their minds dHpotcd to high

thoughts; and thb happens when 'the aoul is raised., and filled

with joy and exultation.' when it is In rc«tasy. Merc persuasion is

something which affects its subject Iiom outside
;

it does not enlist

himself on its side, for he is not emotionally concerned in the issue,

and his part is not dynamic. But sublimity makes an ally of the

reader or hearer, and, by putting him into a state of ecstasy, adds

his emotional force to its own
;
the part which he plays is dynamic,

leading to fresh reflection and high thoughts. But of what sort are

there ? ' Longinus ’ docs not say
;
txit they can only he about one

thing— life, in one aspect or another. And with ' men of sense and

literary experience ' fresh reflection and high thoughts atiout life

must lead to a fuller and tetter understanding of it.

Some aspect or some part of life is imitated by the poet in such

a way that he achieves sublimity, and U*e man who reads it ex-

periences an mterre emotional excitanenL which nevatheten is not

the same as the excitement which that part or aspect of life would

itself actually have produced in him. Indeed, ' Longinus * dees not

seem tb be referring to this side of the emotion, but rather to the pecu-

liar quality o: emotion which ptetry produce- -' the dear vision, the

pure magic ’ which Kipling attributes to only a few lines, in the Ode

lo a Niihlingah and Kubia Khan ' This quality is exceedingly difficult

to describe yet all lovers of literature know it. however differently

they may express their reactions. * How beautiful
!

'

How perfect !
’,

' How good
!

’, ' How brilliant !
' How trued ' How charming !

*

—they all express practically the same thing when they describe an

involuntary emotional reaction io poetry.

The special virtue of ' Longinus’ is his recognition of this emo-

tional effect. But he dots not make it the test of sublimity, like the

really romantic critics. It is suggested by what he says that this

ecstasy is net without reason, that it does not need to be accounted

for by a direct effect of the words on the reader. When " the soul

is filled with joy and satisfaction, 33 though itself had produced

what it hears,“ it experimers a pleasure akin to that which the

writer experienced when his expression of his high thoughts satisfied

L Long. Sea 7.

2. In WbiUu (TraSki and Dtreovettes).
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him. had something like this in his mind whet he said

"True wit U Nature to advantage dust

—

What of: was thought, but ne’er *> well cxprcit."

but not the same, for it is perfectly clear that ‘ Longinus ’ was

never thinking of mere expression when he speaks of sublimity.

Greatness of thought was a sine qua non. A writer hardly expert

cncus the joy and satisfaction which come from expression unless lv

has bad something to express which seemed worth while to him
;

and a ncawary rtaiwnl in that satisfaction u understanding. "He
tames crief. that fetters it in verse." Inexplicable sorrow is much
harder to bear than that which is understood. A great deal of the poet’s

pleasure ir, his work comes frcoi the iact that, by being made com-

municable to others hb great thoughts are made intelligible to him-

self. " Beautiful words are. in a special sense, tl»e light of tliooght

The well-chosen word, the mo
t

juste, lights up the thought dearly

and vividly ; it b understood in a flash, not taken m piecemeal and

laboriously— "Sublimity, we know, bought cut at the happy moment,

parts all the matter this way and that, and like a lightning flash,

revesh, at a stroke and in its entirety, the power of the orator ;

for the power of the orator cannot lx revealed unless it " dispotes the

mind to high thoughts, and given it material for fresh reflection."

1

I la remarks on music are also illuminating. Melody ‘is not

only an mstnirrcnt natural to man. which produo-* persuasion and

pleasure
;

it is a marvellous mstiui&ait, which produce* passion, but

leaves him free.. .Do not the notes of the harp, which in themselves

signify nothing, yet by the interchange of sounds, the mutual accom-

psniment. tlx mingled hairiaxiy, cist upon us a spell which fe. you
well know, often marvellous, although these are but images and
bastard copies of persuasion, not genuine forces operative upon
human nature?"* So "Composition... must., .at once soothe us

as we hear, and also dispose to stateliness. and high mood, and

sublimity." * The place, then, of scurd in sublimity (for by 'com
position ’ he means the arrangement o! words for their rhythm and
sound*) is to open the minds of the readers to the full acceptance

of what is said to than. It producw passion ye: leaves them free.

Music, especially through its rhythms, has the power of stirring our

1. Long. Sox 30
2. Long. Sex 1.

3. Long Sect. 7.

-t. Lon* Sex 39

5. Loo* Sex 39.

6. Long. Sect 39
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emotions without intellectual intervention—an inferior thing in itself

;

tut literature can use this power to put its reader* into the moed in

which the-,' most readily assimilate the thing* it says. The emotion

produced by sound does not compel to action, or even to thought,

as it would if it arose io life : but it ia there, no ally to strengthen

the understanding and the will towards action. In this way it leads

to illumination ; as if. in the dark liefon- a flash of lightning, the

pupils ol our eyes were by some means already contracted exactly

to suit the brightness of the coming light.

perhaps the wisest of all the thing* Ihat ‘ Longinus ' had to say

is "judgment of style i* the last and ripest fruit of much cxperience
,,
»

—experience, this must be. of both literature and life, the experience

of “ men nf sense, accustomed to literature." It must be so. because

from among the five sources' of lofty style which be enumerates, wise

and intense experience of life can alone lead to understanding of

the first two. while judgment of tbe others is chiefly a matter of

literary education. Nor can we judge style without having some under-

standing of what ia intended to be expressed. This cannot come

wholly hum style, since we cannot understand absolute novelty with-

out having ir. our muxfe something to which we can refer it lo:

classification, per genus el Ji^aenliant.

'
Longinus ’ is actually coocenKd with a technical rather than

a theoretical problem. Aristotle does nut say how catharsis ia brought

about ; he is content that it does take place Rut

1

Longinus’ shews

what sort of writing produce* (in the widest metaphorical sense) a

cathartic effect.

3. Sir Philip Siontv

The Elizabethan critics were chiefly concerned with two things :

one, how to elevate English poesy to die petition which they felt,

as English, that it deserved and could reach; and the other, to defend

it against Puritan attacks. And when they are dealing with the

aKund, they give the impression of men drawn from their main

Interest, and eager to return to it, as scon as they can free themselves

from the ny»-uito-likc annoyances they are suffering. We hardly

find a critic of the age who is »* interested in technical matters, end

1. Loot. Sect. 2.

2. The five tourcet. are—

(1) Grandeur of ccoccpticn.

(2) Intensity cf emotion.

(3) The drilful use of figures.

(4) Noblity of diction.

(5) Harmonious wwd-ocdcr. (Long Sect. 8).
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the improvement and development of English poesy. In th«c thingv

they ate original investigators. sometimes wrung-headed ami absurd,

but full of eagerness to find ways to their end, and deeply serious in

their pursuit ol it This is n* so where the justification of poetry

is concerned. They saw that certain poetry seemed vulnerable to

Puritan attack, but they were rx< interested in justifying that poetry.

As a whole, they believed in poetry ar.d were not very curious why

they believed in it What they wished to do was to silence the

tiresome interrupters, and get beck to business And indeed the

logic on both sides is no more oxind than that of Berkeley, on the

<xw hand, or Johnson's piactical refutation of it, on the other. While

there are reasons why the defence of poetry should have run along

the lines it did, it seems likely that had any serious interest in the

comprehension of the nature and value o: poetry beer, reused. some

less childish and inconsistent arguments in its favour would haw
appeared. Tlieir position was superficially like that of Aristotle re-

plying to Plato's attack, and fundamentally, no dojht, the quarrel

was the lire. But all ’he Puritans had in common with Plato was

their subonliroitioei of all other things to one purpose : and all the

defenders had in common with Aristotle was their love ol pcctry

;

and they were concerned, net to discover the true value and nature

of poetry, but to defend it. 2* In a court of law.

Though in technical matters they are various, traditional or

anti-traditional, authoritarians or innovators, or ready to take good

where they find it. ir. poetical theory they are much bound by

authority. Thugh the classics had usurped some of the Church's

authority, the attitude had nof greatly charged, and a quotation

from a writer to be reverenced was a forcible argument, whoever

the writer waB. Even to-day. the cross-citation of authorities is

hardly even an obsolescent method of controversy. The age of

Elizabeth was a religious age. J. M. Robertson’s History of F'et-

tkou&ht shows how religious it was. even while he is stressing the

irreligious elements in the thought of the time. There was no one

who did not pay lip-service to. and few who did not thoroughly

accept, these ports of Christian belief on which Christian ethics

depend, especially immortality and the salvation of the soul. Pro-

frwor Michael Tierney says, in a rcccr.t article, " The dissociation

between Christianity and the study of the classics is a very ancient

traditko. It is probably even pre-Christian in origin, deriving, as

1 believe, ultimately from the old feud between philosophy and

poetry, to which Plato, here undoubtedly reproducing a genuine

Sceratic idea, refers in the last book of his Republic. The Cynic

and Stoic successors, of Socrates pawed on to the early Church their
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tide of the feud, which turned into one between the new religion and

tbe old literature. In its mote extreme forms it Jed to tlie relation

even of grammar itself, and to an implicit theory that fervour made

up for all except the narrow eii ecriesiastical training It persisted

rjht up to the Renaissance. which itself was in one sense only the

reversal of the picture. the victory of the kT-g-suppressed iiteiature

of Greece and Rome over it9 millenial rival."

In these * spacious days.' this feud was important, for though

the Renaissaixc gave strength to literature, the Reformation gave

strength to Puritanism, as vigorous an opponent of literature as the

Church had ever been ; Indeed, this particular Church tradition was

carried on by the Puritans, by a Strange but natural turn. Rebels,

after all, are usually Utopists, and try to interfere with life, the

corollary of which is to interfere with Literature And when power

has made them conservative, and interference with life has turned

out to be not altogether 8u useful as they had thought, interference

with literature is what they ding to. as the last shred of their

prophetic garment. The Puritan* mighl have put up a defence of

poetry on the grounds of freedom of conscience but it would not

likely have gone even as far as Ajeopaellica, for, after all,
" orthodoxy

is my doxy." In any case, their quarrel with the poets and lovers

of poetry was not one of principle, for on that they were more or less

agreed, but of fact : Was poetry, or was it nee, an hindrance to the

practice of virtue and the Christian life ? The Puritans were perhaps

the meet independent of authority among the Elizabethans, but they

drew or. the Fatheis for their ammunition. The question was the

traditional one. whatever side a man was on. The defenders looked

to the indents for arguments, and, inclined to think that the classical

ways were the bet possible, bawd themselves on Horace especially

;

but they interpreted the miseere uliie didci in a way much coloured

by their religious outlook.

The jmsition of the Church, at its meet favourable to literature,

had been expressed in St. Basil's De Uftndis libtis jcutilium ; and

It is Curiously interesting that Sir John Harington. who owes so much

to Sidney, in the Britlr Apolotit oj Poctiit prefixed to his translation

of Orlando Furioso 11591), draws directly upon Sc Basil when he

rentes to the Christian jxsitioo and duty in this matter.'

” I cannot dmic," he says. “ but to vs that are Christians, in

respect of the high end of all, which is the health of our soule*, not

only Poetrie but all other studies of Philosophy are in a manner

vaine and superfluous, yea (as the wise man Baith) whatsoever is

L Gregory Smith, curiously, did not notice this.
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under the sunre is vanitie of vanrtrei and rxKhing but vanilse. But

lath we liue with torn & not with saints, and because few mm
an embrace this strict and stoicall diuinitic. or rather, indeed, foe

that the holy scriptures. in which those high mysteries of our salu-

alion are contained, are a deepe & profound studie and nx aifc-

ject to tuerie wake capacite, no nor to the higlreM wits and Judg-

ments, except they fce first illuminat by Gods spirit or instructed

by teachers and preachers there we do fust read some other authors,

making them as it were a bokiry glas« to the eyes of our niiix3e.

and then after we haue gathered more strength, wc enter into pro-

founder studies of higher mysteries, hauing first as it were enabled

oar eyes by long beholding the sunne in a bason of water at last to

kx>ke vpen the sunne it selfe. So we read how that great Vtests.

whose learning and sardine is so renowned over all nations, was
first instructed in t!*e learning of the Egyptians before he came to

that high contemplation of God and familiaritic ( as 1 jnay so texroe it

)

with Gcd."« This is the argument of the wvnd section of St.

Basil's ’ children's eunrOD,' and the examples of Moses, and the sun

reflected in water, are taken directly from it. St. Basil, on the

Other hand, does not speak of living " with men and not with saints ”,

but says that the minds of young people. which are yet scarcely

ripe for the mysteries of Christianity, can be prepared for such

study by reading the examples of virtue m the pagan poets, historians,

and philosophers. He drought (though perhaps he did not feel)

that all non-saced literature was caly of value when it gave direct

instruction in the practice of virtue. In this light il :s quite clear

why the Elizabethan so emphasized allegorical interpretation : it

was the easiest way to justify their desires to their principles. They
were probably do less successful in deceiving themselves than oiler

men have been al other time and in other matters.

Putter-ham, arguing from lhe same premises, expatiates upon
what Harington hints at when he speakB of living “with men and
not with saints "

; and justifies even trifling pcetry a* being relative-

ly not noticeably further removed from divine things than the meet
serious liieiaUne. “And as I am not denic but these oonceiut of

mine be trifles, no less in very deede be all the meet serious studies

of man, if we shall measure granitic and lightnesse by tire wise mans
ballance, who, after be had considered of all Ihe profourvkst ancs
and studies among men, in th'endc cryed out with this Epyphoncrae,
Vanilas imilatum & cmnia vamlos."

1

1. Gregury Smith. EtUabtlium Ciitkal Eifli. U, 197-8

2. E. C. E, U. 116,
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To the Elizabethans, over whom Christian cfcgma had a hold

which it « difficult for meat of U9 to appreciate to day, argument*

of St. Basil'* sort had great force And since thought on most philo-

jophical matters, for or against. wa* conditioned by Christian dc«nui,

it did not occur to them to pursue subtle explanations, but to take

the answer already suggested, which was next at hand, and. so to

speak, meet the adversaries on their own ground. That answer was al-

legorical interpretation,' for which they cculd find support, not only

from the fathers and the heritage of Platonic ideas, but trcm the

cui rent over-simple interpretation of Aristotle's poetic universality and

Horace's whole attitude According to Lodge
;
" in the persem of

Satumc oar decaying ycarcs arc signified ; in the picture of angry

Iuno our affections are dissiphered ; in the person of Minenia is our

voderstanding signified, bith in respect of wane as polirie. Whei
they fainc that Pallas was begotten of the braiiv* of Iupitet, their

meaning is none other but that a! wisedome (as the learned say)

A Item abcare, and cometfc from the father of Lights : in the porlra-

lure of Apollo all knowledge is denotated. So that, what to they wrot,

it was to this purpose, in the way of pleasure to drew men to wlte-

dome.”’ And " what is here prefigurde by our miraculous Artist,"

asks Cliapman. * but the vniuersal world, which, burs to spatiou*

and almost unmeasurable, one drdet of a Shield reprwmt* and

imbraceth ?

On the other hand, they insist often on the delight of poetry,

which, plainly, was something tlicy valued greatly
;
though they all

thought of it as a means to an end. sometimes they rather forgo! the

end in the means. It Is pcasiUe however, to make too much of

this as a prelude to a merely aesthetic view of poetry, such as was

current within living memory. The Elizabethans enjoyed the dulte,

but they did not think H valuable without the utile.

Sir Philip Sidney is representative nf Elizabethan literary

theory. He may go farther and set more than ethers, but the ideas

and principles that underlie has work are the same And what seems

1. Gregory Smith quotes Sir Thomas Wilson's Ailt of Rktittigut—
' For undoubtedly there k no one tale among all the poets, but under

the fame is comprehended some thing that pertained! either to die amend-

ment of manned, la the knowledge of truth, lo the setting forth of

Nature's woric. or else to the undmianihr-g of reme notable thing done

The Porta wree whe mm, and wished m hrart the redrras of thing' "—

•

end comments :
“ This idea runs throughout the essays, alike in the general

theory, and in Ox method ured lo the Interpretation of literary examples."

2. E. C E.. L 66.

3. ECE. IL297.

VI—

H
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most remarkable about his discussion, as aboil those of other

Elizabethan critics. in spite of much that is brilliant, is its crudity

and over-simplicity Their answers to the fundamental problems

about literature are so ready as to be immediately suspect of

superficiality.

Sidney opens by arguing that the antiquity of poetry i3 prool

of its value as the sourer of all other learning, but this lake* no

account of the possibility of other learning being an improvement

in poetry. Neither has his argument from the universal occur-

rence of poetry in both barbarous and civilized nations any real

weight for its defence. When he justifies the title vatu on the

ground that the Sorter Virgilienat had much faith put m than, and

that tbc oracles of the Sybil and Ddphic Apollo wete in verse, and

that “ the holy David's Palmes are a divine poem," the scholarship

is purposeless. But there ia more to be said for his argument from

the words poeta and ntakat. since that leads him to consider the

pert as creator, whence he pastes to imitation. All arts.' he says,

Astronomy. Geometry, Music, Natural and Moral Philosophy, Law,
History, Grammar, Rhetoric, Logic, Medicine. Metaphysics. t«ii!d

upon Nature :
" only ihe Pod, disdayning to be tied to any such

subjeettm, lifted vp with the vigor of hia own inuention, docth grown
in effect another nature in making things either belter than Nature

bringeth forth, or, quite a wwe, formes such as ncucr were in

Nature, as the Heroes. Demigods. Cyelops. Ckimtras, Furies, and
such like : so as hw geeth hand in hand with Nature, not inclosed

within the narrow warrant of her guilts, but fredy ranging cmely

within the Zodiacs of his own wit. Nature never set forth the

earth in so rich tapistry as diuers Poets have done, neither with

1. ci. Boon's mure orderly statement : " there is agreeable to the
spirit of Men a wore ample Grea!n»K. a more rxacr Gocdneese. and a

more absolute vanctie than can bee found in the Nature of thrum There-
fore. boaiw the Acs or Events ol true Nineri* haue not that Magnitude
which auiaoeth the mindc of Man. Pcwe faineth Act* and Eucnts Greater
and more HeroicaU

;
because true Hitietie propounded the succctsea and

wore cf action* not no agrreble to tire menu of Venue and Vice, there-

fore Poale laines them moee lu-t in Retribution and more according to

Revealed Prcmidcr.ce
; because irue llutorie represecteth Actions and Euent*

more ordinarie and lesse interchanged, therefore Petrie endueth them with
nxnc Rarecene and moie vnexpecred and alternatire Variation* : So as
it appeared! that Petrie aeiueth and amfetreth to Magnanimitie, Moralltie,
and to delectation. And therefore it was eoer thought to haue acme
participation ol diuincssc, because it doth raia: and erect the Mindc, by
submitting the rheua >! thing* to the desires of the Mind, wherra* reason
doth buckle and bowe the Mind unto the Nature ol thing*-
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pleasant riuets, fruitful trees, sweet smelling flowers, nor whatsoever

else may make the too much lazed earth more loucly. Her world

is brawa the Poms only deliver a golden, But let those things alone

and gi«! to man, for whom as the other things are. so it seemeth

in him bn vtter meet cunning is iraployed. and know whether ghee

hauc brought forth so true a louer as Tkeafir.es, so ccr.lt.int a

frxnde as Piladts, a> valiant a man as OrlanJo, so right a Prince

as Xenophons Cyms. so excellent a man euery way as VirgUs Aeneas:

neither let this be iestingly concerned, because the works of the one

be essential, the other, in imitation or fiction
;
for any vndcrstand-

ing knowrth the skil cl the Artificer standeth in that Idea or fore-

eonedte of the work, aisd not in the work it sclfe.
1 And that the

Poet hath that Idea is manifest, by deliuertng them forth in such

excellencie as hee hath imagined them. Which deliucrir.g forth also is

not wholie imsginatiue. as we are wont to say by them that build

Castles in the ayre : hut 10 farm substantially it werketh. net onely

to make a Cyms, which had been but a particular excellencie, as

Nature might hauc done, but to bestow a Cyrus vpoo the woitdc.

to make many Cyrus's if they wil Icame aright why and how that

Maker made him.''’

This » a curious passage. Sidney has seen clearly that the

world seen in literature is not the world seer, in life, and therefore

that poetic imitation 13 something very different from mere repro

ducticxi ; but he seriously misconceives the difference, and reckons

that the superiority of the poetic world lies in cither the monstrosity

or the abstract moral constitution of its inhabitants. And indeed

they come to much the same thing, for Aeneas, considered as 'so

excellent in every way.' is no lea a moral monster than Polyphemus

was a physical one.* The creative- power of the poet, however, lies

nee only in his ability to create such monsters in his golden world,

but, by that means, to bestow many such upcei the brazen world of

Nature, who have taken these creation* for their example. But he

say* that peerin’ a an art of Imitation, by Aristrtle’s authority :

yet his metaphor of a ‘speaking picture '
shews rather a Platonic

than an Ariaotclian conception ol imitation. And its end is to

teach and delight. His conception of imitation is in fact vague, for

according to him there are three claw** of poets, the sacred, the

t. Bacon d-(ferret firm him ai this paint :
" I doe rather think

that the fable was first and the exportlion dcuiwd then that the Morall

oao fiizt and thereupon it* fable framed.’’

2. E. C. E.. L 156-7.

2. Sidney juitilus his conduct to Dido aa obedience to divine enm-

marvd.
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philosophical. and those like the best painters "who, having no

law but wit, bestow that in cullours upon you which U fittest for the

eye to see," and arc “ they which most properly do imitate to teach

and delight, and to imitate borrow nothing of what is, hath been,

or shall be : but range, otvely rayned with teamed discretion- into

the divine consideration of what may be, and should be." What
then do they imitate? Whatever it may be, it is a far cry from
‘ men in action.’ I* would seem that the objects of imitation

are abstract qualities, for " it is that faynine nocable images of vir-

tues, 'Hew. or what die. with that delightful teaching, which must

be the right describing note to know a Pcet by.” 1 and so, in Sidney’s

hands Aristotle's doctrines of imitatkn and poetic universality Ik-

come simply allegory, " for whatsoever the Philosopher anyth should®

be dome, bee <tnc Poet) giueth a pcrlect picture of it in some one.

by whom hee presupposed! it was doone. So as hee cnupkth the

general! notion with the particular example."1 And “
if the Poet doe

his part a-iight he will shew you in TanlaJus, Atrais, and such like,

rxOung that is not to be shunned ; in Cyrus, Aeneas, Vtissea. each

thing to be followed"' It seems strange that Sidney should cc«l-

nder other Ulysaea nr Aeneas a perfect character—and one suspects

that he is simply seizing on the moat readily accessible argument to

defend the poetry which he loves.

He oancludes that the poet is superior to the historian httau*

he often examples of weB-doing while the record of history conti-

nually shows lad men aowned with success
:
poetry therefore teaches

better things than history. And It is superior to philosophy,

not in '.caching, where he is prepared to admit equality, with perhaps

a slight balance in philosophy’s favour, but in power to move, and

so to lead to action. " 1 thinkc," he says, " that no man is so much

Philopkilosophos as to compare the Philosopher, in mooring, with

the Pret. And that roaming is of a higher degree then teaching, it

may by this appears, that it is well nigh the cause and the effect of

teaching. For who will be taught, if hee bee not mooued with desire

to be taught? and what so much good doth that teaching bring

forth (I speak still o! mortal! doctrine) as that it moouefh one to

doe that which it dooth teach ?

It seems dear that in this instance, Sidney clearly recognized

two thinga : that imaginative literature can be, and often is. more

1. F_ C E. I. 160

2. ECE.I 164.

3. E. C E.. 1. 168.

4. ECE.L 171.
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oilightening morally than history, and tliat the emotional force of

poet i>’ has something to do with its superiority to philosophy in this

respect alao. And while it is true that his account of the way in

which these things act and are brought about is thoroughly unsatis-

factory. is valuable that he should have realised that the facta

wrre *>. To regard literature as a direct stimulus to action is to

hold the view that only the Censorship holds to-day.

He admits that ” the Lirict is larded with passionate sccuiels
“

1

though it " giueth praise, the reward of vertue, to vertuous acts."*

It “ giues moirali precepts, and naturall Problemes'
1

* and “some-

times rayseth vp his voice to the heights of the heauem. in singing

the iaudes of the immortal Gcd.'’

4

Pindar, indeed, in his cpinion,

sometime* aeiched his faculty on subjects unworthy of it, but “it

was the fault of the Poet, and not of the Poetry " and In love

poetry (which he defends only as expressing the k>ve of beauty)

when the erotic become* unduly pmminmi, the judgement is to lie,

dc< “that Pbetrie abuseth mans wit, but that mans wit abuaeth

Poctric"* The sonnets to Stella are then. I suppose. the expression

of a love for ideal beauty, for they hardly salt the other lyric quali-

ties which he mentions though, in the twenty eighth sonnet, lie seems

to deny that they are allegorical. Not much lyric poetry, and that

rot the beat, b worthy by this Standard.

He doo, say of what comedy, " whom naughtic Ptaymakers and

Stage-keepers haue iustly made odious,"’ is an imitation—“ of the

common error* of our life, which he representeth in the most ridi-

culous ar.d Korocfult sort that may be : bo as it i* im]x»sibie that

any beholder can be content to be such a one."* His conception of

comedy is tliat it teacher* men to ahun evil, by representing evil in a

ridicu lous light, as a “ gieat foile to perceiuc the beauty of venue "*

in " our priuatc and domestical matters,'* 11 while the " high and ex-

cellent Tragedy . openeth the greatest wounds, and sheweth forth

Die Vlcere that are cmind with Tissue : . . . with stutring the effects

of admiration and commiseration. teachcth the vneertainty of this

1. E. C. E.. I. 186.

2. E. C E.. I. 178.

3. E. C E.. 178.

*. E. C E., I. 178.

5. E. C E, I. 178.

6. BCE, I. 137.

7. E. C E, I. 176.

EEC B
.

I- 176-7.

9. B C E.. I. 177,

10. E. C B, l 177.
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world"' Herokal pcctry on the other hand, is “ the best and rocst

accomplished kinde of Poetry. For as the image of each action

styrreth and inatructeth the mind, so the loftic image of inch Wor-

thies most inflameth the mind with desire to be worthy."'

From all this it is not difficult to extract the general view of

pretry to which Sidney committed himself. Poetry was an imita-

tion. not necessarily in verse, of examples of virtue oi vice, moving

men to practise virtue or to shun vice. The implication » that ad-

miration for virtue and abhorrence for vice are the emotions which

lead to practice, yet in his personal remark abort Chevy Chau, it

kiota 33 if the emotion he felt was something 1(3$ abstract, the diiect

thrill of what Saintsbuiy romantically calls “the mirific kiss of the

spou9e.” No such thing, however, is in Sidney'* theory : and even

here he probably believed himself to be urged to emulation of the

doughty deeds of Percy and Douglas by admiration for them. His
conception of poetry's moral effect was allegorical. And though he

lays great stress cm ddight, he certainly thinks it the sugar coating

to the pill, for Poet* ‘ dec mcertly make to imitate, ard imitate both

to delight and teach, and delight to moue mm to take that goxincs

in hande, which without delight they would Rye as from a stranger

;

and teach, to make them know that gcodnes whercunto they are

mccucd."»

The value of Sidney's Apolcpe to the progress of English poetry

was great, but It* contribution to literary theory a not As a reply,

it was effectual
; as an inquiry it achieves little. Much has to be

allowed, it is tree, for the traditions shaping Sidney's outlook,

which were largely responsible for the altitude he toe* up, and the

points of his defence But he makes few observations which are

instinctive, and no deductions which are illuminating. He tells us
little of hU actual feeling about poetry. All that wc can see is that

he found poetry a source of moral teaching, that he recognized a

difference between its world and the world of life, and that he loved

it and delighted in it But no critic among his contemporaries can

tell us any more.

1. E. C E. i. in.
2. e. c e.. r. it9

3. E. C. E.. I. 1S9.

J. O. Bartley



MISCARRIAGE OF ATTEMPTED STRATIFICATION

OF THE BHAGAVADGITA

Earnest students of Indian Relrgicrc and Philosophy are bound,

sooner or later, to be attracted towards the BhagavadsItA. There Is

a real human interest In the Pcem The question to which it seeks

to furnish an answer is one of perennial interest to mankind ; and

bemuse the appeal of the Poem, at any rate in its existing form,

seems to be predominantly intellectual, critical student* o! the Poem
are intrigued to discover and to set forth logically, and in a language

conformable to modem ways of thinking, Srikitna’s answer to the

problem of man's duty here below and his destiny hereafter. Indian

commentator* from Safikai5c5r>-,t downwards have assumed that this

answer is ate and self-consistent. It is however the case that die

commentators' interpretations differ from one another, and accusa-

tions of teat-torturing have been freely bandied from one side to

the other.

Modern scholars, particularly critical scholars from the West
have looked at the question from a slightly different point of view.

The Poem offers now and then passages where even the most devoted

and pains-taking student inevitably stumbles
;
and it becomes almost

impossible for even the meat conscientious reader to retain the threads

of the wry complicated arguments steadily in the hand and prevent

them from getting hopelessly entangled or snapped asunder. Net

a few have given up the task as intrinsically incapable of accomplish-

ment. adducing, like Barnett.

1

in justification the argument of con-

fused philosophical terminology or, like Dcusscn, 3 the transitional

philosophy of the period when tire Poem may be assumed to have

been composed, nr. like Edgedon' the so-caBed " mysiosm " of the

Poem which could juxtapose ' yes
'
and ‘ no ’ and assert the validity

ol both. Others have essayed to set apart an ''original nucleus"

of the Bhagavadglta with a continuous, cogent and crosistent argu-

ment from “later accretions" to the Poem made by one or more

1. Compere hU Translation ol the Bhagsvadgita in the Temple

Clanks, p. 75,

2. Via PhUoiOpUciat Tale. Introduction.

3. Bkatta/Iiiia. 1925, p. 95. Smart in hi* Introduction to tire

Frendi Trawl, of the Poem (19221 had rosed similar argument.
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authors for moic ascertainable purpose or other. Even W von
Humboli, writing forty-throe years after the first English translation

of the BhagavadgM (1785) and five years after SchUgel's Latin

translation of iL while or. the one hand he thanked God for having

spared him long enough to be able to read this noble Pccm, could

not help giving expression

1

to his conviction that the Poem probably

ended at Adhyiya XL with XVIII 63-78 wperadded thereto, and

that it had suffered several additions and interpolations ; and Weber.

Holtzmann, Hcpkins, Oldenbag and Wintemitz wrote in the same

strain

The meet notable achievement of the kind, however, came from

the late Prof. R Garbe of Tubingen. In his German translation of

the Bhagvadgita (First edilicn 1936, Second edition 1921) Garbe

essayed to prove that the existing text of the GitS is a Vedantic

working over of an original Bhakti poem, based on SSrnkhya nyra-

physics. of (703-172 =) 528 stanzas. Wintemitz for a time accept

cd Garbe's views wholesale and, following Garbe** own line of reason-

ing. declared another 200 stanzas as later additions. Latterly he

discovered faults in Gatbe’s raining, and was for regarding a very

small fraction of the BhagavadgltS as the original and genuine part of

the teadiing.* Schrader (ZDMG, 1910, p. 3391.) thought that the

oldest Glti ended with II. 38; Jacobi (ZDMG, 1918, p. 3231.)

deleted stanzas 11. 7-8. 13-17, 19-24 and 28-29 from Schrader’s

oldest Gita, but added XVIII. 73 to it ; Oldenfceig.' practically ac-

cepting the above conclusion, said that the first doctrinal addition

to the Poem began at II. 38 and closed at chapter VI ; while Pandit

Rajaram Shastri Bhagwat. who is known to have held strong and

eccentric views on many questions, thought* that the original Bhaga-

vadgita was successively elaborated no less than seven times by
' seven nameless editors."

The most strong point in Garlic’s position was that he essayed

to picat the interpolated character of specific passages in the Poem
iwt merely upon subjective considerations but upon strictly objective

1. Compare Wintemitz Mian Literature. Eng Trartsl.. Vcl I. p. 18.

2. Wintrmitr : lot. cil. p. «S6f.

3 N’GWG, 1919. pp. 321-32. Compare nfco CharpwtKf fa the Jurfion

Aniigufy for 1930. pp. 77-80. pp. 101-106 and 121-126. According to
hiin tbe firal (factrinal addition extended from II. 39 to XL 50 with XV11L
74-78 to op it. The remnant he considered as a quari-philoiopkial
Jsigon added by tome poeu»tor. He thus found three sr*u lr. the Poem.

4. " Diving* into the Bhagavadgiti." a Tht Ckrutim Patriot oi 14th,
21st. and 23th Jsimar/, 1935.
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and phiktogical grounds.’ This is often lo« sight of by Garbc's

critics. In his concluding re^dy io Jacobi in the eonewhat heated

cootroven-y that was carried on’ between thc£C savants, to the con-

tention that if Garbc's reasoning were saind he should have been

led to reject a far greater number of passages as interpolations,

but that if he wanted to retain these latter passages, he should have

on Use same ground retained several ethers that he had rejected,

Gaibe replied' that he never entertained the illusion that he had

ejected all interpolations from the Bhagavadgfta. Given convincing

objective proofB similar to what he. in his own estimation, had ad-

duced, he would not be unwilling to reject more stanzas if need

be ; but arguments baaed on a difference of style or poetic power

he would nut by themselves accept as decisive. Nobody* to my
knowledge lias tackled. as such, Garbe'a objective precis in their

entirety. I made the attempts in 1929 but Gaibe had tossed away

in the meanwhile.*

A devoted pupil of Garbo and a student of some •landing in

the Bhakri literature of India and of Europe, Dr. Rudolf Otto, pub-

lished in 1934 a small pamphlet oi 48 pages calculated to set forth

what he considered Die Urgestah (Original Form) dcr Bhagavatlgirii,

ana the next year another pamphlet of the same size setting forth

eight LehtttaklaU (Doctrinal Tracts) which, according to Otto, came

to be added to the original Poem in course of time, while a complete

German translation of the BbagavadgftA with a triple arrangement

of types (one for the Original Fcem, ooe for the Tracts, and a third

for addition and minor glasses which came to be inserted scene by

the authccs of the Tracts and others by other interpolators ) was

also published by him at about the same time, with valuable Intro-

duction. Appendices and Notes. This is an outstanding series of

publications on the Bhagavadgita well worthy of being dedicated to

the memory' of Professor Garbc. It is at once scholarly, penetrating

I. The most ouBtanding illustration of this is II. 17. He alto men-

tion in. 9-18, '7. 27-32, etc See <xr than my Boai MaJUk Lectures,

dp m
2 D rulehe Literaturziitung far 24th Drencher 1921, I Uh February

1922, 8th April 1922 and 16th July !922.

3. Deulcht Litaatuuiilung. 1922, p. 102 and BhagavatlgHa. 2nd

edn., p. 24.

4. Not even Oldenbeig la Nachtichten KGWG, 1919. pp. 321B-. who

even adepts axne at Garbe’a css®, e.g. III. 9-18.

S E. Lamotle’i attempt {Notes sut la DC.) published la 1929 be-

came known to me only in 1936. Lamoce, who In moit respects fellows

Oldenberg In NGWC. does not coofider II. 17, and his remarks <p. 136)

on XVn. »2S would seen to support Gaibe

VI—

I
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and tbsught-provcfeing. The author has mcrdlefaly, but in the cco!

and courageous spirit of science, directed the BhagavadgW in at leas;

eighteen separate fragments hailing from as many separate authors.

The argumentation is highly complex, but adequately dcaimcnted

It costs an effort to understand the author because his arguments haw
to be pieced together n« only from three separate publications, but

three separate parts of one of them, the Translation. Ilis conclusion,

which cut-garba Garbe with a vengeance, may be given in his own

words

1

:
“ The notion of the compact unity of the Gita is to te

given up. Within the frame-work of the original Gita has been

received a huge and motley assemblage of eight Tracts of varying

nature, which claim to pass muster under the authority of Ixnd

Krsoa. Their characteristic divergences arc cot to be brushed aside

by any straining after homogeneity. They cannot possibly be made
to resemble each other. One must on the contrary carefully trace

cut the manifoldness of Indian life and thought which a in evidence

even in them."

After a careful scrutiny of the arguments marshalled cut by

Otto with rare diligence and insistence, the conviction tiaa come

upon me that the author has overshot the mark. His own argu*

marts, as I hepe to prove in the sequel, would go to establish the

conclusion that the Bhagavadgjta in its present form Is, not of course

the unitary Poem which Dhalmann,' Oltrammare and others found

in it, but a philosophical synthesis made by a dear thinker who has

scattered all through the Poem Maiuns of hh own calculated to

modify the views which he decided to take over into his teaching.

Let us in the first place concentrate cur thoughts on what, according

to Otto, is the original Bhagavadglta. This we arc told consists of

just 133 stanzas. In the successive redactions of the Poem this part

received an addition of 35 stanzas, which are of the nature of gloss.

Fourteen of these stanzas’ can be identified as "SSrttkhya gloss,
1 '

twelve* 33 ' Bhakti gloss," while nine' are of a doubtful nature- To
help the reader we first give the text of the “ Original Gita," inserting

therein the added stanza* in their proper place but in a smaller type.

The original stanzas will lx numbered in one sequence in Arabic num-

erals placed at the commencement of the stanzas and the stanzas of

gloss in another sequent with starred Arabic numerals ; while the

1. DU Ukitntoat*. p. 46.

2. C**eHI <3*i Mihabkiroia. 1899. ar.d Dig SMkhy, PiflowpH*,
19CG

3. Stairrd Arabic mnrhm 1-14.

4. Starred Arabic numbers 15-17 and 27-35.

5. Starred Arabic nuirbere 18-22 and 23-26.
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place of the stanzas m the present GltS will be shown In DevanSgari

numerals at the end of the stanza* the lint numeral denoting the

Chapter. The reader is advised to first ignore the glosses (with

starred numbering) so a* tn get the full effect of the "original"

Pcem.

II

ORIGINAL TEXT

9r«is aara

—

1 amrai ggwr.

1

*TTWEl: 3aa tl VI II

sao ana

—

2 3
<nw4;*f4i i

Mwannitiw *r*i T^mMta.U v* a

3 i£ar iimastrorarari as^ i

ajar tro 'fRfn n VI ii

4 wa 5® *T%«rror ‘itar^mir gft i

g^ir-rt wrca sm?q «?iw. u V < u

5 dikura ’ftS'iRU

S5^r<r% $lwa mjaa: u iX ii

6 g*wga S*<d crt-Ssna •fT^I^t'T.i

^THCl *ra asrcar: 11 v* a

7 SRTO 3 SiSkt 4 aifirahi fJafWi i

:m*r mi maw *nv ant iralft & u v» n

8 «r-( •fi‘a« *nv pta oftflhOT: I

srawim fttfv qliRtaHm am.* n

9 a *54: ®> frasfl^n: i

"RlSUStiCWT: sW gaftnrw- m.MI
10 sraftt t«wi* rt *fiwrfW?f$mu

iai(J vi aftmMfon vi» 11

1 1 si^g ^ «i3g 'wrwi'wiUuai: i

HTO: m w ft II VII II

12 tfmrmt g* s?T3: farm*: i

fflgai? fariAi ?w 4s* sFtpnr<tinm
13 dd: »i£ia ftaa i

wj-bwipma a ?R(35^s*m « 1.11 ii
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14

15

16

17

18

19

20 era

niyfl: 'H'ss^a f^rat ej?! sR'aj: n vi* n

3I*WP4 Kl%5t M50 3*i5TO: I

WF* II l.l'V II

swifts* o*t graftt: 1

3$3: a^RS gOROft’J'-Txt II I.IS II

*1313 TTiRim: Sra»^T 3 JUTC’T: I

je^Rt &oa« a'-oftami^f: 11 vi« 11

£J*j> sb^JT« 3*31: 'iftVl'Jd I

«1»5« HSTCig: CJR **g: Z>P§ 20? II 1.1« II

a dtor nisn^int pRift ^isra-t. i

RflS ^3 35^ 11 11

RgfriuR ?J*t m&?£R. sftsra:

J«r| 5WS3T& 1-RW VTOW: II V<° ||

21 ?fl%5t 35T •rrFfl$RW5 C§TB I

3JT3

—

%^5I5H«Ww» W WTW JfS’giT II II

22 oiofeR Rifles? 3>§*moofwaR 1

%#r a® aragco 11 ia® 11

23 O'R0'ti*l(*l5*tS*| 3 tIOI'lril: 1

II V’l n

95W 39W

—

24 «'^g^RT si'tfoit !i<c+WH *ma 1

Bootwawra wrofear ctIwih 11 vv* 11

25 -fiRjraigga; aW 3 1

OHO 010 '^0I< ««4aH f II 1.V\ 11

26 rtsnw't fenra* ii»i: Iwx ftaniffR 1

anarfiR^i^/^si^s^R^l^asfRreT 11 lAt n

27 yg<RL sjrJs awsooRft 1

3R«*ftss a £»&0: a«H o^i’Twr^ 1

1 i.v* 11

28 a^rai "Rsil^wi RnfR^Roaoiii. 1

«3* 2313

—

j|3 eras 5Wt og<g agoitotR n v*<s n

29 on *iwiBi 3^ 3 iftia^l-l 1

3VS«» srcft & *10% 11

1

.^ n
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30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

q flflfflf q ^ qS: 1 3.3 > II

ftftrlRl q f?ITtq fa-Nl<Sl(«? I

q q tjqlsgqwrft Son wsnrare^ ii 1.31 11

q F”i n q <T34 pnft q 1

ft qt u^q ntftq ft ‘ft’Wift&q si 11 V3\ u

4aw3 mi
f
n ttti? tfit: gtnft q i

a ^ssfwin git sTJitewwi qqift q n 1.33 u

wrarsf: fef: gqiwtq ® ftawsi: I

BTjni: *fi?u wrai: Bqf:iTqW‘II II 1.3V II

qaR q Bfftvn qg^q 1

«ft 'Rfl'wrwFT ^ft: ft g nftjft u i.v\ 11

1*1S'" qT^fl^R. q;
.
tl rflft: PIM-ll^q I

qi'jqqra^swiHL s&uqiaaiPM: n 1 . 3^ n

cpmnp qq s ;3 qi^i^rq. fswnnq. 1

raqq is **r snr gftrq; wq «tnt ii v 3
* •

q 1

Srqsiii q omc^ 11 i.\c 11

w q fcaqwiriT: m'nsttrfvwffigq. 1

fa£R5-T qtt sqpjfa&n&T II 1.3*. II

js«s si«3ar=q jwnn: qqmqi: i

hU f* rjpqq^rairflqgn 11 vv« n

JwaiftHSiHS^i ay^a jni«q:
i

wig pig qi*i snq% q*n*: n v*

i

11

S*<t qf«l3q jupiqi 3-3*q q l

<*t£a fooOm QRftMr??ftqi: n 3.»3 n

3HTT«P% aifiN4r: JOT** WWI1: II W3 II

3W«sfWflki qg^srnt qqtfq i

qq% f^qrt qnft «s4tiqgsHR " vvy 11

<ra qjn n4 *& «jqram qqq. i

qspqgAirtlJq eg wias-mi; u WH li

*JK •TOJttT^TfKTO JWTPT^:
I

qran?t s^q *wi. 11 w*

»

—
47 qqs'nqtjq; && ^'iftjiq.i

ftewi qrr sfftnftnqiqn; n r*« n
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48 a W »

MRwfcj arwgaw u n

nm^graw^Wlfifaw#! ” ^3 »

50 £®t ST *3 rT*I: T>s I

g? I«rrtvi wfllfrre vizi n M ii

51 ** sirens cW *t«W 1

BjfiT: II ^-Y I'

52 gsapar $ Heiu*ii4i^

ftat stag ^RflOTTe at% i

gt4 T«kw itg SSfifo

gsfa atom. sfcwsfcwi n n

53 s fcrijsj: 'rftfl

Cgl fl=W 4ft HI -Tl «%: l

*TI«4 S?5T 3 fipftt^W*

WttfCTgT; 53^ aa<T?T: 11 *-S »

54 Ni^SflWaH'-

si tiMfip^RP

1

5^3: Hlf»lSj»T ^9c

ft«4#5* nrf-T 3t ST STO* II S.* II

55 nij u'wiPi *wi33<r-

im goreaft srPWwn u u

•T34 3313'

—

56 <OT<n £31%’! ftfFT:
i

h 4ftw gw rirr**iH3?<jr ipift a*p g n u

57 agara yfr«a: spiftrv i

Sif,iY^*TSt*V^ fe4H*dW'i 33: IIW II

58 3jjit?«M3T!il*re4 anaKra awl i

*irt(<^it<?Rjfi nigsinfre afaaar: u x.il u

59 a f44i? ng are a at an aairaai: i

a ^4 a aMBire: vims q*n u s.i \ u
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60 3»n a<r
i

oti ^ifPronfft'Sk^fra a gsft ii ii

* 1 KNItwhj •

WIST* I ft *fl
1J*W 1 * lift'ni fnW II *.l«H

* 2 <1 ft a =m^F» &* s*a«fc i

snjisgB Ktv«Fims wrt 11w n

* 3 aWlft f*®<l ‘T|#l nmn1 W I

* 4 a «a trffa^ i

Hwwrorw a a&na&tfft » *.*» ii

* 5 33RHT *il tff! *)^IK9I: 1

ariWcafaw iwnyaw n \££ n

* 6 »i n-t «rft pbr a=n tm. i

w"i t?l a fowr^ftt ai« tfti •-. **ari ii 3.W ii

61 * ara% raa% at nrt%-

•TPI Hs^T «I 3 *fi{: I

H»t 3IP«rt)y| JEpft

a 5=l?T II V*- II

* 7 S'T.faFfW foST 3 •W«*UW‘H. i

•«4 .« m: «n»l * arm's *fci OT. n

62 aretfe aftnfPl 3*n asm

'Wlf'l •lOilllt'l l

TTI -ItUl^I f3|T« XW-
Sfllft 33lft \£ II II

"8 ftMTrT SJ-*i(0i ?W S«fl SH5: •

a 3a a me ii *m ii

* 9 Hrs^orsjr-eiww^^ft^lm «a a |

ram; h*tt: Hcgr-jater Baraa: n ;.** 11

10 srvrc£^tf^fqteoj?f«!w!S»js*i? I

t*afr< AM* afijtfftgaife n *

11 *aM ferai? Ptpr a: amftm 1

naif* ra arwrfi *4 41^4% ii *M ii

12 *TTB ft S«t 3=3 9ITW 1 1

-mrmftftfsa a <a xtfaaaifft 11 v-»

»

13 --HtM^’lPi “warai^ «r«i

wwtftaatfa n* «r hWhht ii «

63 W'ri^'T. iwft «taw-

RT34'«S<r.l 0^3 31=3: I

a aa *£<* ii vv\ ii
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64 5$ WOT I

*jjn$ * fr ’fr^gnsffT u n

65 wustaft 3T353 a j4tft7g«5& i

«wtfe ggufeits^ ff: afiprw *i raq% ii a.Xi n

66

g^r: HftRT: qrf 3W* S3sftWW.il M3 II

67 *wJ a *k*» i

era: pth«I * ftat Mwwwfw u MX h

68 writ?! *nfo wfWwr Jtsft*wiH,i

gm^cW aret$‘5wi*f'Ift'ai& u I3»n

69 ‘wismyira flFRf sri a?rwi: i.

*ir g sf agwir ‘gar crwRi am^n mh ii

70 MTR5?>3la »s''l cwifijae i

fts^gre fiw*4 sat 3 tel II M^ ii

71 «at ar arwRi W* ftwi *r a#i i

swiftai ™=«lg ggro ii M* ii

* u gt^d nft *tammi aarael i

®il a*w gmw ipnwRflfe II M< h

[
eftnrmgwre--

]

72 f f a*wr*t *15 * **'
1

m 8« jftflipire awfa StHiww ii i*.i ii

73 SI «» &$: 8WH1S flWf H I

tfpfrfWf %7Ht STEtfoit 3 «9H: II II

74 it sn«l"l-liR S 4fe I

sfqsjS: g a£g Ji4vi3: Hgwifr HIM II

75 skWM-l*i"l«i: 93MIW gW BW I

S*< pt *R»S»TI*T «3 BTSW^ * II S«.v II

76 wwr affcwrt gtf ojitwrei:

wafft am *unit na tpr yffiavr: ii i-.h ii

77 *n^g: wF opmi *Maw*ir
i

sijht iRtfr war imt 3m ?m: ott: inM ii

78 Ft 41*1 1 ™ o' 5% HTF: I

fltsftwfa ntfa g«3 MS &TW: II 1«.V» II

79 «H sprit Sfft srf
i

xft «wr nt f«n mrawPant: ii i«.c ii

’15 *<f<K. sijdmm aivaai-' m<wtj
www qf a^Si a raft ^ u IM n
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* 16 ?W wajfliwl i

*ngvnfo ^ n %*,%* ii

* 17 WWRFPrtWRfM cih: i

«ircurr»«nwnwiT wraai ii \*AK

«F3* 32TR

—

80 9*4 i

sraLWftft flfps3 ftaat «ra ii ii .
<5 a

81 5? ‘prat gtft ftWEt OflT i

rot wwrar<s *Mic«wft to^h nm u

82 ^3«<ra>Ti<g ronana iifoy i

3 swtwi ii ii.? ii

83 to it *ft ipw to Bgfafi ant i

5t*W fret & c* BTOfaiTOTOT n n.v II

l'-fM<HTgTO—

84 TO *t ip5 Wlft siciaifsv asBOJ: i

imiftmiSl ft«*n>i wirofaffflflt a n ii.*a ii

85 toiOtto.^ sroMt «reaa^n i

'rpawplft qpnwTft vm n n.t n

*18 sfaR't ^Rrepaf to ® ti'WM'U

86 a g w bptoI w*tg^! i

rw? «ri& a ag: to * qtnfoHn n n.< n

3to

—

87 fret WBuflifaft sft: i

<51TORI TOR -TO CT*WlH II 11 .% II

88 ai^wRTOi^nsaB^n i

8i^sft^r*R°i r^r^tafaq*^ n ii.i* h

89 fc*TO*ror>rt M'Riijawi i

•rafafaii toito ftaatgann ii.ii n

nt: anft re wTyraaw nsrro: u ii.ix

19 a$<R>i to* wai i

» 1«<TOW *<ftVMWI II «.« “

91 Mi: a frosuftst freita: a*wf:
I

otw f^ttai jamfttarea ii ii.iv n

VI—

j
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WjfT a’TT'T

—

• 20 TOlft :TT

H-ffsmr >pfWfaWr^ i

•wpirfsl crastW1

ZiUa OT%OTl«ft«I1
>

ll tRAHH

* 21 aw*«i5i<*wW
vs'irt* wt sfcift’iWPi 1

SRT S <1^1 3 S*W«lff
iw.wi'

92 fcflft-f nfrt *i a

fcftafii eiot <i{H*wra. i

iwrft at jfiWw *mn-

1

22 Rqgt <xn *f*w
w*mft*w it

praa*: ^T^-.s-l'iiiii

131^-
1 uti aril ^ n «.vn

93 »wfaw««wswr4-

iwifc at

rafarar Grain* ircara. ii ivm it

94 graiaftwMterert ft

°qiH a^*4' fare *nf; i

qpjri at*

atatf amfira ipio «.*• ti

95 wft ft ar S<B4JT falfia

araaot qoifar i

HHt*3frtt aeWfiia^;:

fg#a 'it (-jfoft: garaifa h n.xi

96 «*rfan <ren1 * a orar

WteRPft nBaaicNra 1

at ftftnaAi 11 11

97 w *cr% *§m3-4
R41115I ig^i&wwn 1

t^r Rtfi: sraftaiwnnn 11 11.’i
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9S

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

’flu

®Traia4 I

f°t % wi s»rW!iranf*n

>l& a TPi a f^at ii n.v* ii

a & garfa

fijr *IOT^B^fiI»ITPl 1

RHT If 3 5!>t a itf

stftT 3^51 3!>|Spire II 1 l.V\ II

en?t 3 Pit li<HI*W 3^fT:

«t «$aHf*PJT«Wj*: I

*ff*sfr ita:

a4nn<fi2ift 4rags3: n ii

Wlftl a rf<*ll»ll

«®WI<*|i'l *|tJW-ilia I

$ftf£aFi niaiwtj

«iw-a ^£*3rcwira: u W3>» u

551 3^131

<fn aanff a<«l+4!u

fasPn •wrafirifcwtffstf it iv^< it

*wt U'vtt mwi

fylfot 3T3tT« auc«|<i|:
I

afo arera Sra&fl

wmRl waft mjs^ar: n n.s,\ u

tuwrf s*Rn-

fSt’Bia. WWW.

I

%rt(*ro^ *<w ami

MIWHtHl: HHTR5 fa=ft II II

ofmilfe *t *t *wla»wil

mitsvy a ^aat atft? i

Usii^i-i-.tiiRi Hamara

a $ aswife aa asftw u i n

tfirnwgaia—

106 «ratsnsn ci)»^i'it< uid

stow oai^glBs 3^1: i

a^asfa sit a ni^vil-a

'Juftadl: 3riai%g 4taT: II TVXa II
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107 nwn TO* «WW

firar 5^r. fl3*j tnrsR.

*$Nt ^JiTT: #*»
ftftjfsnf *ra ii iv» ii

108 «N * »IW »r *

*t{ ewi'surft ahrtftFl i

ctt ffTp^ Jift *n srfast

go^w 5t3?fr ^ «HWRl II 11.lv "

35ra

—

109 W^ijOT I'M *'WM

fctirefoiH: fWW i

^raptl *£T -FITS f’1’

ots* jfftrfta: srom n 11.11 n

31#? 31t«C—

110 sfria ^? srttart

3HH Wfl 9 I

«r$r 4Knft foil wra
flif II 11.11 II

‘23 <WfWI 1 ? •iSR^TONW

«jils'-i,

r8«l i

w^"l WlftWB

WH«<( *El H w.1® II

• 2k iflioftTa: gw: p?-
*?Wfa If I

=?vm
RUT 3ft &*FPTWW II W.W*

* 25 lOTvj:

Jv*f(f^T'4 I

ssr a^lsg ??ihsr:

gwr »cteft *«? Hm<? ii «.»' ii

8 26 V?: gwrrra *n^
nfilg % w «3 i

aWtift*>?wi

•rf traatf? wtafo *?4: ii U>« n

111 *?*ft wi w?*? ar*

% f»? i? ar*a ij i

Bi-AHdl

*ot OTiira, irft ii i i.vi n
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112 WWSHWTOfSWteftj

f4p<SWTCr-rwl I

35 frII*M (I 1 1.Y^ II

113

FRpr
i

a wtralseflwft!*: ynh^Tt

rtHi-iSs'aaftmww: ii n.v* n

114 iiwTi 3T3 nfrirra «r4

33W g?g;

BPP CwwijR. w it ii.yv

115 3f«?^

=i sajPnt St

,

eifa 4 'CT f?i

*^51 wifoira ii i i.*<\ a

116 ft« ni«* =t*5tit-

Pit Wlfft ITT? I

^4 S'frl

a?¥«15t *TT II 11.vi II

*if*mi5«s—

117

118

119

*w smifa

sr ft sf5i'i~'iiw>im i

irara* ft*rwa«r«l

*F^ f9 1̂* g fE'pq II 11.VM 11

8 4$-

* SI faring-* i

i^ST: jm srg 5-rfa

rA-v5-i nan'iv ii ii.yg ii

WT ^ SWT «n T i^HTa!

cgr *4 *ikgHRWin

'

*WTgl: a’mgfll: 37TRT

3»fa it srft? ii ii.vi ii

120 4«#
w* s4 «aaigia i
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afWlOTWia T

*^ii jp: u t l.H« n

W3* 3JR

—

121 <|5 «ryj ww i

e*m: *HT: " 11.HI »

(
«j!m<i"I3bH—

)

122 nwa: OTp'lft *W3RH. flftwPT i

«« BRiiBOT «t^fa (WwfiT U 1«.V »l

123 <wmto a afcw i

f«<3* WflWflT 9F<fcRt II K.H* II

124 PW«jTl PWff: I

*5 W« ipfltgpr. *ft«iW4riteft a* 11 i«.4» u

1 25 $*K: »T^rat I

I

ii i«Ai "

' 27 ail* «rs3 «*rda crw >

aimnjT^TU ttiSi w* iraft titwh. » U.%* h

"28 rft ft TRtJTWm flBT5®TT RUl »

«i*eft wi s* II I

4 29 <r4 -jtm qjmo * w i

*fcfc it ««t -Uptlft it for*" U** II

30 RRHI FS rjnrit SOTtf at i-vt'. I

tuira^q ffe «*<i a sr^iS ftsisft »> ii U.V* u

126 «m»fo ifena w5» W"MR I

at? m fl&itefl flnaRMifq m g=fc " i«At »

c
31 « & rSTOER mwr wpr i

a anj'^ a * at ats*a*jrft n UA® n

‘32 a *T o® •uCwft'iiwft 1

ofa aft T(t txn stM'uwmo; ii VA<

»

* 33 - a 'VOT'R^J aft>* ii

nftat a a a nmga: fimci 3ft 11 1«Ai 11

* 34 = a *a -eft BICTlrt: i

riaaift fentfJrt: faifltfo 3 aft: n i<.«» ii

4
35 ®twRs*gs syraft /ft *tc '

Otsft 3 tR: ^^B\»FH5tflS'a'lR<TT't. IIUM ‘I

127 na wforsa ^rei

TO3 ‘TFTTS II II

arga Bare

—

128 at* arUBF^T^raragfi i

Iwatefta ‘wiftj; a®» <w ii i«.®$ n
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CTq <rarg—

1 29 ew? ipfe ^ irjrcsR:
i

toKfirawflroga nnsBrnr n v.i» 11

qW tft'tww; ?™im. nraur. ptot: mag ii n

131 <i*g STJjflronsdg i

%jiai#r«t: gnq pqifa q ggfg: u 1 c.j‘, u

132 to tfcgw rF-ow^r ?t: i

ftwnt n npgcra^ psifc 9 5* 5* n u.w »

133 TO nftw: f*fr to TT*rf ngifc 1

to wiffcrot gfcgqi 11 i«.»« 11

Sow let us consider the argument* which led Otto to fix upon just

these 133 stanza; as the Original Gita. Arjuna at the last moment
» invaded by scruple. He. refuses to tight and contribute to ttie

death of thoa: dearest and most venerated If he is to oc induced

cart of this meed it must be by arguments going straight at the situ-

ation. Do not worry abort killing because rsixxly can really kill

anybody is a plausible argument (stanzas 55-64 o( the Orig. GitS).

A Ksatriya should never shirk fight is another that precisely hits the

nail (Ibid., $t. 65-71). But Krsoa’s best argument, in the opinion of

Otto, is when he tells Arjuna to fight Ircause Kj?oa the Almighty

from whom everything proceeds (X. 8) orders him to fight and be-

come the channel for carrying out God's purpose in this work!

(XI. 33), having previously emurec Arjuna's compliance with the

divine command by displaying before his wondering eyes God’s

gtmerfipa (XI. 49). Thereafter Arjuna is a meek tomb willing to

follow God wlusever He brds him
;
for. has net He 3aid—

«e sn qfaftgit nt«(5Mrn bt g«: \

These. says Otto, are the only three arguments that exactly fit the

situation. All else fa an ill-assorted display of learning that falls

outside the frame of the original poem.

Otto claims credit for having drerovered in the Gita itself ob-

jective proif for thus narrowing the Emits of the original poem
In stan23s 80-83 of the "Original Gita" (XI. 1-4) Arjuna requests

Krsaa to favour him with the divine vision. This must be preceded

naturally by a declaration by Kisoa that he is the Almighty God.

This ts not averted upto II. 37. The first serious rift in the Poem
a introduced by 11. 38. which sayB that the stanzas Immediately

preceding afford the SSriikhya point of view, which II. 31-37 at any
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rale do not give.' Everything in the Poem from II. 38 onwards is

•maiicct until we come to X. L Here Krcpa, having argued

(in the portion of the Poem closing with II. 37) his point

on the basis of the soul's immortality and the warmer's code of duty,

proceeds to uveal' to Atjuna his supreme reason {paramah vaca*).

Thi-, is contained in X. 1-8, the rest of the Tenth Chapter bang an

obvious interpolation. In the fust two stanzas of Chapter XI Arjiuia

gives a rfsum£ of what Krspa had told him upto that time. Only

three points are indicated : viz., (i) guhyam adky&tma-saihimlan

(=Orig. Gita 58-61). <ii) bhulanam bhmBpyayau <- Otig. Gita 61-

62. 63-64), and (lii) avyavcm mehalmjam (Orig. Gita 72-79). These

are the only thing* that Arjun3 had heard and Kitpa had taught so

far. .Ml else that is found in the present Gita must therefore be

pnenunced as interpolation on the authority of the Gita itself. Otto

place* very great reliance on this passage (XI. 1-2) and elevates it

to the position of a " critical cancel " for determining the orignal (orm

of the Pcct.

We are compelled to say drat this so-called " canon ” lets down

Dr. Otto rather lamentably. In the fim place adhyatrna-s«*;nifoo)

should imply that the word adhyStma was used in the earlier passage

ai a proper name to designate the teaching In question. This can

be true of VIII. 3. or of IX. 1-6 where the Lord speaks of his atman

(IX. 5) and where the word guhyc is also found (IX. 1. 2). In

stanzas 58-64 uf Otto’s " Original Gita ” even the wrd atman is not

uaed. Secondly, bhavc according to Otto means the being or perma-

nence of the anil and upyoyc the [coming in and the
|
passing away

o( the hod Lea. But this is cot a teaching distinct from the firet

<* adhyStma teaching. Besides bodies are not the same as ohutaa.'

and whatever the bhutas denote, both the bhava and the apyaya

must alike belong to them. The reference in qucstiai can legitimately

be only to passages like IX. 6-8 or VIII. 18-19 or VII. 4-6 where the

word bhuia actually occur*. It can al»> be to X. 4-5. Thirdly, amongst

the things that Atjuna had " heard ” was the disquisition on K$a-

1. I have fully gone Into the question in ray Baa Malik Ucturts.

pp. 1C6-1C®. The arguments ol F. Otto Schrader and H. Jacobi in rbe

ZDMG of 1910 ard 1918 had escaped me when ! made die assertion that

thnt nobody had proposed tl. 38 as an interpolation.

2. CXto traralates bkiya tit of X. 1 by "Jett nun" {Ureutatl.

p. 10) or - Water jtdcch.' (Train!, p. 70). This is inexact. The words

slunul man na now then or luiUiftmae, but one* again. Implying tliat

the pnanteni taceh w*> already given in anothu Iona before.

3. In II. 28, 30, 3t. 111. 14, 33, IV. 35, etc. bkita denote* not

body hut embodied aouL
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triya’s code ol conduct in 11. 31-38. The so-called •‘canon" passe?

this important discussion in siknee and creates a strong prejudice

against its claim to validity. Finally, how is the reflection that

the Atman is deathless going to pacify by itself Arjuna’s qualms of

conscience ir. " killing “ BhJgma? Would the reflection exculpate a

murderer in a Court ol I-aw ? And how can Arjuna be told that

•‘killing" is impassible, and in the same breath called upon to do

the Ksauiyas duty of "killing'' in fair fight? If we succeed in

hamionsing these two teachings in the way in which I have indicated

in my Lectures (p. 109), it will be seen that they tozelhtr con-

stitute the ‘Sfirtikhya ” way to action as contrasted with which is

the "Yesa” way to action detailed in II. 39-60, there being no

difference in practice in these two “ N»«has " front Kjpfds ultimata

point of viaa.

Students of Dr. Hudoll Otto's other writings will not be sur-

prised at the exaggerated importance which he i3 led to attach to

the Thccphnny or God-viw» of the Eleventh Chapter of the Bhaga-

vsdgfta. Whatever other part of the GUS is or is not genuine, this

is the one part o* the Poem which is genuine, according

to Otto. It is the incident which Saiiijaya at the end particularly

emphasises. The passage, Otto tells us, has its parallel in

the God -vision with which Lord Krsoa humiliate* the vaunting pride

of Duryodhaiia in the Udyogaparvan.* After the display of such po-

tcnce there can 1* no roan for any more questionings
;
and Otto has

omitted certain paraagea from the Theophany because by turning

Gods ihora-riipa (cr dreadful vison) into vitotwOpo or (pan

Ihestic apparition) its prevailing effect was cither weakened or thwart-

ed.

1

I am afraid I cannx ox eye to eye with Dr. Octo in this respect.

Such a mlrade-mongering mysticism would convert the Poem into

an ariutnmlum ad bacultm. Arjuna of all the persons in the world

cannot be expected to meekly submit to such Hitlerism from the

Olympic Heights. The Theephanv certainly is there as a pail (be

It early or be it late) of the traditional story, but the present version

of the BhagavadgKh has givm to it no more than its <hm jJace in

the ultimate philosophical syntheai

As before observed, after the Theophany the Original Poem

comes to an end. Freni XI. 51 Otto takes a big leap to XVIII. 58.

1. Mbh. V. 131 (KuBibhakonam edn). Otto more than once

lUigatai:. pp. 24-23) give the reference as VI. 131. To the Porvan

Otto has givm the number in* of the Sub-parvun.

2. The parages omitted arc XL 7, 13. 15-16, 18, 37-40 -all with

the exception ot a single strum (19) already ejected by Gsibe.

VI—

K
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ueelah in the former pavine the way to mecdUsb in the latter.

Reading the passages in sequence OUo is nevertheless himself con-

tdenti of acme defect in continuity ant! is driven to the surmise-

thal. some oxmtcting line or lines may have been here irrevocably

lost. This amounts to giving up the thesis altogether.

Otto has given raams to ccnader the 35 sJanias, indicated by

us alxive by starred numbering and a difference of type, as later addi

liens. Garbe had. omitting the Introductory 19 stanzas of Chapter I,

only one type of interpolations, the Vedantic or ritualistico-VedSntic.

03o has several types of tliem coming from different authors. We

iv ill therefore consider these in their proper place along with the Doc-

trinal Tracts.

The 133 stanzas above given constitute, according to Otto, the

original or "Epic" version ol the Bhagavadgita as yet uncontami-

nated by doctrinal bin* re propaganda. Nevertheless the "Original"

Poem is stronpiy sectarian ;
and if it belongs to the same authorship

as the anginal Epic (the Jaya), the author will hast to be sup-

posed to favour the identity of Ktfija with the Almighty. There

are pans of the Epic which have as much claim to constitute its ori-

ginal nucleus where this divine character of Krsoa is conspicuous

by its absence. We do not wish to press this point much further.

Nor is it worthwhile criticising Otto's translatkxi In detail. Words

have been often omitlcd or misunderstood, and Sanskrit grammar

seems to be sadly limping at times.' W'e are content lo pul this*

defects dawn to the score of the evident hurry with which the

publications seem to have been rushed through the press. The liK

ol errata given is quite inadequate. Even in a hurried reading

we could note a pageful of them. The bcok is valuable in spite of

these blemishes busiuse, as I understand matters, it fuini'hes tiie

Reduciio cd Aosurdun of all such attempted stratifications.

Seeing that the Gita in its earliest form was a Kraoitc poem,

it is nothing strange if its find elaboration were to come from an

ardent devotee of Lord Krroa The first Doctrinal Tract according

lo OUo * a complete whole in itself uninterrupted by any gloss, and

it bears a special name, of its own. viz., " Dharmyamitam " (XII.

20). It tesicbw what is known as prapatti or abadute and un-

questioning dependence upon the Lord's WilL Iti ethics is not that

of activism (which the Original Poem may be assumed to be preadt-

1. UrttaaU, p. M.
2. In e fiotiiule <m p. 23 of ihc Tramlatinn wt are uilcl dial Arjuna

W6B called Filths teenuj* he wn» the aon of “ Prthi ”
I
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ing lo Arjuna) but o! saihnyJUa or renunciation. It is in the fitness

of tilings that the Tract should be inserted immediately alter the

Tbeoptony, the autlxx repeating sentiments occurring in the pre-

ceding pen (tg. XI. 53 repeating XI. 18) the better to smooth

oser the transition to the new Tract Its tot runs as follows—

FIRST TRACT

{
Entitled *lwi*Fia. or Doctrine o: tnfntfK )

XI. 52 to XU. 20

*fl*WIS'tW—
1 wrt nwrafr iTOTT

i

SfOIFt FTTW II 3W.
2 ^1? S3* dTfli a 3T3a a %^-TST I

wa e$ gsaiafe at n't? ii n.M n

3 wa*3cr sw wjaSta'rrs^a i

yrg 3 ofta = Ttirr n iw «

4 act'll'**^'"! •l-fr'k: XfiAfoiii: I

a-. 3 av>tfa n iiw ii

wga vm—
5 t# *t HWRSi w-J’JW'T I

^ Tfi % atnftwil: I1 1 3.T II

fftWI13-113

—

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

h*4i3w *i3t *t at aaras i

W53T <JWl3olert & g^FrnSir aflt: II 0^.^ B

& fJ^r<ftii|ifg3fJWTt T^THTa I

3 f«3fi33 ijaq Ii 1 V\ II

e?!4«ir-S3in4 3J3 33J50: I

% nryNi atslff st^ir cm u n.v n

straw % nftjsr n i u

ft g feliRl ««I^T 3FT d-'IH *RTO| I

sniftaa atna at wr«*f u h

iranni sgsti’i i

«Ht3t •! ft’tid. IT® *t''*H(SldA<l3m II W.v II

n^r aa unvcw afft gffc: f^5W i

fa?fin4H 3*33 arc <*«$ a gga: II ^.e II
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13 ST ftn Hflrng * r/Rtf* "ft fom. '

atwroafft* ?nr Hiram'S h 13.1 »

14 hj i

in 3.1 • ii

15 iRiir-TOTilsftt i

^•itf’rar'jr't flfl: $* o^jrr II 13.11 II

16 wit % 8WMMW3Mr«sH i

-annr 4,.^!4PiMHii^3r£avi=d<«i ii 13.13 ii

17 wssi tR^Ht be wi 4 i

Ptf# fit<S*TC: H»t 1113.1? II

1 8 *m: WRt fl>fr amrar wftsW: •

^ «TS: 3 * SW: II 13.1V II

19 4wn>f£^ aNV a«F^a% 4 3: i

P3T«wff|%si T. a 4 3t fira: n I3.vi n

20 fflWH: 34T#ft flrl^R: I

HlfcOTftOTft dt R3^r: <1 *1 Blfl: n 13.H II

21 'll * f*8r * Ift 3 Titsft 3 *rgft I

^ivj'mRc^ fl HfaHR; fl: a 4 fira: ii 13.1* 11

22 OT-. rcrf a fird ** dvr wranaHst: 1

rff-TRsas-.^g a«: sirftrffo: 11 i3.ic 11

23 1

sftfcr: firaf m 11 13.11 11

24 43 HRig-TFiffi 04TO TgTRR I

HP7WT *f fijOI: II 13,3° II

The author of this First Tract also added, according to Otto,

XVIII. 50-57, 67-65, and 67-71—thereby endeavouring to take over

to his side the “ Original " Poem which had a slightly dillcrent

view-point. Otto alw credits him with the authorship ol X. 9-11.

His additions taken together made the Original Poem ol 133 stanzas

an enlarged work of 177 staiLraa.

As against this contention of Otto it has to be pointed out,

first, that Arjuna could not have asked the question (XII. I) about

Ihe upisanS or worship of the non-manifest Aksara if the question

had not tern mentioned or treated of before. Actually it is dis-

cussed in chapters VII-IX. tut these arc outside the 177 stanzas

of the then Gita. Secondly. Otto has not succeeded in showing how

the stages (each easier than its predecessor) mentioned in XII. 9-11

arc in fact arranged in an increasing degree of facility ; nor how.
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in the relative comparison of the means, jfiana (which, as alleged,

was not mentioned previously) earns to he at all included.

Bhakti is a persona! and emotional relation of the individual

to the God also conceived as a benign personality. In the highest

cc ecstatic reaches of this emotion the individual forget? his indivi-

duality and ii absorbed into the Highest Lord Almighty, so that

his language and experience become that of Advaita or Pantheistic

Absolutism Garbe’t ignoring of this fact led him, says Otto, to

strike out many passages as VedSntic interpolations, which in reality

were expressions of such advaita Bhakti (eg. XIV. 26-27). The

highest state of emotion attainable by such Bhakti can cane by the

way of PrSiiSyama. SamSdhi and other Yoga technique ; but there

can also be a rationalistic approach to it by what is called the

Aksara-api»ni. As contrasted wiih both of these is the approach

of emotional pietism or Prapatti, the doctrine of believing self-

surrender, which is inculcated in the Bhaktisutm of NErsda. The

First Tract sets forth the view-point nf Mich Prapatti. This bring

90
.
we hare a right to ask whether the line (XI. 54)—

r$ V&r ST^ ^ I

is no more than Prapatti. Otto translates proverturn by "zu inir

cingdioi " following Garbe who enclosed the words tu mir in biacketa

The German idiom here conceals a real difficulty The devotee

does net live b the bouse of God-in Vaikuijtha-but becomes

identical in essence with him ; and that is not the paint of view

of mere prapatti, as the words tattvena rfAtun should have already led

us to suppose. The “ jfbrJ bhakta " o! VII. 16 17 would thus seem

to b* alluded to net only b XI. 54 but also b XII. 12. and it would

lie more reasonable to suppose that this Tract trxs to hold the

bal«>cr brtwmi different types of Bhakti.

We will shortly come to know that other types of Bhakti have

had their share ta the elaboration of the ' Original " Gita. Would

:t be too much to suppose that in the ultimate philosophical synthesis

all the several approaches to Godliead—including not cmly pietistic

(prapatti), the ecstatic (yoga), the rationalistic (advaita). but also

that of the iiualilied-monht (visi$tSdvaita), and even of the dualist

(dv;ita} were arrayed and graded and recomnyntfcd as being all alike

Keps towards ooe and the same ultimate goal ? The “ Vyakta-upE-

<ana " of the devotee and the " Avyakta-upflsani ” of the philosopher

were alike meant lor attaining that mocxl of equipairc or latnaua

which must precede and permeate every action, awl then oily that Ac-

tion can have no power to bind ua. The dJocussions of the “ upasanai
"
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have arrogated too much room to themselves in the Bhagavadgiti,

and we often fail to sec the wind foe the trow and think that they

are introduced into the Poem m and lor themsdvea. and aa inde-

pendent trades ol salvation. But that * not so. The up&tani (of

whatever variety) is to yield us strength of purpose in our daily

actioni After a cnmmunioii with the Highest we rise heartened

and consoled for the day's labour. As the upiisana apprcacha

perfection we pan passu approach Kma’s ideal of samalva in con-

duct, when doubts such as tho« of Arjura can no longer assail us.

We have -iiown how the first Doctrinal Tract of Prapattibhakti,

which Otto regarded as a consistent and unitary whole, nevertheless

introduces other view-points and 'how* even a readiness to make an

alliance with them. Its prevailing view-point may be that of pietistic

renunciation, but that has been bridged over. We can now pass on to

the caiadcration of the Second Tract. The text runs as follows—

SECOND TRACT

( Doctrine of fraT5l-»TftF with ftft’ZISit Metaphysics
)

XIV—XV

1 >p: ?PT*rt arwgncq. t

o^srrnr gwr: tri wrt faffed hfn: it iv.i n

2 St fll-Hj’llfet WI HIMWiniin: i

^ -r Rafts w u u

3 dTwr. i

Pcit flEn ii ii

4 iPPtfrt >U: I

atw TO elnur;: ftm ii iv.v ii

5 Srt SHT: SfUfinaT:
I

ftwfcr n^0r?t %i? n sv.'v ii

6 ert art ywsia-^araan i

sosirt outfit irutairJT gres ii iy.v ii

7 C*t OTIihhi ftfe i

ii

8 WWJRS ttfat I

i*rKif»*Pa:r*l?rf«Rlh& II )*< II

9 flrt go (mast o-. -wfit writ i

a ani% nsragn ii ii
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10 iwawrfN?! *iPt «raf?i i

Of4 5fl&3 35: <S^3«T II 1 v. 1 » II

1

1

<i5gi^3 s*ra sronft I

=M Wtf flf*»fo«s<T ii lv.11 n

12 9fRkKU<: *351*1*15: ^«I I

arc^ && ii iv.i * ii

13 amratswjria wn$ ift? q*r «r i

aw»3fStaras^ &K ii iv.il ii

14 ®T ap? g wtf =rft 9vl3. i

<T^T5,%?i' aTft'BBBIB. arfofll II IV. 1* II

15 /aft BSW B3T W^lf^ 3153 I

am srtfcmrf? ipttj ms ii iv.ii ii

16 «tai ssfc Biruj i

<*«<3 Utf JSTOW* 353:^ II 1V.1 5 II

17 hwr tfaraa htb ram «1b c>3 a i

WWtft 35# *WiftS|FPh 3 II 1V.lv. ||

1 s **? W3WT RW f^fwr 7T3f3I: I

a5=52®l^Rt<>Tf 9fat ti-MjC.-d rflWII: II Iv.li II

19 BPtf g*tW: *3tt 'KT i

*j8tV?V It 313 R*I3 UfcftTOft II 1v.1\ II

20 3«uaat3>itco 5ftt ^3t %53355R i

a3re^avT2^f%«ts^rt«iw& n iv.i» m

21 aju*Wiwilol aai i

Swrew: wr 33twH <j*iBfcr£i II 1V.11 II

*fOTfTJIF5 —

22 aura a a?ft 3 flipfa s n»r? i

3 |Rt 3 Swrft urgRt II 1V.11 II

23 3^ a $*irwft i

5®n *fc3 535 a'tssifaft aint u iv.U u

24 R5|:3«3?;: T5PT: OBWSiJBTTBB: I

gsifacifeil vfr«53lft:5R53^: II iv.1v II

25 flTBrnnralfj^R^ Srarft>W5l: i

flikmaftwrl jpirata: " a«4% '• Vv.Va a

26 «t 3 afe4t>M i

u a^aaci^iHiTO^ir? v?*s n iv.15 n
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27 HST'ft % pPlBI9*l*4^Wr5H^ 9 I

«BV3FJ 3W gwWftW! * » UA* II

28 K*4p«w?n«TO,f i

a^rsr *iw Tuft «fA^ *T %^H3L h V*.. 1 II

29 areaw stirtiww ?nar

gorsiis! ftwwisr i

ares ijar^g&rarft

thjrigqnftft qgtflal% || i*v* ii

30 3 a«ffow*&

Pirnt 3 3lft3 3 93&?T I

?« few It YM II

31 fra: ra? w. afoirm^i

«rai 3 qff: I

awr wj3 3©* saq

35: gtjfa: asm 3fi°n 11 YH.v 11

32 !wra«^T

atuilWftNT ^ffpcar*. i

gsgwg^T: iSJ:«9&-

ira®33»pi: iwm 1V\ 11

33 3 ffjcraw r# *r owtf 3 rare: 1

qjst 3 flffl'l 3311 m 11

34 qS^nivt araat% «rfta*sr- wra*: 1

jUtqBPftrapnftr s^ftwift 11 ih.» n

35 raflt «ranalft wga33tfPs*: 1

y$&5lft qqrft 3^TsnftHT5iaTl 11 va.« ii

36 *iW erf* ^ ?3* 3 1

afirara aa«tf r«HMi3i?<a% 11 y'vy 11

37 afWJRi ft** raft ffraa ra ‘p#raist 1

fopr aiffWftT 33#3 img*: II VO- II

38 an^it crftrafi* cw^raprafaraq, 1

qq^S3f31c3Ht 1?R3^<W: II Y'OY 11

• 1 nrftaim e*l <n5T‘riiflS
r<3?3 1

«tmfl iraSal Oft 313*3;
u 11

• 2 araiSno s »pnft «r<ai>a*’3t3‘r; 1

5«in?r 3MI: S’fc &£ H« CWafU II *09 II

• 3 *» Mmt »pra raft*! 1

«i»n<fw<raig*: -sgPwi.il 11.WII
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•a

39

40

41

42

43

5fS ''fiftfi

«r: 9

an^i. vumi

STfcft 3^^ n i

«7: tWfft FWtSgC || VMS l|

3?fl: 3W8W ! TWrfifcgTtgfP I

flt BtePWlftff Swflapi t^= II VM« 0

OOTT KTOcftflt3<*iV04ft !*ta*T: l

Blfllsftq Bti %k 5 affcj: SWlm: II VM« II

al HliTwWjft 3TO& SS^MflU I

a efcnS* «rra u l\.n u

gwr*? swsSwgMi swr-w
i

ffenra. wt *rrw ii vm® u

Tbe tecond elaboration of the Bhagavadgia came also from

the Bhakti side
;
only it is now Bhakti bused upon metaphysical

knowledge. pardculariy the knowledge of the Samkhya doctrine of

three gmjas. The Samkhya ia of course theisuc Sfltftkhya (XIV. 4 ).

and its knowledge b merely a means to Bhakti and finds ita fulfil-

ment in the love of God (XV. 19). This is the viewpoint of the

SSniJiiya-'utraa, just as p7apaili is the view-point of the

Narada-sutras According to Otto we owe to tbe author of this

Tract 43 Kansas which are omtinuras. but were subsequently en-

larged by an addition from the Ved5nnc side of 4 stanzas. Ignoring

this last, the Giti t»w Ixome a iioem of 220 stanzas. It b. says

Otto, inconceivable that the author of Tract I coold have wnUen
Tract II, or that of Tract II, Tract I. On the other hand the

opening of Tract II suggests that its author b aware of Tract I

and in contradistinction from it he is givmg here a superior sort

of Bhakti. 1 am afraid Otto b here allowing too free a play to his

imagination.

Otto has furnished a neat analysis of the Tract (t)

—

Intro-

duction, XIV. 1-2
: Knowledge afford* a more stahle salvation

through Bhakti (it)—XIV. 3-18 : The knowledge meant is the

knowledge that the three gunas springing from Piakiti. into which

the Lord p!ant3 His seed, are responsible for the chain of Saihsara.

fm)—XIV. 19-20 : Hero* the realisation that activity belongs to

the guaas and not to the soul secures immortality. This answer,

which is the legitimate Samkhya answer, is hardly given (XIV.

21-25) when it is supplanted by the correct answer frcoi the Bhakti

«—

a
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paint of Tin*. («>)—XIV. 26-27 : Otto says that this very pro-

cedure of giving *n inadequate answer and then proceeding to come
it marks the anxiety of the later author to draw cider speculation*

into his service. He therefore blame* Garte for rejecting XIV. 26-27

where “Brahman" occurs twice. <t)- XV. 1-6: An old hymn

is next quoted and briefly explained (pi)- -XV. 7-18 (minus

tL 12-15) present a Vi&rtSdvaita cosmology in which the scril

(^aksara) is declared to be a real aiftfa or part of the Lord and

the doctrine of “Triune-unity" definitely inculcated. lw':)—XV.

19-20 give the contusion which agrees with die Introduction

Our criticism of the above is a* follows. The doctrine of tho

three gut)as is often held to be a pre-saihlthya tenet > The doctrine

which considers the soul as the real mfcfa of the Lord aho considers’

the soul as real agent (kart;) and not the guija*. u XIV. 19 and

even XIV. 23 emphatically assert. If thh latter doctrine fee a

pQrvapaksa, to be subsumed and transcended by XIV. 26, one

would expect a clearer indication of it. To what period in die

evolution of the Samkhya pliflosophy would Otto assign a ^Ivara-

S3mkhya Iinkling thee views about the aMoffa and the kattUal

The ViiislSdvaiia dcctrine of Triune-urity includes, fcttide* the Cit

or sail, the Adt or the wccld as together constituting the body of

the Lord. The latter factor is brought in as the " ksara ” in XV. 16-17.

Stanzas XV. 12-15. according to Otto, disturb the sequence by bring-

ing in that facto: teo eaily and Otto, follow ing Garbe. regards these

four stanzas as an Interpolation b7 the " Brahmnn-thedogue.” It

is forgotten that of there stanzas the first two specify in detail the

Adt factor and the last two the Cit factor. And then they ctmld

Inter be briefly aUuood to as the kjara and the afaara factors. Otto,

however, wys* tiiat the real purpose of tlie
" interpolated " stanzas

is to mitigate ll* liarshness of the dualism between die Itsara ar.d

the akwra factor* by drawing attention to the inteipenetralien by

the Lord of both these factors in the sense of pantheistic advaita.

If this be so, the interpolator would he proved to be a philosopher

with a synthetic power of no mean order
;
and the oftener Otto i«

able to catch him in the act. the better it would he for oar own

ultimate thesis.

It it not quite clear to me whether the eight Tracts which

Otto discovers in the BhagavadgitS have been numbered by him in

1. Compare Jaafci. NGGW, 1896, pp. 43 ft. Compare aim Lrfcr-

trctlrtt, p. 14.

2. Sw Rtmanuja on B-aAwaoJrra n, iii, «0.

3. Ithnreklale. n>. 10-11.
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a chronological sequence so that the first Traci was the first, and

the eighth the Ian. to be added to the I’oem. The Tracts he has

divided into two groups : Tracis added to the latter half of the

Gita (viz. Tracts I to IV), and Trees added to the firs half

(viz Tracts V to VI II), In order to bring out Otto’s triads in a

dearer relief it would have been teeter to assume that the fust

additions made to the "Original" Gita 3ll came from the Bhakti

schools of various types and denominations Then the Rationalist

S3r;ikhya-Ycga adxob may be supposed to have had their go at It

;

and finally, it may have been argued, came in the “ Brahman-theo-

iogue” who seems to have made his intruding personality felt nil

along the line. There is nothing in such an assumption that world

have been repugnant to Otto's thesis : he might have even wel-

ccmed it. It would of course involve our considering alter Tract s

I and II, Tracts VI, VIII and Appendix to Tract ill in this

sequence first, and then passing or. to Tracts VII. IV. V. and III.

As a matter of fact Otto gives no reasons why Trad III must

tome immediately after Tract II. Its character ie so different from

the Bhakti additions made hithertolorc. Tract VI which gives a

form of Bhakti would form a better wqud to Tract II. Otto

thinks that Tract VI purports to give a better answer to the

quattkci mooted at the opening of Tract V (stanza V. 1). But he

himself tells us that the spirit of the two answers is radically different.

However, in order not to introduce unnecessary complications we will

follow Otto’s sequence of the Tracts considering it as chronological.

Tract III runs thus—

THIRD TRACT

( Ethico-Religious Dualism on Ifr-atgg basis md a 'Tria!i3tn“ on

filJT basis, with a Bhakti appendix XVIII. 50-55 by the author of

Tract I)

XVI—xvm. 49

MlWIJW

—

1 3i*Ni I

»rr» wrarwr ti i e-.i n

2 «spwhnan«i: yirfeu^tir. i

<Wiw^ 11 u.x 11

3 Tta: OUT 'fft: 5ft«tSl(l rtlRIfllWai 1

•fife tfftnfiraraw nrca ti iM 11

4 ,in'4*is 3 1

W3W -rif*l»ildW TPf tl *l?.v II
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

5*1 nm i

nr Tftj ^wrnftniifltsfe ipj?3 « ll.Ml

#1 jpg-t? wg* <?t a i

fiPeaws^ m ii ivi »

aifg g ftifa 8 331 3 &5CT3<J: i

3 sN 37ft gram 3 g-Ht n is.» n

agrions^i & i

Kimr&& » is.* n

ipf sfegrew? nw>r,-ils^*f34: i

giI-Rg«wi°r: 51078 opirits^QT: II 15.1 II

ornorfiro •»**'•< 'i^vP^ii; >

« sraoRflgfifiwi: i

W«><*ftiMCT T ^TI3%M frfafll: II 1S.11 H

warrant®: i

$F% wr.fSnr4«^ifei<Ss*«iPr u 15.13 u

{OWI 331 B«ft73 773^ I

ssopftoft ji gftsier sir&^ii n.n n

W7?l 331 *3: S»Vi3W iN<hST I

j^rsprj jfl'fl foils* 83373; gtf II 1S.lv II

BnrftsRTsmwfol ^tsTorsfra roil sot i

oe3 4tft«*r nwiiPiMrtpn: niS.li u

^5313337131: I

SWBI: *T33t33 3afo 3<%Sg3I IHS.lS II

W3rt*nft«ll: 6W W3MHSJN-I1: I

33P3 3133^ II1S. I 1* II

w£«lt 83 *3 <B3 573 3 gfiwi: I

wHwmfc^g af|wigffs«fp5i: niS.i* n

nw? ^83: ipm g«itg tcttch. i

fc^inreaoswraigfaiW 8l% ii IS.ii n

WIgtf fllftWnwl 387 j-mPS I

3133143 d%V 3777 OWIHMl MS.3° II

ftlH1! 3<*W-i Jit 375133W3: I

?I3; *lnw3[ sfngrcnr’fsrt; 38 wofts u is.3i

‘fclnPl fT0l8l?f«f«rffc I

37F7<;37(83: ?13T3<il 8ff(l 3<t II IS.33 II

Ii
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23 1'''* 41TOKS: I

4 * fefaWWtft a g* 4 TO aft* ll«.M <1

24 araFeia swiri % wiwwiifwai i

STc5T KiaS'THi® $4 VjfejItfSt Ih^.’.V II

d-tH

—

25 JirwWltjrt.SI •«*•<* VSIlPW: I

tt*rt %r g w <s*n Rvronsr iii«».i n

26 rsfwr mi ^rt «r arwrwrt i

gi^nfr a*d> 3a awft at 559 11 '\».\ 11

27 *ar ««fct wa 1

wswfai JWl $ a tl 0: II 1*.3 II

28 oifratt awc^tRi rcrar: i

ils^t isp% frrwtr stir: ii iv».r n

• 1 *gnsf«%i «K fra-a S ail «sn:

jaTrpWT^K: ws-K’i'iei^WT: n W.HII

* 2 niiw fflfltFi ‘jaiii'-M^Cti- 1

C *MraravlTTi Bl^ftHTHCflr«W^n WA II

29 WIBHWft #7Ft ‘*nft liJl: I

aawvta^r 51a %ii »r*fiW 333n i*.* w

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

IW: ft3J3T: fwc FTI MT?rn: WrH+NItt 111-*, c

«r?T?T tnra^HT jflRjtWWgi: U I'1-’*

"

jf?*flTa anrt <tft 3 3? i

aftssift ***4 *fea araitrawi. n im.i« ii

ftfwt i i

34 : WWB « Hltm: 1IH11 U

«fagsH g «a swisft as. i

v*nt fflW lit fife tran^ u 'w.ii u

ftfacmgsm '

WDfaft# «f tlTO# lft3^ II l'*.li II

tTg-rcuftff l 3 Brtrt 33 II a*.!* II

gfcHt 4W*i «3 ruflftd 3 «m I

WWW1WW 33 31*13 ITT 3^5 II y*.v\ u
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38 31*4(4 I

jnsresfsftRtes si* jriKog^m u u

39 otpit *not hr irreis i

anwflfgfJigTO arfwnft qfc5«% 11 vj.v« ii

40 Mrf-KWWlSW >nIw 'Pf i

n&ij ^yit ^wgre. ii 1 v».i« ii

41 nin :i
«

ir3pft ''if 'to'" toft fw i

qwRer^fi *r its. tiRwgtnjosf n vo % u

42 ?TfT&5fi»t?l VQi <l')4v-r>®fr*f I

tit TO * liT3 ^ Wtf* Sltf?* FIc*f II 1*A«

43 4S g 3^F*T<ra W 3* I

<rtt =* TO* TOTC. II 1«.31 II

44 wtnro n^wwav^a 1

K&fam«f Rif araRSSIpHf II II

* 3 31 nnsfW* ftr^l "w'lft-fr'- wps 1

«T«P1TTO *T« ®5T« ftfan: SO "W» 1

‘ 4 frrmtifti^T^ »r»rr*T3’rf**T :

'

wtt ftaram; ?wt *®*ifcrs a n» n

° 5 -TO «WTOftens I

*raftw*r BW»n «l«*Tr|A: ll W‘. II

5 6 'nut mgwit s utetiRf Rg*^t i

sresr WTO wtt t4 g*»ft » *».«

"

J 7 «*fl «TO 5T^ ‘M fWt: Oltft ^TTO I

4* TiflB prt^nfttlot n «».w 11

“8 M^^ingitrTiinTiws'T'nisi

rqftigwrtlm it « as 4r ft n u».u a

*r&*r sura

—

45

*mi«*4 »R3iet nwft?iiiCl i

c«R(q S ftI%3T yW! II 10 II

wrorogro—

46 TOHnf «4*o ru4 frawi *9«l i

n3*4^3<3i4 aigRam Itr^tn: u 'ic.i u

47 WP4 <»>refet^ JJTg^fll’m: i

i!S4R?<T:*4 » «Tlt 11 V.? II

48 Saw sis 2» 99 w* mam i

<41*11 gwsrw f^t«: tffftflfifa: II K.Y 11
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*9 ^ fqw «w4*ta i

«£ TH <N$4 U^lfe B-fl^RlI >.£* II

* 10 9ai"«R 3 SB R**T 1i«A B I

wwiar* *r ir*WW «Mgi«PUi WA»

49 A'JdW 3 4~3ltl: s»W alrwis i

itjH. ilFI IR'SI'IWfl": Tftl»vfSfT: II 1 II

50 |:5rfe4B *! BS Tra&Sa1* Rt. ?4oJH l

e <rro 3* ito« e&ui ic.< 11

51 «ai fents&i i

5T ra»3T <fi3 ^1 S 3PT: BTfWft «IH: 11 !«.« II

52 =» Jw§xt8 ‘pt ai-ra^ i

nrrti 'TFS'niif'fst H'wft f&w^xa: u ^o» n

53 f 8r $$m sw H'j *«mn^W{T: i

=13 T^fawift a Ntfrafastaa u n.n u

54 *M*b ft* * firfW ,k«* 1

tMW-aiffol* as *. n tfRlftaf fffet II 1 4A\ II

* 11 ifcnf* amitfi bkbii*MW ft 1

* 12 *ft8Pt lWI«fwi'« t«fa*0
Ww« <m *BM tot* W>ni " «•« 11

’ :

13 5rtU^*K-iWi4<x «4 urcaa Hf: 1

^4 *! ftw<fci «1 liS ffW ?th: 11 u.Vi 11

14 a** aft wrfca iwr-: fc*4 g *r- •

<wamtflsfa*ra ?i TPlft 5^ft: n U.WH
e
15 >iPi pre*>fr «rft g^jfw n ft°ft 1

<wift B tffiilBW <®fl » ftroft 11 *<-'u 11

55 «i4 ?i4 ifanai Riftar ^4-ia-iT 1

W>T 5$ xftfcl ftBW: *n*i!I*.: II II

56 jjrtrtawTBft^r!pr^Tr:i

y i iirara «w^ m*aft u 10 *, h

57 afcijtg S3* wwMwatft# i

WftVTBi a^R f*ts «l$TO*l .1

1

«.** 11

58 ynxRa 3 jr^m aRWHPt yaSwu. i

aft B^i *1^5 awn* ftf« cawi » U.v» »

59 ¥*• *W9**f«TiT.Bl3 I

aiawi^^ a erxanragwH n i

n

£0 ffcft B3^3TO%a-. i^v i
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61 an z stos^T art gr?«i'tn v jt: i

ftm% npacgarcm 11 u.x* u

62 art ^ama^sa a <fiWH. i

art an an. arang^ji n u.Va n

63 g’EwrlsrfcTfl ^HirpiHPw: i

T^afesnlftftaK: wf erirt« 3«w n U

64 tp'i fjarswtsgfii: i

aftsfrtifrte: «nl 5WT: ifWfte: ii i«.v» ii

65 «5»: STfpn: BW-. 51*1 ft'-pft+liiW: I

rfcnni tfftqjft a «fi am a=-a% n u.\e u

66 55*N 'iftfta aopiferiW ?jg i

JymH i-wTfrn saa^a aaaa n ii

67 srft a n wftretf *rar.rt i

a** rttf a a7 ftfo gfe sr art srfN$ u iM° u

68 aat nwrt a ca msftfta a i

wwmspinift sfe si art oaftT u imi n

69 waft ‘Trtrtfa ai ipaft sampr i

gafqf^&T^-ara gfe 57 art HTntff u u

70 ’Jrci aar artaft 7H:3Tftftsaft&a’ :
i

al*toi«iflHift**ii ifo: *n art artrtarr ii i« ss ii

71 557 3 BEammTa. {577 aiT?7i7S3P i

aajra iepsi^t ®a: ar art ?nrtt n i*.v* «

72 aar wd»rt <d* iftar* aafta a i

a fcgsft art*- «ffc ai art fflflftr ii iMM n

73 ga? fftftn eg ft w<a»fa i

wwreapra aa 5;«n^j a n k.\s n

74 a^aaft &aB?a aftimsyrilaan i

arff?* awuTroj^ssiajTn u u

75 ftnaPaaftauiran a?fts«?tftaan
i

aftaift rtafta sngrt <nrt wi^ii u

76 ajft aijpvft a g*j tfcrarem: i

fooaWJWT^W an araag^igro; u i <:.}*> 11

77 5 anfta gfiieai *7 ftfo »rtg ar ga: i

9r4 a^ftSftw a^Sn u io» i

78 iit-A4-f-afaiil ajmt a ataa i

^ftifti aterwift fawwrtgft: n ion it
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79 si-ft WOTfc ='f'i tfifrtwufta a i

Bra ftfimnfepR 11 1 -t.vR II

80 jM ftm 3*s i

^pwtwww inft w*uan*i ii ^ in

81 sf^ft^spmfnw -yraft whrjU) i

qfpPrt««; ?ft Hiraifa pr*n??q n i t.-rt u

'16 *i|w|Ph<1: cTdfi *«& ^K‘

wWlCS: %ft aot a *«.*1 II

J
17 ao: fta soft? mr*U

<-h4‘«i riw*<M fin’s; f^fii otto h n

82 ft'TR.W'tflf &3*: swmr. WTS3IH. i

wnrafirati *ft fefivmi. o v.v« n

83 uqtwfc * rnan i

<rak*4T % jlftoj »*ft-«ni&atii
i

im: n i<.*< n

84 aravjfe n*b« fitarmr R*«ibK: i

amt n u

§ 1 feffc atjft anr njj mntft ftilH ft i

wrofr ifeftn iftsi bhct at ki u n

§ 2 jam f^jsor gwt coiwpf flW** ^ i

mar^fRi tp^oI «g«w n 11 wm ii

§ 3 fftfiwsftoi rt>^i'.il naas^wiHs: i

pTwq’pnft ftmWr egmwn: 11 u.M u

§ 4 snjmt oh *6i4 afta ‘ittnsn i

firtn: srmt mpjjw «*rft u u

§ 5 TOJ3: uasiwi n irTaS* n ugift 1

to: *9g *^g mgWrr Bait onn. u v.hy ii

§ 6 *mor amfasRifii araia nmifw 3fmr: i

am at atmil 5R!t fraft rntmTOj u id.vt n

§ 7 B^T !FU“Tt h6.*WMTO: i

««>ikkhih1& spho i^nsnm u v.H* n

§ 8 wWifri afa mopr ow: i

afira: a%iT*i anraina. mo* u

5 The eight slanxat constitute an independent appendix, Intended 10

bodge the subsequent transiticn to tbe 0:ji Poem, and eaVailated to enlist,

nyi Otto, Tract HI to the tlaboratar’i pur***.

W—W.
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As darned before, the addition of this Tract at' this stage Ui

the Gita a* it then existed rt utterly unmotivated The Tract 1»

followed by an Appendix (XVIII. 5057) concaved from a Bhalctl

view point which comes nearer to the philosophic Bhakti of Tract II

ci the myrtle Bhakti of Tract VI. Otto blames Gait* for omitting

XVIII. 53-54 a» a Vcdantic interpolation and avers that the author

of the whole Appendix including stanzas 53-54 is an advaita Bhakta

He however unnecessarily

1

multiplies entities by supposing that its

author is a different Bhakta from the live ether Bhakta interpolators

wheen he has raised up ! As a matter of fact the different types of

Bhakti in practice hardly remained water-tight.

The original tract consists of 84 or rather 86 stanzas." It ha,

wi«.added to It a Sflriikhya gloss of five stanzas (XVIII. 13-17=

•11-*15), the gloss of the “ Brahman-theolcgue ” of eix stanzas

(XVII. 23-28-*3-*8), and four etanzas (viz. *9. *10. *16 and ’17)

of miscellaneous glow. If Tract III was added after Tract II, the

Gita a* it left the hands of the author of Tract III had become,

ignoring the glosses and the apandit a Poem of 306 stanzas.

The Tract falls into two main divisions. The first consists of

Chapter XVI and gives a popular, non-scholastic and non-sectarian

sermon on morality based on Deva-Asura dualism with a strong

polemic against the heretic and an adjuration to follow the Sastra

on all matters of deebt. The second division consists of Chapter

XVII (minus stanzas 23-28) and Chapter XVIII. 1-49 (minus

stanzas 13-17 and 4546). It aho has the same popular character,

but it baas its teaching on the triad of gunas. and in a methodical

manner describes categories like Faith. Food. Sacrifice, Penance and

Gifts, on the basis of the Sattva-Rajas-Tamas division It raise

up the ethical problem of activism versus renunciation which gave

rise to the Bhagavacgtti. and decides against renunciation by

classifying renunciation on the same triple basis of gurjas. As to

activism that in its turn leads to a similar classification of the result

of action, of the coc.ditiois of action—viz., the knowledge, the knows*

and the known (or the act, the actor and the action)—of the

intellect, and of the sustaining-power (dhfti) during the activity, and

1. Otto's attempt (Lehilraklaie, pp. 19-20) to show how Brahman-

knowledge was subsumed by this type of Bhakta under his own Bhakti

view-point U not very convincing, i da not we anything o« the " tragical

valve ui knowledge '* mynheer in this Appendix, whatever may or may
not be the cate ir. the lUrivmhfe passages Quoted.

2. Stanzas XVII « need not be retarded at a doubtful

lloas They would be, ns Otto bimwlf points out in their place after

XVII. 19.
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of the pleasure which results from it. It concludes with an enu-

meration of the duties of the four castes, which are theceetiolly bawd

on the same trai?una division, and a concluding adjuration for every-

one to do his prescribed duty in a mood of detachment. The Tract

» said to be a well-ordered unit save for the diMuitnne tosses (XVII,

23-28 and XVI1L 13-17 and XVIII. 4546) the firs: and the las:

of which Gatbe had also on-itied Stanzas XVIII. 5-6 are a sheer

interpolation. As to the appendix (XVIII. 50-57) we have already

made cor comnwrts (p 98). We fail to sec why it was attached by

Otto to this Tract at all, unless it be becau® the last stanza of the

Tract links itself on to the first stanza of the Appendix. But that is

the normal trick of the trade, and its author may reverthelew have

ten the same as that of Tract II or preferably of Tract VI.

Tract IV sets k*th the SeSvara-Samkhya in a popular form It

nevatheUss places very little emphasis cm the Bhakti and the treat-

ment is more rational than emotional. Hence, says Otto, its author

cannot be the wire as that of Tract II. The Tract constitutes the

Thirteenth Chapter, but out of its 34 stanzas 12 (preceded by starred

numbers) arc Vedanta ykows or interpolations The general charac-

ter of the Tract tent itself easily to comments and corrections so as to

make its teaching in stricter accord with the " Brahman-theology."

Gatbe had already ejected all tliese 12 stanzas as interpolations He
had moreover suspected 3 more stanzas (XIII, 31-33) as also Vedan-

tic Otto however ftiuh pure SSmkhva teaching in than, that is to say,

ScSvara-Samkhva. The Tract increased the extent of tJ>e then Gita

to 325 stanzas. The text runs as follows

FOURTH TRACT

in popular form: Bhakti rot stre-ed

)

XIIL 1-34

1 ift sifi? ‘*<•3^ *

ttfTOt fi fflg: «f?| HIM
‘1 wift «ri *TO'

<ra II W.4 II

2 $3 TO TO? * S5R AT l

« « 0» q3TflTT<f rCt WIWI R m II

• 2 did 1

"

3 « i

{ffffllfil ?V. a 111 I.
1
*, «
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?mr fa: 3*1 I

»TOtfa HI 3 -* II

swift?w«tfc»T««ffai giftia-fan. i

BTBtflf'TT'T"' »N "IfaT'Sfafta*: II

?Rf-n5g %iw*w$w: n* h i

wnfawfa1^: 3W<^C^3 i

«fa BlA'^'il'il Wf&tWftaiJcfl I

ii 3 ii

uwiumM-m. i

iqjpaftft ar^R 1113.31 11

so >ra o«wift «i«iriT*£rag& 1

sR^init»«i-T¥^irBra?«Siii «Ai n

sfer'rimr* ^i!<fefecl33H >

ft «*nT* fcsfo n \*M 11

fti* !Tl^f « 'I «.*v"

*ifll«l«<r ®<‘N B I

asHsnmndWft^^iftrt^TOii W.W
Fftaw a ^3 ffaaiffa a ftrR.'

ipn^ 'a «ft*g «wf»^ S II <?.L5 H

cstftmafi p»w?&w»ms 1

wm ii nwi el? «fc<r ftforiii w.v® 11

*fo^ int eft fa *Mi 1

TO-W mffcrff FTHI’ftTTO* II W.W "

sfft. 3W fa fos«Rrtf snraft »

ftwta yitfkWa wIMm » n.i' «

83: I

3W tpfjisrrci fltojft II 13^* II

3W: s«M fc
!Fn^ I

a 4Trti *im wtv?: 1

sw i
^ft arg^ %fcsftq*sw to 11 i 3.n n

aw spft «i 3^: *S 1

sfar afar.ils.ft * « *Ftsfa*rat 11 13.^3 n

w=? *t*fa qtfa cfatfa wfa 11 13-V* 11
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16

17

• 10

*11

18

{ftawsTTOT: yroftro grTnft i

ftsfft «ilffcH*tTO rrtg tjftqoTOi: n n.v\ ii

Aral ft%r. mwm. i

3*|ps fliurt*? n UM n

en s*j Rta=i i

PMWtffftffTiflRf «P ,1 tjjJiK ,1 M.w II

WMflFRjft S*nft«rTrf|AiT^.

Sfi^3 ^ TOTffr f+l|•HWllft B^TI: I

fl: 1W% dllcHRWiKcIft a <T3|ft II l|

* 12 ««r •TT|'i'«r<iw«-{.-il

(;<i # I

na to a fttnc *i durftw ii ii

19 3PiI^TSO>l(?H WMWII: I

r » feorft n n

20 «rer to*w ifi»wrrwRi fofemft i

TRrnirotit ftJJ a*rrw jtafesfcu 1W. h

21 TOT SKT3ra«*: SK* dMfet ?f&: I

*N «Mt TOT fRR StRRlft ms II li.U II

22 #^qriA>KRrt 9^«giT I

*[TOft(tlfaf *T ft &5fflf»T ft 'RH II 1 S.^v II

Otto has frapiently called attention to the way in which the

Vedintic corrector, by inserting his own peculiar doctrines at the

proper point, creates 2 prejudice in favour of a Vedantic interpreta-

tion of the whole passages by perverting its original S&mkhya bias.

If this be really so, a strong case will have been made for the

theory of a final synthetic redaction of the Bftagavadgita by a

philosopher of no mean order. We wish however to draw attention

to just two points. In XIII. 7-11 knowledge is explained not by its

rontents (as we should have expected) but by its effects. It is not

therefore the knowledge which comes from without, but is bom
from within. Secondly, the proper interpretation of stanzas XIII.

24-25, and particularly stanza 2*1 has an important bearing on the

ultimate teaching that is here sought to be conveyed. Otto's trans-

lation (p. 86) and the note attached to it presuppose three parallel

ways of knowing the Atman : (i) the introspective or meditative

method of direct intuition, (if) the reflective or the anumSna method,

and (m) the Karma-yoga. One fails to see how Karma-yoga is to
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lead to knowledge of Atman. Otto, however, cleverly hoodwinks the

unwary reader. In the line—

31=3 Stfa, 3TTt l

yotoia ia rendered ai " by the method of.” The methods arc then

two : SSrftkhya and karman. Ouo wants us to understand by

" karman " the pt&nfiyama and other Yoga technique, as though lite

text read not kamayogaja but Yogayogaxa. Mow. further, does

this mttbod of Yoga technique differ from (I) Dbyana? The passage

is rather ticklish. My own Interpretation of it has been given by me
in my Basu-MalM Lectures, p. 130.

Tract V coretits of the 29 stanzas of the fifth Chapter minus

11 stanzas of glia* by the ubiquitous " Brahman-t’icolcgue.
1
’ It in-

creases the extent of the Pcesn to 346 stanzas. Its text is as follows—

FIFTH TRACT

( Unity of Simkhya and Yoga : an Appendix to Tract IV

)

V. 1-29

3313-

-

1 3 >W3 I

3^3 tgpftWs $ gfwwnn n <vi ii

JTOtSS || W II

|Tq: fT ftwfrflm’l 3 fcffe 3 -RfSift I

ftNt ft 3P3IP «« 3=31*1. 35^33 II M II

tllWbfl fUMWI: 3 <j|oniTi
I

flssgw-i'lfl-i.d f^T. II h.* II

33 UtA 9T3% WT* I

3* ntes *t 3rd 3 3: q^nfri n iw& 11 <v>*. 11

3 f'f’U'llfa'HBft II S.3 II

uStgst I ftftt?TTT31 ftWW: I

3^nr«ni!TE3 i ji-afo 3 fiwt?! 11 q.u 11

33 ftftit 3^1 3=%T dMPld. I

3K^T33.WJH.^itW3 3?33 PTPI^ II 'V*

siaqif. «i6«Pq'ilii(*lqqfii
1

^fdprprflfiRfltaa 333T {ft 3TT3=t II 'A.S, II

**rrn*rc fiHifii ws WWI wWI 3:

1

3 3 <m cwnirroi-nr " h.t° 11
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8 TOOT gW I

fltPtTT: ejf 'JRMKMgjpt
II H.1 't II

9 g«: cfoa Ni'wai sitfwnatft 1

arrqwr>1 15% *ret faf^ U \ II

10 Tfawlfti toot g*s tot i

TOjft 3* ^5> to W& toot?. 11 h.i 3. n

1 1 b * *OTfa ottto ssft sg: 1

b rtsetftt ira^it 11 \.u i)

12 ott* if §1 g#i r%
1

vaiTOH'i sift ?R gijjfar it'y v\ u

13 ffa? 5 OTfiRWRTO: I

fWrarfeqff^r^ jh.iwR TO.'rcun *ot 11

14 H^TOi.T^FTRWfaHlK-H'J'W: I

II H.1'* II

ftw(ftroOTi% »w*v nft ifBrfa 1

S
^» JRIf « TpCTIi SRTi^T;' 1 H.V II

%f-3: PPlf 3»T OT^ TW* TO: l

fart* it rrt *ip mix*wtfl fl ftwir 11 d

3 RTO Stft^TTRT^ !TTVTO.I

faKateF'sjet 'TfapiTO faw: n 11

b y’fwgT’vm ii ii

e ft aw^-ii «>n gienffa* w U

1

tlTOl-ra: i^e B Jig <»rfl S*: II ‘i.?? il

1 5 wiUftfcr * «>£ sf$ sifRftflt^n^ i

OTTOfrftg* B a1®: fl §«t OT: II *VM II

* 9 «fl*se«lssa <Hl«<3*rr-Tr4tfeTT T: I

fi 4141 'Si <l»; :| BPptrSft'T'BfS H \X* I

’ 10 «™*f Mfiwtnyw : «|WW: l

ffcft«I «*ro*: *ri*£rft’t OTF II M.V* II

11 *Rs!tvrftj$rat *4rai *Ffarenr i

"fail *«Th4r PlftSiH'iiH II

16 OT»<fa 5?n a^arate^^HT? gst: I

-mhimI ot?t fRn TreTOFfldift^t i ^.v» 11

17 gfuTiTWigS?jfoftqOTITO: I

far^Eaimraiift b-. eji g« ^ n

18 start oiaroi i

5iT r^g-ifa sett »ri OTrtOTi^aFrt n <^\ u
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Traci V i3 regarded by Otto a» a sot oi an appendix or a

ccmptanrnt. of Tract IV, both presumably hading from the same

author, or sin*- drck of thought. Like Tract IV this one also

tries to establish the unity of Samkhya ana Yoga. Or.e emphasise*

the intellect, the other the will, bat both lead to the same goal Df

Sarui or peace. The f&ihkhya is described in stanzas 8-9 and 13-17

and Yc*a in stanzas 11-12, 23. and 27-29. Otto rejects Garbc's

stignatisaticr. of stanzas 16-17 as Vedantk interpolation, but in <*ber

respects nc agrees In rejecting 11 stanzas (from a total of 29). Both

the Master and the Pupil seem to alike right shy o: the weed

" Brahman ", the former more ccmsKter.tly than the latter.

What Oeto forgets is that Arjuna wanted definitely to know

which of the two-not SSifikhya and Yoga but Kaxma-saifinyflaa

and Karma-yoga—was to be preferred. In stanza 2 Krjtja exprews

his prrfermx for Yoga or Kannayoga ;
bat i3 he not expected to

give reascci for his preference? The analogy of Mah&bhfcata

XII. 301 ( Kumbhzkonam 306) which Otto adduce* does not quite

apply, as the topic dealt with is not exactly the same ;
but assuming

it to be oo l« the sake of argument, the " Brahroan-thcologue " who,

by iny-ting 11 stanzas here and there » able to produce nearly the

same result as the person responsible to giving a VedSntic ending

to the Mababharata chapter in question, will have to be regarded

as an author with a definite and comprehensive purpose in view. Fur-

ther, in all ieriousness, we must ask wliat could have possibly led our

“ Brahman-theologue ” to inuasperec hi* own interpolations in so

haphazard a fashion ? It would require more argumatfs than what

Otto has in his armoury to convince an unbiased reader of his

Tract VI is the largest single addition to the Gita that Otto

permits. It extends over 107 stanza-;, and it has undergone, ac-

cording to Otto's showing, tampering to the extent of 32 additional

stanza* (indicated by us by starred numbering) by at least five if m<

seven dillercnt glwsatore. Amongst there is o! ecume our usual

friend, the '' Brahman-thmlcgue,
1
’ but there is aim the Advaitic

theist and the Dvaita thcist, bcsid« two or three petty, non-decript

authors.'

The Tract, according to Otto, is designed to set forth at first

the ScSvaia-Yoga as the basis for a aiperHiucture of ViSistadvaita

L Namely, ibe Brahimn-chrokiguc, Marred ruimtxrs 28-32

;

Dvaita ThriH. No* 22-27
;
AdvaiU Theist, No* 2-7

;
Mytbologkc, No*

16-21
: ImiUtor of Tract VIII. No* 811 ;

Miscellaneous No* 1. 12-15-
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Bhakti o! an inchoate type and not yet as a completed system of

phflcaophy. The Tract which covets Chapters VI to IX ol the

Gita. eayi Otto, presupposes Tract V, L &, Chapter V oi if* Gita,

and therefore necessarily Tract IV (Chapter XIII) to whkh Tract V
is an appendix. Tract VI rakm the same question as Tract V,

but aims al giving a more precise and eon«t arawer to it. There

must have been, according to Otfo, two separate. authors of there

Tracts. Tract VI sets forth (Manna VI. 16) the NlrvSga » the ideal

and ret the Samkhya Kaivalya of Tract V. Subsequent to the addi-

tion of this Tract the Gita became a Poem of 453 stanzas. The text

of the Tract tuns as Mows—

SIXTH TRACT

(
Bhakti-theology on the basis of *1With )

VI-IX

’-fwrjtijTra—

1 wmfair- *37^ TO Stfft «: t

s =i flttft » *r ft<fsr-
:
*nfea: n t.i n

2 5 •i-uKii'ift tr tpw i

•t *fPft w II f.7 II

* l -uiwfl4*ifo i

•TPirfaw (IpN ot ; TO'ijj^Tct M i

3 57i 15 *£5*1% •* i

m*SeTO°ftfl 5PTI¥5?.Tfl'S^ II V* U

4 3c*«!’M*wtra i

OTffcr WTOl <:y<IH7 fiSOW* II f.h »

5 spgroiiwwpJ WiffiTiror fito t

awiw-ftg 7^ 5375. 11 f-5 11

6 RtmWT- aSTriBK WHWT 1

#nVifi«S^5 fwr RRpnr45>- 11 11

7 gatftgWdHW IT I

gw «H«IWWWH: II n

ws»ifc ^ 11% ttegfe^fir^a 11 Ia 11

9 rftrfr gsrfKT WMURWF* <7% TWtl: I

q«r*l 4U<V«WT SfiTsfintonr- ti f.i» 11

10 & SfifcR ftqtHld*itlipi5 : 1

VL-N
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1 1 afom W: I

gs-jratonaftairi II V1H 0

12 'Til flTflftdcra TpTT: I

I&W nrftnp w teranrsar^. u «

13 R?lPW*r fm»ftfaRTfcl? ft'T'T: I

JpT: 93»T Rftsl g* Mints m<: II «.1Y II

14- gsriM tristh tfrir SwunTO: i

-Itflff ftiftlWlt II %A\ II

15 qWlsfer R S««rcs«H: i

s »m?ft *W it SAS i»

16 g«nr<ft?i<CT gsrnzpi i

g^aisatnq jjPit *ntft j:3«r a t.i*

n

Pw»: nro*wt <rn u vi« u

18 TTOI MRfiTWl ^IRT Utl-IT Pi<H I

sW ssftpRi g^rat 4IWWW; n n

19 AjW<HTT ftp ft«j: 'fl'HJ^I I

w ^tothris iwnraift 3«rf?» uW u

20 *5**nwf*fl« ^ i

m «5i s am; n s.<o u

21 «r 3*^1 nret «r4 ««» -lift* ss: i

qftspr ftrat s gOTTft INlWt II SAX II

22 feai^^iViftqrt i

« Pw*r iw* wftsfti^wrtroi it S.\\ ii

23 $WW'CH. K^TPTOTI ftiliSWS: I

^ai^*'«T*t faftWJ WHW: II S.’.Y II

24 i^TK&^qi #«z«raar i

aTW^PT *H: T-Kl R ftni&H II 4.V\ II

25 vSi ranfc *nwa»wrR»r«
i
i«si cmfrwwfr «rt r%ilii s.v ii

* 2 umbras? bs atfto 1

wrrwl s.xo n

* 3 g?ri<i w-mrs 'fptr ftcsron: t

5i}.t BKiTwfrrHrer georas-l u M« »

* 4 fff*pwi7srr-i nrsrft i

Ctnj^TPT «rfs iiW 'I

4
5 at id 'Rsft e*! s aft Twft i

wnt R RTOift RflM swwfit " X.l» "
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6 *?l *Ti I

tffai T*nsr>;ft « «jtfr Hftoftl il n..9» ii

* 7 «4 iwft <flsjw t

aa *n Aft? «t 553 a il'fi Toil ira: n m? n

3Rpl 33T5

—

26 *fls4 TtU: nil'll «T3»jr*l I

tpTCTi * fWRT 11 MXII
27 ‘To^ri ft HO: UBlfU <8^ I

awft Rrng ai<ilRtj n 5.}* u

28 HO) ijftHj OSH 1

srwjreter 5 3<ik*i * wit li S.Vr il

29 HHOBIcHOT «frft S^n-S *t oft: I

W-hot 2 TJTOT sFFrrssrgsron: » t.u i

•on3) -Tioyfefi of oft yw n n

31 *Wtoaforeftew i«v*w o*ift i

KSlftsd HST*I5t ftjpt B3PT: tfa II W II

32 ^-*1 STW V^l BgnerjjpiH; i

<0<*0: <j»l'-INIW &TT 0 gROOtf II S-l'. II

'Afotjijari

—

33 w5 V«u orgs fomaww •arft i

«r ft WTfjw^ ara o°3ft n V<* u

34 sira gmiyrit siwft: «rar: i

g*Rt «faaf ^ flt'isretsfflarcft u s.vi u

35 OtPWJfa i«ft MtUdIH. I

ttsfe; ijdwTt «t% 3PO *r<lonji V*3
. n

36 at it ijftfrfW 3*ft I

«ra% O A(1» *50^ II II

37 'pfalfto itfo fkpft BTOtsft A: I

fS«;*l<fif otopi sis^ajnftoAit u l.w n

38 SIlHrilA-(W«2 4)01 f&sftftro i

sma^q iaww i orft »«l n e.y’a ii

39 aoftirataSra oPft natsfo*

1

f̂a-̂ raimt $<ft Awi«iiiit «*!# ii \.v\ ii
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40 atSwraft nshrRWWT I

sam ns? *it at t »t gw-rat *ra; n u

[
ylanargTi'i— ]

4

1

Ht-'Riawai: art aft gsra, ‘W'3:

*r«?rt sas at wr supjfc 'i '*•1 •>

42 art its? aas^aft? i

43 ag*ar«Jt «4P3 sferoft fircft i

arciiaft ftswt n^nt am am: a ».* ii

44 itStoatsaft ag: 3 aar a i

mm ?ffta ^ faar it ».v il

45 aa^aftapa^i ajrfS faft:a TOa. i

jftrgaT a?iaT5» tfo* ara% n u

46 »P^ aa'pnqwna i

fi5 Rwei 3H5: sro saopror n *>;« n

47 «w >wrt araia. fiftafer aaaa i

aft *riS« ate jj= aftaai 53 11 *.« 11

* 8 tert?n«a aaifra srftreyai:

'

3°S: W ^ 4l»a '15 II o.< II

• 9 parw a irtwiSa ftawft •

tfl*t tit'll swift* oiM 11W "

“ 10 45a si pi^ifial fitk art «*iw«n.

sfsjfcaarffw pwlsifeapnn " ».*• "

’ll a** aaa-iP^a aiatrnftafftsH 1

aafasst »$j urats/fer awfa 1 o.n u

48 ^ 5ra gifta« arar (HWIW 'l 1

an i^ra ftft a Hi aa ^ aft 11 ^ \ u

49 ftrag*w>»iit?fc: ua9i? tunt »

aff?a aiftaiaift aftw?: naaran ll >0? ii

50 S{al sfti gnaa; aa amr s<wai 1

area n aao% araftsr aaSfl ft 11 'O* 11

51 a ar i^st^-n «j?f: imft •rcwr: 1

aica
-
T??iT,a' f^rgr arwrftjfti: 11 ii

52 agftai *ra«?1 ai sai: gsftPfls^a 1

w-ff fsisigcar^ sirtt a •xaTa n s ii

53 Stag's 1

unit rg srftaiwrqg « a «a 6«: 11 j.v> d
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54 at ^ iPH I

anftWT: a 5’*^ HT&fngrRi II y*.U n

55 ng*t 3Pnror% aw«ii< at saatf i

«IS*W: asSlft a a«rtaT ggfci: u J.n |l

56 v-lu-ds-«<8nr:
|

ft ft HfcST ftOftT: Wat II «A» II

57 at at at at ff3 w«: wiaifSatir^ i

aw apr«al w«t ariw u »ai n

58 a nfti #m g«wwi iraaaigft i

suit « aa; ««r a*ta &f|ar^ 14 aift. n *»ax n

59 5 •ed *Nt i

fcn* *aawt *nPa agro arfsa araft ii ».\\ n

60 w®rw wfepr-rti swat awffl*: i

a* awsonaaft aaisaaajrvm. ii «*ay ii

61 arc 5si?i: saw jfpwraTHaiia: i

xpfsft aTfiraraift ot«t anraasran u <*.vs h

62 ^f5 na^idiS? aaararft ai^a i

afftwrfa a >unft at 3 as a ««a n *a* ii

63 rMstasgaia ffapii|a arm i

sa*jprflt ftati stf arfaf afcia r <»a>» n

64 ^at t^aaft m awHi gw^ani i

^ Fi-faftyt i *nra» at swar: ii»a« ii

65 wroroihaw awiftw aafta & i

a a* n&y sRaawrrt -niywa. ii *.\\ it

66 qrfagnd^a at mfoaga a &$ i

a at St u ».*• »

M^a aara

—

* 12 Rv 3?«b fea^ort ft <rt 3«at*a i

afttjr a ft ntwafoM ftg=w n <.*

"

‘ 13 «rftw *a s&s* aSsfaa; ag*Ert i

awaift a ** Wflfo fftamaffc " <• ’•

"

^laaarjjia—
* 14 wtit ** art «arais>»nrR3«ft i

4P>T'fl**M) Pra^t: il <.9 H

* 15 sjftftji sd aw: SMlAta*'
aftpitertara ?i *ram <rc n *y »

67 aiarera « aiita rtrt.5531 -t^-Na, i

a: asmt a asW aift nwa ana: ii e.'y n
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68 n A TO *n* *e«q
i

S £3* m 0*ITOT&B: II M II

69 flwro. HRawT 1

1

II6.«» II

70 I

<rw iwfaftswt .1 II

71 «ft gncjiisciferr

«4w HI(m*i&*W-

fTOT: lHHK 0 n

72 JPimr&

•iwor jrtft €l>nta 3* i

sjtSw aror^w

a * it swrift fa**1! 11 "

73 ow»
9tfirl JHHflt 41rHI*il: I

nw«5 -wstT

a*% n oi ii

74 trismft tow tot ift ftow *r i

Tjtowwiaw ntwfttor ot<r»r?qrq u o* n

75 5* TO wipa. nmgroa: i

=7: spjtPt n »rft TOir nfiH u o? "

76 eto 'it «il wft itoui: i

flWlj g««: T.t ftlOg'IW qtfto: II Ov II

77 nrj’foi 333RU yriwuHiiiMdn i

•n-giwr h$rhh: graw frwt jkt ; ii ii

78 =n TOJfWnite: g;m*ffots#i i

nrg^w 3 ja&q a ii o$ II

HfS <j‘l'ie*li«U as^Rraf^t 3*1: II c.l j II

80 3t*nrCT®f: jwqwj?<i«i'»
i

'!«'* toio=^ *Arerota% n <.i* ii

81 *E'flW n rrfio *IWI *131 Sitort I

j~qrnits«!:: n>5 awas-m ii n

82 'Kwwia.g tfwtswbwvpfsiipjir't -WtH'- i

$ to? gag *Wtg * ii c.\* n
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83 TfW I

4 sit a new aw to ii i.w u

84 3«: 9 ««•- <n»? nasi nvroiwi i

*P!FfT:CTTft to 33^ l|fi.3^ II

* 16 as *i* 3a fliTns: i

saim siftr 4w awr3 «\<ti* 11 <.?? n

*17 afSialfajr gr v^aim ircnmni
ITT SCTiTT -T5«fa *B 33T: II <.W a

* 18 XBt <|.%«WI $*n: TifllrlT 1

a? HKurt nfNWWt 3P5 fcaift ii e.vt ii

* 19 gs«^ «xt till snra: srsft aft t

<w*i gsr: n <.« u
* 20 Jft aftr arf ara^sM! a*ft w» i

fwra.«% *&S atagnft aais* n <.3"U
* 21 <*3 *r%!| 3T.u 3a

51^5 uq s"o>sS srijea.1

"Wfi j (Vi?mi

4t*ft at HiagJfl Tia-i.ii ii

[ stsaagaw—

]

* 22 ft a ft 5C3IT arpr^gSTlft l

tjift flifwi Hlw&Sgarq u •..* ii

* 23 <iafasi cragaiMtosm

i

irwgwit v*4 «g*» a^«®ra3. 1 *.? H

* 24 awstfRi: i*ar asftarw >rt3a i

**im «i fftafeft •fca<Mi<«4Pi ii a.? ii

* 25 aai oafttf «4 JPR^raafftai i

aworfft sft^iTTp! a ar? ft'-rifMct: ii a.* ii

*26 3 a nwnfft to ft aPrfcwu

-fc'-JS T H3W^ -"RiMII *iJT-IM3: II V* II

* 27 ftra arj: sr-t. •

3>r aalft aiwf^prvj it h

85 aft-CTTH 4^-33 B?f4 31TT BIRWIH. •

‘Kc'ltjft 3-1W lift v<Ki ®9*W?l ll '••J II

86 affft OT38HWJ 33: 33: I

HjiMiafen fttasaaf sta4$9ir<t ii %•* ii

87 a t at fitfft «ai*i fftarfer vRua
i

a^Hftaq-juftaac is ftg u u

88 aaiT^a sjS?: htctsto. i

^3<naa ^3a wifsaftwt uw 11
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89

90

91

92

29

33

31

32

93

94

95

96

97

98

93

wTTMfcr a! ipr wg«fl agfliwra, i

qt wntnar-:^ «ra n i u

atcm fltroqkrt Mwa: i

rarfr.i rgfl fan: « s.i 3 h

jTTW^g at qnJ i

?W1 HJWtawqgil \.H II

an<t ii&rait «t <fRra ieaar; i

ct wwt ftRjpiT ii vw ii

Aii'Wf-i nra* caafr «ngqrsft >

<c**a ir»; viH n

ni ?g<cw mipreJlovn. i

^flRc«Tfi'ni<q5qf?P?r jtw. 11W h

R-nqnrq ci'f-n «rmr «ttt fSTRT 1

W«(Wtat**tTir*3*f'»"W
nffrial ng: mpi f^qra: TK'i flK 1

ir-i*: saw: kh Pwrt '.t*

'

q«timjtnf <9 (^ i2*i‘?,,i^i fa ^ 1

Ma^ivagi » 3.V* 11

ftftqfi at w!*wi; 'I'rmr

n5K^i Ta'ifo Hnfcpt i

h jraaimi

jwrt fefq irtPR n *..3" ii

ff ft gam ?sr^i3t'fe ftsn&

tf5» ftmPd i

oq ^qwgs'w
'ETUIS OTTOTI S»T% II V31 II

apwnH'CT^it af & **4: i

&*rt fiHifojprt qp^nnu vu ii

frwwfrwurai saHrfNar- i

asfa nwq qfcaq qaafl^faq^Ui vM n

ft «frr«rct *fl^i a a i

a g nmfirarifia aYnflTflwsjtJn t* ii vv* ii

qiPa %qnar 'Png Pi^j inPa ftgqai: i

Hjrcft qifta aifta wjifiuirsfa qtg u v3*a ii

3*7 <fia aft st a aw aq-wfi i

'JsVlrM-I: II II
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100 nn qaqtlft Jst i

»rci. 8tw& sflstte ag. JT-w'm. n \

*

ti

101 E»TS*7T^^?’ ntpra i

^sra'il'gn.Roi Sg^T n n

102 tmts? * q fcwftsffcr jt ras: i

i g at «^n nfa ft n vu 11

103 am %t. g5<RiO *:?% i

srg^j a fiJ3iiTwr<ir $ e: n \.\° n

104 mf<I wrar Gt<regfr i

«pffa tjftxsftf? * ^ >ra: anwift » ii

105 HT «n»S 'Wlfeq ^sf4 tg: i

IWl Swann masft to ji^j u \.\\ 11

106 It g«ra?3r»n: gt»n »m fraftpror i

Hangs' strfire' nM mt n Ml «

107 05^1 *rarsft »rt -wtst; i

ui'^'-rfq g^aannr*i Hfro-yu: u m* 11

Faced with any alleged interpolation of this eon. the 5iu

question that has naturally to be aaked is. what cculd haw been

the plausible motive of such continuous additions snd interpolations ?

Otto assures us that Tract VI means to give a more correct reply to

the same question that was mooted in Tract V. But Otto has

perhaps misunderstood the question raised in Tract V. All along,

the GR5 never loses sight of the main question ol Aaksi or No-

actica which W3B ha starting point ; and even in this Tract that

themo props up at the most unexpected place—e.g., stanza VIII. 7 :

mam musmaia yudhy/i co—when the disaissw was about the

power of one's thoughts at the moment ol death. That main theme

our Peen amaidcns from various points ol view with a lull setting

forth of concrete cases, conditions anil contingencies. Tills inevitably

lends into an occasional excursus or digression. But unless there are

compdlme reasons. it wxild be an error in methodology to regard

every' new point-ol-view a* a new interpolation.

Much of Otto’s discussion here is concerned with certain

differences of opinion between Garbe and hirmdf as regards tire

alleged interposed character of certain passages. The difference

is set forth in the following

W-—

o
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vm. 1-4

vnt »-2r

vm. 23-23

IX. i-a

vm. i-4

|vm. 23-25

c:

Rnrarka and criUdsm a! Otto

Repugnant to the main theme.

Kot VedflnOe, bat Advaia-dhakU.

The f-’arua tits In with the context

Imi tail's Tract VIII In style and tbcnuht.

MSrS does not here mean Illusion, but

CteMWcpowcr

Not pothwra, Out Adualo Ilh**a

See above, VTI 14-15.

Not suUtfdinaticg of la vara to Brahman,
Ixit vice tow.

i
Gloss which pervmts the sense ol VII.

23-30.

Asolutcly nccdcc to complete Vm. 13.

Mythologicalgb»
Uvula character of this OTerknlced by
Car*

By Including IX. 15 Otto daanns a end-
cum against Gorbr for icjfetirg the

Mowing passage, which, both aercc.

to “VeClmtx:'' in tone.

IX.

IX.

16-19 fflX 16-19

Tctsl rejewd
by Gatbe . 42

gives a note to

rejects the Otto
far as I wifi

to

Totel rejected

by Otto 32

After i careful review of the above passage* in their context, the

air of conviction with which both Carte a* wdl as Otto dub

certain lines as Vedantic or non-Votentic, proBhakt: or anti*

Bhaiti, cannot but fail to arouse an mcrtduJous anile in a

third party who may not b? personally interested in the above

display of differeixes between the Master and the Pupil. Garbe

had only ore enemy to fight and every word or idea which aroused

a suspicion of his influence wa3 dedated to te taboo. II:S more

• It ix rtnmge to find Otto rendering iarvan idam in iL VIII. 22 by
" caa OM."
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eceseienticus pupil draws diRriminaling lines. He is afraid tot

one that ought not to be suspected a auspecto!, not lot one that

ought to be suspected escapes suspicion. The result is that the

lino of demarcation hie so finely drawn that one crosses and tr-

cn*s*s them continuously and almost unconsciously. And the tran-

sition is made with ell the greater facility because every glossator or

interpolator, Otto tells us,

1

disguises the newness of his own con-

tribution by repeating verbatim or in substance an idea already

present in an earlier part : for example, the Dvaita Bhakta in

IX. 3-t repeats the phraseology of the Advaita Bhakta in VII. 12

May we take Otto’s permission to tdl him that even Vedinthts of

the type of Sankara in the well-known lines—

Jrcrpft ;rw cw$ a wrftafn; i

aigst SfX: e?pt <r tot: u

have perceived nothing inconsistent in subscribing to such sentiments

in their entirety.

The next Tract—Tract Vll-begim from II. 39 (the first

passage which causes every new reader of the Bhagavadgita to

xumble) and gos on to the end oi the Fourth AdhySya. It con-

sists of 99 stanzas which the ” Brahman-*J»»Iogiie " has inflated by

another 20 stanzas of his utual " gloss." After the addition of ihe

Tract the Gita reaches the extern of 552 Manns Otto points out

that the Tract claims to net forth, as contrasted with tire ” SSibkhya "

view-pcint treated upto that point, the “Yoga" view-point

(budrlhir Yoge tvimam <ru). but is actually permeated by

Samkhya ideas, and affords nothing oi Yoga technique. One

should have imagined that this very circumstance should have

compelled Otto to reconsider h:s own notions of "SSrhkhya ’ and

“ Yoga ” as the words are used in the present context- The ideal

of ecstatic cquijxase-Buddh:- or Samsta-Yoga-which is here

preached has points of similarity with the Stoic ideal of Alarodo.

and it h said to have emanated frwn Kf$oa hinedl as the Adiguru

(IV. Iff.). The-SSmkhya of the Tract can therefore be said to

be Sefvara-SSmkhya ;
hut Ifvara a3 the object of devotion iBhakti i

ii ccupicuouB here by utter at*cn<* : It is the magical power of

knowledge whereby to know a thing is to become ore with it that

is here emphasised. 'Hie Tract ran* as follows- -

1. Ukrlraktel*. p. 38.

2. “ Nicht cin inrice- Wort" ay* Otto If n solitary word woe

to ruff.ee. it would be easy to pnnt to " matpareb " in II. 61 : cf.

bI*i III. 31
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SEVENTH TRACT

(
TOR or Sf'PPI subsumed under FWflfS as )

IL 39—IV. 42

( tfiM'Wiil*— )

1 «rt jtefflfprr *rt«* gia^iln fiasri viz '

firer gTEt tot qp5 t«Ta=4 a?iwfir u u

2 ^eif*rwnnsf-T 9fww> h few i

RR1RR ww SHA& flpfr •kit n 3.Y* II

3 onOT&nir §W*W i

5^01 swts»iTOifiWH “ VO ”

4 arfc-l sf^Tcit 3Fi arR'ifWan: \

MITOWtlfT a-t^T: II VO II

5 *TTOTOT: wtar I

f»'JT^5laa5«f SEt M VO II

rubriSto gfe: wr$t a swra n ivy ii

7 Srysq&TOi ^iji fiiSnpai tors-i i

fttntr fewvawl MWjta towt* n vv^ u

8 SHEP3 3<pli0 0*13:
I

?raTT.095 mpn« farafl: ii ii

9 an°ro :;*reK^ sit **ito i

m i*igfot«n % *ra>wa*$ft ii 3.** ii

10 fllER: fX TOW 8# ?WRt |

Rmatti'SaT: ti-’f ‘jaT 0sn4 ata aroll ii ^.v« i

1 1 itw cat a# I

(RIHlPlUl «*WI: ‘Mdd4: II II

12 3%«t "fliftc 3^ g*d4**a I

cwtfNH gwR sfPi: *3g *hran uw u

13 Rfa gftjpfl f| >wai TOTftn: i

q? TORfTOITOT II VM II

14 a1? *1 Ruffes i

ntf «is<n& a n vv. i

15 «y?fofiNvi ft aai WTRft fi*as
i

snroiTaai ffSRat 4l*wai'«fe ii vo u

16 ft^rcrai^r *n*r %<?t i

Rw'ft: ft 3WT^<r terror n ii
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1

7

a Jitjifo to iron; OTk T'i
i

MRTOMtPdl jJS: fWfl'JJWKl'WS II II

18 g% f5*TW25: I

^*T3’8gft*io4l^ II VM II

19 *: yr-5 gfligw^ i

stwsrois s gffe <151 sji stsIstt u V\« u

20 bs# a# untarrars ttTO: i

• SSI Hftfon II \M6 II

21 fowl 5ftn: i

wwl rats^fii at ?^r #*#& u \.h\ ii

22 =ratft is# 353=3 ftafkiT: 1

*Pwrft snraTft ejPs bto w: ii 11

23 arft nsffti #j=? jw w#ct nw: i

TO ft »i#P**tfi (W sw sftfon 11 ?,.% t 11

24 ‘B*?# Swift 331: 0^33*»i«id 1

flsrn 4<I4& TOJ: TOT.3. ##sfir»P# ti 153 I!

25 #MT5=n?I 4flT«: itfiftrS MjRflriH: 1

tyftvftBsfisw# 375*1^ TO^fJ 11 a 11

26 orgaftg^j i

II II

27 Mfil^ 3T3j:5IRt jlfttwWWlJfc I

swifts# «ng gfo 11 \A\\i

28

29

30

31

*rft<T fi^FRi * *ng«:pj «T3sr 1

ii TO?FFT(T: JOfaOTIFflCT FT: 3^1. II »

?P5«t»tt ft ’Wri i

aroi ??ft vjrt «i§i!raSwnT& 11 \.%» 11

TOTBPI Hpfflift BTO: I

Wf aftfiwril \.*e II

•TT ftm lrf»8TI# TOrt #J# I

tot waft vpnft w Pun TO*tit gft: u Mmi

32 aai^PiTOKlft^

of^n-. nfiraPff 1
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33

34

H5cir« 4 5TS?lf*I RR

u aTifcrasftft -i *nrent n u

ftp*- srara. u: irara. yita^ 1

ft*il ftWsw: <i wfauiRm^ft n n

inn ffinfr rwt: <rri spa ftpr-* i

wift^^Ri i ii

Sign 3A7R

—

35 raratft ^wmw urn i

or ft aft *rf fofcwfe ii Vi ii

36 si# gft ctntfh *r

'

5? fir!<ic3 *ra n h

*A»r*WT3*re—

37 fj^ar (^t gn 5fw rams i

prntiw W4Ar«t artffarn h n

38 R «tn«raTWTfc*?i
i

a q 4'c<wr« raft SRwreflrt n \y n

39 R f? PTON HI3

11^ HR5T: W Rf: Hrlc&'fti: II I.'a I)

40 «3£carfr rsw v amir mrar rrr. i

N^sicRI HU": R 3^it II II

41 RRRT ftA^KR^ijR 1

i6^P?5: •iA4'l*mU’S: R fefmAR II II

42 faft pWS*l 34Plt STEfa: |

R^RSraiN *1 & * »Rl^KW>l; II \,C II

* 1 nwflRRi-w-^n ^linsa otirr: >

<& *i*ta g«p»: rraier 11 ?.«. n

* 2 wmiu R5T 3*1 3<^«n HRWir- 1

«itR SfftwraiTl RSR-lE'iiflyj; II ?A° Ii

*3 W'wr^i S %or hi'R^j 1

RWt RIW3: *i: 1v=W*pl I *M '>

4 p^filur^ffe at 4ai <ijHifani: 1

fc^n-wnWi ot gcw pr =a re 11 ?.?? 11

* a =Tfas1«R: p*ir g*q*W «$T*fc<p|: '

g?rt * nri oni % •-"nSitH’iK'iT'T n 3.13 1

* 6 *WI*^Pn ‘pi* TAii'.7H*m: 1

Rsnurfri qsr. «Ssg«<r: 11 ?.*,« 11
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• 7 to i

AtMIfl. g4b" *W fnBT flfc 11 J.Vl H

' 8 p.4 aaiW «* argaio-ftf e: i

*ragftfiw rqft bN n4 e v u

* 9 iyaiw>rrf<B bibb: i

BtiB'BB a faeww bsi4 a fror u «.*« 3

*10 JW BtFt>T WPT I

B btb «4gi»j «4ra4*TO«T: ti IM h

43 ^WT'TStP: BHB $R TO SB1B? I

anrat 1«: II \A\ II

44 <s4$a ft e^fearretmr tosito'- i

Bit4ii<Haria ii vv «

45 ^IWIflSl ^BWRftfeKt TO: I

B Bfl.'B f5f» II II

46 b ^ Bratfer to®# rag st%g f%sa i

BTBBwrarasj aS tra b u \.\\ ii

47 «ft Hi B Btf* 313 B^CBBRgB : I

BB BtBtgTOTO B3*BI: H«f BBS: II II

4B ate b -pil *4 mum, i

B'E'f" 3 TOt Wti^BUftw. 1ST: II \.Vf II

49 BBIT: TO®r&3TBl BBI j4wi BUB I

n vva h

50 b g'iBs bb‘J<hb! ?Ssf)iam i

BBTOlft ^SKg«: BBIBH II \.\% II

51 s^t froawft 3^ TOlft sts: i

arsTOftgcrar *fl1ijSifi» bbj% ii ^.v« u

52 Grafts 5 bfisr) goirof^amr: i

S*ir g*ig b$«i # aar b caa ii u

53 i

BTBf^aftijt BBW.iWlftir IWll ii V3*. II

54 aft ea?ft toI&i ^Pii^w-^ai i

*C®I g«« II *.*• II

55 & # Reft* BFWP I

^sfo aflftr ii v^i »

56 B Bigftaf'B & bru i

BBRiafrptOTB. fefclWB^TO: II II
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57f WOT

1

JitW'wnR I

afft irftr fore ft sftwfc a \A\ u

58* a# wqRfrfr i

frati strong ow stafrnft n \.\t u

59t »OTi WH*ii ftgH: 'J'WflTT W-jIviftM. I

^3 fiw Snr: T75flf wm? II UH II

W33 —
60 W«T *E SIS'SteT WTJ Wvto sf*: I

uwftq M«lfo fofl&?T: II II

wW'iw^wr*!

—

61 trarrstg^ wr-preg-** i

wjrcwt fljiwrflT firafoSis *Hr>in n 11

62 q3|«lBn% WRW’nwsf ^ i

jwlf^-iiiiil W'Iwmi iftpnspw. ii
\.\e ii

63 MR? filtieH Olftst I

*-wott «l^r« n n ii

64 jfwwrti ir> gfew rft ’jTWjpa^

Wor4stp^w ^W, u V»® ii

65 i4<f«j wwi*t i

TTOW 3*ft fr? fl!WWr*HI«*i ii \.n ii

66 fPWlft it WE:
I

H-ivta HI sQt^ 1*3*3 9: II ?.»3 II

67 <w 5* it gwi «iw*WEW«r<Rin
i

ar% insraRl 5<l'.w.n n \.*\ ii

[
MtH'J'ngWTW— ]

68 *« frwft ijW «1 rrflMSM«wiiv :

fWOTiJR^ vrc *gftw^srtta; n o ii

69 itHTSIfTStW <RTT'ft fig: I

M WP1T wW flY: qt3Y II V.\ II

1 Veras III 33-35, in- ir the UkrtrsitoU. p. 42, laid to be marginalia,

but as they are printed in the translation in the regular type of a TrSktatc.

I have indutfed them :n the Tract A note to the Translation indeed gees

c«w better and w fer omitting all the Barcas from IK 33 to TIT 43.

This 7i one of the otveral indications available to prove that our author
088 unable to duic *W»olute certainty of onvictioo ‘or many of his

aAdosum
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70 *r i?*t4 wr fts*i %!: altB: g<raa: i

•rwtsfe a wit aft ctT$ww. ii \.\ n

»|p 33FT

—

71 ant *=fl 5t (t«r<4jjf: i

aWhrfj'JIRlJlt HRTijt TTOUTOl II x.t I!

eftjpHia^N

—

72 njfil & wsfonft awrft <w i

awij 'M 9^> a -4 ata? u y.'s n

73 araisft <w«wwi *£ns'nj‘t>sosf’T i

sffy wrefasra ftwrwiwmw ii *.e ii

74 w -J^i ft xAw *8lfipJafir *m i

«»5rOTinra«ra a?i>iM smwp*. n •*.»
ii

75 iftsmra ^nsira a i

a^^wroariitn 'Warft S'' •• o

76 <r# a & aft 3$! 3f9rT I

R3?3r 3B Jfrfw Sfrt «tS&T 11 II

77 tffcrcrowHn^ W^f'; >

ajat raaw i <pn mnot n *.1°

»

78 4 q»n ni :m4 ata&r '

SCT H3WT: 1T9 II X.l ' II

79 ST^pi: sW ftftwt *5 *I<TT: '

%s ft at% ftfgfrift «faT ii x.n n

80 «naW wi s? ,j|i+4R*i(*ra: i

aw uriwft ct ftwwlowm n v.n ii

81 a «i a & sfrnfe *?i(\ i

sfi* at atsfiraiHTft stffir* a <rwa ii x.m ii

82 «tt *wt *3 «a sggft; i

is *«FT # g?at w* u ». I's u

83 I* *4 fewifft aastsw* atftai: i

aa *4 oatsift TWiar aV^sgaia n x.iv ii

84 *M Pft 3RP9 ats^ a N«T: i

wrtnw "tsW «nr*t «Wt aft: ii j ii

85 *4W*P 5: a -CT 3: I

a afelTa a 3^: Tip'll. II V.V II

86 subs aarwi: •wdiwai'&ir: i

aarj: after? g*n: ii r.n ii

vi—

P
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87 wwt 'pftvsrc'r fowjtft '

Ifi»«(ira9.tiis^ TO ftftawtfr «: II V.H« II

88 nwriqter-

1

jirfl? to* ta fefcroif. u *.\\ u

89 *wn«w4jt> wiJIal ftaw: i

TO: Sr^raMl * q ft*W7f II Y.« II

go nrofw gw BHnft*re^re: i

OB^iqW: to«» ii
*.'!U u

* 1 1 TOnte "Si aem: jto. i

•da TO Ffl'd •Bti-TOli'RT (I V.^Y II

* 12 itf a'lw-r: agorpft •

TOmnrot *o *liMHji*fa i y.*h r

* 13 tawfiij 3*ft i

y'-nsM, r^caiftx 11 n

* 14 toW#S«w#*Wl”
srrawafl«f^l Htf* 11 *.*» "

* 15 shtoustob i

nm^mw too: wtawn: u v«v 11

* 16 «m& =iffa ort oi^or narft

'

gmrcwwft ??si JrnnTOKwn: n *m n

*17 ^ ftTOTITCi: arnr^Rl^ gift 1

«raftd mrofowmTC n 11

* 18 jwftrawgal orfo •» tow^r.
afc&swmrw jrfrsw: 5^n 'i x« ii

* 19 «M «fftqT «« ftrar •unt* g$ '

ta'rpj.ftrS bimi Pnnwfi » v -?? 11

91 $oh. (PTOOrqjs^rTOii-- qfcrc i

*rf Vfffe* OP* ^ qftTORra II X.\\ II

92 aftorta «rfci£* ta»i i

sofeqfifl & «ra wftawntfta; it ».** ii

* 20 «=btsi 51 Sipftjqq qrw3* n"«o i

ta ‘yroitan sawrwrot *ift «*.9*»i'

93 *tfa T^l: #ai: qTTJTO: I

fPliftfa ^f^pt TOftwife II v.^i II

94 otaifo Hfti5iafr4»TO?i, $vts$4 i

rMi>ir- ’ij-'iWiWi *nrora_5^ tot ii '*.\ it
ii

95 q s? Bita OTii oiJaws ftarrt i

2H 4l lUiRl5: 'Eltaliqfil fa'-.ft II V.^6 II

96 FH ??K: 'iidPs^: I

0H aroi qq jsPTO^t'nPPTqq^ it Y.$q ii
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97 qsnnfflr
i

etitsffcr a 3twtw: n y.*<* ii

9S ^bwl'WWffa tiRiifi)<ra5Kl ( i

sn*»rawt q «nft ftwPtr cAsra n v.-n u

99 PW flMlftwlSR: I

3sfJ *flCT ii ».»». ii

On a careful reading of thi3 Tract by itself it will be dear that

the arguments urged therein have a fairiy doec bearing upon the

situation which supplied ‘-he occasion to the BhagavadgWL Otto

says' with reference to stanzas IV. 16 ff. that the issue raised herein

is much too genera!. "For, in the iota oi Arjuna nothing at all

was asked about the general relation Between Karman and No-kai-

man. Such theological finess** had not troubled him in his rifSda. It

was not whether action binds, but ihc altogether concrete concern

aa to whether one should kill worthy teachers, whether one could

dare to ignore the sacred tics oi relationship, that had aroused his

lii&da." One is surprised to read this in the work of a philosophical

thinker of the calibre of Rudolf Otto. It is because Arjuna had,

by his arguments towards the end of the First Chapter, raised the

question cf the moment from the sphere of the particular to that of

the universal that a general discussion on Dharma-Adhaima, Acttco-

No-action had to find a place in the sequel. As Sagkara says

—

ttW+i!jif5l*5»fii*r Mi-rriitrMt*. mmi'i. II

Arjuna is thus the “nimiua" of the Lord, but in another sense

than what Otto tmderataadB in XI. 33.

Secondly, when Kreoa had taken all the trouble' in Chapter IV

to prove that Vedic sacrifice is not the only kind of sacrifice, but

that there woe many varieties of it. and that properly interpreted

any postponement of the immediate and the lower for the remote and

the higher (eg. the farmer sowing liis seed and not immediately

consuming it) is a sacrifice, to quarrel with ya/Hiydcaratak Karma
(sein Werfc aim Opfert bringen) as though the passage meant to re-

commend Vedic sacrifice, and to sugge.it tliat it is jiBna-yajito. the

magical might of jnaia, that i$ here sought to be emphasised, is

L Ubtrttaalf, p 13.

2. Otto cedits a " Brahman-theolosue " with this. But to dub certain

v«bk in the imaedist; era text, aaxtxrr/ lar the props understanding

Of the passage, as interpolation* and tbsi to proceed to interpret »h«
remains ct the text as involving a tontradicticm or inconsistency is bad

methodology.
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whdly unnecessary.' What is the real nature of this "jtena?"

It is. as stanza IV. 18 says, the Siihkhya doctrine of perceiving

and realising no-action in action and action in t»action
; i, c. in

other words, action freed from yearning and purposefulness (kama-

Mmkalpavarjita in stanza IV. 19). And how is this achieved? Of

course by the conviction that ail individual actions are part and pared

of a cosmic scheme of actions in which God’s will or purpose h

working itself cut. Such a oaivklkxi may come to cnc intcllo:

tually (by the method of the avyakta-upasana) or cmodonallv

(through pe:tonal or vyakta upSsanS). Is this then a> very different

from the Vedintic conception of sarvam khalu idem Brahma expremed

ir. stanza IV. 24 or IV 35 that wc must Separate one set of passage*

from the other a* with a hatchet, and invoke the convenient hypothecs

of a multiple authorship with a view to absolve one from the task

of building up a philosophical synthesis of the whole ?

Wc pass over as not of much consequence the difference of

opinion between Gart* and O.to as to the intcrpolatory character

of ceitain stanzas in Chapter IV. Stanzas IV. 24 to IV 32 Otto

would all reject Gait* rejects only tho6e (viz. IV. 24. 31 and 32)

that contain the compromising word Brahman. Further Otto, while

confessing that the sense to the passage (IV. 26-30) is obscure/

it ready in accuse tbc “ Brahman-thmlogue ” of an intention to ddi

beratdy pervert the meaning of the woMiberating jOana preached

in IV. 34, 3642 as Liough it meant the ritualistic knowledge ol

the magically potent yajfla of Brahmanic orthodoxy. 'Phi* is hardly

fair.

Wo next pass on to Tract VIII, which is a very simple affair.

It is what Otto Inaptly calls the " Kisca-slotra ”
ir. X. 12-42 of 31

stanzas, which would make the elaborated Gita, prior to the addition

of the glosses, a poem of 583 stanzas . Its text runs as follows—

EIGHTH TRACT

INTERPOLATED STOTRA OF KRSNA

X. 12-42

( ;m=r— )

1 it no f? *nn «r» i

gww |i?NS8rf>^rfiui ftgq mo* u

1. The noedt. says Otto, might more properly have been not

ya».14;a acaialab. but paiitriya /Uaratab.

2. Notes to the Translation, p 183.
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2 mgwuw: <i<f i

twt ®ns: wr Na aam » n i«.i* n

3 %w i

3 ft & WU^Sif^ * ?H^T: II V.1Y II

4 tw^wwiww 3?q swftw i

5P1r7% II lo.l'*. II

5 43*riw$fc< ft»H SwfiifR: i

®nr
fl Agfa n n-.« n

6 ** toUJft mi i

%3 *3 * nreg ra^mr n n

7 ftfatawHl fltn ft»|f<T > spiral i

*J5 : *j<^rr wwt h \°.u n

S s*r *t «*rfrwiTfo ftan HWft^W i

arqnm-- $wli snwsnt &ww bh i*.t\ ii

9 arswim ‘J5T%5I 'r4*j'ii54ft,i(T i i

NlpnftN R<fl -T IPRBP3 34 *r II V.*« II

10 NTfJrlTTflWS M“5J4iWli T&tSFH'T I

«rilft<«wftn qy-
ipnnft car 11

i*.3,i u

1 1 WRlsfcfl itflHWftM ^THU: l

#*CT»ii tpreife ‘prr-unfW =nnr 11 V.’^ n

12 wrat fWral i5WtTsrq i

*Tjrt wiwifer nr. fiPirftwn«n 11 i-.'M «

1

3

3<1iat ^ gsi fttfc <r*5 '

air̂ THg **»?. qraraftw nro-- »i i •-** "

14 -43ii Rmapiowg I

5SRt -iTOgls'ta WW<Nri ftHT«4: » '°-V\ »

1 5 »N!>J: 53T«Plt * snw I

r*«fat ftsRN: fa«RT H^ ; " **•" "

16 33:*TOJW*tf fWs I

trraii r^enrl ^mr * wf*m 11 1 •.*»

«

17 wg^Hrus *ra ^iTJiRn *wg* i

sawaiiw «s«4: inWifts -rgfc; 11 V.V h

1 8 *rawoift*r sFrrar <rc*> »twiwr i

fqyninw r siRfl *ra: ^4Kaiflsg ” i °-3S h

1 g O^RHURT Srarai «H; «WT«m I

^|nrt «J JjteflsS foWWRWiq, " »
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SO 73R: RTflfRftR OH: SWSHHW l

HRl^t RTOIlfR «ttd«wlw =*!?*& M 1°.?R M

21 ^wniifnsra i

W-Olctiftjn fttJFlt WT: HRRdl-MH. II II

22 aaonpfwrsftfl J7a : «iwf«w R i

wplRnsR: ««t *raig ft^rfrg^: ii \».\\ «

23 qq: I

9flf3: *t Rifat <3&Tfar «fc OTT II 1 • l* «

24 *5OTTR TOT RI*R| RIRift tJ-fflfRjR. i

RIRTrt RTR?Wf3tf|tpT WW** M II

25 stf gwwwRn aRWRftRRiRi=; i

JRtsfta njwiotsfw RW» RfRiWTRgn. I IMS II

26 Rig’talsftR tn^ra: i

gfaWflij “3IR; ‘t4l«,.l*jllil 5^1 II R*.}** II

27 *°3l WWIK'W ntf?Kft» fipflRtn^ I

JJETli StfR I II II

28 'I'll Pi R^YJjlTRt tftrf
I

R (TOW ftRT im HIWJI *J' WWR II 1°.?' II

29 R^ffsfil RO ftRjftRT WIT I

(ft (jJfWT: ftHrff4t<T?T RR1 II 1 ••*• II

30 *ls;ft*$fcfiC CW4 RT I

RYRTTin^ PT RH HafeJI^RTR. II V.Yl II

31 SWRI R^%R ft Slift dRl#* l

fo*iT5n4 tcWvifc f‘<mf a»t n i".v* n

Otto (rill u* that the VihhOti-vvaroana here given allows a

Pautioic diameter. Garbe had already pointed cut its anal

the Kurma-purSoa 11. 7. 3-17. The four stanzas, VII. 8-11,

exhibit the same character, must have, we are told, come from ;

rent author and furnished a hint to the author of cur Tract,

however suggests that the passage may have been modelled

Balald-Ajataiatru dialogue in the Kaujitalriupanisad IV. It is in-

tended to set forth the view that God is not so much the one in the

many (ur/um in omnibus) as the belt in everything (optimum in

omnibus). But 1 do a* know why both Garbe and Otto are led

to dub the passage as " Vedantic." If the words “ Yo lokatrayam

aviSya" in XV. 17—translated by Otto as “ indem cr in «ie (die

Dreiaelt) eingeht"—con paw muster as Bhabti doctrine of the

S
a

&M
&
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VUnlOdvaita type, I do not we why this Moira (can a text where

God fixate o( himself in the Fine Perecn be called stotra?) should

not be a Bhakti tost.

The “ Original “ Gfta and tlx eight “Tracts ' have thus far

cowiid 583 stanzas 1 of the Bbagavadgfta. Tlx 117 stanzas that

remain are glosses, interpolations and marginalia. We have already

given them above in small type and preceded by starred numberings

in their proper sequence. We can group then together 3B follows—

(i) Samkhya gloss to Original Poem (It 14-19, 21,

23-28. 38) and to Tract 111 (XVIII 13-17)

—

Total stanzas 19

(li) Bralimandheologue’s gk« to Tract II (XV.

12-15); to Tract III (XVII. 23-28); to Tract IV
(XIIL 12-18); oilier Vedantic corrections to

Tract IV (XIII. 2, 4, 27-23, 30) ; glora to Tract

V (V. 6-7, 10. 18-22, 24-26) ; to Tract VI (IX.

15-19) ;
tn Tract VII (III. 9-18. IV. 24-32.

36)—Total stanzas 53

(iii) Bhakti glosses, namely Viiistadvaka gJcss to Tract

VI (VI 27-32) and Dvaita gloss to the same (IX.

1-6)—Total sranzaa 12

(iii a) Bhakti gloeas definitely attributable to Tract au-

thors and counted along with the Tracts : viz,

by author of Tract I (X 9-11, XVI II. 62*5.

67-71—all to the- Original " Gita)
;
by author of

Tract III (XVIII. 50-57, constituting an appen-

dix of ecstatic mysticism to “ Original " Qtta—

Total stanzas 20

(iv) Miscellaneous and doubtful glows : namely, to Ori-

ginal Poem (XI. 7. 13, 15-16, 18. 37-40) with a

view to convert ghounSpadariana inlo viivaupa-

dorUna)
;

to Tract III (XVIII. S-6. 45-46) ;

and to Tract VI <VL 3, VII. 8-11, VIII. 1-4

VIn. 23-28)—Total stanzas 28

(iv a) Doubtful gloss to be included in the Tract as

misplaced text (XVII. 5-6 under Tract IID-
Total stanza:- 2

Total Stanzas 139

Deduct for counting twice - 22

Total stanzas 117

I. Including tlx 20 stanzas of group (iii a) and 2 of group (iv e)

Wow. In the above statement they are counted twice.
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For the “Original" Gita and it* eight Doctrinal Tract* Otto

populates eight dillettnt authors (I-VII1) on the asaiitipr.it>n that

Tract IV and its appendix, Tract V. have but one author. For the 11?

stanzas of “ Glosses" to which authors other than those of the Doctri-

nal Tract* have to be postulated, we would require one Sdrhkhya glos-

sator (No- IX), one Brahman-tlwolofiue (No. X). and at least one

other VedSntic corrector (No. XI), cme V&Sadvaita (No. XII) and

one Dvaita (No. XIII) glossator, and between 5 to 7 miscellaneous1

glossator*. The minimum number of " author* " who, according to

Otto, are responsible for the ptea-tu text of the Gita is thus exactly 18 ;

and for the sake at least of that sacrosanct number one ought to he in-

clined to consider Otto's mercilessly scientific dissection of the Holy

Poem with some reverence ! To understand dearly where the work of

one author ends or is intercepted and that of the other begins or i3 re-

sumed the following concordance will perhaps be found of service. It

is arranged in the sequence of the present Gitl

CONCORDANCE TO THE PSOFCSED STRATA AND AUTHORSHIP

GitA Rderenee
Nature of the

Ten
Author No,

I. 1-47 Original Poem 1

II 1-13 Original Poem 1

IL 14-19 Gca* to Original Peon IX

IL 20 Original Poem I

11. 21 G'xk< to Original Poem IX

II. 22 Original Poem 1

IL ?3-28 Test to Original Poem IX

IL 29-37 Original Poem 1

GlcM to Original Poem IX

II. 39-72 Tract VII VI

III. 1-8 Tract VII VI

III. 918 Glow to Tran VII X
III. 19-« Tract VII VI

IV. 1-23 Tract VII VI

IV. 24-32 Gton to Tract VII X

1. Namely the Bhakti glossator to Tract VI (No. XIV), Imitator cl

Txaet VIII (No. XV), Converter of ghnrarnpo to I'mauifn (No. XVI),the

Mythological gtasator (No. XVII) and at ksW one author (No. XVIII)

lor snail miscellaneous ineertlcra here and there.
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Gita Reference Nature irf teat Author No.

IV. 33-34 Tract VII VI

IV. 3S Glow to Tract VII X
IV. 3&42 Tract VII VI

V. 1-5 Tract V V
V. 6-7 Glow to Tract V X
V. 8-9 Tract V V
V. 10 to Tract V X
V. U-17 Tract V V
V. 18-22 Glow to Tract V X
V. 23 Tract V V
V. 21-26 Glc«t to Tract V X
V. 27-2? Tract V V

VI. 1-2 Tract VI VI

VI 3 Clew to Tract VI XIV

VI. 4-26 Traa VI

VI. 27-32 Glow to Tract VI XII

VI. 33-47 Tract VI VI

VII. Ir7 Tract VI VI

VII. 8-11 Gltwa to Tract VI XV
VII 12-30 Tract VI VI

VIII 1-4 Glc* to Traa VI xvm
vrn. 5-22 Tract VI VI

VIII. 2323 Glow to Tract VI XVII

IX. 1-6 Glc® to Tract VI XIII
IX. 7-14 Tract VI VI

IX. 15-19 Glow to Tract VI X
IX. 23-34 Tract VI VI

X 1-8 Original Poor I

X 9-11 GtowtoOifijnal Poon II

X 12-41 Tract VIII VIII

XI. 1-6 Original Poem I

XI 7 Glc® to Oriciral Poun XVI
XI. 8-12 Original Poon 1

XI. 13 GIo« to Original Poem XVI
XI. U Original Poon I

XI. 15-16 Gloss to Original Pomr XVI
XI. 17 ' Orgin a) Poem I

XI. 18 Clow to Original Poem XVI

v:—Q.
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Gita Reference Nature ol Text Author No.

XL iy-36 ;
Original Poem I

XL 37-40
! Ctos* toOriginal Poem XVI

XL 41-51 ' Original Poem I

XL S2-5S Tract 1 u

XII 1-20 Tract I II

XIII 1 Tract IV V
XI1L 2 Gk« to Tract IV XI

XIIL 3 Tract IV V
xm. 4 Gte* to Tract IV X!

XIII. 5-11 Tract IV V
XIII- 12-IB Gloat to Tract IV X
XIII- is*as Tract IV V
XIIL 27-28 Gtota to Tract IV XI

XIIL 29 Tract IV V
XIIL 30 Glow to Traci IV XI

xm. 31-34 Tract IV V

XIV. 127 Tract II m
XV. 1-11 Tract II m
XV. 12-15 Gto« to Tract II X
XV. 16-M Traa II m
XVI. 1-24 Tran III TV

XVII. 1-22 Tract III (indudmg the

"glra- XVII. 5 61

IV

XVII. 23-28 Gloss to Tract III X

xvm 1-4 Tract III IV

XVIII 5-6 Glow to Tract III xvm
xvm 7-12 Tract III IV

XVIII 13-17 Glo® to Tract III IX

XVIII 18-44 Tract III IV

XVIII 45-46 Gloss to Tract III XVIII

xvm 47-19 Tract III IV

XVIII 50-57 Appendix to Tract III VI

xvm 5861 Original Poem I

XVIII 62-65 Int«pol«loo In Orl-

II

xvm 66 Onjpz&l Poem I

XVIII 67-71 Interpolation in Ori

girjl Poem II

xvm 72-78 Original Potm I
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We have, in what has preceded, spared no pains in setting forth

Dr. Otto's meet interesting thesis fairly and squarely. If there has

Ixcn any mistake or misrepresetfatiem, it is hoped that it will be

imputed to oversight In printing the texts of the * Doctrinal Tract*
"

by themwives we have perhaps facilitated the understanding oJ the

v«y complicated argument which we had to jww together from

ibe three publications on the Bhagavadglta which have recently

emanated from the Doctor'* pen ; and it was thought worth while

taking all ths trouble, because no ckher European publications on

the Bhegavadgita since Garbe’s time have evinced so much critical

penetration and acumen. Our comments on the Author’s thesis have

ban already made in the course of the preceding pages ; but it

would be advantageous to focus them to a point.

Be it here said at the outset that we have no objection—nay.

wr would welcome—the analytical study of a votk however ancient

or sacred. The analytical studies of the plcts of Shakespeare's

Plays in relation to hi3 "Sources," or investigatkos into PSoini’s

Vocabulary (Wortschatz). or of Simile* and Metaphors in the

Bgveda have yielded valuable and gratifying results; and there is

no reason why the same may not be the case with the labours of

Otto. But vurdy nobody presumes to deny the originaltty and the

creative genius of a Shakespeare simply because one is able to say

from what source be has borrowed a specific incident or part of an

incident, in the story, oc from what sphere of experience he lias

picked up a given simile or a phrase. There k no reason why simi-

lar considerations should not hold in the one of the BliagavadgilS

.

Let us concede for the sake of argument that the “ Brahman-

theok^ue" was the last redactor of the Bhagavadgita. Otto has

given ample evidence illustrating lih activity all along the line, and

particularly the ingenuity with which I* steps in after every few

lines with an " mterpofcitcd " line or liner calculated to " twist"

the current context and bring it into the service of his own *pe-

cifcc dogma. Now such a working over of an original material

would have been a likely enough supposition to make if the

Poem in question. just before this “ Brahman lheologue " stepped

in with his holy oar. had contained a uniform and self-cocisbtent

teaching, as Garbe at any rate believed. Otto however discovers in

the Poem strata beneath strata or superstructures above superstruc-

tures as in an archeological excavation. But in archaolcgy when

we pass on from the consideration of one stratum to the one above or

below it, we know that the lower stratum must have normally existed

as a complete whole for Rome time before another could be soperimpos-
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cd upon it
;
and there is gainall/ also an indication of the reason and

motives for such supcrm-jx-iitions. Whereas the several putative

•'compilers" of the Bhagavadglla, in Otto’s showing come forward

each with his own bricks and timber—arul a few ol them with a

ludicrously insignificant stock of them at that—and deposit layers

of their material planlcssly and aimlessly at the first convenient (or

iiKonvcnient) place cn which they can lay their hands Would not a

more rcasxiable hypahesh be to suppose that all thesr builders petty

and great were Invited, employed and supervised by a master archi-

tect who knew the angularities and idiosyncrasies of the artisans

under his charge, but who had faith in his own power of compro-

mise and co-ordination to produce cut of the motley material a

synthetic whole for the admiration of posterity ?

We would of course be told in reply that mere analogy is no

argument If there were a synthetic purple imp-mod upon the

whole Poem. who. we would be asked, who ol all the commentators

and interpreters ancient or modem, Indian or non-Indian, has given

that master interpretation which all would be fain to accept? In

return, however, may wc not also be permitted to ask. which is the

master exposition of. say, Hamlet's character wtoeh all Shakespearean

scholars have unanimously accept©! ? The literature on the Bhaga-

vadgltS is already vast and is continually growing. It would be

hazardous to say that one has read even the most important publi-

cations bearing on the subject ;
but it car. be salely asserted that

eve-y fresh attempt at remterpreling the Poem—tx* excluding that

of Otto himself— is taking U9 steadily nearer the goal I have my-

self taught the iioem mere than a dozen times to advanced gra-

duates and urjdcrgraduates m the Universities I am Will teaching it

and improving and correcting my own earlier understanding and

interpretation of the Bhagavacgltfi at each fresh essay ; and I do

not dapair of one day reaching the ideal However, even assuming

that we are unable to solve a specific craie of the Gita interpretation

in oily one way on the baais of the evidence of the Poem itself,

jot* as we are rot able, as a matter of fact, to give one and only

one answer to the question of Hamlet's age or marine** from the avail-

able documentary evidence, would that seriously justify the conclusion

that Shakespeare W33 a bctch-potch compiler of the Play wc name

Hamlet, and that there was no central purpose in it at all ? It is incon-

ceivable that, if the Bhagavadgltfi were simply an ill-assorted ca-

binet of contrary opinion* and dogmas, it should have mamUinwl

its position of eminence even In India for such a long time. Fur-

ther-mere. when critics of the eamc persuasion, like Gaibe and Otto,

exhibit such fundamental differences as we have set forth above
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(p. 114) .
would it doc be eater to declare " Ubkou lou na vi/'S-

nifflO," or at any rate to suspend judgment ? To give up the at-

cemi* at a sympathetic interpretaticn as ipso )aclo foredoomed to

failure ii neither helpful nor difficult There is more courage if,

after the brilliant analytic study like the one that Otto has devoted

to the Poem,—and in fact, just because of such a study—Otto were

himieif to rear up on its basis a still more creditable superstructure

of a synthetic rapcwtion. Otto knows how the Dvaitt, Viiislidvaha.

and SuddhSdvaita schools of Bhakti, c: thoft- of the rationalistic

Slriikhya. the mystic Yeas and the moorttic Vedinta. gradually and

almost impereeptibly shade off into one another. He would therefore

be fully well equipped to understand the art and the aim of the

-synthetic" elaborate* and give him his due credit for hii achieve

man. which certainly must have been prompted by specific needs of

the age and the society. The distinction between such an aiterr.pt at

synthetic interpretation and that which Hopkins ridiculed as exempli-

fied in tlie peison of Dahlmnnn is mo obvious to cau« any miigiv

mg or misunderstanding. May we net respectfully request Dr. Otto

himself to advance " ooce more unto ihe breach '7

S. K. BCLVALKAR

PS. Alas I Dr. Otto is no longer amuigst the living to resume

the argument, and 1 fed it most keenly that neither Garbe nor Otto

should have been spared long erougi to read and reply to my crlti-

dfitu of their respective tlwsa. Khaniki r*bbt Saritkkari, dukka

p/idubOhcvd nibbedonlaymc !



ANTIQUITIES OF GUJARAT

I

TWO ILLUSTRATED MANUSCRIPTS OF
RATIRAUASYA OF THE GUJARAT

SCHOOL OF PAINTING

A Gujarati School ol MsBUIcripMlIastiations flourished from the

I3th to the 17th emtury, after which it wn more or kss modified

by Mughal and Rajput influences.

The majority ot picture* of this type haw hitherto been classified

as " Jaina Painting" principally because most of the specimens in

the shape of illustrated MSS were found m works of Jaina theology

or legcndi

It now appears that this peculiar style of illustration had no-

thing to do with JainiCT. as a creed, or with any distinctive traditions

of Jaina {esthetics, but that it was indigenous lo and characteristic

of Gujarat, a; least during the interval mentioned above It mua,

however, be recognised that Jainism did furnish the principal dien-

tfle. if not the central inspiration to the School of Gujarati painters.

The geographical limits of Medttval Gujarat were much wider

than now. and included much of what is now known as RajpdtfinS.

This was probably the region which tlic Buddhist historian TArSnStlia

(writing in IGCS> refers to as the home of the "School of the

Ancient West." Gujarati painting is thus no doubt in the dirert line

of descent of the older frKco-paintings, and e continuation of the

early Western style, the Rastrakdfa and the Paramara Iroar* of

ElMra, representing an intermediate stage in the dewdopment.

The Hindu art is mainly hieratic, bu! side by side with this

canonical art there exists the popular form of pictorial expression

—the secular art—which is really the survival of the early folk-art.

By way of relief from the stereotyped patterns of a hieratic

art as rrtVcted in paintings from rim life-stories of Mah&vtm and

other holy perrons, we come acro» a number of stcu^r paintings

which hast a king tradition.

The Kmasutras of VUiyajona are closely connected with what

the classical philosophers called the achievement of the purpose of

life. The ideal of life according to VStayayana ia one in which the
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three dements of Dharrna, Artha and Kama arc harmoniously blended

together.

The early erotic bas-relief of BSdBrri and the figurra aB are

fo«r»d on the sculptured walla of the Khajuraho, BhuvancSvara and

KoQlika temples, point to tlw prevalence of a taste for sich ero-

ticism in sculpture and painting among the artists and their

dkntfle.

The celebrated and accorr-pluhcd courtesans in India used to

maintain picture-galleries in their residence which included among

other things «enes depicted in accordance with the K5mas5stra&

Hemacandrasuri (11th century) has noted in his Tr«a$ti-$aEka-

Ihnuga-CaiitB that Kofi, the accomplished £<inik£ of Patalipulia

maintained a gallery of such pictures.*

A MS. of the Rctirahcsjo from Gujarat has a beautiful miniature

painting on the first folio. It is reproduced on Plate 1 and gives a

very characteristic portrait of Makaradhvaja (Cupid.)

This rare MS. belongs to the collection of Mr. Anuitlal Bliojak

of Pattar, (N. Gujarat) who was good enough to place It at my
disposal, through the kind offices of Muni shri Puoyavijayajl,

of Sagar-ro-Upafraya, Pattan, an ever-willing helper to inquisitive

people

The other specimen is a stray folio from another MS. of the

Raii'tJunyc, from the collection of Mr. Sarabhai Navab. It is believ-

ed to have been sumptuously illustrated, as the extant folio is painted

on two aides, illustrating tbc consecutive verses 3 and 4 from the

SaMuM AdhikOra.

*0 )

(ID

(iii)

Vi’V

See aim /InitAgo'fflets f loth ccnturyi Ch. IX lor the adorn-

mint of bedreoms pictu/cs.

In the " Mad>tauanalaUmaktadedSp'ib<mdha
~ (Sabvat 1SS11

of pcct Gaoapatl fioui Amod (Brcuch dwria) edited by ac

and now berig gubliihai in Ihe G. 0. Seffl. the bed roam

— rr^-3TRH — oi KamakandaU ii declined to have simitar

painting :

" * H 1 -H

vmm stfaft 1 ••

5<ftl rj Ml \ U 3-S — u
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The d»#veiy of these two specimen! from Gujarat la Important

inasmuch as it provides one more document testifying to the pre-

valence of the provincial tradition of painting in Gujarit.

The examples of non-Jaina or secular themes already introduced

to the art-world, arc the picture-scroll ol Vauml VtlasO1 and the

illustrated MS of B&igoptici-Stuti*

The annuuiKrnient of a further find of 12 folios uf Saplafatl

(Candtmakfilmya )
illustrated in the identical Gujarati style is reserved

for a future occasion.

No*' to turn to the Ra&rohasyo,* the subject-matter of the secular

miniature painting.* It is a comprehensive treatise on Erotics, treat-

ing of the seaets of enjoyment and is composed by Kukkoka, ron

of Vidyadhara. who fiairhhed in the early part of the 13th century,

in Konkan. The author has employed elaborate metres and claims

to have used the cognate works of his illustrious predecessors Nandi-

1 N. C. Mehta

ID "Rutm* No. 22-23 (April-July 1925).

“ Indian Painting in the 15th century : an illustrated MS "

(2) ‘Studies in Indian Painting," Qi. II, Secular painting in

Gujarat :
XVth century" (1926)

(3) " Gujarati Pointing m the ISth century : a Further Essay

on Varanu Vttea* (1931. Lxidon).

2 O. C Gangoli

(I) “A newly discovered iilialtawC Indian manuacrifr_” Andhra
Wucricai Research Society Jownat. Val IV, (1979)

.

(2> “A newly discovered Illustrated Indian manuscript." Indian
Arts <vjS Utter,, Vol. IV. .No. 2. New Series, 11930).

(3) "A newly discovered illustrated Indian manuscript," Mala
vtya Commemoration Volume, (1932).

Prof. W. N. Brown.

<1) "Early Vaishnava Miniature!, Eartern Art," Philadelphia,

pp. 167-206, (1930).

M. R. Majmudir
(1 >

" Some illustrated MS. of Gujarat School of Painting." Vllth

Oriental Conference Proceedings
; pp 827-835 (1933.)

3 A printed edition cf RaHrahasya ii available with Dipika of
KJnlialth (Benares 1912).

4 Illustrated MSS of later works on Erotica, like .WigoroKja
of KalyioamaUa in the 16th century at the Court o( Ibrahim Lodi arc
uid to have bran trated

; but as none of them could be consulted, no
obwrva’iceiB can be cCered cn the point of their style of pictorial
qpteaaian.

—Vide Dr. HirSnanda ShSstii s rrxc.ngroph on " Indian Piarial Art
“ 'n BOf*"'"toKr*m,'

M Ga,h,M'' Archaototual Series No. 1.
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kefvara. Gopikiputra an well as VitsySyana while compiling his

tree Sc.

It appears tha! the woric was much popular in Woxern India

and GujarSt so much bo that good many versaiens of the wmt such as
" KoteCaupW “Kokasfiia" and " BilhapapaffciSka "* in Oid
Gujarati wise ate met with. The verskn of Koka (a shortened name
of Kukkoka) purports to be a story, woven round tire various

sections of RaH’ehmyo by a member of the Jain clergy, who, It h
said, was ex-communicated for hit irresistible attraction for the sub-

j«t, profane to his ho!y order.

The popularity of and the dose acquaintance with the text of

Felirckasya among the Gujarati peels is further evidenced by the

Gujarati version of Bilhaoa’s SO raw in Vaiantatilaka. early in

the 15th century by Jnanacaryya. another Jaina Yati. The prologue
of his version which 5m invoke* King Makaradhvaja in pre-

ference to the Goddess Sarasvatl. very- well suggsts the nature of

the theme that » to follow.

Tbc following invocation is quite leminiaceni of the first three

stanzas of the Ratirahmya*

"crawr qfeqft pu ar<rft
i

J5»f *m qft, sra ft# sn n

•W* **K
;
scfijB sjfe-fist a«rft i

qta& iptf. fofa aq fli< wj u

WI'T? -IK;
1

8^ «1 tffa* orq
i

««Bi4rRl we T'rtfta, nrmr tnsft it

1 Cornpowd by NaxbucHchiryyi at Burhanpur. fKhBndcah) in

Smhvat 106
Z Compos'd by Jn£nicirya Muni, in 15(h ctotury *.0.

3. (t) wafr-iwareflifaiiT ^ wml i

•i ftsRfcf! *m: qwwaifq S: II 1 II*

(*) afi*Tcf^rcpjsrfiKpq i

’Ti'Nrft f*^(»fa<-i, nftfiRr ’ttsf^'i ii

fW tr astir gst *nu qnia^m i

sflui-t ^t?f ft-lk-AF II ^ II

(\) wSjhiV ‘iffi'ifl fae: Tjafrq-il
I

%-re<fy'dv!J,T ciTiffil raqTfilRi n

5fts«aRHTfra»ft i

anr"*: urn
* Tnis introductory verse » wanting in (hr text ol the illustrated Celia

VI— R.
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arvwn'T nrj! rnrs, ir-rrm? f«ta i

jraqrfo* *zc, gr 'I'm wra sirar? 11

fr<ra°n « | apratf, =wr% orfitfl iiji «wr 1

f$5 snra, 03 «*r 'ftSi «firo» 11
”

KSma is described according to the Ma$ya-Pu<ona: a? bearing

the symbols of a bow and arrow made of flowers. when he hae two

hands. The image of Manmatha, who Is identical with the Pra-

dyumna of the Saklivyuhc, should, according to the Silpaiatna, be

made 10 carry a bow of sugarcane in the left hand, and to hold in the

nght, live flowery arrows, when the image is two-handed .
3

The figure of Makaradhvaja in Plate L is very elegant and

typical. The tri-bkenga pees gives a lyrical delicacy to the poitrai.

fire. The five-petalled arrow m the left hand with the bo* in the

right, balances the entiie composition. The bow is presumably of

sugarcane, and round about the blossoms of the flower bees are wen

hummsig.

Among the iriking points in the miniature may be mentiooed

the short beard, the dhoti, ihe mukula and the U-shaped Vaiwava

mark on the forehead, over and above the special characteristics of

the Gujarati School cf Painting, which it shares in common.

The outstanding feature of the three-quarter profile ; the angular

face, the eyes drawn out to the cars, further eye protruding beyceid

the facial line, eye-brows in simple curves, pointed nose, and the

form of anatomy, particularly 0: the crossed legs these are ir. Ihe

general dialect of the pictorial language, used in illustrating the pic-

tores of tlie Gujarati style.

The strange thing about file Gujarati miniature* up to the

lGth century, already obtaved and noted by Mr. N. C. Mehta,*

that the Hindus appear to have had the same lilting for the short

beard as the Muswlmara, which seems to be a remnant of old

Indo Iranian custom, a noticeable, nx only in the figure of Makara-
dhvaja hoe, but aho in the ocher representation of Cupid, mounted
cm file nine-women elephant—NavanSrikunjara, to be noticed in

tlu* latter pan of the paper. Over and above the short beard of

the Cupid, his long hairs are shown tied in knots at the back. This

*• "sfe3* ywrt « 13: 1“

2
- ijRiy-ui'lt

l

TO’t*mi*tT'nTf*r*rr7 ^ u
”

3. N. C MdiU : 'StudUs in hutim Panting p. IR (1926J.
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dHcripdon agree* considerably with the notes' given about the pictute

13 in the Vautniaviidsa

“ Shows the Cod of Love dafcoracely dressed, beardtd. haloed

and hcldrnt a loius-sttdi in kis left hand"

The figure of Cupid i$ shown to wear dhoti reaching up to the

ankle* with a short scarf thrown across the shoulders. The head-

dress winch t> usually employed in paintings of this period is the

mukuta—a kind of peaked cap. The lilcka is simply a conventional

symbol used by the Gujarati painters for mal» without any rela-

tion to the theme c* religion.

In absence of the date of the MS., we have to rely on stylistic

ground* referred to above, as well as other extraneous circumstances.

Wc shall take into account the nature of the material cm which the

miniature is painted

The fire of the paper fdio is 3i“X9i". the size of the panel of

tiie miniature bring 3l*X2|".

In the centre and on two sides of the leaves of the MS little

dots Indicating rubrications are marked in red colour for the binding

string; after Use manner of palm-leaf polku, which being never used

survive oaly as natigial ornament.

It is, therefore, assignable to a period when paper had ;uat

begun to come in vogue, and when palm-leaves were becoming rare.

Il is remarkable that the upheaval In Jain learning in Gujarat, due

to the preachinga of AcSryya Soraa-ondani-Suri (Acarya in Sarhval

1457, XirvSpa in Sashvat 14S9 : the hero of the ' Sotnataubhigyi-

K&vyo) and his disciples were responsible for having hundreds of

rare and valuable MSS. at palm -leaf copied on paper to be da-

Itilmted over a number of Bhaodlr*. The Wldi Pirfonatha Bhaij-

d»r at Pattan (N. Gujarat) preterves a good number of MSS. of

this period-

The other thing worth taking account of is the calligraphy of

the MSS. Tire style of writing the mntra on the left side of the

letter instead of cm the top known as “ PieUmdfd "—

(

null'd oppo-

site the letter) or “ Pi#kanatt&" Irail'd on the heck aide of the

letter;—style suggests a pretty early date for the MS
Thus the MS. of the Ratirahasya can be assigned with the least

dcut* to the latter hall of the 15th century.

The stray folio from the Ratirahasya (Plate lie & Hi) con-

taining verm 3 and 4, has a bearing cn the Car.drakalu Adhikara,

1- " GujurSti Painting in die 15th atitury : a further wary co
Vamntaviiaaa.” p. 12 (London. 1931.)
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Which fonts the setxmd chapter of the work. Fifteen places in the

female tody are mentionod here in the order of the situation of the

CanrinkaB IdigiU of the Moon) on the respective dates of tte white

as cell as the black half of the month, which could be excited by

one who knows them to pet full sexual enjoyment.

A coloured sketch of a woman, illustrating the theme, with old

GujarSli verst is also traced from a Jaina Yati's collusion. (Plate

No III).

The third verse has a casual reference to " Kari-Kaa-Kr'uSi"

—the dalliance of the trunk of an elephant. Of cause, the sucres

don in the text that ia charged to this phrase is rather technical

;

however, tf* painter of the text has been tempted to visualise t

queer elephant, which can hardly exist in this world of reality.

Th» is the well-known Nava-niiil-kufijara composition—a sxt

of a composite animal, formed by nine ladies, with its varying impec

and atEraAcar.ee. 1 It has torn associated not only with the legend

of Kfima and Rad but also with K«na and the Gopis.

The march of Madans (Cupid) or. elephant-back, with his para-

phcmalia. as described in poetry, has been portrayed In Plate Ila.

Another representation of a similar description is met with in a

miniature, painted on the margin to the right side of the 16th

folio of a richly illustrated MS. of the KalposMro. It belong* to the

early part of the 15th century ar.d was painted at Port GSndhara rear

Cambay, the MS being now rlqxsited at Sri Dayrivimalajl SSstraarh-

giahn Bhaodara. in Ahmedabad. (Plate IV).

It ia interesting to note that the remaining three margins cf

this Kaipaitilro folio have al» teen decorated respectively with a

horse, a Maflgala-knlafei and a cart— all trptesented in the same

composite form made up of ladies, suggesting thereby that symbolism

in some form or other is a lending characteristic of the Hindu Art.

The composition of the elephant in this illustration has a ebse

resemblance to the <*ie in the Ratirahasya folio (Plate Ila). Tae

bearded Cupid is shown in his triumphant march, with lady wldies

parading in his front The general atmosphere and the style of

other accesrories is almost identical.

The VaRoava lepreseraation of the Navanarf-kufijara scene, de-

picts Kr©a playing on the flute in a rated posture, on the tack of

an elephant, simulated by nine Gopis who have cleverly so disputed

themselves in a mutually interlocked position as to create a complete

L Vide my paper on " Significance of Nirikui']ar(i Picture!* Vllth

Oriental Coifavra Prccredings, ». SQ-836
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illusion of An elephant. A GujarSti origin of IhH artistic invention

oo various ground* has been suggested by me elsewhere.'

Whether the artistic cieation o' such animals b real or false

has been considered by the editoi, ]oarval o\ Indian Art and Indus

try lot 1914 on ” Indian Animal*, true and false in Art." etc. in a

short ncee It is remarked that “ Onnpositc figures formed of human

beings are not altogether imaginary" and in its support the reader

is idcrred to an extract from the Travels of Tavernier, who wrote

then in 1676 in French. The French traveller refers to an actual

performance by nine dancing women of the kingdom of Golkonda

lor the diversion of Abdulkutub Shah who reigned from 1611 to 1672.

The same phenomena lias bom noticed by Sir William Janes

in his article "On the Gcda of Greece, Italy and India " in Asiatic

Researches. Vol. I. (1799) cn the tfrength of a whimsical picture

of NSrikuitjara which he came actwt Dr. Moore has been tempted

to identify this incident with Apollo and the Muse* of the Greeks

in ha " Hindu Pantheon " (2nd edition 1854, p 293.).

Thus, by the find of a new set of materials of ocular nature

from Gujarfit, we are now In a position to assert without any hesita-

tion that lories many illustrated manuscripts of the Kalpasuttc and

the Kaiakacatyakalkunakam, thee are several illustrated works which,

are purely secular. Their pictorial phase can best t>: expressed by

calling it the Gujarati School of Painting in preference to Jaina

Painting ; for though, at present, most of the material of this Schoa

comes from Jaina sources, there can be no dcubt that the peculiar

style was indigenous to GujarSt and continued to be »>, at leant til!

the end of tte 17th caitmy.

II

A RARE IMAGE OF SOMA FROM GUJARAT.

The celebrated Sun-temple at Mcdhera. a village in the Capas-

rni tiiluka of the Mehsanfl District of the GaricwSd's territories is still

an implying stnidure. No finer oi more interesting structure remains

in a tolerably wril-pnserved state in Northern GujarSt.

This temple has a tank in fremt of rt. ft is called SaryaKuofJa

and is also known as Ramakuoda. It » rectangular, and measures

1, Vide my diaporr on " Sarpyo)*"# Crtin" (Composite Pictures) Io

••Cltre Kalpadrema" *> GujarStl, (1935), pp 52-94.
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176 feet from i*nth to south, by 120 f«t from east to ant
(Part V). Though much damaged, it Is still complete. A small

i»Sangu!ar recessed hay projects outwards from the middle of each

of the aider, and in the middle of three of these on the first tetrae*

below the itcund level, small detached shrines stand, each facing the

tank.

In the small temples at the tank arc the intonsting figure of

&=sa, Rfivana, Bishmftoi. etc. Among these however, the moat inte-

restini «* that of Sana or the Moan.

This beautiful image of Serna, uptil now to my knowledge, lias

rot been noticed anywhere els* The Nava-grahas, including Sana,

in varying orders arc found carved «i the lintel of some of the

temples in India, in rather a miniature form.' But no indepen-

dent image of Soma has been met wilh yet Hence the importance o'

this find.

In the RupcmQn4o:<f‘ the hitherto unpublished Sanskrit text on

Icorography, the five planets—Mercury, Venus, Mara, Jupiter and

Saturn, and also the ascending and descending nodes of the nnon
called Rahu and K&u arc described as the well-known Nava-grahw

or the nine planets

It has been stated ir. Hindu tots on Iconography that all tlie«

are worshipped in certain temples where their images are installed

While describing the respective positions of the various plana imagrs,

in a sun temple with twelve images of SQrya, it is stated that the

Moot should be m the east of the teropfc (

i

Candra or Moon is known as Soma. His figure according to

the AMuma&bkfdaioma, may be represented either as standing or

sluing. If fitting, the seat upon which he ia to sit, slx.-uld be

' Simhasana' The cokur of Candra should be perfectly white

ar.d his head should he surrounded by a halo or Prabhansaodala.

He should also be adaroed with various ornaments and a garland

composed of all sorts of flowers and should be clothed in white

garments. He should have two hands, each of which steuld Itold

a while water-lily (Kumuda). On his chest there should be shown

1. Beautiful, separate and striking image of SQkra, Sail, Rihu, and

K«u are however »m si the RSJpOUnS Museum, Ajmer ; but Some Si

not there.

2 Published as No. XII in the Cikutu Sanskrit Series, (1938J.
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A NL'i-kufljm mounted by Cupid :
from the naxgin at an illustrated

(olio of the KatSMiSIra. tnlargej. (early 15th century).
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a gulden Yajaopavtta. and his countenance should be beautiful and

pcsieM a ixaceful look. 1

In the Kupamaniieiia. the Sanskrit text on Iomogiaphy popular

in Gujarat and Western India during the glorious period of Hindu

rule, references are available regarding the colour,* the conveyance*

and the hands* of the Sons-Image. Regarding tbc diadem and car-

rings, the references common to all the planet-images, apply to Sama

aim.'

The image of Soma on the Stiryakucda at Modhfra is in the

sitting pcae and measures about 3 feet by 1-5 feet (Plate VI).

The description of the image, which establishes its identifica-

tion with that of Soma as given in Sanskrit texts an Iccrxigraphy, is

a* under :

The image has

(1) a far* which ia shown surrounded by a halo (sronr«3.

)

(2) the face is beautiful ami shows a peaceful tempera-

ment (fl’ffcygffi:)

(3) it has two* hands (ijust:) but it is not known what

things were held by them as they are broken

;

(<1) it appears to be in a sitting ixwture (entffr:)

(5) it has a golden YajfioptVftt
)

(6> it is adorned with rations ornaments and garlands

(7) haa also a diadem and

(8) earrings
(wyig rititRia)

—the latter two items being cocnnxm to all the Graha-images, accord-

ing to the Ripc-mtindane.

We find on comparison that the description of the image cor-

responds in main to that given in the Arki«n>edbh*duga»ia. Hence

nr fwft nrft t

^•wn'hjVi'rrfwnfrrt'Tgftd: n

aPt qn wro«rm: it

2-

"’to; sin: i" wJ. o i

*• '* qrt?>i: «fl; i
”

*il. i

* “
<^rnr> .

” «t- \\ I

* “m Wife* *TOT tfitfOTfssifirar. i
*' lit. i
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we might without much hesitation identify the image as that o'

Soma.

Ill

A TRILINGUAL INSCRIPTION ON A STEP-WELL IN
PETLAD

Pellad has played a very prominent part in the history of

Gujarat both curing the Moghul period and thereafter. As the Afirat-

e-Aknati show*, it has passed and re-passed from one hand to

another oftener than any other Paragapfl, the reason being that fet

revenue purpcees it furnished a nch source of iiKcnte.'

Thefe' is the uwial amenity of town-life in PrtlSd in the shape

of a pood called Pmmi^iyun Taldva: near It Is a step-well, at

present called SikMarl Mititd Viva named alter Sikotari Mats,

an evil daty held in great awe and respect by village-folk. The niche

bearing the .inscription is worshipped as the MfitL (Plate VII

In this ruche, to the right as we go to the well by the principal

entrance is an inscription in Hirer languages, Persian, Sanskrit and

Gujarati. Sanskrit and Gujarati arc. mixed up in one inscription

which begins in Sanskrit and ends in Gujarati. The Persian in-

scription is at the top and consists of wise as well as pea*

The Sanskrit and Gujarati pan of the inscription gives very

detailed and important Information such as. that Petlad was ailed

in Sanskrit fetege, and in GujarSU that Petlad was

given to Muhammad A’zam Shah, one of the Princes of Aurangteb

in Jagir. that a Revenue and Police (Militaiy) oliicer-an .Amin and

a Fauzdar—administered the jagir as the Prince's agent, and that

the latter had ha own head-clerk. Peshdast, a Hindu, without whose

permit it would not be possible to erect a building of public utility,

that the name by which the part was known two hundred yean

ago was different, and so co.

Recitals in a legal document and in a public inscription, consider-

ed eecntuil then. viz., that the name of the reigning Prince of the

time, the name* of hts ministers, administrators and officers should

form part of the ccotcnts, that in describing them, Hindu honorific

titles, such as rraqfrt, Airfa, s'tqft etc., should be prefixed to their

names, are found here. It aho mentions the. old name of the Pood as

Pindava TaUva.

1. ' In the reign of the Emperor Muhammad Shah, after the death

of Najm-ud-dauh. when the Maiathas conquered the district, ihr for.

(of Petlad! occupied by the FaujdSr was dettroyed Petlad is ooe of the bc«
poragcniU and was often made KliSliS in the reign a Auraiiizeb."

p. 167 SuPDtentnl : MbalcAkmati. (& 0. S No. XT.m >
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Tlx Pcsan section (Plate VIII) which ii at the top of the stone,

been* with a line which icwmhlei the lines feund in a map drawn to

scale- The inscription proper eonsiwj oJ an Invention to God, six

hesniMichs (vows) in the first line, and below It a statement in

prose. At bottom in the right hand comer is a small note, stating

that the work wa; done with the help of one Midhu Rimji NaroJS.

The translation o( the Persian Lnaaiptiini is as follows

(Persian PotrtoNj

" 0 PerfeeUn oj ueilhty affairs.

(1) Tlx secret that Koir.ji s mind haibcurtd was

(2) that he should be firmly planted in the high Heaven.

(3) (Therefore) He bail! a w^ter-reruntain (well) outside

the city.

(4) As he was potwmd of noble feelings, though of little

property,

(5) 1 feel sure that in the year in which be built this well,

(6) He laid a firm foundation for himself in Paradise.

This i3 the composition of Morarjl, «m of Rudraji belong-

ing to the holy Ndgar caste In the whole of the sixth hemis-

tich would fce found the yssr of the building of the well by

the help of Mfldhu R4mjl Nave#.”

According to the peculiar system of calculation called the Abjad

system in Persian, where certain letters of the Alphabet cany a

particular numerical value, the year faind in the sixth hemistich in

the original Persian is A. H. 1110 (July A. D. 1698).

Be 2

Nun 50

Ya 10

Dal 4

Be 2

He 5

Shin 300

Te 400

Knf 20

Be 200

Dal 4

He 5

Man 40

He 8

Kill

Mim

vi—s.

20

40

TTI0
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The Persian vases arc worthless from a literary point of view

and s> is the ptoae portion. Its only feature worth notice is that

the composer is a Hindu of the highest caste, a caste very familiar

with and learned in Peraian literature.

The inscription is important inasmuch as it records three

kiDds of era, prevalent in India one is Kali or Yudhiisthira era,

which preceded the Viktanui era by 3044 years, the other is Vikranu

Serhvat, and the third Is Hijri.

The Gujarati prose in the inscription

' IK sraoro* 31*
I

’

etc
,
furnishes specimen of the prose that was used for documentary

and other miscellaneous purpceea It was. however, na the parse

that was in popular vogue at the time.

The text in NSgari' is as fellows :

qfe

i w! irirar; u ii *K-

&WIWI '

—

\ fUt it i ii rtwt&s

W TW II tRTOTTR. WT

—

I
'Tt^oq r-ri tffci * ii ^ ii few
jpt* ii flfcrtted 3

—

y fs& ii ? it gt gy! *.Htpifa.3-

ithtS: n —
^3lTt 3(tf3 43-

II * I' 'Wratm o«Rt 3in

—

1 Dr. H. H. Dhnm in his paper " Ibe Antiquities ar.d ArehaclcRicil

Finds in Baroda Territory." read at iht VHIih Inienunianai Cangrew

of Orientalists, Stoddiolm in 1883 has rfcseved vaguely in a note on

O 121 :
“ 0>= of the Eaperec'j (Aurancwb’il inraiptkeis i» alio rintrd

in YudhiHhira Samvat «799 ( r«?PElft [& ! ] gritfofii
)
and Its V. S. is

17S»~

It tt well-iich certain that Dr. Dhruva refers to this inscriptico.

2. Tim ioi ™ 6m published by Mr. B. B. Meht* in " Pulls-

kalnya " {Gujarati monthly) for Marrti 1928. but without any traisiatkm

or loplinaioty rote «c. The PctlSd Municipality has lince the diimvcry

of thia inscripuco r.-aortd the old ttam qf-fT aBFl by patting up n

sign-board bauiog that name.



PLATE VI

Image ol Sorea (Moxi) (lUk c^nfuty)
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i Wfffcmi * ( wfrra )
fltsnfts: AlflSsja I j

srjwrmsi wnfl mgal^ 11 h h ii?t

j »ifs3'rt v*w few «$w?J y’lfewir.awK i*^
u wfa—

4 HTfofT WW'ifcj# 1 II «lsH*1N«ra ftWOT I

n e
. n

«, -4r^n'tSJ.l SSI I MINV gft II tl*)Q Of?*

?K'4T«-'rai[H^-'^ ii >» ii aw: gw

—

I o ST^JIS^rft'fRi
I alt 5^: wag*; afe^TirW^: !) JTORI^

<'li 1
l5i+-35lfst r5g wr

—

II Wfft &1: II < II wffcp-ft «l «Iw lv»Vl

Wf IIWI 1 *

i h ircrefa tositii ii wrtnata &aamw n mgsRi tft

oJRra <ll<l-0 R(*|S| &

—

i ^ 3«T5 sijift? i & rrjvl «N4 aru^ ?iifiV‘i%"i ffaaiwri a-jfta

's*^k fiuwrar h growi %

—

iv *r i &aoi tawr sip? 'i <RJie ii aw w+ui ^115 ut

flywm a*n otas^i 1 oqi «rfc sh

—

<\\ w 1
*>snhft sRtfr 1 <w n 'irasr-w?

ar'K aoawiynftn 5®? [ ] a

—

H Jrft *fiRjftga 515? <iaw 1 wdWiaHviajpiw S3
al«^ W.TOI 3T? «T%.<

—

ij qtfi «ftar waff? y'l'KifiH otaatfl ‘swat 11 it? uwfl ftgare

*r< o?f$S
1
WT war iwfi*#

it stI aKl tUlwi 1 ow <iwrwjwT aw flam 1 ow «s^ajt 1

aw ?iqaat aruawaft am? mst

—

v, ?*Iwt 1 aw gai flm; 1 ow q qpqw &?* *r< n’touit

•rcraj 1 ^ ai»iRi wwn *eot 3$w ais

—

x. <£«! |i4w arwnjft aw «r? arsoi aiw tthRMoi 1 cdtasre

oan atawr wro jnwwa ctt

—

val 11
tftflc*i?ft» wot irnraga ftaft®! wot fefaa

1

«rt=ft w?rftn wi: g*iw5 11
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Two lined and a half on the lcft-liand «de of the inscription

arc as under:—

i ifl Wtftwfoft fjrrn«ft r uro am »m't *ft«rar writ 3 tf-

rwrafapw 7 efTwjar ntw

—

< $ HPF!ft <5 b I W <W 37K TTS-IK OTR <ttT«f Cjffl «WI<t I

H STRPt «TT8t <ft4JT 'W<fl

—

j t( vs s rit?t <fiae*ra pw«ra fCminicw yz 11

Translation of the Sanskrit and the Gujarati portions of the

inscription is as under :

—

(Line) [Sanskrit Portion
1

1. A bow to Sri-Gap&a. These thunder-like grunting* from

tbe totus-ldx face of Herartiba iGaoe&i) reign supreme.

Tire poor remaining engaged

2. in worshipping his feet, acquire riches, in this world (1) And

I seek resort to him. tl* fust amcogst gods, whore

(ret are adored by the ccecdlew. of the quartcr-rewnta,

and l»y whose grace (lit : sight), things blissful to the

immoveable and the

3. moveable ones, came to happen everywhere. (2) To Siva

(hi. the au3picioiB one), whose pair ol lotus-Like feet,

is made reddish yellow by the row ol rays emitted from

tbe cref-jewels of gods and demons,

4. We bow. <3>

In the glorious region ol the Gurjaras (viz, Gujarat)

there ia a town Petapadn by name, the ornament of

the earth-surface, full of (lawless house* of the twice-

been (Brahmins) savants.

5. The NSgara Brihmin*, residing there, even have given so

mu± in charity that the Lord of gods (Kubeia) has

been wonder-struck and has forsaken his races of pride,

vis, that "
I am the giver of wealth ”, (4) There lived

RAmjl. the eminent

G. NSgara His father was (good) Bhlmji. The brother of

Bhimji was Nrsiihha and the maternal unde of Rhmji

was (Padma) Bhaia. by came (5).



PI-ATE vn
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7. In this arc measured by Adri (7) and Yuga (4) by figure*

shown by Narnia (9) Atjka (9) 4799 year* of Kali (<x

Yudhiglhira) era have passed And at present it is the

1755th year of Vikrama Era. It is the aujpkricus

8. Friday, Dhan-Terash (13th of the dark-half) of the Ashvin

rnixith The sun is far off (in course of the winter

solstice). It is Abhijit when the sun-rays arc full-

blown (7) (6) At that time, this lime preserving step-

well, in the

9. town of Petlad, tednating to the people, was anstaKted by

Ramli, the prominent Brahmin, with due lionour for

the (water) drinking purpose of the citizens rfl

10. where, owing to the lovely faces and pairs of Breasts of

women, fetching water with fine copper-pitchers fcdnc

reflated in its water, good nxn rxdairn ' Are thee in-

( 1ml the k*uses o: the pairs of the cakravSka birds ? :

11. Hail ! Triumph ! Bliss and prosperity f lit i3> the auspicious

you 1755 of the Vikram Era.

12- The Ashvin month, 13th of the dart: half, Friday

JGujabati Portion!

!2-17 During the glorious rule of F.raperor Avarangjcb,

the lord nf horse), elephants and men. and in tt* ceded

territory of the prince Ajam Tara, in PetlSd district, with

the consent of Prince Ajam TarS, RSmji Thakura. the

son of Bhlmjt, the sor. of great Visoujl Thakura. belong-

ing to Vadnagort caste, and to the auspicious Abhyan-

tara section, dug and get built, this beautiful step-well lor

the drinking purpose of all men, with the sanction (con-

sent) of the four men by name, Amir. Fojdar SaW>

Mustafa Kuk Beg. liis subordinate Tliakur Raimal, and

Vadanagari Deal Mathuradara ar.d Samalji and all

brothers aod worthy Gandhi Manji Dvaikadasa and

others May it pkase ( auspiciouil Bhavani San-

kara ! (great is) Ramji. unde Narasifiha and mother

BJi Nani KikibSi. the saintly lady, and maternal unde

Padmahhail

19. and Pitambara and aunts (father's sisters) and AdSS§-

nagar RaghavjT NSiayanji, and Vlrbai the daughter of

paternal urc)e.
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20. The doc* (Suijervisor) of the well-work (is) TolakiS Udl-

cya Paq4y& NSrSyanji and NanhS Nathfi of Siam-

bbatirtha. The masonry worker (is) Somapari Salat

Vallabh DvSikadfla Kapadvanti (of Kapadvanj). It

was written by Deve&ara Pathaka, son of SQrji, son oi

Gopala Paihaka of Srigod community. Dear is the deed

of merit ! (May) &! (Blias) prevail

!

ilJNFS ON THE SIEfil

By the grace of SadSSlva (always auspicious), the step-well was

made by Thikar Ramji Bhlmjl May it please great

BhavSnisaftkara ! GenSI Managjra is staying in proxi-

mity of the step-well. Toe inserter of this stone is SalSt

Rflteandra Rahia Ahmedawadi. The plaster work is

done by KSpadl TQcam Vlra. Khumbati. The expenses

for the step-weU arc recorded at the shop (firm) of

Decshwfil Modi YithaMSsa Krftodasa.

Tire metres of the various stanzas in the Sanskrit portion arc

1-2. rmrpt

3.

4.

5.

6. 2 fines (half a stanza) o(...51l3pfr*r&fl...thc

other two giving a

V.

8. -itl-dfirt*/

The Sanskrit portion gives (verse 4) and (verse

9) for Pctiad, whereas in the Gujarati portion (lines 12, 13) H is

&asiH the modem name.

P«lid U referred to by Vinayacandra in hi* ' K6vya Silva

while coumcratir« the 84 delas. etc. A palm-leaf ms& of the work

is preserved in the Paean BliandSis. He mentions Prtlad. as one

1. Rcfrr/ed to by the la!* C D. Dalai in ' Kfoya AffotAhri IG. a Se-
ries No. 1.) p. 248. explanatory nntir, (Third Edition, 1934.)

“ TWft HRKlfcJiilSsifo: I q< *nfe-

*nf4 wuZtin i f; ijTsiTTYr. i T?;ai5id. \

1$: I I 1

ql&igtriOT rrlwnoH, i 'ermwfd vaturrft i
”
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of the prominent places among a group of one hundred and four

village thus :
"

l
" undcr accepted

phonetic rule? prevalent in I’iSkriu the word naturally evolves into

the present form sj&Rthrough three intermediate links, pic.. =43* OTt

and SRITR-
1

Thus Pctlad must have Ixmi the bead-quarters of the district for

political and administrative poriiotes as early as the 12th century.

The trana-Mahl area which forms what is known as * Carotar ’

—

from the ancient name of a group of 104 villages, obtained by drop

ping the latter part of the compound qgag JRH is cue of the his-

torical divisions of Gujarat, rated for the high fertility of its soil.

And in the territories of His Highness the MahSriU GSekwld,

Petted has maintained its pristine political importance throughout

the last eight centuries and is still the bad-quarter of the tahika and

of the sub-diviskxi of that name

The impression and the photographs illustrating this sxtion have

been suppled by the Archautcgical Department of tbc Harcda State

and the writer is greatly obliged to Dr- Hiranand Shaun, the Director

of the Department, for the help so rendered.

1 beg to acknowledge with thanks the ccntributxn of Dfwan

3ahadur K. M Jhaveri. in editing the iisaiption so far as the Per-

sian Section is concerned.

Oriental Institute. Baroda. M. R. MAJMUDAR

1. The difficulty of deriving this word had noc esaped the notice

of Gujarati Scholars Various suggestions were node, a abienw of any

poiitive data from old MS. or Inscription. For balance, (1) the word

•ITM? «as considered to be an adjective, qualifying the word ijSj

the meaning of die whole otpreaioo being ‘ the chanrung hud. owing to

its fertility ‘

;
w. (2) the need was teoken into 'f't-Hf? = the land where

pasAtres abound; or, (3) it was even split inm dff-fZdt to Justify an

extant toiui meaning the land which is high and low Idue. ac-

cording to one whotar. to the flow of large rivers!
;

and. (4) NavaMma.

seeking to explain the mystery’ underlying tbc word gives the following

couplet thus

:

“ WP> 3PTR ti «T^3 * Sre JIK\ ^ I

auft ft dpfl ^ R *rat 1

*5p7 X II

"



THE ANTIQUITY OF THE CASTE-NAME ‘ SEfcJAVT ’

Tre Bombay GeztUttr' describes the ' Henovit ' as s caste

of Brahmins in Gujarat- a!» called Saresvots. said to have been

shipwrecked strangers purified with firu by Parashurfima." It further

state that the term * 3epori ' is a "name of doubtful meaning"

(Vol. XVIII. pL i. pp. 175-160) and that the &t>urvis also call

thesnwlve SSrasta !t and Geu4a B’ahmins. The Gaultm* al»

stats that the origin of the name Staavl is disputed. According to

one account it is
“ Siwktincv ’’ or ninety-six from the number of

the families of the original settlers. A second account derive the

name from Sem. an army, because many Scnavis were uarri«ns.'

A third account derives it from " Shahanbhot " which wc arc told

is the Canarese term for village accountant. Of these three accounts

the last seems to find favour with the well-informed. The Sc?intis

had great influence at Sdndia’s court about 1797 ad. 4 The

Gaselleer farther state* that die District of Sajavls coincides with

the Konkan. t One of the special traits ol the £eqavi& recorded

1. Bernbay Caulltm Vol. IX, pL i, pp. 436, 436. Further infomaUnn

ibo.it Sheniois in the dfferent districts of the Bombay Presidmcy will

be Iand in the following rrierovcci :—Ra!napti DisL X. 116 ; Peculiarities

In the dialert of Slunaoit, X, 116, note 6 ;
Saiontwodi State X, -til

;

Kciaba Dial. XI, 45, 46
;
Tkena Dias. XIII, SS

;
NatU Dim. XVI. 41

;

Akmtanaxir Diet. XVII 63 64; Poona Diet. XVm. pt. i. 175180;

Sales Kit XIX 56
;
Skolafno Diet. XX 38 40 ; Bdgaum Disc. XXL

90-92
;
Kolhapur Stale. XXIV. 63

;
Dheioar DiK. XXII. 58 ; Wfapw

Dim XXIII. 85; Kama Dist XV. pt L 1S9, 163.

2. Bombay Koiellto. Vol. XVIII, pt. I, p. 175—foot note L

3 The Prfikita form for Swdfeifi is Senaoai
( «IT3? )

wc Pracafa

Grammar by Pischel 8 72 Hint 7). This form has been uted in the

MrcrhakatiV.a (101, 21). 1 am indebted to Dr. V. S. Sukthankar foe

thi* raerenic Sir R G Bhancarkar in hii IViben PWIofojfcal Leelutes

(R G B. Wocta Vol. IV, p. 419) has the feftiwing entry- regarding

Setevi :

—

" M. {=Marathi) g w rj name ol a Caile, Pr. (Prtkna)

Skr. (=Samkiil) ifrnfe
”

Or* WraiJft S>*fi wai Sdi‘3 Sarriar who was killed in AD. 2736

«n the battie of Cbarhai (wc Pnbua Daflar Stations. No. 3, Jrtter

No. 192 dated 2nd May 1736).

4. Ibid, Vol. XVIII. pt. ii, 275
6 Ibid. Vol. I. pi. a p 10 (Introductico to the Hiatoiy of Kwikan).
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lti3

by the Gazetteer * that they “ eat fish and mutton " wen though

Brahmins. In the Maratha chronicle called the SabUsttd Bckhar 1

composed in a .d. 1697, Piiarnber 3enmi‘ the administrator oi the

then duel o( the Savar.twadi state is styled as “c^ngift irttCT.
'*

This reference proves that the fish-eating habit was Common with the

SetjavT* in Shivajl’* time and that the name ** Seaevl

"

was alto then

current This reference, therefore, jaishes back the antiquity of the

name SttyitA to about a .d
,
1600.* The question may now be asked

regarding the exact antiquity of the usage of the name Stuntd

and its variations. This quobon is difficult to answer successfully

for want of records prior to Shivaji’a time. I intend to record in

this note the refenmee 1 have been able to collect about the actual

usage of the name Smaei and its pbonetical variations

Mr. Bhaw* in his History of Marathi Literature called the

~Makaid)!ja Surestel

"

mentions certain wcrki called ' MesUkta

or ‘ systems of account ’ 33 explained by him irt the ram* context

He rails it
‘ Hkhana-paddhati

'

also. Henudri, the author of the

Ccturvarga Cimamin

i

was reputed to be the father of this paddkoli.

Subsequent writers modelled their meslakas on Hemiidri’s work. Ore

Govind Kavi composed a work called '• stnsrj tRrf" and Mr.

Bhave states that the contents of this work arc identical with the

1. See CaiilrapraJipt (pub. by Bhsrsta Itihsia Sar.s Mandat

Pntia. 1925) ed. by D. V. Aptc sad M. S. Dlvcfcar, p. 7L The dale

of composition of the Safchnnd Bafchar is Saks 1619 (• 1697 A.D.) see

extract fntn this Bokhar c«i p. !28 of Shaoji Soiirenfr.

2. See Shivdji Stwvtab. cd. by G. S Snrdrai. 3rd May. 1927. p. 124

In tl* biographical ooucra given cei p. 181 of tlim book the following

information about rtlo«frar South' is recorded

'

He was the Ketbh/ai

of die Savant of Kudai debited to negotiate »ith Shivaji in A.D 1659.

In 1670 A.D., Shivaji captured Ki-favana and demanded the right of

‘CamhSi' from the Fortuffiesc of Goa. In this connection Shivali had

appointed Pitiimbar St»avt but Pitambar died ir. 1678 AD. before hi*

mbwco was completed."

3. See te«a( No. 41 (Sources of the Hiany of Cocianlak pub

lisird in lli>aia Sempahc by Psresils) dated Saka 1616= AD. 1694.

The following Seoavfi arc rcoitkoed in this document

f*i «tra &u[cfi. rpi Maiy'r, frs tit*-. noraf, <t>«

CM, m irOTtfi
,
Document No. 42

nfcich is dated Saka 1617=AD. 1695 contains the following namia

tilra sit, yuicjj, gfs itdi-ji artn

gtt^'iiTT, -ttt Fiur-ft ftren, nnufi

*TT*To5 othm
4. MaftMtfnr SarastaHt. Poena. 1919. pp. 33*34.

VI—

T
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intsiaeas ascribed to HemSdri. We ire concerned in this reference

with the term "yiwrt 1' which >* a phonetic variation of the term

and the system may have been called “ iroi; •• probably

because (he S«<rcls had something to do with accounting as indicated

by the name
1 Skikmboz

'

winch is a Canarese term for the village

accountant a* maitionod above. 1 As the 'ctweif Sw*’ of Govind

Kavi is modelled after Hansdri’s meslckas it must have been com-

poaed some time alter AD. 1270 about which time Hemadri wrote his

Ccsurvaiga Cinlanuun.‘

The meanings of the term
4
Senati

'

not recorded by the Bombay

Cciellut are supplemented by Rao Bahadur S. S. Talmaki in his

excellent monograph on the Sarasiea! Families. Thwe are :—(1) The

name Swiovi is cknved from the word S’tni in Northern India ; (2)

Its origin i* also ascribed to Sarman or Sarmari Arya ; (3) It is derived

from S<tkc>ia
‘ which in the Konkani has the form 4 Shano

’

ar.d means

learned, and from which arose the forms 'Shane' (plural of Skcno),

Skanei. Skenai and Skerm. Mr. Talmaki Kata further that

the irim ’ Shmai

'

is mol as an affix to names as a mark of res-

pectability e.g. Shana Skenai, Vinayak Skenai. Vithoba Skenai and

so on. According to him Shanbkog in Kanaiese has the same mean-

ing as Shma in Konkani and it may therefore be presumed that

the former wa* derived from the latter. “The province of Goa

had torn under Kanaree rnlera for about 1200 years and the word
4 Shanovai ’ assumed that shape during their Tcgime and may have

bees carried thence to ether region* governed by them outside Goa."

It is not the purpose of this nc<e to hold a brief for any of

the forms of the term ‘ Senau i ' recorded above but to record data

which might prove u&cful for the solution of the problem.

It appears from the inscriptions! evidence recorded below that

the term was ctrra* in the 13th century in Maharastro.

Mr. K. A. Padhye of Bombay has reproduced at the end of his

Life of HerrMri' a stone inscription in the temple of God VithcbS

L S. S. Talmaki ia hit " SarwtM* families,“ Pare 1, Bombay, 1935,

make* the following remarks about the tffldency of these tlurcblic/t!

"
If an independent tesumony of the quality of »xnk done by the*:

Slwnb**getf were repaired, we may quote here the words o! Major Munro

who carried cm the work of Survey Settlemem; in Kanara. Writing In 1800

about the accounts kept by there S*®i!>Ao£« he says that they were in

such a state of f«rft<nkm ar.d preservation as to furnish a caipfete

abstran of land-rent during a period at more than 400 ytara’'

2. P. V. Kan* : Hulory of DharmaUstra, VOL 1. p. 354.

3. Sdr«uur Fa^Sie,. Part I, Bombay, 1935, p?. 19-20.

4. Uemai'i Caritre. by K. A. I’odhyc (In Marathi) ftrafcay 193L
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of Pindharjwr which bears dates Saka 1195 to 1198, Lc. A.D. 1273-76.

This inKiiptrcn records numerous names of rkmors who donated

some money for the construction of a i»art of the temple buildinga

Among the names of these donors the following names are found

Page 36—" qj Htfearsn ”

Page

Page 40
"

~ i tpxG\ tforti
’’

Page 42-" irrst

Page 46-'‘ Hnr

In the first four entries recorded above the affix '
<?*M

' has

been added to the personal Dame and this use is analogous to that

poinled out by Mr. Talmaki as in the names ’Shama Shmai'
' Vinayak Shericl

’
etc., where the tom * SheNai ’ is used as a marie

of respectability. It seems probable that in the 13th century the

term fjvft may have been used more as a caste-name than as

a mark of respectability. It appears to me that it may have been

used exactly in the same sense in which the term pouft is used

at present as a caste-name The fifth entry from the inscription

quoted above, contains the surname •* sra ” which is now current

among the Safaris.

In view of the inscriptions! evidence recorded above the anti-

quity of the terra haB been amply proved and though its

exact genesis is yet a matter for investigation we may expect even

earlier usages' of this term with or without variations of form ir,

inscriptions or elsewhere.

P. K. Gout

1. One such earBcr usage ii mrcilird io me by Rao Bahadur Wasodeva
iVnanr Ranikardckar of Bandrn in 2 private comciuridtion dined 21-2-1997*

In the Kaie/I Coppcpiate cront oi Saha 1I1J ( -AO. 1191) we find the

radroenicnt "f&tftW ” [Vide Pmcrcdings of the Bhsrata IU-

haa Mandal for Seka 105 ( = a.d. 1913 ). p. 2201. Roo Bahadur Bat-bai-

deiar thinks that the term "g«H" In the abo-.vr endorwirunt denotes

fotatUM and not cal*.



RECONSTRUCTION OK SECONDARY EDUCATION
IN INDIA.*

Thai the system ol education prevalent in India to-day requires

substantial alteration is very widely recognised. Some even go to

the extent cl asking for a thorough overhaul of the whole system,

though what they definitely mean by an overhaul hat not been made

clear. The meet jnsatMactory unit in the system according to

the critics is that which deals with secondary’ education. That

there » immense need for the extension of primary education *

everywhere admitted, but no great alteration in the existing system

is contemplated. Critics of university education have many things

to suggest but they all presuppose changes, in the content ar.d method

of secondary education as well. Hcncc much of the advocacy of

educational recixMiudicn in India centres round secondary

education. It U very gratifying to note that the Central and Provincial

Governments al#> Kt vividly the need for re organisation of the insti-

tution# and methods of education. The Government of Bombay

appointed a Committee to make recommendations about educational

reforms on this bclalf as early as 1928, and now the governments

of U. P, the Punjab and Bengal are seriously considering sdiemes

for improving and modifying secondary and higher sooedary or

intermediate education in their provinces Also the Government

of India have issued a circular «i this topic to the Provincial

Governments. The Madras and Bombay Universities have for

a number of yea re at a stretch been considering and reconsider-

ing their curricula and «em to have now made up their mind

that discretion is the btfter part of valour and that the most

discreet thing for them to do is to keep to the orthodox course

of prescribing for their matric candidates nothing but languages,

mathematics, history and geography, and science. The leading heads

in there, two universities do not seem to be blind to more practical

and economically useful courses of study but they teen to believe

that their prime care being university education they may br ex-

cured ii they do not succeed in tackling those aspects of secondary

education that do not definitely pertain to the selection of candidates

to the university classes

• Report submitted al lire Nagpur Seg&M of tire All India Federation
of Etbxnuonil Awocaticco in December, 1935.
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The prevailing opinion in many parts of India—both official

arxl non-official- is that an attitude of indifference to the wider

problem of the social and economic welfare of the country is in-

compatible with a seise of magnitude and irrqwrtarxe of the privi-

lege and responsibility of guiding and controlling secondary education

either alone or in coojieratwn with other irspccsible todies At

any late this was the view most clearly presented in the third

Conference of Indian Univmltfc# hdd at Delhi in March 1954. It

was a nsnarkaMe conference of leaders of all-India repute who have

Ioog periods of distiresuisbed service to their credit, and who

represented tlie Government of India, the Public Service Commission,

the Indian Institute of Science, and all the 17 universities of India.

His Excellency the Viceroy (Lord Willingdom) gave a clear lead

to the conference when in unmsaakable terms he suggested "that

many boys and girts world benefit if the content and method of

their school education were not baaed so rigidly oo the assumption

that they all dew re, and are competent to leceive. admission to a

university." Unfortunately seemdary education las regularly been

conducted and controltel cei this Mluniption, which all sensible people

now recognise to to shortaghted and rlririm.ntal to the- best interests

of the country. His Excellency reccgnisal the need of vocational

education in the country and referred to the existence of two schools

of thought in this respect in the following woids “ Some favour the

inclusion of several forms of vocational training m optional subjects foi

matriculation. sr.d subsequent university examination, which would

be taken txvicurren'.ly with ordinary literary subjects
;
others advocate

more drastic treatment and suggest that the whole where of secondary

education should be recast as a result of which many students who

now throng universities would to diverted at an earlier stage either

to occupation or to separate and self-contained vocational institu-

tions."

The first school of thought try to introduce the etements of

vocational education into schools in order that an interest in

manual or technical work may be created in the yam? and that

this interest may to helpful to them in facilitating their going into

occupations or vocational studies after ttoir course. It is also bdieved

that the introduction of practical or vocational subjects will be

helpful even in the pursuit of the literary subjects now provided in

the school. The idea is that when a boy who has roc much aptitude

for his literary studies rs interested in practical work and succeeds

in that work, the success he attains there serves as a stimulus to

him to do his literary studies also with greater success. The ct*i-

fidence he gains through his industrial work reacts .favourably on
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his bock-work. In this axuiccucm we may lcam some thing froni

the cemral schools o( England eweerning which Mr. K. P. Chat-

lopadhya, Education Officer of the Calcutta corporation, spoke to us

In the Primary Education Section of the Ddhi (AH India Educational)

Conference. " The object of the central ichoob is to prepare boys and

girls for immediate employment on leaving school, and the instiucticn

shook! be arch that childtcn should be prepared to go into business

houses and workshops at the completion of the course without any spe-

cial training. In order to achieve tbeii purpose Central Schools have

bear organised in LoDdoi with a (1) Commercial, or (2) Technical

bias Scene schools have both a commercial and technical bias. The

local conditions in each pan of Londcel and different circumstances

of the pupils are carefully considered in determining the nature of

the bias to be given In the institution. As eleven is too early an

age to deckle on the bias, the first two years at a Central School

are sport on genera! education. This course includes English, His-

tory. Geography. Mathematics, a foreign language (usually French,

ksa often German or Spanish), practical Science, Art. Handiwork,

Fhyucai Training and Music. School* with a technical bias lay

stress on wood and metal nock, applied -deoce. practical Mathe-

matics and technical drawing for boys and housecraft, needle-work

and 3rt to? bit's. In schools with a commercial bias, short hand

and book-keeping are introduced in the third year. Commercial

practice and typewriting are included in the fourth and fifth years.

Moat members of the staff in addition to being trained teachers, arc

specialists in some subjects of the curriculum. It is obvious that

the training given in the Central Schoctf. while it is cultural and

a preparation foe life generally, ot the same time equips the pupil

to meet the requirements of nxdem industry and commerce.” Prin-

cipal Vakil of Kolhapur has for year* been drawing attention in

the press and on the platform that this kind of education has been

extensively tried and feund successful in the Philippines, and that

what has been successful in the Philippines can be equally successful

in this country where conditions in many respects are similar, pro-

vided of course that the same thoughtfulness and energy’ and

determination are devoted to the purpose.

These parallel oourscs can be introduced in India also, especially

in those centres where there are industrial establishments, if those

who direct education and educational workers can be relied on to

plan a little adventurously and to spare a little extra time and

effort which will be feund necessary in working up such a new

venture. 1 know of at least two complete recognised high schools

in two different parti of the Maharashtra where without any special
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advantages the workers have been able to introduce in the fust place

an industrial and in the other an agriniltural course ol studies along:

with the regular book-work of the high school, and there b nothing

In show, to say the least, that the latter has adversely been affected

thereby. What H so exceptional in Bombay is considered a matter

of course in Dacca, where the Board of Intermediate and Secondary

Education has laid down that " each candidate for tie High School

Examination shall produce from the Head Master of the High

School frem which he appears a certificate to the effect that he has

undergone a course of training for at least one year in one of the

following : -carpentry smithy, book-bindmg. bamboo and cane

work, spinning and weaving, tailoring and sewing, or the following

for girl* only :— fruit preserving, cooking including invalid cooking,

drawing and painting, and music. Mysore has the customary five

subject* of the ordinary high schools and ha* provided for an addi-

tional subject which may be general or one of a sales of 23 voca-

tional subjects, each as accountancy, printing and book-binding, elec-

tric wiring and fitting, sericulture, horticulture, weaving, pharmacy,

etc
;
but it is also possible that student* can avoid all these voca-

tional subjects and take higher mathematic* or an additional

language. The Board of Secondary Education in Drihi ha* included

a few commercial subjects in its optional*. Tlie High School Board

in C. P. also has a nurrbeT of practical subjects such as agriculture,

carpentry, metal-work, type-writing etc. as optional. The Adm.nis-

tration Repot of Travancorc (Education Department) say* that

"during the year under report (M. E. 1 ICS) Inspecting Officers

were engaged ir. making a complete survey of all Vernacular Middle

Schools in the State with a view to deciding in which schools

vocational bias curricula may be introduced if possible in the next

sclxol year Our Conference will do a useful service if we insist

on the netd of such vocational counts throughout the land. We
should also consider whether It 1* advisable to enforce on all students

the participation in some kind of a vocational course in at least

mm of the standings of a high school. If a vocational study is

merely optional in the vatlou* studies included in the sexeidary

couise. many students may not care to make use of the option.

After these words were written we have the geed news of the

recently started Central Advisory' 3oard of Education having con-

cluded its first sitting with a clear endorsement of the opinion

widely hdd in the country that secondary education should be re-

constructed with a view to giving a definite bia3 for vocational

education. The Board is also reported to favour the appointment

of career masters in all big schools as in England, and that it is
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also of opinion tha; expert advice (presumably from abroad ) would

be of value in organising a scheme of reeowtraction. Tlie last re-

commendation. however, needs careful ccosidcraticn before acceptance

The Delhi University Conference and. following that, the Central

Board of Education have rorommended that the* scheme of school

education should consist of definite stages. The Board h3s recom-

mended (as reported in the Times of India, dated 23-12-35) that

these slates ahculd lx :

(a) The Primary stage which should aim af proving lire

minimum general education and training, and which will ensure per-

manent literacy,

(ft) The lower secondary stage, which should contain a self-

contained coarse in general education and which should constitute

a suitable foundation cither for higher education or for specralised

practical oDurus, (In rural areas a course at tins stage should be

provided which would aim at the development of practical aptitudes

and be made compulsory.), and

(c) The higher secondary stage, in which would be included

institutions with varying lengths of courses (1) preparing students

for admission to universities in arts and sciences, (2) for training

teachers in ruial areas. (3) for agricultural training, (4) for clerical

training, and (5) for training in selected technical subjects, which

should be choten in consultation with employers.

Where separate iistituciom are not possible for diversified

courses some of them might be inoorporated in higher axondaty

subjects and would end in a leaving certificate. Certificates granted

to pupil* completing specialised causes should receive Government

recognition At the end of the lower secondary school coarse there

shaild be the first, public examination. Those who desire to join

subordinate clerical services can enter their services after the exa-

minatiais that close the lower or upper secondary oourse.

The University Ginference has recommended that all these

three stages should together covet 12 years : 4 or 5 years for the

primary stage. 5 or 4 years for the lower secondary or middle stage,

and 3 years for the higher secondary (high school and intermediate)

stage. If a toy or girl goes to school for the first time in the 5th

year he or she will have oxnplaed according to this scheme the

higher secondary oairse at the 17th year.

Schools with a vocational bias arc not enough to meet the

diffiniltiei of unemployment amcog the educated classes. What is

wanted is so to re-organise the post-primary course of education
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that along with the. sdux>!» where the young folk are given a general

and cultural education with vocational bias there should be regular

vocational and technical schools (as suggested by the Central Ad-

visory Heard and many oihrrs) into which scholars may be diverted

ac the end oi the middk and higher secondary course. When such

vocational ard technical schools are established a large number of

students who now fleck to the universities as they do rxk know of

anything better to do will enter those institutions

Technical education of three progn-faive grades has been sug-

gested ( 1 ) for those who finish the middle schoal 3tage, ( 2 J for

those who complete the higher wcccdary course, and <3> those who

take the graduate and pen-graduate ccurtut After the middle

school stage a number of student* who do no! show any special

aptitude for scholastic studies and who ncm1 ordinarily move on

to the high school and Intermediate College would be encouraged to

go into vocational institutions. After the higher secondary (high

school and intermediate) education aia> there should be technical

institutions fee those people who have no uncial qualification for

University educatke. As Mr. N. S. Subba Rao of Mysore suggested

and as rwolved by the University Conference the universities can

also help io the natter by instituting or recognising by grant of

diploma or certificate technological courses of a predominantly prac-

tical character to those who have passed the University Entrance

Examinations Universities need not think that the only thing they

should do to the industrial life of the country is to start technological

courses of degree and post-graduate standards, which they should

undoubtedly do and not leave the former undone That if technical

courses were available students would be very ready to make use

of than was testified to by the Vice-Chancellor of the Bombay

University in the Bombay Education Week held in April last (1935)

(a copy of whose speech the Registrar very kindly sent rac,'. As

a member of the Board of the V. J. T. Institute. Bombay, he knew

how difficult it was foe students to secure admission as only a limited

nnmber can be admitted to the varices departments. It is then

surprising that with only one technological institution in the U. P.

a number of persons who had qualified there were not. according

to Prof. Jha of Allahabad, able to find employment. On the other

hand we have Pandit Malaviya’s assurance that the 300 boys who

bad diploma in engineering in the Borates University after matri-

culation were doing splendid work in all parts of the country At

any rate these is no doubt that the Delhi Conference and the Central

Advisory Board have laid the country under obligation by their

unequivocal opinion that "a practical solution of the problem of

VI—

V
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unemployment can only hr found in a radical readjustment of

the present system of education in sdools in such a way that a

large number of pupils shall to diverted at the completion of then

sxnndary education either to profesuotK or to separate vocational

iiNitLtkKts". The provision of technical courses will incidentally

help to raise the standard of university education. When only students

who are tit for the course go to universities mere satisfactory provi-

sions can be made there foe higher audits and for research.

Another aspect of education thEt requires immediate attention

ctxicesns the medium of instructkxi. It is a pity that for years

together education has been conducted through the medium of English

in Secondary Schools According to the present system three or four

years to say the least are spent by toys and girls marking time as far

as progress in the subjects is concerned. They spend in f*wne cases

as much as a lull third of the total time available in the school to the

mastery of a foreign language through which then or liter they would

Seam to pick up useful knowledge. National leaders haw been asking

foe th> mother-tongue of the educands to to made the medium of in-

struction. and slowly fhrir labours have begun to bear fruit. In

C. P- Bombay. Bengal, Madras, the Punjab, Delhi. Mysore, and

Hyderabad they have now made it either optional or compulsory, in

mnst places the former, for teachers tn teach and students to write

their answer papere in the vernacular of the Khool population. The

Delhi University Conference has recommended that in the primary

and middle stages the medium of instruction should exclusively be

the vernacular and in the higher secondary stage it should be the

vernacular whenever it is practicable- In pairing it may be noted

tliat in spite of the effort of stalwarts like Pundit Malaviya and

Mr. Satyamurti and Sir Akbar Hydari that Conference failed to

pass a resolution recommending the vernaculars as media of m-

Kroct:on in the universities also, a failure which some of us are

much inclined to regret as “ vemacuiarisation " cannot become a vital

reality in schools until it is accepted at least as an ideal for the

higher educational institutions as well. Sir Akbar Hydari did not

evidently overstate his case when lie said that " the greatest defect

in the system of Indian education was this imparting of instruction

through a Language which wk not tlie students' own It is not merely

the Ices that India and our vernaculars had sustained by the use

of English, that he was referring to, but he held that the lo» had

been to the world. Every nation had it* natural genius for which

its tengue was its natural medium of expression No nation could

make ita proper contribution to humanity at Large through a

foreign tongue, and humanity would therefore suffer a proportionate
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k«e by continuance oi Engli* as the medium of instruction.” The

predominance of English in the Universities makes some people keen

on having even secondary education through the medium ol English

even where the Government is prepared to adopt the verna-

cular medium. Perhaps that is how we can explain some o! the

opposition ol tlie teachers of Bengal as reflected in the Bengal

Teacher*' Journal (Vide editorial notes, pp. 511-542 of 1935) con-

cerning the proposal ol the Government ol Bengal to convert all

English Middle School* into Vernacular Middle Schools. The

Education Reforms Committee of Travancere has accepted the

optional adcc<ion of vernacular as the medium o t instruction in that

state. Though mart of Trwiincoce is a single ianguage area it a
not sure how far the people would be anxious to immediately adopt

the vernacular for this purpose, for we learn from the education

report that the Inspectors were instructed to ascertain how many

schools were willing to adopt the change. Public opinion for verna-

cular* to be used as medium of in*iruction is still to be educated in

this respect in most parts of the country.

Another much discussed problem in secondary education is con-

cerned with its rcotrel. The problem is particularly urgent and acute

in Bombay. Bengal and the Punjab In Assam V. P, C. P.. and

Delhi separate Boards are established by the Government to manage

and ixxitroi secondary education. In States such as Mysore. Cochin

and Travancore also there are Boards that work with a dear and

amicable understanding with their respective Universities. In the

Punjab the recent educational reforms Committee recommended the

control of Secondary and Intermediate Education to lie transferred

to a special Board to be appointed for the purpose but the senate

of the University did not consider it a wire step. In Bengal the

teachers of private rebuilt as is seen from their official organ dis-

approved of the attempt ol the Government to take away from

the University its control over High Schwte. In Bomhay both the

Department and the University arc authorised to recognise schools

and we have the irritating situation on occariors of some schools

unregistered by the Department bring duly recognised by the Univer-

sity.

A word more before wc dose. We have been considering some

of the frit needs of secondary education and wc arc proud that

V;re<hanai!orB of Universities and Directors of Public Instruction

hare thought it worth their while to consider the reorganisation of

secondary education as worth their official and personal attention.

But unemployment is not the cnly problem to be sotvrd. nor is there

any guarantee that the huge sums necessary lor the establishment
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of vocational schools and lor the introduction ol vocational bias in

lhe nisluw schools will Ik forthcoming as easily as plans ol recon-

struction come cut from the (ertik brains ol our great oducatkxial

leaders and educational authorities. The humdrum work ol the

humble tcaclrer oi letter? will have to go on. if the nation should

run become intellectually and culturally bankrupt. He must also

get a mmimum living wage and some tmirity ol tenire. Again he

must have proforional training lor his work. In one ol the biggest

provinces in India with about 1200 high schools only about 120

graduate teachers are trained every year, and no wonder that there

the pcrcaitagc ol trained high school masters is net above 12. Even

in noe of the most advanced Indian states it is hardly more than

30%. So also, without moral culture and training in character no

amount of school work will In* of much help in nation-building, and

these ate hard to ensure witlwiut giving attention to the spiritual and

religion lile ol the ycung. Mr. Cnintamani in his convocation ad-

dress at Mysore and the Nawab o: Bhopal m a similar ixwiticn at

AUahabad, to moiiioo two recent educational pronouncements in

high piacts, referred to the need of religious education. It is tree

that we in India have great difficulties in this dirtriicm. bait that

should net daunt adventurous teachers who try to widen the interest

ol the young in as many healthy and creative lines aa possible from

lacing the situation and finding a right solution foe the difficult

probkm that presents itself in this particularly religious country.

All talk ol educational reconstruction ia futile if we have no time,

money and energy to spend over such important aspects of educa-

tion as are here suggested.

Anjiivkl V. Matthew
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The Buddkaccrit/i of Aivathoja, (Caxlos I—XIV) (in two parts.)

By Dn. Johnston. Punjab University Oriental Publications.

Nos. 31 and 32. 1936

The Buddhacarita of Aivaghosa describes the life of Buddha

in 28 cantos of which only I to XIV are extant in Sanskrit. Cantos

XV to XXVIII are (mown only from their Chinese and Tibetan trans-

lations. Dr. Johnston has recently published the English translation

of these latter cantos—(XV—XXVIII) in an European journal

(Acta Orientalia. Vol. XV). Let us hope, that in the next edition,

translation of Ouse cantos al*> will be added as an appendix.

Up to this time the only available translation into English, was

that of Cowell published in the year 1893. in S. B. E. series Vo!.

No. XLIX. In the year 1911-12, cantos I to V being prescribed

lor the F. Y. A. Class of the Bombay University, four editions were

published by Messrs. Joglekar. (Bombay), Sohoni. (Fcona). Lokur.

(Belgaum), and Nandargikar, (Paxia). These editions deal with

all such topics as are necessary for a university student. N'andargi-

kar indeed gives ua a carefully edited text, baaed on an important

manuscript from the Punjab, while Sshooi discusses in detail the pro-

blem of the author's date. Dr. Weller again during 1926-28, brought

out his wdl known German translation of Cantos 1 to XVII in

two parts Bui it was of little use to the English-knowing public.

Thus there was a long-felt need for a critical test and English

translation of the ‘ Buddhacarita ' and Dr. Johnston deserves our

congratulations for having supplied this long fell need. Dr. Johnston

has already published ' Saundariranda ', another work of Aiva-

gboea in the same series. In this edition ol ‘Buddhacarita' he

has made use of all the available sources. In his notes he has dis-

cussed the various readings and made full e« of the Chinese ami

Tibetan translations.

His intro ictkin to ' Buddhacarita ' covering neatly ICO pages

is very valuable. He has divided it into four sections. Section I

(pages 1-24) deals with the life and the works of ‘ Asvngha;a \

Regarding the date Dr. Johnston remarks ’ Poei lived not Inter than

Kaniska and hri vocabulary suggests a date not far removed from
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that of AnhaSastra of Kantilya' (p 16). Section II <pp. 18-44)

diwiws aa to what School of Buddhism our author bekxigt and

rcmc&ides that lie was a folbwer cf the Bahusratika whool Section

111 (pp. 44 to 79) deals with his Kiiolarship. This whole section

it very important for these who are Interested in the study of the

iiTiiml criticism (specially pp. 67 to 79) where the author has

selected peculiarities of ASvaghosas Syntax. Section IV (pp. 79

to 98) deals with ASvaghow'a prctical achievements.

At the end there is an index to important words occurring in

the text and notes. A bibliography of all the bcoks and artIda

ccrjicctcd with the Buddliacarita is also given at the beginning of

the book.

D. S. Phatak
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